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PREFACE

The fieldwork on which this account is based was carried out in Zaria
Province, Northern Nigeria, from May 1949 to December 1950, and was financed
by a grant from the Colonial Social Science Research Council.

I was assigned the task of making a socio-economic survey of Zaria
Province. I took this to mean a fairly comprehensive and detailed quantita
tive description of economic processes and their relations to the social
context. Thus the main problems with which fieldwork was concerned were
those of quantification. For practical reasons these field enquiries, which
were of an experimental nature, were limited to the Rausa population in Zaria.

The main body of quantitative materials collected is given in the
appendices to this report. Despite tabulation, these data are presented
summarily and almost in their raw form. To supplement these figures by a
qualitative account of comparable detail, or to analyse them exhaustively,
would have delayed completion of this report for an unforeseeable period. I
preferred to make the report available with as little delay as possible, and
so decided to postpone these tasks to some later date. To supplement these
materials on Hausa economy I gave a summary account of its social context
which, though acfequate as an introduction to Hausa sociology, is not exhaus
tive, and also invites further analysis.

The report was completed and submitted to the Colonial Social Science
Research Council in S3ptember 1951. Although more work has been done on
gertain sections of the field data since then, this has not required any
material revision of the picture of Hausa life in Zaria Province which was set
out there, and, except for some abridgements, only minor alt~rations have been
made in preparing the original manuscript for publication.

I should like to acknowledge the help which I received from
Mr. C.V. Williams, who was Resident, Zaria at the time of my study.
Mr. J.G. Davies, then Manager of the United Africa Company branch at Zaria,
helped me with valuable ;information. My main debt is to my teacher and
supervisor, Professor Daryll Forde of University College, London, who has given
so freely of his time, g1.J.idance and friendship from the beginning of this work.

M. G. Smith.

Institute of Social & Economic Research,
University College of the West Indies,
Jamaica, B.W.I.

October, 1954.

Note by the Colonial Office

The material contained in this report to the Colonial Social Science
Research Council ;was collected in the course of an investigation sponsored
by that Council and assisted by a grant from Colonial Development and
welfare. funds. iThe views expressed are those of the author and not of any
Government autho~·ity.

,
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INTRODUCTION

The Kano Chronicle and the Zaria Chronicle both agree in stating that the
function of the Habe Kingdom of Zaria in pre-Fulani days was to supply its
more northern sister kingdoms with slaves from the pagan groups on its borders.
For adequate performance of this function, a fairly well organised political
system was developed, and despite adaptations by both Fulani and British
conquerors, the main features of ancient Habe political organisation are still
alive to this day. The result is that studies of local communities which
ignore the larger framework of the Emirate fail to convey the local effect of
the unity, complexity and massiveness of the state structure. On the other
hand, the "non-privileged" peasants of to-day, often themselves serfs or the
descendants of serfs, are necessarily more intensely concerned with the
agriculture, trade and crafts which form the basis of their livelihood than
with the affairs of the Emirate. That is to say, an adequate description of
the culture and society of Zaria Hausa must try to balance fairly in its
account the activities and traditions of two widely different interest groups:
the peasants and their rulers. It follows that whereas environmental condi
tions must be adequately treated to provide a background picture for peasant
agriculture, craft and trade, equal attention must be paid to those factors
and forces of political organisation which controlled and integrated the
numerous localised agricultural groups into the wider territorial organisation
of a state whose energies wer~erly focussed on slave raiding.

The equal importance of both these different types of activity to the
student of Zaria society and culture requires that in consideration of the
material, neither of these aspects of Zaria life should be treated in
isolation. The interrelation between political institutions and the economic
activities of the common people (talakawa) will require special study, for if
in the widest instance the earlier function of the state in Zaria was to
enslave its neighbours, it had an equally important duty to perform in pro
tecting its citizens from enslavement either by external or internal groups.

The Province of Zaria has an area of 16,41+8 square miles and a population
in 1948-9 of about 568,000, of which some 316,000 are Hausa and Fulani, mainly
settled in the Northern half of the province, With an approximate density of
40 persons per square mile. The remaining 252,000 include over 35 different
pagan tribes, together with some Southern Nigerians, mainlyYoruba and Ibo.
The rate of population increase over years 1'94T·· 50" based on such figures-
as are available, is as follows:-

164,214
201,888

161,747
194,685

160,352
195,301

1947-8

156,801
190,666

!l,@J.t§

Male.
Female

1948-9 1949-50 1950-51
.•...._..."._,......,_._...- .." ....,_._,.,,_._. "._.,._"_._.._,,,_.._.,. ""_.,,,,_.,,_.,_.. ,.."."-"".'.'-'" ".. _,.,.,,-, "."-'._""'.."_._"-" ..•,._"._._...._,.,-_.....•

"' .

)

Male..
Female.

109,763 112,475 116,276 122,110
.,2Zl?,.§2._... ., f-..--, •...~.~0..lg~.~...,.,-,- ......_.!...()±.1..l~l, __._._ ..__.J 0~.l4~.z..

554,295 568, 221 577,41+9 597.L.~.§2., ...

3.46

Total Emirate
population 498,741 51 1,897 520,015 538,271
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The province itself is composed of the Emirate together with four
independent Districts, the former including approximately 90 per cent. of the
population and roughly 80 per cent. of the area. As our study is mainly
concerned with the northern Rausa belt within the Emirate, our material has
no reference to the other groups except where this is expressly stated.

Within the Emirate the two most important racial groups are the Hausa
and the settled Fulani; 194-8-9 tax returns state that there are approximately
260,000 Rausa and 56,000 Fulani, the remaining 195,000 Emirate subjects being
mainly pagans of the Gwari and allied groups, mostly settled south of a line
drawn bet~vveen Kaduna and Rahama, and administered before the British occupa~

tion, as at present, from small Hausa-Fulani enclaves such as Lere, Kacia and
Zangon Katab.*

Zaria Province lies within latitudes 9t to 11t N. and longitudes 6 to 9 E.
in the centre of the Northern Provinces of Nigeria, at a general elevation of
2,200 feet. Rainfall averages 4-2 inches a year over most of the province,
but whereas on the southern fringe of the Bauchi Plateau (Zonkwa) precipita
tion was 58" in 194-9, at the Maigana Agricultural station near Zaria City it
was 37". Within 6 miles in 194-8 an annual difference of 6" was recorded.
194-8 and 194-9 were years of low rainfall, and a study of available figures
suggests that there may be a regular cyclical variation.

The inhabitants distinguish four seasons, as follows:-

B~ - Mid-February to mid-May - the hot dry season of the harmattan.

pamin~ - I~d-May until the third week in August - the rainy season.

Kaka - Third week in August until the third week in November - the
harvest season.

Rani - Third week in November until mid-February - the cold dry season of
the harmattan.

There is a wide seasonal, as well as diurnal, variation in temperature, from
over 100 degrees in Bazara to below 50 degrees in Rani. - \

The harmattan is an important factor in the lives of t~ people; it
blows for four or five months a year, driving dust storms before it, and
according to medical opinion has been an agent in spreading cerebro-spinal
meningitis to epidemic proportions between 1948 and 1950; in .the 1948
epidemic 8,000 deaths in a total of 4-2,000 meningitis cases were reported.
Though it is sometimes stated that this is a recent phenomenon, the people
themselves say that it has always been so, but on a reduced scale. . Their
attitude towards wind (isk§,), and the harmattan in particular, is closely
linked wi th some. of their spiritual concepts.

The North Zaria country is rolling downland covered with low orchard bush
ahd scattered shade trees such as baobabs, silk-cottons, ficus trees, and
deleb palms in marshes and river-valleys. For most of the year the streams
have little or_no water in them, but in the rains they often flood the sur
rounding country. Marsh in hollows with no outlet is called fadama, and is,
prized as valuable agricultural land. Marsh farming is carried on after, as
well as during, the rainy season, native tobacco, onions, sugarcane and rice,
as well as guineacorn and lIlaize, being grown.

The main type of soil is a red lateri te (;i_an ka~~) of no great depth and
poor fertility. Patches of light-coloured sandy loam (jigawa) give the best
yields, and are prizedeq ually with !adama. Batin kas~ or blackish soil is
rarer in North Zaria, and is also comparatively fertile. Apart from these
useful soils, Rausa distinguish carefully several other types such as
kicandamC2.,J.~ g§:!,..B.§:.ri, m~~, graded according to t:leir fertility and ease
of working, but mechanical soil analysis at Samaru Agricultural Station shows
little difference in the granular composition of all these soils. The

_po~itio~_of a~ield on the slope is carefully considered by Rausa farmers for
* For approximate location of main ethnic groups. see ethnographic map.
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its effect on drainage. The farm yields referred to later suggest that
Le al though no significant difference in soil compositions has been found, the

Rausa distinction of soil types is a useful and sound one.

ly
.g

d

E.
f

A striking feature of the countryside is the rocky outcrops of granite,
around the larger of which both towns and myths cluster.

\
The people we shall b~ concerned with are generally referred to as Hausa,

but they distinguish among: themselves ~~o racial groups, the Fulani and the
Hausa. There are in fact three types of Fulani: J;?oro:r:"'? (in Fula) or
~ilan..in_~j~ (in Hausa), the Bush Fulani who are nomadic cattle keepers
showing very variable Moslem influence; the "!.g~El:~, who are semi-nomadic
cattle keepers practising agriculture, are poorer in cattle than the true
nomads, farm for partial subsistence, sell milk, and sometimes tend the cattle
of the wealthier members of the third Fulani group. This third group, the
.Filani~~.9-~ (House Fulani) are the true settled Fulani and form the ruling
class of all but two or three of the Northern Hausa Emirates. Considered as
descendants of the dynasties which conquered Zaria under Mallam Musa in 1804,
they distinguish themselves sharply from all other groups in the Emirate in
thought and expression as the ruling class. Attached to these dynastic
groups are several other Fulani families cuch as the Toronkawa and the
Katsinawa ryan Data, whose privileges and position depend on the fact that
they were either established in the area before the Jihad reached Zaria, or
that they are members of the ruling families of the more important neigh
bouring states.

Ethnic classifications in Zaria remain fluid according to the social
context; Filanin gidfl, sometimes describe themselves as "Hausawa" to the
European, -but in fact~- although they have lost most of thefr--independent
culture, all their language but the greetings, most of their cattle and,
through intermarriage and concubinage, some of the Fulani physical traits,
among themselves they draw sharp distinctions not only between the dominant
Fulani and subject Rausa, but between Fulani members of ruling families and
other settled Fulani.

Wnatever these internal distinctions, Hausa from Sokoto, Katsina and Kano
Emirates to the North sometimes describe all Zazzagawa (people of Zaria) as
Gwari. There seem to be two reasons for this - firstly on grounds of dialect,
since the Rausa take great pride in the correct use of the language from which
they take their name, and Zaria people readily admit the inferiority of their
own speech, on stylistic and grammatical grounds, to that of more northern
groups of Hausa; secondly, it is almost certain that a large percentage of
the present Zaria population is derived from the Gwari and other pagan groups.
These Gwari and other pagans formed the slave reservoir from wl:ich Fulani
lords drew slaves to settle in their fiefs. These settled slaves were con
verted to Islam and Rausa culture, and are still referred to by the Fulani as
HabEl, a Fula word which in some contexts means serf. Free peasants, the
descendants of free peasants refer to themselves as ~a~~ (native, member of
indigenous population), the plural of K~dq being IIa1?~ in Fulani eyes, but
~aus~~~ in the eyes of the Kado. A free peasant or Kado resents being
called "Rabe".

All this suggests that the co~quering Fulani misused the ethnic term
Habe, first by applying it to the pagan slaves who were brought in, while
referring to the indigenous inhabitants as Ka~2 or Hag§a~_, and then by using
the term indiscriminately to cover the entire subject population, whom they
regarded either as slaves or potential slaves. Hence the correct name of the
old kingdom - Habe - has given way to the more generalised term based primarily
on linguistic, but also on cultural similari~ - Hausa.* For convenience the
following terms will be used here:-

~J:ll@-.~:i,"" """"""""" )[i-J_~l!:i.l::L_.&:i,9:§i
.Agy;[§:~"H "" H"HSemi-settled Fulani
]~~h Eg1§i~ Cattle nomads
JjabeH"Non-Fulani portion of the Moslem population
]Ial!§!?:H H"H"HHH" """The entire settled, Moslem, Hausa-speaking population

*Barth, Henry: Travels in Central Africa, P. 277 & footnote. (London, Ward Lock & Co., 1890).



PART I

The Social Structure of Local Communities

Chapter 1

Association and Differentiation in the Local Community

A. The Defini tion of Oommunity

Attention has already been drawn to the importance of political factors,
and to the distinction among the Hausa of Zaria Province between two differing
interest-groups, the peasants and their rulers. This distinction, though
useful, is only broadly applicable, since the peasants' immediate rulers,
their ward-heads and village chiefs, are themselves only the lowliest of the
hierarohy of officials controlled by the reigning Emir, and for that reason
are themselves, in certain situations, as truly subjects as the peasants they
rule. The antithesis between rulers and subjects is on logical grounds more
satisfactory than the antithesis between rulers and peasants, but as ultimate
control lay with the Emir or his suzerain, the Sultan of Sakata, such an
opposition would be equally unhelpful. As will be seen, we must all along
distinguish between two orders or levels of social relation in Zaria province;
that of the stare, and that of the local community. There is naturally a
close and continuous connection between the two. Apart from such obvious
similarities as repetition of state ranks in local communities, the forces at
work in the field of communi ty organisation have much in common with those
operating at the level of the state; but among other factors the difference
of origin, scale, powers and complexity are sufficient to show how mistaken it
would be to regard the state merely as the local community writ large, or to
attempt to see the local community as a semi-independent state. Again, ~here

are important differences to be found between one community and another,
whereas there is only one state in Zaria. Yet whatever the differences
between community and state may be, or between one group of persons forming a
oommon field of social relationships and activities ~ that is, one community 
and another, there is a considerable body of practice common at all levels in
Rausa Zaria which should be described before proceeding further, and it is
probably wiser to attempt this first at the lesser or local community level,
before giving an account of the state.

Local unit-communities among the Zaria Hausa are always centred about
some town or village which has a recognised head or chief (sarki), an
appointed priest (lima1J;J) and a regular bi-weekly market (kasll...V&,) at which most
of the adult male community members regularly attend. All active male
members of a local community are also expected to collect on the days of the
Greater or Lesser Beiram (~al.J,§:) for worship at the prayer ground (M§:'I?~p8;.2in
Idi) outside the community's centre. The fact then that a settlement
pos·sesses a market and a prayer-ground used in the Idi rites shows that it is
the centre of a local community, the boundaries of which may considerably
exceed the immediate village precincts. Where the market and the Beiram
prayer-ground are found together there is always a chief, the head of the local
community. Even to-day when a District Head (gakimi) lives in his district,
the town that becomes his headquarters still has its recognised head, the
Village Head ld§lL'!:9-:!:, pl.fu!g§.Jai).

It is thus easy to determine the approximate limits of local communities
among the Hausa, using these central features as indices. Briefly, men who
recognise a common chief, regularly attend a common market and prayer-ground,
and regard a common ~im§.ffi as their highest official religious authority, are
members of one community and share a common field of social relation and
activity, while men who do not hold these central features in common belong to
different communities, however close their cross-community contacts with each
other may be and often are.

This is not to say that each or arry Rausa local community as thus
defined is a unit sufficient to itself, either spiritually or politically,
economically or socially. Not only are local communities bound by ties of
interest to the central state, they are also bound by ties of interest to
their neighbour communities in many ways. Politically, common problems and

4



The basic difference, then, between intra-community and inter-community
relationships lies in the greater importance attached to regularity and
stability of intra-community relationships because of their greater
frequency, closeness and continuity, actually or potentially. These charac
teristics follow from the fact that intra-community relationships hold between
persons who have to fulfil their social roles in a field of activity where the
play of common or competing interests is thought capable, in certain eventuali
ties, of altering materially the present patterns of social relationship
holding between the members. And this is to say no more than that persons
who recognise their common membership in a particular community also recognise
that events, personalities or interests competing within that community may
affect inter-personal relationships which hold within ~1at community in a way
which similar changes in an adjacent community would not. To put it more
generally, when people consider that their relationships with other persons
are liable to be affected by social events over which they themselves have no

,1 immediate control, then to that extent they recognise themselves to be members
of one community, sharing a common field of social activity. And moreover,
to the degree to which this imponderable factor is recognised as potentially
capable of affecting inter-personal relationships wi thin a clearly defined
group do the persons concerned recognise the closeness of their membership in
one community, and to that degree do they seek to pattern, regularise and
order their relationships, so that a greater stability in their social
context may obtain. The most striking instances of social events which
often give rise to changes in relations of communi ty members among the Hausa
are provided by' political developments, such as the replacement of one com
munity chief by another. Such an event is of little concern to members of
other communities, but can and often does give rise to sharp changes of rela
tionships between members of the community affected. Relationships not

,
ng

r

t

e

interests operate among the chiefs (dagatai) of adjacent communities on the
one hand, and their commoners (talakawa) on the other. Economically,
adjacent communities share a common group of rotating bi-weekly markets, and
together form an economic grouping or market wider than any of the component
communities, which is itself in constant interaction with similar market
areas on its boundaries: Socially, to give only one instance, frequent
intermarriage links members of adjacent communities, and through the birth of
children these affinal bonds give rise to the more lasting ones of kinship.
Spiritually, the wider grouping of adjacent communities is the limit within
which the individual in distress can seek local religious or magical
assistance;, beyond this area, if the case is held to vW1rrant it, a journey to
Zaria City to secure magico-religious assistance is undertaken as frequently
as a journey to Bauchi Province, for example, to a renowned magician. Within
the local community the powers and learning of the respective limamai or
ill~~l~~~ (native Mohammedan scholars) of adjacent local co~unities are can
vassed and discussed as a matter of common concern. So also are the powers
of the various magicians (£okaye) or adepts at spirit possession (masu-bori),
the practisers of ancient pre-Islamic Habe cults.

It is therefore clear that the local community itself is part of a wider
grouping within which it has close and consistent relations of many kinds;
that in fact on their boundaries communities tend to overlap one another; and
that it may be possible for members of any community living on its periphery
to share closer and more binding ties wi th folk of a neighbouring community
than they do with their own. But this situation, which sometimes leads a man
to transfer his membership from his original community to another in the only
possible way - by the act of moving with his family into the area ruled by the
chief of his foster-community - does not contradict our definition, nor does
it mean that in fact there is no special character in the relationships
between members of the community distinguishing those relations from relations
of a similar kind which they hold with members of different communities. If
intra-community relations had no such special character, then the community
concept as adumbrated above would prove invalid in this context.

,
;~
!

*l1arkets are held on set days twice weekly In the centre of a vlllage. On the market-day of
Conununlty T. no markets arc held at U and V conununlt1es Whlch adjoin T; on the day the market Is
held at U no market 1s held at T end V, and so forth. Thus the market-days ro tate between the
dl fferant communl ty markets.
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formerly characterised as superiority-inferiority relations often develop this
character as adjustments to the new political situation, whereas former
superiority-inferiority relationships may be reversed, or lose their unequal
character entirely. Such reversals of interpersonal relations are most
striking when the parties affected are affines, or men of different occupa
tional classes and status, but are also found between kinsfolk.

Since 1900 the British Administration in Zaria has consistently tried to
make the boundaries of village-areas, which are administrative units, follow
those of the local community, so that for general purposes we can regard the
two as one. That this is so is largely due to the sharpness with which
adjacent communities in pre-British days defined their territorial extent and
limits. In the frequent boundary disputes which define communities vis-a-vis
one another and serve to channel and organise comm1Wity sentiments within each
community, it has been standard administrative practice to seek out the tradi
tional boundaries, and where other more compelling factors do not operate, to
re-establish these. Thus to a larger degree thar.. may have been expected, the
present administrative Village Areas preserve the territorial boundaries of
their pre-1900 local communities.

ill

6

The local or unit community whose structure must now be outlined is a
closely linked series of neighbourhood units or sub-commUnities having a
common chief, market, prayer-ground and lima!!!; while the neighbourhood unit
orwarEJ. is a more closely linked group of homesteads, the majority of members
of such a group of homesteads usually being bound to one another by ties of
kinship and marriage, or common occupation. rile individual is in turn a
member of a domestic unit, of a wider kinship grouping by birth, of 'a neigh
bourhoodunit, a local community, a market area, an administrative District
(formerly a fief), and ultimately of the state. In the following discussion
of local communities it must therefore be borne in mind that we are dealing
with two different sets of ties that operate on all persons in the community
alike - ties based on kinship, and ties of an associational nature. Two
other sets of ties, those of slavery and of marriage, will be treated
separately later. But a closer scrutiny of the interaction of these two
different principles of association and kinship on one another, will probably
help towards an appreciation of the structure of Rausa local communities, and
prove relevant to our study of the state.

The preceding remarks imply that within any community, and indeed some
times on the boundaries between communities, there is not at any time a
uniform intensity and character of social relationships between all its
members. Recognition of this obvious fact is clearest in the sub-community
groupings such as the neighbourhood or ward (~guwa), which is that close
group of compounds immediately situated together, members of which meet most
frequently and continuously in the daily round of living. The ward or
neighbourhood unit is the widest durable grouping vri thin which relationships
,vith persons not connected to one by kinship or marriage can rival those
relationships based on kinship and marriage in frequency, continuity, inten
sity, and range. For an area of closer, more intense and effective social
relationship than the neighbourhood unit we must turn to the household and
family, and thence to the vrider field of kinship.

(19608)14

Within this area all persons share the same recognised political head,
the same J.~£lID., attend the same.!l!?-s.?:l:J&cin .Jdi on §..~1l8: days, and take part in
the same market, but of these common foci of interest, only the political
relations involved in community membership tend to have legally exclusive
characteristics. Adult males of a Village Area may only pay their tax to the
chief of that Village Area, and under penalty of lawv are bound to obey and
carry out the orders he may give them in the proper course of his duties.
Otherwise they are punishable by fine or imprisonment under the charge of
,kin uplurci (refusal to obey orders). Such orders are only valid if a man is
informed of them by or with the knowledge and consent of his native chief.
The village chief may instruct the ward-head (mai-angu~~) of the man in
question, who will then carry the order direct to the man; or the village
chief may tell one of his retainers (b8:!:Q±';l" sing. 1.;~.?:) or courtiers
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(fa~~, sing. baf~~~) to call or inform the person concernedo Conversely a
man seeking the advice or assistance of his chief may approach him :first
through his ward-head, or through one o:f the chie:f's courtiers or retainers.
The village chie:f, it will be seen, is thus usually the head of two different
political organisations. Of:ficially he has below him his various ward-heads,
some of whom may 'be grouped under a senior ward-head; and secondly he usually
has a number of courtiers and retainers through whom he can and does control
and communicate directly with his commoners throughout the Village Area. But
competition for higher titles among title-holders in a community is limited to
those eligible by birth for appointment to the chieftainship, and formerly,
when craft-titles were economically valuable to their holders, to members of
the same craft. The organisation of ward-heads, senior ward-heads and chief
often overlaps to greater, or less extent with the chief's personal group of
courtiers and retainers, since the ward-heads officially appointed by the
village chief are usually his loyal supporters and courtiers, and since common
interests and closeness of relations link him to them. But there is never
complete identity of the twa organisations. As traditional chief, the owner
of the country (mai-kasa) as Hausa term him, the chief is not simply the
primus inter pares of the ward-heads. He is their appointed superior and
ruler, whose effective performance of his role depends ultimately on the
degree to which he can and does control all factors of political importance
within the community, while ensuring support frolJl relevant external political
quarters. This being so, the chief seeks to control and deal with the local
community independently of the ward-heads, by me§Uls,of an e:ffective unofficial
body of retainers and courtiers ,dependent on himself for their social position
and prestige. In proportion as he deprives the ward-heads of their political
function in this way, and hence their importance, greater powers and less
restricted function accrue to the chief. II:\.>an extreme case where ward-heads
have lost their independent functions and povt@r, the chief controls his com
munit,y directly through his private organisation of courtiers and retainers,
by use of an institution known as jakadanci (the employment of regular
intermediaries). In one instance-studied the chief communicated with each
ward-head through a separate retainer, viho by virtue of his position as inter
mediary possessing the chief's special confidence, easily exercised a greater
influence in affairs of the ward than the ward-head himself~ There were 19
such retainers (baror~) under the control of this successful chief of some
4,000 souls.

This political structure is formally expressed in a series of titled
ranks reproducing locally such of the more important of the Zaria state titles
asl;lark:j, (chief), Madaki, Ga1.§.dima" MaglSi~, Makama, §ar~iI?:.Xada, and many
more. Senior ward-heads who are close associates of the chief, or were
appointed before his succession, usually hold the more important of these
titles, 'although occasionally titles like Makama or Sarkin Fada are given to a
chief's principal courtiers or retainers. On appointment to a title a man is
addressed by non-titled folk, his inferiors in rank, with one or other of the
appropriate greetings to that title, such as '~llanka ya_.~l;\-de" (May your life be
prolonged), "Allah ya l:!.?:,:!:" (God grant your need), "ZakJ." TLion) and so forth.
Title-holders are approached or received with obeisances and are no longer
addressed or referred to by their names, but by the title they hold, and they
address one another similarly. These and other similar customs provide an
etiquette of rank which has the effect of underlining and continually resta
ting some of the principal elements in the structure of the local communities.
Some untitled folk of low birth show competitive interest in title-seeking
activity, but among persons eligible by birth for the chieftainship the
keenest competition is found, whether or not the competitors already hold
titles. The common interest of this political competition provides to some
extent an integrative principle in co~nunity life. Men compete for titles
since title-holders are the recognised social and political elite, the confi
dants and associates of the chief, a~d the holders and enjoyers of politi-
cal power consequent on their close relation to the chieftainship. But in
themselves titles have no intrinsic interest or value. In answer to the
question, "Why are there no longer any craft titles?" Hausa repeatedly say,
"§arautamaras amfani wa=e fana s,?-?" - that is, "1JV1:to wants a useless title?".
Titles without "use" (?IUfa!}! - that is, perquisites - rapidly die out,
since they are not sought for. On the other hand, holders of titles with
"use", even after their dismissal from the office associated with the title
(a frequent event), are still addressed by the title they held, and treated
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with some degree of the courtesy enjoined by their former title. The rela
tion of title, office and "utility" to one another is not straightforward or
lineal. "Office" is often de facto given to untitled retainers on the one
hand, while dismissed titled office-holders retain their title with the addi
tion of titacc~ (dismissed), and some of the prestige of the title. In com
munity terms this is understandable enough, as an effect of insecure tenure of
chieftainship and frequent reversals of political fortunes in former days.

Just as the village chief appoints to, confirms in, or dismisses his
local holders of office and title from their positions, so the hakimi
(formerly the fief-holder, now the District Head) does with village chiefs,
consultation in each case being necessary with a higher authority, ultimately
the Emir. At all levels where recognised traditional electors exist, consul
tation is held with them and with representatives of the groups concerned,
their elders, religious teachers and respected spokesmen. In the course of
these consultations, community views of the competing candidates are elicited;
usually also the District Head, in making appointments, is influenced by con
siderations of the loyalty to himself of various candidates for office.

The chieftainship is the political pivot of the community; it is open to
men born of one or more families, known asdangin sarauta, which have supplied
the area with previous chiefs - the local ruling families. The Hausa axiom
runs,· "The descendants of a chief never become commoners, and are all eligible
for the chieftainship he held." ("Zuriyan sarki ba talakawa ne baG Suna_da
iko~~. ") Whether in fact there is only one dangin sarauta in a community
or several, the position soon becomes structurally the same, for competition
within the dangin sarauta in a community soon produces cleavages between kin
segments, and the competing groups, though related to one another and sharing
common ancestry, are often in as bitter opposition over the chieftainship as
they would be if unrelated. In effect therefore, even where a village area
has only one traditional dangin sara~!!:, competion within the ruling family
gives the community a choice of competing candidates for chieftainship around
whom the community members align themselves.

8

It is the first task of a newly appointed chief to attach to himself as
dependents persons linked to him by bonds of common interest of this character,
and to remove from potentially obstructive positions and offices persons whom
he regards as incapable of having this character. Hence the frequent dis
missals from office and associated title. The dismissed title-holders and
the chief himself are vitally concerned in the problem of succession to the
chieftainship, the chief seeking to ensure that it remains in his own line,
going to one of his sons, or, if he is childless, toa brother, while dis
missed title-holders (fitacce) actively seek to further the chances of candi
dates favourable to their party. Hence the keen interest of Hausa in the
political life of their community, and the vitality, resilience and conserva
tism of Hausa political institutions at both the state and community levels.
Interest is focussed on the panoramic succession of rulers in the traditional
terms of political competition, but there is little consideration of new means
and ends of rule.

Mention has been made of community craft titles, and a brief note about
these is necessary. Like other local titles, these were at the disposal of
the community head, and repeated the familiar Zaria series of ranks - Sarki,
Madaki, ~ladima and the like. They were a relatively recent development
dating from the middle of the nineteenth century, when occupational taxation
was introductd in Zaria. To clarify, we may take as an example the dyeing
industry. When taxes on dyepits were introduced, responsibility for their
collection throughout the Emirate was given by the Emir to a duly appointed
chief of the d~ers of Zaria Emirate (Sarkin Marinan Zazzau). To assist him,
Sarkin Marinan Zazzau appointed various dyers to the titles in his control
lGaladiman Marinan Za-zzaua etc.). To continue the instance, galag.iman
~iI1§, could appoint a Makaman Galadiman Marina.., and so forth. This organi
sation then undertook the collection of the dyepit tax by regions, Galadiman
Marina being responsible for one area, Makaman Marina for another area, and so
forth. Each of these assistant tax collectors would inform·· the chiefs of his
allotted communities concerning the new order, and instruct them to appoint
local men to the titles for dyeing. These local men on appointment became
craft ti tle.-holders for their communities, and as such responsible for
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collection of the craft-tax for their own particular craft within their
communities. Under the pre-British system of tax-collection they retained a
certain portion of the tax they legitimately collected, known as ~shi~~.

Their illegal takings, through non-taxation, over-taxation, double-taxation
and so forth they sought to keep for themselves. The task of collecting this
and other taxes was lucrative, and appointment as tax-collector was eagerly
sought for within each craft. With the abolition of these occupational taxes
by the British, almost all the craft-titles of the local communities lost
their associated function and their value in local eyes, and have been
abandoned.

This example has another use, for it shows quite clearly how the craft
titles came into being, functioned and disappeared. In so doing it disposes
of any illusions that may have been entertained that titles associated with
crafts in Zaria imply guild organisation of craft production. Even in the
capital itself an exhaustive study of craft processes and organisation has
failed to discover any traces of guild structure, except possibly one recently
developed among the butchers.

Finally, to conclude this outline of the political structure of local
communities, it is necessary to speak briefly of the main tasks, bases, powers
and obligations of office Ci?2.F.aut§:), and their relation to the community.
Since it has already been pointed ou~ that the subordinates of a chief are
control}.ed by the chief who has appointed them, can dismiss them, and is the
source of their authority and the assigner of their tasks, it is therefore
possible ,to concentrat8 on the chieftainship as the source and propotype of
~?:!:.~3!:!.~.

The criterion of eligibility to chieftainship by virtue of birth in the
..dangin sara~ta, and the dependence of the eligible for their appointment on
the favour of the overlord (Qakim:1,) in whose power the disposal of the f.jarauta
lies, have been outlined. It has also been shown that the chief rules his
community through a traditional organisation of territorial ward-heads, who in
turn may be controlled by the chief's personal associates, his retainers and
courtiers. What then are the purposes of this elaborate political behaviour?
The detailed answer to this question is given later in the section on Systems
of Rank and Authority, where state organisation is mainly considered. To a
greater or lesser degree at all levels the purposes of rule in Zaria are
essentially the same, and can be classified as official and formal, on the one
hand, and unofficial or personal on the other. Officially the function of
.1??Xa~1~ is proper performance of the duties of chieftainship, chief among
which at the community level to-day are the regular annual assessments of the
community for tax, its collection and remittance to the District Head
(h?:kiJl!.~) ; the compilation of population returns for the community; despatch
of persons summoned by the native Mohammedan judge of the district (alkali) to
the court; despatch of men required by the District Head for such annual
communal tasks as road repairs, bridge-building, etc.; the distribution of
orders or information to the community; the assembling of required persons in
the community for such inspections as the Native Authority A[allam!! (Sanitary
Inspectors, Sleeping Sickness Dispensers, Agricultural Assistants, etc.)
regularly hold; distribution of cotton seed; annual dry-season purchases of
corn for the Native Authority stocks, ~d so on. It is clear therefore that
the chief is executive head of the community, but lacks official judicial or
law-making power. Vlhere consulted in certain disputes, such as those about
land and farms, the chief's prestige, knowledge, power and skill may produce
successful arbitration, with the result that the dispute does not go to the
District Alkali!.§ court. But this is an informal power, which in happy
circumstances non-titled elders such as respected mallamsmay.also exercise.
Before 1900 the community chief was officially empowered to hold court over the
lesser lawsuits (karamin sh~~-'-?-:) arising in his area. The term ):saramin
§Q~~i'~_denotes civil offences or disputes, which under the Maliki law
enforced in Zaria do not give rise to severe penalties (h~ci).Disputesof
the karamin shari~.§!: are in their character susceptible toSyara. (composition),
such a~ divorce suits, inheritance, land disputes, etc. This limited
jUdicial power of the village chiefs was abolished by the Administration pari
J?~.?_i:l~ ,vi th the a,ppointment of §-~.~!§-i- (Moslem judges) resident in each --
District.
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A similar abolition of the military functions of the chief followed on
pacification, but these military duties rarely amounted to more than the·
obligation of the village chief to supply his overlord (hakimi) with the
number of horsemen and infantry required when the latter in turn was ordered
by the King to assemble troops in the field for a war or slave-raiding
expedition. Slaves formed the bulk, if not the Whole, of the infantry
contingent, and a substantial part of the cavalry, other horsemen being
recruited from the clients or retainers of the village ceief or his overlord.

In treating of the legislative functions and powers of the community
chief it is necessary to distinguish Law (shari'~),* acts of legislation
(doka pl. (iokoki) and orders of a chief (umurni). The chief had neither the
function nor the power of making or altering the shari'a, which it was
formerly his duty to apply and execute within the scope of the powers allotted
to him. Since the shari'a is regarded in Zaria as a divinely sanctioned code
of law, it may not be altered except under force majeure by acts of legisla
tion (~okoki), although of course its application provides considerable scope
for differences of interpretation. Hence community chiefs lacked the fUnc
tion and power of enacting @kok;j, which modified the ;3hari 'a.. In practice,
however, refusal to obey the orders of a chief (!JIllurni) gave rise to penalties
under the charge of lc.!.:g.__l,ll!lw::.~. (refusal to obey the orders of an appointed
official), which seems to derlve legal sanction from the definition of
rebellion (p..~£~) given by Ibn Arfa and quoted by Ruxton as follows:
"Rebellion consists in open and flagrant resistance to the orders of <.;stab-
Iished government, if such orders are not contrary to law." Thus in effect
officials such as a community chief have a delegated power under this rule to
issue and enforce orders not contrary to law. Such orders may be classified
according to the people affected as general orders, applicable to the entire
community under a chief's control (e.g. orders relating to tax-payments,
certain communal work, and in former days, levies, and under present condi
tions orders for the community to assemble for sleeping sickness inspection,
etc.); or orders applying to particular persons or groups of persons only.
In practice, both in the past and to-day, all lawful general orderwmade by a
community chief are issued by him in execution of orders received by him from
his administrative superior, f'ormerly the f'ief-holder, nowadays the District
Head. It seems that the great majority of' orders issued by a cpmmunity chief
independently were orders to particular persons or groups in the community,
and that with the exception of orders to repair or build t!:J.e mosque, the
marketplace, the town hall and the principal paths, general orders were rarely
issued by community chiefs on their own authority, but whim they were issued,
even in contrary to law, they had to be obeyed. Thus although community
chieftainship lacked the legislative function, and its executive power was
rarely exercised in the issue of general orders, a chief's orders are regarded
by his subjects as having the force of law, since refusal to obey them renders
the offender liable to punishment f'or the legal offence of kin umurci. The
chief is the executive authority in the community, whose control is sanctioned
by law, and whose orders, general or particular, lawful or otherwise, are
obeyed by his subjects.

--_..---------_._-------~-~-----'---
" Cf. Ruxton, F.H., Maliki Law (1914, Luzac & Co. London.). The texts most in use in Northern Nigeria

are the MUktasar of Sidi KhaJ.il, RisaJ.ah of Ibn Abu Zaid, & Tuhfat of Ibn 'Asim. (page VI) •

until thirty years ago the chief received no regular payment for the
proper performance of these and similar duties, but had the right to retain up
to ~ne-tenth of the tax collected f'rom his community on behalf' of the ruler of
Zaria, and such Y£l.ui.:r.§,. (dues, charges) as accrued from his judicial activity.
Besides this he had the power to assemble his community for performance by
J!i3;:.YX."': (co-operative community work) of certain tasks on his own farm, the
building and repair of his palace (f§.:2:<?:), the mosql,le 1 the town walls, and so
forth. Nowadays these sources of income have been officially e.bolished, and
community chiefs as well as their superiors, the District Heads (h~kill.l§:3-J
receive a regular monthly payment which was 15/- or £1 for most Hausa village
chiefs in Zaria in 1950. It will be seen that this £9 or £12 a year is very
likely to be insufficient compensation for the loss of privileges forroe~ly

recognised as part of the chieftainship, enjoyment of which indeed proVided
a powerful motive for seeking ~arau1~. It has always been a practice, -as
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Hausa candidly acknowledge, to canvass one's candidacy for office or rank by
means of frequent gifts to the person holding rights of dispositiqn of the
office sought. This indeed is par ~~!~e:?:::?::: the method of candidacy.

Sufficient has now been sil-id about the bases of the powers and duties of
community chieftainship for the question of its associated obligations and its
deeper sociological function to be raised.

Certain structurally determined obligations of chieftainship bound up
with its position as a term in an hierarchic authority system are easily
dealt with. It is an inevitable obligation of any chief that he should

he remain loyal to the superior who appointed him, or after removal of that
superior by death or dismissal, continue to hold good relations with the

ted interest-group with which he was associated, while transferring political
Jde clientage to the superior's successor. This loyalty is one of the principal

obligations of the institution of clientage (9a~~ barantaka). If the
Je District Head who appointed a community chief, or his interest group, are out

of office, repudiation of loyalty is also repudiation of any beneficial influ
ence and protection that such persons may be able to exercise, unofficially,

.es on the village chief's behalf. Clientage is exclusive in character, and no
man may be a client in the same sense of two masters at the same time. but a
village chief is obliged to avoid repudiation of any persons who may provide
protection, as he is only too keenly aware of the forc3s of political competi
tion and antagonism his tenure of chieftainship has inevitably evoked among
rivals within his community. Hence the structurally determined nature of

o chieftainship as a form of clientage between inferior officials and their
1 superiors, a point to be taken up later. And since loyalties, to be

recognised, require that their existence be repeatedly demonstrated, hence al
also the institution of gifts of greeting (gaisuwa) as the paramount method of
such demonstration.

Other structurally determined obligations are bound up with the relation
of the chief to his community as out lined above. The need of the chief, if
he is to retain office, is to control his community effectively, so that he
enjoys on its behalf a vir;tual monopoly of access to the District Head and

f thereby confines competition for office to the community itself, and also
reduces the opportunities for effective complaints being made against him.
These needs find traditional expression in the use of courtiers and retain~rs,

'{ both to inform the community chief of local affairs and reactions, and as an
instrument through which he can deal with his commoners individually or in
groups as occasion requires. This in turn is achieved through the lesser
form of clientage, (par~tak~, from Q.?::r.1b pI. p_~~, retainer), or through
use of courtiers Cfp':g.aYi:§:, sing. :!?af.?:.CLa). Both forms of association entail
for the chief certain obligations to protect, care for and lucratively employ
those who enter his service, to charge them only nominal tax (4/6 or 6/- as
against the community average of 13/-), or even to pay this tax on their behalf,
to house, clothe, and feed them, and if they remain faithful for two or three
years, to find them wives and to provide the marriage-payments. To the
observer, at first glance, this assemblage of non-producers supported by the
chief calls to mind Veblen's views op conspicuous waste, but this is not
necessarily the implication. )2?rori, if they are effectively controlled by
a chief, are as useful to him as he to them.

Apart from obligations entered into by the chief in this way, there is
an obligation of discretion in the enjoyment of hid office that is of great
importance. The proper enjoyment of offioe is a measure of the discretion of
the chief. That is to say, the chief must be oareful not to disturb or
agitate simultaneously such important persons or members of the community
that his political opponents derive material benefit therefrom. If he is so
indiscreet as to proceed in this course, then one at least of three calami
ties will befall him; either those disturbed will move to another community,
thereby reducing the chief's possible sources of income. or they may seek to
complain to his superior, on whose proteotion and toleranoe the chief relies;
or if frustrated they may carry their complaints to an Administrative
Officer or to the Emir. As he seeks to avoid these alternatives, the
chief is obliged to keep a careful watch on public opinipn and the general
morale of the community, and as far as possible to see that satisfactory
morale is maintained.
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In the preceding discussion of the position, motivation and methods of
chieftainship in the local community, the question of the function or sociolo
gical significance of community chieftainship has not been raised. If it is
true that chieftainship has sometimes been associated with practices offensive
to the British Administration, it is important to distinguish moral from
sociological value. Chieftainship is a nexus of relations of clientage.
This was true for Zaria at any political level, since the king himself, before
1900, was a client (par_~) of the Sultan of Sokoto. Similarly before 1900
chiefs of vassal states under the suzerainty of the ruler of Zaria were
clients as well as vassals of the king. The chief of a local community
remains to-day the. client of the administrative superior Who appointed him
and has power to dismiss him. Re attains office, and maintains tenure of
office by demonstrating his loyalty to his immediate political superior
through the practice of gaisu~ as a means of showing allegiance or Q~fk~.

His interest in maintaining tenure of office leads the chief to avoid acting
in a manner Which conflicts with the interests of his superior, the !lak~i

(formerly the fief-holder, but nowadays the District Read). Thus the chief
of a local community, as the client of an official who is himself usually a
client of the ruler who appointed him, is the link between the community he
controls and the state which sanctions his authority.

Attention must now be turned to ooher important bases and principles of
association found among the local communities of Rausa Zaria, to give an idea
of the kind and degree of differentiation within the community which it is the
function of the chieftainship to integrate. To a greater or lesser extent
almost every significant quality of difference is given an articulative
emphasis among the Rausa: sex, race, age, wealth, occupation, class and
neighbourhood. Religion, since it is uniform, provides less scope for
specific distinctions, though it informs and sanctions all in the name of
Malikite Islam; distinctions are however made between the two principal sects
found in Zaria, Tijjaniya and Kadiriya, the former being accorded greater
religious prestige locally.

12

Some of the bases of differentiation noticed above need little comment.
Territorial propinquity or neighbourhood has been discussed already, while .
social emphasis of sex differences is found in every human community, linked
to the division of labour by sex; the role and position of women is also
more appropriately treated in discussing marriage. For the present purpose
the significant aspect of Rausa sex differentiation is the non-existence of
any public role for women. In community social structure women, as a group,
play no part, and have no place except that which kinship or marriage give
them, or that which they enter by repudiation of marriage and kinship when the
they become prostitutes. Even wealthy women who are socially respected
remain legal minors, excluded from participation in public affairs except,
when they are old, as sellers of foodstUffs in the market. As a sex women
are given no public role, and hence no significant status in the community,

Within the community, officials and title-holders are clients of the
community chief in the same way that the chief himself is a client of his
political superior, and the chieftainship itself is an object of intense
political competition between persons eligible Qy birth for appointment, who
in turn attract clients in proportion to the local estimate of their
prospects. Thus the institution of chieftainship, as the nexus of relations
of clientage, contributes to the integration of the group under its authority
to a greater degree than any other institution. At the community level the
chieftainship in its range determines the boundaries of the community; in
the competition, interest and activities it develops it activates and
organises community sentiment; through its relations of clientage with
superior authority, it subordinates and integrates the community of its
concern into the life and structure of the state, and by its presence in the
form and with the attributes of rank outlined above, it gives the community a
hierarchic order and structure. The same is true, i.n..r.a.ti.Q.nSi .Ql:dinis., of the
state. A simple way in which these propositions may be tested is to try to
imagine a chieftainless Rausa community, and to enquire, in the light of that
experience, why such a thing is impossible.
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in which structurally their roles are defined completely by the system of kin-
)- ship and marriage, so that politically and legally women are an internally
3 updifferentiated collection of individuals, none of whom are full social
Te per"ons. To-dayonly the cult of spirit-possession (Bo:r.~) remains in their

hands, and as this cult is closely connected with prostitution in Zaria and
opposed to Islamic. principles, even this association for cult practice is

'e unstable and without organisation, and sustained in any community only by one
or two gifted individuals.

Distinctions of ethnic grouping as locally recognised are structurally
important. Almost everywhere in Northern Zaria Habe and settled Fulani are
found together. In. some of the areas visited there were also Agwai or half
settled Fulani cattle-keepers. In South-eastern Zaria there is a large
number of permanent Bororo Fulani. Commonly too Maguzawa, or pagan Hausa,
are found to live in a modern Hausa village area, while in two places visited
pagans of non-Hausa culture and language were found living under Moslem Habe
chiefs. Where ethnic groups other than the Habe-Fulani combination are found
together, community boundaries follow the ethnic grouping. A pagan group
found in the same village area with Hausa considers itself, and is considered
by the Hausa, to be a distinct and different community. Even Maguzawa and
Moslem Hausa distinguish their communities thus, and this is even more the
case for the Bush Fulani and Settled Fulani; true Agwai are also distin
guished as strangers, persons of doubtful permanence in the community life,
who may at any moment depart, after any period of residence. Baki (strangers,
visitors), that is, Hausa who have joined the community but have not been born
in it, unless other factors are overriding do not usually enjoy rights of
membership or status equivalent to those held by members of the community by
birth, even after several years' residence. Admission to full community
membership among the Hausa is not an event, but an educational process of long

. development which can rarely be completed by males except in the community
they were born in, since the process begins at birth, and controls the indivi
dual's socialisation until maturity. This is an element in the structural
definition of women as minors in community social life, since the community is
far from being an endogamous group, and F..ausa marriage is highly unstable.
As a result wives are often true community "1?~iil.

The relation between Habe and Filanin gid?: (settled Fulani) differs from
relations between other ethnic groups in that social, political, religious and
economic interests link Habe and Filanin gida closely to one another. They
share a common culture, language and recent history. For both groups the
fundamental modes of behaviour are equally accepted. To a considerable
degree marriage links families and individuals of the two groups, while both
groups participate in the same set of economic relations, trade and marketing.
Hence, despite their differences of origin, the Habe-Fulani combination is a
genuine community, indeed the typical North Zaria Hausa community. But
membership in the same community does not imply equality of the two ethnic
groups. The great majority of village areas -that is, local communities 
in Zaria to-day have local chiefs drawn from danginsarauta founded by Fulani
shortly after theJi@Q" Where communities with Habe chieftainships are
found, there are either few settled Fulani in the area, or Fulani dwelling
there are new-comers to the community. In the one area where a fair number
of settled Fulani were found living under a Habe chief, the group had come
from southern Katsina 54- years ago, after the great rinderpest epidemiq, built
itself a hamlet three miles from the chief's village, avoided much inter
marriage with the Habe of the area, but linked itself by marriage to ruling
Fulani families of the neighbouring communities and the capital, and retained
a very strong sense of its own distinctness within the community of which it
was part.

In general, Habe-Fulani relations throughout Zaria at both community
and state levels are relations of inferiority-superiority, with the Fulani
the political superiors, and quite naturally so, in their own opinion, on
racial, cultural and historical grounds. That Habe resent this attitude of
superiority which Fulani do not fail to show does not deny its basis and
expression in the political life and rank system of the society, the field
~ exc~len9~ wherein superiority-inferiority relations find expression.
And if, in view of Habe resentment of Fulani, the Fulani rule and the Fulani
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attitude, these superiority-inferiority relations which play so vital a part
in social structure, instead of fracturing the community (as in the anomalous
example of Fulani under Habe rule quoted above), should contribute to its
integration, this is very largely proof of the social value and importance of
the institution of clientage (pafkq, Qarantak~, and evidence of its function.
Some form of clientage is universal among the Hausa of Zaria, and it is the
great characteristic of this institutionalised relation that while it recog
nises, and indeed assumes, inequality of the parties, it so orders their
mutual relations, rights and obligations that it transforms this unstable and
potentially hostile relation of conquerors and conquered, rulers and ruled
into a permament, mutually necessary and beneficial association, which could
not be conceived without assuming the superiority-inferiority $ituation whose
tensions it constructively transforms, and to the inequalities of Which it
gives a structure which is a permanent necessity in this symbiotic relation.

Age also plays an important part as a principle of association and
differentiation in community life. Like all such principles of association
or differentiation, it may be over-ridden or even reversed by a combination of
other considerations and principles, and examples of this are given elsewhere,
but such plasticity need caU$e no surprise, since it is implicit in the use of
several different criteria for definition of status that different combinatio~B

of these criteria will occur and be associated with differing status of
individuals. Such variability in the value of the separate criteria as
indices of status indicates the complexity and plasticity of social relations
and behaviour that such a combination of criteria permits. It is easy to
understand then how a young chief, or a young but wealthy trader, may exceed
men far older in social effectiveness, and its Hausa correlate, status. The
inequality is one of role, but even for the individual roles vary with the
social situation, and the relationships entailed do likewise. Hence the
apparent variability and inconsistencies which reflect various combinations of
these differentiating principles of Hausaosocial structure need not delay us.
An example instanced later explains itself and illustrates the analysis.

Of age, then, we may say briefly that, other things being equal, within t
each sex the senior in years occupies a senior social position, but that this '
is the case most 'clearly between generations. Members of the same sex and :1
generation do not easily admit the social seniority and consequent precedence '
of their seniors by age, though this becomes less so as the persons concerned t
become older and raise families of their own. Precedence by virtue of I
seniority in age is given most careful definition in the field of kinship, as '
is shown below, but even there it is sometimes over-ridden by other elements
of greater importance in the relations of the kinsfolk. The old man of
recognised social worth but without political functions is known as the
datijo. The independent head of a compound, if near fifty, is the ideal
maigida; men between thirty and forty who are not masugida in their own right,
though they are sometimes called masugida, acknowledge the precedence of their
seniors, while all men under thirty, married or unmarried, with or without
children, are yara or.~2:., mere youths, not yet socially mature. Social
precedence or equality is easily determined by observation, as the inferior
always greets the superior first in normal circumstances; and whereas the
social inferior will always calIon his superior in his compound, the opposite
only rarely occurs. For women the important age differences are those of
generation only, and, as is true of these other principles of differentiation
and association, their signifioance is less among women than among men.

14

Community stratification by class and wealth requires fuller discussion.
Briefly, among the Hausa the wealthy man (~i-§.!:rziki) is either a successful
trader or a successful office-holder. True wealth, the thing that all Hausa
admire and strive for, but few attain, can, under present conditions, come to
a man in no other way. Before the British occupation there was a third
source of wealth based on slave-owning, and the master of many slaves, as we
shall see, was also the enjoyer of fortune (arzi!!). But this source is no
longer open. Political power and trade are the only two avenues to arzik:j,
in Zaria at the present. "~ziki is socially sanctioned as most desirable,
and is always most actively sought by one or other of these two means.
But since eligibility for political power is greatly limited by birth, those
so unfortunate as to lack this qualification seek fortune through clientage
or trade. What is then the social definition of the arzik:!, that is'sought?
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Arz~~i is general good ~ortune, a man1sability to have and enjoy all
that he wants without prejudice to its continuation to-morrow; many wives and
children, wealth, political security, a high standard o~ living, good crop
yieJ ds, success in his undertakings, high social recognition. To the Hausa
wealth is the ability to consume the product or gi~t o~ ~ortune. To be
wealthy is to consume the goods of life to a greater degree than is usual.
The wealthiest man is the man who consumes most, or whose dependants do so on
his behalf. Wealth is not the goods consumed pl'L"Se" since these are not
true goods except during consumption. Hence wealth in the Hausa sense of
the ability to consume goods is not in itself a criterion o~ social di~~eren

tiation as significant to Hausa as .~ziJ~~, which is the necessary condition of
wealth. For to the Hausa, who ponder these matters deeply, a man is not
fortunate because o~ his wealth, but yJce 'I1::£:C§§'. Thus arziJs:j, is a principle
capable of social elaboration as a criterion to distinguish groups of di~ferent

occupation and status.

Since the avenues to§,J'z:i,ki, even in pre-British days, were de~ined

occupationally in terms of specialist activities, commercial, political or
large-scale slave-owning, the last o~ which usually depended on former success
in either or both the first two fields by a man or his father, conceptual
association of occupation and ~~ik~ is natural to Hausa, and since occupa
tional categories are sharply distinguished in the complex exchange economy o~

the Hausa, it is possible to evaluate and rank occupations socially in terms
of the @.£zik:i,,,, o~ each. But, since the a.:L~:1:,!c..=1, concept is, as we have implied,
a highly complex one, involving such elements as birth, prestige, political
protection, large family, good farming, money, and wealth or greater than
average consumption, among others, the relations of occupa~ions one to another
in terms o~ §,!:.~ilfi.., cannot be simple. Koranic scholars and teachers
(l!!a.:ll~~i, sing. !!!§,,1l?::9,) who undertake to live largely by charity, and
sometimes do so, are ~or reasons o~ religious prestige as an occupational
class socially superior to butchers, though in features other than birth,
prestige and learning, the ~£,zi~:1: o~ butchers generally exceeds that o~ the
~:J:':!'~,~. Similarly, however wealthy he might be, a slave was rated lower
than a ~ree man. A man might have great .?:?'?~~~::i,. for a slave, but arziki for
a free man differed considerably. That is to say, to each social status,
each occupational class, there is an appropriate type and degree of ~rziki.

For the m?,:U§dJ:!§..i high levels of alms (sad~§;), knowledge (il!]!l-), and so
forth; ~or those eligible by birth for independent political of~ice, the
e.5J:£?:k1.!·na (sing. §§,:£-k:i), i!t,,?i:i,1;;i, is enjoyment of suitable o~fice, promotion and
so forth; for attajir1ii (rich merchants)~~:!:Jg.involves commercial success
but also include's-'a:""Iarge family, many dependants, good political relation
ships and generosity. The axiom could be stated, then, that to each occupa
tion there is a different §,~~ik:i" and the converse is equally true, since,
to proceed to the absurd, ..?:!ta,..,iir?,:!:. who lived on charity would not be con-:
gratulated on their ?:!:,g;}:!<::i,_ as §,__t.~§,..i:i,:r::!8:; nor is the man who abandons the

It is not mere possession o~ money (kudi), despite the extremely high value
Hausa set on money; nor ownership o~ rights to land; nor simply numerous
offspring; nor is it social prestige, since ~or the Rausa prestige without
~K~~k~ is meaningless, though considerable real wealth may be found with low
prestige, as among butchers." brzi~i is a combination o~ all these qualities,
and with them something more. It certainly involves in~luence, the politi
cal good fortune o~ adequate protection, and it is ~ound with widely ranging
social relations at all levels. It is essentially a quality o~ the present,
though continued future enjoyment is also desired. A mai-arziki o~ to-day
may~ and o~ten does, return to his former obscurity to-morrow, in both the
polltical and economic fields. It is essentially also a non-transmittable
quality. ' Despite the greatest ,viII in the world, fathers cannot transmit
~L&~~i, to their favourite sons, or even ~oretell who will or will not achieve
it. For it is not simply a rna tter of achievement. The struggle to achieve
,?,;r.;a;j,JsJ is too universal and the issue too varied. Hausa say it is largely
the gi~t of God, like §£traytSj, - '':!l--Ezi~i ~utar_Allah nett. By which is meant
that ~ortunate combination o~ circumstances as well as individual effort,
acumen and personal charm are together,the essential prerequisites of arziki, 
while they continue together, ~rzi~~ continues; when they cease to cohere,

..,g_~j,.k:h withdraws, and le~t to his own individual resources, the ~ormerly

fortunate man rapidly loses the last traces o~ his ~ortune.
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life of learning for successful trade any longer occupied as a mallam. Hence
the phenomenon of occupational class, members of a class being "differentiated
as a class from other such occupational classes of the community, which are
graded in order of~~~_~ (prestige) roughly as follows:

Sarakuna na asali - the aristocracy by birth.

*¥-a~~~~~ - aristocracy by appointment to office.

!~ll~~ and Koranic students.

~!!~~ir~~ - successful merchants.

~( ¥_as_u_~a~~~~ - craftsmen other than those mentioned belov~

'Ian~~~£11!.?- - smaller traders.

Mano,llla - farmers with unimportant subsidiary occupations.

AiaJ?r@:. - blacksmiths.

Maharba - hunters•

.~aroka and~akada - musicians, drummers and eulogists.

Mahauta. - butchers.

Slaves, among whose descendants to-day are the majority of butchers, are not
considered here, since by their legal status they were private property, if
captives could be alienated or killed at their ulmer's ,rill, and were" not ""full
members of the community.

Within each occupational group ~~umunta (marriage of friendship or
goodwill) was frequently made. Auren zumunta also occurs traditionally
between certain occupational groups, such" a"s-""?ian~~:!: (barber-doctors) and
maker.§:" (blacksmiths), and between QlallalJ1§:'~ (scholars) and hunters (maharba).
Linkages between different occupational groups of a similar type were also
ri tually expressed in the custom of giving or receiving kudi:tl..§hara (money of
sweeping) during the feast of the Mohammedan New Year on the tenth day of the
month of Almuharram. g;.!!:J.ll];![l:t;a of this type between different craft groups was
styled an ebokin wa~_~. or play relationship; but within a single craft group
the play element received less stress and the zumunt§. or co-operative spirit
received more. Formerly it was an axiom that sons inherited their father's
occupation, but under modern conditions this rule is not always followed.

* The term I!l~~~~?. inclUdes §?.J:"~~lma, but also office-holders who are not of noble famiJ¥.
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Chapter 2

Domestic Groupi~~

To balance the account of the part played by principles of association
and differentiation in the social structure of local communities, it isneces
sary to describe and analyse the system of kinship and marriage. As these
principles of kinship and affinity find strongest expression among the Rausa
in the domestic group, and as they are the usual basis of co-residence, a
fairly detailed study of domestic groupings and their kinship basis follows.
To illustrate the variability in composition of domestic groups which is
permitted by the Hausa system of kinship and marriage, types of domestic
groups will be distinguished according to the kin relationships involved, as
far as the data permit. To avoid problems of terminology associated with
different uses of terms such as "joint" or "extended" families* at the outset,
categories of domestic groupings will be distinguished by letters, and terms
like "joint" or "extended" family will only be defined and used in summarising
the data presented.

11

E'

LS

Data on domestic groupings from two village areas, "A" and "G", will be
presented and discussed separately, treatment being factual and descriptive
throughout, but more detailed for community "G". A brief comparison of
domestic groupings in the two cOITllilunities will conclude this chapter, and
formal description of the system of kinship and marriage will be given
separately.

The studies in communities "A" and "G" were made in connection with
censuses, that for "A" embracing two closely-linked hamlets or wards of the
same community less than a mile apart, while that for "G" is based ona census
of an area north of the Dry Season motor road which runs through the village,
as the population of "G" was too large to be covered completely in the time
available.

A. The Compound

The following Short description of the lay-out of the compound (gida,. pl.
gidaJe) is a necessary preface to the consideration of domestic relations.
The accompanying sketch-plan shows a typical compound belonging to a moder
ately prosperous villager.
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* Cf. Radcliffe-Brown. A.R., African Sy~tems of Kinship and Marriage (Oxford 1950), P. 5. 
definition of extended family, also.p. 210 - Dr. A. I. Richards on the extended family.
Fortes, 11., The Web of Kinship among the TaHensi (Oxford 1949), PP. 64-65 - on the joint family.
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The _gi9:~ (pl. ~:!9:a).~_,,) or compound is a walled or fenced rectangle with
an entrance-hut (!"aur':l, , a fore court (kofar gida) in which a hut or two is
usually found (dakin kofargida), and one or more interior courts divided from
the fore court by'fences of""-iiinii matting or walls (;klit~E:fi.,:2. The most
interior of these courts, known as the 2ikin gi~~, (inside of the house) is the
women's quarters and contains the tgr.~~ or hut of the husband, unless he can
not afford one, in which case he sleeps with each of his wives in turn in
their huts. In prosperous homes a hut known as the ,~~igifa gives access to
the~~.Ein .£.:!:~" from the fore court , the~higifa being partitioned so as to
prevent male visitors from looking in. The horse, where there is one, may
be stabled in the fore court or in a more interior court. Wells and granaries
C~lJ~., sing. ruIB:"l?E:) of clay, wicker or grass-work are always in the 0-kiJ1

_gida., though not every compound has its own well. The hut for wet-season
cooking (§akiJ:.l:_JQ.E!5:!:) is usually placed in the centre of theciki.f!-g:hda, with
the wives~ huts scattered around it.

Where the head of the house of compound (maigida) has a son or dependent
male relative living with him, the elkin gida is usually partitioned off by
zana matting fences into ~~~~~ or portions'-of the ~id~. Where, as is
frequent in Zaria City, brothers inherit a large compound, they often divide
it by an earth wall (~tang~) and build separate entrance-huts (zagre),
thereby forming two separate compounds. In poorer houses, the ~a§E1.§: may
extend up to the entrance-hut, and this usually indicates that the families
share the entrance-hut, but do not compose a single economic unit.

It is extremely rare for unrelated men to be allowed into the interior of
compounds (~J..~iE:_J~:!:.~); only the great friend (!?abban abok.:!J and close kins
men of the husband are allowed to enter his i.3J?:!?l:'l,fl: (portion) of the .eikin gida.
Women and young girls, on the other hand, have a virtual free right' of-enTry"
into the ~iki~~i~. Boys also, up to the age of puberty, are free to enter
houses, or to sleep in the huts in the forecourt C<?-akunan kofar gid::J:), in
which male guests are accommodated, and where adolescent unmarried sons of
the compound (~~a:r:.:iJ also sleep. Ba.!:~!::i: of the nobility are not usually
allowed to enter the women's quarters, but P~F-9.I._~ of commoners often do so.
Girls up to 10 years of age usually sleep in the huts of their mothers, but as
they near puberty they sleep in little groups with one or other of the old
ladies who lives close by, in her hut. Guests of note will be invited by the
maig:!:~ as far as the~higifa; less important guests proceed no further than
the ~~ur~, in which the ~I:~da often sits near a burning log, has his food
brought to him separately, eats with his equals, entertains his friends, and,
where it is possible, pursues his crafts, such as leatherwork, Koranic
teaching, etc.

This simple pattern of house and compound lay-out is standard, but there
are great variations on its formula associated with the wealth and status of
its occupant. The compound of a poor man in a rural district may not have a
~aur~; the compound of a wealthy man usually has a square ~§,y.r.~ with a flat
or vaulted mud roof (~2!:.Q); sometimes a two-storeyed building (ben_t<. - the
upper storey), profusely decorated with raised patterns on the mud wall,
white - or colour-washed. Similarly the shigifa of an important man may also
be an elaborate two-storeyed construction. But in less prosperous compounds,
and in the country, there may be no .~!?::!:.gifa or "j;J:!raka, and occasionally no
;::aU!'~.

The huts of wives also vary according to the status and weal th of the
husband; wives of poor men will each have a J;>ound thatched hut without
windows or a second room. As prosperity increases the ~war gida (lit.
mother of the house - senior wife) and sometimes her co-wives will each have
a two-roomed hut (§:Slada) formed by combining two round huts under the same
roof. The wives of yet more prosperous men may have a rectangular hut each,
containing at least two rooms with a front porch, and sometimes with windows
of wood or corrugated iron. Only prosperous men can afford horses, which
are usually stabled in a round thatched shelter supported on poles. A
prosperoU's man's compound may have outer walls of mud (katangaJ, while that ill•.
of less prosperous country people may be of guinea.com stalks and grass .•
(danfarrJi). Where the wives of the household are completely secluded in the \1
purdah:":type marriage known as ~y'J;:(,)E_lfY1.1!?, a well and pit latrine are found ~.
in the ,g~~,~.g~<3.:§:; where wives are confined to the house during the hours
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of daylight (auren tsare) there is always a pit latrine and often a well.
In Compounds where the wives are not secluded, in the marriage known as auren
~ilai (marriage of the ignorant), there may or may not be a well and
latrine.

B. Data from the Census at Community "A"

Just as there are variations in the architecture and layout of the com
pound, so too there are variations in the household composition, and the
following tables analysing the pppulations of the 30 compounds in our sample
at "A" give some indication of this.

Table 2.

14 5 6 17 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21 25 43 Total

Froquency
11 30of compounds 2 1 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total population of 30 compounds - 403 souls
Average per compound - 13.4

The wide scatter of the sample is noteworthy. The two largest compounds
are those of the village chief and his senior ward-head, the.Madaki,
respectively.

In the next table the populations of these compounds are analysed to show
the freq1.:iencies per compound of ~assa divisions, work; units, and individual
families. A work unit i'3 a sepcl.rate unit of domestic economy with common
production and consumption of food, a single head, a common pot (~uk~) a
common granary and a common farm. The term "individual family" is a trans
lation of the Hausa iy~~ and denotes a man, his wife or wives, and dependent
children, real or adopted, and, in three instances below, includes the man's
aged and widowed mother, for whose care he is responsible. The individual
family includes both the elementary family of monogynists and polygynous
families. The term "individual family" is only applied here to those
families which are separate units of domestic economy; if two or more men
and their families share in a common unit of domestic economy, the group which
results is described by Hausa as a~and~, and is here referred to as a compo
site domestic unit. Kinship relations form the basis of the ~~n~~, and may
be of different kinds. The classification of ~~g~~ according to the type of
family forming the unit will be attempted later in this chapter, when further
data from '''G'' r-ave been <:nalysed. .

.,1

. ·I·.!, ::

llWork units" may be of two kinds; they may be individual familes or

~~~~~

To .. show numl;>_~_of ..§.§.§§..~_in(liy"!:d1.1~:L!amili~~_.andwork units in tile
compounds.•

No. of units a, b and c respectively per compound

6.835930o I
--'---'----------'------3314 I 9

~I
I

I Total Unit AV. pop.
2 3 4 5 6 compds: totals per unit

Sassa: 9 5 3 3 2 30 80 5.04

I
Indiv: families: 9 8 I 4 5 3 1 30 78 5.17

II
! I.

b)

c) Work uni f.?.,

a)
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Resemblances between the figures for the sassa and those for the individual
f~ly are striking, and the difference betvl'een the figures for the work
units and the other sets of fi~xres is marked.

In these thirty compounds there were 15 gandu - i.e. work units contain
ing two or more adult males, their wives and dependants. The gand.:t!: was
formerly a unit of domestic economy producing the majority of its grain
supplies by slave labour. Nowadays the gandu is a composite domestic unit
based on close kinship of the adult male members. It remains the ideal
pattern of domestic organisation for the production and consumption of food,
but is only one of the types of work unit found.

Gand~ vary vudely in organisation, and in economic homogeneity; the
ideal ~and~ is a single unit of authority and of domestic economy, but is only
found during the late middle age of a man whose adult sons have unremunerative
subsidiary occupations apart from farming. In this form of gandu the father
pays the tax of his sons, and is in theory responsible for providing farm
tools, seed and Fulani manure, and directing the farming activities. The
sons also farm separate individual plots (gayauna) on Fridays (the Moslem
Sabbath) and after the 2.30 p.m. prayer (Azahar) throughout the "\Creek. From the
produce of these gayauna the sons clothe themselves and their ·wivesand children,
and purchase what they need, The father is responsible for feeding all from
the gandu food, produced ontne gandu farm (gonar gandu), but often receives help
from his sons. The evening and morning meals are from a common pot (tukunya
daya), cooking being done by the married women of the gandu_ in turn.

On the father's death, if the gandu continues, changes in its organisa
tion occur. In some cases the gandu structure is maintained with the eldest
brother as its head, and his senior Wife as the uwar gand:t!:, but the brothers
in a gandu of this type buy their own farm tools and may pay their own tax.
In such cases, to avoid disputes, it is not usual to plant cash crops, such as
groundnuts or cotton, on the gandu farm except for such clearly agreed
purposes as the marriage payments of a brother.

"'?pof the 120 marriages in the sample at "A" were preferred marriages based on kinship w

quren zumunta.

In other instances though brothers maintain the gandu on their father's
death, each pursues a craft or trade as well, and during the dry season, after
the main grain harvest has been reaped and stored, the brothers feed their
iyala~ (individual families) separately, from the proceeds of these subsidiary
occupations. With the fall of rain, the.gandu re-unites, the granaries are
opened, .farm work on the gandu fields begins, and the gandu food is cooked in
a single pot by the v.'ives of the brothers, in turn; the brothers under this
arrangement each buy the spices and soup ingredients (cefane) on the days when
their wives cook for the gandu. In another variation the gand~has almost
vanished, although the idea remains: here the brothers farm separately, cook
separately and pay their tax separately, but the food cooked in each ~sa is
sent equally to all members of the compound, and certain common interests,
suCh as well-repairs, re-thatching and rebuilding, are undertaken together.
Women of the gandu in any of its stages will receive a farm-plot (gayrna)
if they wish to farm themselves, or by use of employed labour (kodago !

20(19608)28

In this sample, there were 15 g§p'9:1::l in 59 work units; that is, the
frequency of thegandu is roughly 25 per cent. Here, as in the preferred
marriages discusseCllater, the actual frequency of an ideal pattern among the
population of this sample is 25 per cent.* As a consequence it appears that
the individual families C:!:ya}.a:iJ, which generally occupy a separate sas~§

within the compound, are in 75 per cent. of the cases separate units of
domestic economy - i.e. work units. Consequently, even where kinsmen share
the same ~, the individual families (iya~iJ are usually separate food
prod-ucing and food-consuming units. Thegand~ or composite domestic unit
based on kinship, may be the ideal, and all Hausa males may possibly be
members of such ..gandu at one time in their lives, but at any given moment it
appears that the gandu is less frequent than the/individual family unit.
Despite the prestige conferred on the gandu in the ideal pattern, the ten
sions between half-brothers render its" permanence unlikely, after the death
of 'their father, while during the latter's lifetime similar tensions operate



to prevent continuance of his father's gandu. In the 15 gandu of this
sample, 12 are composed either of a man and his married sons, or of full
brothers, while the other three involve a man and his mother's brother of
similar age, and two cases of a man and his father's brother; that is, no
gandu composed of half-siblings after the death of their father are contained
Inthis sample.

8.98%

55.02%

29.1%

5.64%

1.13%

8

5

1

49

26

89 99.9% (sliderule
---------- error 0.1)

120Total wiv~"s

Unmarried adult males over
c. 18 years of age

Adult males wi th 1 wife

Adult males with 4 wives

Adult males with 3 wives

Adult males vd. th 2 wives
n

A complete analysis of household composition by relationships is made for
the larger polulation studied in community "G", and. no such treatment of
relationships is attempted for this sample at "A"; but as the proportion of
non-kin living in the compounds studied in both communities differ signifi
cantly, information on this and on adoptions (agola:!.) are given for "A" here.
Wives form the great majority of resident non-kin, their distribution per man
being as follows:-

Adoption (~allaf!) is practised considerably in reference to kin of
either spouse. 12 compounds in the sample at "A", or 40 per cent. contained
adopters, the actual cases being in the ratio 8 men to 4 women; 22 children
had been adopted by these 12 people. Among the men, 4 had adopted their
younger brother's children, 3 had adopted their grandchildren, and two had
adopted their younger sister's children. Among the women, 3 had adopted
their-younger brother's children, while only one had adopted a younger
sister's child. No cases of adoption by unrelated persons were found. This
total does not include children of,previous marriages brought into the com
pounds by the women, although such children are called agolai ( - step
children) by the husbands of their mothers, whereas adopted kin are called
simply "sons" or "daughters". The man whose wife brings to his home her
child by a former marriage (~gola~), under law and social practice cannot
retain the child after its genitor demands it, and makes no effort to do so,
disposition of the child being an affair of its parents. Thus the "agolai is
not a case of true adoption (!~ll~), for even after the death of an
agolai's father, its return can be enforced legally by the father's agnatic
fin.----"5 out of the 23 previously divorced mothers who had married into these
30 compounds had brought such ag,?l~~ and of the 38 children born in the
previous marriages of these 23 women, 9, or nearly 25 per cent., were kept by
their mothers after divorce, 3 of these 9 children being males and 6 females.
In only one case was the previous marriage terminated by death. Hence the
total of .?-~~~?: children of both classes - adopted and brought by their
mothers -is 31, or roughly 1 per compound. These figures say nothing
abou"G children adopted out of these compounds before or after the divorce of
their mothers, nor do they include previously terminated adoptions, such as
many of the adult males and females in the compounds had enjoyed, but it is
sufficient to indicate the main relationships which give rise to adoption,
and to show the part adoption plays in strengthening and expressing kinship
ties.

In the previous three years there had been 24 divorces among these
89 men; this indicates that an unmarried man at the time the sample was taken
may have been recently divorced, or may have had one or two wives shortly
before; similarly a man with three wives at the time of the sample may
shortly afterwards find himself with one or none. The situation is, then,
very fluid.

fr,
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* Concerning prostitutes (K~owa)t see Smith, Mary F., Baba of Karot Faber & Faber, London 1954,
Pp. 25'"6, 43, 63-5, 222'-'39;-235, 274.

C. pata fr?m the. Census a t c2mmun~!~,_r

The age and sex composition of the population of. the 91 compounds
smdied in community "Gil is as follows:

Ra,j;;i-SL9LJI1.§.J~]L.i9_.f~lJ,.les :__t;__j .•J~

Ages were estimated for the persons concerned in the following ways. Parents
always knew the ages of their unmarried children, even in months for the
unweaned ones, and usually also for junior married males of the compound.
Where ages could not be stated they were calculated afresh from time of birth,
measured in reigns of kings.' Peopjbe give their ages in these ways - "I was
bO·'.'n when Sambo had been Emir of Zaria for three years." Or "She was six
years old when the Emir Aliyu was deposed." Other striking events, such as
the Kano civil war of 189~, the great rinderpest epidemic of 1890, the British
occupation in 1900 were especially helpful where old persons born in neigh
bouring Emirates were concerned. For women who could not date their birth
precisely in such terms, the number of years of marriage was ascertained; for
example, nine years with the first husband at such a town, three with the next,
then three years' prostituion , and. now twelve years with this one. Since
girls enter on their first marriage after the age of thirteen and before they
have reached fifteen (cf. the disbalances by sex at this age in the table
above), total years of marriage plus fourteen years gives a figure suffi
ciently close to the woman's true age for this purpose. Concealment of total
years of marriage by women were unsuccessful when attempted, since other
persons of the compound, who usually knew the truth, were questioned
separately first, then the woman was asked, and any differences discussed and
pursued. A similar calculation of total years married was made for adult
males where necessary, sometimes as a check on the age estimated by use of
Emirs' reigns, sometimes to narrow down the margin of error -where the exact
birth-year in an Emir's reign could not be stated. The age-composition
of the population given by these methods in combination, though not exact, is
probably accurate enough for the present purpose, and lJlore accurate than could
be obtained in any other way. One of these compounds was a brothel of
18 souls, and is excluded from the following table which shows distribution of
population per compound. As all ten prostitutes and two female maroka
(eulogists) were strangers, s even of them having arrived in "G" not"'e-arlier
th~ 3 months before the date of the census, their omission does not bias
the sex-ratio'of the sample.*

)Total aged 0-4
) 121

22

••_.- ' -' 1 ,.__,_~_.__

~ulation of ..2.:1.. compounds at "G'~.->gg=e,-,an=_d SS'b..

Ages in I Males I Femal:-::-l-;~~~~-
_. y~::~--T--19--r---1-8 -'1---"'-37 .----

1~4 I 46 I 38 ! 84-
5-9 I 40 I 38 i 78

10-14 i 42 27' 69
15-19 ! 27 I 54 81
20~24- I 26 I 50 76
25-29 I 32 i 43 75
30-34 I 33 i 38 71
35-39 - 31 I 37 68
40-4-4- 20 I 27 47
45-49 13 I 14 27
50-54 15 I 12 27
55-59 10 I 13 23
60-6.4 6 1 8 1~
65-69 7 6 13
70-74 5! 5 10
75-79· 4 I ,4I , I

T--;tal'-'-l-' 376 42S--r--S04--'

Table 4.
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Showing number of' persons per cO!!mound at _" G"
------_._---,-----'----,--
Population
of compound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
33

Total No.
of persons

Average population
per compound: 8.73

3
10
21
16
35
30
70
64
63
60
66
48
26
28
75
32
17
19
20
21
23
33 - 786 persons

Number of'
i compounds !

------y-.---------t-
I 3 ;
I 5 I, I
I 7 !
I 4 !
I 7 I

5
10
8
7
6
6
4
2
2
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1 ... 90 compds:

The three compounds with one person apiece are all inhabited by old women; one
over seventy years old, not now married but cared for by her son, whose compound
is nearby; while the other two were married by the form known as auren
9-aukisand~~... discussed later, their husbands living elsewhere. All the
remaining 87 compounds with more than one person had male compound heads. In
these 87 compounds of 783 persons, which alone are analysed below, the distri
bution of work units was as follows: 50 compolmds contained only one work
unit each; 24 contained 2 each; 9 contained 3 each; 4 contained 4 work units
each. That is, f'or economic purposes of household production and consumption,
these 783 persons were grouped in 141 WOrk units, averaging 5.65 persons in
each.

The f'ollowing two tables deal with non-kin, or kin adopted into these
87 compounds, the first table dealing with wives.

274 f'emales9140125

Malf population "G" sample analysed b.Y...!ill'mber of wives per man•

I Men with I -- I .

I
Men with , Men with Men with Total

.J no wives 1 wife I 2 wives 3 wives men

I
I 42 I 42
! 15 I 11 1 27

I
,

4 20 2
,

26I

I
I 3

I

18 11 32I

I
2 23 8 33
2 17 11 1 , 31

I 1 12 7 20
I 5 7 1 13I

1 (insane) 4 9I 1 15
1 4 6 I 10

I 1 I 2 3 6
I I

3 4 7I
1 I 3 • 5,
1 I 3 4

ale i 73 I 125 70 3 271 males

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30"'34
35-39
40-44
'45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79

Total m ~
Total wive::>

Table 6.
._,------

Ages of'
men
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As a percentage of all married men, those with one wife are 63 per cent.,
those with two wives 35.5 per cent., those vdth three wives 1.5 per cent.
That is, 37 per cent. of married men have more than one wife. On the other
hand, of the 31 unmarried males over the age of 14, 15 or roughly half are
under 20 years old and have not made any marriages. Of the 202 males over
20 years old, 16 or only 8 per cent. are wifeless. In estimating the vdves
per man, it is perhaps more useful to calculate proportions for the males
over 20 years old, since this appears to be the usual age of first marriage
for men. These 202 males have a total of 261 wives, the ratio being 1.294
wives per man over 20 years of age.

There were 28 adopted children in the compounds, of whom 11 were boys
and 17 girls, adopted by 26 adults. Persons adopted include some related by
descent to the household head and adopted into his compound, of whom only one
adoptee, a male, is over 20 years old. The relationships giving rise to
adoption and their frequency are more easily tabulated according to the sex
of the adopter.

. 1

Male adopters

Father 's father ..
Mother's father
Father's brother ..
Mother's brother...
Father's sister's
Father's mother's

brother..

.. 2
............. 2

4
.1

son .... .1

!
I

Female adopters

Father's mother 3
Mother's mother .5
Father's sister.... ....4
Mother's sister... ...........2
Father's father's

headwife.. . 1

Total adopters Males 11 Females 15

Girls are always adopted by women and boys by men, except for the cases of
four girls, two of whom were adopted by their father's father (one girl's
father having died and one having divorced her mother), one by her mother's
father and one by her father's brother.

There were 10 children of compound members' wives by former husbands
living in the compounds, 3 being males and 7 females.

In the next table, relationships of all compound members to the compound
head (maigid~) are given, and preliminary discrimination of two types of
compound is made, type A figures being those of compounds containing adult
brothers, real or classificatory, while type B does not. Each of these two
types will be analysed more carefully later. Persons distip..guished as "other
male kin" in the following table are persons who trace their relationship to
the household head through females - e.g. cross-cousins, maternal parallel
cousins, or the mother's brother. "Other male kin" distinguished in this way
are married with dependants of their own, and permanently settled in the
compound studied; the criterion of marriage of "other male kin" distinguishes
them from minors related to the household head through females and adopted by
him. Continued co-residence after marriage by these "other male kin", where
adoption formed the basis of co-residence, shows that the adoptive relation~

ship has permanently superseded the biological agnatic principle of descent.
Compounds containing "other male kin" will be referred to as a separate group
of "cognatic compounds", since the males of such compounds are linked by kin
ship traced through males and females. The term "cognatic compound", as it
will be'used here, is purely one of convenience to describe this group of
compounds containing "other male kin" and refers only to compounds in which
males tracing relationship to the household head through females are found;
that is, compounds in which agnatic kinship is not the only principle of
co-residence.

Two further comments on the following table are necessary. Firstly,.
in view of the distinctions between compounds of we "A" containing colla
teral male patrikin, "brothers" real or classificatory, and those of type "B"
which do not, an explanation must be given for the tabulation of four
brothers as resident in "B" type compounds. Three of these four brothers
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I

..

are members of compounds the heads of which are related to them by ties of
uterine kinship; such compounds are classified in this table as among the
"B" type, and will be distinguished later as "cognatic" compounds. The
fourth brother is an old un-married man incapacitated by lunacy, and hence a
legal minor under the care of his brother. Those compounds containing
unrelated males are composite in character, the individual families of such
males forming separate domestio units. Compounds housing unrelated males all
contain recent immigrants to the community. Clients are distinguished from
unrelated males because of the relation of clientage linking them to the
householcl head.

"

!

I,

6
5

6

84

45

13

76

"B"

2

2

49

58

12

58

20

"A"

2
6
5
2

57

71

.26

133

134

Total wives...
HHHHHH j _2_7_6_t---_l_23--,I--_l_5_3__

TOTAL FEMA1££ HHH H r 410 , 181 229

WIVES,-

Compound heads' wives ... ,
Compound heads' sons
wives...

Brothers' & their
sons I wi ves ..

Fathers' brothers'

O~~;~ski~;';~i~~~:""'1
Unrelated men's wives ...
Clients' wi ves....

202

7

.-.

11.73 I 7.55
;--~-

I
I
I

15

2
48
51
6

373

410

783

~ I -,IBrothers' daughter.... ,

39 I 1~ B=:~:~sd811gh~~~' ..... II 1
- I 6 -------t----I----.-

-10-7-·+--8-5-t·-~·- Total.. .. 1~7 21 6 I,
-'---+_......:...............--_._.
114 441 ,I 7

30

3 Own mother. i 13 8 5 Ii
Own mother's sister. . 1 - 1 Ii

·1-:-8---+-.-4'-52-111~ -jail'.' I ~: ~~~~:~'s widow '1-17~-----t--~--I----6--- Ii'
3 Total.. 11

2 2 I - Own daughters. ....... ,. 2834

1

19 ,15
11 ... I 11 Own sons· daughters. ... ~

16 1--__4_~·--12.~i Own d::::e~sl ...d:g~~~Sn' ~63--+--1-:-f---:44.,..1--
4 4 I - Other male kin's daughtersl 7 - 7
5 - 5 Clients' daughters..... 11 I 1 -
6 3 3 Unrelated males' daughters 4 - 4

Wives' temale kin .... 15 6 9

8 . TotaL 27 ' 7 20

Total females other
than wives ....

8.73

87 30 I 57

_2_8_6--1__1~,__14_5_.

171

181 229
---I------f-----

352 431

Members of 87 compounds at "G" by relationship to the Compound
Head.

MALES

TotaL.

Own sons
Own sons' sons...

TotaL

IOwn daughters' sons ..... '
Brothers' daughters' :

O~~~~ ~ai~' ki~"'1
I..Total.
I

Clients & their sons .. ·.. 1
Unrelated males & theirl

sons ...... \
Wives' male kin.. .. . '1

Total.. .......,

ICompound Heads .. ,
Males other than ..... ,

Compound Heads.

TOTAL MALES !
TCTAL FEMALES 1

TOTAL BOT!i.§.EX~ !

I
A~~~=~~PER .. I

I
I

Table 8.

Father's brother.. .. .. ...I

:~~~~:~~: :::,~~~~'l

---------...,-...,--...,-...,--;----,----------,---,---,-----
! "A" ! "B" I I,I Total ' I FEMALES TotalI type i type I

:

NOTE: 3 males and 18 emales residing in the local brothel not included.
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The wide difference in the average populations of the two types of
compound will be referred to later. But as the further analysis is concerned
only ,nth the male element of these compounds, the importance of women's ages
as a determinant factor of their relationship to the compound head should be
noted here. Roughly two out of every three females listed have mar~ied into
these compounds. Of the 134 non-wives listed, only 18 are over 15 years old,
the majority of these 18 being widowed mothers of the compound heads. The
remainder, daughters of compound males, will leave the compound on entering
their first marriage. Daughters, therefore, are not permanent members of
these compounds under prevailing Rausa mode of virilocal marriage. Since
this pattern so strongly determines the female element of household popula
tion, its character, age structure, and relation to other household members,
further analysis would only elaborate the obvious, and is not given here.

The male composition of these compounds requires and rewards more
detailed stuc3y. In the table below (Table 9) the more important structural
distinctions 0f age and sibling relationships made by the Rausa are followed;
age distinctions are made between the period of childhood under 15, the
period of a man's first marriage, 16-25 years, the years 26-39 when he is
founding his own individual family (~yali), and the years after 40 when he is
socially mature and more often than not the head of his own compound.* Among
males the most important varieties of siblingship are as follows: full
siblingship (brothers sharing the same parents); half-siblingship (brothers
sharing only one parent); second degree siblingship of parallel cousins.
No instances of uterine half-brothers or uterine parallel cousins are included
in the figures for half-brothers or parallel cousins below. No cases of adult
uterine half-brothers sharing the same compound occurred in the sample, and
the one case of uterine parallel cousins met with is grouped with "other male
kin" in "cognatic" compounds. Renee t..h.e figures for male siblings relate
only to agnates, co-resident males who trace their relationship through women
being considered as a separate group of "other male kin."

This table reveals some interesting features. The balance is maintained
fairly evenly between full brothers, half-brothers, and parallel cousins in
the fraternal compounds of' type "A", and if we exclude the compound heads and
their own direct descendants, these with their descendants represent 3 in
every 4 male members of the compounds studied. In one form this expresses a
measure of the tendency among Rausa for collateral agnatic kinship to form the
basis of the co-residential group, but it contains interesting problems of the
internal arrangements of sibling-type compounds, and their distinction as a
group from the "B" type compounds, which will shortly be pursued. In this
context the approximate numerical inversion between figures for compound heads'
lineal descendants and for the other compound males shown by the two types of
compound is noteworthy. So is the small but significant group of "other male
kin" resident in "B" type compounds, and the greater average age of the type"B"
compound heads, as implied by the comparison of the ages of direct
descendants. The next table (Table 10) sets out the ages of the compound
heads of both main types, and also analyses the type "B" compounds into their
main varieties.

-----------------------
* Of the 78 males over 40 years old in this sample, 56, or 70 per cent. are heads of compounds.
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5

35 I 9

23166010

22 33

2326

14

97

2819
'10 I I I -,=I

TOTAL POPULATION

1Q);§!.

Own sons ..nnnnn' 41 I 73 114
Own sons' sonsnnnnnnnn ....n.n 4 I 30 34

Own d:::e:;:E::n:~~~~~~;s" .4;-t- 10: 15: I
- _.--,-_. - I I =l==

1:~!'}_"-_.~. !1f1;L§l.PQ!"Q,f1);!.Q!'_S'L1'YJJ."-_.~~!'!'~__f1!'.~_.'!:¥~'']3-'.'...£()mpo;!l1S!.S_().!.a.~~l1.Q<!..!'K..~~"-...i'!'.(L!: ..~latl °tl.~l p ~()S_"ElP.2':'_l1_cl_!ie.EI.cl"._n.. _.__n----..-------------------.---r-..---------------- ----------.----...-------,-------------------.,- ---.---

Relationsh~~a~O Compound ~ _;;;'_I_~~~AL~ -- A~~--I- --Uiider-~~-f!.!·---li}}- comp.ound~) ,---.n-~..-unde-r-l~E.~!.·--~t.':-~.£I!lPOl::l!l-r~------ ---~- -Under-A'~~~···--~T~C~~E2.\I!'S!~I----- ..-

--..~~i~~~~~:~--------I ;f-h-'~T--25fi~ftITH-+'~ t~-t"~ft~;--r'~1 ~-r?-
'~l;::.:~;n I~t-~M:-L~-;;_ -,1-+~~-+-~-+ -~;-+-~:+--;:--~ --:----+-- :-t--;-+;-
~i~ ~~~~~:~=: :~~: 1--:fT

I
-'T'T

I
::h-rr ~~r-: -r-T-+-yi--:'1:---1,-;1

1

---"TT ----T·-l
1
·--- -:

Par: cousins I sons j 14. - 14 I 10 I 4 - I - 10 4' - I - I - I - I - -
Tota.l --;;t-~-I;;-l--3;'-'~-~;- --·-.... 6---"1·-------~·~~·-- ---;-;--1---:'--'--~ I --;·---r--;-t-----6-i.n---~-n-

"'" ".__". """ L---1--~1----+I---f--------~----J-·----- -i-'--'IL- -t--- i r----tn

.-.--.....

brothers' and par: I " I I I I I
cousins

l
sons' sons -! 6 6 I 5 ±_~ ~ - - -L----.li_."-_~-_- 5__.-4 ...::._il 1._.+_._=._.n .

Father's brother nl 2 I - 2 • - - 2 - - I· 2 - I -. - t -
1Q!,Ji,L Aq!iATJj!§:nnnJ-;T 22 107 43 i 22 - 26 ;-- 3~ 21 ---;;- I '13 10 r,-+~'-;-- ...-;-.----

. --- -- ---- _._- ---- -. '-----,----._-_.__..... _, ..

Brothers' daugh.ters' sons ..... nn. 2 -. 2 2 •• 2. -. i - - -, -. -. I -
Other male kin. . - 5 5 - 1 3 1 - - I - II - - I 1 3
Other male kin's sons n - 6 6 5 1 - I -. - - - - 5 I 1 - II

Clients n . 3 - 3 - 1 2 I - - 1 2 - - I· -
Clients' sons l' - 1 1 - • jJ - 1 - - - - -
Unrelated mail~S • 4 4 - 3 1 - - - • - - - 3 I 1 I
Unrelated males.' sons.n - 1 1 - 1 -U - - - - - . I 1 - I
Wives' male kin.n. 3 3 6 6 - - - 3 - - - 3 I - -.

-- '. 5 I 2 2 - I 8 16 -4--r--;·---- -.-

--;1=32 9 -. - I - 2; 1'6 ., t--;-
- 3 1 - - I 30 _, - --=_. 2. - +_-__ r--' - 1 -=--L.
5 37

!::]

~

~

'-0
0-...
o
(»........,
\j.l
V1

I
I



-----------,---_.--"--------_._------- ~"-------------,_.'~

Age of
compound 2O~24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45~49 5O~54 55~59 60~64 65~69 70~74 75 plus Total
head

-------
"All
compounds 4 5 6 3 6 4 30
"Bit
compounds 2 3 10 6 4 8 4 7 7 3 3 57._--------

Total: 6 8 16 9 10 9 8 7 7 3 3 87

Natives of Communi ty "0":-

G..1.*
0.2.
G.3.
0.4.

Total: 2

2

2

2

3

2

2

3
1

3

7

2

3

2

2

4

2

6

3

3 2

22
2
3
6

33

Strangers or Immigrants:~
-------_.._------:----------

S.l. 1 6 1 2 3 1 16
S.2. 2 1 1 ~ . 6
S.3. 1 1 2-","--"------"---------"--"---_.. --,."_.~,_." ~

Total: 1 8 3 2 1 1 5 24
-·"-;0'.'1 '-t~-G:4-~"-: c~~'~~d~=;'h~~"'-"h;ad;~~e'~;~'T~ ~~itY-" ;~~;:-".=""- -".==-==--===-~-==--==,--".-=~""-==--

G.l. ~ Compcunds containing no related males who are not lineal descendants of the head.
0.2. - Compounds containing childless persons.
G.3. - Compounds containing "other male kin" i.e. men related to the household head through

women. Called for lack of a shorthand term "cognatic compounds".
0.4. ~ Compounds containing a man, his descendants, and his brother1sdescendants.

s.l. to S.3. ~ Compounds whose heads were born elsewhere and have immigrated - i.e. strangers.
8.1. to S.3. - as G.1. tQ G.3.

Part I of this table is especially of value in our consideration of
factors plausibly associated with the particular frequency of IIA II type com
pounds found, while Part 2 indicates further factors related to this frequency.
It will be noticed that though IIA II type compounds predominate up to age-level
34- of the head, they represent only 20 of the 52 compounds headed by men
between 35 and 60 years of age, and are not found in this sample to have com
pound heads over 60 years of age. This is clearly due to the death of one or
more of the brothers of the compound, and implies the existence of a variety
of compound in which the surviving brother and his dead brother's sons
continue to live together. This is type G.4- in Part 2 of the table, and is
the only class of compounds having no heads under 50 years of age. The G.4
grouping therefore represents a later stage in the history of the IIA II type
compound, and is itself in turn followed by Cill IIA If type compound with a core
of parallel cousins of the age-levels 20 to 39 when the head who is the
survivi~~ brother of the older generation, dies. Thus the table illustrates
stages in the development and extension of the co-residential kinship unit,
generation by generation, and indicates that residential units based on kin
ship have the following three modes: individual families; composite units
of two types - firstly of a man, his married sons and their descendants, and
secondly of collateral agnates and their dependants. The data also indicate
the tendency for the individual family to give rise to a composite residen
tial group in the succeeding generation, and raise the question of factors
limiting expansion of this kin-group as a co-residential unit over further
generations, and of the processes by which such factors are expressed. An
attempt to answer this crucial question requires further analysis of the
data, but the cycle of change characteristic of residential groupings based
on kinship, as indicated by the data, can best be illustrated by a diagram.
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DIAGRAM SHOWIN(f
CHANGING CO-RESIDf;NTIAl
KINSHIP GROUPS

STAC£ I.

il" BII/LDS A SEPIIRATE COMPOUND

FOR H/S EiDEST SON B"-

------- ----.-- ..... ':- - ...._-....--

On the question Qf the frequency and continuity of such an expanding
processt part 2 of Table 10 is helpful. Various sub-types of IIBII type com
pounds (G.1-4 and S.1-3) represent attempts to distinguish domestic groupings
at a factual level by sociologically important criteria. The first point to
note is the considerable number of compounds founded by immigrants labelled
S. 1-3. Of the 87 compounds in the sample, 24, or 27 per cent., are founded
by immigrants. These 24 liS" compounds have a total population of 127, and
an average population of 5.2 souls per compound. They represent 16.2 per
cent. of the total population under analysis. Among these immigrants (baki)
there are 34 separate units of domestic economy - i.e. work..units .. the
average being 3.75 persons per work-unit, and all compounds tabulated above
as containing unrelated males, but no compounds containing clients, are
included. Contrariwise, in all cases of fraternal compounds of type "A" the
adult collateral agnates are natives of community IIG" by birth; that is, no
instance of the IIAII type compound occurs among the immigrants. This high
degree of migration is thus indicated to be an important factor limiting the
development of large localised kin-groups as co-residential units, and is
certainly in some part due to the internal tensions of such kin-groups, con
cnetrated and defined as these are under Rausa conditions on the occasions
of:a mother's divorce from a man's father or inheritance disputes with his
paternal half-brothers on their father's death. Other motives for migra
tion are provided by unfortunate relations with one's political super).ors,
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and. the quest for adventure or §,;£zik:i::, but Hausa know froljl their own community
enough cases of unsuccessful 9aki not to migrate long distapces lightly on
these last two grounds. . "

The follo~ing fagures express the socio-economic position of these
immigrants.

Q.'2!!Parison of Compounds whose Heads are native to the ~gl!J!llun:i:.:t;y

V!ith "those whose Heads are irnmi~~i;.§..

3.756.13.6.475.86Persons per work-unit

_. --- I Native. (Type G.1-4) i
-----I J)nmip'xap.t§r-Class __c. Other

I
Total I,

I (Type 8.1-3)I "A" native native I
I

I
-_.,-

Compounds: I 30 33 63 24I
i

iPopulation: I 352 304- 656 127
I
i . _.

Av: per compound 11.73 9.2 10.4- I 5.2
i ,

I . IWork-units I 60 47 107 34-
I " 'I
I . "

_..-
j
I

Among compound heads the comparatively high number of childless
immigrants (3.2, Table 10), and the general age-distribution6f the gro~, is
striking, eight of the compound heads aged 35-39 being from "this group... ". It
is therefore worthwhile to compare the fraternal compounds, type "A", with
type "B" compounds other than those of immigrants, separately, in order to
bring out other possible factors operating against higher frequency of the
class "A" compound.

QQ!Jlpounds._with native-born Heads:
compounds ("fraternal") and Class
(Immigrant compounds excluded).

comparison of Class "A~'i

"B" compounds (other types).

"B" type = "G. 1-4" Total

1
1 5
2 7
2 8
3 6
2 8
7 $
3 7
2 2
6 6
3 3
2 2

Age of Head

20-24 1
25-29 4-
30-34 5
35~39 6
40-44 3
45-49 6
50-54 1
55-59 4
60~64

65-69 I
70-74
75 plus + .

---;-~---:i ------3-0----J--------,---------t----

Population=1 352
I

It appears that slightly over half the settled native population dwell.
in fraternal "A" type compounds, while among the 35 compounds with native
born heads under 50 years old, 25 or 71 per cent•. are of class "A". In view
of the "G.4" group showing continuity of the former "A" class compounds after
the death of a senior member, the fraternal compound is clearly a highly
typical form of Hausa domestic organisation. Of the factors'militating
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against its universality, apart from death and migration, the most important
non-structural one suggested by our data is the differential reproduction rate
of persons at different ages, as the following table indicates.

Tabl~..JJ. Qg~pariso~ ofS.!LL~!!<L§•.L£<2lE.129.1!.I!9-.§ ... ..2.1ag;ifi.~9:_J:2;Y_"§£''':' ...2Lhe?:.a,.

(C_Cl~pou~ds occupi_~by_~~QomP21.;tE;9-__ R~?-d •.~nd h:~ lin~l...2:~cend8:.n_tE,

both natives of G--iG.1._L?:p.2-_i.rnr!!.:i"gr.1?:.g."t1?.L_UJ.1,) c

--_..-.,-_._-----,--- -·------------,--·------'-------r--
i "G. 1" Compounds

, I
Age of ! i §.1.----.------'";"--------- --.. _-- I i-

Ii;

Head i Father and I Father, sons I Total
j

compo~n~
, sons only ! and sons l sons I G.1. I,

I----,-_.
i

, ·---·----t" _.

I

I
,

.._'
~ •..

20-24- I - - I -
I

-
25-29

I
1 - I 1 1

i 30-34- 1 - ! 1 -
I

, i
....-

V 35-39 I 2 I 2 ! 6-
40-44- 1 I 1 i 1'.... - I!

I I !
-,,- 45-4-9 ! 1 1 I

2 i 2
50-54 ; 3

,
3 ;, - ,

I -
55-59 ! I 2 2 1- , ; !,

I
- 60-64- I - I 2 2 ,

3,
65-69 ! '2 i 2 4

1

1
70-74 I 1 , 2 3 -- I75 plus - 1 ; 1 I 1

I
,, I

I
l

Total !
9

,
13 I 22 16 1.. , II

ifI
133

I
182 iPopulation! 49

, I 92 ;!
! i 'I,,--,------,.. ._--_.. ----

It is noticeable that the average population per compound of immigrants,
though four households of 3-generation depth are included, is only e~ual to
that of natives lacking grandchildren, and far below the comparable average
for natives. Again, the average population for a native (IlG"~Ompoundof
3-generation depth is 10.2, and that for all class "A" (fratern ) compounds
is 11.73. (Cf. Table II). On average, therefore, units contai ~ng the
household head, his married sons and their dependants (G.1 compoun~s) and
those based on collateral agnatic kinship C'A" type compounds) are fairly
similar in size, and may be alternative modes of domestic organisation.
That this is so is indicated by the following figures.

Co!ill2..'Y'j.so:r:L between "A" 90n.!P_<2BM'.L~tra ~~~n§:J.,~'1_.§:P.2_~~...'~_Q.ompCl~q,§_

(based on lineal descent). to show simi],arity in siz~_of..p.2:E~a,tior:t

of these two .:t.Y]2.~lLOf conmQ1Jpd.

J

1

"B" type l"

"A" type G.1. type G.1. type, •

compounds total 3-generation type *
native

No. of compounds . 22 13 6

Population 182 133 71 ~

%of total
.. native population 52.39 27.7% i 20.2% 10.6%

* i.e. Oompounds containing a man, his descendants and his brothers l

descendants. % figures cor..tain slide-rule error.

81 per cent. of the settled Rausa of community "G" are therefore found
in these two types of compound, with another 10.6 per cent. in the G.4 group,
representing a later stage in the history of "A" type. We are justified
then in regarding these two alternative forms of domestic organisation as
typic~l for the Zaria Rausa. These types are, first, that of paternal
brothers and their dependants, second that of a man, his own descendants and
their dependants. Together they are typical alternatives for the Rausa.
But the data above take us further, and show a possible cyclical relation
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between these alternatives. The age distribution of the Heads of G.i.
households, distinguished by generation depth of the compound population in
the table above, is significant. In time the first group of G.1 compounds,
i.e. those composed of males of two generations only, will give rise to house
holds containing three generations of males in direct line of descent. In
time, too, the presiding patriarchs of :the older group will die, leaving some
households composed of siblings, just as the G.4. compound heads, when they
die, tend to leave households composed of paternal parallel cousins. Hence,
just as the G.4. grouping follows from the "A" type by the natural process of
death, so when the new generation replaces the old both the G.1. and the G.4.
types of compound tend to revert to the "A" type pattern ("fraternal"
compounds ).

To conceive these main varieties of co-residential kin groups as formal
alternatives is thus mistaken; the alternation involved is rhythmic, dynamic
and cyclical in character, and under present conditions appears to be inter
fered with mainly by emigration. This characteristic cyclic rhythm in the
development of co-residential kin groupings, showing very marked emphasis on
agnatic descent and relationship is associated with an absence of lineageS
among the Hausa not eligible by birth for hereditary political office,
(l?a:r:l?:!J.ta na_.§:,~?:±,:jJ. Characteristically the male population quoted in this
sample, vdth few exceptions, could name no paternal ancestor earlier than
their grandfather, and the only genealogy having a depth of four generations
collected in this village~~s given by the young chief of the community,
whose father, the last chief, had died recently, and this genealogy, as a
title to office, was clearly of political value.

As natives of community "Gil, all ltG.i." compound heads naturally had
agnatic kin living nearby. The fathers of some of the younger heads of G.i.
compounds 1filere still living in the village, but had formally suggested to
these men that they build new compounds for themselves and their individual
families. Over the years, if the population of these new compounds
increases, kinship segments will hive off to form further new compounds, and
the pattern will repeat itself in this way just as the alternative pattern
from which it developed and to which it gives rise, is repeated. The
individual family, as a separate residential unit is one phase of this cycle
of changes in the kinship basis of domestic organisation, as indicated in the
diagram above, and as this recurrent cycle and rhythm of changes in domestic
organisation pursues and is guided by the governing kinship norms in all its
phases, so in turn, by expressing these differently, it re-defines kinship
obligations for its component members at each stage of the recurring cycle.
Co-residence and kinship ties are too inextricably interwoven among the Hausa
for changes in the mode of one not to affect the other. Domestic grouping
defines the unit of most effective kinship ties. When composition of such
a group changes by the hiving-off of a segment to found a new unit, the
effective character of kinship and its relations changes for members of the
new household, imperceptibly perhaps, but none the less thoroughly. Children
of the new household, unless removed by adoption, are conscious of the dis
tinctness of their residential unit, and though of course aware of non
co-residential kin, particularly their grandparents, they learn the real
duties and behaviour of kinship within their domestic unit, and always differ
entiate between these and other kinship ties. Within the co-residential
group of kin, the kinship connections can almost always be demonstrated
genealogically, and almost always, also, the common ancestor of co-residential
kin occurs in the first or second ascendant generation of the senior males
concerned; but outside this group of co-residential males a surprising
shallowness of genealogical memory is usually met with. Collateral exten
sions of kinship are of interest because theY are always possible bases of
new residential units, preferred marriages,. adoption, and are expressed in
ceremonial exchanges at marriages, naming ceremonies and funerals; but the
range of agnatic relationships which are associated with the practice of
adoption or preferred marriages between children of the men concerned, or the
co-residence of the principals themselves, only very rarely exceeds a span
of five degrees of kinship - that is to say, a common grandparent or great
grandparent. Within this range the exchanges and gifts at marriage,
naming ceremonies, circumcision of boys, §..~uka (graduation at Koranic school),
~~bl~ and deaths are both more frequent and considerable-than outside it.
Since sub-division of paternal inheritance is the usual practice, and since
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under Rausa political conditions extended kin-groups are unsuitable as units
of political activity or organisationl except where rival ruling families
(§angin sarauta) engage in competition for office, effective kinship is
limited mainly to the co-residential group, although close kinsmen sharing a
common neighbourhood practise cerelTlonial exchanges and arrange for their
children to marry. In these conditions extensive genealogical memory would
serve little purpose.

33

Of the kinship influences which counteract this centripetal tendency
linked with residenoe l the praotioes of adoption and preferred marriages are
the most frequent and important, while the partioipation in the wider field
of kinship expressed through gift-giving at naming oeremonies, weddings, etc.,
though intermittent and s9metimes remotel indicates lateral kinship linkagesl
agnatic and otherwise. But under the important conditions outlined above
there is no such permanent grouping of collaterals and ordering of their
significant interrelationships as is implied by the term "lineage tl • Nor do
the Moslem Rausa show the slightest consoiousness of belonging to such groupsl
except those of the politically important families who describe themselves .
by their lineage affiliations, e. g. "Mu Mallawa ne" ("We are Mallawa" - i. e.
descended from Mallam Musa) or "Mu ryan Doto ne" ( "We are 'yan Doto); but
eVyn such groups as the Mallawal Bornuawa etc. mainly of Fulani origin, do not
show the characteristics of corporate groups. Among commoners1 on the other
hand, as the oycle of co-residentia~ change proceedsl so does the character
and effectiveness of the kinship relations involved change, in obedience to a
developmental form and logic of its own. And in the absence of any corporate
functions which extended kin groups could perform, either rituall political or
economic, the community of interest neoessary for integration of kinsmen not
sharing the same compound or neighbourhood as a group whose members share
a common solidarity, is lacking. Thus the cycle of co-residential changes l
which pursues and is guided by kinship norms, in the absence of any corporate
functions connected with more extenaed kinship, in practice is associated with
a depth of genealogioalmemory not usually exceeding two generations' depth
from the senior living male, and the independence of each co-residential unit.

Before continuing the analysis of type "A" compounds l the group of
"cognate" compounds (G.3 and 8.3 of type "B") merits attention. There are
44 persons in the three native, and 21 persons in the immigrant, "cognate" ,
compounds, making a total of 65 persons or 8.2 per oent. of the total popula
tion under discussion, the average number of persons per compound being 13,
the highest for any type of compound. As previously mentioned, of the four
brothers of household heads anomalously shown in "B" type compounds, three are
living in compounds containing male kin related to one another through females,
the fourthl who is insane and unmarried, being under the care of his brother
in a compound grouped under G.1. in recognition of the social mi~ority of the
insane man. The "cognate" type of compound for our purpose is defined as all
compounds which contain adult married males related to the oompound head
through women, the emphasis on maturity and marriage of such males being
necessary in order to distinguish temporary from permanent adoption of such
persons. The table of relationships of adopter and adoptee above (Table 7)
shows that of the 26 relationships instancedl 19 are traced through women.
Of the five compounds iIi the "cognatic" grouPI four include males in cross
cousin relationship, the maternal and paternal types appearing equally, whilo
in two of these cases oross-cousin relationship of the second degree was
involved. The fifth case is peouliar; two generations ago two sisters had
immigrated into the community; on the death of one the survivor1 who had
children of her own, adopted her sister's orphans. Descendants of these
orphans still share the compound which their foster-mother 's children
inherited paternally. Because of the great variability in composition of
these households 1 and the common feature of relationships through women
involved, it was considered best to treat them as a separate class of
domestic groupings which do not follOW the dominant agnatic principals of
kinship and residence. The best indications of the variability of domestio
grouping of this type is pr.obably the high average compound population, and
the relative seniority by age of the oompound heads concerned, while the
type's frequency (8.2 per cent. of persons and 5.7 per cent. of compounds)
is not insignificant.
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.A) Single authority unit. 10 25 3 6 2 4 2 2 3 3 17 45

a) Divided authority. 5 10 3 6 1 2 9 19

C) Authority uni ts not determined. 1 :2 :2 4 2 :2 2 4 12

74304532:248484168
\ 10 25 I I I _ i I ._______ ._.L...' _

TOTAL:

* See discussion below.



Of the 74 agnates in the 30 "A" type compounds, 30 are compound heads, and
44- are collaterals of the compound heads. Of these 74 men, 35 are full
brothers, 25 are half-brothers, 14 are by relationship parallel cousins to
other compound males. The tendency apparent in agnatic groupings which con
tain no full brothers for numerical parity to be found between the co
residential agnates is striking. For brevity, where a compound contains co
residential males other than full brothers such that the different relation
ships between male kin in the compound are represented in equal numerical
strength reciprocally, the compound will be referred to as an instance of
symmetrical grouping of kinsmen who are not full siblings. Where this is
not the case, the compound will be described as an asymmetrical grouping.
For instance, if two men who are half-brothers live together, the grouping is
symmetrical; if a parallel cousin of both these half-brothers joins them,
then the grouping is said to be asymmetrical. Thus the eight compounds con
taining only half-brothers hold 16 persons, while the four containing only
parallel cousins hold 8 people, the groupings in all these cases being
symmetrical; whereas households in which full brothers live together or ~~th

less closely related kin are predominantly instances of asymmetrical grouping
of kinsmen. Eight out of the 30 class "A" compounds are instances of
asymmetrical grouping but by definition all 8 instances occur among the 20 com
pounds whose members are not all full brothers.

That there are only eight compounds in which members are related in the
second degree of kinship (parallel cousins) bears out an earlier observation
of the tendency for domestic grouping, other things being equal, to limit the
field of effective kinship to persons of common origin two generations back.
Among the 22 compounds based on symmetrical relationship between males, there
are only four with such second degree kinship. The relative incidence of
different agnatic kinship ties as a basis for domestic grouping is here neatly
expressed, those containing full siblings forming half the instances, i.e.
15 out of 30 compounds containing 41 out of the 74 related males. The rela
tive strength of theEe different degrees of kinship is thus shown.

Another indication of the role kinship plays in domestic organisation is
given by the difference of status of compound-heads which the table of
authority unity or division attempts to set out. The term authority is used
here simply for convenience and brevity. criteria used to determine the
authority type to which a compound belongs are of two kinds, external and
internal. The village chief and ward head supplied the external criterion in
answer to simple imaginary situations involving the compound head and various
males of the compound; such as, "If Audu was late ,'lith his tax payment (or
involved in a land or marital dispute you were asked to settle out of court,
etc. ), what would be the correct thing to do?" When discussions with another
member of Audufs compound were mentioned, the relation of the two men was
discussed. If the other compound member was consulted on grounds that he had
authority or influence over Audu, ("Audu zai bi maganarsa", or "zai goyo
~~~~sJ::l:~."), the grounds for this situation were sought, and usually found in
terms of kinship or age or greater social maturity (hankali - sense), though
in one case the youngest male of a compound containing thrse full brothers
who were his parallel cousins was recognised as head, because of his political
position as mai-anguwa (ward head). Another question asked more directly
whether Audu and his male co-residents formed one or more compounds; one or
more work teams, one or more tax-paying units, and whether the ward head and
people regarded one of this group as effectively the guide and head of the
compound, internally and externally. Would Audu pledge his marsh lands
without Garba's advice or agreement, for instance? Such discussions, with
the compound members concerned participating, considerably clarified the
situation. Where, for example, I had addressed my questions to the eldest
man in one compound, later enquiry into the status of the compound showed that
the headship lay not with the senior man, but with the son of his dead elder
brother, his junior by over twenty years. The free discussion of this topic
was always interesting and pleasant, the opinion of the compound males in
question providing the internal criterion of authority division or unity.
Indeterminate cases, such as those where a man would be consulted by ward
heads over another member's tax arrears or the like, but was neither respon
sible for its payment internally, nor interested in the affair, are grouped
together as uncertain. Nevertheless the complex qualitative element
assessed here puts this final comparison in a different category from the
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preceding factual analysis, and this must be stressed. It is clear from the
foregoing that the concept of the authority unit or its opposite, as used here,
is composite in method of definition and content alike. Those compounds are
regarded as authority units where the compound males and the local political
leaders agree in regarding their external and internal relations as controlled
and guided by one man. Compounds in which this is clearly not the case are
classed together as having divided authority. Those compounds for which
agreement was not reached are c~assed as indeterminate.

The compound head is the man recognised socially as senior in the
compound. Where all males in a compound recognise the same man as their
senior, the compound usually forms a single authority unit, but this is far
from inevitable. Nearly half the compound heads of the class "A" group lack
such a status, although all are senior by age. Thus compound heads fall into
two classes, those who are social seniors and control the behaviour of
compound males, and those who are only aamitted as senior by age, and do not.
Both classes are equally compound heads, and no Hausa term distinguishes
between them, since behaviour internal to the compound is rarely of public
importance, and the actual seat of authority in a compound is not always
publicly defined; to determine this, questions about .simple test-situations,
such as those mentioned above, usually had to ,be used, as compound members do
not normally think about the matter. The distinction between compound heads
made above is thus one the Hausa do not readily make for themselves,
tv.t it i.s nGne the less significant. Compccnds ,<[hich are c:ni ts of
undividod authority have as heads those persons whom both the community and
the other compound males recognise as senior, and only such persons in the

• compounds will be called masugida (compound heads) by outside males. Where
the component units of a 'compound are independent authority units, they are
not considered to be separate compounds, each with its own head, but the com
pound is simply a domestic grouping of individual families, less closely knit

The difficulties involved in determining the authority type of a compound
are very rewarding. The compound (gida), as a fenced or walled area inha
bited by certain males and their dependants is an unmistakable unit for our
purposes. But component parts are not so easily or clearly defined, the
relations between the plurality of individual families living there', both
jurally and domestically, often varying for the same compound from time to
time. ~du variations' described for community "A" imply this, and so does
the cyclic tendency in the development of residential groups previously
discussed. To avoid terminological difficulties at the outset, co
residential units have been distinguished according to the kin relationships
of the males who compose them, and these various types and sub-types have
simply been lettered. It is now necessary to formulate briefly variations in
the character of the compound itself. In doing so, the distinctions made by
the Hausa themselves will be followed as closely as possible, and the economic
unity or plurality of domestic groupings within a compound will also be taken
into consideration. For us, then, the compound is the universal Hausa
residential unit, or household. It usually contains within itself two or
three smaller groups Which are based on marriage and occupy separatei?§,,~,sa

(divisions of the compound). Sometimes these smaller groups form a common
unit of economy and authority, having a single reoognised head. More often
they do not. In kinship terms the smallest order of grouping which occupies
a separate ~~ss~ in the compound is that of a man, his wife or wives and their
dependants, if any. These are individual families, either actually or poten
tially, and socially and linguistically Hausa make no distinction between
them; the term ~al~ refers to a childless couple, to an elementary family,
and to an individual polygynous family, and will be translated here as
"individual family". It often happens, however, that a,§as§.,,!: contains either
a man, his married sons, their children and other dependants, or two male
patrikin and their individual families. Thus the kinship character of the
sassa shows a range of variations similar to that of the compound. But' what
ever'-'the kinship character of the §,assa, Hausa do not refer to that unit as a
compound (gida) or household; similarly Hausa always distinguish between the
!Uaigid~ the'''compound head, and the mai-iy~~, head of an individual family.
The compound head is always head of an individual family also, but the con
verse is not always the case, and even when a §.§:s<)a contains D. man, his married
sons and their children, the head of such a sassa will not be addressed or
referred to as maigida unless he is also the compound head•

.._".-...."...._-
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than are compounds which are single authority units. In all cases the term
!!!~i.g?-d~ (compound head) has a wider range than the particular individual
family of the man addressed as "maigida", except where the compound only con
tains the individual family of its head. Seniority is usually recognised by
length of residenoe in the compound, which for natives usually means age from
birth. For unrelated immigrants sharing the same compound this means
priority of immigration to the community concerned. Men senior by age,
natives of the community, who have returned after a long absence due to adop
tion, or prolonged long-distance trading (fatauc~), or visits ~o centres of
Islamic teaching, only become househald heads when they build their own
oompounds, or the former head dies.

Use of the concept of unity or plurality of authority in a compound is
justified by the increase in precise formulation it secures; the picture it
gives of households having divided or common authority, and its complement,
responsibility, does likewise. Table 15 (p. 34) shows that 17 of the 30
compounds of co-residential agnates are single authori~ units, and all the
oompounds containing only full brothers fall into this class. Out of 8 com
pounds of half-siblings, only three are authori~ units in this sense, while
no compounds containing only parallel cousins are recognised unities. In the
four remaining unitary compounds, half-brothers predominate numerically and as
a form of relationship. The few cases quoted show that half-brothers retain
their right to act independently when living with full brothers, as often as
not, but when living with parallel cousins tend to form a common authority
unit more often than not. The concept is clearly, then, a measure of agree...
ment or disagreement, that is of similarity of interests or their conflict,
and shows this interest solidarity to have the follo~~ng order: full sjblings
recognise the greatest degree of common interest as a group, half-siblings
follow, parallel cousins living together show less solidarity of interest.
In assymmetrical groupings, co-resident half-siblings and their parallel
oousins recognise community of interest more often than not, full brothers and
half-brothers as often as not, the only instance of the full brother 
parallel cousin combination being indeterminate in character. Community of
interest is therefore highly correlated with closeness of descent ties among
oo-resident Hausa male kin, and varies with kinship distance. The manner in
which kinship operates to determine internal structure of the compounds is
clearly shown.

An unexpected feature is the combination of half-brothers and one or more
parallel cousins to form a single authority-unit, where kinship links between
the members are least close. Such associations of parallel cousins and half
brothers in a single authority-unitare late stages in the history and develop
ment o"f the "fraternal" compound diagrammatised above on page 29. The G.4
type compound differentiated in Table 10 as the grouping of a man, his sons
and his deceased brotherts sons, and shown to be a later stage in the history
of a compound, formed by two brothers and their families, in its turn, on the
death of the surviving brother of the senior generation, gives rise to a com
pound of brothers who are parallel cousins of one another; the possible com
binations of kinsmen following from the G.4. type compound includes that of
half-brothers and parallel cousins. In the two cases in which half-brothers
and parallel cousins formed a single authority unit, the compound had
previously been a single authority-unit of the G.4. type. But whereas among
full siblings a single unit of authority under the senior brother is found
where the inheritance has not been divided, in the combination of parallel
cousins the property rights to land have almost always been previously
differentiated by inheritance. And whereas co-resident parallel cousins,
even when members of a common authority-unit, usually farm separately even
when they are still young, full siblings who are members of a common authority
unit continue to farm together until their sons marry and have .. families of
their own.

Households composed of parallel cousins and their dependants represent
the widest kinship basis of co-residential groups. It sometimes happens
that a man will move to live with his parallel cousin, at least temporarily
until he builds a compound of his own; to a lesser extent men who are linked
through females may form common residential units, and two of the class of
"cognatic" compounds in the sample were formed in this way, the others being
due to adoption.
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The lateral extension of kinship permits and sanctions. such residential
groupings of kin, and this is expressed principally by the practice of adop
tion, but as our sample shows, agnatic kinship forms the basis of co-residence
of males in over 90 per cent. of the compounds studied, though only in one case
were paternal cousins of the second degree found in the same compound among
the senior generation. Where all sons inherit equally by Moslem law~ the
conflict of individual interests is easily resolved, and subdivision of
the inheritance and domestic unit occurs together. Hence the authority
divisions in the symmetrical parallel cousin households, present members of
which have inherited from separate parents; hence also the limitation on
expansion of the co-residential unit based on agnatic kinship through suc
ceeding generations. When complex units such as those of brothers and their
parallel cousins become subject to internal tensions associated with the
different interests and competing claims of the component families, their
dissolution, and the founding of new compounds, occur together. Hence also
the value of the concept of single or divided authority as an instrument for
the measurement of common or conflict~ng interests, since recourse to law
gives the latter immediate and permanent expression. With this is linked
the shallowness of genealogical memory. Such memory can only be significant
where the rights and obligations of extended kinship override all other modes
of right and obligation, but for the Hausa Islamic law overrules all these
rights of extended kinship in the field of inheritance, which is divided
equally among the closest kin of the deceased. Membership of siblings in a
common authority unit therefore implies that no appeal to the law or subdivi
sion of the inheritance pUblicly has been made, but that where the group of
siblings does not maintain property rights in common, the distribution of
rights of usage or alienation over the inheritance has been settled privately
by common consent of the siblings, a procedure which strengthens the common
interests of the group by re-affirming their reciprocal obligations. When
the head of a polygynous household dies, each widow is cared for separately
by her sons during the period of mourning, and thereafter if she does not
remarry and move to another household. The separate responsibilities of the
half-brothers for their respective mothers, and the usual previous history of
jealousy and tensions between all concerned, is generally expressed by division
of the inheritance and the domestic unit, and later by the establishment of
separate- compounds. Since, under the conditions of polygynous marriage with
easy divorce, a man's sons are more likely than not to have different mothers,
and since the division of inheritance requested by half-brothers, if taken to
law, entails allotment of separate portions between full brothers also, the
formerly united group is thereby re-defined as a series of independent units,
and the process of expansion of the unit is brought to an end.

United authority and economic co-operation are generally found together.
Divided authority and economic independence of the families of a compound are
also generally found together. The composite domestic unit of common
economy and undivided authority which Hausa call the gandu is usually a
common landholding unit also, and is a joint family in the sense

l
that property

is jointly owned by the group, whose common economy is based on J.ts common
use. Other groupings of separate domestic economy are essentially individual
families. Both types, the joint family and the individual family, are some
times found as separate economic units in the same compound. Compounds con
taining two or more joint families, or two or more economically separate
individual families are frequent, as are compounds containing only one joint
family, or one individual family, or a joint family and one or more individual
families. In economic terms, therefore, residential units are composed of
one or more of two alternative units of domestic economy, the individual
family and the joint family, either separately or in varying combinations.
These units of separate domestic economy will be referred to hereafter more
briefly as "work units". .

This distinction rests primarily on the criterion of independence of the
unit's domestic economy, and secondarily on the kinship composition of such
units. Thus the statement that a man, his married sons and their children
form a joint family is a statement primarily about the economic character of
the domestic unit, and the classification of such a group as a "joint" family
is, in kinship terms, a secondary distinction of types of unit of common
domestic economy, mainly in apposition to the economic unit based on the
individual family. Thus the "joint family" may denote groups whose kinship
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composition differs significantly, and to state that a residential unit is a
joint family, while significant for economic purposes, does not specify the
exact kinship composition. For purposes of economic analysis, however, the
exact kinship composition of joint family domestic units may be irrelevant,
and it was found more practicable to treat these and the individual families
which were separate units of domestic economy as work units, than to distin
guish various types of joint family based on criteria of kinship.

Joint families can be classified as extendea families or as remnants of "
former extended families. An extended family, to quote Dr. Richards, is
"usually based on the principle of unilineal descent, and composed ,of members
of three generations. ,,* Remnants of extended families occur after the death
of the members of the senior generation in our use; thus the G.4-. type family
(Table 10) composed of a man, his married sons and his dead brother's sons is
treated as an extended family because it contains males of three generations
sharing common descent, and in Rausa practice the surviving brother exercises
all the rights and performs all the duties of his deceased sibling. The
"fraternal" compounds of class "A" are all remnants of former extended
fa~ilies but often contain extended families within themselves, when one or
more of the brothers have grandchildren. For this reason they will simply be
referred to, in the following table, as fraternal families. Extended families
based on unilineal descent, and extended families based on bilateral descent 
that is, types G.3. and 8.3. in table 10, page 28 - are classified separately
first, and then combined in the final column as instances of extended
families. Individual families, and childless couples who are potentially
individual families, il,re tabulated separately and then combined. In the 87
compounds there are 14-1 units of domestic economy based on different types of
family, averaging 1.62 units per compound.

i

I Native!? TotaJ.,
FamilY I

I
m~ I

II
I I

"Fraternal" I 30 30
I

Extended unilineal! 19 )
IExtended bilateralI 3 ) 22 ,

-

1 IIndividual 9 )
Childless coupll 2 ) 11

--- " "

------------------------------_.
TOTALS 63 87

------"------

In conclusion, the main differences of pattern between the two communities
must be briefly discussed. The most obvious are the higher average compound
population of A (13.4- compared with 8.73 for G) and the greater frequenoy of
adoption in A (22 adoptees for 30 oompounds of A compared with 27 in the
87 compounds of G). The large immigrant element present in G, whioh has been
mentioned, is not found in A, but even allowing for this, the 63 oompounds of
G whose heads were born there average only 10.4- souls per oompound, signifi
cantly lower than the figure for A. Budgets taken from both communities
indicate that one factor assooiated with smaller compounds in G area may be
economic. Comparative grain values grown, bought and consumed, as well as
the general average levels of cash and kind income, and the average daily
grain consumption per man in the two communities are signifioant indioes, and
are higher for A than for G. Prosperity also makes adoption possible for the

" Richar1s, A. 1., Some Types of Fami ly Structure among the Central Bantu, (in African Systems of
Kinship & Marriage, ed: A. R. Radcliffe Brown & Daryll Forde. Oxford 1950. P. 210).

Cf. also Fortes, M., The Web of Kinship among the Tallensi (Oxford 1949. Pp. 64-65).
Fortes distinguishes families by the criterion of common domestic econonw, his list of kinShip
types of joint family includes the unit which Richards calls an extended family.
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adopter, and acceptable to the adoptee's parents. The greater reliance on
individual cra.:rtwork in G as against farming and trade in A is also notable.
The regional variation in economy seems to be linked with these diff'erences of'
domestic organisation.

The dif'f'erent political structure and history of' the two communities is
perhaps even more important. A'was a settlement of' slaves in which the owner
and his f'amily resided. He married into the f'amily of the chief' of the
village-area, who has since come to dwell there with his family. The com
pound of 43 people in A is that of the present chief, that in G with 33 people
in~ludes a dismissed title-holder of considerable local consequence. But
whe,reas natives of G, traditionally a craft centre and market town on an old
important trade-route, are almost entirely descendants of converted Maguza\va
(pagan Hausa) with an astonishing record of' internal political competition, in
A traces of the distinctions of' free and slave still remain, the free men
belonging to only two intermarrying families, that of the late slave-owner and
the present chief', the ex-slaves and their dependants either living in their
former master's compound as classificlitory "brothers" of inferior status at
present, or in or around the large compound of' the f'ormer slave-overseer
(Sarkin gandu) close by. Survival of the former settlement pattern here
certainly contributes to the difference of average compound populhtion; while
the higher frequency of adoption in A mainly takes place between the two
families of free men, and serves to express and increase their community of
interest and mutual interdependence.

Even this brief comparison shows the considerable variation in history
and structure to be found between local communities. To bring this out, and
to stress the danger of hasty generalisation based on study of only one
community, comparison of material from communities A and G has been attempted.
The data on A also served to introduce and exemplify important forms and
aspects of domestic organisation, though the persistence at domestic levels of
the organisation and residence patterns of the former slave village (rinji)
probably makes it less representative and therefore less suitable for detailed
analysis intended to show the present position and main trends in household
composi tion and domestic and kinship relations than the material from G.
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A.._ Kin.§.hil?, terminoJ::9,gyJ!.J:ld,_Q~haY.:-!2.ld::r:

The Rausa 'Germ for kinship is (langintaka. The term _~~gi denotes
kinsfolk. The dangin uba is the kin of the father, the dangin uwa is the kin
of the mother. --'Rausa-kinship is bilateral in its range, -l:mt'"-thet:Les with
the father's kin (dangin uba) are of a different kind from those with the
mother's kin (:ian-.BIri:~:~~J.--As shown above, agnatic kinship forms the basis
for the great majority of Hausa domestic groupings, and agnatic kinship is
traced through the father. The term dangi denotes a cognatic group, and the
agnatic element which is distinguished-"for residential and certain other pur
poses within this cognatic group is a product of virilocal marriage, dif
ferential division of inheritance as between males and females on the one hand,
and agnatic and uterine kin on the other, in Maliki law*, and alsoof the virtual
disappearance of agnatic lineages among the contemporary Hausa as a result of
the conversion to Islam of the aboriginal Hausa-speaking peoples of the Western
Sudan.** Before these and other aspects of Hausa kinship can be considered,
it is necessary to give an account of the terminology and associated
behavioural norms.

The system of kinship terminology and relationship used by the Hausa, and
set out in the following diagram (p. 4-2) is of the type known to anthropolo
gists as classificatory, and uses as its differentiating and classifying
principles factors of generation, sex, seniority by birth, and patri~ateral or
matrilateral relationship. The range of these various differentiating prin-
ciples is not identical. The terms used between siblings to distinguish
relative seniority are not always applied to collaterals of the same genera
tion who are not members of the speaker's domestic unit. Ego's cross-cousins
of either sex are his .~£<?kan wa~~ (joking relations), and there is not much
difference in the affective or social content of the relationships between
Ego and his paternal or maternal grandparents. In the diagram of kinship
terms, no distinction is made between full and half siblings. Full siblings
describe themselves as '''yan uwa sosai, uba daya, uwa daya" - "true siblings,
one father, one mother" or··-".~immu i!ay§:" - -"of one-hut";·-i.e. one mother,
and differentiate themselves from half-siblings as follow.~: "1}ba daya, u~
~2;.y§: da nashi~ - "one father, each his own mother", or "E?,a daya, uba kowa da
J::ill,.?h1" - "one mother, each his own father". The social importance of the
half-sibling relationship and its difference from that of full siblings has
been mentioned in the context of household composition, and will be returned
to later.

A high degree of variability in the observance of certain of the norms of
kinship behaviour is found, and although these variations can usually be eJc-plained
partially in terms of the social situation and interests of the persons
involved, it is simplest to classify and describe the different norms of kin
ship behaviour, as defined by the ideal pattern, before proceeding to a dis
cussion of variability in their observance and other general aspects of the
system.

Hausa distinguish four different norms of behaviour to be observed
between clearly specified categories of kin. 1) The discipline-respect
relationship. 2) The avoidance";shame relationship (kunya). 3) The
fondness relationship (~!:!ffim;t.!~). 4-) The joking relationship (wasa).

Discipline-respect relationships are observed between parents, lineal
and collateral, and children, lineal and collateral, except in the cases where
the fondness relationship holds, and also between real or classificatory
senior and junior ,siblings of the same sex.

" Ruxton, OPe ci t., PP. 373-Y.J7, especially P. 375 footnote (tabular statement of the shares)
and PP. 385-7.

**Greenberg, J.H., Islam and Clan Organization among the Hausa, Southwestern Journal of Anthropology,
vol. 3 1947, PP. 193-211.
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Avoidance-shame relationships among kin, as distinct from affines, hold
between either parent and· their individual dan fari or first-born. This is a
reciprocal relationship which sometimes gives rise to the adoption of the dan
.f~i by his k~ (mother I s brother), ba~~ (father's brother) or his paternal
or maternal grandparents. It involves a mutual name-taboo. With the excep
tion of the younger siblings and cross-cousins of a spouse of either sex,
avoidance relations hold between a person and his relatives by marriage, and
this is extended to include the parents and elder siblings of the couple
reciprocally, e.g. the husbandls parents and the wife's parents hold a respect
relation with one another. In affinal relations of this type, avoidance is
practised where there is a generation difference between the parties involved,
and respect is required between members of the same generation, e.g. between
the husband's parents and.the wife's parents. Ideally the avoidance-shame
relation based on affinity should extend to the classificatory kin of the
spouses. The bride and the bridegroom are expected to display an avoidance
shame relationship to one another in public, particularly on the occasion of
a first marriage.

Fondness relationships hold between Ego and his or her father's sister
(~~'\s.9) and between Ego and his or her mother IS brother (ka~. The children
of Ego's gogo and ~Q.J.!l± are Ego's joking relations (abokan wasa and preferred
spouses :Lnthe marriage known as §oUTen zumunta (see'p. 49. The fondness
relationships between Ego and his ~~~~ or ~a~ are not completely reciprocal,
as gog9. or kav~may exercise disciplinary rights over the child. These rela
tions of ~umunt§. (fondness) are generalised to include distant relatives of
the first ascendant generation ocoupying similar kinship relations to Ego who
are described as kawu and gogo in the classificatory terminology, but in
praotice the effective gogo and kawu are the true siblings (Iyan uwa sosai) of
Ego's parents. The fondness relations between Ego and his gogo and kawu are
based on and repeat, for Ego, the fondness relations holding between the elder
sister ~) and her younger brother kane), in this case Ego's father's sister,cn
the one h..and, and his mother"s brother kawu) on the other. This relation of );@;
and kane discussed below is one of protection and fondness, and is paralleled,
to a less striking degree, by a similar relation holding between a man and his
full younger sister. (The ~~ and his kanv~). A fondness relationship also
holds betvreen a parent and his or her last child, who is known as auta.
Parents are expected to show affection for their auta publicly, whereas they
may not do so for their earlier children, and must practise avoidance and
shame towards their first child (dan fari).

Joking relationships hold between cross-cousins on the father's or
mother's side; between grandparents and grandchildren and, among affines,
between the husband and his wife's younger sister, whom he calls "illata" (wife)
as well as between a wife and her husband's younger brother, who also use the
terms denoting hasband and wife. Spouses also joke with one another's joking
relations by blood. It is to be noted that joking relationships are not con-
fined to kin and affines, but also hold on set occasions between categories of
persons of different occupation, affiliation with an ethnic group, or state,
~hus: butchers and blacksmiths (mahauta, .makira), mallams and hunters
(mallamaJ, ,JI1ahar1?a), barber-doctors and blacksmiths (wanzamai, makira);
Kanuri and Fulani, men of Zaria and Kano, men of Zamfara and Katsina, and
others. Joking relationships also hold between ethnic groups and occupa-
tional groups, such as Buzaye (serfs of the Asben people, Tuareg) and ~

blacksmiths. Finally, joking relationships in limited contexts were observed
between the family of a slave-ovmer and their slaves or serfs.

There is reciprocal name-avoidance between parents and their first-born
child, and between husband and wife. Non-reciprocal name avoidances are
observed by children (except auta) towards parents, real or classificatory
and by children to ancestors of the 3rd ascending generation, real or clas~i
ficatory and to other alternate ascending generations. Among affines
(suruka;i) non-reciprocal name avoidance is observed by a man to his wife's
parents, real or classificatory, and to her elder siblings, real or classi
ficatory, and similarly by a wife to her husband's parents and elder siblings.
A non-reciprocal name avoidance, according to the ideal pattern, should hold
between a pupil and his Koranic teacher. These norms are generally observed.
Name-avoidance even when talking to a third party is required from children
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when speaking of their parents, more particularly their real parents, by
parents of theirQ.al?--fa.:ri (firstborn), by wives of husba-Dds, and spouses of one
another's real parents and elder siblings. An adopted or foster-child or the
child of a woman by a former marriage in her later husband's home, will
address its foster-father as ~~p.~ and avoid the use of his name; similarly a
child addresses its foster-mother as ~~~~ or fLa. and avoids use of her name.

Where an unrelated person has the same name as a relative, kin or affinal,
with whom Ego must observe name-avoidance, he will either use elliptical terms
of denotation, or address and denote the non-relative by the appropriate kin
ship term for the relative, or call the non-relative by one of his other
names. This is sometimes complicated further by the Rausa custom of
regarding different names as synonymous; thus the names Garba and Abubakar
are regarded by the Rausa as synonymous. If Ego's dan fari is called
Muhammadu, Ego will address and refer to anyone called Muhammadu by another
of their names or as "son of X"; because of the pronounced shame attached to
the dan fari relationship, he will not refer to bearers of his firstborn's
name as "dana" (my son). On the other hand, the terms "kaka" (grandparent),
uwana or tsohu.wana (my mother) will be applied to any woman bearing the names
of these kin. The difficulties of such a system of name-avoidances are met
partly by the use of nicknames and partly by the use of such descriptive
titles as Sarkin_lI.§:.!§_ (Chief cornbroker), S.?-rkirLAY[Q (Chief dealer in
threshed corn) and Sarkin Bar~~i (chief of the rest-house - i.e. caretaker).
Similarly the play-association titles of childhood, which are often retained
throughout life, reduce the embarrassments of name-avoidance, as do the pro
fusion of nicknames which the Rausa bestow upon one another.

Further refinements in naming will not be treated here. Briefly, the
child receives, at its naming ceremony seven days after birth, its Koranic
name (sunan litafi, the name of the Book), which is scrupulously allotted
according to the week-day of birth. The week-day of birth also serves in
many cases iD provide a second, wholly Rausa nickname, such as Danj.~a - "son
of Friday" - from .J:uma'a, Friday; similarly the season of birth may be
referred to, as J2.ank~<'l", "son of the dry season". The grandparents also have
the right to give the infant the nickname by which it will be generally
called, thus ;Maimuna., "the ugly one". There are also set pairs of names
allotted to twins, who are regarded with pleasure as in some ways exceeding
other children in fortune. As has been already mentioned, Rausa extend the
behaviour appropriate to certain blood-relations to others, non-relatives, who
bear the same name; thus, at the Mahommedan New Year a play extension of the
grandparental joking relationship is made, and children and adults are free to
collect small sums of~. or 1do from anyone bearing the name of one of the
collector's grandparents; the collector presents his grandparent's namesake
with a piece of wood, saying "Ga itace, don tsoho ya ji dami" - "Rere's wood
so that the old man can keep warm", and the namesake in return gives the small
coin - kudin shara (money of sweeping). Similarly a woman bearing one's
mother1s name may be addressed as "uwana", "my mother", and in some cases
treated with a modified form of the behaviour proper to a mother.

We may now comment briefly on some of the behavioural norms associated
wi th these relationships.

The oomplex of joking relationships (relationships holding between ~bok~~

wasa, lit. friends of play, sing. abokin wasa) falls into the following
classes:

(1) The fondness and play-relationship which links grandparents and
grandchild-ren, and is standardised as a main motive for adoption.

(2) The bilateral oross-oousin joking relationship which is expressed
by the collection of kudin shara at the Mohammedan New Year, the child
of the female sibling claiming id. or 1d. from the child of the male
sibling because, as Rausa say, "the son of the male is the slave of the
son of the female" ("Dan namiji, shi ne bawan dan tamace"). This cross
cousin joking relationship occurs among the Rausa with preferred cross
cousin marriage.
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* Greenberg, J.H., Islam & Clan OrganIzatIon among the Hausa. OPe ett••

(6) Joking relationships between owners and their slaves served to
relieve some of the tension inherent in their relations, as did the
extension of kinship terms such as dan uw~ to slaves.

45

Shame-avoidance ~elationships all centre on marriage, the parental
firstborn (dan fari) avoidance being the latest to be created by the situatio~

There is a difference of status between the groups brought into relationship
with one another by a marriage, and the behaviour pattern serves to reduce
tensions by employing a different mechanism to that of the joking
relationships. In the marital situation, the wife's kin enjoy a superior
status to the husband's kin, whereas the husband regards himself as his wife's
superior, she being a legal minor.

(3) Joking relationships between the spouses of Ego's elder siblings of
different sex and Ego, and also between the abokan wasa (cross-cousins
and grandparents, particularly the former) of a spouse and his partner by
marriage, tend to relieve the tensions inherent in affinal relationships
and the conditions of Rausa marriage. Historical theories concerning
these play-relationships and the levirate or sororate have been advanced
by Dr. Greenberg as partial explanations of their present form and
strength*; these joking relations continue, though in diminished degree,
after the divorce of the spouses on whom they were based.

(5) Joking relationships between states or racial groups are said to
have been accompanied by a permanent peace; they were regarded as the
expression of linkages between such states or groups which stabilised
the wider framework within which the Seven Rausa States ("Rausa bakwai")
maintained their existence, by drawing sharp boundaries to the spread of
war and by providing warring groups with the means of ending hostilities
through the good offices of neutral groups linked by these ties to the
parties concerned.

Finally, fondness relationships are the usual basis for adoption. In
addition to those already mentioned, based on kinship, both men and women
friends will sometimes adopt one another's children; this occurs more fre
quently among kawaye (sing. kawa), women who have entered into a formal bond
of friendship, than between abokai (sing. aboki, friend, but particularly
babban aboki, chief friend), men friends, who more often arrange marriages
between their children. The fondness and protective feeling between elder
sister and younger brother (ya and kane) is cased on the conflict of t~u of
the structural determinants ai' the kin·ship system - seniority by birth and
seniority by sex; this is enhanced where the sister was old enough to be
entrusted with the care of her baby brother - "ta goye shi" as the Rausa say,
"she carried him about on her back". Elder brother and younger sister have
not this close link, but a woman's ~ will assist her, and after her father's

(4) Joking relationships between occupational groups were accompanied by
preferred marriages between members of the groups, and a strong feeling
of zumunt~ or mutual. co-operation. Like all joking relationships, these
were expressed annually in the custom of collecting kudin shara.

Joking relations can appropriate small items of one another's property,
and will refer to each other by the terms denoting "husband" or "wife", or at
other times as "slave" or "master"; a grandfather may call his granddaughter
"my wife", while the grandmother may join in and call the little girl "my
rival wife" (kishiarta); cross-cousins often make play with the allusion to
master and slave mentioned above - "the brother's son is the slave of the
sister's son". This superiority-inferiority element of master and slave in
joking relationships suggests that they may have the function of relieving the
tensions inherent in certain dominance situations, such as those of cross
cousins, who are potential spouses under the Rausa preferred marriage, often
enforced against their wishes. If this marriage takes place, the joking rela- 1,

tionship normQlly comes to. an end. The joking relations centred about a married
couple serve to relieve the tensions which are expressed in the avoidance-
shame (suruki) relationships holding between most of the parties concerned.
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death will act as her guardian. vVhere no difference of sex modifies the
principle of age seniority, elder and younger brother (:wa and kane;J) stand in
a relationship of discipline and respect to one another, depending on the
difference in their ages for its relative strength. The father's elder
'sister is the children's favourite aunt (gogo) according to the ideal pattern,
and she often adopts one of the children. Marriage of her children and her
younger brother's children is the most preferred cross-cousin marriage ~

";:Luren dan mace da dan kane", the marriage of a woman's child with her younger
brother's child - and these cross-cousins display the strongest joking
relationship.

Behavioural norms associated with various terms of rBference or address
in the ideal pattern are actually observed most regularly with the closer kin
of each category. The range is therefore different for the classificatory
terminology, on the one hand, and the span of kinship within which the
behavioural norms are regularly observed, on the other. In itself, this is
probably quite common in classificatory kinship systems. But the Rausa also
have a scheme of kinship reference which is capable of elaboration to specify
the exact relationships holding between any two people. This "descriptive"
scheme of kinship terms is never used in address, except where it overlaps
with the classificatory terminology ~ e.g. wa, kane, and is in practice, as a
mode of description and reference, generally limited in range to cognates
sharing a common grandparent or great-grandparent of either sex - that is, the
~uri2 (descendants) of the ancestor concerned. A list of such descriptive
terms will not be given, but the principles used in their construction are as
follows. The basic terms of differentiation most frequently used in formula~

ting precisely the relationship between two persons are those of direct
descent (}!9'§:, father; "!l~, mother; 9-ll-, son; ',ye;. daughter), and those used
to differentiate siblings by seniority of birth {!?§., elder brother; Y.'h elder,
sister: K~!!~, younger brother; J.!:anwa, younger sister), linked by the posses
sive suffixes according to gender -n or -r. For example, Ego may distin
guish his mother's brothers (ka~~ according to whether they are older or
younger than his mother, as wan ~t8:, the elder brother of my mother, or
kanen uwar.~~" the younger brother of my mother, and may distinguish these men's
children as 9-al1..Y1§J1..Jlwarta, ,.son of the elder broth~r of my mother, 'yar, wan
llwarta, daughter of the elder brother of my motber;~~r.:t_kanen uwart,e;, son"-of
the Yoli..Tlger brother of my mother, 'yar kan~E uwart~ daughter of the younger
brother of my mother. It is not however usual for Rausa to specify more
distant kin by this method; for example, Ego's mother's maternal crC)ss~cousin

is not usually described as "dan wan uwar uwarta" (son of the elder brother of
the mother of my mother), "dan-kanen uwar-u:war:t;;;:", etc., though instances of
this description have been met with. It is more usual in describing such
distant kin for Ego to start b.Y specifying the common ancestor from whom his
mother and the person concerned are descended, saying "da '9-::nart~...9A"J?h1,
kakansu daya," - limy mother and he have the same grandparent", and then to give
the collateral linkages descending from this common ancestor. Such distant
kinship connections are usually known and easily expressed when the people
concerned share a common neighbourhood and have frequent contact with one
another. Usually, also, beyond the second ascendant generation, differences
between full and half siblings tend to be forgotten, but wi thin this range
differences of uterine descent are usually remembered by the descendants of
the half-siblings.

The lateral extension of kinship, that is, the range of relationship with
in which the expected behavioural norms are regularly observed, tends to follow
the line of common identical descent. Half-siblings by the same father are
neither expected to show, nor do they show a similar degree of solidarity of
interest to that normally expected and observed between full siblings. As pre
viously mentioned, full siblings differentiate themselves as a group from their
half-siblings, and this differentiation is followed by the children. Thus
Ego's 1.!,§:'t.J,§:, the father's brother -who may adopt Ego and to whom he will show the
most respect and from whom he may expect most assistance is usually the full
brother of Ego's father. It is generally the case that if the father's half
brother and Ego have this close relationship, it is because the half-brother is
a member of the same compound as Ego's father. Even so a man will not lightly give
orders to or interfere with his half-brother' s children. The full brothers of the
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father, however, are the ones primarily responsible for controlling and dis
ciplining his children. The father himself is not expected to speak harshly
to his children or to chastise them, these being the duties of his full
brothers.

Similarly the father's full sister, particularly hisl~, is the children's
effectiveg~g~, the one with whom there is greatest mutual fondness and the
closest contact, if she lives in the neighbourhood; and the tawu who figure
most importantly in a man's life are his mother's full brothers. Only kawu
and gogo who are full siblings of Ego's parents are likely to adopt him. The
cross=cQusin relationship between children of half-siblings is much less pro
nounced, and does not give rise to marriage as frequently as that between
children of full siblings, Thus, in effect, Ego's parents' collaterals who
are of most importance to him are his parents' full siblings, and kinsmen of
Ego's own generation with whom he shares the greatest solidarity and associa
tion are his own full siblings and the descendants of his parents' full
siblings.

Half-siblings who share the same mother commonly show greater fondness
and helpfulness (~~JE:~.~§-) towards one another, where spatial separation does
not prevent this than is found between paternal half-siblings; they often
co-operate in caring for their mother in her old age, if she is unmarried.
Their maternal kin are the same, on the one hand, while their different paternal
descent, residential units and inheritance from their fathers remove the main
grounds which give rise to tension among paternal half-siblings, on the other.
Rivalry between paternal half-siblings has its basis in the jealousies of their
mothers, and its focus in the division of the paternal inheritance, or the suc
cession to paternal office and status. Thus the legal emphasis on paternal
descent in matters of inheritance and succession, coupled with the instability
of Hausa polygynous marriage, limits the conflict of interest to paternal half
siblings, who look to their maternal relatives for the affection and helpful
ness which they miss among their paternal kin. Maternal kin of competing half
siblings are excluded from the field within which conflict of interest over
inheritance and succession usually occurs, and generally advise and support
their respective kinsmen in this competition. In trade, also,~~. (trust) is
strikingly preponderant between uterine kin, particularly mother's brother and
sister's son. Amen~ in trade relationships involves good faith as well as
credit, the "debtor" accepting certain goods on advance from the "creditor" and
balancing the account after periods varying from t"WO weeks to three months,
with a roughly equivalent value of different commodities in which the "creditor"
is particularly interested. The areas in which the "debtor" and "creditor"
live and trade may be ten or two hundred miles apart, and the transactions are
such that the "creditor" is neither able to supervise his partner's undertakings,
nor~ where uterine kin are involved, does the "creditor" take any legal pre
cautions in case of default. In the study of native economy in various parts
of Zaria, no instance of this type of trade relation involving good faith
(§p.)§:g.§,) was observed between paternal kinsmen, whereas several instances were
observed between maternal kin at all levels of trade turnover. In marriage
payments, also, a man's maternal kin always assist him if asked to do so, and
in several cases were observed to contribute more than the bridegroom's
paternal kin. This, however, is not usual on the occasion of a man's first
marriage, the marriage payments for which are paid principally by his father
with contributions from the father's full brothers. On the occasion of a
girl's first marriage, on the other hand, the greater part of the dowry is
provided by the girl's mother, with assistance from her kin. In theory, the
dowry should be roughly equivalent in value to the marriage payments, and
instances of this are given below: in theory also, the girl's father should
hand over at least half of the main payments, Ckg..9:;iJ.:1_..§.~~~) to her mother for
use in providing the dowry. In practice, however, the father often uses the
majority of the money himself for household necessities and so forth, leaving
the mother to provide the dowry. In illness or ill fortune such as crop
failure, loss by theft, etc., the maternal kin are relied upon to respond to
calls for assistance. It is on such personal occasions of need as these
mentioned above - favourable conditions for trading, marriage, illness and
ill fortune - that a man more readily turns to his maternal than to his
paternal kin. Thus active sympathy and co-operation are eXI"'.hanged between
uterine kin, who usually live in different compounds, inherit from different
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fathers, and do not shart? ..common occasions for conflict of their mutual
interest. Despite their les,ser public importanee in such matters as inheri
tance, succession and co-residence, the social value of uterine connections as
indicated above is expressed by a genealogical memory of equal depth and range
for both maternal and paternal kin, where no differences of rank hold between
the two groups. Thi9 gives Rausa kinship a marked bilateral appearance.

Rausa kinship is correctly described as bilateral in its range and
character, but this does not imply social equivalence of matrilateral and
patrilateral kinship. In the study of domestic groups, for instance, the
primacy of patrilateral kinship as a basis for the co-residential group of
males was clearly shown. Reference has also been made to the greater shares
of agnatic kin in inheritance under Maliki law. As it is applied in Zaria,
land is inheritable patrilineally and by males only. Eligibility for heredi
tary chieftainship (§~auta ~_~sali) is also linked with patrilineal descent.
Formerly, and even to-day in rural areas, a man inherited his father's occupa
tion and its associated status. Relations of clientage are limited in their
range to the close patrikin and the descendants of the inferior. A child
among the Rabe is still marked on its stomach with the traditional pattern of
its father's kin, and members of the ruling Fulani dynasties have distinctive
facial markings for each patrikin. In matters of disciplipe, adoption, the
arrangement of a first marriage, and the Islamic ceremonials of naming and
circumcision, and in all the daily activities of domestic life, authority and
responsibility rest with the male parent or his legal SUbstitute. At law a
woman's guardian is either her father, her father's brother or her elder
brother; this guardian, who performs the marriage ceremony on behalf of a
woman, is known as her wali. Under Rausa conditions of marriage, which is
virilocal, often impermanent and governed by the rule that children over the
age of 4 years or thereabouts remain in the custody of their father on the
divorce of the parents, it is more usual for a mother to be separated from her
children than for the father. Agolai (children who accompany their mothers
to her next marriage) can legally be reclaimed by their father or his
successor. In other ways, also, patrilineal kinship shows itself to have
greater social importance than maternal kinship, and the Rausa dangi, where
not qualified, generally refers to the close paternal kinsmen of the speaker.
The dangin uwa, similarly denotes the speaker's mother's patrikin. Thus the
bilateral character of Rausa kinship is based on a differentiation of rights
and duties which hold between a man and the patrikin of each of his parents.
In this context it is important to note that the agnatic element in each of
these groups, which forms the basis of the co-residential group, is not a
lineage, since descent and kinship relations are reckoned cognatically, and
differences of uterine descent severely limit the unity and continuity of
agnatic kin-groups, on the one hand, while on the other there are no corporate
functions or interests, ritual, political or economic, to integrate such
groups.

B. Marr_iage and the Posi:tion of JlfOI.!!..~_

Affinal relatives are called and referred to as suruka~ (sing. m. ~uruk!,

feme surukuwa). With the exceptions of the younger siblings of spouses
reciprocally, the suruki relation is one of avoidance and respect, with a
taboo on the use of the parents-in-laws' names by the spouses. The avoidance
relation is strongest in the early years of marriage, when shame (kunya) is
displayed most keenly by spouses to their surukai. Gradually, if the union
continues, the shame displayed becomes less, avoidance is less rigid, and the
relation formerly characterised by shame eases into one of respect. Among
affinal kin the family of the bride must be treated with respect by the kin of
the bridegroom; this is shown, for instance, by the bridegroom's father
bowing to greet the bride's parents if he meets them on the road or in the
market. As soon as the bridegroom's father has stooped down the bride's
parents follow suit, and the greetings are conducted by both parties with
averted gaze. This pattern of behaviour is expected between suruka~ of the
same generation, but when suruka=!:.. of different generations meet, the junior
bows to the senior and greets him first. Betweensurukai who are close neigh
bours and in daily contact, the etiquette is often perfunctorily observed.
The most intense and enduring relations of shame and avoidance hold between
the husband and his mother-in-law and his wife's elder sisters, on the one
hand, and between the wife and her father-in-law and her husband's elder
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brothers on the other. The§gr.w.t~ relation is classificatory, and the
spouses and their immediate kin almost always conduct themselves in this rela
tion according to the expected behaviour-patterns. The immediate kin of each
spouse play an important part in preserving the marriage, and participate
actively on the various ceremonial occasions such as birth, circumcision, and
marriages of children born in the course of the initial marriage. Adoption of
children may be discussed between the spouses' kin, also the arrangement of
preferred marriages for the children. Where the§YE1!f.llt are themselves kin,
greater combined efforts to preserve the marriage are made by them, and the
unequal respect-relationship is often mostly a matter of form. This is
particularly the case in the marriage of paternal parallel cousins, where the
elder brother is the father of the bride.

The following are the preferred marriages among Zaria Hausa, in order of
preference: marriage of a man's child and his sister's child; between a
woman's child and her brother's child; between the children of full brothers,
less frequently of half-brothers; between the children of sisters, between
persons of equivalent rank or status, particularly among ruling Fulani
families; betwe'en persons of equivalent wealth. It will be observed that
the first and second most preferred marriages - cross-cousin marriages - are
distinguished by the Hausa as patrilateral and matrilateral cross-cousin
marriages respectively; the prestige of both types is almost equal, and these
are the specially preferred first marriages to which, particularly among
ruling Fulani, compulsion generally attaches. Conflict between parents of a
child sometimes centres on the choice of the type of cross-cousin marriage
which will be arranged for the child, and this conflict, which may continue
beyond the child's marriage, is not limited to the biological parents of the
child; it may involve and express the conflicts between the paternal and
maternal kinsfolk. A similar conflict may occur over the parallel cousin
marriages, but less frequently. These preferred marriages are known as ~~
.J>.~~~ or~1!!19!, marriage of goodwill or friendship, and are sometimes
referred to as ~yr~__tila~, compulsory marriage, since they are desired by
the parents rather than by the couple concerned. They are intended to
strengthen kinship ties or ties of friendship or common interest, and in the
case of kinsfolk to reduce partially the intense §YEuki situation, thereby
allowing the parents of the spouses to co-operate in maintaining the marriage.
These four preferred cousin marriages usually, but do not always, involve low
marriage payments. To a lesser degree the marriage payments are expected to
be lower in marriages between members of the same interest-group, and this is
also generally the case in the marriages made between ruling Fulani families.
On the other hand, as Nadel has pointed out for the Nupe,* inter-class
marriages among Hausa seem to be correlated with a high marriage payment,
where relations of political clientage do not hold between the bride's parents
and the husband of inferior status.

Sex relations between the following couples are regarded as incestuous, a
and they may not marry: son and mother; fa ther and daughter; half or full
siblings; real grandparents and their grandchildren. Islam is held to
prohibit both the junior and senior levirate, as well as marriages between
sons and their father's former wives, and between brothers and each other's
divorced vdves, reciprocally. Marriages are allowed, but disapproved, between
a Moslem and any other woman, pagan or Christian, but a Moslem woman may only
marry a Moslem man. Marriages between Bush Fulani women and settled Fulani
are rare, and between Bush Fulani women and Habe men rarer still; but inter
marriage between Agwai (semi-settled Fulani) and Fulanin gid~ is frequent,
and is probably associated with a gradual change-over by the Agwai from their
nomadic life to permanent settlement. Marriages between women of the
.lJ:g~gi!l.~ and Habe men are regarded as undesirable by the Fulani, and
carry a high marriage payment, but this attitude is relaxed where the Habe
husband is an important client. Marriages between pre-adolescent children
(auren .gaj:;.~) are permitted, but the marriage of a pre-adolescent girl to an
adult man is, in theory, regarded as undesirable. In the past, and to some
extent still, these marriages were frequent among the important aristocracy,
the girl's family providing her with an elderly chaperone until her first
menstruation.



Rausa classify their various modes of marriage in the following two ways-:-

The "religious" .classification dis tinguishes auren kgl:),~ - purdah-type
marriage with complete seclusion of the wife; ~~e~tsar~ - partial seclusion
of the wife; and§lu~~E_;t~J:l:.:!:.~~.- "marriage of the ignorant", with no seclu
sion of the wife.

Another classification involving various criteria, but mainly based on
modes of formation of marriage, distinguishes the following types of
marriage:-

(1) Aure~ zumunta. See below.

(2) Auren so (marriage of love or desire, also called auren 9a~~,
marriage of "ilon-relatives, in dis tinction from ?ouren zum~?t~).

(3) :!iuren _"!?ll.i~ or !?.§:~ko - marriage of betrothal.

(4 ) Aure_I!: ga~.~ - marriage of children.

(5) Auren tsint~~ - see below.

(6) .Auren2~.?1ak!!: - marriage of almsgiving.

(7) Auren mutsaya - marriage of exchange.

( 8) AureIl:. daukis?,n~?k~., auren daukikwarenka or auren takalmi 
"marriage of pick up your stick" or "marrIa:'ge of sandals" -;:····see below.

" Cf. aIDe Lane, E. W•• Nanners & Customs 0 f tM Nodern Egyptians, (London '1836, reprinted
Dent & Sons 1944). PP. 180 ff. Concerning the recent spread of Auren Kulla, see
Smith, l1ary F., Baba of Karo, a woman of the l1usum Hausa, (London 1954, Faber & Faber).
IntroductiOn, PP. 22-24.

The rights and obligations of spouses over issue of a marriage of any
type are identical. The husband is always the child's pater, and though
adoption may transfer the child to another pater, this may only take place
with the former's consent, and is terminable in law at his request

f
tlirough a

man will not usually ask his child's foster-parent (usually the man s
own father or brother) for the child's return, particularly since adoption is
most usually of the man's first-born,· the dan faJ;:.:j. or 'yar.far~, whose
presence is an embarrassment to its parents.

The combination of the two systems of classification shown above
gives rise to further classifications of marriage-types, but we shall here only
comment on the two lists. It has already been mentioned that .auren kulle is
held to be a command of the Prophet, but occasionally mallams have stated that
the insistence on auren ku~lSLis due to a desire to reduce the opportunities
of wives for extra-marital affairs. Women who have not stipulated for .auren
lculle during courtship are unanimous in stating that it owes its prevalence to
Lsishin ma.t:.?: - the .jealousy of men. At present Sl-uren kuU.§ enjoys such pres
tige, on quasi-religious grounds,* that talakawa_in rural villages who cannot
afford it and would not impose it on unwilling spouses almost always describe
their marriage as §...ure.!L~ulle, when further enquiry shows that it is nothing
of the kind. The degree of seclusion practised varies considerably; in true
auren kulle the wives are never allowed to leave the cikin gida (women's
quarter-SY;-'"and no unrelated males may visit them; but this state is unusual
except in the case of Emirs, the more important aristocrats, and the very
wealthy merchants, and even the two latter groups are constrained to allOW
their wives to visit their relatives at least every five years, in accordance
wi th the Rausa cus tom ofganin gi.c!.§:, "seeing the home". In the ideal pattern
of aurentsare the wife may leave the women's quarters in the late dusk to
dravi-'water"from a well, and she may greet her nearby kin and women friends
after dark, but may not go out during daylight. She is also expected to bring
in firewood in the evening. In .a1.l!:.~~iaJ.E:l?-i the women are largely free to
go where they will even during the daytime, and, apart from those duties per
formed by the§..w.el1_ts~.Qwives, help in the cotton, grounilnut and cowpea
harvests, and may sometimes farm their own~Nauna_plots.
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Wilen they reach the menopause, these constraints are removed from women,
and those not of high rank often become traders in the local markets in such
commodities as locust-bean cakes, peppers, threshed grain, cooked foods,
ginger, edible oils, etc. These older women are also the bearers of news
from one compound of secluded wives to another, an activity which they share
with the pre-adolescent children, who arc also free to enter all the women's
quarters. It sometimes happens that women stipulate for one or other of
these degrees of.seclusion before marriage, except where the aristocracy are
concerned, as marriage in that class implies seclusion. The grounds on which
many women express preference foraurenkulle are mainly economic; seclusion implies
leisure, with no fetching of wood and water from a distance and no farm work,
and this allows the women to pursue their own crafts and petty trade, the
proceeds of which are their personal property. Figures for such women's
incomes are given in the tabulated budgets in Appendix 2.

Finally, the myth and the fact of aure:g.Jf.ylle are different things, and
the ingenuity of generations of Hausa women in circumventing this seclusion is
indicated in Hausa folklore.*

Of the second series of marriage. types, ~.!?11 zumunta and ~~n so are
the most frequent; of a sample of 120 marriages in community "A", 30
marriages, or 25 per cent., were auren zumu:gta based on kinship of the partie~

90, or 75 per cent., were auren bare, marriage of unrelated persons, which
need not necessarily be auren so where the parents of the couple had a hand in
arranging the marriage, although Hausa usually identify~urep-~~~with
.?::!drelL.i?_?. Two of these 120 marriages were exchange marriages, .§:uren mutsaya,
but it appears that this is in reolity an unusual type of marriage, and may be
less frequent even than this figure suggests. There were three cases of
au:E:.~E. sadaka, in which a man gives his daughter to a mall.?m as a form of
almsgiving. It will be observed that there may be many combinations of these
marriage-types; in these three cases, for example, the auren sadak~ were con
tracted between unrelated persons (par~), and the wives were only partially
secluded ( t..?are). At Community "G", the 280 marriages studied included 50
au:E:~~__~~~~a (18 per cent.), 19 ~uren sa~~~ (6.9 per"cent.), three .~ure~
!!:aukisanda?ka, while the remaindeJ:l, 208 or 74 per cent., were §.~ bar",". At
"F", however, a random sample of 11 men showed their 21 existing marriages to
be as follows: auren zumunta - 10, auren bare - 10, .?-uren mutsaya - 1. The
differing frequencies of auren zumunta at A, F and G may reflect degrees of
community isolation. "G" has the greatest proportion of baki (strangers),
and as a trade-route town has wider connections than the others; "A", an old
rinji-, is less "open", and F, an enclave town of no commercial importanoe, is
"the most "closed" community of the three. The ~(>n mutsay~ at "A" was con
tracted betweendima,j.§:~ (descendant of slaves), the case at "F" occurred when
two Katsina Hausa who had immigrated there, unable to find wives for their
children in the community, agreed to make the exchange. Intra-community
marriage, which necessarily involves higher frequences of marriage between
kin, varies according to the internal composition and external context of the
communities. No firm estimate of frequencies of~arriage modes for the
entire population is therefore warranted by such small samples as those just
quoted.

The incomplete equivalence of ~ur~n bar~ and ~uren s~"is due to the
compulsion which is sometimes exercised by parents in arranging some aure~

1?§.!:'.':(marriages between non-kin). The category of §:lY:.~n zumunt~, though
used loosely to denote marriages between kinsfolk, also includes the pre
ferred marriage between persons of certain occupational groups, and auren
~unta£.muko!,ad<;.~.1 marriage of neighbours. The concept of .~.YmJJllta ramifies
widely, as the previous pages suggest, and there are at least eight different
types of auren zumunt1!:, four of which, the parallel and cross-cousin
marriages, are based on kinship, two of which are based on institutionalised
friendship, one on common locality, and the last on oCGupational grouping.

* Edgar, F., Lltat! na Tatsunyoyl na Rausa, 3 vols. (BelCast 1913)
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,~uren 12?-i~ or "l2§.iko and ~llren tsintu,!!?:, which are very rare, are usually
expensive types of marriage; in ~~~en p_~ikQ the bride-to-be receive? constant
gifts of cash and kind from the age of six years up to the age of 13 or 14
years, when it is usual for Rausa girls to marry. ~ur~n b?-iko never occurs
other than as the first marriage of a woman, and does not generally endure
longer than other forms of marriage. ~uren tsintu,~ on the other hand, can
only very rarely be a woman's first marriage, and is seldom found among
wealthy or.politically important men; when they do make a marriage of this
type, however, it is so expensive that, to my knowledge, only three wealthy
merchants provide examples of it in the capital. On the other hand, another
kind of .auren tsintJl.V'!!Lis a frequent and inexpensive mode of marriage among
the peasants in rural Zaria, who thereby acquire peripatetic prostitutes as
wives. These prostitutes, being without guardians by kinship in the area in
which they marry, are regarded as tsintuwa - lost property. Thus there is an
expensive and an inexpensive form of auren_tsin~llwa, according to the status
of the persons involved. Tsintuwa means lost property - in this case the
bride; a woman married at a distance from her family, where they have not
provided a deputy to act as her guardian in the strange area, whose husband
divorces or deserts her, may if she so wishes seek refuge in the household of
a reputable elder, who may be the alk_~1i..(Moslem judge), a nobleman, or a
commoner. She lives in the household as a ward and the process is regarded
as similar to adoption, sexual relations between the protector and the ward
being forbidden. If the protector is wealthy or of high status, he may seek
to ensure that a similar predicament does not recur by fixing a heavy marriage
payment, so that the woman and her family will be unable to remit such a sum
and so secure her divorce, while the husband ,viII be unwilling on his part to
divorce so expensive a wife. In one such instance the marriage-payments were
said to have been £100. In the absence of his ward's family, the protector
arranges the marriage and sends the payments to the ward's father, if he is
alive and can be locate<i, besides supplying the bride with her dowry. A~

tsintu,va is therefore sometimes regarded as the one type of marriage open to
anyone except Emirs in which there can be no divorce; similarly the search
for a form of marriage which shall be binding is expressed in the heavy
marriage expenditure which a ttajirai, weal thy merchants, and noblemen often
make, although these heavy payments.to the bride's parents are probably also
gestures of prestige.*

At the lowest end of the prestige scale is II.uren mutsaya, marriage of
exchange, the two instances of which quoted from Community "A" were both found
in the same compound and family. Auren mutsaya was the usual form of
marriage made by masters for their slaves, and the family providing these
instances is one of dimajai. These :instances of auren mutsaya compared favour
ably with more expensive forms of marriage in durability, and one of the men
concerned explained that should one of the wives annoy or divorce her husband,
he can arrange that his sister, married to his wife's brother or other male
kinsman, shall retaliate, and vice versa. Exchange marriage may be based on
various relations, not necessarily of kinship, between the parties; the case
at community "A" was contracted between men who exchanged a sister and a
daughter with one another, and also some farm land. The case at "F" as
already noted was an exchange between unrelated immigrants from the same area
who could not get wives from amongst the community. Exchange marriage
between friends is sometimes called auren zumuntar ab!?~ the marriage of
goodwill between friends, andauren sadaka-sadaka involves the "gift" of a
b~ide in return for services rendered or expected.

Finally in auren daukisandanka we find a socially standardised mode of
marriage in which the husband regularly visits his wife in her compound for
longer or shorter periods. With this exception, all Rausa marriage types
stress virilocality, and auren kulle, secluded marriage, is the ideal form
of virilocal marriage. A woman may stipulate the type of marriage which she
wishes to observe, during the period of courtship, and sometimes where a
widow has young children by her former marriage who still need her care, or
sometimes, as in the three cases noted at "G", where an old woman without

* Cf. MarrIage expendIture of a lJe.l>.ImI, p. 152-3. A weal thY merohant and returned pIlgrIm who had
recently marrIed two brIdes on one daY, after divorcIng a wIfe, told me that he made a pa;vment
of 520 to the parents of hIs fIrst bride, hIs kInswoman, but £100 to the parent of the unrelated
brIde In addl tlon to the normal marrIage pa;vments. He also bought £40 worth of decorated enamel
ware to stick onto the walls of hor rooms, apart from the usual marriage expenses of Cloth, kolas,
musIcIans, etc.
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children dependant on her prefers to live alone, she may refuse to accept any
form of marriage but that which leaves her in her own home, with a high degree
of independence. The husband then visits her in her home for varying
periods, but is not a permanent member of her household; if she is elderly
the spouses may take it in turn to visit one another. Thus there are two
types of '?"W-.E<n._daUkj".§aneJ,anka ("marriage of take up your staff", referring to
the spouses' walks to visit each other): that formed by women without much
economic responsibility - the old ladies - and that made by women because of
their responsibilities. A third and purely uxorilaoal marriage is at present
developing in such new centres".s Tudun Wada and Sabon Gari, Zaria. Here
the woman, after accumulating a sufficient sum by trade or prostitution, or
both, purchases one or more compounds, settles in one and rents out the other,
and is thus economically independent and able to divorce her husband without
thereby having to change her. home or endure separation from her children.

A full account of the preambles to and ceremony of marriage will not be
attempted here.'" Instead, we shall only indicate some of the more important
aspects of ,marriage, and note that the ceremonial of a man's or woman's first
marriage differs from that of subsequent marriages. Formerly, girls on their
first marriage were socially required to be virgins, and if they were not the
husband announced the fact by hanging a broken calabash on a post by her hut
door, and might complain to her kinsfolk. This custom has now completely
lapsed, as most girls are said to have lost their virginity before they are
married at the age of 13 or 14 years. Nevertheless greater prestige attaches
to marriages with putative buduruwai (Virgins, s. bU9:~~) than with women
who have already been married, and the bridegroom is expected to beat his
bride if she is not found to be a virgin. A woman who has already been
married is known as a bazavyar~, and marriage with a bud~~ is s:r.arply
distinguished, both by ritual and by the marriage-payments required, from that
with a bazawara. Similarly the ritual surrounding a man's first marriage
distinguishes it from all subsequent marriages, while the ritual for the bride
groom of a buduruw:?:. is also more elaborate than that for a man marrying a
bazawara, whether it is his first marriage or not; apart from the ritual,
Wliich"Ts designed to create and ,define the future pattern of relations between
the families concerned as well as between the bride and bridegroom, there are
differences in the time which elapses before the bride moves to her husband's
heme, in the kunya (shame) culturally required of both parties, and in the
marriage payments-and dowry.

As marriage payments made by a man, or on his behalf, vary from nothing
in the case of auren sadaka to £200 in the case of marriages made by very
wealthy men, average figures have no value, but if we except these and other
marriage types which involve wide dE<partures from the usual practice, some
idea of the modes of marriage payments may best be given by examples. The
marriage payments themselves are as follows:-

Toshi - Gifts to the girl.

19shiILSalJ.11,. - heavier gifts to the girl on any of the three main feasts.
(These to~h~ gifts are made to the girl for her own use, and are not
supposed to be appropriated by the parents, though they sometimes are).

;Kudin fito~ - minimum 10/-, which is given to the maternal and paternal
grandparents of the girl.

I.Cu,din gaisu~ or kudin gai da dang:!: - usually £1, given to the girl's
parents and divided amongst her kinsfolk. Sometimes a further gift
known as kudin ban san ka ba, ("money of I do not know you") is made by
the groom or his parents to the bride's parents, theoretically for dis
tribution to other kin of the bride who received no kudin gaisuwa.

KUdin_ba;i,.Y@, )f.Jldi.:n" ada~ kudin sa ran1?:. - these gifts are usually made
on the day of betrothal C9_aiwa) and express the agreement and gratitude
of. the man's family, and their thanks to the girl's family for setting
the date of marriage. C~J!._~).

§§~~ - from 2/- to 10/-, which is the only legally necessary cash
gift required of a man under Islamic law to establish the contract and
status of marriage.------------,----------------------

'" See smIth, Mary F., op. cit., pp. 25-7, 85-101, 112-8, 241-9, and notes by the present wrIter thereIn.
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Price varies according

:r;:udin bisak~.!'t ..J;!.§:!!.~i .." is a return gift made by the bride's parents to the
bridegroom in some marriages, and gara is the dowry a woman is required
to bring. ----

The above is merely a type-list, representing requirements of the. ideal
pattern; it is generally observed in form, but departed from in detail.
Thus kudin gaisuwa and kudin fi towa are sometimes made as a unitary gift,
while the various gifts -ai- the"betrothal ceremony are often reduced to one 
tUdin bai~, and the kudin sa rav~, money for setting the day, may be treated
as kugi.n aur"~, the true marriage payment, and its payment postponed until
later. In addition to these cash gifts the bridegroom must give his bride at
least three cloths (?1ayafi, ..mada~i and !!;~la~ or f..atal.:~) which are usually
European cloth, and together average, in rural Zaria, £2 or £2 10s. Ode An
older woman might accept one or two instead of three cloths, and like the cash
gifts, these cloth gifts are elastic. In the capital in 1950 Native
Authority employees of the lower categories, such as policemen, with salaries
of from £38 to £45 per annum, frequently said they had given their brides of
that year thirteen cloths with an average total value of £9, apart from cash
payments of £12 to £18 to the girl's parents. Letters from salaried workers
have recently appeared in the vernacular newspaper "Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwabo" com
plaining about the high marriage payments of recent years, and the instability
of the unions, even after they have been initiated by such heavy gifts.

~ar~, the dowry sent by the woman's family, varies similarly, but for a
buduruwa the ideal pattern is as follows, values quoted being approximate
averages in Zaria in 1949-50.

2 four-gallon tins of palm-oil (17/6d. each).

At least one sack of guineacorn, c. 250 lbs., value varying seasonally
between 25/- and 65/-.

At least one sack of rice of similar weight, value 33/4d. if unthreshed.

At least 40 lbs. of salt (Zaria price 8/6a.)

At least 10 bottles of groundnut oil (15/-)*

A basket of locust-bean cakes (c. 7/-).

Sometimes 1 sack of millet, valued at 23/- to 45/- according to season.

Oooking-pots.

Tasoshi - metal, usually brass, bowls or basins.
to size.

rar~~~~~ - decorated enamel plates, often plastered into the hut wall.
Price also varies according to size.

Mats to cover the door, also decorated mats for the floor and bed.

Oloths received as gifts from the bridegroom's family, together with the
bride's own cloths and those given by her family.

To this, in the case of well-to-do families, should be added the
following:

g.adg - a wooden bed (10/- to 13/-).

Katifa - mattress filled with silk-cotton down, c. £1.

Matas.hi - pillow, 3/6d.

A table of local make - c. 5/-.

A woman's §tool., c. 6d.
:K!'ill.i..4 - shelves to hold the decorated plates and metal bovrls - 1/- to 2/-.
A padlocked box of wood or n~tal for her possessions, costing about 14/-.

-This ga~~ or dowry, which with sa~":i:: is the woman's property, will have
a local value in the region of £12 and is an outlay made by the bride's family
roughly balancing in value the marriage payments made by the groom!s family.
Oonsequently where the total dukiy~_~~~~ or marriage-payments made by the
groom is of low value, the f£~!:.~ is similarly reduced'; where the
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marriage payments are of high value, the gara usually, but by no means always,
corresponds; exceptions ~re usually found to be correlated with the dislike
and opposition of one or both of the girl's parents to the successful suitor.
Where the bride's family are poor, all or part of the gara may be postponed
until the next harvest. Mention has already been made of auren sadaka, a
form of almsgiving, in which a young girl is given without marriage payment
to a E.!.allam, and often without his foreknowledge; with the bride the followin
following gifts are taken, and._the malJ...§!!! makes a small return gift to her
family in token of his gratitude: 1 sack of guineacorn, 1 sack of rice,
1 sack of "wasa-was§:" (a mixture of cowpeas and grain, a customary part of
the dowry in this context), 30 Ibs. of salt, 6 one-pint bottles of groUlldnut
oil. This list is taken from an actual case, and would vary slightly in
other ?-urensadaka,o This t;v:pe of marriage usually has a long life, partly
because it would be an affront to the Prophet to divorce his substitute, but
nowadays to a large extent because the girl has often selected the mallam as
her spouse. Auren sadaka allows young girls attracted by the younger
~l~~, where' the prosperity of their family permits, to marry the man of
their choice'when he is unable or unwilling to provide the marriage payments.
Hausa say that parents nowadays consult the wishes of their children, when
arranging their first marriages, much more readily than they did in the past;
in pre-British days, particularly among the upper classes, marriages were
usually arranged over the heads of the young people concerned, and if there
was a clash of will between a girl and her parents there vrere three possible
solutions; either the girl threw herself down a well, either before or after
the marriage, or if she could obtain the backing of her mother and her
mother's kin she might persuade her parents to seek a divorce for her, or she
might tafi dandi. - "go out into the world", risking enslavement to seek her
independence in a distant city as a karuwa (prostitute or courtesan). Such
stern measures and the conditions which produced them were more common among
the Filanin gida than among the Habe. As Maliki law requires that marriage
should be contracted between the guardians (wali) of the partners, elopement
in such cases did not make marriage possible.,

Nowadays the Yoruba custom of ajo has become popular among salaried
workers in Zaria City. By this custom the chief friend (babban aboki) of the
bridegroom invites all and sundry to a~ (lit. play) for which two or three
teams of .!!!..~roka (praise-singers, eUlogists), druminers, musicians and dancers
are hired, and over which the bridegroom's friends preside. The purpose of
ajo is to collect as much money as possible for the bridegroom by stimulating
"the generosity of the audience with the praise-songs maroka make to donors.
The atmosphere, where an ajo is successful, becomes one of reckless competi
tive display; the ~aro~~ taking all they can for their services. It is
noticeable that women who visit these ajoact as an incentive in extravagance
to the males, but remain aloofly disdainful, since gift-giving between women,
as will be shown, does not require such a custom, which invokes an ambivalent
attitude of approval and disapproval among both sexes.

Finally there is the biki, (marriage feast) or rather two biki, since the
marriage-feasts of the bride's and of the groom's families are held indepen
dently in the respective parents I households, and with the exception of
transfers of gifts of food between the families of the groom and the bride,
have little direct interrelation. Similarly, the women in each family have
a separate feast from the men of their family. These biki call forth gifts
in cash and certain special foods from the kin (dang~), families (iyalai),
neighbours and friends of the families concerned, and these gifts, together
with calabashes full of kolanuts, are distributed by the two families to their
vdder kinship groups (dangi) and to anyone else who was invited to the simple
religious ceremony of marriage early that morning. Gifts of this kind are
also made at naming ceremonies and, on a reduced scale, at circumcisions and
after death. Between men they are known as gudummuwa (lit. reinforcements);
between women they are known as pik:i:. (contributions to the feast).
GUd"l.1JD1l}uwa; are in theory but not in fact equivalent reciprocal gifts of cash
or kind, or both, made by "gudummuw~ partners on any occasion of marriage,
birth, circumcision, etc. in their iyalai or individual families. Biki are
in fact as well as theory gifts mad~ between women on any of the abo~
occasions occuring in their kin -groups or between:k.:a~.l3' (sing. kawa,
female friends); 12ik:i,.. gifts differ from gudUlllJ.!!.uV@: gifts in that the pj,kt
gift is always double the value of the gift previously exchanged between any
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s. d.
0 0
4 4
3 10
1 0
2 6

0 0

0 0
13 0

8 6
10 3

10 0

1 0
1 0

15 5

10
2
4
2

12

5

1

1

............ h •• " ••••••• =£=9=======Total ..

56

Maya.f'iMadauri , ···h •••••••••••••• , ••••••••h' •••:.:.::.: ••:..•••:::'•••••••• ,' ••••• h·"'·

Tsamiya
Kallab!

Cloths:

Sadaki

Payment to officiating mallam ...... h •••••

Hire of entrance-hut for ceremony.

.Total

Toshi
Ki'idinfitowa·
Dukiyar aure (inc.~~dakir'·"
Kudin gai da dangi (given tothe·brothei:::keeper)
One cloth .... h ••••
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2. Fowler, broker for grain and food (i.e. sells on commission), weaver
and spare-time maroki (praise-singer) in same town. Dimajo. Cash
income £31 7s. ·9d. P:a., gross income £57 16s. 7d. p. a. 1949, second
marriage to a peripatetic prostitute. She left him after 3 months.

£ s. d.

* Concerning female bond friendship and BilQ gitts. ilee Slllith, Mar" F•• oP. cit•• llP.·33o 56.
191 ~ao6, and notes.

two partners; thus if A gave B 4/- on the last occasion of biki, B will give
A 8/- when A has her next piki. When these gifts, which among "WOmen are
almost always in cash, reach in this way excessive amounts, there is a stan
dard procedure for reducing them to 6d, and re-starting the process, Biki.
also differs from gudummuwa in the number of partners between whom its
exchanges and obligations are regularly honoured;. it is known that some women
may have as many as twenty !?ik.:!:-partners, though they are usually fewer, but
few men would have anything like that number of gudummuwa-partners, Again,
whereas it is generally recognised that the reciprocities of gudummuwa are
of'ten not honoured when required, owing to a man's other more pressing respon
sibilities, those of' biki always are.*

Some idea of the variations in the bridal payments made by men, and con
sequently of' the value of the dowry, which usually varies with the man's
marriage payment, is given by the following examples.

1. Salt-seller in rural market town, cash income £44 5s, 6d, per annum,
gross income (cash and kind) £83 16s. 00. per annum, 1948, his second
marriage; the bride a ~~~~ (i.e. married before) who brought her
child by previous marriage into the salt-seIler's compound.

£

Toshi." . "' "".....""" ...."" ""."...... 1
plus 2 bottles perfume........." , ,.,.."

2 bottles of different perfume hh•• h 'h hh.' .

3 cakes of soap h h.h 'h .

2 bottles unguent h.".,,'.,.... , .

Total dukiyar aure (marriage payments) h ..

The District Head acted as wali for the lady. The marriage is an instance
of the less expensive and more comm0n type of,auren tsintu~~ mentioned
~efore,Since ·she, left him the fowler has been seeking the hand of a local
woman, also a bazawara. whom he hopes to marry this year (1950); his gifts
to her, still incomplete, are as follows:



£
Toshi at the Lesser Beiram:

1 bar of soap
Face Powder ..
Henna· ..
Coiffure: ..
t bottle perfume.
Cash .. n .

Identical gifts at the Greater Beiram ..

New Year Feast, for coiffure

other toshi .

Tosh;j, only ..

2

s. a-
2 a

6
1 0

6
1 2
4- 10

10 0

2 0

0 0

2 0

This lady has not yet definitely accepted the.. man, hence there have been no
payments of dukiyar aure to her family yet.

a
o
o
o
o
o

4
o

15
12
7

1

£

sadaki
Toshi ...
Dukiyar aure_, inc.
Cloths - mayafi ....

madauri ..
kallabi

3. Farmer, no SUbsidiary craft or trade. Younger son of a mallam and
member of a gandu. 194-9, 2nd marriage, to a puduruwa (virgin), auren
zumuntar makwabt~..§:. (marriage of neighbours). Farming hamlet in the
bush.

This marriage was performed without payment by a neighbouring malla:qL in his
own entrance-hut. The farmer's first wife, his maternal cross-cousin,
divorced him four months after this second marriage, leaving behind an 8-year
old daughter. The man's individual income is not given, as it was calculated
with that of the~du.

Total. 18 o

£ s. d.

5 0 0
10 0 0

10 0
3 0 0
3 18 0
4- 12 0

Toshi~ ..
Dukiyar aure
Sadaki" ...
Toshin Salla
Bidan aure .(see below}" .... ...
.cloths

4-. "Tobacco mallam", member of a F!"lan:L dynasty, employed by the
British-American Tobacco Company in Community B. Marriage to abuduruw~

of non-Fulani extraction.

Total ................... n.· .... £27 o o

o

d.
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

s.
10
o
8

10
7
6

1

£

..................~3
======

Total ...

mayafi
madauri
fatall~..

This was the fourth marriage of the Tobacco 111§,llam., who was not yet 25 years
old; he was living with one wife at the time. This information is taken
from a scrupulous written account of the transactions kept by the tobacco
mall~ himself. ~

5. Eldest brother in Charge of gandu_in old walled town, remote and
decaying. Of Kanuri descent. 1937J second marriage to a Habe
bUCl.uruwg. of same town. They were not relatives. Income calculated
with gand]!.

':rosh:!.
Kudin aur~ or dukiyar at!£Q.
Sadak:!
Cloth:
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4. Hakimi (District Head); ;FilaniI! gida but not one of the dynasties.
Known cash income £498 p.a. 1 total known income £624 18s. 6d. p.a.
This marriage1 in March 19491 was his seventh marriage at the age of 57,
the bride being 13. 'She was a buduru~1 daughter of a dismissed Sarkin
Daj~ (head of N.A. Forestry Dept.) of the Zaria branch of the Su+tan of
Sokoto's familY1 (the Toronkawa, Gidadawa). Oompulsory marriage1 no
kinship involved.

£ s. do

Toshi .. 2 a a
Kudin aurEl. . ..................... .. .............. 20 a a
Sadaki 10 a
Oloths for the bride: Mayafin Yorabawa .. 10 a a

Other cloths .- .... .,.- ...... .30 a a

Total ... £62 10 a

Velvet cloths for his other 3 wives on this
occasion , ..".,. . . ..

Kolanuts for distribution

Total.

6
14
20

........ £82

a a
a a
a a

10 a
In return1 the following gifts were made to the District Head1 or given on his
behalf to his musicians and eulogists:

Kudin bisakan sadaki brought by the bride (and refused by the bridegroom)
£10 Os. Ode

Gudummuwa from the Village Heads of the district1 and others
£40 as. Ode
(mostly cash)

Gift from a neighbouringhakim:i, of the Katsinawa dynastY1 the present
ubangi.ii ("owner") of fiefs in the bridegroom's district1 and one of his
two chief friends . . £2 as. ad.

Gifts from the above friend to the bridegroom's musicians
£5 as. ad.

Gift from a neighbouring hakimi of the Bornuawa dynasty to bridegroom's
musicians.. ..... ........ £5 Os. Ode

Gift from the bridegroom's other chief friend1 reputedly one of the
wealthiest merchants in Zaria1 to bridegroom's musicians

£20 as. Ode

Total gifts received by bridegroom personally

Gifts made on his behalf to musicians

.. __ .n £42 Os. Ode

.... £30 Os. ad.

As an illustration of marriages linking politically important families, it may
be mentioned that this District Head IS other three wives, in 1950;" included
members of the Eornuawa Fulani (the Emir's family) and the Mallawa Fulani
(Mallam Musa's dynasty).

Similar expenses occuring in the Summary Tables of Budgets (Appendix 2)
are grouped under the Rausa term .:wahalar mata ("troubles of women").
Because of the varied types and dates of marriage, statistical averages would
lose their meaning, and it is believed that these examples will give a fair
idea of some of the main modalities to be found in the volume of marriage-
payments in Zaria at present. They do not include one very frequent
modalitY1 which needs no tabulation and varies between 2/- and 10/-, consis
ting of' sadaki. alone1 and generally found in the marriages of women past the
menopause1 or in the marriages of choice (aureI! so) which experienced
bazawara make for themselves. It must again be emphasiz~d that these
marriage-"pa;yments are wrongly thought of as bride-price; they are intended
to be of the nature of reciprocal contributions1 and may continue until the
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bride has her first child. Where the marriage-payments and dowry (gara) are
not of equal value, as in the District Head's case, the bridegroom's greater
outlay has either been made for prestige reasons, or indicates the disapproval
of the girl's parents at the marriage. These payments must be quoted and
agreed on in the 4J-k~]._:t.~ court if the woman seeks a divorce; they then
become the basis on which the money to be returned to her husband by the wife
seeking the divorce is estimated, and criteria for this estimate appear to be
the length of her marriage, the number of children she has borne and will
leave with her husband, and in cases where no marital rights have been enjoyed
by the man, the full sum must be returned before the woman enters on her
iggah, the 3-month period of continence and isolation which is required of a
divorced woman by Malikilaw, on the completion of which she is granted a full
divorce and is free to remarry. Wi th the exception of cases in which no con
jugal rights were enjoyed by the husband, cloths (zannuw51J are not usually
returned; as the gift of the complete set of cloths is generally found vwnere
there is a high marriage payment, and consequently a high return payment
required of the woman, marriages involving exchanges of high value are, in
theory, more difficult for the women to break, despite the non-return of
cloth. In fact, however, to judge by Court records, women seeking divorce
are always able to find the required sum, and this is usually produced in part
or whole by the suitor with Whom, while in her husband's home, she has already
arranged her next marriage.

~idan aure.is a different matter, being t~e return of attested cash and
kind gifts or their equivalent to the unsuccessful suitors by the successful
one; these may be tosp.i, toshin .S?'-..:tla, kl1din fi toY/?" kudin gaisuwa, or some
times 1.gldin~~ given to the girl or her family; sometimes the tosh:i, given
to the girl herself is not reclaimed by disappointed suitors although other
payments are. The fourth example of marriage payments (p. 57), ,that of the
tobacco 1p.all~-" is a case in which the payment of bidan aur..~ was made a condi
tion of his acceptance by the girl IS parents. Alternatively, but far more
rarely, the girl's parents themselves may repay the unsuccessful suitors, and
in Court they are the usual de.fendants in these cases, as they have usually
been responsible for spending the greater part of the money. It is therefore
understandable that literate Hausa should keep scrupulous written accounts of
their pre-marital payments.

'J2.osh:i, must be distinguished from kudi~Lt§araJ}.c::.i or :toshin tsaranQb.
rosh}_, in marital as in political affairs, is identical with gaisuW8,., and is
made with a more or less specific intention of securing appropriate rewards.
~osp.in tsaranc:i" on the other hand, is even more specialised, and is designed
to secure a companion in tsaranci (the theoritically inconclusive love-making
of young people) from among the local buduruwa~ for the night of the day on
which it is given.

Some idea of the role and position of women in marriage is given by a com
parison of the traditional rights and obligations of spouses, and by a brief
treatment of divorce. Between spouses, a husband is obliged to provide his
wife or wives with their food, a separate hut each, medicine for illness,
firewood for the five months' ablutions in hot water which follow childbirth:
~~yan y~ji, spices for the mother's food also required at this time, a ram for
the child 1S naming ceremony, proper burial within his compound if she should
die, shelter and care for her children, one cloth a year for each wife at the
Lesser Beiram. He must allow her to visit her family, if these live far away,
normally once a year, arrange for the washing.of her clothes, protect her
property, sleep with each wife in turn on the nights of her two consecutive
cooking-days. The husband is also required under Islam not to have sex
relations with other women, except concubines. The husband is obliged to
respect the wife's parents, wal:i, (guardian) and elder siblings, to visit and
greet her parents regularly if they are in the neighbourhood, and to bow down
before any member of his wife's kin of superior generation. Husbands are
obliged to divide equally with their wife marriage payments received on
behalf of her daughters, to provide the marriage payment and tax for the sons,
and the gifts which act as fees for the Koranic schooling of the children.

" Concerning the ritual of childbirth, see Smith, Mary F., OPe cit., PP. 26, 138-150, and r.~tes.
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In addition, the better-off husbands are expected to provide their wives
with lamp oil, kola-nuts and tobacco-flowers on Friday, money for hairdressing
monthly, ointments, powder, perfUme and henna on the occasion of any religious
or family feast, and if they are prosperous, with such midday snacks as fur~

with milk or tamarind. Where aUl:!;3n kJJ.l;Le (seclusion of wives) is in force,
the husband must provide a well in his compound or, in such urban areas as
Tudan Wada and Zaria Oity, seek to have a water-tap installed. The husband
has no power to prevent the female friends or kin of his wife from visiting
her, and is usually obliged to observe the wishes of his wife's "mothers",
one of whom usually acts as midwife (~ZOl!l§:._o_:r.. mak~b:i,y..?-l, in most matters
concerning childbirth. The "food" a husband is legally obliged to give his
wife does not include snacks, which are the midday meal in many households;
repairs to the mortars used for pounding grain are expected to be made by
husbands, Who usually also replace the larger oooking utensils if they can
afford to do so.

Foremost among the obligations of a wife to her husband. is respect; she
must bow down When approaching him, and obey all his orders. Wives must
sweep, cook, sleep vdth their husband on the nights allotted to them, obey his
chief wife, his parents and his w8;11.., nurse their own babies, surrender their
children on divorce, remain indoors if the wives of the house are secluded,
and refrain from adultery and abortion. Rausa stress the obligation of a
wife to draw water for her husband where ~ll kull~ is not enforced, in com
pound.s lacking water supplies. In some types of marriage the wife is also
required to fetch firewood. Men and women do not eat "food" (that is, the
staple porridge (tuwo) and stew ()1liy.?:) together.

The division of labour between the sexes is as follows:

Men rule, farm, dye, build, work metals, skin, tan and work leather, slay
and handle cattle and small livestock, sewall sewn clothes, make musical
instruments and music, trade, keep bees, weave mats, may be m?-llam~, wash
clothes, weave narrow cloth on the men's loom, go on long-distance trading
expeditions C£~tau.ci), make pots, do carpentry, native and European are the
doctors and magicians, the barbers, employed farm-labourers (kodagoj, brokers
and taxpayers. They also fish, hunt and do all the family marketing, keep
goats, sheep, chickens, ducks, turkeys and pigeons, and took part in ~~r.

Women cook for their families, process and sell cooked foods (snacks) on
their own behalf, sweep and clean the compounds, are solely responsible for
delivery and safe care of children, draw wood and water, are the custodians of
the cult of ~~~ (spirit possession), tease and spin cotton, weave cloth on the
the women's broad looms, thresh, grind and pound corn and other ,grains, process
such sylvan produce as sheanut butter and locust-bean ca.1<:es, make pots, keep
chickens, goats and sheep, trade in corn and food, and are, before marriage and
when they are old, traders in the markets and from house to house. Women do
one another's hair (kitso), may (but usually do not) farm, and help with the
groundnut, cowpea, cotton and pepper harvests. Very occasionally women become
mallams or professional musicians or magicians. In new towns where k~iy§..:j,

(prostitutes) are numerous, such as Kaduna and Bukuru, women sometimes work
at the dyepits. Women may not inherit land nor houses where there are
related male heirs, and under Maliki law daughters receive half the inheri
tance of sons, but usually inherit the personal possessions of their mothers.
Women are expected to provide themselves with such luxuries and snacks as
they require, and on the marriage of daughters, women of the paternal and
maternal kin provide most of the dowry.

Both men and women make pots and fire, care for chickens, goats and
sheep, do hairdressing for their respective sexes, attend the Koranic schools,
trade, and are required to perform the obligatory duties of Islam.
Multiplication-gifts (bikiJ are practised by women only, and except for the
new class of male salary-earners (ma 'aikat~, they are most prominent in
adas~ savings groups; in these, agreed sums are regularly contributed and
the pool is taken in t:urn by members, the Uwar adashi (mother of the savings
group) being responsible for the defaults of any members, receiving the pool,
selecting the recipients by lot or in turn, and getting a small amount (6d.
in 10/-, 3d. in 5/-) for her management.
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Women celebrate marr~ages and naming-days separately in the.cikin gida "
(women's quarters). As widows they are required to observe a five-month
period of mourning Cia.Jeab?:) during which they must not cut their hair, nor
wash except on Fridays, nor wear new clothes, nor smoke cigarettes nor use
perfume and oil, nor speak to strange men, nor, in theory, receive proposals
of marriage. But men, who do not have any such prescribed mourning period,
are often more seriously distressed by their partners' death than are women.

Although both men and women may be witches (ma:vu:), the power of a woman's
witchcraft (mai t@,) and its frequencY exceedE' that of men, in the rr:ale view,
despite the fact that t'le sarakunan mayu-.t the chiefs of witches, who attain
their title after they have eaten the souls of one hundred of every species,
human, animal and vegetable, are always men.

This list of obligations between the spouses, and consequently of their
rights in each other, and, of the division of labour by sex shows that, where
as the Rausa woman enjoys, through her crafts, monopoly of,the cooked foods
trad~ and, by her other lines, various opportunities for making money, she is
under no obligation to provide "food" CtUTI:Q, and JIliy§) or shelter for herself,
and expects gifts of cloth from her husband; hence the economic independence
of Rausa women. It is calculated that the annual profit made by female
dependants of taxpayers in administrative region "p" from craft and trade is
£10 9s. per adult male taxpayer. If 'VV8 include old women, the adult 'women
are in the region of two to every adult male taxpayer, which yields a figure
of r04ghly £5 per year for each adult woman. An indication of economic rela
tions between the sexes is given by a study of the debt cases (pashi) in the
court of District IIpI! during a period of a year. Of 166 debt cases studied,
women were defendants in 26; there were 72 suits involving both sexes, of
which 22 were initiated by men and 50 by women. Usually these inter-sex
disputes involved husband and wife, and followed on divorce petitions by the
women. There were 4- suits involving women only, and 90 between men. These
figures illustrate the strong economic position of women vis-a-vis their men.
Consequently, when it is remembered that women often arrange their next
marriages in advance and seoure from their suitors the necessary funds to gain
their freedom in oourt, it is ol<;lar that notwithstanding tll-e rather high
marriage payments, there is no purely economic obstacle to divorce facing
HaUS8. 'women at the present day. A study of the court records of the same
district, and partioularly the reoords of divorce cases, not only bears this
out but illustrates vividly the nature of the relations between the sexes in
marriage.

District M.
Jan~ 1st 194-9 
Dec. 31st 1950

District p.
Oct. 194-8 
Oct. 194-9

Causes

Analysis of Case s heard in two Native Courts over the period of a
year with reference to the inoidence of Divorc_~.

Table 17.

Manyan shar:i!§. (Tort)

~~~: t~:~~l)receiving stolen goods
Kin UJ!lurc:!,. (rBfusal to obey lawful orders)
Others uu UuuUuuuuuu,U

78

2T
21
30

111
118
759

1102
138

38
4-3
27
27

91
224
287
4-77

4-2

135

1021

1156

I
,'u, "'1

(Civil cases)

Total manyan shari'a

Inheritance
Debt, . u. uuuUuu'u
Reconciled marriage
Divorces. 'u.uuuuu"
Othersuuuuuuuu

,"","""" """ """" ,",I
!uuuuuuuuuuuul

suits uu uuu.uuuul

!u'" , .u'u u uuuu I

=T=ot=:=~=t=~=l=l:::k=::a=:m=e=~=-n__sh_ar_~_·_'?-_.- _u_'u_'u_'u_u.._u._._'_u,_',_u,_uu_',_,_u_'_,u_uJ
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Table 17 (Contd.)

Causes

Population of district I
Married women.. .

%i:~r~~~ain~:~d·;C;~~;; ..~M;;;;iiy·divorced ·....1
Average length of marriage in years ..

Total divorce pleas.. . .
As %of total cases .. . 1

District p. i
Oct. 194.8 
Oct. 1949

29011
8127
477
5.9

16.9

District M.
Jan. 1st 1949 
Dec. 31st 1950

47521
17567
1102
6.25
16.0

1861
83.5

Of the 477 SUQcessful divorce suits in district P, men were initiators in
49, or 10.29 per cent. These 49 menhad divorced their wives, who had then
come to the Native Court for a written statement of the divorce, as is now
customary. In the following table, data from the partial census at "G" shows
lower proportions of women in their first marriages as age increases. Of the
44 women over 50 years old, nearly half (21) were unmarried at the time of
this study.

Table 18. Classification of women in the 91 compounds studied at "G" QY..~

and marital s~.§._tus.

, ---
Unmarried Marriaqes of wives Previously

Ages of No. of Wives at 1st 2nd or married Prostitutes
women women present later now single

.

10-14 27 7 20* 7 - - -
15-19 54 53 1 47 6 - 1
20-24 50 49 1 27 22 - 1
25-29 43 41 2 20 21 - 2
30-34 38 34 4 11 23 - 4
35-39 37 35 2 12 23 1 1
40-4-4 27 26 1 4 22 1 -
45-49 14 12 2 5 7 1 1
50-54 12 8 4 2 6 4 -
55-59 13 8 5 2 6 5 -
60-64- 8 5 3 2 3 3 -
65-69 I 6 1 5 - 1 5 -
70-74 I 5 1 4 1 - 4 i -
75 plus. - I

j
--_.

Totals 334 280 i 54 140 140 24- 10

* All girls who have neyer been married.

Three of the older 'women, one in age-group 45-49, one 50-54 and one 65-69, are
partners toauren daukisandank!!,marriages, where the husband is not permanently
residing with his wife.

To illustrate the mutual relation of spouses, and particularly to show
the conditions which women regard as grounds for divorce, such complaints and
their frequencies in cases heard in the Native Court at district IIp'' in one
year are given in the table below.
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Table 19. Divorce complaints by women at "p". October 1948 - Oc:.tober 1949,
from the Native Court records.

2

2

1

1

3

1

4
2
1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

(41) Wife complains of
childlessness .

(42) He attempted intercourse

(43) H~~;~d~~:~n':~yduri.~··
( )

pregnancy .
44 He refuses to let her have

a 12-ikJ. (feast) for her
child's naming.......... 1

(45) f!.ur~ kU:),.J:.~ - wife objects 2
(4476) Wif~ prefers( 9,uren kulle 4
( ) Gan~ngi~a visits to her

family) :-
Husband does not permit.
He refused to escort her

(48)
He followed her home .

Family trouble - husband's:-
His family do not like her. 2
His son does not like her 1
His mother does not like h~~ 8
His mother told her to go. 1
He prefers his mother 1
She has to live in his
mother's hut

(49) Family trouble ...·;tf~I~: ...··
He does not respect her
family..... .. 7

He refuses to visit them. 5
He curses them 2
He dislikes herm~h:i.id·bY~··

previous marriage (agol~
He dislikes her younger' ...
brother

(50) She refuses to go with him
on a Dry Season expedition.

(51) She refuses to go to a
neighbouring town .

(52) He refuses to run her
errands .

(53) He says she prevents his
taking another wife 1

(54) He has removed her p~;p~~ty .1

g~~ :er~:~;~s ~~:nmarriage...... 2

(57) He's done ~othi~g·~~~g·· ~
(58) I want a divorce 2
(59) "I don't need hiIn" 1
(60) He accuses her ofb~i~g

married to a spirit.
(61) "He eats men if he gets the

chance" (witchcraft ? ) 1
(62) Desertion by man .....
(63) A husband's complaint:-··· 23

"She beat me. I divorced
her"

1
1

5

5

7

1

7

1

93'
82

2
12
8
6

13
1

3
12
18
6
1
7
4

29
1
9

8
1

...... 24

(1
2

) Husband beats her 113

«
3» Quarrelling continually 136

Husband told her to leave
him '.

(4) Lack of food ..
(5) Lack of drink
(6) Lack of attention
(7) Lack of a hut
(8) Wife's ill-health
(9) Husband's ill-health

(10) Husband's sleeping-sickness.
(11 ) Husband's poverty or

laziness ..
(12) Husband refuses to eat her

food · m ·.. ·............................ 6

?~~~ ~~s~~:l~:e~~:da~a~~;:; 3~
(~15~ Husband accuses her of theft. 3
16) Husband does not talk to her.._7
11 She came in and he would not

speak to her
(18) Husband talks too much
(19) Husband ridicules her for

various reasons.
(20) Husband interfered with

her weaving.
(21) Husband accuses her of not

respecting him.. .
(22) Husband ignored her when

(23) H:h~o:sn~~g~r.;~h~;;~y··
gifts .

(24) "He does not love melt
(25) "I don't love him"
(26) "He says he is tired"
(27) "I am tired"
(28) "I want to g~ home " ..
(29) Trouble with co-wives

,(30) Husband does not stop· the
wives' quarrels.

(31) He sleeps with other ,vives
on her nights ..

(32) "He divorced my co-wife','.
(33) He refuses intercourse
(34) Wife refuses intercourse

(arranged marriages) .
(35) He sleeps in entrance-hut

(36 )
(adultery implied).. ..

He brought another woman
into her hut.............. .

(37) "I ran away and he did not
follow me" **

(38) "We are living in bush"
(39) "He does not stay at home"
(40) He complains she has no

children ...

* In 44 of these cases the husband denied this.

**A dissatisfied wife returns to her parents' house; if the husband wishes
a reconciliation he follows her.
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This list probably does not exhaust the grounds which Hausa women consider to
warrant divorce, and is valuable because in the court at "P" the native judge
(alkali) accepted the women's statements of their grounds and recorded them in
the court casebook ye:!:p'a t:hl!!, and then enquired into the truth of the allega
tion and the possibilities of reconciliation. In certain other Courts the
native judges only record a restricted list of complaints by women as grounds
for divorce, and will instruct a woman whose complaint is not included in this
list in the types of allegation which his court accepts, thereby sometimes
tending to obscure the issue, although providing a more orderly and simpler
record.

Though on the average it follows from the calculations above that most
Haus!', women will make three marriages between the age of 13 and the menopause,
and probably another one thereafter, since it seems necessary, according to
myth, for women to die married in order that they may proceed to Lab.i;rS!,
(Paradise), this average, like most others, is only meaningful for,the
majority. It is common to find examples of spontaneous devotion and assis
tance given by the ,vives of commoners to their husbands under both rural and
urban conditions until death brings the union to an end. It is equally
common, on the other hand, to find women in the towns who are still in their
prime and have a history of eight or ten previous marriages. This implies
that some correlation may exis t between "Q:1!I'enJf1!;1.Le_", the preferred mode in
the towns, and/or wealth and rank, on the one hand, and higher rates of
divorce on the other. For, despite the prestige evaluation, marriages are
popularly ranked in order of durability as follows:

Auren kulle
I~jij~hi!~i.o
Auren tsare--------,"-

(complete seclusion of wives)
(no seclusion of wives)
(partial seclusion of wives)

Genuine .§,uren ku.!;I,.El, involving complete seclusion of the wives, is very rare
indeed. Men will describe their marriages as "9-u:r:~:[L~ul1.~" when in fact
the degree of seclusion of the women is usually considerably less than that
implied by this term. Attempts to study the proportions of these types of
marriage ina certain community by enquiring of the husbands which type of
marriage they practised, were frustrated by the tendency of husbands to
describe their marriages inaccurately as.Sl:.l:l-£.~A...t.:tlr1:"" when in fact, in several
cases, other members of the community, questioned later, said that none of the
wives concerned were secluded. The correlation which it is suggested above
may exist between high rates of divorce and "auren kulle" refers to the
marriages inaccurately described by husbands as "aure!?-kuliSl.." for reasons of
prestige. The vast majority of such marriages are really ineffective
attempts by the men, with the assistance of a quasi-religious myth, to seclude
their wives completely and thereby obtain marital stability. The great
majority of Hausa marriages in Zaria actually belong to one or other of the
two remaining classes - auren t®R~... and ..§,u:r:.en ,ja,hiJ.,.1J,;h, the latter type being
common practice of certain social classes such as butchers, blacksmiths, etc.,
in small bush hamlets as well as among the poorer people in market towns,
Popular estimation of the relative stabilit;)T of .?:~elLtS.'§'!:Sl and aureQ......jah:h.1.:!'l:::i,
reverses the prestige order of these types of marriage. But despite its
instability, aULE,m ts~_~ or partial seclusion of wives, which is the best that
most Hausa can do to approach the conditions of al!l'en kLl.},J§, is by far the
most frequent mode of Hausa marriage particularly ,in urban communities.

To summarise briefly the grounds of divorce listed above, it appears that
the following are among the main sources of tension between spouses in the
conditions of Hausa polygynous marriage: trouble between co-wives; lack of
care by the husband; trouble between the spouses and one another's families;
refusal of one of the parties to fulfil their obligations; lack of conti
nuing sexual attraction. These seem to be the main sources of tension, and
the beating or quarrelling and abandonment or di;3missal by the husband, which
are so frequent, would appear to derive from one or other of these sources.
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PART II

The Historical Back8E£g.!:l9,

In Zaria the local communities whose structure has been outlined are
subject to the control of a central authority with a characteristic delegation
of powers through a hierarchy of officials, among the humbler ranks of whom
are the community chiefs (dagata~). This total organisation is the state,
the following account of which is necessary to outline political factors and
their economic significance in the development of modern Zaria. Consideration
of the native system of rank and authority in its territorial and other
aspects is involved. Some repetition is unavoidable when relations between
the local community and the state, and certain other topics, are treated,
whatever order of exposition is adopted; the complexity of the interrelation
ships inv~lved determines the presentation of the material. The present
character and organisation of the state cannot be appreciatp-d without consi
derable knowledge of its past development, and analytic conclusions must also
be compared with actual cases if the true meaning of either theory or fact is
to appear; the past and the present, the analysis and the data, are therefore
presented separately below, where possible.

The introduction of Islam, the Fulani conquest and Lugard1s pacification
are the three decisive events in the history of Hausaland, and each introduced
locally an era of great changes. The history of Zaria falls into three sec
tions, pre-1B~, 1B~ to 1900 (the Fulani period), and post-1900; of the
earliest period of change following on the introduction of Islam, very little
is known; the great importance of the period of Fulani rule for understanding
the present justifies its treatment in some detail, while developments since
1900 are also analysed in relation to the contemporary situation. .

k The Period before the Fulani jihad of 1BQ!r

The search for the origins of the Habe and Fulani people pursued by
students early in this century has produced some singular and conflicting
conclusions. Whereas Lady Lugard traces the origin of the Hausa.to an early
Egyptian king Housal,* Sir H. Richmond Palmer identified them with the Sausau,
clans having serpent totems, situated West of the Niger.; Barth, writing in
1857, suggests that the name Hausa was given to this region and its people by
the Western Tuareg and the natives of Timbuctu.1 Sir G. W. Orr/= claims that
"the Hausa race is a mixture ovdng its origin to successive immigrations of
Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, Persians and Egyptians into the fertile
country south of the desert, and the intercourse of these races with the
black natives of Equatorial Africa." Merrick says that "Hausa" is the Arab
term for Abyssinia~ while Sultan Bello, the second Fulani ruler of Sokoto,
expressed the Fulani attitude by stating that the Hausa people originated from
a Bornu slave.,.6 More recently Greenberg has written in support of the view
that the Maguzawa, whose native language is Hausa, but who are not Moslems,
share a common origin with the Moslem Hausa,who have come to consider them
selves as a different group by reason of their conversion to Islam.~ The
origin of the Fulani fares no better. x

Ignoring this question of origin, we are comparatively fortunate in
possessing independent references to the Hausa States by travellers such as
Ibn Battuta, geographers such as El Bekri, and others, which serve to fix
certain limits to the main periods of Habe history as recorded by local
chroniclers. Briefly, it appears that about 1050 A.D. there was a Habe

* Lugard, Lady w A TropIcal Dependency (London 1905) p. 146.
forI', c.W. - J.R.A.S. vols. 7 and 8 (1907--8) pp. 278-284, 214-278 "The Hausa Race".
fI B8rth, Henry - Travels In Cen tral AfrIca (London, Ward Lock, 1890). Vol. 1, ch. 24. p. 214.
" Q.uoted by Orr, c.w., .£P.. cl.!!.
# Orr, c. W. -QIl.!_I?_lt_.
~ Barth, Henry - ~ cl t.
it Greenberg, J.H. - ]'-.W;j., vol. 3. pp. 193'"'211, Islam and Clen OrganIsatIon among the Hausa( 1947).
x E.G. H.R. Palmer, JRAS vol. 22 (1922) pp. 121w136. The Fulas and theIr Language.
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kingdom at Daura, and, either at the sa'1le time or shortly after, the other six
kingdoms of the Rausa Bakwai ("Hausa Seven") were formed: Kano and Rano,
Katsina and Zaria, Biram and Gobir.* The myth of Daura makas Sarki, referred
to in both the Zaria and Kano Chronicles, states that originally Daura was
ruled by a queen, that hers 'was the earliest of the Hausa kingdoms, and that
Ba'ijidda, a traveller who first brought horses, on slaying a great snake
which dwelt in the main well of the to,m, was chosen by the Queen of Daura as
her consort, and that she bore him the three sets of twins referred to above.1

The legends of Queen Amina and her sister Zaria, the daughters of the
great pagan ruler of Zaria, Bakwa Turunku (14.92-1522)f who drove back and
defeated the Jukun and made Zaria independent, recount that Amina extended
her father's conquests, leading her troops and building walled towns wherever
she went, finally migrating west to Yauran and dying at Iddah on the Niger.
Her sister Zaria built the la~t of the five capitals of Zaria in its present
position and gave it her name. Even to-day Turunku, her father's capital
17 miles south of Zaria City, is a centre of pilgrimage to the Habe. .
Altogether the names of 60 Habe rulers of Zazzau, Zegzeg or Zaria (the three
names by which the kingdom is known) are recorded in the Karigi Chronicle, of
which Bakwa Turunku is the twenty-second.f

According to Arnett, Islam was introduced into Zaria in 14.56 A.D.f It
appears to have spread rapidly, and at the beginning of the sixteenth century
the Mahommedan Habe kings begin, but at frequent intervals the names of pagan
rulers such as Bakwa himself appear in the list, and women continued to play
an important part in political affairs.

Despite the legend of their common descent, to which was attached the
charter defining the co-operative division of labour among the brother-states
by which Zaria was allotted the task of supplying slaves, it appears that the
Hausa states were often at open war with one another, and in the face of an
invasion such as that of Alhaji Muhammad Askia, King of Songhay, in 1513 A.D.,
to which Leo Africanus refers,#, sought their security independently of each
other by alliances with powerful neighbours. This state of internal
dissension was partly responsible for allowin& first the kings of Kanem to
conquer Kano and Zaria, then the Kororofacr Jukun temporarily to subjugate
Zaria and threaten Kano, and finally., the Fulani to establish an empire within
the space of ten years. over the. Rausa states.

It seems to be generally agreed that the Fulani cattle nomads migrated
eastwards from what is now Senegal in the mid-thirteenth century, and after
clashes with the Tuareg in the area of Timbuctu, followed the Niger eastwards,
arriving in Habe country cfuring\the eaJ;'ly sixteenth century. On being
welcomed by the Habe kings as potential reinforcements against invaders,
numbers of Fulani settled themselves in separate wards within the walls of the
main Habe towns, adopted Hausa language and culture, and increasingly adhered
to the religion of Islam. Their nomadic brothers, meanwhile, continued to
pasture their cattle and migrate unmolested within the confines of Habe terri
tory, using the settled Fulani as liaison with the local Habe rulers to ensure
free passage and grazing rights. The nomads retained their culture, language
and racial exclusiveness, while the bilingual settled Fulani, through inter
marriage, came more and more to adopt Habe customs and language, losing their
racial purity while still remaining dependent on their relations with the Habe
rulers, When therefore in 1804. the nature of these relations between himself
and the King of Gobir was challenged by Othman dan Fodio, a Fulani clan head
and Moslem religious leader, who expressly phrased them in terms of a jihaq.
for the revival of religious purity, most Fulani, both settled and nomadic,
were drawn by connnunity of interest to follow his lead and rise aga;inst their
former protectors. Occupying as they often did key positions in the Habe
States, they were ab.le with comparative ease to overthrow and drive Iilut the
Habe rulers when Shehu dan Fodio's appointed lieutenants arrived. Meanwhile,
true to their traditions, each of the Habe States fought its insurgents and
invaders independently.

---------""-"-"-
* Palmer, R.R. - JRAI vol. 38 (1908) The Kano ChronIcle.
/- Arnett, E.J. - JRAS, vol. 9 (1909), pp. 161-7, A Rausa ChrOnlc:le.
flCf. also Hogben, S.J. ~ The MUhammadam Emirates of Northern NIgeria (Oxford 1930) p. 51.
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After the defeat of Yunfa, the last Habe Emir of Gabir, at Kwoto in 1804
Mallam Musa, a Fulani who had preached for some years in Zaria, obtained a
flag and sword from Shehu which invested him with the right to seek the throne
of Zaria. Mallam Musa IS efforts to involve the I~n Doto Fulani of Zaria
City in his adventure were rebuffed on the grounds that Makau, the last Habe
king, was a good Moslem; none the less, with the aid of Yamusa, the head of
a Bornu Fulani clan, and Abdulkarim and other Katsina Fulani, Musa drove Makau
to Zuba, a pagan village seven miles from the present town of Abuja in Niger
Province, where his descendants rule to this day, calling themselves Emirs of
Abuja and Zazzau.

B. 1804-1900 - The Period of Fulani R~le

Mallam Musa's victory was delayed by the Habe chief of Kajuru, a vassal
of the Habe kings of Zaria, but, with the assistance of Yamusa, the Kajuru resis
tance was overthrown, and the Kajuru chief deposed and executed. Other
equally important vassals of the Habe kings, such as Kauru and Fatika, made no
move to aid him, while the important chief of Durum near Likoro, on the
northern route followed by Musil. on his entry, who first transferred his
allegiance to the Fulani, set an example which was widely followed.

Musa IS victory stimulated others to emulate him, and was followed by
rapid expansion in the area under the suzerainty of Zazzau. Conquest states
owing allegiance to Musa, who had given their rulers flags of appointment and
authorised their expeditions, were founded at Keffi, Nassarawan Kwoto, Jema 'an
Dororo, Duma and Lafia. Musa 's territory extended southwards to the banks of
the Benue, and even after he had transferred Lafia to Yakubu, Sarkin Bauci,
(the king of Bauchi), as a gesture of friendship, his area of control represents
the farthest expansion of the state. Mallam Musa, then Yamusaafter him,
administered these vassal states as fiefs, keeping the power of choosing their
rulers in their own hands. Eut when in the reign of Abdulkarim, FuILan'i
settled at Keffi rejected a Habe bara (client), Makama Dogo, to rule over them,
the Zaria ruler acquiesced and recognised succession by descent to chieftain
ship of these outlying territories. Mallam Musa forestalled efforts from
these areas to enter into direct relations with Sokoto, and incorporated them
into the Zaria fief as vassal-states, successors to chieftainship of .these
vassal-states being installed in Zaria after swearing allegiance. In this
oath the vassal chiefs recognjsed the precedence of the Sarkin Zazzau,
their obligation to send him annual tribute in cash or kind (kudin kaf?g), to
assist him with men and materials in war, to notify him of political events in
their territories, and generally to honour all the obligations holding between
vassals and their lords. In return they were given power to appoint and dis
miss officials in their territories, to collect such tax as they required, to
make war on the surrounding pagans at will, but not on one another, and full
jUdicial power of capital punishment. Other vassal-states closer to Zaria,
such as Kauru, Kajuru, Fatika, Lere, Durum lacked powers of mutilation or
capital punishment and of war-making' without permission. Each vassal state
had its own judicial authority, prison, and powers of levying fines, flogging
or imprisonment. Vassal-states were allotted to Zaria noblemen as fiefs
for purposes of communication, but differed from other fiefs in the most
important respects. Appointments to office as fiefholders lay completely
in the kingls hands, but chiefs of vassal-states were chosen locally from the
dangin slg'auta (ruling family). Fiefholders could not leave Zaria City
without the kingls permission, but vassal chiefs dwelt in their kingdoms.
Fiefholders as a class lacked judicial or military powers, whereas all vassal
chiefs enjoyed some degree of initial authority, and important ones had
limited military powers. For Keffi, Kwoto and Jema'a vassal-states, no
chiefs are rememoered bymy informants to have been deposed by their suzerain
at Zaria, whereas they state that Zaria fiefholders were easily dismissed.*
Most important, however, is the separateness of the dynastic systems.
Members of vassal dynasties were, ipso fact~, ineligible for important

,
\,
;j

, Ii,

'* Tremeame reters to trequent depOSI tlons at the Emirs at Jemala bY theIr suzerains at zaria.
UntortunatelY I did not cheCk this In the field. (Tremearne, The Tailed Headhunters at Nigeria
(London 1912) Pp. 6B009).
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political office in Zaria and yice versa. The converse is equally important.
Fiefs were held to a large degree in any state, vassal or suzerain, by members
of the ruling familie~ of that state. Hence the peripheral position of
vassalages in state politics. Title to them was by definition ruled out of
the possible objects of political competition in Zaria. They were smaller
political systems in a sUbordinate relation to that of Zaria, but with great
internal independence; to that extent therefore these vassal-states were
related to Zaria by external links which stressed the separateness of each
political unit internally. The internal history and organisation of vassal-
states does not therefore contribute to an understanding of the suzerain state,
nor did the changes they under-went after 1900 intimately affect Zaria state
structure. When the British Administration deposed Sarkin Zazzau Kwassau in
1902, the Emirates of Keffi Nassarawa and Jema'a were made independent of
Zaria as punishment for Oaptain Maloney's death at the hands of the chief of
Keffi, and the territory under the Emir of Zaria was accordingly reduced, but
this change was largely external to the political system of Zaria. Sporadic
wars between Keffi and Kwoto also show their mutual distinctness; once the
chiefs of these territories were fined by Sarkin Zazzau Sambo on this Score.
On an earlier occasion Sarkin Zazzau Abdyllahi, unable to collect tribute from
Keffi, made an attack on that area which the Sultan of Sakata ordered him to
stop; Abdullahi complained to Sokoto about the situation and refused to obey
the order, for which he was deposed by the Sultan. The relative independence
and separateness of the vassal-states is thus clear, and for this reason little
further is said about them.

The first forty years of Fulani rule are especially important to an under
standing of the present political system of Zaria, as its foundations were'
then laid. Musa' s family, called the N"lallawa because they came to Zaria from
Huta-Malle near Timbuctu, were assisted in their Zaria i:iJ1._a..C! by various other
Fulani families living in the area, as well as by some newcomers. The second
and third Fulani kings came from different kinship groupings, and thus
developed t~e three main competing Zaria dynasties, the !,!all~wa (descendants of
Mallam Musa), the Bor!].uawa or ]§.re...bare Fulani (descendants of Yamusa, a Fulani
of Bornu origin) and theKat~ina~ (descendants of Abdulkarim, a Fulani from
nearby Katsina). Other ruling Fulani families which have no dynastic claims
are discussed later. The table of Fulani rulers of Zaria given below shows
the relative importance of these dynasties, and the nature of the control
exercised by the Sultan of Sokoto over the state of Zazzau. It will be
noticed that Abdusallami is the only Fulani ruler not drawn from one of these
three families; he was a member of the Suleibawa Fulani who invaded Kana from
Makarfi district in northern Zaria at the time of the ,jihacl, and are now the
ruling dynasty of Kano. The appearance of Abdusallami's name in the list
confirms other evidence to show that the ruler of Kana as well as the Sultan
of Sakata had a large hand in the selection and appointment of the rulers of
Zaria. In a similar way, policy in Zaria had to adapt itself to the require-
ments of Kana or Sakata.

Table 20. ,Fulani Rulers of Zaria.

Deposed by

Deposed by

Killed in

Kat s inawa.

Deposed by Sultan of Sokoto.
Musa. Wlallawa.

Restored by Sultan and again

Samba.

Mallam Musa Founded ,:l.iIallaW?, dynasty.
Yamusa M. Musa' s MadalQ" founded ,Bornua'\'@ dynasty.
Abdulkarim. ..,. M. Musa I s sL~i, founded KatsinaW§,. dynasty.
Hamadu .. Son of Yamusa. Bornuawa. 52 days.
Mamman Sani, """ B"ormia:wa.
Sidi Abdulkadiri.. Eldest son of M. Musa. Jilallawa.•

Sultan of Sakata.
.. M. Musa I s Maka:tl@.

action.
AbdullahL Bornuawa.
Abubakar Son of M.
Abdullahi. Bo mu.?-wa.•

deposed.
Son of Abdulkarim.
Sultan of Sakata.

Yero Bornuawq,. Son of Abdullahi.
Kwassau )3ornuawa.... Son of Yero. Deposed by

British, died 1907 at Lokoja.

AbdusallamL

1804-1821.
1821....1834
1834-1846
1846
1846"'1860
1860

1860...1863

1863-1873
1873-1876
1876-1881

1881-1890

1890-1897
1897-1902
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It will be seen that in the century between the jiha9, and the
Pacification there were twelve kings of Zaria, of whom the B01~ Fulani
provided .six, the original Mallawa conquerors provided three, the Katsinawa
two and the SuleibaW3. one; and that since the Pacification, of the four Emirs
appointed by the British, the last three have been Bornuawa. With- the
exception of the Suleibawa Abdusallami, the present Emir, Mallam Ja'afaru, is
the only ruler since 1846 whose father was not an Emir. Primogeniture, though
far from being the rule, was important in succession. Finally this list
shows the power exercised by tr,e' Sultans of Sokoto in selecting and deposing
rulers of Zaria. Four out of the twelve pre-British rulers ended their
reigns not by death but by deposition.

Table 20 (Contd.)
Interregnum of 6 months.

1903-1920

1920-1924
1924--1936
1936-

Aliyu ..

Dalhatu ..
Ibrahim ..
M. Ja 'afaru.

Galadima Suleimanu acting as Regent.

Mallawa. Son of Sidi Abdulkadiri. Deposed
by British.

:Sornua.1'@. Son of Yero, brother of Kwassau.
Bornuawa. Son of Kwassau.
Bornuawa,. Grandson of Abdu1lahi.

* NatIve tl tIe of the ruler of the state of ZazzaU, Zegzeg. Z8kzalt or ZarIa, sInce British occupatIon
known as the Emirate of ZarIa. Sarkln ZarIa was formerly the t1 tIe of the chief of ZarIa CIty.

Nor was competition always confined to members of different dynasties in
early Fulani times, as the following example shows. When Abdulkarim,
formerly the holder of a title of no great importance (Sa'i), was made the first
Katsi.llil-W3:.. ruler, he dismissed Mallam Musa' s eldest son, Sidi, from the title
of ;Ran G:ali1dinj§" but appointed to the title of ;Maclaki-., Sidi' s YOllnger brother,
Abubakar, who later became Sarkin Zazzau. This move (advised by the
Q§Jadiman Kana Ango) had the desired effect of splitti~ the Mallawa :party. .
between the two brothers, and so strengthening AbdulkarJ.m. In chagrJ.n, SJ.dJ.
retired to his slave-town, Bassawa, and sought support from the Bornuawa .
Yamusa's eldest son, Hamada, who had been dismissed from the offioe of MadakJ._
by Abdulkarim to make way for Abubakar. Sidi and Hamada made an agreement
that if either baoame Sarkin Zazzau he would at onoe appoint the other or
his sonJ!-1:aa,.~i - the second position in the state. Hamada had no time in
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Competition for the chieftainship, limited mainly to these three dynasties,
has played a great part in defining the boundaries and internal constitution of
the Zaria political system, and also in characterizing it. The Wazirin i
Sakota, who was the kofa_ (lit. door - i.e. fiefho1der) for Zaria to the Sultan J
appointed the ruler in Zaria chosen by the Sultan from a short list of suit- Iii

able candidates sublIiittedto him by the traditional electors of Zaria, the I.

Limamin Juma'a (Chief Priest), the Alkalin Zazza1). (Chief JUdge) and the
Galadiman Zazzau (the chief office traditionally closed to dynastic members).
Candidates competed for the favour of the Waziri and his master by making
gifts appropriate to their situation, but competition did not always proceed
so peacefully. In 1863 Abdusallami, the only Suleibawa ruler, was killed
while slave-raiding, and the arrow was identified as belonging to a
man from Zaria. In 1876, when the deposed Barebare (Bornuawa,) sarki
Abdullahi was reinstated by Sokoto without consulting the Zaria electors, the
head of the Mallawa, Madaki Ali, rebelled and withdrew to Ifira near Rigacikum
with his faction. Abdullahi I s messenger to Ali was killed, and civil war was
anly averted by the rulers af Sakoto ordering the Sarkin Kana to intercede
personally with the Madaki, who was assured the succession after Abdullahi.
In the reign af the Katsinaw~ Sambo (1881-90) a different type of competitor,
the Habe Galadima Suleimanu, then the most powerful man in the kingdom, seeking
ta become king, conspired with the Ningi enemies of Zaria for the ambush and
death of the Sarkin Zazzau.* at Tukur-Tukur outside the city walls, as he made
his annual visit to Sokoto. Sambo got word by accident and escaped before
the Ningi attacked, but neither he nor his immediate successors dared to take
action against Galadima Suleimanu. Ten years later, in 1897, backed by
reinforcements from Aliyu, Sarkin Kano, who only four years before had won the
throne of Kano in civil war, Kwassau, the BornuaW?, candidate for the Zaria
kingship, gave the Waziri a choice of appointing him or war.



his short reign of 52 days to give effect to this, but his brother and succes~

sor, Marr.man S.ani, honoured Hamada's promise, reinstated Sidi as Dan Galadimf1, and
dismissed Abubakar from the office of Madaki. When Mamman Sani died a..11d Sidi
was appointed Sarkin Zazzau he also remembered the arrangement with Hamada;
ignoring his half...brother Abubakar, he appointed Hamadats eldest son Abdullahi
as Madaki. This act caused Sidi's downfall. Members of the Mallawadynasty,
to which both brothers, Sidi and Abubakar, belonged, protested so strongly to
Sokoto against the appointment of a member of the ~ornuav~ as Madak1. that
Sidi1s deposition shortly after was largely on their petition. The case
illustrates the extent to which it is agreed that rivalry should follow
dynastic lines, and not find such strong expression between members of the
same dynasty. Frequent repetition of this type of action would threaten the
solidarity of the dynasties, deprive them of their character as the constitu~

tive units of competition and administration, and endanger the constitution of
the state. The case also shows that, notwithstanding general agreement on
this principle, the bitterest rivalry sometimes obtained between persons of
the same dynasty. Such internal division weakens the group as a competitive
unit, and is therefore actively stimulated where possible by the method of
appointments and dismissals at the disposal of ruling chiefs of rival dynastic
units. This is simply the old practice of "divide and rule" applied to one
another by the dominant political units of Zaria, the dynasties, in order to
activate competitive tensions within a rival qynastyand thereby reduce its
solidarity. The extent to which this was achieved in the preceding case is
noteworthy. Disagreement within the Mall..§.wa dynasty, continuing after the
reign of their representative Abubakar, left them so weak politically that the
suzerain Sultans of Sokoto personally interfered in Zaria appointments on
their behalf. The important appointment of JTombaJ. was made thereafter by
Sokoto, and only Malla!§ were chosen. At tl1e same time, appointments to two
other principal .ZariaElaraut\J.,* Madaki and Galadima, were made directly from
Sokoto, in an attempt to limit and control local competition. Another step
taken to prevent open conflict at this time required short-listed candidates
for the kingship to visit Sokoto, where the successful one was appointed.
Recourse to arms was ruled out in this way when Sambo.and his successor Yero
were appointed. How wise this precaution was, the previously mentioned
succession of Kwassau by force in Zaria in 1897 shows, when the precaution was
abandoned.

Some competition preceded the conquest of Zaria; according to local
tradition, Yamusa reproached Shehu dan Fodio on Mallam Musa's appointment,
claiming that the Barebare (or Bornuawa) Fulani should be chosen, as they were
longer resident in Zaria than the Mallawa. Before 1804 a similar rivalry
between Fulani led the Fulani chiefs of Fatika to warn the Habe ruler of Zaria
that the Suleibawa clan were planning to rise and overthrow him. The warning
was heeded, the Suleibawa rising was broken, and the princes of Fatika were
allotted a fief within the city of Zaria itself in gratitude. Rivalry was
thus not simply a product of the conquest, though the effective forms and units
of rivalry certainly were.

Rivalry itself produced attempts at stabilisation, both within the basic
political uni.ts, the dynasties, and between them. By long settle:rr:el'lt inZazzau
and early unsuccessful revolt, the Suleibawa had shown their interest in
the kingship, and they supported the Bornuawa or Barebare dynasty. The
Mallawa sought to balance this by inviting Abdulkarim and his Katsinawa Fulani
into Zaria and conferring favours on them; but this grouping of dominant
Mallawa and their Katsinawa clients was permanently broken when the Sultan of
Sokoto, unable to appoint either Sidi or Hamada aS$arki for fear that the
bitterness of rivalry between them would lead to armed conflict, selected
Abdulkarim as Sarki, with what results for the Mallawa we have seen. In the
following period Katsinawa friendship was transferred to the Bornuawa, while
to-day the Suleibawa tend to support Mallawa claims.

Other non-dynastic Fulani families of political importance were also led
to participate in the contest for power by aligning themselves, however tenta
tively, with one or another of the main contestants. Dynastic marriages gave
some expression to this linkage. Appointments to office, or allocation of

* sarauta" tl tle or office.
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others, free and slave Habe, were enlisted in the same tasks for similar
reasons. We have seen how once such a client, Galadima Suleimanu, became too
powerful for the Sarki himself to remove. Suleimanu achieved this position
by refusing to allow the Sarkin Z~zzau Sambo to fill certain vacant titles,
such as SarkinFada, and by retaining the fiefs and perquisites with his' own.
But this case, to my knowledge, is exceptional. It nevertheless led Sambo
and future kings to rely more on slave officials as executives and to give
them field command. Yawa was despatched to Kacia with an army to raid the
Kadara, Jaba and Kuturmi and Kwaron Zaria of the area. Tagwai Dutse was sent
into Ikulu and Kamantan pagan country. The military scope and importance of
barori (clients) title-holders drawn from Fulani families was in this way
reduced, since effective command was allotted to slave generals. Fin;:l.1ly,;when
European commerce made modern firearms available in quantity, Sarldn Zazzau Yero'
established a monopoly and a~ed his slaves wi th these (the ryan bindiga,. or
riflemen), thereby concentrating military power in the king1s hands.

These titles, for office-holding slaves, for freemen of important
families, and for the descendants of former kings, existed before the FBlani
conquest. In Habe Zazzau there were also. titles held by the king's
daughters" Iya, Magajiya and Mardanni .. to vihich Mallam Musa appointed his
own daughters. On his accession, however, Yamusa abolished this custom,
and appointed men to these offices, and these fimine titles lapsed.
The following list shows only those titles in constant use.between 1804 and
1900 for which fairly aomplete histories have been collected. Though __
probably not a complete table of the state titles of Zaria, it certainly
includes the most important of each class. The towns or tribes tabled
opposite each title are the fiefs associated with the title, those fiefs which
were transferred from one office to another being bracketed and numbered in
order of their transfer. The titles are set out roughly in their traditional
order of importance, and in classes reflecting the status of persons usually
appointed to them and the nature of their attached office. Pagan tribes
given as fiefs are underlined.
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!,uma,._da (sing. rinji, pIs. rinj9_.i:i:., rumad.@,. - slave-towns), provided others.
Mallam Musa also sought support at Sokoto by marriage alliances, giving his
daughter to the Wazirin Sokoto Gidado, a kinsman of the Sultan dan Fodio, but
the allegiance of Gidado's kin and descendants, the Gidadawa Torankawa, became
itself an object of competition, and later Bornuawa kings sought the support
of that group by suitable appointments. A similar competition for the
support of the most ancient Fulani family in Zaria Oity, the Katsinawa ryan
Doto, developed. Oertain other Fulani families of importance filled such
minor titles as Wan1ya, Jisambo, Katuka, etc. from their own groups regularly.
Similarly the Iyan Doto have supplied Zaria with its Limamin Jumm;;tra (chief
priest) and Alkali (judge) in almost unbroken succession up to the present.
It is necessary to realise the complex social context of dynastic competition
provided by the presence of other Fulani families vitally interested in its
issue. Besides the dynasties and groups already mentioned there are
Yegwamawa, Shanunawa, Dokajawa, Azbinawa, Zamfarawa, Wunjawa, Bebejawa and
several other such groups, whose participation and support in the system was
of great importance. From this Fulani substratum were drawn many of the
dagatai (village chiefs) and several more important officials, both then and
now. The great contribution of these non-dynastic Fulani lay in the range of
stable candidates for office their presence made possible. Bound by clien
tage, such men were often more suitable appointees, in a rulerrs eyes, than
the oompeting dynastic oandidates. They were oertainly more easily con
trolled, and more loyal when appointed; hence they were sometimes assigned
offices which involved permanent residence outside Zaria, a.nd might hecve become
in time indistinguishable from the vassals we have mentioned. -This was the case
vdth the sub-states of Kagarko and Lere, both late developments in pagan
country, whose rulers received :tamb~i (the large kettledrums vihich are
insignia of full or vassal chieftainship filled by descent and possessing the
attributes already outlined in the discussion of vassals). From such
families, then, difficult appointments were made, and by them the territory
was extended and certain p~gan tribes brought into its orbit.



Table 21 (Oontd.)

Sarauta \7aruruwan sarautSi

Sarkin Kagarko

Yass~ls (Oontd.)

Jere, Kagarko, Buba, Akote, Kabara, Kazaze, Kurmin Dangana,
Kubo, KUduri, Kasaru.

Magajin Keffi Keffi.

Sarkin Kwoto Kwoto.

Sarkin Jema'a J ema 'an Dororo, Sambon, Nok (now in Zaria Province).

Sarkin Doma Doma.

Sarkin Bagaji Bagaji (now in Keffi).

This list cannot olaim to be complete or free from error. It represents
agreemen·i; of information given separately by old men cf important families
interviewed repeatedly. The very high degree of agreement in their informa~

tion indicates its general reliability and accuracy; even so, it would be
surprising if, for instance, among the fiefs no errors of allotment could be
found. The list shows that re-allocation and transfer of fiefs among the
sarautu took place to some extent. Such re-allocation is certainly reflected
in the different information sometimes received, and only those re-allocations
separately remembered by different informants are given above.
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For a similar reason distinctions between the various classes of ..~~~~t~
must not be taken too rigidly. In the early days a few non-dynastic persons
held titles now regarded as .§arautan 'yan_SaJ.'k-i., or i?arauta-pa...§,p-9,:t:1o (origin) ....
dynastic titles - but it is more common to find members of dynasties holding
titles normally given to clients. This is inevitable to some degree, owing
to the strength of kinship ties operating in the field of appointments.
Another factor tending towards this is the former practice of appointing to
certain titles, such as Dallatu, the.i?ur}lka,;!,. (wife's father or brother) of a
king, a practice which, linked with intra-class marriages, sometimes filled
the titles of clientage with members of a dynasty. Similar variations have
occurred among certain titles of slaves and free clients, such as Madauci or
Turaki Babba. Mallam Musa' s Turaki Babba was a slave of Makau called Ba'idu,
who already held the office when Musa arrived. He was confirmed and served
Musa faithfully, leaving three thousand slaves at his death, which went to his
owners, the Mallav~. Since the end of the nineteenth century this former
slave title has been held by freemen - Kwara, the mother's brother of Sarkin
Zazzau Sambo, Jibirin, a Katsina Fulani, Sule of the Azbinawa, Aliyu Mai-ja
and Ibrahim Mai-Kagarko of the Katsinawa. The former slave title Madauci has
become one of free men· owing to the formal abolition of slavery. In some
cases the office and duties of a title have changed similarly. Originally
the office of Wali held powers of supervising other haktm~j to prevent tyranny
and oppression, hence Wali's praise-song "Me-~@ill.azzalumajU, "the medicine for
oppressors." But the administrative court through which Wali was to have
supervised otherh~i~~~never functioned effectively. In the actual poli....
tioal system, as distinct from the ideal one, it was structurally impracti
cable, notwithstanding its desirability. The title of Sa'i is to my knowledge
the only important creation of a title by the Fulani since their conquest.
Musa appointed Abdulkarim, the future king, first Sa tin Zazzau, with the duty
of supervising relations with the Bush Fulani of the territory and collecting
their tithe of cattle (one in ten where more than thirty cattle were indivi
dually ovmed). The title Waziri was an imitation of Sokoto and has only been
filled intermittently. The first Salenke (Sadi of the Shanunawa) had
judicial functions· only on military expeditions, but to-day Salenke sits in
Zaria over divorce suits. The Turaki title-has also lost its territorial
nature, and is now held by the head of the N.A. Works Department. Other
instances come from the king 's council (ma.ia:j,J§.§;h._Sarki). The important
titles of Iyan Kurama and Rubu, formerly linked with seats on the council,
have now lapsed, vmile the Madauci, holder of a former slave title, sits on
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the present Emirts council. Some idea of the number of lapsed titles is
obtained by comparing the list above with the one given later. The general
administrative change in the public function of titles is also indicated.

The relative political power and importance of the 'Y?:~_§?,_!:~.:i:- (dynastic)
titles and others is illustrated by the number and relative importance of
fiefs a ttached to each. Among 'Y@:.Il Sa±:ki titles that of Madaki was pre...
eminent, and usually held by the reigning Sarki's first son. Among non
dynastic titles, that of Galadima ranked first. This pre-eminence of the
Madaki and Galadima .saraut1;t was formally expressed by drumming on tambari at
their appointments only. Holders of these important titles were empowered to
appoint subordinate titles of their own series. For example, the Madakin
Zazzau* (also called Kaura) has underneath him the following official title
holders: Karfen Dawaki (usually his first son), Makaman Dawaki; Galadiman
Dawaki, Fagacin Dawaki, Turakin Dawaki etc. So for the others. The entire
political structure was in this way formally and permanently expressed in
titular series and relations of subordinate, co-ordinate and supra-ordinate
offices one to another. The general use of this pattern in local communities
and for craft taxation has been shown earlier. Its great strength lay in the
combination of flexibility with a reduplicative hierarchic framework which it
provided. In the Madaki SUb-titles, for instance, the Karfe would be pre
eminent, having under his supervision the greater portion of the fiefs, but
Galadiman Dawaki, who controlled the remainder, was sometimes in fact more
influential. The Madakin Zazzau was able to exert greater control and super
vision through this formal grouping and segmentation of ranks than would
otherwise have been possible. Indeed, if the segmentary principle is strong
and active, formalised and impelling, in any field of Hausa sociology, it is
here in the system of rank and authority that its greatest expression and
foroe is shown.

Inequalities in status, though not in official duties, between the
ly~.!l Sarki and baror;i series of ranks, and pre-eminence of one rank within
each of those series does not mean that gradations of rank hold permanently
within the remainder of each series. Relative importance of a rank other
than Madaki among the 'y§.n Sarl&.;h titles or Galadima among the others depend on
its holder, his kinship and marriage connections, influence with the king,
future chances for the kingship, his wealth and fiefs, his career, and to a
large extent the history of the rank concerned as a springboard for higher
promotion. Promotion to kingship as a rule came from tyan Sarki_ ranks, and
'xan Sarki temporarily holding titles more appropriate to barori were some
times promoted to 'yan Sarki titles when the situation permitted.
Generally, however, _barori were not promoted frombarori titles to tyan SarlQ:
titles, while 'yan SarIs:!. holding 'yan Sar~i titles usually suffered demotion if
appointed to bar9r:j, office. Apart from this, within each series, the titles
hold an abstract equal status, but within and between members of each series
the different status of titles held did not elimi~te competition.

For both series, the offices of clientage, and the hereditary offices
(sarauta pa a~~li) usually filled by members of the dynasties (fyan Sarki),
the main political duties and powers were similar. Title-holders with fiefs
remained within the walls of Zaria City and dealt with their fiefs through
~akad~ (sing. jakad~~ messenger), sometimes given subordinate titles of their
master, sometimes not. Their two main duties were that of annually remitting
two-thirds of the tax oollected from their fiefs, and the provision of military
aid in time of war or on slave raids (-hilcr:i,l. In raids or offeLsive war the
Madaki was given effective command, and fought with the cavalry (masu-dawaki)
led by his Bara,..a,~ (sing. Ba;:9:.~). The Mag'hLin Gari (lit. heir of the town)
remained behind at Zaria City as the king1s deputy, and during his absence,
and was responsible for sending the required supplies by the Madauci. All
other fief-holders and vassals apart from the chiefs of Kwoto, Keffi, Doma
and Jema'a accompanied the king with their traditional contingents.

-----------------
* l1adakI I~ the shortened form of l1aI"'ClawakI, "the owner of horses". In war the MadakI was the

leader of cavalry. A certaIn number of horses were attached to the tItle permanently, and It Is
saId that S.Z. Samba dIsmIssed Anu, the son of Yamllsa, from the title of l1adakl for the offence of
sellIng orr the horses attached to the offlce.
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The most impor~ant common attribute of all ranks, however, was their
complete dependence of tenure on the Sarki's favour; as noted in local com
munities, this gave rise to competition in loyalty to the ruler, and was
correla.ted with the practice of dismissing members of rival dynasties from
office on a king IS accession, to the degree illustrated by the following
table. For Wali anq. Makama Karami the records are incomplete, hence 'their
exclusion"
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!abl.£.~?. Record of appointments to and dismissalS f!'Om the principal dynastic offices (i.e. those filled by 'lan Sar~i - princes) since 1804.

!;¥Il

1\m"'<l1US~~E~.r_L.l~)

Q.<:Q....Gala9}.J1l1l,

.§ls!.!._!:!?.9.':l.~.lf~.!E~ (HI

WOlllb~

Fache•. (Habe)
(dIed)"---'--

-----_._..- .._----------_._--_._-----_._-----.
Hagajin Gar_i

;(j~!,,-a£U.!1':l.sal..s...~g!:)

Had~

.._-- __._---_._-.__ ..__.__._ __._-_._._--_..•_.._--._---_._--_._.__ __.._.-._-_ .....••__.......•__.-.._ __.-.._----
HaKa;y~. (Kwantambal~)

( fled)
Yamusa (B.)

SarK.!.!.I...EAZ"Il!1

M. H~Il.!....J.!:!l

1804-1821

._---'_._--~-'-;,..."-".

-<."- "-"'-_.,--_..~ ---_._-_._------------'"-~.,"~--""----_._---_._,--

---.....
\.D
0'\
o
CD

'.........
CD
IJl

-.._-._._-----_._._-_ ...._-- ._----,..._----
Yamusa..._.H!)

1821-1834

--_._-----.

( promoted S.Z.)
,La;ye. -,_tE....I},)

( died)
lliJ!!lad.fu...._-lill

( dismissed)
f.l.9.P.ai;<l.o.....(J1}

(died)
!!1l1J!.man•.JJ2)

Soden~!. (!:!~lll
(di ed)

Hamman Sanl.!....Jil)

:

( dismissed)
;Atllm. (12)

----_...._._---._--

tc.!29U :lK?£im•._UU
(formerly SaIl)

18,34-1846

(dl srnlssed)
g.bubaKar. (11).

(dismissed)
>!.amoLJ~)

( d ismi ssed)

---.._.,---.,------

(di smi ssed)

t>liyu. i~)

::::l Hamada. OJ)
1846. 52 days No appointment

_._---._--------
Mamman Sani (B)

1846-1860

( dismissed)
Abdu. (Il)

( died)
,§ule.~)

( died)
No appointment

( ciismissed)

Hammqn..lB)
( reinstated)

(promoted S. Zo.)

Anu. (12)
Sidi Abdulkadiri. (M)
--ere instatedj-'-"""

(di smissed)

!l2@!'!!!!....JB)
(died) ••.

£l1d1 Abdulkad.!.!:~

(M)

1860

Abdullahi. 1.12.)
( dismissed)

Jembari (Ful: _ Joll)

(promoted S.Z.)

Iblro. jJ3J
Aliyu (K)
'(reinstated)

--------- ------..._--_._----_._-_.__._._--------.

~-,·,,.o,,'*;;;'kt~;:.,'

-..,:..i'c ~~.

-.' ~;;"''""~;;,',~~4BIW@&'It'<'¥::ii~~~~:s'~~';;f,;j~~
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Table ?? (Contd.)-----_._--
sarkin Z_~zal,l

AbdUsallami. (lli.
( formerly Makama I I)

1860-1863

l1adaki Wombai Dan Galatii rna, ~

Abdullahi, (B)

1863-1873

(promoted S.Z.)

Ibiro. ' (B)
( died)
(Yero, (B)

( di sm1 ssed)

AUdl!. U!)

(dismissed by Sakata)

Abubakar. (M)

(promoted l1adak i)

Husseini, IB)
(died) .. _.

( died)

AMurrahma]}.~_tlS,l

Abubakar, (M)

1873-1676

( dismissed)

Ali, (11).

( promoted S.Z.)

Samba. (K) Nuhu, (11)

-J
'00

Abdullahi. {Bl
, (reInstated)
187&-01881

( di smissed)
Yero. (B)

:

( di smi ssed)

(alsmissed1--'
fate. _m)

( died)
zubairu. (B).

!lsuman. (Ii)
(promoted Wombai)

Sule l1ai-Turare (B)

Bemurna. (l:l)
( died)

gaMo. (M)

( died)
Allyn, (11)

( dl smi ssed)

Baba Gana. (K)

(dismissed by Sakata)

i\Ilu. (Bl
( cilsmissed)

Lawal, .!.!<l.

(promoted S. Z. )
(Appointments, made by
Sakata until British
occupat1ont 1902),
gubahu (m (died)
Nuhu (11) "

"._.•._._... __ ,. Yaro (M) (died) SatadU (M) (died) .
(dismissed) (dismissed) •

Kwassau. (B) l1ai-Kawari, (B)
'.. '('difiCi)---'

Dalhatu. (B)

Y.\lro. {BL
( formerly Madaki)

1890-1897

[ambo. J!.)

1881-1890

.Kwassau, (A)
1897-1902

( deposed by
British)

(promoted S.Z.)

Kindi Ibrahim• .J.B.)

6-month interregnum. Galadima SUleimanu as Regent

... 5 ' T' •. , .,,'•.•" . ""., " IT,,, 'm.....



'?.!t!.~ ..._?g (Centd;)
""",""-""-",-,,--~",---,,,--_._--.._------_."_.,,.,",-"..,.".__.,~-"------"'"------,-"-"----_._._""'-----"._"'"-,------------_.

r--
~

\.0
0"\
o
CD

..........
CD
-...J

S~k,!Il..~~.:;;.~y
..._-_._--_.-~-

Allyn. (M)
190~r92(f
(deposed by
British)

l1ada~I

( di smi ssed)

So.' i d!!L-.U.!)
( di smissee! B)

.:yero. _0::.11
(dismissed B)

.Eal idu,__(1)
(reinstated)

l1agajin Gari

( dismissed)

l1uhammadt!L..J~)
(dismissed B)

H§.l1ru. (,fi)
(dismissed H)

Da1hatu. (B)

Womoaf

( promoted B. Z. )

Batadu. (ML
( di smi ssed B)

Mamman ..Q.~Qg~!:!)

Q~ Ga1adi.J!19:.

(dismissed)

APba~.WJ

!y.st

( di smi ssed)

I.r.Q.••_lL4.;!,l... J;1hw.Q!lQ)
( died)

AbdullaQ.h-....W)

Da1hatu•.._{l:l)

1920-1924

( dismissed)
ilbdu•.1!3J

( died)
.S-hehu. Jll)

(promoted S.Z.)

Abdulkadiri. _.U?)
( dismissed)

Usuman. JJ.l)
( dismissed)

Zubairu. (B)
( dismissed)

No appointment

-4
\.0

Ibrahim. (B)
-(formerJ¥-Panmadami)
1924'-1936

"
(dismissed B)

No appointment

1<

( promoted)

]:.adan. (Fu1: Dan D.!For!)

.Abdu11ahl,,_1J:l)
(reinstD.tcd B)
(di ed)

Kwassa!!Jjl!.I\..)
(dismissed B)

b..minu. -.lli)

(still in office)(died 1950)still in otfice

Mamman Gabdo. (M)
( formerly Wombat;·
dismissed by B.Z.
Da1hatu)

Shehu._.Jm
Still in office

Ja t afarti•. (B)
·{formerlY-Katuka)
19;36-

Notes on the Tal:>.~"

(1) With the exception of Wombai Ba1adu, appointed by S.Z. Sambo, who has been entered on the same line as his predecessorYaro for convenience in tabulation, the holders of any
office are listed one below another in order of appointment, and where a man continued in office under a new king, this is indicated by a descending dotted line, thus : •

(2) A manls family is indicated by an initial in brackets lImiJediate1yafter his name, as follows:- (M) - Ma1lawa. (K) - Katsinawa. (Z) - Zamfarawa. (B) - Bornuawa.
(S) - SU1eibawa. (S. R•. ) - Suleibawa of RicHa.
C\)nnec.tions With other kinship groUps aI'O written In full.

(Dismissed) indioates dismissal by the reigning(3) The manner In which a manls tenure of oftlce ends is indicated in brackets under his name - thus: !1akayo. j_K!Y.~.Qt;.9IDQg,;!',,)••
( fled)

(Dismissed B) or (reinstated B) indicate the Hausa viow that such changes in office were due to pressure on the Emir from the BritishKing in whose column the entry appears.
Administration.

(4) Appointments to Madaki Wombai, and Danga1adima in Sambols reign were made by Sokoto.
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A table of this kind gives excellent data on the internal political
history of Zaria since 1804, although incompleteness and inaccuracies are
unavoidable. This information is remembered, not written down; it was given
to me by the man the Hausa in Zaria recognised as the best source of informa
tion on local history, Mallam Ibrahim Mijiniya, a grandson of Mallam M~sa then
aged 86. At the interviews on this subjeotthree other elders of like J;'epu
tation and interest were sometimes present to spur Ibrahim on to his best form.
Such inexactness as there must inevitably be in a recall of this kind is not
great enough to deprive this chart and method of value. The original infor
mation, completely checked twice later, was given again without any changes.
The preceding chart is thus sufficiently accurate to have great value for us,
and contains nothing of which Mallam Ibrahim was uncertain. Moreover, it has
the great merit of giving this historical analysis a basis of objective fact.
It is on a chart of this kind for some 37 Zaria sarautu that the foregoing
observations have been based, and against this background only that the modern
political system can be understood.

The chart shows the oomparative value of different titles as sPfingboards
for the highest prumotion. In this connection, information on Wali and
Makama Karami titles is not neoessary; the only Makama to beoome Sarki was
Abdusallami, while no Wali has ever been thus promoted. Six of the twelve
kings appointed between 1804 and 1900 held the title Madaki prior to appoint
ment, three of them having been given promotion from this offioe; three
nineteenth-oentury kings vrere also appointed from Wombai, and the first post
oocupation Emir, Aliyu, was also appointed from it. No one holding the Iya or
Magajin Gari titles was promoted directly to the kingship before 1902, while
Sidi is the only case of promotion from Dan Galadima. Differenoes in these
rates of promotion are reflected in the importance of the various titles as
springboards for future kingship, and in the degrees of competition for each
that result.

The most striking feature of this chart is its horizontal kinship align
ment, and the evidence it affords of distrust and rivalry between the
dynasties and common political interest within them. That Mallam Musa's
appointments were not confined to his kin to the extent that later beoame cus
tomary, implies a rapid post-oonquest growth of rivalry for offioe along
dynastio lines. Kings gave effect to this on their aooession by dismissing
persons attached to rival groups from important offioe to the extent shown on
the chart. The intervention of Sokoto to check this was only partially
successful. In the period of British rule, three persons dismissed from
offioe on these grounds have been reinstated as guiltless of administrative
offence. These are Iya Abdullahi, Mamman Gabdo, the present Magajin Gari,
and the Emir* Ibrahim, who as Danmadami was dismissed by the Mallawa Emir
Aliyu and reinstated under British pressure. Vinether the Administration in
fact instigated such appointments and dismissals is not relevant here, sinoe
we are ooncerned with the Hausa interpretation of events and changes occurring
in the internal political life of their state, and they interpret these and
certain other changes of office which are inconsistent with native political
struoture as due to Administrative pressure. Aliyu1s reinstatement of his
eldest son (dan fari), Madaki Safidu,who had previously been dismissed at
Administrative request, expressed the determination of an Emir to have as his
more important officials people bound to him by strong and loyal ties of
kinship. Henoe the motive for dismissing certain offioials and appointing
other persons to the titles - the need of a ruler for loyalty in such a system
of oompeting politioal units defined in terms of kinship. The frequency wi th
which persons of rival kin-group& are removed from office and successors
belonging to the Sarki's kin-group are installed is as impressive in the
record as is its effect. So drastic a method of crushing rivalry only inten
sified the bitterness and motivation of that which it sought to crUSh; a
Sarkion accession dismissed his rivals and their sympathisers from office,
depriving them of its revenue and power, and installed his kinsmen and
favourites. For the deprived rivals, his reign was a time of trouble during
which to plan and work for revenge. If on the Sarki's death one of their own
group was appointed king, the obligation to Rhare good fortune with his kin

* The Brltisn Administration refers to rulers of N. Nigerian Moslem States whom they have confirmed
or appointed as "Emirs". This practice will be followed here.
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and supporters by providing them witl::l lucrative offices, as well as the need
for trusted subordinates and the necessity to immobilise his rivals and reduce
their powerJ inevitably produced. a fresh series of <di.Sl!lissals and appointments,
and gave new strength.to the rivalry on which thy system is based. Within
each dynasty, likewise, competition followed descent lines, and solidarity was
in ratio to closeness of kinship. Sons of tl::le same Sarki are said to be
members of their father's z8.ure (entrance hut), but within this group there is
keen competi tion between members of 'different daku~ (sing. <iaki.., hut - i.e.
between half-brothers). Within the Bornuawa dynasty, the dismissal of the
last Emir Ibrahim's son Danmadami on a minor offence within a year of the
present Emir's accession is an instance of the first proposition; the appoint
ment of the present Emir's closest male relative to his own previous title,
Katuka, bears out the second. As the tale of Sidi Abdulkadiri showed, it
could ,hardly. be otherwise~

After' his victory, Mallam. Musa allotted lands to theFulani kin-groups
who had helped him under the Maliki law ofanwa~ (Violence). On these lands
were built. the rumad~. or rin,joji (sing. rinji, slave-Villages) of the families
coneerned. . The following list of the more important rumada of the various
Fulani families indicates the importance of this practice.

Table 23. Slave settlements of the principal Fulanifamilies.

Family

,Dynasties

Slave settlements
(Rumada or rinjoj~)

~ ,

I'
I:

Mallawa Likoro, Taban Sidi, Bassawa, Sabon Gari, Dan Damisa,
Magada, Sakadadi, Farin kasa, Durum.

Bornuawa ..

Katsinawa ..

Suleibawa ..

Farda, Taban Sani, Taban Yamusa, Nassarawa, Kb.:koJ
Jigiro, Kohoto, Birnin Yero, Bugan Aba, Surdu,
Kaikaiyi.

Guga, Madobi, Tsibiri, Bajimi, Biye, Hunkuyi, Talakawa.

... Igabi, Mazangamo, Kwasallo, Ricifa, Dambo.

Katsinawa 'yan Doto Kufena, Rafin Yashi, Keffin Limam.

Dokajawa (Fil~in_

Tofa).... . . ..... Birnin Bawa.

Ycgwamawa Kagarko, Bagaldi, Abote, Babu•

Katukawa ....... Keffin Katuka, Keffin Fagaci, Surdu.

Torankawa Gidadawa Musawa, Farin Kasa, Karo.

Royal Estates linke~e Throne.

.
Zagina, Dambi, Gigo, Lifita,Kohoto•

Note.• More than one family sometimes had settlements in the same area, hence
some villages are entered twice.

A description of rin.io,j:i, is given later. The incomplete table above is
quoted to indicate their number and importance. Apart from pilgrimage and
clientage, the building and owning ()f rinjoji alone offered a means of support
to aris~ocrats without political office, since native commerce then, as now,
was closely linked with political power. Hence the rapid development of
rinjoji and the constant raids into pagan areas for slaves; for the state
these raids were one of its chief sources of income; for the individual the
rinjJ was his proper form of investment. Building rinjo,j:j, was the typical
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form that investment of capital took in Zaria; it was accorded high prestige,
and was the one method of insurance against political disaster open to the
nobleman and his descendants. For these reasons fiefholders often built
themselves one or more rinjoj~ to which they could retire. The neoessary
slaves were only obtainable by inheritance, purchase or war, and of these
means war yielded the greatest number. Hence the familiar phenomenon of
internal tensions giving rise to external conflicts, to slave wars and the
multiplication ofrinjoj~ under the mistaken belief that they provided ade
quate political insurance. Development of ruma~ was itself proportionate to
the poUtical power of the owner-family (iya..yer;tgi;gJ, and a ground for, as
well as a product of this. Secondly, rumad~ cOlUd only provide adequate
insurance if competitors agreed to refrain from interference with one another~

villages, and only while the Emirate was not invaded. Nei ther of these two
condi tions were permanently fulfilled. ·When, in the reign of Mamman Sani
(18340-46) new forms of taxation were ordered from Sakoto throughout the Fulani
Empire, certain Habe Mallams revolted against this. Among them was a HabE? of
Tsokuwa in Kano called Mallam Hamza, who fled to the Ningi tribe in Bauchi,
and, becoming their chief, determinedly waged war on the neighbouring Fulani
states. Of these, Zaria suffered longest and most heavily. The Ningi
attack outside the walls of Zaria City in Sambo's time illustrates the power
lessness of the kingdom, and the reason for Sambots deposition by Sokoto was
this oontinued inability to resist. During the Ningi raids, which lasted
until the British occupation, aristocrats placed their ruma4e. further to the
south and west, away from the attackers•. This gave uncertain safety; later
Ningi raids penetrated as far sout~ as Kaoia. The only answer, barring
defeat of the Ningi, was increased slave-raiding by Zaria itself. To this
end, slave-generals were sent with armies to the areas of Ikulu, Jaba, Kwaron
Zaria and Kadara tribes. Thus Ningi raids reduced the security and stability
offered by building rinjoJi, but stimulated Zaria to increased slave-raiding.

Finally, in the reign of Yero, the tacit agreement not to interfere with
a competitor's rinjoji also broke down, and was replaced by a custom known as
~ - the forcible seizure of slaves from their owners by the riflemen C~an

bindig§:.) of the Sarki.*

--------------------------------_._--
* A more detailed analysts of the. political history and deVelopment of Zazzau from the Babe ~ertod

until 1950 has been prepared for publication since this report was written, under the title of
I Government in Zazzau, 1800-1950••

I :~
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and Authorityin the_ state ~ro-c!~

~_ The Present Character of, Politic.§tl Aill?o_=!:ntmerl~§

It I:lhould by now be clear that we are dealing with a complex Stateinto
the C9nst:i:t1J,tion of which have entered several different bodies of tradition
and ethnic groups. The nearest comparable pl!blished material is that on the
Nupe by Pr.'Nadel, and a good deal of his data and analysis are of the
greatest~elevancehere. But there are differences; whereas among the Nupe,
Nadel states that family is not a very important factor at the higher levels
of the political structure,* in Zaria ties of descent and kinship have pla,yed.
a very great part, both in determining the constitution of the Emirate and
the general course of its history. In this context it is necessarY to stress
one or two ,aspects of kinship without which the politic.:al history and consti
tution 01 the present FulaniEmirate is unintelligible.

Firstly, there is the very great weight attached to patrilineal descent
where matters of inheritance fl.nd succession are concerned, but there is rio
rule of primogeniture. Secondly, even nmong tht;; three dynastic groups,
descent from the same vroman is a determinate factor in some political
alignments; that is to say, brothers having the same mother as.well as f'ath(jr.
(dakinsu da;fa,) have a solidarity which does not exist, except in opposition to
non-r'elated groups, between brothers with the same father but different
mothers, (dakinsudabm,). Again, brothers by the same mother ,uth,different
fathers share a co-;:p~;~tive spirit and friendliness (zumunta) which is nO,t
always ineffective in political lif'e, and which Rausa say f'ar exceeds the '
zumunta of' half-brothers by the same father. Where gain and office are con";cerne-a; paternal half'-brothers are regarded as the natural competitors and
enemies of each other, so long as there is no common threat against them from
non-related groups.

The table of' Native Authority employees below, as they are grouped in
dynasties and other ranks, will show the degree to which an Emir at once ful
fils his kinship obligations and assures himself' of a fairly loyal entourage,
and the care which must be eX'1rcised in distributing the larger offices, such,·
as District Headships. It will be noticed that only eight of the seventeen
District Heads in 1945 were drawn from the present Emir's family, whereas five
had no dynastic connections and owe their position to him personally, since
under Indirect Rule he has the deciding voice in their appointments. Of'
these eight Bornuavia District Heads (or hakiJJl~jJ, one is the Emir's brother
and was appointed by him, and he also appointed one other Bornuawa hakimi. That
is to say, Df the nine ccppointments me-de by the present Emir to District Headships
Lmtil 1950, only two have been memters of his family. One reason for this is
that the Emir lacks sons; if we compare the appointments of his two predeces
sors Ibrahim and: Dalhatu, we find that each appointed two sons to District
Headships, in addition to other members of their families. "Appointments to
offices in one's control are most often f'illed either by one's descendants,
full siblings, or members of one's close kin linked to the appointer by ties
of marriage as well; This mechanism of marriages between and within dynas
ties carries most weight when an Emir lacks descendants and full brothers.
On the other hand, as the Native Authority table shows, out of the 206
employed members of the three dynastic families, 120 are theiEmir1s kinsmen,
the majori ty of' th6lj1 occupying pos ts of' less immediate aUtn6rity, such as
Messengers, but of political utility to the Emir.
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Family Connections of Officials & N.!. Employee~~2.

Dept:
Total

(B) (YD)
Non

Other Fulani
South:

Nigerian

3

...
District Heads .....17
Scribes 21
Assit: S·~~ib~~:::·::"·"" 20
Messengers _ 58

Emir's Offic§l 7 2...... 1 1 2 (3)"
MessengerJ?-d dd .... 19 4 2 1 12 (.. )

--=====~:::::::..:::.:.:.:.::::.:.:::.:.;;.;~~----=----=-~----_.__-'-:'-=~-!..-_._._._.._....

8 1 2 1 2 3 (9)
1 1 4 2 7 6 (6)

1~ ~ ~ 1 16 2~ ~~ ~
Native Courts:
Alkalai -& Muftis:-

Zaria City d.25
Districts. 29
Kaduna d ...ddd,ddd..... . 8

3
12

1

2

2
3 ...

7
6

4
3

5
5
2 ~

... )
-)
1)

3

4-

Ward Heads &
Scribes, TudUIl:
'Wada & Zari~ City 25

N.A.
TreasurYdddddddddd14
Zaria Prisondddd ... d.5
Fublio '[orks.. dd ...dd.8.5
Dispensarief:!dddd ..dd12
Health Dept. ddd 51
Agricultura+ddd ddd.33
.Veterinary... d d.ddd27
ForestrY....d.dddd 50
Schools" 83

...-
13

1

35

6 (12)
1 (4)
3 (7)
4 (1)

19 (22)
9 (5)
5 (-)

12 (-)
39 (83)

186 (162) 59

5

5
1
4-

8
7

11
7

21

97

1

1
1
2

1
1

...

22

,4

2
2

6
4

1
1
1

2
1
9
6
2
8
2

18
9

12

120 28589Total
u _ •• • __ ••• _ •• ._••__• _

(B) - Bornuawa.

(T) ... Torankawa.

(M) - Mallawa. (K) - Katsinavva. (Dynasties)

(YD) - 'yan Doto (Chief Alkali's family).

* Bracketed figures refer to number of Northern officials of each category
who have been to scllools organised on European lines, using Roman script.

B. Aspects of Rank in modern Zaria

It is no exaggeration to say that, with Islam and chiefship, rank perv3.des
every aspect of the social life of the Hausa of Zaria. The differences of
rank are expressed and symbolised in many striking ways; thus the Emir alone
proceeds, on State occasions, under a large velvet umbrella; persons of
different rank: and title are differentiated by distinctive methods of folding
their turbans and by other details of dress; greetings differ with the rank
of the person addressed, among those proper to the Emir being, "Ran Sark~~

dade~r (May the king IS life belong), and "Allah ya ba Sarki na~~~~ (God grant
the king victory). Inferiors prostrate themselves before persons of superior
rank, do not speak until they are spoken to, and do not rise until they are
dismissed. Shoes are always removed in the presence of a superior. Certain
musical instruments such as the kakak~, a horn of beaten silver or brass, six
or seven feet long, and the fare or pO~E'?!!1:.:i, a shorter wooden horn, may only .
be played for the Emir;tambar;1, (twin kettle-drums 2t feet in diameter) have
already been mentioned as part of the insignia of vassal chiefs, as wel+ as
of the Emir. When Barth was in Rausa country a hundred years ago, a subject
entering the presence of a chief, even a village chief, prostrated himself
and then covered his head with dirt and ashes before entering upon the appro....
priate greetings. It is said to have been an oblig~tion of Emirs until
quite recently never to wear washed clothes, but to give away their robes
(riguna, sing. riga) after wearing them a week. .The distinctions of dress,
of size of palace, of etiquette, and the symbols of rank to which Hausa
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C3J. Non-territorial t::j.tle§..

Ikara.
Lere
Zangon Katab
zangon Aya
Kacia
Ohikum
Rigacikum

No holder at

MadakiH...H.....
Dalhatu
Katuka.
Danmadami.

H.. WombaL.
Sati.
Dangaladima

(Died 1950.
present).

85

Zaria CityH HH
and errvironsH

Sabon Gari.
Kaduna ..
Makarfi ..
Giwa H.' H... mH.
Anchau .
Kagarko
Soba

Main titles in use in Zari.?- in.-192Q.

Galadima
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Iya
Magajin GarL
Wali .H .. HHH
Fagaci.
Sarkin Fada
Makama Babba
Makama Karami

Ma'aji N.A. Treasurer
TurakL. . .. N.A. Master of Works
MardannL '..H.H ..H.Head of N.A. Agrioultural Department
Sarkin RuwaHFormerly in charge of Emir's Offioe
Madauoi. Private Secretary of the Emir
Magatakarda.. . Chief Scribe
Wakilin Doka ... H Head of N.A. Police
Yari H.HHH H Warder of Prison
Galadiman Asibiti.Head of N.A. Dispensaries
Sarkin Tsabta. """ Sanitary Dept.
Sarkin Shanu.. """ Veterinary Dept.
Sarkin Daji. . """ Forestry Dept.

At this atage is may be as well to name and classify the main ti ties in
use in Zaria in 1950, before differentiating various grades of rank, their
rights and obligations.

attach so much meaning owe their continuing significance to the functions
which this carefully graded systems of ranks performs in maintaining the uni
ties and equilibrium of social structure. That is to say, Hausa do not value
rank for rank's sake only, but for the authority it confers on the individual,
and the stability which such a principle produces in the social order; Rausa
do not seek rank pUrely for the formalities attaching to superior status, but
for the authority and consequent prosperity vihich such status confers.

Two pagan Districts under Habe District Heads, Kauru and Kajuru, which were
formerly vassal-states, retain their own lineage of ohiefs and are not
included here.

(1) Emir of Zaria ... Sarkin Zazzau

(2) Territorial Title.:s. ... District Heads, (hakima:i,) and their Districts

(4) Leg"!:.l Title§..

Alkalin AlkalaL H..... Chief Alkali. (Judge)
SalenkeHo 'HDivorce Judge in Zaria Oity
Alkali. . HHAny of the District Judges
MuhutL H' Assessor. (2 or more assist each AlJsaljJ
Alkalin Kasuwa. HJudge in Zaria Oity Market

There is no permanent and rigid division between the territorial
sarautu and the non-territorial ones. All holders of titles to whioh fiefs
~~~f;rmerly attached are oalled hakim~i, but here the term hakimai is used
in a narrower sense to refer to holders of titles with territorial adminis
trative functions at present. Again, although the past five Katuka have
ruled in Zangon Katab District, it is quite possible that the title Katuka
oould be made a non-territorial §~aui~ and its holder could fill the offioe
of Master of Works or of Agrioulture. This aotually happened to the title

Limamin Juma tau H'.H.. HSenior ima.I1!.
Limamin KonaH...... ..Habe imam. in Zaria City.
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Turald, formerly a territorial Earaut~, now anon-territorial one. (N.A.
Master of Works). On the other hand, when Makama Karami, D.H. Saba District,
died recently his successor, formerly Mardanni, took the title of Makama
Karami on appointment. It is quite cO!lllllon for titles to lapse for years, no
appointments being made to them; for example, in 1950 the title of Dan
Galadima lapsed on its holdcrls death.

There are, at the present time, more titles than offices; a reduction in
the number of §araut~, territorial and other, has in fact taken place, and
this has not been without its effect on the political system. As there has
been a tendency, which in some cases amounts to a rule, for certain less
important saraut~ to descend in certain families (for example, Jisambo,
Wan 'ya), the overall reduction of available §...araut~ has had the double effect
of reducing the prosperity of the aristocrats, and increasing the keenness of
competition for the remaining titles. The links between family and rank are
many and important. Vfuere, for instance, one member of the ryan DotQ, a
family who have supplied Zaria with its Alka".lai for generations, has accepted
office as a territorial llakim.;i., some ill-feeling has been generated both
within his family and outside it, for such a departure from precedent
threatens the security of a system whose operation partly depends on the
acquiescence of the main ruling families in the historical allocation of
offices between them. If there were no such delimitations of competition,
the system might become unworkable; if, for example, a Madauci or an Alkali
were free to seek one another's titles, or to aspire to the Emirate, the ten
sions generated would hinder the state in the proper performance of its more
departmentalised functions, and it has become a rule that to aspire to the
kingship, membership of a dynasty by birth, and tenure of a territorial title
reserved for ryan Sarki is a pre-requisite; thus, by limitation of the
possible number of claimants to the principal hakimai such as Madaki, Wombai,
the sphere within which competition for the throne and principal titles may
take place is considerably reduced.

A similar effect of descent is observed among the ryan Sar~~ (princes).
By virtue of their descent (asali); they are superior in status to all other
titled noblemen, and even when without office a dan Sark~ takes precedence
socially over a hakimi not directly descended from a former king. There are
in fact two different classes of office and offioe-holders, as was previously
indicated in the discussions of cO!lllllunity stratifioation, (cf. P. 53, Local
OO!lllllunity Structure), and of factors in the historical development of the
state. Briefly, certain offices are preserved traditionally for members of
the dangin sarauta or ruling family, who alone are eligible to compete for or
hold them by right of descent (asali). This class of ranks and offices is
known as sarauta na asali in contradistinction to all othersaraut~, which are
distributed among important clients (barort) of the overlord, and are appro
priately described as sarauta na cafk~ (offices of allegianceJ The terms
sar8J':Ull§- or masu-sarauia.:, used loosely, refer to both classes of office
holders, but sarakuna (sing. Sll£kiJ also has a narrower meaning as the term
applied to persons holding sarautu na asal;i. (dynastic ranks), who are always
ryan Sarlf.i, and other men eligible by dynastio affiliations for similar and
higher appointments.

~Yan Sa~~~ seem to have the right of free access to the Emir, and they
distinguish themselves symbolically in their dress, the folds of their turbans,
the decorations of their horses, and their entourage. When in power they are
the heads of their respective lineages; when out of power, they are at the
very least potential .hakimai and ultimately possible future Emirs. One
measure of the estimate public opinion forms of their chances is immediately
noticeable in the numbers and prosperity of their clients. These expect
that their services will be rewarded when their patron succeeds to office,
and it is an obligation for successful candidates to distribute offices
among their followers in much the same way as a successful American politi
cian has to do. On the other hand, ryan Sark:.i lacking clients, cattle or
farms can either attach themselves to the reigning Emir or to a leading hElliim:j,
in the hopes of appointment to office, or, failing to secure adequate rewards
for their services, spend large portions of their time touring the country
to visit the more prosperous members of their family, and indeed any office
holder, for the purpose of receiving hospitality, gifts and loans. As
concubinage in the past allowed the kings extensilte opportunities for

,
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':' tie,IIman Sani' (1846-186o) was the son of Yemusa by a poncuj)ine:
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Ohief of king1s entourage

._.._YOhief of War"
.... Reconnaissance leader
. ...Oavalry officer (under Madaki)
.... Raider
..... Head of stables
....Stable official

.. ..Ohief of bowmen

Majidadi ..

Sarkin Yaki-.-
Magayaki ..
Barde _..
MaharL
ShamakL
Baraya .. . .
Sarkin Baka .
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With the exception of the 'y.~n.__~!c_:i" the following are the ranks in
descending order of present political importance, which is not necessarily the
same as status:

The military titles mentioned in this list which are still held in Zaria at
prese~t are as follows:

The Ohief Alkali
Other members of the Emir's Oouncil
Territorial title-holders (h~~~:i, -District Heads)
Non-territorial titles whose holders are not members of the
Emir's council

Military titles
Slave titles

Although the list at the head of this page looks like a continuous series,
it contains two distinct groups of ranks - slave and free. It has happened
that a ruler would select the most trustworthy of his slave offioials and
confer on him one of the "free" titles, extending his duties at the same time,
and even placing a district or town under his control. But this was rare and
purely temporary; the slave remained a slave and virtually abandoned hopes of
manumission on the receipt of such high favours, and·on his death the title
reverted to the ranks of free men. On the other hand, it would be regarded
as most unusual for a king to confer on a free noble a title appropriate for
a slave. So that, excluding these exceptions, there are two parallel systems
of titles, one for slaves who performed the duties of war, supply, and at-her
more menial functions, another for free men who administered territo~ies or
departments placed under their control. As is to be expected, with the pro
hibition of war and slavery, the need for' slave functionaries has been reduced,
and to an increasing degree duties which were 'performed by slaves have been
attached to the departmental titles of free men. Originally, when slave
functionaries, according to accounts, formed a large portion of the title
holders of the state, and the friction between these slave officials and the
common people ;vas sometimes considerable and bitter, the division noted above
between the two sets of ranks prevented any serious tension developing between
the groups. as groups; a slave was a slave in the eyes of a nobleman, whatever
his rank and the nobility, if not this or that particular nobleman, were the
nobility' in the eyes of slaves. The two, in fact, given the conditions out
-J,ined above could not do without each-other; a symbiotic arrangement was
inevitable 'Which allowed selected slaves, as delegates of the ruling class,
to exercis~ certain rights over the common population, and assured the

Some of these military titles were conferred on slaves, and other slaves
received lesser civic titles; thus Madauci was the hereditary title of a
slave family whose duty was to look after supplies; at the present day,
however, the holder of this title occupies a position on the Emir's council.
Instances could be quoted to show the mobility of certain slave title-holders
who, by proving their loyalty to the throne, would often be entrusted with
wider duties and powers, largely because they were considered more reliable in
many cases than men whose birth gave them potential claims to the- throne.

reproduction, and the children of their concubines are regarded with little
less awe than those of their wives~ it will be appreciated that the visits of
'yaIl.Sarki form a heavy item in the expenses of rich noblemen and successful
merchants.



nobility of the loyalty of their slaves and the control of the talakawa,
(conunon people). It has not been accidental that the great majority of the
Native Authority police (l:JTandoka) were until quite recently drawn from among
former slaves of the Emirs~·--···,m--..._.

In effect, therefore, as Dr. Nadel has pointed out for Nupe, the graded
system of ranks, with the rights and duties attaching to them, involved the
participation alike of free men and slaves. It is said that in the old days
in the slave-market, before a purchase could be made the slave to be sold had
the right of questioning, and of accepting or rejecting his would-be
purchaser, and informants relate that one of the main grounds for the slave's
choice of his future owner was the rank and political chances of the lord.
Attached to a nobleman, slaves sought that he should delegate authority to
them and confer titles upon them in much the same way and for the same reasons
that noblemen sought the Sarki's favour; just as the Sarki would allot two or
three towns to a favourite for supervision and tax-collecting, so the .'
favourite in his turn would allot a town or the ward of a town to his
favouri te slave or ;t~Eada (messenger) ~ often one Bnd the same person.,

Rank and office had their ultimate meaning, then, in the delegation of
political functions such as tax-collection, jurisdiction and autocratic
control of an area and its population, under such condi tions that the holder of
the office was virtually free to do as he wished, provided that he turned over
to his superior the amount of tax (formerly g_~!1~~. or~],l,Q4._!!.J!=~~§:, now.OOl:§..1:i,J
or gifts (known as gaisu~~ greetings) which was expected, and a little more
to ensure continuing favour by a demonstration of loyalty.

As the conditions of slave-raiding made it extremely unwise for the
common people to leave their homes and move elsewhere, they could only seek
protection from an oppressive .iakad§,. by securing an advocate from the ranks of
free men whose close relations with the fiefholder seemed to give hope that he
could secUre the removal of the jakada, or at least an order that he should
not molest them personally. Such advocacy was sought with gifts, and the ,
protector (a bafad?, ... courtier, pl. fadaW1),) sometimes came to occupy the posi....
tion of middleman between the lord and his subjects in opposition to the other
middleman, the jakada, (messenger). In this way the position of the lord
vis-a...vis both the ,jakada, and the population was strengthened, as the lord
could agree to restrain thejakaci13,. if the proper gifts were forthcoming ...
usually phrased as the prompt return of taxes, the true amount of which was
knowno~y to the fiefholder and his superior. It follows that the bafada,
(courtier) and the .ja.kaeJ,§, (messenger) were often in competition with each
other; while fadawa, were usually free men, jakadu,.were often slaves, and this
competition, basioally eoonomic, frequently expressed itself in terms of
status; but whereas the .iaka<1,a" if a slave, could not select his master, a
bafada, unsuccessful in winning virtual oontrol of an area at his 'lord IS dis
posal, often switohed his loyalty and sought prosperity elsewhere. This was
the oase even where fada~ were baror~ (clients) of the fiefholder.

The elimination of slavery and the abolition of the use of jakad1! by
fiefholders resident in Zaria City involved the disappearance of slave jakadg
of this type. Fadawa.", who oontinue to flourish, therefor enjoy a free' field,
and often act as jakadu between a Distriot Head and the various villages or
village-areas in his district.* At present, therefore, two types of fadaY!@
may be distinguished: those who act as jakadu also, and those who do not.
Menial baror:i, of a District Head, fed and housed by him in return for the work
they perform on his farm and about his compound, are sometimes used by their
master as jakadu and are given menial titles such as Sarkin Zagi (chief of the
grooms) etc. Such menial baror;!, are referred to sometimes as yaran hakimi,

* It should be noted in passing that the term bafada (courtier) and its extension fadanci (the' work of
the courtier) derive from the root l§f1.l!, (the court or residmce of a Chief, not acourt in the legal
sense), and that the Chief's court or residence (fada) is entirely different from a Chief's council
(majalis'!). Fadawa are clients and/or agents of"""ii-Chlef who may exercise influence with their
superIor on behalf of particular individuals In particular cases, and certainly exercise influence on
his talakawa !?y Virtue of their relation to the chief. They are not regarded as a council CI!lli;lali~~)

of any character, elected or otherWise, by the Chief, the community, or themselves. For inst<lllCe, in
one ward of Zaria City in 1949, the occupation or 40 taxpayers was returned as fa!!?Jlci - that is,
these men were practising fad"~,! - whereas the Emirts advisory Councll (Majal1sar Sar~U at that date
contained only siX individuals. It has seemed necessary to draw attention to thiS important distinc
tion between !:ad~a, and the ma;lal~sq in VIew of. a tendency to confuse these two extremaly dissimilar
types of pol1tical agency and institution, particularly in connection with Administrative attempts to
establ1sh DIstrict and Vlllage councns.
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The following table illustrates the survival of the jakada-system in the
District and vassal-state of' HKajuru in April 1950. Of the 25 "pagan settle
ments inHKajuru District, 21 are included in this list.

Village

89

. Aguba (Gwari pagans)
Iburu
Dan Bagudu

"H H""H..Kufana

Jakada_._"_."._.._-".

\Pag.tl-1LVilla&es and their Jakaclu. Kajuru District. April 1950.

Of the titled ;iaka@, the first two on the list, Sarkin Fada and
Makama Babba, were employed officially as District Messengers by the Native
Authori ty. Like all the otherja~.§,du on this list, they' were relatives of
the Gh~efof KB.juru, the jakad~. listed being either members of the ruling
family or linked toit by marriage. The principaljakadu in this list hold
the principal titles, such as Madaki, Sarkin Fada, (the ohief's elder
brother), Makama Babba, Wombai, etc., and are prominent fadawaas well.
Lesser jaka£~~ mainly of the younger generation, who do not hold titles, are

that is the "boys" ~ servants .... of the District Head or chief, who is usually
referred to by his title,e. g. :l':aran ..M9.4aki. Yar.?JLh'i1k;l,mJ. who are also
~~~~g occupy a different position to that of either type of bafada. Yaran
h~~~ are dependants of a hak~~ (District Head) and though they may be used
by him to carry messages, they are not asked to act as go....between or advocate
by t~aka~~.wishing to approach their master. Such agency or advocacy is
carried out by f~d~~. It often happens that members of communities whose
j~~_~gare menial clients of the District Head will approach a paf~~ living
in the District Headquarters village about matters of interest to them, the
advocacy of which they regard as beyond the powers of the yaran hakimi. For
the 9.afa~~ the present position is highly rewarding, and in several communi
ties it has been stated to be almost impossible for a commoner to have access
to the District Head (andiin certain cases to Village Heads) except through
the good offices of one or more of the lord's f~da~.. In this way the bafa~

and jakag..§..may n()t only facilitate the course of justice, but because of the
position that they occupy, they can cause trouble for those tal~awa whom for
one reason or another they dislike. The knowledge of this is sufficient to
induce talakawa to seek their goodwill (zumunta) by gifts and the like, even
when they have no specific request to make, and thus enter into relations of
clientage with the prominent .fadmva, who are also addressed honorifically as
"R§I!k~LYE)._ daQ,~", "Zak.::!", "/l.llah ya ba:i,", etc. ("May your life be prolonged",
"Lion", and "God grant your need" respectively).

Sani (son of D.H.)
Hamidu H
Sabo
Dogara

Sarkin Fada.. . Rimau
Makama Babba Afago
Makama Karami . Anguwan Sabon Burmu (Gwari pagans)
Galadima .. Dutsen Gaya
Ma 'aji H Kurmi. Libere
TurakL HIdon
Dallatu H"",. Ingwakum
TafarkL Doka
Madaki . lri Arna. . Anguwan Barde
Kadarko 'H.H H""H' Kutura
Madakin Fada HHGwandu
Sarkin Yaki H Rafin Kunnu
Wombai. Anguwan Gamo
Yari "H H'HH H'" . H'H """"H"""" H""""HGyengyere
Waziri HHH' Maro
Barde HH .....", Assists at Maro
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not regarded as fadawa by the general population. The jakadu of Kajuru also
bear some resemblance to fiefholders in that their appointment to the office
of jakadu. was linked with the holding of the principal titles, and in the per
manence of the appointments. In these characteristics of its jakada-system,
Kajuru shows itself to a large degree to be a separate political sub-system
within the state of Zaria. In Lere District in August 1950, by contrast,~

,jakadu of the District Head were barori of the menial sort, bearing such
menial titles as Sarkin Zage, and allotted to different communities every two
years. The Kajuru system of jakadu, which illustrates one method of adminis
tering pagans under the rule of vassal-states, was abolished by the Chief in
September 1950 in the form in which it is set out in the table above. It
must be pointed out that the use of jakadu~ in native administration was pro
hibited by Lugard (see Political Memoranda, XIT, 1918), and no longer oocurs
between Zaria City and outlying fiefs, sinoe the fiefholders have been
reduced in number, given the administrative position of Distriot Heads, and
ordered to reside in their districts. But the institution survives at the
District level of native administration a,nd retains its traditional character.

It will be clear by now that if one of the forces which has enabled the
Hausa rank system to survive the prohibition of slavery as well as it has done
is the wholehearted participation of the eligible in the quest for titles,.
another and equally powerful reason is to be found in the awe with which the
talakawa, even where they are not remote from British administrative centres,
regard the titled aristocracy and their retainers.

Although the British pacification and sUbsequent administration has
reduced zalun~ (oppression based on force) to ayery great extent, as the
talakawa,~ themselves repeatedly state, there is evidence that it has so far
failed in its efforts to eradicate~~~, ~)i~i. or riki~~ (extortion by
fraud). Nor is this a matter for surprise, for with the prohibition of
slavery and slave-raiding was involved a permanent removal of the only other
means of maintaining or increasing productivity sufficient to support the
ruling classes in their accustomed standard of ;Living. Now that communica
tions have been opened up, both within and between Emirates, the talakawa_ are
in principle free either to complain against the official in Zaria to the Emir
or the British Administration, or to move elsewhere. Some difficulties
attending the latter remedy have been indicated already. But the former also
has its difficulties~ for it is the duty of thefada~ (courtiers) and
manzanni (messengers) to inform the hakim~ of any such contemplated gesture,
and if in spite of this the talak§. does carry his complaint, it is traditional
for the superior complained against to try to preserve his position by the
accepted political mechanism of gifts to his superior in the native
administration. Where a talak~ complains to the British Administration, the
matter is usually referred~to the Emir, the Administration acting largely in
an advisory capacity, except where certain specific offences such as tax
embezzlement are the issue. Moreover any charge generally has to be proven
according to Islamic and/or English Law, under both of which systems of law
the hakim! tends to have the advantage. The Koranic oath, the final test of
valid evidence in Mohammedan courts, is normally administered to the
defendant at the discretion of the native jUdge. Under English Law, a man is
assumed to be innocent until he is proven guilty, and two or more witnesses to
the charges against him are required, but the commoner is only very rarely
able to find such witnesses, partly because his fellows are fearful of
retribution, parti~ularlyif on some technicality of law the charge does not go
through, but more usually, they state, because the yvent which forms the
ground of complaint occurred privately between the complainant and the
official complained against or his agent. Usually when an official summons
an inferior for such a purpose to his presence there are no witnesses.

ThehakimJ tries to prevent complaints being made against him by use of
a system of agents, (Iyan lab~~l, who endeavour on his behalf to prevent
complainants gaining access to the Administration. This practice is con
cisely expressed in the Hausa idiom "An yi mashi gob~.i.J2..i" (They did him
to-morrowand the next day"). The hakimi seeks to frustrate such complaints,-,
partly because of his uncertainty concerning the Administrative reaction and
the processes of English Law, partly to avoid any exposure which may threaten
his security of office or chances of promotion, and partly from the desire to
avoid situations involving him in heavy expenditure on gifts. Touring of
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rural districts by Administrative Officers does not materially facilitate the
making of complaints against native officials of a District by the ialaka~,

since an Adw~nistrative Officer usually goes on tour accompanied by a
"representative of the Emir", that is, one of the Emir's messengers or .Y§;r§,.•

Usually, also, if the touring Officer does not intend to remain in a District
Headquarters, the District Head provides another messenger and often one cf
the District N.A. policemen (IY'§'Q._~ok1lJ. Surrounded by such persons, the
touring officer usually finds that nobody approaches him, and that when he
calls a Village meeting (taron mut~~) and enquires whether there are any
complaints against the District Head or Village Chief, none are made.

The two principal patterns of Rausa political activity, gift-giving and
gift-receiVing, are merely aspects of the same institution of gaisuwa 
"greeting", usually with gifts. The turnover in gifts is held to vary in
relation to the needs, status, prospects &~d kinship ties of the individuals
concerned, but primarily in relation to their positions in the political
system. In general, political appointments among the Hausa are traditionally
preceded by gift-giving on the part of the candidate to those who control such
appointments, and office includes. among its uses the receiVing of gifts on a
variety of pretexts.

Formerly slave-raiding and slavery provided noblemen with considerable
incomes and opportunities for the productive investment of incomes in slave
settlements; the effective abolition of the slave system, the reduction in
the number of offices, and the replacement of unsupervised tax-farming by the
modern system of tax-eol1ection have undoubtedly reduced the incomes of the
nobility, whose rank and status place manual work or active trade below them,
and whose kinship obligations enjoin that the more prosperous should assist
the less fortunate members of the family. Political office is regarded by the
holder's kinsmen as prosperity, whatever the actual level of salary attached to
it, and by the holder as an:Jpportunity to recoup himself for his prev-iouscan
didacy and to seek promotion to a higher position by further g§.l.".',!.~~ One
function of the Hausa political system is to ensure for its controllers a firm
hand on the distribution of economic goods; this was done directly, in former
days, by control of caravan routec, collection of tolls, oraft and trade taxa
tion, tithes on cattle and grain, etc. Indirectly in fOlTher days it was
achieved by the dependence of all subjects on the good-will of their overlord,
a dependence expressed in olientage. Nowadays the Native Administration is
charged with such duties as the purchase of grain for piling up of stocks, the
conduct of cotton-markets, inspection of hides and skins, conservation of
forests, etc., and as the r~nge of its activities increases further commodities
are brought into its sphere, largely as a result of development schemes of
Government or the companies. The indirect control of economic goods and their
distribution formerly enjoyed by the nobility through the use of clientage
continues, but direct appropriations of goods by tolls and levies have been
replaced by greater reliance on .eisuw.~.. and other methods of capitalising
political position.

In order that the material might be cmmpressed and yet easily understood,
it has seemed necessary to introduce the discussion of the functions and
significance of rank before outlining the bases, obligations, rights and r&nge
of this principle. We must now turn to observe its ramifications and the
part it plays in the social structure.

It will be clear by now that those who are eligible for the highest ranks
are a limited number of princes ~..§.ar!.<::!J; that a larger population,
drawn from a limited number of families, are eligible for those ranks second
in importance; while an even larger population, at the present day recruiting
some of its members from graduates of the Middle School, are eligible for the
remaining ranks in the central system of the Emirate. With the exceptions of
title-holders drawn from the slave-families already referred to, there are
disproportionately few non-Fulani who hold or are eligible for ranks of this
central series; that is to say, vdth due regard to the diminishing circles
of eligibility, linked with the increasing order of importance of the offices
concerned, it is true to say that the central series of titles and offices
which form so important an element in the Emirate' s political structure, are
usually attainable only by members of a class whose basis is Fulani descent.
The table of Native Authority employees given above illustrates this; it
will be seen that the subordinate positions carrying no titles, together with

I
I

I
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new statuses resulting from European development, such as messengers, the
Public Works Department, Dispensary Assistants and the N.A. School mallam.:.il
provide the majority of jobs filled by non-Fulani Northern Nigerians. Of
the three District Heads (hakimai) classified as non-Fulani, two are heredi
tary vassal chiefs of areas populated by pagans, and their appointment is to
a much less degree under the control of the Emir than the others, while the
third is a recent appointment. This means that in Zaria we have an example
of a conquest state, the ruling class of which, as defined by eligibility for
political office, is based on ethnic grounds; the fact that intermarriage
and assimilation of the Fulani into the old Habe culture has attenuated their
differentiating racial and cultural characteristics so that, apart from the
authority and status which they display, they show, as a group, few other
features which distinguish them from the population at large, makes sur
prisingly little difference.* The actual physical and cultural differences
having largely disappeared, a class ideology based on descent, sometimes
through women, and phrased in racialist terms of a former historical signifi
cance, has been developed to operate with much the same result; while the
myth of racial, cultural and religious purity, since it functions as the
charter appointing this class of persons eligible to rule, allows them with
the minimum of strain to reduce their racial purity further by intermarriage,
while at the same time claiming to be racially pure; and similarly further to
abandon their cultural heritage by assimilation, while claiming a cultural
distinctness. This, in fact, is the function and value of the Fulani myth
that it will serve, over a period of time, to further the amalgamation of
different elements in the population in much the same way as has happened in
Britain since the Norman Conquest.

Under these conditions the rate of social mobility between the two main
groups is limited. Even a successful merchant, the creditor of several
aristocrats, cannot expect political office or equality of status with nobles;
in fact to be successful he needs protection, and is usually the client of the
nearby lord. The same applies to other non-Fulani who either proved their
loyalty and assimilated their interests to those of the aristocracy before the
British pacification, or after the pacification profited by European education
and now hold positions in the Native Treasury, the SC11001s, Dispensaries and
so forth. Educational attainments in European schools are not valued on
their own account; they have value as additional qualifications for certain
clerical positions in the Native Authority, primarily among that class tradi
tionally eligible for office by birth. Hausa in rural areas do not show much
interest in European education or literacy, except where political ambition or
trade interests require such skills, but in certain pagan areas administered
by the Emirate, even where Mission influence is negligible, the complaint is
sometimes heard that pagan boys whose performances at the local N.A. elemen
tary school have regularly surpassed those of the Hausa boys, and who wished
to continue at the Middle School in Zaria, have not been selected, but the
District places have been allotted to relatives of the local Hausa officials.
The new European offices and departments, such as Gaskiya Corporation, which
are not intimately integrated into the former political structure of the
Emirate with its persisting motivations, have not yet acquired any internal
political importance, and the fact that European education is still not
regarded as being a necessary qualification for the higher offices within the
Native Administration is made clear by the table of N.A. employees given
previously. Of those who have been to school in this list, over 50 per cent.
are themselves working in the N.A. schools.

Before continuing, a brief note is necessary on certain significant
aspects of the relation of Jslam to the political system. The paucity of
public ritual serving to integrate so sharply stratified a population will
not be a surprise. Apart from Friday Prayers at the mosque, there are only
two important annual ceremonies which bring together all elements of the
population, the Greater Beiram and the Lesser Beiram, (the two Sallacere...
monies), and in so doing the superiority...inferiority relations of the two
groups are clearly stressed. The Salla ceremonial takes place on the return
of the Faithful from the prayer-ground outside. the City walls (masal1?,."t:i..n
Idi), and lasts for twenty minutes, during which the Emir and the Resident

* Cf. Nadel, OPe cit., P. 71, on similar assimilation of Fulani conquerors in Nupe.
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symbolically express the goodwill of the Native and British Administrations,
and the main masu..sarauta; and hakimai, with their entourages, gallop up to the
Emir and salute him while he waits surrounded by all the ancient and modern
appurtenances of office. To an observer this resembles nothing so much as a
military parade, and some of the non-participant population, who come to look
on, by their comments seem themselves to regard it in this light. For other~

the sight and voice of the Emir as he addresses them is sufficient reward for
their coming. For adult males attendance at the Idi prayer-ground of the
community is a religious obligation, and the demonstration of loyalty to the
Chief afterwards is also customary.

On the other hand, in daily life there is a continuous use of ceremonial
etiquette between people of different status, to which referenpe has already
been made. It would bea contradiction in terms to expect at one and the
same time such an elaborate etiquette distinguishing the oocupants of 
different status, and also a ritual allowing them to coalesce into an inte
grated whole. Clientage and Islam a.lone can bridge this gap, and both insti
tutions perform this function of integration largely by directing the atten
tion of the parties associated unequally towards external;.groups.

Internally, because of the circumstances of the jihad, which laid the
foundations of Fulani rule, Islam itself has another aspect. It further
differentiates the rulers and the ruled. Fbr, as the descendants or disciples
of Shehu dan Fodio, Fulani Emirs regard themselves as the champions of Islam
against both external pressure and internal defeotion, and as the process of I

assimilation proceeds, not only is more and more weight attached to thll myth 'j
which sanctions the present regime in the eyes of the rulers, but those old •
pre-Fulani rituals which survived as accretions of the main Mahommedan cere- I
monies, and so served to bridge the gap between rulers and ruled, gradually II
lose their significance, are regarded as wasa (play), and are often forbidden
in the name of Islam. On the other hand, Hausa regard obedience to their
superiors and loyalty to their chief as one of the doctrines of Islam - 
"addinimmu addinin biyayya_ne", "our religion is a religion of obedience";
Thus, in the a ttit;udes it inculcates towards both external groups and internal
stratification, Islam acts as another force giving definition and stabilii:;y to
the social qrstem.

As the number of noblemen eligible by birth to be candidates for one or
other of the more important titles of the central State series, even where
eligibility is limited in the first instance to those ,descended from important
Fulani families, greatly exceeds the number of available offices, the methods
of getting and retaining office outlined above are necessarily brought into
play by candidates, and serve to eliminate those without much backing.
Without this system it would be difficult for ,an Emir or chief to form any
reasonable opinion of the relative strengths of the various candidates for
office, or after their appointment to retain any control over their loyalties.

One function of the gai~~Wc!:. system is then to select, from the numbers of
those whose status makes them eligible, the few who will receive high rank,
and here is the difference, as the Hausa see it, between rank and status.
status is conferred by birth and is a pre-requisite of elibibility for rank,
but rank and office, as the Hausa say, is the gift of Allah.

The prestige and perquisites of rank and office per se exercise a centri
petal pull upon the eligible, and brings about such wholehearted participation
in the pursuit of these ends that tacitly and overtly the participants declare
their acceptance of the system which their participation sanctions. Thus the
system pr9ceeds, to a great extent~ under its o~ momentum. The alternative
to partioipation is obscurity and poverty, since manual labour in this status
group is regarded as a sign of poverty, and with poverty there is loss of
social effectiveness.

For ta:J.,..aka!y§'." as has been suggested, the existence of this system of
government by ranks of titled noblemen was in itself sufficient sanction for
acceptahce. 1'alakawa had and still have three alternatives: to accept the
system, to participate in it as best they might by means of one of the forms
of political relation to be discussed below, or overtly to reject the system
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and experience as a result its ultimate sanction of force. For it must not
be forgotten that until 1900 noblemen maintained their rule by the free use of
such penalties as mutilation, castration, enslavement, death, torture, impri
sonment and the like; and even though the employment of all of these sanc
tions but imprisonment has been eliminated from Zaria since 1920 when Aliyu
was deposed, talakaY'A are s till afraid of risking their modern substitutes.
A third alternative opened to talakJ8.w~ by the paoification is withdrawal into
remote hamlets or into unpeopled bush.

Among the appeals of rank which give some vicarious satisfaction to
talakawa~ and enlist participation of those eligible for office, either inde
pendently by birth or dependently by clientage, is the scale of living, the
splendours of clothes, horses and entourages, the generosity traditionally
expected of noblemen, the knowledge of their political influence, and admira
tion of their power to command. The prestige attached to status and rank
carries with it a corresponding requirement of noblesse oblige~ and there is a
clas~ of eulogists LDt~2k~, sing. marokiJ and drummers (makada) who owe their 
existence originally in large part to this cultural requirement.* The func
tion of the maroka is to sing the praises of the lord, and there are set times
for this; as a result, bands of ~aro~~ and musicians are attached to each of
the main aristocrats separately. The lord clothes them, gives them money,
horses and land to farm, and generally cares for them. They are his
minstrels, and though free to earn what they can elsewhere, owe a large propo~

tion of such earnings to the well-known fact that they are the aristocrat's
musicians, and as such an avenue of approach or reproach to him.

Similarly the lord is expected to make the marriage,":,payments, pay the
taxes, feed, clothe, house and provide farmland for his attendants, in return
for such services as farm labour, the fetching of wood and water, the repair
of his palace, the running of errands, and the supply of useful information
about his subjects. This is the most menial form of clientage (barantaka);
the return for servioes is alv~ys made in kind, except for marriage, tax and
occasional legal payments. In other forms of clientage, of which there are
several types, the superior may give much more to the client.in cash and kind
than the value of any non-political servioes which he receives; in this situa
tion the superior, whether aristocrat or wealthy merchant, becomes the
ubangida (lit. father of the house) of the client (b~r~, pl. ~aror-i), and the
client consults his ub~i~~ on most important matters and seeks his aid in
distress.

Thus one important obligation of status is generosity, not only to kin
and visitors, who are rarely allowed to depart wi thout .substantial gifts, but
also to clients and to the general population. For instance, it sometimes
happens that talaka~~ who live close to an aristocrat may approach him to ask
for loans or gifts over such matters as tax; married women far from their own
kinsfolk have the right of free access to aristocrats with legal authority or
influence (SUCh as hakim@j,J before they seek divorce, and they expect (and
usually obtain) protection and shelter in the women's quarters of the lord's
house, and his help in seeking a reconciliation vrith their husbands.

Thus socially we can say that the main obligation on the lord is that he
should fulfil the role which attaches to his status, as it is defined for him
in advance by the culture. As there is no standardised conception carrying
moral weight concerning the degree to which the nobleman mayor may not rely
for subservience on penalties or the threat of penalties, the degree to which
he does or does not exercise his authority in this way does not enter into the
popular estimation of how far he adequately performs his role.

In the religious field, it is an obligation of the aristocracy to obey
-the injunctions of Islam and lead the congregation in the Friday prayers at
the mosque. Formerly it appears to have been customary for the ~akimai. to
sacrifice a goat or sheep or some fowls every Friday morning as sadaka (the
Moslem alms), the _talgk~ regarding this as s.adak..§.n...Js~oIs?' (the regular
Sabbath gift to the local spirits whose favour was necessary for the wellbeing
of the community). This interesting custom is not universally performed
to-day.
* E.G. The Bambadawa, a class of maroka who sing praise-songs to aristocrats in the ~~lan1 language.

Their wOiJenfolkare tradi tion:clly potters.
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Finally, the community expects of its nobility not merely that they
should distribute gifts from their resources with a free hand, but that they
should employ a considerable proportion of these resources in the purchase of
pursuit of non-productive goods; and this tendency towards conspicuous waste
is expressed in the maintenance of large and unnecessary establishments, the
purchase and maintenance of superfluous horses, the wearing of three or more
robes (rigul1§:., sing. riga) at the same time, the culturally standardised
amounts to be given to visitors and sycophants, and the extravagant use of
such luxuries as expensive perfumes, kola-nuts, and female companionship.
Recently motor-cars have been added to this list. It is also a rule that
aristocrats may not refuse any offers of service made to them by prospective
9arorJ.. of the menial sort, or of clientage made to them by persons seeking
their protection; thus: even when a nobleman enjoys all the assistance he
needs, he must still be prepared to accept and accommodate such superfluous
barori. The most he can do will be to dismiss some of his earlier barori,
but if no reductions in the number of his dependants are made, the establish
ment tends to increase beyond the economic optimum and to be maintained on
political grounds; that is to say, as the general estimate of his political
chances rises, the surplus attendants who voluntarily attach themselves to the
nobleman act as a drain on his economic resources.

It is expected of aristocrats that they should have the full complement
of wives that religion allows them, but this is equally true of wealthy
merchants, and the numbers of a man's wives, though a ground of prestige, are
a better index of wealth than of rank. It is however the special custom of
hakimai to retain in their houses a type of female attendant known as a
jakadi~ (female messenger), and in the initiation of this relationship, as of
barantaka, the nobleman enjoys little choice; he may dismiss, marry off or
pension off a jakadiya out of favour, but when a woman offers her services in
this way, courtesy and the prestige of rank make refusal difficult. The
jakadiya carries messages fram the public part of his compound to the lord,
whenever he is in the wamen's quarters (cikin gida) and thus cannot be
approached by any of his male barori; it appears also that in some cases the
jakadiya performs some of the duties of the now forbidden slave brar8b.-arai
(concubines ).

other ways in which cultural standards require non-productive expenditure
on the part of the nobility could be quoted; but this is probably enough to
show that this non-productive expenditure has a political utility, while it
will also illustrate how it necessarily comes about that, whatever the afflu
ence nobles enjoy due to their political position, the cultural tendency to
require extravagance and display from them, coupled with the absence of any
adequate cha=els of economic investment, and the need to make protective
political investments, drives them into expenditure which tends to outrun their
income, even where this includes substantial salaries from the Native
Authority. As a consequence, the aristocrats are led to seek reimbursement
by the means at their disposal. Hence the supplementary devices of halinci,
rildci, or the recourse to fr~ud, and to indebtedness and mortgage., ThP
latter are mainly practised by salaried Native Authority employees of high
status and political chances.

We must now look briefly at the m~n powets and privileges attaching to
status and rank, and it is necessary to give a generalised account at this
stage, as the powers which attach to holders of different offices will neces
sarily vary, and a catalogu'e'is not intended. Certain formal symbolic
evidence of rank and of status ,has already'been mentioned; the greetings,
the required dress, the estabiisbment aP:a, lavish hospitality which are both
the due and the obligation of the nobili~y, are instances. Just as there is
a Qareful set of distinctions concerning the folding of turbans or the types
of shoes which the aristocracy and others mayor may not wear, there is, an
equally meticulous order of postures for eating which people of differing
statuses mayor may not adopt. Oertain types of mats, the circular wundi~,_

may not be sat on in the presence of a superior by anyone of inferior rank,
and nowadays the use of shuni, the glazed indigo dye, for turbans and robes,
is gradually coming to be regarded by talaka~ in Zaria, who affect cheap
imported white or coloured cloth, as a mark of high statusorfadanci.
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On the more practical level, it is at once the power and the privilege of
the office-holding nobility, in their turn, to dispense offices under their
control, such as Village Headships or departmental jobs, to create as it suits
them new ranks within their fields of jurisdiction, and require that
deference be paid to these new titles. Administrative nobility (now
District Heads) have the power to enforce their orders through the Native
Courts under the charge of tin umU£ct (disobedience). Hakim~t (District
Heads) now as formerly have jural powers over such matters as land disputes
and claims, and the removal or dismissal of subordinates. They exercise
powers of arbitration in domestic disputes and fad0 (quarrelling) while all
noblemen, in or out of office, because of the solidarity of interests they
share with the alkalai (judges) are usually able to discuss the merits of a
case in which they are interested effectively with the native judges in
advance, and, where they are hakima~, are normally consulted by the district
alkalai. As we shall see, the nobility generally, and particularly those in
charge of district or village aL"eas, appear to possess considerable power in
relation to the allotment and control of certain lands. The allotment and
collection of tax (hara..i:i,,) is to-day the dUty of the District Heads and their
assistants. Similarly, the requisitioning of labour or supplies lies in
their power, and under Indirect Rule they form the only official channel of
communication between all Government personnel and the inhabitants of their
districts. Their position in this respect allOWS them, with political justi
fication, to forbid direct private contacts between their _talakawa and
Government personnel, and where such contact does take place, to express their
displeasure to the commoner concerned by the means at their disposal.
Government officers hold themselves obliged to make any disbursements for
labour and supplies through the District Head of the district from which these
are obtained, or his representative.

There is a custom known as maza@, or welcoming, sometimes applied to the
Bush Fulani as they move south through district after district with their
cattle at the beginning of the dry season. They are greeted at their camp
(ruga) early in the morning by the sounds of the _algai_ta (a woc...dwind instru
ment emitting a noise similar to that of bagpipes)" drums, and kalanglJ" or
"talking" drums, which play the praise-song of the hakimi in charge of the
district. Bush Fulani who have successfully evaded the attempts of native
officials or Administrative Officers elsewhere to collect full cattle.tax
(jangali) tten pay a like or greater sum to the representatives of the
hakimi under the persuasion that otherwise they will be summoned to court.

C. Rank and Occupational Class

It is now necessary to turn briefly to other ranks which are not of this
central series and do not carry the same political weight as those with which
we have been dealing, and to consider their frequency and their significance
in the lives of the talakaw:~ Broadly speaking, these titles represent
survivals from the pre-British Fulani administration. They are relics of a
system organised for the collection of tax throu.ghout the kingdom from the
crafts, trades and other industries. A glance at the list of such craft or
industrial taxes will shOW the functional basis of these less important titles.

Hoe tax (kudin galmaJ:

Towns east of Zaria

" south 11 "
" west " 11

" north " "

- C.7,OOO per hoe*
c.6,oOO " "... C.4,OOO " "

- c.6,OOO 11 \I

Cassava tax (kucL:i,IL:J;:9E..Q.) ... C,4,,000 per plot
Tobacco " ( " tab~) ... C.2,000 1I "
Onions " ( " albasa) -C.2,500 " "
Sugarcane" ( 1I ka:;:!?:) - C.8,000 1I 1I

Indigo 1I ( " shuni) 0.3,000 " 1I

Butchers' " ( " J2.awa) ... C.5,000 1I man

-----~,~----------'"---_._--,-------------------_._---

* C • cowries, converted at a rate of 2,000 per Shilling in 1903.
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It is simplest to give a type-list of such village title-holders and the
tax which they collected or their other duties.

The traditional grading of occupational classes in order of prestige,
and the relations between them, have already been mentioned; in the past,
the heads of occupational groups, as Sarkin Marina, Chief of Dyers, Sarkin
Makera, Chief of Black&~iths, and so forth, appointed other title-holders
drawn from the members of their occupations to bear the usual titles with
which ,,~e are familiar, as Madakin Marina, Galadiman Marina, etc. In Zaria
City to-day the blacksmiths, to take an instance, still have Sarkin Makira,

for
farm-

Tax collected

97

Official--_.__.

Sarkin Rafi.. ..Cassava, sugar, onions
Sarkin Taba Tobacco and tobacco-grinding
Sarkin Marina Indigo and dyeing
Sarkin Pawa.. .. Butchers' tax
Sarkin Dilalai Brokers' tax
Sarkin Makira.. .. .. Blacksmiths' tax
Sarkin Makada.. . Drununers' tax
Sarkin Baka. . Bori and hunting taxes
Sarkin Noma. .. The hoe tax. Also responsible

organising gaYY4 (co-operative
work) for the .hakimi-.

Blacksmiths tax (kudin kira ) - C.7,000 per man
Brokers " ( " dilalai) - C.5,000 " "
Dyers' " ( " korofi ) - C.3,200 " dyepit
Beekeepers I " ( " zuma ) C.3,000 " man
Drununers' " ( " kida ) ... C.4,000 " "
Tobacco grinders( " dakan

taba ) C.5,000 " "
Spirit
possession ( " Bori ) C.4,000 " dancer

There were also caravan tolls and kudir:!:...t~§. and kudin su, taxes on strangers
coming to get iron are or fish. Further, "henevRr the Wazirin Sokoto visited
Zaria a collection (known as.£ani.b!0m. - "give me, give me") of one bundle of
millet (gero) per hoe (galm~) was made. Further, there were lump taxes in
slaves ana bags of cowries (20,000 per bag -.zamba ashiri-B) from pagan tribes
such as the Katab, apart from irregular exactions in cash or kind made by the
lord, his i~~~~ or ule king. Jang~l~, cattle-tax, was also collected,
nominally a tithe of the herds, while every farmer paid his annual zak1ql._or
ti the .on both his sorghum and .millet crops. It is clear that such a minute
and complex system of tax distribution would require an equally complex system
of collection; it will be seen that when the poor communications in this
large area are taken into aocount, a multiplicity of officials or semi
officials was formerly required for purposes of tax-collection alone, and in
the districts and villages this need gave rise to and maintained the series of
village titles with which we will now deal.
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There were also other titles not connected with tax, such as Sarkin Yaki
(Chief of War), Sarkin Samari (Chief of the Youths) and others, which owed
their existence both to the pattern of territorial organisation, with which
we shall deal next, and to the tendency of towns (g§.ruruwa, sing. ~ to
duplicate the central title-system of the kingdom, and of villages· ~uyuka,
sing. ka.:.~E0 to copy towns. But originally there do not seem to have been
any titles devoid of practical importance. A Sarkin Yaki (War chief) was
the official responsible, under the community chief, for organising and
leading such armed contingents as the overlord required from the community;
similarly Sarkin Samari (Chief of the youths) retains his title after he has
ceased to take part in the activities of youth, until he is given a higher
title, partly as a tribute for his management of the age-grade he controlled,
and partly as a reminder of the holder's earlier distinction, by which
suitability for promotion is implied.



Galadiman Makira and Madakin Makira; instances of other crafts still posses
sing these principal ranks could be given for Zaria City, but in the rural
areas, since the replacement of occupational tax by the general tax (Paraj~)

which followed pacification, craft titles have largely disappeared, and they
appear to be gradually diminishing in number in the City also. Where
required, bulk orders for craft products, such as farm-tools, war equipment,
clothing, etc., were given by rulers to the craft title-holders, who sub
divided the order among the available workers. Thus a good deal of responsi
bility and economic opportunity attached to occupational titles, in the
capital and in rural areas. Craft-heads of the capital were required to tour
the country at the tax season and collect the allotted tax of their particular
crafts from the local craft-heads. These local craft-heads, in their turn,
despatched their titled assistants throughout the area for which they were
responsible to collect the tax of each exponent of their own particular craft.
Remuneration for this work was customarily recognised to lie in the hands of
each collector, provided that he turned over to his immediate superior the
required amount of tax. These village titles were not without their economic
rewards, and for this reason, were as much a source and end of competition as
the more substantial offices with which we have already dealt. That is to
say, basically the entire series of titles in the Rausa hierarchy depended for
their existence on the economic rewards which were attached to them, and which
formed a most important element in motivating competition for them. It
should follow that where some of these titles no longer have economic rewards
attached to them, they should either cease to be a source of competition or
degenerate into .~ (play), to which no disciplinary foroe or importance
attaches; this is precisely what occurs. One of the most skilled pot-makers
in Zaria City related that he had been offered the craft title of Chief Potter
(Sarkin Maginan Tulcunya), but he refused it, explaining "I should have to go
on giving my superior gifts (g~isuwaJ, and who is going to give me gifts
nowadays?"

It will by now be clear that we are dealing with a highly stratified
society with a reduplicative hierarchical pattern, whose series of apical
points form a continuous chain of conunand, obligations and powers, in descen
ding order from the Emir. But quite apart from the political hierarchic
system, social stratification takes another form, that of occupational
classes. A list of occupational classes has already been given (p. 16),
but our account would be seriously incomplete without further reference to
certain of the more important of these classes, such as the mallams.

This class of learned men, Koranic students and students of ilmi
("knowledge") have, as Greenberg has pointed out,* played a very important
part in extending the influence of Islam throughout this area. It is true,
as Greenberg says, that relying almost entirely for their understanding of
Islam on such literature as has come into their hands, which they have

" Greenberg, J; "Some Aspects of NegrO"'Mohallimedan Culture-contact among the Hausa". American
Anthropologist vol. XLII I pp.51 w 61 (1941) and "The Influence of Islam on a Sudanese Religion",
Monographs' of the American Ethnological Society. (1946).
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The Hausa sometimes say that the number and importance of the Koranic
schools is diminishing, and it is true that, to quote one instance, in Anguwan
Juma, a quarter largely inhabited by mallam..§ in Zaria City, informants state
that there were eleven schools before the war, where now there are only four.
This reduction in the popular estimate of Koranic training would not immedi
ately threaten the existence of the mall~:':l as a class, but it may have
serious consequences for Hausa society and culture. For even though the
drilling of the tenets of their religion into the uncomprehending children by
the .!JJ,?-J-l@.l::) seems to be devoid of educational value, yet the discipline and 
moral training which is a function of the Koran school is rarely forgotten,
and the boys and girls are actively taught a system of values which sanctions

Mal)~~ may be either Habe or Fulani. They are conventionally required
to shun wealth and office, and the majori ty do so, although there are some who,
by the dispensation of charms and the practice of their own forms of magic,
strive to and do reduce their poverty. Traditionally they are farmers as
well as mallams_, and many are also weavers; those with reputations for
learning usually keep Koranic schools, to which parents from near and far may
send their children for years, sometimes making very little oontribution to
the upkeep and costs of the school. In the dry season (rani) it is a oustom
for some of the _J!lallam~ to wander about the country with their older pupils,
and accept invitations from the elders of country towns and villages to stay,
awhile and teach; they are nQt preachers, however, and make no attempt to
address anyone on religious or moral subjects unless specifically asked to do
so. They are maintained largely by alms (sadaka), as some of the budgets
show. They are also supposed to be the recipients of zakka (the tithe on
corn), with the aristocrats. At the naming ceremonies of infants, marriages,
deaths, and the "wakes" on the seventh and fortieth days after deaths, sadaka_
is distributed to them, and they also receive some assistance in farm work
from the pupils whom they teaoh, feed and house in their compounds. It is
common to find four or five boys living in amallam's house, their parents I

homes being at a distance, and the mallam being responsible for clothing,
feeding and she1tering them, as well as for their education; a ~±!.~ often
gives one of his daughters in marriage to a promising student. The mallam~

in their turn, as the disciples of the ,Prophet, may be given young girls as
brides in the type of marriage mentioned earlier and known as ~n.."sadak"Sl"

which enjoys and confers religious prestige on both giver and reoipient.
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carefully re-copied and preserved, they have inevitably interpreted the doc
trines of Islam to a greater or less extent in their own cultural terms, and
on such matters as the seclusion of women will state that religion requires
and sanctifies this, although no remarks on the subject can be found in the
Koran. Similarly, these ~~~~~§ are traditionally engaged in continuous
struggle against the cult of spirit-possession (bori) and the use of magic by t1).e
bokN-E? (magicians), while being unable to shake themselves free from belief,
to a greater or lesser degree, in the reality of both these anti-Islamic
practices. The very great majority of mallams are also unable to understand
much of the Arabic which they can with so much ease recite, but there are
undoubtedly men genuinely learned in Arabic and Koranic lore among them.
Even so, the degree to which they fulfil the function which Islam might expect
of them as Koranic scholars is irrelevant in this place, and there is no gain...
saying that they fulfil a positive function as custodians of traditional and
v~itten knowledge in an otherwise illiterate society. Even more important,
they are as a class the custodians and arbiters of morality in a society
which, even by its own standards, lacks other representatives of the moral
point of view. Where they fall from the tenets of Islam, they do so in the
direction of Hausa culture; where they abandon the standards of Hausa
culture, they do so for the higher standards of Islam; and in any event they
contribute by their presence a strong religious element to the total social
solidarity. They are outstanding in native eyes at once for their deep
learning and for the magical ability which is regarded as an important conse'"
quence of their knowledge, and which is often invoked by political competitor~

office-holders anxious to retain their positions, barren women seeking
children,:and women wishing to drive their co-wives magically out of their
husband's home, or people seeking protection against witchcraft, theft, non
Islamic magic, and so forth.



their social organisation and culture, while setting standards of proper
behaviour within it. Pupils also learn to farm and practise the main Rausa
crafts Which are carried on in the:rg?-llaJJ!..:::; household.

NGwadays the graduates of European schools who obtain employment with
the Native Authority are also called maI1~e, and as the autivities of··the
native administration expand, so do the number of these occupations. We have
already referred to certain of their actiVities, and here it is only necessary
to point out that these European-trained m~'ai~.§.j;.§, (salary-earners) must not
be confused with the traditional KoranicmaI1am§. They form a ~ew class, and
though their dispersal on leaving school prevents them, except where numbers
are employed together as in the capital, from showing cohesiveness, they are
referred to by Rausa as a class (ma'aik~i~) 2~d they exhibit sufficiently
similar characteristics to be regarded as SUCh; but as in the eyes of the
population they are simply ';z..a,n boko (disciples of non-Koranic learning),
their sense of this general attitude leads them to seek reintegration with the
traditional social and political system by exchanging their clerical jobs for
some form of political office where possible, and until this is achieved they
are the victims of a sense of social insecurity, which often leads them
alternately to decry in garbled European terms those mallam§ of the Koranic
tradition, as well as the values such.:n.lal~B:ill§ represent, and to cultivate and
yet pour scorn on what they think represents the European attitude and
practices. In this way, such recent graduates of European-type education
present a picture of social insecurity and psychological confusion; but since
the War renewed efforts are being made to inculcate the Koranic tradition iri
its schools by the educational authority, with the Enlir's active interest,
with the result that the conflicting strains to which these pupils are subject
and the resulting confusion may be reduced.

An equally difficult position faces modern successful merchants, very few
of whom are Fulani. .It has already been mentioned that wealth alone cannot
buy rank in Rausa society. Wealth carries great prestige, but little politi
cal weight in traditional terms; this means that a merchant, however success
ful, is debarred from investing his capital in the purchase of important
political office. Equally, according to Maliki law, he is prohibited from
investing his capital on interest-bearing terms. Yet, as the customary rate
of profit in trade is high, and the market conditions have been favourable,
those merchants who have managed to raise their turnover above a certain level
cannot fail to amass what are, by native standards, large sums. Where it is
the custom of European firms to deal wholesale with a restricted number of
local merchants, as it is in Zaria, the pattern by which distribution of
consumer~goods in the market takes place permits these merchants, and the
middlemen among whom they in turn allot the goods, on average to realise sub
stantial profits. Hence the wealth of those concerned with distribution,
and the dilemma which faces them; for if Islam forbids investment at interest,
and the political system prevents investment in status, the productive system,
that is the instruments of production traditional among the Rausa, has little
room since the abolition of slavery for investment of oa]?ital on a large
scale; while to import and maintain the productive apparatus of the Europeans
might bring these merchants into economic competition with the European firms
on whdse goodwill their prosperity depends, though a more important restric
tion on such investment is the lack of technically skilled Rausa workers
capable of operating or maintaining machinery, and reluctanoe to employ Tho
labour.

What then can these unfortunate merchants wi th surplus income do? One
answer is·to go to Mecca, preferably by the most expensive means" the
aeroplane. In 1950 the airway services were extended in the direction of
Mecca to accommodate the growing number of successful Rausa merchants. But
since it is considered unnecessarily ostentatious to visit Mecca more than
once, though some dO, and as the pilgrim, addressed as Alhaji after his
return, has shown himself to be a man of affluence by the style of his pil
grimage, commercial confidence in him is increased, and is usually expressed
by an increasing volume of trade, with the consequence that.he may soon
become even wealthier than before. At this stage the merchant, if his
arzik~ or good fortune continues, often starts making loans on a more sub
stantial scale than before, for which the salaried Native Authority offi
cials, who habitually live beyond their means, provide an open market whose
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risks are covered by a high and irreligious rate of interest (25 per cent. per
month). The merchant may also make large gifts to politically important men,
or on their behalf, as did one successful merchant at the marriage of his
friend, a hakimi, quoted on page 58 (£20 to the bridegroom's musicians).
The merchant may also try to employ his capital in other fields, such as the
purchase of crop-futures, the purchase and hoarding of corn, the purchase of
houses, motor-cars, lorries for transport, and so forth. Each of these
investments, if successful, yields a high rate of profit, and there is an
optimal size to the organisations for trading whioh oan satisfaotorily be
administered by one man under native conditions, since uncontrolled delegation
in economic matters to assistants oarries a high risk to the principal. Some
merohants invest part of their inoome in oattle whioh, by an arrangement
similar to metayage, Bush Fulani undertake to tend for them, ,but this is only
practioable where there are Bush Fulani settled close to the merohant's oom
munity so that he is able to keep himself olosely informed of tho movements of
his cattle and minimise the risk of loss. This pioture appears no longer to
be true for Kano, where the greater turnover has led some merohants to pool
and invest their capital, after the purchase of automobiles was found inoapable
of absorbing it. It is probable that a large part of the surplus inoome of
the Zaria merohants is still invested in the maintenance of the nobility at
their accustomed standards of living, and henoe we have an interesting situa
tion in which that olass of persons who could with ease indulge in conspiouous
waste is oonstrained, because their culture forbids them to compete with the
nobility in this way, to contribute to the expenses of another class of whom
their culture requires extravagance and display. These gift-debts form a
valuable contribution, made by the merchants, to the maintenance of tradi...
tional standards and culture.

Finally we must consider briefly the traditional education youth of all
classes receives in the system of ranks which forms so important an element in
Rausa culture and society. For a satisfactory adjustment of behaviour, such
a system requires a careful preparation of the young, and this they provide
for themselves quite clearly in the play-associations which were, until
recently, universal, and the main activities of which were consistent and
repeated imitations of the behaviours appropriate in the system of political
ranks to persons of different statuses, titles and offices. These play
associations (taron tsaran jun~) were groups of near age-mates and apparently
differed from age-sets in that they lacked ceremonials for constitution and
transition to, a higher grade, and also did not form a .continuous series. The
groups were organised firstly on lines of sex, and then according to the modes
of the rank system. Their constitution and duration was a matter for common
consent, but as most of the important members of the groups, that is the
title-holders, would be approaching marriageable age, the groups would gradu
ally lose their members by marriage, and tend to oo-opt new members from the
younger children. Lack of a group name or symbols of group membership, or
group corporateness, further distinguish them from the conventional age-sets,
while their organisation, which repeated in detail the finely-artioulated rank
system of the Emirate, oould rarely produoe that ,effect of solidarity which is
a characteristio of age-sets. The aim of these associations was the thorough
imitation, in play form, of every detail of the behaviour permitted and
required by the culture from holders of its different statuses. Thus the
Sarkin Samari (Chief of the Youths) or his Alkalin Samari were empowered to
discipline their inferiors for inadequate performanoe of allotted rules by
fines, play-imprisonment, beatings, ostracism and other penalties, and the
excessive use of these powers has been responsible for the refusal of parents
in some parts to allow thei7 children to enter these associations. As this
disciplinary power and the right to choose their partners for tsaranci
(theoretically inconolusive love'"'!llaking) from the companion-assooiation of
girls inoreased with rank, the boys learn at first hand the J.lleaning and
methods of political competition in their society. It will be seen that such
play-associations, balancing rewards and penalties on the pivot of quasi
political competition for a series of ranks whioh reproduced in detail the
structure of the rank system of the Emirate, could noi fail to provide their
members' wi th an intimate knowledge of the nature and significance of rank
and its modes of acquisition.

,I
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~L Rank and Territorial Organisatio~_

Before the arrival of the British, Zaria was the largest of the .Fulani
kingdoms of Northern Nigeria, if vassal~states such as Keffi, Nasaravmn Kwoto,
and Jema'an Dororo are included. We must now describe how such a large area
was a&ninistered by a state showing the characteristics noted above; that is,
we must attempt to define the nature of the interrelations between the terri
torial organisation and the social aspects of the rank system which was so
strong an integrative force in the polity. Further, since the system of
dynasties, ranks and varying status-eligibilities was itself defined largely
in terms of competition anq/or co-operation within and between a few important
families who formed a class ultimately responsible to one another and the
Sultan of Sokoto for the wellbeing and maintenance of the political body, the
outlines of the pattern which resulted from the political articulation of
dynastic competition in terms of the rank system described above, and its
relation to the territorial organisation of an extensive conquest state, must
be indicated. Some aspects of territorial organisation have already been
mentioned, but it is more satisfactory to treat the Emirate's territorial
organisation of pre-British and post-British days separately, in order to show
the nature and meaning of such changes as may have followed pacification.

In the settlement pattern of the period before 1900, by far the greater
portion of the Rausa population dwelt in walled towns, with a typical popula
tion of roughly 3,000. There were at least twenty-five such towns, and as
late as 1920 these old walled towns still contained nearly half the Zaria
Rausa. * Scattered at no great distance about it, each such town (gari) had
a number of villages (k~'m-.. j;unga_ or .?-UgU'1:!~), each of fairly considerable
population and size, and according to accounts, the rest of the Rausa popula
tion was to be found in these village suburbs, each such "town" and its satel
lites forming a local community. At the centre of what was a rough circle
enclosing such towns, with a radius of approximately forty miles, lay Zaria,
with an estimated population of 13,000 in 1920. Beyond this radius were the
Rausa enclaves in pagan country, advanced groups of fairly large, closely
settled populations repeating this master-pattern on reduced scale in occupied
areas rarely exceeding 40 square miles. These strong points wer~ the outposts
from which the neighbouring pagans were both controlled and raided, and they
depended for seeurity on the maintenance of good communications with the
central area and with one another. Their development allowed rapid and easy
penetration of pagan areas, afforded protection on importilllt trade-routes,
and considerably' extended the area of the kingdom.

Probably the main cause for the development of so rigid a settlement
pattern was the condition of slave-raiding and war which were then universal
throughout the kingdom as well as beyond its frontiers. For although Islam
expressly forbade its adherents to enslave one another, except where the com..
mission of certain heinous offences placed them outside the pale of the faith
ful, all informants on this matter agree in saying that slave-raiders made
little distinction between pagan and Moslem in their raids; when Major Porter
first arrived in Zaria a very powerful and extensive devastation of the
western regions of the kingdom was in process under the leadership of the Emir
of Kontagora, himself a descendant of the Sultans of Sokoto. But this last
and best known instance had earlier precedents. One of the meanings of the
wordmunafunc.:!- (treachery) specifically denotes the treacherous agreement of
two slave-owning lords to pounce upon and denude a third, with whom they were
in alliance, of his slaves. To prevent this, slave-owners and other inhabi
tants naturally sought security in simultaneous contraction of the settlement
area and increase of population density. Finally there was Zaria, which
acted both as a refuge area and as a headquarters from which reinforcements
were usually sent to the defence of these walled towns in case of outside
invasion.*

Towns themselves fall into two classes, the fiefs and the E1Jma~ (or
:rinjoj!, sing. E:?:nj:!:) or familial property, C.9-ukiy~ wealth). By a fief we
mean a non~inheri table area over which a lord would be appointed to rule by
his superior. The table of Fulani kings of Zazzau indicates that the king
dom itself closely resembled such a fief in the dispensation of the Sultan of
Sokoto. The~~ or slave estates were hereditary settlements of slaves
>I< See Smith, Mary F•• op. cit., pp. 66-76, for an old Hausa woman's account of those days. For

description of a slave"'Village (rinjil. see PP• .38-45.
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Comelier female slaves were retained by their masters as concubines
(kwarakwar.aj or sadaka). others were available to beoome the wives of male
slaves by the Rausa mode of rp.arriage, the payment for his bride being made by
the slave from his earnings from oraft and trade, to the woman's owner;
but after marriage the woman remained the property of her master, unless her
slave husband paid a heavy ransom (P...§o!:l:.::;:9-) for her. Similarly a male slave
could ransom his children and ultimately himself, but the pan::;~ was usually at
least twioe the market value of a slave; consequently the most economical
prooedure open to a slave desiring to make such ransom lay in investing his
earnings, with his master's permission, in the purchase of slaves for himself;
instances are known in which the prosperity resulting from such investments,
since the amount of the investor's ransom might rise proportionately to his
wealth, produced situations in which prosperous slaves, themselves the owners
of several slaves, did not achieve their freedom.

wi th some freemen, but mostly the former, built by nobles and ·others enjoying
similar means. The free men themselves fall into three groups: the rela
tives or delegates of the owner of theFi~J~, who was called the uban.g!j~

(pl. :i::Yil::zengiji); the R§.Torj, or clients of' the owner, and thirdly unattached
Habe who sought security in such settlements and accommodated themselves to
their structure, by clientage relations. The slaves were also internally
differentiated on grounds of sex and length of service with their owner.
Slavery itself was equally a discipline for extending the field of accultura
tion, and increasing the productivity and wealth of the Hausa state.
According to informants, the slave usually had a choice of abandoning non
Islamic ritual and accepting Islam overtly, or being penalised in various ways,
such as not being permitted to marry, or being put up for sale in the market.
The acculturative value of the five obligatory daily prayers of Islam must be
noticed, for over a period·of years, under the discipline of these prayers or
alternative penalties, the slave learnt how to accommodate himself formally to
the prevailing Hausa version of Islamic culture, and proportionately to his
sucoess in aohieving this, enjoyed increasing social recognition. As a
result the majority of such slaves and their desoendants, who were brought up

.as Mohammedans, came to advpt Rausa culture, and, though shallowly, to profess
Islam. Proof of this shallowness is provided by the independent revival of
pagan reinoarnation beliefs and praotices in western Zaria during the past
twenty years, and the spread of this heresy.*
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The main use to which male slaves were put was farming, and the pattern
of such farming organisations remains alive to this day. Briefly, there
appear to have been varying combinations of two main principles: able-bodied
male .slaves farmed the fields of their O'NDer by communal work (~.zy~) under a
trusted slave overseer (Sarkin Gandu), but each slave was also allotted
farming land (gayaun~, individual farm-plots) from which he was expected to
contribute to his O'ND food reqUirements. On the individual farm-plots
(gayauna), the slaves cultivated millet and guineacorn, cowpeas, cassava and
other crops for their O'ND individual use or for sale, and worked at set times,
which varied with the g~d~ (farming unit) and the seasons on the farms of
the owner. The entire organisation in its agricultural aspect was knO'ND as
a gan~~ (pl. gan~un~), but in its territorial and political aspects it was
kne-wn as a rinj~. In mostganduna the owner-family were obliged to feed their
slaves at the evening meal; no tax was paid on slaves owned. O'NDers would
often assist in the marriage-payments of their slaves, which were nominal,
since a slave man could only marry a slave mman, the children belonging to the
woman's O'NDer. Slaves provided their own clothing, luxuries and some food, and
built their ovm houses, besides repairing the owner's. The Rausa slave was,
when he accommodated himself to his situation and if he were fortunate in his
master, often a socially secure member of a large household, and his security,
defined in terms of his wife and children, as well as his O'ND comfort, was to a
large extent bound up with the fortunes of his master. This accounts. to a
great degree for the loyalty shown by many slaves to their Rausa masters in such
matters as escape, or return to their owner after the dispersions whioh
followed some raids. But on the death of the master, this personal loyalty
often came to an end, and sometimes there would be a mass exodus of slaves
from rumad§... The slave was well aware that he risked re-enslavement,
possibly under worse conditions, by leaving his master's ~8P.:9:11_; recalcitrant

* For a fuller account of Hausa slaVery, and its comparison with the Caribbean institution, see
Smith, 11. G., Slavery and Emancipation in Two Societies, Socia!..2:_1!£onomj.g.J!£udJ!La. Vol. 3 No.4,
Kingston, Jamaica. 1954.



slaves often did ~his. It really amounted) in the unsettled conditions pre
vailing, to a change of masters) the choice being in the slave's hands, for
accounts indicate that the slaves enjoyed very desultory supervision, and pro
vided that they performed~ (group farm labour) on the owner's farm as '
required, or, where that arrangement was in force, paid their m1.lTgu,. (gifts in
kind periodically made as the declaration of cafka, allegiance) together with
galla (a rent in corn paid by a tenant, slave or free, to the owner of the
landT and zakka (ti the), the. slaves were left largely to their own devices,
and would often wander into the nearby town to trade or to greet their friends·
in the householdS of other masters.

Settled slaves who remained with their owners long enough to marry, have
children, and sometimes to die, even where they were manumitted, gave rise to
a new class who did not enjoy full civil rights but whose position was in some
~~ys different to that of firs~generation slaves. These are the dimajai,
cucanawa or sambanaw~_"(sings. m. dimajo, bacucan~ sambani). Dimajai are
really serfs, and even to-day form a considerable element in the popul:;ttion of
Zaria. They are recognised as a separate group because, though they/were
born in slavery, they were not themselves originally enslaved, and unlike a
slave they are not alienable by sale. The sons of djmaj~~ remain djmaj~i in
the eyes of their iyayengij_=!: (owning family)) and are still expected to con
tinue the old procedure of murgu by which cafk§ is declared and maintained.
Similarly, where the rumad§, persist, thedimaja~_, if they do not observe these
customs) seriously risk being driven from their homes, and a member of an
important slave-owning family once explained to me the value of this discip
linary method. This illustrates to some extent the nature of the relation
between iyayengi,ii:: and their dima,~a=!:, and also shows how the prohibition of
slavery and the traditional disciplinary methods on which slavery depended has
reduced the security and prosperity of the landed aristocracy of Zaria. For
many of those ~imaj~t in. a position to do so, since the pacification and the
consequent relaxation of the sanctions and alternatives to loyalty, have tended to
escape their obligations by moving out into unoccupieg. bush; this slow process of
population movement is a source of concern to the rulers of Zaria, who some
times state that their desire to bring the benefits of European hygiene and
schooling to the population is being seriOUsly impeded by this developing
dispersal.

" Rausa: 11 In ka sayo zakara da kaza a kasuwa, sal su yl tya1ya, lya1yansu ba naka ba ne?"

"" Cf. Schon, J.F•• Magana Rausa, London S.P.C.K., 1906.

Dima.iai were allowed certain freedoms of movement, but none the less were
expected to show their allegianoe to their iyayengiji by, the appropriate ,
seasonal gifts. This obligation would tend to be regularly fulfilled onlY bO
long as oonditions of slave-raiding and-war,,,made it wise for the.dimajo to
accept his serfdom, that is to say, until the British occupation, with the
resultant changes in these conditions. Legally dimajai have the same status
as slaves. Hausa describe and compare the position of the ubangi,ii (owner)
on one hand, and both slave and dimajQ on the other) in the following terms 
"If you buy a cock and a hen in a market, aren't the chickens yours?""
Despite this, the ~jma.i9. enjoyed more favourable social circumstances than the
slave. As previously mentioned, dimaj~ were not liable to be sold, whereas
slaves (ba'i, sing. m. bawa. f. baiwljJ often were. ** Slaves were usually
employed in direct labour for their owner as members of his gand~, whereas
dimajai were the likeliest dependants to be put out of the gandu. on allotted
land to farm separately for their own SUbsistence, handing over a fixed amount
of farm produce to the owner as murgg in lieu of direct service.
Arrangements of murg1,! varied, but generally the persons paying murgu were
obliged to perform certain tasks for their master, such as repairing his house
when required in.addition to the payments. Attempts by .dim~§._i:: to escape
seem to have been rare, since they had been born into the community and
regarded it as their home, and in the unsettled conditions of those times,
flight from their master's protection would almost certainly expose them to
capture and enslavement by raiders. But with the removal of these conditions
in the la~t fifty years, the dimajo relationship has lost its former basis of
reciprocity, with the result that only those iyayengiji: of the eight
leading families still retain an adequate control over their dimaj~i:, by an
adaptation of the institution of clientage; other iY~engij~ who still
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control their dimajai do so largely because their residence in their ruma~

has to some extent protected their dimaj~~ from interference by other nobles,
and thus provided the relationship with a new reciprocity which has maintained
its formal aspects, while the function it performs has shifted in the direc
tion of inherited clientage. Another form of control, instanced above, is
based on the denial of rights to use land in the:Hn,ji by the owner to recal
citrant g;j..majai"

Just as there are inherited estates and non-hereditary fiefs, so the
inherited estates, rumad~, are themselves classifiable in three ways: firstly
according to the political importance of the iyay~ngiji, as judged by their
effective pursuit or maintenance of office and forms of dominion; secondly,
according to whether the ~~en~l! do or do not reside in their ruma~; and
thirdly according to whether the ~um~~ concerned are independent communities
or not. Independent ~uma~ such as Taban Sani, f0unded by Sarkin Zazzau
Mamman Sani, Farda, etc. were held mainly by members of the dynasties, who if
they did not themselves reside at their ~i~ji, sent a member of their immedi
ate family to do so. The majori ty ofI1!!!.@§ were situated within fiefs, and
hak~~i. whose fiefs were situated close to Zaria often placed their ruma~~

within the fiefs. Generally rumadain the rural areas were established as
separate settlements outside the main village (gari) of the fief. In Zaria
Gi ty a slave...owner kept his r~:g;i.~ in the forecourt of his compound. These
large forecourts, empty except for occasional ruined huts, are a conspicuous
feature of the decaying compounds of formerly important families in Zaria City
to-day. In their territorial aspects, separate slave-settlements within the
area of a fief are called the k~ffi, iugg~ or anguw~ of the founder, for
example Keffin Limam, or sometimes merely by the title of the founder, e.g.
Katuka, Fagaci. Rural ~umad~.founded on previously unoccupied land gave
their owners a title to the land around the settlement cleared by their
slaves. In Zaria City the ~in.ii (i.e. the place where the slaves lived) was
usually separated from the farm land. Pressure of population on the land
around the city led to the establishment of larger ruma(lQ,. by wealthy families
in the surrounding rural areas. Persons unsuccessful in the competition for
office frequently left the city to settle with their slaves in a family rinji,
or to make anew settlement on unoccupied land. As loug as they were not
appointed to political office in Zaria City, such iyayengiji resided at their
rumad~, and were treated with respect by the chief of the local community in
whose area they settled, because of their aristocratic connections.

Apart from ~de, and fiefs (garuru~n sar8.J:l:i~,)1 there was also alloca....
tion of land to the principal Fulani families, such as Mallavva, Bornuawa,
Katsinawa, Suleibawa, etc., by Mallam Musa under the rule of walef (Hausa
.ang~) - violence or conquest. "Under a 'strict application of the Maliki
system all cultivated lands are on conquest treated as walef; they may be
retained by their owners on conversion to Islam, but are othervnse assigned
to Moslems; land not under cultivation, inclUding sites in cities, is at the
disposal of the ruler. "* The legal significance of walef and its application
in Zaria has been the subject of much discussion.f In his memorandum on
"Land Tenure according to Mahommedan Law",i; the Chief Alkali of Zaria Emirate
interprets walef as the power of the ruler over cultivated lands, and says that
such lands were allotted to the various Fulani families after the Jiha~.

Field enquiries on this subject, on the other hand, alv~ys elicited informa
tion to the effect that uncultivated land (@j,:i, - bush) as well as the farming
area around Zaria City had been allocated after the ji~4. For instance,
one District Head said that his District except for the western extremity, was
held by the Katsinawa. The Mallawa are said to have held land under this
allocation from Zaria City north to Likoro. The Bornuawa from Zaria City
south to Ashehu and Farda, the area in which they built their ~umada. In the
Katsinawa portion, to the north-west of Zaria, large tracts of bush are found
even to-day. Apart from the facts that members of families allotted such
tracts of land usually placed their rumada vrlthin this area, and that fiefs
of the throne were also situated in these areas, the pr~cise nature of the

* Lord Hailey, An African Survey, (Oxford 1938), P. 771.
r See Cole, C. W., Land Tenure in Zaria province, (Ka.duna 1949). paras. 117-119, PP. 36-37.

para. 183,'p. 57. Appendices D, E and F, PP. 64-82.

~ Cole, .!lll.L.!<H,., Appendi x E.
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claims based on tl1is allotment, and tl1e way in which tl1ey Were exe;r'cised, is
obscure. Certainly, however, the t)lree. farniliep said t()·have been allotted
the largest areas emerged as the t)1):'ee dynasties/of-8a,zzau.

fj

The holders of fiefs were titled officials'required, except in a few
specific cases, such as Cikum, to live inside Zaria City. Establishment or
ma,intenance of several rumada by the same family depended on the family's con
tacts and position in the central political system, vuth the resuft that the
head of such a family usually rema~nedin ille Qity. Thus fiei'l101ders and
important .~ayengi~~,whose standard oflivi~gdep~~dedon their control of
more than one rural area, whether fiefs orrumada..,femained at tl1e court in
Zaria, where they were excellently plaoed to protect their interests, and
administered the areas in their contrOl. tl1rQugl1 the agency of their kinsmen,
in the case of rumad§" or of;fadawa and· jak:<td~ (oourtiers and messengers) for
fiefs. Fiefholders, as previously mentiptled,invested their wealth in rumada
placed either in their fiefs or in tl1eir j~mjlY'~allottedlands. The kings
pursued a policy of scattering the fiefs p,r;;,ld "l;1yany one title, and sometimes
also entrusted certain fiefs to the oontrol'ofslaves~ As previously men
tioned, there was a great inorease in the n"WIlber I;>f rumada, during the nine
teenth century, but the division of these estates on 'the death of the oWner
among his sons continually reduced the size of the units, fostered competition
over the inheritance, stimulated further slavy"raids and purchases, and led
those members of the family whose portion was not suffioient tp maintain them,
either to aocept the loss of sooial status and politioal effectiveness which
went with economic inadequaoy, or redouble their efforts to aoquire substan
tial ruma~, principally by competing for political office. Under these con
ditions the carefully artioulated rank system, tlle aynastic system, and the
territorial organisation were closely integrated into a total political struc
ture the prime function of whioh was the retention and oontrol of a conquest
state by the ethnio group which had oonquered it. The local communities were
held as fiefs by noblemen in Zaria, tenure of fiefs being at the disposal of
the sovereign and linked with a title. The 10013.1 community obeyed the orders
of the fiefholder, transmitted via the jakada and the village chief and vvard
heads. The king required certain taxes and services, which the fiefholder
supplied, normally requisitioning more than enough to meet the king's demands
and keeping the surplus for his own requirellfents. Titles carrying fiefs were
of three major classes: those held princiPfJ.l1yby members of the dynasties,
tllose open to free men, and those customarily h6ild by slaves. In practice,
as has been shown, holders of fiefs of tl1eseoo.na class were Fulani clients of
the ruler, those who held the tl1ird tYPe ()fti~lepeing his slaves, while his
kinsmen held the dynastic offioes. On We sU,9cessi9pof -a, ruler of a dif
ferent dyr18.sty, most of the fiefs ~re:l;.'e-l\lJ.IQtteato~ssupportersand
kinsmen. In this· way fiefs circulatea~QIlI1l.the Fula:p.:i .;'tristo craoy along
alignments 'of kinship or clientage in such a~~DQer tl1at the participation of
a large number of competitors for politicaloffioe vyas encouraged by prospects
of early re-allotment. But as appointwentswereusuallY based on relations
of kinship or clientage, the ruler Was able to fill offices with persons
loyal to him, while the Fulani fr0lll. among whom such appointments were
generally made, regarded themselves as the ethnic group from whom the holders
of office would be selected. The fiefholder, in his turn, controlled
appointments within"'-his fief, and thereby .ensured its loyalty, just as the
chief of the community which formed tl1e fief appointed as ward-heads persons
loyal to him. The importance of political power in permitting the establish
ment or maintenance ofrumad~, and the importance of ~ymada. as an alternative
source of wealth after dismissal from offige, have already been indicated.
In its territorial aspect, rank provided a principle and framework of adminis
tering the territory in a hierarchy of titled offices under the Sarkin Zazzau,
through the fiefholder, his jakad~, the village chiefs (sarakunan ga~i) to the
ward-heads, the territorial unit under the administration of any titleholder
in this series being a segment of that oontrolled by his immediate superior
in the chain of oommand, and independent of any units of similar order admi
nistered by that superior.

/

Traditional relations of vassal and suzerain have already been discussed.
In the contemporary situation, certain former vassal-states such as Jema~a,

Keffi, Nassarawan Kwoto and Doma are administrative units in other prov~nces

independent of Zaria. Other former vassal-states suc,h as Kauru and Kajuru are
adminsitrative districts in Zaria Emirate, the headship of which is filled by
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succession from their local ruling families on appointment by the Emir of Zaria
\rith the Administration's assent. Yet other former vassal-states, such as
Lere, Fatika and Durum now have the status of village-areas, (the Fatika terri
tory has been divided to form several village-areas), while the former vassal
state of Kagarko has now given its name to a district over which a member of the
Kajuru ruling family has been appointed District Head, with the Zaria state titIe
of Makama Babba (Makama Major), at Administrative direction. Thus vassal-states
at present administered as areas in the Emirate have heen fitted into the
prevailing territorial administrative pattern as District or Village Areas.

As previously described, the present village-areas were in former days
administered as fiefs. The great majority of village-areas in Northern Zaria
to-day have Fulani chiefs, and although these Fulani £~~akuna~_kau~~
(village-chiefs) are usually unimportant in the central political system, they
have performed a positive function in at once preserving for their communities
a high degree of distinctness and independence in the management of their
internal affairs, while at the same time maintaining control of the country
side for the central Fulani. A modus vivendi has been developed in the rural
areas which allows the Habe ,subje"cts and--their Fulani village chiefs to hold
certain common loyalties whioh are not found between the oentral nobility and
the rural talaka~ apart from the relation of clientage. FormerlYr as weil
as to-day, thes~ local communities ,vere organised in wards (anguwoYJ-, sing.
?Jlgul'Y:~ or hamlets (alsoanguwoyi) with ward-heads placed over them.
(mai-anguwa, pl. ~asu-anguwoyi, ward-head). Ward-heads were responsible,
under the village ohief, for tax-collection ana the general well-being of
their units; they usually received titles, such as M&daki, Galadima, Waziri,
Magaji etc., which were drawn from the usual Hausa series of titles, and given
them at his pleasure by the sarkin g~~ orka~ (town or village chief).
For the same reasons and with the same effect, though on a reduced scale, as
we have already found in the central series, these titled offices were the
objects of competition. The village chief appointed the various chiefs of
trades responsible for tax collection, whom we have described above. inasso
ciation with the craft head appointed by the sovereign for the whole kingdom.

Territorial units of the same order had no direct relationship with one
another, exoept vassal-states such as Keffi and Kwoto on the southern
perimeter. The link was vertical rather than horizontal, through a hierarchy
of titled officials. In the territorial reorganisation effected by the
British the traditional,hierarohical element has been retain,ed and modified
to provide the main principle for the present system. To-day there is a
pyramidal territorial organisation under the Emir: he appoints District
Heads, who are responsible to him. Each District Head, in turn, recommends
for appointment as Village Heads (dagatai)*, candidates from the hereditary
lines of the various village-areas; and the Village Heads in turn appoint
Ward-heads, who occupy a similar position vis-a-vis the Village ,Head as he
occupies vis-aMvis the District Head.

The principal changes made in territorial organisation by the British can
be summarised as the replacement of scattered fiefs by compact administrative
districts under resident Distriot Heads. The organisation of the local com
munities which formed the basis for fiefs has not been affected, exoept that
during the fifty years since enslavement and war ceased rumada have lost their
former importance, and there has been some movement of population from
walled towns and rumada to found small hamlets in formerly unoccupied bush.
The rule that District-Heads should reside in their districts has effectively
abolished the use of jakadu between Zaria City and rural areas. The creation
of large compaot Distriots'--in place of the numerous scattered fiefs has
resulted in a reduction in the number of territorial offices, and many titles,
as a result, now have no holders. Instead offices of new departments orga
nised by Government, such as Forestry, Agriculture, Veterinary, etc. offer
suitable objects of political competition. These new offices, such as Forest
Guard, Agrioultural Assistant, Sanitary Inspector, etc., have territorial
aspects in that eaoh Hausa district of Zaria usually has one or more of these
officia~s posted to it. As shown by Table 24 on page 84, the majority of

* Sing. ~£.!, the term used for the head of a local communi ty, i.e. of a villail,e-area, since the
British occupation. The term "Village chief" CSarkiIL£~.~ or~ more generally used in this
account is a literal translation of the term mostly used by Hausa.
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such new appointments are held by Fulani .of the principal families,' titles
being co:nferred on the heads of the Native Authority departments involved,
such as Sarkin Daji (head of the N.A. Forestry Department), Mardan:ni (head of
N.A. Agrioultural Department) etc. Under the present system the District
Head, as exeoutive authority for his area, he.lps the departmental Assistants
attached to him by instructing the Village Heads to co-operate with them.

The preoeding account has been principally concerned with the part played
by rank in the organisation of the state, with relations between rank and
office, and the relationships which hold within the ruling class and betwee~

it and its political agents with reference to rank and offioe•. Some indica
tion of the relationship between officials and the common people (talakawa)
is necessary to clarifY and illustrate the position. New positions in teoh
nical and welfare departments of the Native Authority, such as Forestry,
Agrioulture, Veterinary, Medical and Sanitary Departments, have been converted
to the traditional purposes of saraut~ and have been suooessfully assimilated
into the native political system, with the result that, within the limits of
their administrative sphere, the relationship between these categories of
officials and the common people is essentially similar to that whioh holds
between executive officials, suoh as District and Village Heads, and their
subjeots. For this reason, no separate study is given of these new officials.

In former times the relation of hakimai, dagatai and talakawa to one
another was quite straightforward. As the king's appointees,hakim~~enjoyed
virtually uncontrolled authority over their fiefs, and with the help of jakadu
(messengers) and fada~ (agents, courtiers) turned these fiefs into a source
of income in the ways described above. Fines for offences, compulsory labour,
levies of cash and kind, sale of office, exaction of rent in kind for farm
land (gallan gonaand goron gon~, gifts from subjects seeking protection
(cafk~ - allegiance) tithes from the annual grain harvest and from settlement
of inheritance disputes, together with the fiefholder1s shares, official and
otherwise, of taxes collected, and his income from his own rwnada, maintained
the official at a high standard of living. Sinoe the pacification, adminis
trative action has been taken to eliminate the principles of slavery, fief
holding and unsupervised tax-farming. These actions, taken together, have
threatened the standard of living of the official nobility at its vital
souroes of income. Unauthorised use of forced labour has been prohibited;
it has been ruled that no person born in Northern Nigeria after 1901 is a
slave, henoe rumada of to-day laok legal basis in slavery. Frequent deposi
tions of offioials in the early days of British rule have persuaded hak::i.m§'1-_
and others that over-oollection or embezzlement of tax and similar offences,
if ascertained, are considered by the Administration to warrant dismissal and
imprisonment. Yet the British and the native conceptions of office, its
purpose, rights and duties, and its basis of authority, seem still to be
sharply opposed, and are probably farther apart in 1950 than in 1900, owing to
changes in Western political thought during the past fifty years towards the
"social welfare" oonception of the state, changes which are expressed in Zaria
most clearly through the Colonial Development and Welfare Acts, proposals for
Nigerian constitutional reform, and attempts to develop Local Gove~nment

along English lines, with emphasis on activity by elected local councils.
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PART III-----..

The Modern Econo~

Ohapter 6

Problems and Methods of StuclY

It has been necessary to preface consideration of the modern economy in
Rausa Zaria by some discussion of its sociological and political context,
without knowledge of which it is equally difficult to understand the native
economy, or to collect significant data about it. The following account out
lines the narrower context of the native economy. A similar outline of the
economy's wider context would require discussion of European and particularly
British commerce and policy on the one hand, and possibly of Islam on the
other, neither of which is attempted here. Discussion of the techniques
involved in local economic activities, such as craft processes, farming, etc.,
where not essential for appreciation of the native economic system, is also
excluded from the following account.*

Our approach to the local economy called for its description primarily in
quantitative terms, such as is here attempted. This quantitative bias must
not be taken to imply that qualitative information is held to be less valuabl~

or that it was not as urgently sought for. To begin with, the problem of
determining the sociological units for economic analysis could only be
resolved by qualitative study, only qualitative data and its analysis enabled
definitions of unitary economic processes, transactions, categories or method
to be made and distinguished in the native economy which it would be practi
cable or useful to quantify. Numerical data tabulated below and in the
Appendices is the product of initial qualitative appreciation of the Rausa
economy, and is meaningless without it. Though description of Rausa
economic activities is attempted here mainly in'numerical terms, the funda
mental qualitative processes which made this possible must not be ignored or
undervalued; their importance is amply illustrated below in the discussions
of socio-economic units and method of study. On the other hand the qualita
tive discussion of the Rausa economy which follows in Ohapter 7 bears close
relation to the quantitative economic data of the Appendices. In particular,
that account of Zaria economics is intended to serve as .an introduction and
guide to the Appendices and is an attempt to give a generalised description of
the Rausa economy, based on the quantitative data of the Appendices. The
description proceeds by discussion. of the relations between significant fac
tors or conditions in the economy, suoh as production for subsistence or
exchange, the levels of output of different oocupations, and the general
economic contexts of the various local communities.

A.jJnits of Ana1:Y.si~

The economic aotivity of any human population is conducted in certain
forms of social grouping which are culturally defined as having set economic
roles and functions. Such forms of social grouping provide the most suitable
units of economic analysis.

Among the Rausa of Zaria the sooial units having well-defined economic
tasks which are found everywhere are of two orders: the units of domestic
economy, and the local communities. Units of separate domestic economy are
separately responsible for their subsistence, that is to say, they are units
of production and consumption. Distribution and exchange are the economic
functions which the local community carries out for its members through the
institution of the market. Theoretically the community market itself can be
treated as a unit for economic analysis, but attempts to study turnovers of
markets of different communities showed that the study of the market involved
serious practical difficulties.}

* An account of these processes as practised by the Nupe is given by Nadel in A Black Byzantium,
Oxford, 1942.

f See Appendix VIII.
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The presence among the Hausa of two orders of socio-economic unit, the
community and the unit· of separate domestic economy, (i. e. the work-unit),
permits eoonomic comparison to be made at two levels: between work-units on
the one hand, and between communities on the other. Moreover, since the
members of a community are organised in separate units of domestic ecpnomy
for subsistence purposes, the study of a random sample of such units within a
community should provide a basis for making estimates of production and con
sumption in that cOIT~unity which can be compared with similar estimates for
other communities. In practice, however, as ,viII be shown, it is necessary
to use both these units, the work-unit and the community, with care, and to
calculate average levels of production and consumption for comparative
purposes in slightly different terms. Such adjustments of method are dis
cussed below, and represent adaptations to facilitate an economic enquiry
designed to describe Hausa economy mainly in terms of Income/Expenditure
budgets of both domestic and community units.

Within the local community, the importance of the sub-oommunity or ward
(anguwa) has already been stressed. Wards are sharply localised groups of
closely associated compounds with appointed headmen responsible for the collec
tion of ward tax and other minor administrative duties in the v~d. The
local community is a grouping of wards about a common chieftainship, market,
eto., but ,vi thin it these wards always distinguish themselves vis-a-vis onG
another, and are sometimes hamlets which may be a few miles apart. Within
the community, therefore, the ward as a localised group of compounds, a sub
community or settlement within the community, provides a more compact unit
Which often shows less internal economic differentiation than the community
within which it is situated: but there are significant differences in the
economic charaoteristics of the various wards of a community. Its relative
smallness of population makes the ward suitable as a unit for oensus, but the
tendency of wards to be economically specialised would introduce possible
elements of bias based on use of the wards as representative sample units.
Account of this last faotor has been taken in the study of the economies of

In the discussion of social and political institutions and groupings, it
has been shown that, despite their inclusion in the larger politioal units of
administrative Region and Emirate, local unit oommunities maintain a high
degree of distinctness from one another, and are in some respects exclusive
units. No one can be at one time a member of two or more such oommunities.
He or she is inevitably a native of one (dan__ga£~, 9:~I2....k8:sa) and a stranger in
the other (bak9J. In other ways too, a group sharing a common market, religious
centre, co~mon land, history and political obligations shows itself a signifi
cant natural unit for economio analysis. Nowadays the boundaries of village
areas in North Zaria are based on those of the looal community, and as the
village-areas are administrative units, basic data on populations and tax
compiled by the Village Heads are available. This enables random samples of
population to be made, and community totals calculated, using the data
obtained by these samples. Where boundaries of the village-areas and true
local ~ommunities differ, the cleavages reflect ethnio differences and are
expressed in the village-area records, thus allowing oalculations to be made
for the ethnic oommunities of the village-area separately.

The presence in several districts, of Zaria of numerous pagan tribes
practising economies sharply different from that of the Hausa-Fulani groups by
which they are administered serves to show that the administrative Districts
ruled by Hausa District Heads are neither always nor necessarily economic
units. Where however, as in North Zaria, the population of a district is
overwhelmingly Hausa, and homogeneous economic conditions obtain, if a number
of different communities in the same district have been studied, it is useful
to treat such a district as if it were an economic unit, and attempt to
estimate the averages and aggregates of commodity production and consumption
for that district. Since approximat~y ~O per cent. of the population of
Zaria Emirate are members of over 30 pagan tribes, about the majority of which
little economic data are available, and since under modern oonditions the
Emirate itself is not a significant economic unit, no attempt is made to cal
culate an Income/Expenditure budget for the Emirate. In the following dis
cussion we shall therefore be conoerned with problems produoed by the employ
ment of these two units - the community and the work-unit - and such adjust
ments as were necessary.
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C1 ) Rural communi ties

X .. Capital and sole settlement of village-area. Rausa enclave.
T.. ..Gapital of village-area, and a rai:),way station
Z.. __ ...Capital of the Emirate

the various communities. In the following list the rural communities studied
are labelled "A" to "G" and the urban communities "X" to IIZII. The settlement
which is the capital of a village-area is that in which the village chief
resides, and where the regular market is held, Outlying settlements ofa
village-area are described as bush hamlets. The list of communities studied
is as follows:

Urban communities
"' " ---"-_.(2)

A. ...Capital of village-area "A II

B... II II II "liB" and District headquarters
0.. . Bush hamlet of village area "B"
D Oapital and sole settlement of village area
E Capital of village-area liE", containing separate ethnic groups
F.... .. Gapital and sole settlement of village-area, a Rausa enclave
G... __ .. Gapital of village-area

These instances show how carefully it is necessary to treat the commuriity
or territorial groupings within it as units o£ analysis. Oare is needed
because of\economic differentiation of localities or wards of the community,
principally between the community centre (£~~ - town) and the outlying ham
2.ets (§.ngu~oyi or l<:a~_e,), and sometimes also wi thin the town between its
various wards (anguwoy~J. A comparison of the four communities of

For the present we are only concerned with the seven rural communities which
provide illustrations of the use to which the concept of the local communi~

as an economic uni t was put, and the care that is required in applying it.

A, B, 0 and D are situated in the same District. An old rin,ji (sla';e
settlement), A is now the largest village in the local community and village
area of which it is the capital, and is itself· sub-divided into wards. Its
character as market for its own population, and the presence nearby of the
District headquarters at B, recently built on land formerly farmed by members
of village A, makes it less typical for remaining settlements in the village
area of A. Similarly, village B is at once a District headquarters and the
capital of a local community, outlying hamlets of which, such as 0, are econo
mically characterized by concentration on farming for exchange and subsistence.
When data on A, B, 0 and D are grouped together to form the basis of Income/
Expenditure calculations for the District P in which these communities are
situated, the unusually high trade income of village A, where the market is
located, is balanced by data from the remaining communities of the district to
provide a representative basis for the district calculation.
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An opposite instance is provided by C. This small hamlet lives by
farming; only two men there had any other economically significant
occupations. 0 is typical of bush hamlets, though it actually lies close by
an all-season motor road. 0 is a ward in the large village-area B, and is
treated separately because of its character. The Village B is also distin-
guished as the administrative headquarters of the district, and because it has
beenrr:oved recently from its former site to adjoin A. The concentrated
political activi~ at B and pure farming at vmrd 0 illustrate differences in
economic activity between the central settlement of a local unit-communi~ and
outlying hamlets of that community, and the two sets of data are presented
separately. In D, town, communi~ and village-area are one and the same, as
there are no outlying hamlets or wards. In village-area E, ethnic groups
other than Rausa are not considered. The Village Read of F collects tax from
a nearby pagan hamlet not included in the boundaries of F, hence the village of
F is the whole community like D. lnG, our calculation is limited to persons
living in the town itself, which is the community centre, as the economy of
members of communi~ G living in bush hamlets was not studied. Communities"'
studied, both 'rural and urban, are fully discussed later, and their economic,
characteristics compared.



District P shows how great are the economic differences sometimes found from
area to area, and even within the same community. It is in fact partially
implied in our defini tion of the community as centred about a common chief,
religious leader, Beiram prayer-ground and common market, and the stress on
internal differentiation of the cOlILlJlunity. But the fact of this internal
economic differentiation prevents calculation of village-area totals suing data
using data based on study of one sector only. '

Economically, the community is the widest field of greatest regular inter
action of economic specialists in production and distribution. Production
is by farming or craft. Craft production by men is always localised near
the market in the community centre (Ee~~, while men who concentrate on
farming live in outlying hamlets such as C. Data collected in the central
area are thus not usually typical of the periphery, and yj..c~_ ver:;LB,.. An
accurate picture requires information from both sectors based on the popula
tion distribution in each. Careful breakdowns of the village-area population
returns showed how its population was distributed, and made possible calcula
tions for sectors on which data had been collected separately. In this way
errors of false extension are avoided, at the expense of incomplete ~conomic

accounts of the various communities in which studies were made. But, i-f these
accounts are often incomplete for the village area or political c~unity,
they describe groupings by settlement within the political and community unit
of a village-area in which the community character is most continuous and
most intensively expressed, aLddoprovideapicture of community economics, its
internal differentiation, and the variations to be found between communities.
For these reasons, though in greater part the local studies A to G are only
accounts of those sectors of the communities in which they were conducted,
they are still studies of community economics.

It may be noted here also that the economic differentiation found between
various sectors and classes of a community is part of the general pattern of
Rausa communities in North Zaria, and that economic differentiation between
the agricultural and commercial sectors of a community's economy is paralleled
on a larger scale by differences between the capital on the one hand and the
rest of the Emirate on the other. Certain communities enjoying a favourable
transport situation act as centres of large-scale distribution to nearby
areas. Of these'Teeder" communities, whose commercial predominance is in
proportion to the excellence of their transport situation, Zaria, the capital,
is outstanding. But such centres of large-scale and widely-ranging distri
butive activity are distinguished from the community-markets dependent on them
as urban communities, e.g. X, Y and Z, the outlying communities being referred
to as rural communities - e.g. A to G inclusive, and different methods of
study are applied to each type. Further discussion of the principal economic
differences between urban and rural communities is given later.

In such a system, with its rep_etitive pattern of internal economic
differentiation by function from l?_in~i.._(the City - i. e. the capital) to gari
and so to kauy~_, the influence of geographical and climatic factors, varying
from region to region, gives rise to local differences of products which are
themselves the subjects of specialist economic activities of production and
distribution in the familiar way, with the result that the possible economic
differences to be found even between communities situated in the same admini
strative district is so great that no calculations for the district based on
knowledge of only one or two communities is satisfactory; and this applies to
the Emirate asa whole, only more so. For this reason no composite calculation is
attempted, except for District P, where three village-areas were studied, and
the v~ighted budget sample was 1/125 of the district population.* It is this
combination of regional variation of a geographical nature and further struc
tural differentiation by economic function within each district, between the
communities, and wi thin each community between its main sectors, that is the
most striking characteristic of the native economy, and its charm.

* The sum of tax paid by the 55 taxpayers of communi ties A, B, C and D, when multi plied by 125,
the ratio of taxpayers in the sample to total ta~ers in District P, gives a figure for the tax
p8lfments of the District Which is 2 per cent. less than the District tax actually collected in the
.,ear of the survey.
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~70 other factors increasing local differentiation in economy are in
their present form developments ,of the Pax Britannica; namely, modern commu
nication and transport by road, rail and-sea-on the~ne hand, and conditions
favouring commeruial relations between Hausa and pagans on the other. Before
1900 the operation and character of these factors was different in kind and
degree from that of 1950. Long"distance trading (fittauc:iJ in this area was
slow, risky, less important in range, volume and type of commodity involved,
and confined to a few carefully guarded routes. To-day, cotton, groundnuts,
hides and skins, among other local products, are processed in Britain, while
salt, clothes, bicycles, and a host of other European articles find their
final markets in the villages of Zaria. The economy of the entire Emirate
has been affected in this process and given a new orientation, replacing the
orientations of slavery. Because the change-over has been gradual, this new
orientation still relies heavily on traditional methods and pursues values
traditionally held. In Zaria, as well as in Kano, there are clear indications
that foreign methods have begun to find local exponents. But at the present,
within this vader process of economic re-orientation, no tWD communities have
identical contexts or economic experiences. Introduction of the railway and
motor road has produced a literal re-orientation in local communication.
Some important old towns lying on fo:r-ruerly important trade-routes have decayed
as the trade"routes have become less and less used, while vigorous new towns
have sprung up along main roads and the railway. From the point of view of
transport, the factors favourable to a community's prosperity have been
changed fundamentally by forces outside the control of the state, just as the
bases of prosperity itself have at least in part been changed. For the
present purpose, it is important to point out that economic. differences betwee
between communities often reflect differences in their geographical situation
on this new communications map.

Finally, for Hausa communities in pagan areas, pacification removed
slave-raiding, but made available the conditions and commodities for closer
and more prosperous trade. The technological inferiority of pagans provides
Hausa craftsmen of these communities with a wide market, while the greater
grain-produ~tionof the pagans helps to feed the Hausa enclaves. Mission
activity in certain areas has also led many pagans to desire clothes, thereby
virtually opening up a new market for Hausa cloth workers. In such cases the
stimulus of Mission activity and the prohibition of open conflict have
together increased Hausa-pagan trade cgnsiderably, where transport and com
munications are favourable.

In certain more conservative areas, pagan and Hausa commerce is inter
mittent, smale-scale, and almost Wholly confined to barter. Thus even within
the class of Hausa enclaves,. important differences of economy are found.
Between the group of enclaves and the Hausa communities of North Zaria, the
differences are far-reaching. An enclave gets the majority of the grain it
needs for food from nearby pagans, and specialises in trade, craft production
and political administration. Economically backward enclaves present far
more favourable conditions for craft production and trade conducted by Hausa
than is found in a pure Hausa economy, where the major emphasis is tradition
ally placed on farming for partial or complete self-subsistence.

There are thus three general factors tending to produce marked regional
differentiation of economy in Zaria: geographical factors, such as rainfall,
availability of marsh-land, soil type, etc.; communications and transport,
which favour some communities and retard others; and the presence or absence
of a local pagan supply and demand. Within the communities themselves, there
is differentiation by economic func'tion, distribution and male craft produc
tion being centred in the town, while the main farming effort takes place in
the outlying hamlets.

Within both ward and community, economic differentiation by occupation
and sex is found; the number of occupations for each sex is indicated by the
sample occupational censuses in Appendix VII. A further complication is
produced when, as often happens, men or women pursue different occupations
concurrerttly. The ocoupational catalogue of a oommunity is therefore so
diverse that representative stratified sampling by occupation is impracticable
among groups of less than 10,000, while only in a census could all the
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significant varieties be represented. Further, members of the same occupa~

tional group are often found to differ widely in output and income from one
conununity to another. For instance, the butchers in X and Y have a far
higher actual output and income level than those in DistrictP; the haber
dashers (Iyan koli) in E exceed those of D in average profit. These regional
differences in levels of output and income found between members of the same
occupational group are closely linked with the regional variations of type and
economic character mentioned before. For these reasons, occupational
character or groupings are not suitable as units of economic analysis.

The compound or household seems the obvious.economic unit, but previous
discussion of household composition and economic organisation shows that
variations of type and economic character are also found among compounds.
Within the compounds themselves there are usually smaller domestic groupings
of a more unitary economic character. The most conunon of such groupings is
the individual family, but often enough heads of different individual families
farmed and fed together, helped alternately in the purchase of ingredients for
stew, provision of seed, and so forth, and managed as a single work-team.
The concept of a work-team provides the most suitable unit for analysis and
study of domestic economy of conununity members, and where two or more adult
males are involved, work-teams are always based on close kinship or clientage.
Thus two sets of analytic units are involved, the territorial units of
associated groupings within a community, and the work-team, through which
members of community divisions carry out the major economic processes.

The work-unit itself varies in character. In the majority of cases only
a man, his wife or wives, and their children are its members, and here the
treatment is simple. Where two or more a dul t males are members, the work
unit is a gandu, of one type or another; the males may co-operate in farming
and pursue subsidiary occupations separately, though continuing to eat
together, or they may have no subsidiary occupations of importance, or,
although this is rare, they may co-operate in their subsidiary occupation
also. For such composite work-units in our sample the extent of co~operation

has to be determined, and information collected from each adult male con
cerning his subsidiary occupation and other matters not dealt with under gand~

arrangements, such as gifts to women, personal expenditure, etc. The popu
lation of a work-unit is obviously significant in relation to the needs of the
uni t and i ts productive capacity. Originally an attempt was made to convert
these work-unit populations into comparable units expressed in terms of man
equivalents, in, order to permit estimation of comparable income per man
equivalent of different work-units, occupational groups, and so forth. Such
a procedure is apt to be misleading unless it is based on a scale or scales
standardised for the population concerned. The scales, to be applicable,
would have to be workeq. out for expenditure as well as consumption, and cash
income as well as production among the Hausa, and express the averages of out
puts and needs for different age-groups of both sexes in terms of ratios. In
the absence of such a scale, a scale based on nutritional research was used in
the field to convert work-unit populations into man-equivalents in order to
estimate the daily grain requirements per man-equivalent of various households,
but such nutritional scales bear no direct or invariable relation to the
market values of the foods consumed or to the consumption of other articles,
such as clothes, farm tools, etc., nor do they refer to productive capacity
under the prevailing division of labour. It has not been possible, in the
course of field-work, to formulate a single measure which allows the popula
tions of different work-units to be compared in terms of man-equivalents, and
the average incomes for such ratios to be estimated for the work-units or
conununities concerned. In Appendix II the populations of the various work
units studies are classified by sex and age, the age-division being at 16
years when males first become liable to pay tax. But since there are several
work-teams in which non-taxpaying males are found, generally an old man
partially dependent on his son, in calculations of community figures, the
sample number of work-units studied was given the weight of taxpaying males
in these units. For example, if there are 12 taxpayers in 10 work-units,
the sample has a value of 12 for purposes of conununity calculation. If
there are 120 taxpayers in the conununity, sample totals multiplied by 10 give
conununity figures, and neither the work-unit population nor the number of
compounds is used in the final estimates of the conununity budget. The work
unit concept is therefore simply a practical instrument for analysis and
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oalculation, flexible enough to contain individual families, joint families of
siblings and of a father and his adult sons, as well as persons linked by clien
tage, and to enable such different groupings to he. treated uniformly;. but
the work-venit is always a domestic grouping, whatever its character of kinship
or clientage.

In our tables, rough estimates of the income of women in a work-unit are
therefore given separately, and the estimated total value of output by women
in the community is calculated from these figures, but no treatment of women's
expenditure similar to that for men is attempted. However, the anomaly of a
large female income without corresponding expenditure is only formal in
character. Some of the expenditure appears as loans to the husbands, some as
gifts received by other male kin in the area on ceremonial occasions, a great
deal more certainly appears :i,n the trade turnover for cloths, metal basins,
perfumes, kolas, and so forth, some appears as stock sales. The majority,
which, on the evidence of incomplete accounts of women I s expenditure taken by
my wife, is spent on snacks made by other women, in gifts exchanged to females
orin purchases of magical assistance, does not appear, as the first two
transactions involve only women, while the last is a wom~n's secret.
Estimates of saving and hoarding by women, in cash or kind, also cannot be
made, due to a similar lack of information. In respect of women, our com
munity calculations are seriously incomplete, and neither the distribution of
their expenditure nor the volume and type of eoonomic transactions between
women only, nor the amount saved, can be stated. Yet if the majority of
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Within both the work~unit and the units based on community divisions,
women occupy a peculiar position. In such services as the cooking and
serving of food, the threshing of grain, sometimes in fetching wood and water
or harvesting of groundnuts, cowpeas or cotton, wives participate as members
of the work-team. Women mainly contribute services, as men mainly contrib~te

goods (chiefly food) and the dwelling. There the economic co-operation of
husband and wife usually ends. Some women may give their husbands sheanut
butter L~an k~~ for lamp-oil, and all women usually replace the smaller pots
when broken (the average price being about 3d. each). But these pots are
negligible contributions and the gift of lamp-oil is a voluntary one. For
their part, men buy small amounts of kola-nuts, tobacco-flowers, perfume,
powder and soap for their wives on feast-days and sometimes weekly, but
failure to make these gifts is not in itself a recognised ground for divorce,
whereas a husband's failure to honour his obligations to provide food and
shelter is a ground for divorce. In return for the important services women
perform as wives and mothers, they are fed and housed by the husband, and
should be given a cloth by him at the Lesser Salla; failure to give cloth is
also not a recognised ground for divorce, and the gift itself is often not
made. The important craft and trade activities of women are carried on
independently of their husbands, for their own profit. Similarly too with
the animals a woman rears, goats, sheep or chickens, or any farm she has cul
tivated for her by use of hired labour (kodaEsU; the produce is her own to
dispose of, and any loans made to her husband are recQverable in Oourt. In
rural areas, however, women usually purchase their mid-day snacks with their
own money, sometimes employ other women to grind grain for them, are obliged
to clothe their daughters, and to contribute from their own savings to the
\lowry (gara) a daughter takes with her on marriage; they must often buy
cloths for themselves, and their own lamp-oil, luxuries such as perfume,
kolas, pOWder, mirrors, etc., and sometimes sleeping-mats. Women always have
to pay themselves for any magic they desire, whether bor.:!: or mallanci, and
they maintain a wider and more continuous series of exchanges on kinship lines
and by the institution of bik~. than men do, as an insurance against large
ceremonial expenses of marriage or naming ceremonies; if they are contempla
ting divorce or visit,s to their family, they have to save up for the expenses
involved. In this way the separate income of wives from their craft and
trade is largely spent again in the community to which their husbands belong,
in the purchase of snacks, cloth, services, in gifts and exchanges, on magic,
small luxuries, an~ on their daughters, while some is saved in cash or goods,
such as fB£.~_t:i, (decorated enamel plates), kwanon:i,. (brass or enamel basins) .or
;jigi~a (traditional girdle made of the husks of the palm-oil nut, worn by
women under the waist cloth to aocentuate their hips; average dry-season
value, very approximately, 2/3d.). Some is loaned out, mainly to the husband
or his friend (babban aboki), and some is invested in small stock.



women's incomes are spent in the community from which they were earned, and
the non-recorded portions mainly in transactions with other women, the
accuracy and completeness o~ our tables ~or the economic activities of the
commu."Ylity's males is not in question - and with that we must be content.

The basic aim of the enquiry was the calculation of values for production
and consumption in all the i~portant fields of Rausa economic activity 
farming, craft, trade, transport, wage-labour, - in a manner permitting the
compilation of an Income/Expenditure budget that could be checked internally
and externally by other students, and would also reflect native levels of
income and consumption and variations of these. The basic field problem,
determined by the aim of the enquiry, was therefore that of the method of
collecting such data. By its nature the task stressed quantitative
procedures, but before these could even be conceived a preliminary outline of
the social organisation and culture had to be made.

Incompleteness of Government records and non-applicability of commercial
information meant that the calculations would have to be based almost entirely
on data collected in the field. Small relianoe could be placed on outside
sources of information. Even figures of crop-yields and conversion-ratios
worked out by the Agricultural Department required testing, since the experi
mental nature of the Department's work may have produced atypical figures.
The highly diverse nature of the looal economy within an~ between communities,
not guessed at the start of the study, has already been mentioned. There
is also such great seasonal variation in economic activity, supply of commodi
ties, prices, etc., that from the start it was clear that information about
one season could not be the basis of an annual calculation. The impressive
etiquette of social stratification also L~plied the invalidity of generalisa
tions about the domestic economy of one class based on data collected ~rom

another. These considerations clearly demanded careful attention to detail
in collecting data, and a certain caution in their use.

The field work situation was itself so peculiar and so decisive in deter
mining the methods of enquiry actually used, that an outline of its main
characteristics is appropriate. The most obvious restriction on the investi
gator is afforded by the Rausa seclusion of women and refusal of permission to
enter the compounds and observe the domestic economy at work there. To a
considerable degree this was overcome by my wife IS assistance; as a woman,
her visits were always permitted and welcomed, and she undertook to study
women's activities in the home under my direction. Rer assistance here made
it possible fbr greater attention to be devoted to the activities of males.

Among the men the obstructive conditions were less immediately evident,
but more consistent and severe. Only after five months of repeated failure
to collect any reliable quantitative data for the survey was the character of
obstruction or hostility suspected, and then without any indication of its
cultural locus or cause, or its associated motivations. Six weeks of'daily
visits to men in their entrance-huts yielded one notebook of compl~tely

worthless information, and characterised me locally as an ineffectual unwanted
nuisance. Early efforts to measure farms were equally unfortunate; a man
asked to show me his farm for measuring reduced its area by two-thirds, wi th
great politeness. A guide was then employed in this farm-survey to avoid
such errors, but after fourteen days it became cle~r that onlY the first dayls
work was accurate; thereafter he had carefully aIld consistently led me astray,
dividing some fields, amalgamating others, ignoring many fields belonging to
the men in my sample, showing certain fields of a hamlet three miles away as
bush farms·of the sample, and so on and so forth. Rausa customs of name
avoidance and multiple names for one person were also made use of in confusing
and misleading the enquiry. Work-diaries collected over two weeks at this
stage also containe~ ~alse information. Attempts to elicit simple basic
data by discursive questions produced a shower of conflicting answers, the
majority later proven false. At a later date, persons other than the men I
had selected as a sample in communities X an~ G were ordered to appear for
interviews by the Native Authority chiefs.
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Confusion also centred on the type of enquiry that was being conducted;
and the enquirer's status. A District Officer does not tour the rural areas
without two N.A. Messengers accompanying him, the representatives of the Emir
and the District Head, but although, with the exception of my first visit to
a rural community in Zaria, I travelled without such Messengers, the oharacter
of my study as an economic enquiry was often interpreted locally in terms of
tax assessment, and seemed to bear out my introduction as an Assistant
District Officer. One District Head questioned my steward three times on
this matter, and eventually made him swear that I was not an A.D.O., or con
ducting an aClministrative enquiry, but having learned this, against my
expressed wishes and requests, assembled all the males of the community, among
whom we were then working, and informed them that I was an A.D.O. studying
their village economy, that r intended to measure their farms, and might per
haps whip anyone unwilling to co-operate.

In another area, after I had told the Hausa D.H. tr~t I had begun work
on the kinship system of the pagans in his District, his jakada arrived in the
community, disciplined its chief by taking away his robe (!igaJ, and said the
D.H, demanded to know who had told me anything about their kinship system when
he had not given them permission to do so. Standing behind a Village Head's
rl3tainer in a crowded market on my first day in one community, I heard him
giving the men about him the following helpful instructions: "This European
is an A.D.O. but says he isn't. He is enquiring to raise tax. Ifhen he
asks you your trade, if you're a farmer, say you're a ~Gaver, if you 're a
weaver, say you're a butcher: ••• ", and so on.

It has been mentioned already that after six weeks of daily visits to
compounds, one notebook of worthless information was all there was to show,
and I had lost "rank" in the eyes of the community without making any useful
contacts. The continual visits, day after day, were proofs of my ineffec
tiveness, to the men visited, who nade this clear in conversa.tion. Attempts
to get information during these visits by disoursive enquiries or by repeated
questions on particular topics were evaded or ignored in the continual coming
and going of people through the entrance-huts. It gradually became clear
that the necessary economic information about households could not be obtained
in this way, and that some form of controlled interview in private was
essential. Furthermore, it seemed advisable to prepare oneself for such
interviews by collecting all possible information about the economic
condi tions of the men to be interviewed, by measuring their farms, ascertain
ing their crop yields for the previous year, studying their household compo
sition as entered in the tax returns, and by collecting diaries of daily work.
The place in which to conduct such a controlled interview was shown to be my
own quarters when my wife pointed out that the friendly and equal behaviour
appropriate between women, with the exchange of visi~s as conditions allowed,
was not typical of relations between males, among. whom the inferior in rank,
if he is not a client, only visits his superior when sTh~oned to do so, while
the superior does not as a rule visit inferiors in their compounds.
Discussions with Hausaalso showed that they regarded my visits to the com
pounds of villagers as a series of faU<>;J!A'?_ and an intrusion into the privacy
of the people visited, whereas my wife's visits to womenfolk in these and
other compounds were always welcomed. From all this it gradually became
clear that the most likely chance of success was by means of controlled inter
views with men selected at random from the population and tax records, who
shoUld be summoned to my quarters through the local chief, whether District
or Village Head, after I had collected all the available economic data
relevant to the interviews.

Only when talaka)Y5J., were convinced that the information which they were
asked to give about their economic activities would not be used against them
for tax assessment, and particularly that their disclosures would not be. dis
cussed with their chiefs, did the men interviewed give free and candid ace
accounts of their income and expenditure. Hence the methods of field work
were determined by the field situation as well as the problem. Both empha
sised the need for comparable and verifiable data.
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As the population returns apply to Village-areas and not to individual
settlements, it was impossible to select communities by random methods for
study according to their population size. Initially, also, I coufd not
estimate the period of field work in any area necessary to permit collection
of relevant economic data, and consequently did not know how many communities
it would be possible to study in the available time. Communities were there
fore chosen at first haphazardly on the advice of the Administration or the
Emir. Due to lack of time for a reconnaissance survey, the degree of regional
variety vms also not fully recognised at first, hence communities were not
selected for the purpose of illustrating their variations. The Anchau
dist~ict, on which a great deal of information is available owing to the work
of the Sleeping Sickness Service there, and Soba where another anthropological
stUdy was under way, were both excluded as possible fields of study. .
Otherwise selection of communities was haphazard.

, To reassure the heads and people of the communities studied that tax
assessment was not the purpose of my studies, a promise was made not to use
the names of either community or taxpayer, hence the labelling by letters and
numbers throughout this study.

Using the tax returns, random samples of male taxpayers were made,
usually beginning with the first registered taxp~yer, the Village Head. The
nature of the enquiry was then explained to the collected group, the chief
being made responsible that farm boundaries shown in the land survey were
correct. The possibility and extent of errors based on the use of probably
inaccurate tax returns of population was reduced in var~ous ways, principally
by conducting occupation censuses of the communities studied, in the course
of Which discrepancies between the actual distribution and numbers of people
in the households, and the summaries of populations on the tax returns, were
revealed; secondly, by counting the compounds in the locality under study and
comparing our figure with the enumeration on the tax returns; thirdly, by
comparing the household popUlations of the men interviewed for budgets, as
elicited by genealogioal stUdy in the course of the interviews, with the
figures given for such compounds in the tax returns, thus revealing any dis
crepancies between these accounts; and lastly, by ascertaining from the men
interviewed whether they had paid tax in the previous or current year, and if
so how much. As copies of the population returns for tax were always made on
arrival in each community, information given by interviewed men could be
compared immediately with the official entries, and discrepancies discussed.
The representativeness of the sample can be checked by comparing the sum of the
tax paid by the sample multiplied by the ratio of the sample to the total
population of taxpayers, wi th the recorded community tax. In the sample at
~ three able-bodied interviewees freely admitted to not having paid official
tax in the year 1949-50.

Economic data colleoted for each man in a sample fall into two classes:
data on farming, obtained by measurements of their farms etc., and data on
their household economics, craft or trade output, harvest, etc., collected in
the budget form discussed below. Data regularly collected about the com-

,munity concerned included market prices and marketing, occupational censuses,
studies to determine fertility and mortality, marriage payments, age associa
tions, political organisation, etc. Data recorded in the District Notebooks
of the Provincial Administration and their Intelligence Reports, and in the
files of the Agricultural Department were where possible collected. Data on
the Emirate supplied by the Zaria Native Authority was confined to population
returns and monthly returns of market prices, from which seasonal price fluc
tuations and average annual prices of commodities were estimated. These
market figures and those of the Zaria office of the Department of Marketing
and Exports were too incomplete and faulty during the period of collection to
serve as data for graphic treatment. This is unfortunate, as comparable
figures collected from Kano, Funtua, Gusau and Jos are serviceable, and the
projeoted oomparative study of changing market prices in relation to these
areas cannot be oarried out.

Enquiries and experiments were made to determine certain basic ratios,
which, when lmovm, supply useful checks on statements made by informants.
Studies of this type are briefly enumerated below.
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(1) Adult male literacy in Ajamic (i. e. local Arabic writing) or Roman script.
(By sample at X).

(2) Food intake of 10 compounds. (By weighing daily to determine grain con
sumption per man-equivalent, using the ratios for persons of different age and
sex given in the Nigerian Government pamphlet, "Food in Relation to Health"
(Lagos 1947). At B).

(3) Diaries of work, diet and market purchases for men.
and X).

(At A, B, C, D

(4) Yield per acre of guineacorn (in District p), bulrush millet (gero) and
maize (both at E) and sugar cane (at G).

(5) Threshing ratios of guineacorn and millet.
in AppendiX V).

(With the yield studies

(6) Yield per acre of cotton.
two fields at B).

(By experimental purchases of crop futures of

(7) stUdies of time taken in production and weight of raw materials used,
for certain women's crafts - spinning, weaving, snack-making. (At B, E and Z).

(8) Experimental studies of underpayment in cotton sales at official export
markets.

(9) Censuses of markets to determine value of commodities sold therein. (At
A, E and Z).

(10) Studies of relative use of Hausa, Yoruba or European cloth and associated
types of dress. (At z).

(11) Conversion of local measures (such as .ill1J.9:ld and bundle and gadabu) into
British ones. (Throughout the enquiry at various places).

(12) Men's craft processes - time, costs and output.
munity visited).

(Studied in each com-

(13) Trade units, transactions, turnovers, costs and profits.
each community visited).

(studied in

Little comment on this list is possible here, but something must be said
about the crop...yield calculations included in the Appendix on Farm Studies.
They were undertaken when it was clear that the statements of Hausa farmers on
these matters could not be relied on, and after an attempt to obtain permis
sion to enter and weigh the oontents of granaries in compounds had been
refused. Crop-yields calculated for farmers in District P were checked
against 1948 yields of the same farms obtained from the unsuspecting farmers
by a local assistant who pretended to purchase the crop-futures of these farm~

and so obtained aocounts of their previous yields. Although it might be
expected that, since the value of a crop~future would vary with the expected
size of the crop, men wishing to sell the future of their crops on the farm
would exaggerate the previous yields, this was rarely the case, and casual
check enquiries made by my i?-ssistant from neighbours who helped with the
harvests of the prospeotive sellers bore out the statements about previous
yields. Guineacorn yields of these farms for the year in which this study
was made were also obtained for me by my assistant, and agree closely with my
calculations. The study of guineacorn yields by its example explains the
procedure used, and as this method was also employed in estimating the yields
per acre of maize, bulrush millet and sugar-cane, the results of these later
studies are given in briefer form. (See appendix V, (VI). The following
method used in stUdying the yield of guineacorn was also ased in the later
studies of maize, millet and sugar-cane farmed by men of communities E and G.
In the guineacorn study, a count was made in 40 fields, farmed by men of
communities Band C, the fields being seleoted at random, and the number of
roots and stalks of grain in areas of 2,500 sq. ft. each were counted. At
this stage it was believed that such a sample would be a sufficient basis for
the direct calculation of unthreshed yields per acre, but a check count of
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the stalks per pound at the beginning of the guineacorn harvest showed varia
tion between four stalks per pound and sixteen stalks per pound. It was
therefore necessary to establish a firm average of stalks per pound,not
merely for the farmers in my sample, but also for the oommunities they repre
sented and the district as suoh. As a result, 600 sample bundles we:i,ghing
over 3t tons were weighed and counted in eight different oommunities of the
Distriot soattered over an area exceeding 100 square miles and involving
102 farmers. Distinctions were kept between various types of guineacorn.
These figures will be found in Appendix V, and they provide ratios for
unthreshed yield per acre of guineacorn which compare favourably with those of

, :Mr. Corby IS Bomo Survey.~'

Threshed yields were obtained under my wife's supervision from 10 bundles
purchased in the market, and separately by the assistant already mentionad,
from another 9 bundles which had been bought as futures. The opportunity was
taken to work out independently the cubic capacity and weight of the main
Zaria corn measure, the mudu or kwanon Sarki. (Emir's bowl), a tin bowl of
standard size. The results are found 'in Appendix V. These independent
enquiries yielded very similar figures, but we have chosen the figure obtained
on our premises, where my wife's supervision and the interested co-operation
of the women who threshed the grain made theft unlikely. No significant
difference between the threshed yields given by guineacorn with different
ratios of stalks per pound was found; this means that the ratio of weight of
unthreshed guineacorn to weight of threshed guineacorn remains constant what.
ever the number of stalks to the pound, and as a consequence, we are able to
calculate the lump yield of guineaoorn for a community by using average
figures for guineacorn acreage and guineacorn stalks per acre (zargani~

grainstalk) ; and so turn this into threshed yields by using the ratio
of threshed to unthreshed grain. For individuals, this estimate can be and
has been made with greater accuracy by oalculating the unthreshed yield of
guineacorn per acre from actual counts of standing grain and measurement of
all their yields, as will be seen in Appendix V. These calculations check
against information obtained, in his usual manner, by my valuable assistant.

The ratio of stalks per acre, and also of roots per acre, which it will
be observed vary considerably, indicated the different values of various types
of soil, amount of cultivation, manure used, soil fatigue, position on slope,
etc. Analysis by graphs indicates four main modalities in crop yields per
acre.

Similar studies of bulrush millet ~9) at the 1950 harvest at
Community F are only useful to show the damage to orops caused by the Army
worm (ganzari) which ravaged the Emirate in that season. The low threshing
ratio of this ger~ crop may be due to the Army-worm. Results are also given
for maize and sugar-cane. An instance of efforts to establish oonversion
figures for a local unit - the dami or bundle - is given for guineacorn sample
weights. Sample weights of corn-bundles indicated such variations that
257 bundles of guineacorn, belonging to 74 men, in various communities, were
weighed, giving a· total of 18,775 Ibs. and an average weight for the guineacorn
bundle of 73.44 Ibs., or a threshed weight of 50.14 Ibs., Which is 20 mugg.
These figures enable one to convert the grain yields as given by farmers in
bundles into both mu@. and Ibs. avoirdupois, both as a communal average and as'
~ndividual figures for those farmers whose bundles had been weighed.

The general agreement between our crop-yield averages and guineacorn
ratios and those of the Agricultural Department's station at Maigana, Zaria,
enabled us to form average yields per acre from the returns of their four
farms (available since 1940) for those crops we were unable to measure our
selve's, and to apply these average figures to the acreages of our farmers so
as to, calculate approximate yields. It was necessary to make an independent
study >of crop yields under village conditions, beoause those of the
Agricultural Department are from Mixed Farmers' fields or experimental plots.
It appears that these two sources cancel out to give a common figure
fairly close to the hand farmer's average, while also providing a suffi
ciently broad sample - of 36 harvests per crop, or 4- fields a year for 9 years
years - for ea~h crop on which _t_o_b_a_s_e_a_n_fIp"'•••.__e_r_a_g_e_. . _
* Corby, H.D.L., Survey of Borno Village, Zaria - Farm & Forest, vol. 2, (1941) PP. 106-9.
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These average yields multiplied by the farmer's acreage under each crop
give a total yield of each crop per farmer. These yields are turned into
cash figures, for evaluating income in kind, by taking'the mean of market
prices for that crop in the area concerned throughout the year in question.
In fact however it was no+' usually i1(cessary to use this check on farmers'
statements, as they usually gave fa~ estimates of their yields when they were
convinced that such information would not be used against them, and also that
falsification of yields by understatement would not be accepted, as I was
already familiar with average crop-yields and domestic consumption levels in
Zaria.

Triangulation was impossible amongst the 10-foot high grain, but at
different times fourteen fields of groundnuts or cotton were triangulated, and
the error produced by area calculations based on measurements.of the boundaries
and later triangulated on the drawing-board was worked out, to yield an average
range of error of 8 per cent. plus or minus. Prismatic compass work was ruled
out for the same reason as triangulation, and the need to proceed with the
task, together with our arrival after the farming season had begun, made it
unwise to wait until 1950. Farm measurements were supplemented by a careful
count of the number of crops combined; an attempt to measure fallow farms was
soon abandoned, since some of these are indis+.inguishable from bush after a
fallow period of anything up to 30 years, 'with consequent uncertainty as to the
owner. Crop rotation of all farms measured back to the last fallow period
vms collected as part of the bUdgets, which themselves require fuller
treatment.

~ The Structure of Ii~usa B~tJ!

To. recapitulate briefly - the usual method of short-term day-to-day
bUdget collection from a few households illustrated by Appendix IX cannot
provide any useful picture of the total annual economy of the household,
community or district concerned, since seasonal variations in all aspects of
domestic activity are so marked that short-duration time samples used as bases
for annual calculations give rise to gross errors, while class variations in
domestic economy are so complex that the usual anthropological sample of 10 to
20 people cannot adequately reflect these. Again, since a similar variation
is found between communities, the student who relies on a sample drawn from
one community would obtain an incomplete picture of the modern economy.

121

The difference of economy in urban and rural communities is matched by
the differences of. approach to and treatment of them. When a sufficient
number of comprehensive bUdgets, coupled with farm-surveys and studies of the
types listed above had been taken, regularities in the expenditure patterns at
various income-levels were evident, thereby permitting studies estimating out
put only to be undertaken in the urban communities where larger samples were
necessary. Farm studies of these urbc"ll samples were ruled out in favour of
larger samples illustrating important elements in urban economics. Hence the
urban studies are confined to estimates of output only, and do not permit
calculation of totals for income and expenditure such as are attempted for the
rural ones. But this limitation is amply balanced by the size of the samples
and consequent variety and detail of the data which was made possible by
restriction of interest to the processes of production and distribution, and a
broader picture of the changing econo~ of the Emirate emerges from these less
intensive but more extensive enquiries. These output studies in urban com
munities were only undertaken after the studies of rural economy had made
conversion-ratios, profit margins, prices, processes and their costs familiar,
and shown the extent to which expendi ture levels depend on income. The
external checks were thus partly supplied by previous field work. Comparison
of statements of costs, processing etc. made at separate interviews by men
practising the same'craft or trade supplied another check, and information on
the same community from the Village Head and officials supplied a third series
of checks, in these less elaborate studies. The figures given for urban
communities are therefore estimates, and are neither as complete nor as
accurate\as the budgets collected in the rural studies, but even so these
estimates are certainly near" enough to the truth to be worth study, and
describe the economies from which they were drawn more adequately and accu
rately than would otherwise have been possible in the allotted time.
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In the rural communities A to G inclusive, after measurement of their
farms had been completed, the men of the sample were called one by one through
their District or Village Head, for a half-day interview in my quarters.
This method of calling them ensured that the chief should know who initiated
the interview, and as he was usually himself invited to such an interv,iew,
that he should know the nature, and purpose of my enquiries. The success of
this method and the failure of alternative apprcaches is not only ample justi
fication for its employment in this context, but supports the analysis of the
political system already made, since the men themselves came ,villingly when
called in this manner, and thanked me for officially and publicly ordering
them to come in such numbers, as members of the sample groups. Again, the
pleasure felt by the men interviewed at being questioned systematically,
sympathetically and privately about matters of great interest to them 
kinship and household economy - not merely ensured the success of these inter"
views and provided further proof of their utility, but established friendships
between interviewer and interviewee which continued usefully beyond that
situation. The principle was made of paying all informants equally for their
time, and not for information, which it was the task of the enquirer to obtain
in this situation. Refusal by an informant to co-operate was accepted and
respected, but there were only 28 failures to 90 successful interviews, on a
household basis.

The interviews themselves were based on a uniform though unVlTitten
,questionnaire, designed to producecross-c:b.Bcks bet'ween'the information giv-en
by different men, and between one man's answers to different questions. The
farm study already made and market studies served to provide overall checks on
a man's information.

Beginning with the informant's genealogy, the household composition was
next established, and from this the daily and annual grain-requirements were
calculated and compared with the man's own daily estimates.

Another check on the grain yields given me by the sample population was
provided by a study of the food consumed in 10 households over a period of a
month made by my wife. This enabled the population per compound to be turned
into mud~, or pounds of grain required per day by the compound, and this esti
mate was used as a standard for comparison with the information received.
The frequency of grain meals was also established, and this enabled calcula
tions of a year's grain requirements to be made for any household whose popula
tion was known, by turning the population into man-equivalents of a nutritional
scale such as that of the Nigerian Government publication "Food in Relation to
Health".* Thus informants who sought to conceal their crop-yields by reducing
their requirements were found out, once their household population was known.
The established annual grain consumption and production of a..'1 informant's
household served as a useful means of estimating other items in his budget.
Reasonable differences were ignored because of personal and class variations,
the informant's statements being accepted. After this, the questionnaire on
income and expenditure was worked through, using daily, weekly or monthly
periods of time as units to establish the frequency with which certain
purchases, or craft and trade turnovers, Were made. Seasonal variations were
always treated separately, and the smallest possible unit of time for any item
was always used. In a short time these frequencies were established for
seasons and classes of indiViduals, and this VIaS less difficult than might
appear, because men are responsible for marketing and for feeding and care of
their families, with the result that, like the British housewife, they are
continually occupied with the economic problems of the household. But the
culturally standardised regular and limited requirem?nts, regarded by Hausa as
necessities or as luxuries, being comparatively few, inaccuracies resulting
from forgetfulness or confusion are reduced. These inaccuracies were further
reduced by my growing familiarity with household economics, and finaliy could
be specifically checked against information on the same item given by other
men of the sample. Thus it is not only possible to establish figures for
turnover and profit for the three or four independent kola-nut dealers in
our sample, but the rate of profit on kola-nuts emerges if related to seasonal
variations in supply and market prices, and the context of the vendor as
determined by difficulties of transport. Similarly the cloth merchant in D
naturally gave a low figure for his trade turnover, but a calculation made

* FOOd In Relation,to Health. Lagos (1947).
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produced figures g~v~ng the total turnover and rate of profit. The Village
Head of D, on the other hand, had an excess of casp expenditure over stated
income which even the highly unlikely figure of hi,,! sales of sylvan produce
probably does not cancel out. These instances could be multiplied, and con
trary cases could also be given, the finest being provided by another rich
cloth merchant and returned pilgrim (AJ,ha,i:!:), listed as 66E, who exclaimed
with mingled surprise and horror during the account of his expenditure for the
year, "Kai, Bature , gaskiya ce na kashe kudi haka ?Ka.,;j,",""...Yi3.J.l~J'!..-D-J3,'y'a W§,lJ.j;§,
ta~_Jl..§,Yan ~~i lissaftanshi, ina so ka [ada mani kudj.. d~na.,. ka.@p.e ..Jlal1ll."
("Is it really true, European, that I spend money like that? (to that amount).
Novi I see my foolishness. When you've added it up I v.d.shyou would tell
me how much I spent this year." - and more of a similar order).

* There were 28 fail~res in 118 budget stUdies.
** See Forde, C.D. - The Native Economies of Nigeria, London 1946. P. 35 ff.
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The material thus collected is classifiable first by distinction between
cash and kind** and then by the distinction between income and expenditure on
the one hand and production and consumption on the other. For example, cash
and kind inc~mes give gross income, which differs from production. Similarly
differences of consumption and expenditure are respected. The income and
production half of the budget data is again divided according to its
sources, into farming, paid labour, craft and trade (including commission
sales referred to as brokerage), income from stock (by sales or for trans
port); debt, sylvan produce, sales an~ so forth. Particular att~nt~o~ is
paid to farming throughout, and the f~gures on land use for each ~nd~vldual

form the background of his bUdget. Similarly, expenditure/consumption
figures are arranged in groups according to function, such as food, clothing,
stimulants, household, personal, ceremonial, etc., particular attention being
devoted to food. Finally the figures are .given for total value of all types
of food eaten, and separately for grain. The total cash income is also
compared with the total value of directly consumed and self-produced commodi
ties, in an effort to establish measures of self-subsistence for the various

Income from craft, trade, farming and other sources was carefully built
up in a similar manner and used as a guide to the information on expenditure.
With the exception of the first four or five budgets, not quoted in the
Appendix, no calculations of the annual income and expenditure were made in
the field. These early budgets have not been included in any later calcula
tions, or in the number of failures, as they were intended to give experience
in the use of this method and the pattern of household economics.

The calculation of annual income and expenditure for each of these indi
viduals, undertaken after leaving their communities, was the final test of the
practical value of this method, and the fact that they balanced, in the
majority of cases to within £2 or £3 over the year,* confirms the hypothesis
and the method to which it gave rise, and also affords a satisfactory veri
fiable basis for making larger calculations. The hypothesis was simply that,
in a community where money is in constant use, and few opportunities for
saving or investment exist, the cash income and expenditure of any individual
or community will tend to balance, and that the individual concerned, since,in
the nature of the economy, he deals mostly in small, regular and frequent sums,
will remember these and their frequencies as well as the large seasonal tran
sactions that he makes, with sufficient accuracy to enable a useful calculation
of his annual income and expenditure to be built up from such small units as
I'td. a day" or "td. a week" in purchases, or "6d. a market-day" in sales, if
careful attention is paid to seasonal variations, and sufficient external and
internal checks can be brought to bear on the material. It goes without
saying that both the income and expenditure questionnaires must be very nearly
complete, or the calculated sums will not balance, and that this required
familiarity with the cuItureand its economy. It is interes ting to observe
that the one case given in which income and expenditure do not balance - by
nearly £30 - is that of the cloth merchant at Dj probably for the reasons
indicated above in the discussion of merchants, probably because he is pre
paring to go to Mecca, probably because he lied, and probably because his
money income is far greater than the expenditure pattern will absorb for any
one not of the nobility.



households and communities studied. Similarly, transfer payments in cash and
kind are grouped for comparison. The greater part of these transfers occur
within the u.."lit-community or village-area; at the household level, gifts
received are included in a man's income, gifts made are treated as a part of
his expenditure. Since the community figures are formed from domestip
budgets with this arrangement, tabulations of transfer payments at community
level reproduce the household features. It would be possible to work out
from field notes the exact ratios of inward and outward community transfer
payments involved in these columns, but this seems unnecessary. Where the
tabulation for domestic economy is not appropriate for a community income and
expenditure budget, this does not imply that data collected on household
economy cannot satisfy the formal requirements of community budgets, but
simply that no such formal excellence is here intended.

Records of two budget interviews, omitting comments on genealogical data
and crop rotation schedules, are given here to illustrate the raw data on
which the tables of Appendix II are based, and the method of collection. To
illustrate extremes, a farmer, no. 22 of B community, and a seller of spices,
no. 84 of G, have been chosen. Both are simple budgets, self~explanatory

and severely limited to the essentials for Hausa rural living standards. The
contrast between them oentres on farming. No. 84, a stranger to G, had no
farms in 1949 and his gross income is 92 per cent. caSh, whereas no. 22, a
native of B, farms vigorously but has a low cash income. Of 22's earnings
as a herbal specialist in curing syphilis, nothing unfortunately is known.

pudget of No. _~Qf-E! (Hand-farmer)

a = MALE

9 = ,FEM~LE

_ "MI'IRR/RCE

"-
"-, a ADOPTION
~

d ,,' YE~RS OF IIQIi
12

G POPlIMTION OF

. =WORK UNIT AND
COMPOUND

8
~ l-k
5 VNWEANED

r:f.. ,'" bEAD

Farming:

1949 harvest
(incomplete)

Millet - 18 bundlesCowpeas - 6 baskets
Cotton - 5 blankets

7 fields, including 2 at former village site of B, four miles away.

Crop Yields

5 mudu_ daily - 13 Ibs. ;::: grain intake

Fields
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5 10

3 9

3 0

1 6 0
15 ~

1 10 5

£ s. d.

i

j

£ s. de ~

~5 10 0
6 10 0

£ 12 0 0

no. of mudu

*Millet .. 44 bundles

...

Millet... 7 bundles

Millet - 6 bundles

Millet ... 13 b1lIldles

...

1949 harvest
(incomple te )

Millet .. 18 bundles

- 3 mudu.
2 mudu
5 mudlJ

125

... 3 blankets

.. 5 baskets

- 4 loads
... 3 baskets

1948 harvest

Guineacorn... 1 bundle

Millet ... 17 bundles
Guineacorn - 31 "

Guineacorn 11 bundles
Millet 6 "

Cotton
Cowpeas

Cotton
Cowpeas

Guineacorn - 18 bundles
Millet ... 13 It

Cotton ... 11 blankets
Guineacorn - 61 bundles
Go,vpeas 14 baskets
Millet 38 bundles

Sweet potatoes - 22 baskets

Cefane (stew ingredients)

Meat @ 6d. per week ..
Sal t @ td. daily .
Locustbean cake, 1d. daily ..
Ghillie peppers .. 3 mudu dried per
year @ 1/3d. each in season

Other peppers (tattasai) ... 1 mudq
monthly for 6 months @ 6d.

Eaobab & okras not bought
Palm-oil, 5 bottles @ 1/2

5 blankets cotton @ 22/- each ..
6 " " "21/8"

Daily grain ... evening
forenoon

:.::-.;:=.!!--=::,-,-,o:;.;:f B (Conta.)

2

5

3

Wood fetched by son

... 5 X 365..m.udu per year 1825 mudll

* OUtpUt of tile last 12 months is used in calculation of bUdgets, hence farm yields for 1948"'9 are
collected. Thus as this interView took place in October 1949, value of crops harVested between
October 1948 and October 1949 provide figures for farm outpUt.

cf. total grain grown 1880 mudu less zakka (tithe), seed, ceremonial,
gifts etc.

Household food requirements:
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Threshed Yield of grain &o~~ ... bundles or baskets X average
per unit

M..1J.d1i guineaoorn ... 61 X 20 - 1220 » Total 1880
1I millet .:. 44 X 15'" 660
It oowpeas ... 14 X 7 - 98

Food bough~ :

Total known cash income (from medicine n/k), '

Gash crops:

Farm produce totals

Q~ At, former
site
of

X) village



Blldg!'lt of No. 22 of~ (eontd.)

.f3nack~ (marmarD

Milk, 1d. t!'ln tim!'lS monthly
Fura mad!'l at hom!'l every 3rd day
Honey 1 bottle, 1/6 ..
Fulani butter .... 1d, three times monthly ..

Stimulants

£ s. d.

10 a

. 1 6
..3 0._--.

14- 6

Kolanuts ... td. daily al1d 1d. or 1td. on mark!'lt
days (some given to wife) .... 5d. w!'lekly

Sugarcan!'l .... 3d. a week in season
1d. a week oth!'lrwise ..

European soap for body once weekly, td....
Soda ,for gowns 1d. monthly .....
Soap for wives td. each weekly ..

Washing:

L~p-oil (sheanut butter) 3d. monthly

1 5 a

.. 8 8

3 a

2 2
1 a
4- 4-

House Re pa;i.r_:~t 194-8

Poles - 20 loads, 10 poles each, for fencing
Grass fencing, 20 loads a side, 3 sides of

compound - total 60 loads
Plastering done
Repairing roof - done by self
Used guineacorn stalks, 60 bundles of own

Tax (194-8 ... 11/.... ) 194-9 ... 13/'" 3 a

Farm Tools,& household ~tensilA

1 large hoe (galmaJ for self (lasts 3 yrs. L
1 II If II It boy aged 13 _ _ ..
2 /I II II II boys (younger) @ 4-/ ..
2 small hoes (fatanY..~J obtained from h).acksmith
in return for 2 old .~~. (Value of fatany§, -
1/3 each)

2 mor!'l fa tanya @ 1/3 each .
1 magirb:!, (harvesting' tool) ..
2 axes & 3 handles (axe-heads1/:.. .. ~;;,~h; ..
handles 2d. each)

Pots for stew ... 2 @ 4-d. !'lacl:l
II II porridge .... 2 @ 7d. each ..

Calabash buckets from farm (each one lasts
2 months)

Ropes for buckets & goats'" makes himself from
own h!'lmp ,

4- Bornu sleeping-mats @ 1/6 each
2 mat screens (?-sabar:ij @ 10d, each ..
Matches .... 1 box every three months

... 6 a
......... 5 a

8 a

.2 6
1 a

6
8

..1 2

a
...1 8

8

Gave 2 bundl!'lS guin!'lacorn to young!'lr sist!'lr living at old village site.

§.having & Hai:r.Q!:!t
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1d.
4-d.
2d.

monthly for
n n

If "

selL )
boys.... )
wives I hair (kit~C?))

126

£ 1 1

7

2

a



Clothes bought in Ran~.

£ s. do

s. d.

4 a
1 6
1 6

12 a
a a

16 6
4. 6

18 a

18 a

site)
II

1

1

£(Dry season, 1948-9)

1 robe .
1 pair of shoes . .
1 cloth fez-cap.................... .
1 iSwadc:. (local;ly-woven cotton blanket)
1 cl()th for each wife, 10/... each.
3. blankets Cgwado) @ 5/6 each....
3 loincloths @1/6 each...
3. shifts (taguwa) @ 6/ each.. . h.

(tithes)

5 bundles guineacorn ... 1 to Mallam UIr.aru (father
of nos. 20 and 24 B)

1 to M. Balarabe
1 to Limam
1 to M. Audu (at old village
1 to M. Hassan II II II

3 bundles millet 1 to M. Umaru (as above)
1 to M. Balarabe (as above)
1 to Limam (as above)

For Boys:

Zakka givel'!.

~nditure at Salla. (Greater, Lesser & New Year Feasts)

Meat 5/- each feast .
Kolanuts 6d., each feast.. .. 'h ••• ' •••••h.

To wives for hair-do (kitso) - 6d. each wife
each feast .

15 a
1 6

3 a

19 6

To Maroka (eulogists, musicians) in the year . 1 a

Gifts for family ceremonial occasions:

3 naming ceremonies ... 3 bowls .fura (made at home)
2 marriages (one his wife's younger brother ...
i. e. his joking relation) gudummuwa in cash h... 5 0

1 other marriage - 1 kabaki da kaza (calabash of
cooked grain-food with chicken on top)

Compound has 4. huts (one of them the Householder's with 2 rooms'" an adada),
1 entrance-hut and 3. granaries.

Own produce consumed:

Own chicken-increase consumed - 8 Value
Own ducks eaten ... 2 (ducks are less valued
than chickens n·

Says he eats eggs

12 a

2 a

2 goats had kids, one each.
for_JlL~ aged c. 5 months.

One died, other sold

Okra..§.:

Lasted the Rainy Season, 4. meals weekly @ roughly
1td. a meal "'.'... .hh•••••Value .....6 a

Dried okras lasted 30 meals till end of Rani-
(March)..... -- II 2 6
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BUdget of No. 22 of_B (Contd.)

Oassava lasted throughout Wet Season, 30 meals,
c. 7d. worth a meal........ Value

Peppers (ohillies). 6 mudu (dried), value
1/6 a mudu................... "

Hemp ea"ten as fate twice weekly in season.
(2'd. each meal if bought in wet season)... "

£ s. d.

...... 17 6

..... 7 6

.. 3 6

Gifts received at Naming~ceremonies 9 kabaki da kaza

Baobal2. ... own used 3 times weekly in stew, 1d... 1td. per stew (value)
Wood ... fetched. Value c. 1d. per day
Grass for goats - boys fetch. Value c. 1d. per day
Tamarinds ~ stolen

Seed:

Grain ~ 2 plantings. 12 mud-q guineacorn
8 mudu millet

Sweet potatoes ... 2 baskets vines
Loaned 1 bundle to M. Umaru as seed

*Fid da kai received June 1949

WIVES: Not secluded

Earnings: 1st wife spins 6 spindles monthly, sells av:
@ 1/.. each. Monthly profit 2/6

2nd wife spins 8 spindles monthly, avo price 1/- each.
Monthly profit 3/4

'" 2 /'1(/I)[}

OP $-2 J.Sf.

BORN
HAlleli
19S0

. CAME FROM TOrA, KANO
__'!OVINC£, 10 YRS.At;0

= = h~itlR~E

Q = ~ yeNloC OLl>

8

The compound encloses two separate domestic and work units. 84's wife makes
al.li (chalk) used by women in spinning. lili is made from burnt cattle bones.

84 left Minjibir for Katagum 7 years ago after an inheritance dispute
with half-brothers, following fatherls death. Oame to G from Katagum 4 years

. ago and was assigned part of this compound by Village Head, G. (The last
one, died 1950). .
* Fid da kai. - grain given away as a religioUS duty after the Fast of Ramadan.
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Uncooked foods:

Qkr.§.J3 : Sells 2 !.llud1,l daily, av. 6d. each, prof;i. t av. 3d. in 1/-

Sells

Sells 2 mudu daily1

£ s. d.

13 0
10 2

.. .. 1 10 5

................. ...... 1 6
•• .............. H.

1 6

129

Chillies.: Mudu. sells @ 1/8 in March-May.
earning 3d. in1/~, averaging 6d. p.d.

Henna: 1/9 a clothful (kunshi). Commission 4-d.
2 kuns~i a day ~ 8d. p.d. earned.

Rope~: He buys 1/6 worth of withies and mak!es 2/~ worth of rope
daily while trading in the market ... profit 6d. P. d.

Meat 3d. weekly
Salt 1d. lasts 3 days ..
Locustbean cakes ... 1do daily .
No oil bought
Ginger ~ 1~d. monthly ..
Squash (marrow) ... 1~d. monthly ...

Sweet potatoes - 4- meals weekly, 3d. a meal, for
2 months December and January

Gur,ji;va. (voandzeia subterranea) ... 2 meals in season,
4- mud~ each @ 1~. a mudu .

Rizga (Kaffir potatoes) ... as for gurjiya

Processed foods bought as snacks:

EYr_~ - 2d. three times weekly
Sour milk'" 1d. three times weekly with fura
Waina (bean cake) - 3d. about. 5 times in~dan
Dokuwa (a kind of groundnut cake) - 1d. weekly
Kokq (grual) - 1d. every other day (morning)
Allewa (sweetmeat) - 3d. about 5 times a year
Groundnuts - variously cooked - ~. a market-day at
the 2 home markets weekly .

Tub@ni ... another bean cake - 1d. three time~week

Kuli-kul:t (groundnut oake) - 1d. every tiI\le sweet
potatoes are cooked to eat with them '

Rogo (cooked cassava) - 1d. twice weekly in wet season
Gwaz~ (cooked coco-yam) - twice weekly in season
while cheap (2d.) _,.

Sheanut butter - 1d. worth about every 15 days

Had no farms las t year ... no farming.
No sylvan produce owned.
No animals, chickens, etc.

Q~9bab lea>:~§ (kukaJ: Sells 2 baskets on average per week.
Price per basket - varies 0/6 to 3/- according to season.
Profit ... 9d. basket of 1/6 p.w.
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Average daily earnings ... 0/1 six days a week.

Wiyes I earnings ... Processing and sale of chalk from burnt bones, 1/8 weekly
from sale of 4-/... worth of chalk.

Trade: Sells stew ingredients on commission and receives all that is spilt in
measuring. Does 6 markets weekly'" 2 at G and 2 weekly at other
important nearby markets.

Gifts received on birth of daughter, 1950 ... 9 lots valued at 15/9.

~~diture

Stew ingredients ~_fan~:



Tax 1950

Corn sold to N,A, ... none
Subscription to S1illtan of Sokoto's fund,

Sept, 1950. u ..uuuu

House repair~ ... none

Tufaniy~ (screen) - 2 @ 2d. each
Sleeping-mat .. 2 @ 1/.. each
Calabash buckets .. 1 every 2 months @ 3d. each
Rope for water-bucket - 1. Makes it himself, cost 2d,
Bota (ablution-pot for prayers) 2 @ 2d. eaoh

Farm Tools (began farming 1950, see Farm Studies)

Secondhand large hoe (galma)
Small hoe (fataniyaL:u~uuu . uuuuuu .
Knife .u.uuuuuuuuuu u.u.uuuu.uu.uUuuu .
Lauje (grass cutter). uuuuuuuuuU.uu
Needle ..
Seed bought ... 2 mudu grain @ 6d, each

6

11 0

u2 6
,9
2
2
i.
2

£ s, d.

1
7 12 0
6 0 0

£ 14- 12 0

1 0 0
1 12 0
2 0 0

£ 4- 12 0

.wuuuuu £ 19_LQ"

"

month'

"
"

1 month.
5 "
3

for

"
"

day for 1
" " 1
II "1

8d, a
1/1 "
1/4- "

8d, a day
1/-" "
1/4-" "

Total grain bough"!!

Millet:

Grain bought:
. Guineacorn:

Kolanuts - 3d, lasts 4- days
Native brown sugar - 1 small cake, 2td, weekly f<;)r

3 months of season
Sugarcane ... tao a market-day, 18 weeks
Soap for self and clothes - 2d, monthly
Haircut and shaves .. 2d, monthly
Antimony ... 2d. lasts a year

Expenditure on stimulants, personal services, etc,

Budget of No, 84 of G (Contd,)

Clothing (bought since guineacorn harvest

'Yar shara (a loose shift)u.
Blanket
Loincloth.

194-9)

Salla expenses for 3 feasts_

Meat 2/... each time
Kolas 2d." "
Gift to wife Gd, each time

Girts received:

5 kabaki da k1;!;za, 1 bowl of rura, 3 bakin kwarya

2 0
. uuuuuuuwu3 3

o
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Naming Ceremony exp~nse~:

To barber-doctor (plus some of grain gifts received)
Kolanuts - 1 calabash of mi!}ll (small red ones)uuuuuu
Ram bought



Budget of No. 84~L~ (Contd.)

Gifts made to others:-._._----------
3 ka,]aJg" 2 turmin furll" cash 1/6

JlA:oney to maroka: ... None

131

(spillings when measuring goods)

Payments made for use of a farm-plot.

Clothe~. For self, children or wives. Gifts of cloth made, e.g.,
sister on the birth of her child, are calculated under "Gifts".

(6)

(7)
to a

(5) Farm. Farm tools or seed bought, payments made to Fulani for
cattle-manure, 0013ts of gayya (co-operative farm work) or koda.:&.0 (labour).

(4) ~ousehol4. House-repairs paid for, new buildings, wells, eto.,
mats, pots, furniture.

(11 )\ Ceremonj-al e~~ns.(o:3. Expenses of feasts of AlmuharraI.!!.-. (Moslem New
Year), ,fj§-bba.r SaJ.::La. (Greater Beiram), .K~in"§~U.ll, (Lesser Beiram),
payments to Koranic IDa~l,gm§, for instruction in magio, sacrifices on
graduation (sauk~) of a Koran school pupil, and expenses of sacrifice at
Naming Ceremony etc. are included.

(8) Stock pu,rchas~_~. Domestic animals, fowls, etc.

(9) Ta.~.
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(2) Stimulants. 'Kolanuts, chewing tobacco, snuff, oigarettes,
sugarcane. (Locally-made brown sugar is included wi th snaoks).

(3) Personal expenses. Payments for laundering, hairdressing, travel,
perfume, gifts of tobaoco-flowers and hairdressing money to wives,
bicycles (excluding cycles used for hiring out), costs of maintaining
horses, etc.

(1) 1'00d. Food bought ... Grain, Roots, Snaoks or Cooked food, oefanl?
(soup ingredients), namely meat, salt, locust-bean c~e,'baobab leaves,
onions, tomatoes, peppers of various kinds, oils (palm oil etc.), fowls
and game.

Production ... Total Farm produce,
Total Sylvan produce,
Increases of Stock,
Craft turnover (less costs),
Trade turnover (less costs),
Labour & transport services, paid for.

No wife seclusion_._,._,----_._-,,--,--

Baobab leaves, okras, natron, peppers, chillies, onions 
estimated at about' 1-!2d. daily, 9d. weekly - say:£2 a y!!ar

Consumption - Expenditure in cash,
Self-produced commodities which are directly consumed (''Kind'')

To illustrate categories, some of which hold for oonsumption in kind also, the
cash expenditure is itemised as below:

Kind income from trad,.(O.•

Items of in:format~on in the questionnaire which do not contribute to the
expenditure or income calculations of these two individuals are not included
above. In the tables of budgets (Appendix II), items are classified as
follows:-



(13) "Wahalar rnat?-" ... ("Troubles of women") ... payments made with a view to
marriage, e.g. toshi'" courting gifts, ... and payments to karuwai
(pr@stitutes) ).

(14) Gifts.

(12) Maroka: (Eulogists) .. including makada (drummers).
maroka are very frequent in courting. ---

Cash gifts to

Goods produced by a man fQr home consumption then consist in

(1 ) Ovm farm produce, which is further :;;.nalysed according to crops.,
(2) Stock consumed (fowls, pigeons, etc.)

(3) Sylvan produce not purchased or received as gifts.

(4) Consumption from own craft.

(5) Kind income from trade ... e. g. salt used by salt-dealers from their
stocks, meat used by butchers etc.

These self..produced and directly consumed goods are distinguished from gifts
of goods received, such as foodstuffs, which are not produced by the
recipient. Sylvan produce includes locust...bean, baobab leaves, deleb and
dum palm fruits, dates, silk-cotton, tamarind, mango, citrus and horseradish.
Fish, birds and monitor lizards are game, and are included with honey as
sylvan produce. In terms of value, wood for fire or building, and grass for
feeding animals, fencing and thatching form the greater part of the sylvan
produce of the households. Where oorn stalks are used for fuel and have a
market value, as in Band G, this value is included in the calculations under
farm produce. The way in which the information is condensed for analysis is
shown in the following table, which ~eals with income.

Table ?I.

Source----
Farm produce .. ... Crops sold

Kind

Remainder

Sylvan produce II II

Income from stock

Craft

Trade

Gifts received

Debt f
Pledge p
Rent received
Sale of clothes etc.

Stock sold & output of
donkey transport

Craft output less costs =
income

Trade turnover less
costs = income

Cash

Cash
II

II

II

II

Craft products
retained for use.*

Commodities retained
for use. "

Kind

Kind
II

II

II

* As noted In AppendIx II, "kInd" Income from craft and trade has been Included wIth other forms
of kInd Income, followIng the Hausa classIficatIon, for convenIence In bUdgetIng such Incomes.
As the values of "kInd Income" from craft and trade are not large the error Introduced by such
a procedure can safely be Ignored.

r Table (29): Qebt. Income from debt refers to money or cOlJlIllodltles borrowed or receIVed as
repaYments for loans made In the year preVIous to the year of the budget.

~ Pledge.. Inoome from pledge refers to cash or cOlJlIllodl tIes reed: by Intervl ewee In return for
land or goods pledged.
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133

, ~ DEAD AND
SYRS ""liE A7 DEATH

\= ADO

",\

0= COMPOUND

Of the three men in this compound only the eldest, the interviewee concerns us,
but an account of the domestic economy of the compound is also given.

Cost of preparing dye~~:

Millet - 6 bundles. Guineacorn - 7 bundles. Says he got nothing
else. Farm is on loan ~_~), he pays owner one bundle guineacorn and
one bundle millet each year for aro..

Each "brother" takes two-day turns at buying food for the evening meal for
the entire compound. Apart from this, no pooling over tax, clothes, work
etc. takes place. Morning and midday meals are provided separately by each
brother for his iyali (family). 53 zls 1950 crop yields given as follows:

cf~MAlE
9=FEMRL£

In the urban communities X, Y andZ, only estimates of craft output or
trade turnover were attempted, while values for farm or sylvan produce or for
expenditure were not calculated. To illustrate their differences from the
budgets, examples of the interview records on the basis of which estimates of
output and income, in cash terms, in the surveys of urban communities were
made, are given below.

3d. to 6d. to clean out pit.
4 baskets wood-ash @ ita. each
5 baskets old used dye-sediment (katsi)
Firewood to dry out katsi - 1/-
4d. to men pouring in water
3 baskets new indigo @ 3/- each. (Uses p~b~ from a hamlet near
Likoro)

Payment to men who stir the mixture in the pit at three different times 
6d. a time

Total 12/6 a pH

Time taken to prepare dye - 7 days, but usually does this while he's got a
good pit working. Glazing process does not concern him. No dyeing of
thread. Says he dyes 2 r~guna (gowns) daily, 2/6d.each (shudLQ~i - dark
indigo) or equivalent in turbans (2/- each for glazed dying (shuni).), women IS

cloths 1/-, men's trousers 8d. each.
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Dyeing

Hires a small dyepit at 1/- to 1/3 a time - i. e:, for the duration of one
making of dye (baba -native indigo), usually 3 to 4 weeks.



Sells

f = NO KINSHIP Rel.ATION; CLlENTAt;~
~ LINKS' tlNREU/TEP MALES' Tt:J YJ>

a"'... MAJ.E ~ = FEMALE.

0 -COMPOtlNlJ =, WORK tlN/T ALl. FEP
BV Y.Jj lJAILY CRAIN RE€il/llfEMENTJ'

. = 6 Ntlbtl OR IS- 6 L8S.

8ARORI

if=~,
NONE
~

if

2 bags weekly. Price at Jos varied from 501- a
to 35/- a bag in November. Train costs 21-.

Pro:fit 5/- to 7/- bag.

Bought from Tudun Wada, Kana, 2 bags a day for 2 months in
season, 90 mUdu. each at 4d. a mudu. or 301-. Sold at 6d. amudu
in bulk locally.

Bought 80 bags at 1949-50 harvest at 25/- a bag. Sold at Zaria
and Jos in June 1950 at 37/6 each, road or rail costs paid by
purchaser.

Imports 4 huhu weekly at average price £6 landed at y.
locally at £2 profit each.

(1) Sold at Jos. Bought 40 bags at 17/- each, rail and
porterage 2/- a bag. Sold at £1 each.

(2) Sold locally. 40 bags bought in season at 10/6 each.
Sold at 14/- each in wet season.

(From Jos).
bag in August
Porterage 6d.

(to Jos). Purchased 30 bags at Y at 32/6 each. Motor trans
port and porterage 3/6 each. Sold at Jos in bulk for 501- each.

(Railed to Agege): 30 bags bought at Y at 32/6 each. Freight
and porterageetc., 17/6. Sold by X at Agege at £5 a bag,
X having half profit.

(natron) from Guru in Kano: 30 bags monthly during Rani and BaZa£?:.
(January to May) for Fulani cattle. Landed price at Y - 16/-.
Sold in bulk for 201- to 221-.

Groundnuts:

Guineacorn:

Kolanuts:

Chillies
(peppers) :

Sells groundnuts, kolanuts, locust-bean, guineacorn, peppers (chillies),
cO'l'ipeas, sugar, natroll.

Locust bean:

Potash

6 mudu daily for household grain requirements.

Deals with the following merchants (names given);

A at Agege, B at Jos, C at Zaria, D at Tudun Wada, Kano (large packages).

Data on occupational .eo~ts_~l];2--9.l,!,.tput - y. 3. (A Produce DealEgj

Y.3. remains at Y, does not usually go to Jos or Zaria much, he says.
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501- a plot, yielding 10 k§X.~n jirgi (train-loads); 1 .kayaQ
Jugi is 2 cwt. 1/- a )s:sz:...a,..freight to Jos. 9d. for labour.
Sells at Jos at 12/6 to 17/- a load as season advances.

Sends 25 kayan jirg~ a week to Jos per sugar season .. roughly
16 weeks, sometimes shipping the lot to Q (a certa\n trader,
the interviewee's ubang:i;.Q,§,) at Jos.
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Data on occupational costs and output - X.10. A Cattle trader at X.

COMPOUAIl) = f WORK UNIT
ALL FEP BY Xla; DAILY CI?AIN
REQUIREMENTS =·6 ""VZJV
OR IS·6 L8S. -

t.......-= IVO 1<IIVl'HIP RELATION.

d= MALE ~ = rENALE.

= MARRIACE~

d' - ()
JOINED~~
)(10

7YRS.
At:;o Ji. 'IRS

='9=.t= Q 9
x/o

J
NO CHIt..IJREN.

XIO IS A NATIVE 0","
I<AN~ BY BIRTH

BIIRORI(CLIENTS')

, ./OIN£I>d'&=:9
Xla SYRS.

AGO. t!IYRS

Household grain .. 6 mudu daily

He says average prices of cattle at Lagos are as follows:

X.10 says he makes average of £2 profit a head sold in Lagos, not deducting
expenses of journey. Average cost of ' cattle he buys at X is c. £10. Cattle
are inspected at Liki tan shanu (European Veterinary Officer) and Mallamin shanu
(N.A. veterinary assistant) at Bukuru before ticket permitting enrailment is
issued.

Goes twice monthly to Lagos by train from Bukuru with a wagon of cattle
(22 or 24 head - 2 sizes of wagon) each time. Real cost of freight ..
£39 10s. Od. a wagon to Lagos. Money for freight is advanced by Shadiku (a
Yoruba firm making short credits for this trade). After sale of cattle in
Lagos interviewee pays Shadiku £41 12s. Ode (interest £2 2s. Ode over 4 or
5 days). Single to Lagos 2nd class - 29/11 from X. His _barori ride with·
the cattle.

_ £20 Os. Od.
_ £14 to £15

____ £10 Os. Ode

1 large bull, 7 years old_
1 middle-sized bull _
Small bulls 2-3 years old

At Lagos each time before returning, X.10 -buys:
20 rolls ale,wayo (a type of calico) for 17/- eacho Sells at 20/- each
at X. . _

30 rolls akoko (grey baft) for 16/- eaoh. Sells at 21/... each at X.

Rail transport for these loads is £2 5s. Ode
station to X ... ~6 each.

2 donkey-loads from railway

Seasonal trade in natron from Gurui~ Kan~

20 bags twice monthly in damiI:!.~ (wet season)
50 bags" " ".rani (dry season) when Fulani come

5/- profit on each.
donkey transport.

Cost delivered at X, 15/-, including 2/... each bag
Sold at 20/...~

Trade in pig-iron

4 times 1949-1950, X.10 bought lots of 100 railway sleepers at Lagos at
10/- eaGh. Rail costs - 1/- each sleeper and donkey transport station to X 
1/- each sleeper. Sells at 18/- each to individual blacksmiths at X.

Owns one bicycle (private us~).

Has 3 other barori living outside his compound, also unmarried, and one
with one Wife but. no children. (Names given).
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D. Evaluation of the Budgets and Estimat~.~

To conclude this account of the budgetary and allied methods used in the
study of community economics without attempting an evaluation of the budgets
and the methods used in collecting the data, would be unsatisfactory. The
first important feature of this method is that it islargely the product of and
adjustment to a particular field situation; it is very unlikely that the
enquiry would have been conducted in the ways outlined above if field condi
tions had permitted or encouraged the use of the more familiar anthropological
techniques, such as participant observation and freedom to observe the daily
routine of households.

Secondly, it is important to stress that the methods applicable to
a study of domestic economy among the Rausa, may prove ino.pplicable,
if unaltered in other societies. For instance, if the woman is solely
responsible for marketing, or if, as among the Kadara pagans of central Zaria
Province, the role of money in the economy is limited almost entirely to the
purchase of salt and the payment of taX, and exchange proceeds mainly by
barter, the techniques described above are unlikely to provide a satisfactory
description of the eoonomies concerned.

The methods of field enquiry were also designed to provide the data
necessary for calculation of levels of production and consumption for house
hold and community units over a period of a year, since seasonal variations in
all forms of economio activity are so marked that data collected for anyone
season give a very incomplete picture of the economic cycle. The research Vias
therefore largely-·' experiment iE method, and the field problem vras defined as the
colleotion of data which would permit a quantitative description, in annual
terms, of an economy with marked social and regional variations. The combi
nation of production for subsistence and exchange typical of the Rausa
required careful study of the role played by both these elements in the
economy,* and emphasised distinctions between consumption and expenditure on
the one hand, and between production and cash income on the other, and between
"cash" and "kind" transactions throughout.

In connection wi th t2-=-s budgetary method and the results, the following
points should be noted. Firstly, the relatively high figures for individual
incomes are correlated with inflated produce prices in Zaria during 1949 and
1950; the price of grain is sensitive to general fluctuations in internal and
overseas trade, and in 1949-50 it varied from 25/- per sack at harvest to 50/-lider
in rural areas, and from 30/- per sack at harvest to 65/-laterinZaria City; in
1937 l'iIr. L.C. Gilesf quoted grain prices as ranging from 3/- to 8/- per sack
in Soba, Lere, Kudan and Ikara areas of Zaria Emirate. The prices of most
other commodities show comparable fluctuations. Rence the market values given
for output in the bUdgets, when compared with similar studies made before the
war, indicate conditions of inflation rather than an increase in real wealth,
and as expressed in terms of money do not imply any conclusions about
increases in the standard of living. Two bUdgets have been quoted in full
above, and a list of average market prices and values used in the calculations
is given in the Summaries of budgets (Appendix III), since the tabulation of
quantities as well as their market value was not practicable for all i terns in
these 90 budgets here.

As noted elsewhere, no account of the expenditure of women in the house
holds studied is given. Attempts to elicit information on this subject were
made by my wife, but only promised to be successful in those very rare house
holds which contained only one adult woman under conditions of purdah lau;r.QR,
kulle). Though suggestive of expenditure patterns among women, such informa
tion is very unrepresentative. No system of checks comparable to that used
for the budget interviews with men could be applied to accounts of their
income or expenditure given by women, and estimates of women's income given in
the bUdgets are based on information supplied by their husbands, sons or close
kinsmen. As previously observed, with the p8sEible exceptions of expenditur,e
on mid-day snacks, certain household pots, and the gara (dowry) for a

* Forde, C.D. - Ope cIt.,' pp. 32-39.
r GIles, L.C., Report on Co~peration and the Hausa VIllage, (1937). unpublIshed ms. quoted by

Forde, C.D., op. ci t., PP. 144-145.
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daughter 1 s marriage, the outlay made by Rausa women is mainly on cloth
cosmetics, gifts (such as ~i~~ the multiplication gifts between women),
decorative bowls and basins ~ a form of saving ~ and on magi co-religious
assistance. Expenditure made on such items is of an occasional character,
because the items are not among the requirements for subsistence, nor is there
any culturally standardised frequency for outlay of this kind.

On a less practical level, it is important to remember that these
budgets are constructs, in the sense that they are based on the accounts and
estimates of their economic activities over the past year, given by men in
reply to a detailed and exhaustive questionnaire. The information given was
collected in a form designed to show up internal inconsistencies as well as
wrong information, and a series of external checks were brought to bear on
information given by individuals. External checks on the raw material of the
budgets were of two kinds - those general to the community, such as crop
yields per acre, market prices, etc.;. and information about the individual
concerned, such as his farm acreage and pattern of land use, size of house~

hold, occupation, etc., and, where necessary, information about his crop
yields and activities for the previous year obtained from other members c.f the
community, inclUding the womenfolk of the man concerned.

Despite this system of checks, and even where the individual co~operated

wholeheartedly in the enquiry, it is extremely unlikely that the information
given does not include inaccuracies or omissions. The best that could be
done, during and after the interview, was to distinguish those inaccuracies
and omissions which were deliberately intended to mislead from the inevitable
errors involved in retrospective bUdgeting of this kind. The budget failures
referred to above are instances of deliberate falsification.

Finally, it is important to stress that the collection of budgetary data
by the method under discussion was only attempted after familiarity with the
society and culture Lcd been achieved in other fields of our enquiry by a series
of studies on clearly-defined isolated topics, such as literacy, particular
craft processes, crop yields and threshing ratios, trading methods and turn~

overs, farming practice, household organisation, market prices, levels of
oonsumption for partioular items such as food, sylvan produce, olothes, etc.;
and in the economic aspect's of such fundamental institutions askir~ship and
marriage on the one hand, and chieftainship and clientage on the other.
Further studies of the economic activities of the men in a budget sample
provided a· series of individual checks, referred to above, without which the
budget interviews could not have been successful. To undertake the
oollection of budgetary data by interview without these related studies would
be very unwise.

137(19608)145

In this respect the estimates of output made in the urban communities X,
Y and Z, although not undertaken until a thorough familiarity with the Rausa
economio processes, their turnovers and levels of reward had been obtained,
mainly through the budgetary surveys of rural areas, are certainly less
accurate and comprehensive. For this reason they are referred to simply as
"estimates", that is, they are calculations of turnover and income based on
assumptions of seasonal regularities in output and margins of profit as stated
by the individuals interviewed, or by other members of the community such as
the Village Read, Ward Read, etc., concerned with the official economic
assessment of these men for purposes of tax. But while the output estimates
are certainly less reliable than the budgets made in rural areas, they are
valuable as a guide to levels of output of a variety of occupations in urban
conditions, some of which, such as _ea-ankQ.. (31 Y), 12k§.... (4.1 X), and mattress
maker (57 Z) do not appear in the rural bUdgets. These estimates supplement
the rural studies, particularly by increasing the variety of occupations and
communities stUdied, bJ.t 2.3 ~;t3il' method of estimation involves the possibi~

lity that they contain large degrees of error and incompleteness, the more
comprehensive and reliable budgetary studies will be used as illustrations
and basic data in the following discussion of the modern economy.



4spects of the Modern EconCJ!!lX

Chapter L

~. Production for Subsistence and Exchang~*

33%

46%

75%

5.7%

Subsistence
index

£ 588

£5,009

7

6

8

4

391

2677

9 15 7

i 2332 2 11tTotals

Table 28 showing Subsistence Indices for the 7 Rural Conununi ties

Table 28.§: - §J12wing subsistence indices for the individual budgets of 22B and
84G, quoted ~arlier as examples.

The first striking character of the modern economy is its unusually
varied combinations of production for household consumption with production
for exchange. The aggregate budget data for all seven rural conununities give
a sUbsistence production ratio of 46 per cent. of average total income, cash
income accounting for the remaining 54 per cent. Comparison of the propor
tion of total income derived from subsistence-production only, a ratio
referred to briefly as the "subsistence index", shows that wide variations in
the degrees to which various conununities studied derive their income from
subsistence production obtain.

The very 1tlide ra.'1ge of type in the combination of subsistence and
exchange production expresses those variations in the economy of community and
household which have been remarked before. That such variations are not
merely permitted but required by the economic system, a moment's reflection
will show. Economies based on exchange imply specialisation and inter
dependence of productive factors in proportion to the extent of exchange.

- , .
-

i Value of i Total I
I II D. C. ** Cash value of Subsistence

Conununity

I conunodities income conunodities index
£ s. d. £ s. d. consumed

I -
( A I 614 0 1 584- 11 9 £1,199 51%

p ( B I 152 0 3 179 17 5 £ 332 45.5%

~
C 270 4 8 145 18 7 £ 416 65%
D I 476 5 11 I 513 8 9 £ 990 48%

Av: for I I
District P I 1512 10 11 I 1423 16 6 £2,935 51.5%I,

!

IE 433 9 it 624 13 8 £1,058 41%
F 189 7 4 I 237 5 9 £ 427 41%
G , 1 6

Value of I Cash I Total value
Individ.ual D. C. of conunodities

commodi ties 1-£::+ consumed
£ s. d.

I £ ~::. I
£ s. d.---

22B 38 17 8 51 5 0

132
I

84G 2 0 0 10 5 I 34 10 a
! !

These two budgets illustrate extremes.

* For a general discussion of thIs aspect of the eoonolDY, see Forde, Co D., ~1..c.~.. Pp. 32w35
end 129-137.

** I.e. Directly .consumed commodities, that IS, subsistence production.
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Table ?~. _Comparisons o~ income comEosi tions and totals o~

(a) Hand Farmers without subsidiary occup§l-tions

Di~~erences in the amounts and type o~ production ~or subsistence or
exchange, and in the ~omposition and size of the ~ork-knits of\meKbe~s of the
same occupational category, are so great that to subject the small samp~es

obtained ~or each occupation in the budgetary studies to calculations of
means and standard deviations would be of little value. In any case, the

-

5
~

11
13

8
8

10
10
9
~

5
. 1~

5-
31.7~%

37.2%
28.0/0
31.8%
21.5%
21.25%
37.6%
41+.5%
20.8%
4-3%

Cash as % Household
o~ gross population

6

1
8
6

zl
8
9
o

Kind income
£ s. d.

139

Cash income
£ s. d.

7~ 17 0 28 7 11 ~6 9
89 19 2 25 3 6 ~ 15

I
I §j 1~ ~ ~~ ~ g t§ ;

83 ~ 0 17 1~ 0 65 10
I 3~ 9 5 11 5 1 2~ ~

i 52 7 9 23 7 1 29 0
I 122 15 11 25 10 2 97 5
; 53 10 6 22 15 6 30 15

A
A
B
B
C
C
C
C
E

Ii Gross income I
Community. £ s. do

Totals:
Averages:

(19608 )1~7

No.

* = Ward Head.

~

5*
21
22
25*
26
28
31
67

9.

Theoretically, in its most complete ~orm an exchange economy includes no sel~

subsistence production, and variation is co~ined to income and expenditure
levels, di~~erences in economic adjustment o~ the type instanced here being
ruled out by de~inition. But in proportion as the economy is not a pure
exchange one, such varied adjustments are both possible and necessary in it.
When, as in Zaria, the community must provide the bulk o~ the staple ~oods

itsel~, value of ~ood eaten being 63 per cent. o~ gross income, and ~arm

production is a hou$ehold activity, ~ew are ~ound who either ~arm all their
own ~ood or none o~ it. Food itself is the main commodity in production ~or

subsistence and exchange alike, and degree o~ household sel~-su~ficiency in
~ood production is a ~unction o~ its dependence ~or income on exchange. That
is to say, in mixed economies of this type with agriculture as the dominant
industry, ~arming is undertaken ~or partial subsistence or ~Ull subsistence,
for partial exchange or ~ul1 exchange, in di~ferent combinations and degrees,
by persons di~ferently situated within the exchange economy. Farming itsel~

becomes a diversely specialised type o~ production, varying in type and amount
according to the cra~t and trade activities o~ household and community, the
proportions in which production ~or subsistence and exchange are combined
being expressed in the subsistence index, while the character o~ the combina
tion is only rarely the same ~or any two work-units or communities. To
illustrate variations in income linked with di~ferent degrees of production
~or SUbsistence and exchange, the income totals o~ hand ~armers without sub
sidiary occupations, and o~ dyers who also farm, and in 'some cases have other
subsidiary occupations as well, are given below.

i 627 5 9 1~ 16 3 41+2 9
I £69. 67 £20.~7 ~9. 2

I I-----_._-----.-+----+-----.-+---.-+--_.-

(b) Dyer!? I I
6A (& oornbrok'~ )82 17 8 I 20 4 6 I 62 13 2 24.J#, I
1~* ~ ,~~ ~~ 1~ ~~ ~6 ~ I ~~ 1~ if I ~~:~
58 (& donkey E.I 83 16 ~ 35 17 3 I ~7 19 1 ~2.6%

kan~~t) I I I
~b ~ I ~~ 1~ ~ ~~ ~6 1~ I ~~ 1~ 3

6

6
'I' f~:~ ~

86 G I 39 5 6 30 10 0 I 8 15 77.5% 3
I I!
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44
4.538.25

bnc~mes, househol~opulations, and subsidiary occupations* of

Mat-weavers in Budget Sample.

! ax_er 134- 5212336[11 221

+---\-1-To-ta-lS-.---+
i
,' 3-0-6·1S . 0 1116 o· 6 1190 17 6/1

IAverag;s: £38.36 i £14.;5 I £23.86
, !. ! 1

Table 3Q.

8

I I ,

I
Gross I Cash Kind Cash as House-Commu- Subsid: I income I income income % ofMan I nity I hold

I occupn:
£ s. a. £ s. d. £ s. d. I gross

I I
.popn:

44- D Fadanq::j, f 31 5 5 9 15 8 21 9 9 I 31.2% 6,
, IBroker

I
34.55%3Si

I
D I 45 2 1 15 11 10 29 10 3 5

37 D Bara of VH I 21 17 7 11 12 !) 10 5 7 52.8% 4-
34 D I Broker

I
36 13 11 7 0 6 23 13 5 22.8% 7

29 I C - 38 4 5 7 17 0 30 7 5 20.62% 6
69 I F Sells loin- II I cloths &

I I II I hoe-blades 65 12 3 31 0 6 I 32 11 9 I 47.2% 4
41 I D I Limam p

I
I I

I ISla-;:ghters I I II cattle I 33 17 2 10 0 0 i 23 17 2 29.5% 5
3S D Blind I I

!

frequent combination of different types of activity by one person makes such
treatment impracticable. For instance, among the dyers, 6A farms and sells
grain on commission, while 5SE farms, dyes and earns money by donkey trans
port, but does not sell grain. Consider also the differences in population
of the various work-units. With roughly the same gross income as 6A, 5SE has
to feed more than twice as many persons. Only gross income per man-equivalen

'equivalent of the work-units would provide a realistic comparative measure of
average income-levels in different work-units and occupational groups. But
even if such a scale was developed for Hausa conditions and used for such a
comparison, it would give no indication of the variations in the balance of
cash and kind income, which represent different distributions of household
productive effort and show that classification of men by their principal
occupation as farmers, dyers, eic., is too crude to be satisfactory. To
illustrate various combinations of subsidiary occupations and also differences
of income found among men who practise a common occupa.tion, mat-weavers whose
budgets were taken will be used as an example. Of these eight mat-weavers,
only one, a native of D who had migrated to C, does not practise some other
non-agricultural occupation.

* 1. e. non~agrlcultural occupatlor-.s. These men all farm.

In broad terms, the main categories of specialisation in the native
economic system are trade, craft and farming. Hausa themselves also define
native political adminis tration C~.?-rautill as a craft (sana.'a), and we shall do
'well to follow them. Nowadays wage labour, permanent or casual, must be added to
these categories, and transport by donkey traffic can also be treated
separately as a service performed by specialists' who have to make a relatively
high capital outlay for the donkey. Like trade, wage labour and. transport

Further data on occupational specialisation and on thecombin8.tion by one
person of several specialist activities are given in Appendix VII for
Communities A, B, C and D. Within an occupational category it is also .
common to find further specialisation which is discussed later. Because of
this tendenoy to specialisation and to combine specialist activities, no
occupetions or combinations of them are represented by sufficient budgets to
allow significant calculations of means, standard deviations, etc. within such
groups to be made, while means and deviations calculated for broader occupa
tional categories, such as Craft, Trade, etc., would be meaningless, since such
categories involve sharply different economic types of activity.
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are undertaken for exchange; craft only slightly less so; while farming is
traditionally a subsistence activity. The range of important exchange rela~

tions varies according to the commodities or services exchanged,* and this
variation in range is typically associated wi th different types of exchange
relations. To illustrate this it is necessary to review the economic aspects
of the principal types of social or political units engaged in production for
subsistence or exchange.

Dnits based primarily on kinship and marriage are of three types: work
units, compounds, (which may include several work-units), and the wider group
of kinsfolk (dangi). For economic purposes, groups of kin are organised in
separate work-units and live in separate compounds. The work-unit is charac
teristically concerned with production for subsistence, and the exchange or
sharing of capital goods (land, buildings), commodities (food, sylvan produce),
and services (farm labour, domestic work) is traditionally regulated by the
reciprocal obligations and norms of kinship and marriage. Between kinsfolk
who are members of different work-units, the obligatory character of these
reciprocal exchanges is less pronounced, and the range and frequency of the
exchanges themselves is reduced, but on ceremonial occasions, such as
marriages, naming ceremonies, etc., assistance is given and received freely in
cash and kind. Apart from these ceremonial exchanges, interest-free loans of
cash or food (mainly grain), and of capital goods such as farm-plots or com
pounds are cormnon among members of a dang;!, (kinsfolk), who frequently make
gifts of grain to one another in the form of the tithe (zakka) required by
Islam. Assistance in building or farming between kinsfolk who are members of
different work-units, and closely-linked affines, takes the characteristic
form of gayya (co-operative group work). Within these units based on kinship
and marriage;- exchange is traditionally by gift and loan rather than by sale.

The local community or village-area is at one and the same time a
territorial and political unit, in which the majority of its members have been
born. As previously pointed out, the community is characterised by common
chieftainship, market and limam and Bei;Lam. prayer-ground, and is subdivided
into wards, which do not usually contain separately specialists in a:Ll the
crafts and services, due partly to the tendency for members of an occupa
tional group to be localised in the same ward and partly to the variety and
number of necessary specialist activities. But together the wards of a
local community are able to provide the great majority of traditionally
necessary services and craft products they require, and present a large enough

" Forde, COO., op. oIt., Table XXI, PP. 131-132 and PP. 12?-137.

The Ward is a unit based primarily on neighbourhood and with inter
marriage frequent among its members. In certain cases, also, there is a
tendency for the men of a ward to practise the same occupation, both in the
community centre, where wards of dyers, weavers, traders, butchers, etc. are
often found, and in the rural hamlets where the common occupation is usually
farming. Wards are territorial sub-divisions of a community, with traditions
of mutual assistance which take the form of~ for building and farming,
ceremonial exchanges at marriage, etc., and gifts of grain as tithes. Land
may be loaned to a fellow-member of the ward who is not a kinsman without rent
(galla), or this may be required. Debts may or may not be interest-free, but
farm assistance apart from gayya is usually paid for as kodag£" The
principal cash transactions-within a .vard are outlays for se.rvices, such as
smithing, barber-doctoring, washing, leather-work, dyeing, Koran schools,
well-digging, etc., but commodities made by these and other craftsmen in the
ward may also be bought. The exchange activity of women in a ¥~rd is almost
entirely directed to meeting the local demand for cooked foods, cotton thread
and cloth, services exchanged for cash by women being almost entirely limited
to hairdressing and corn-grinding and assistance in processing food for other
women. Trading within the ward is carried on by both sexes, mainly in
European goods such as perfume, cigarettes, soap and cloth, or Southern
Nigerian products such as palm oil and kolanuts. The typical distributive
organisation operating within the ward is that of a principal, either a manor a
woman, with three or four boys or girls who hawk the goods from compound to
compound, receiving a commission on their sales, the assistants being known
as ryan talla, (from talla). Credi t plays little part in the exchange transac
tions between ward members, and little transport is required.
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constant demand for commodities not produced locally to make it worth while
for local traders to undertake the import of such goods and to specialise
along certain lines. Such imports are paid for by members of a local commu~

nity out of their incomes derived from exchange production, which includes
cash income from local craft and trade activity, from transport and paid
labour (koda&ol, but at the present day principally from the sale of cash
crops, ne~ely cotton and groundnuts for the export market, and tobacco, rice,
sugarcane (sometimes locally processed), onions and grain to other parts of
Nigeria. Other exports from the commu~ity fall into three classes: sylvan
produce (i.e. locust~bean for Nigerian markets, sheanuts for overseas market~,
stock products (mainly hides and skins) and craft products such as cloth,
thread and certain types of metal work, saddles, etc. for Nigerian markets.

Necessary goods not produced within the local community can be classified
according to source, as products of Northern Nigeria - beef from the Bush
Fulani and cattle manure, natron, certain craft products such as mats, mortars,
expensive embroidered clothing, peppers., etc.; products of Southern Nigeria ~

such as kolanuts and palm oil, and of European factories in Southern Nigeria,
such as soap and cigarettes; and goods made overseas ~ such as salt, European
cloth, kerosene, perfume, hardware and metal goods.

Wi thin the local cOJl'~unity transport is principally by donkey and head
loading, and to a lesser extent by bicycle.

Transactions in land between unrelated members of different wards of the
same community tend to be temporary alienations of usufruct by pledge
(jingina), and loan (§l:ro) with payment of token rent. Tenancy which involves
payment of galla (rent in bundles of grain) and disguised sales are the prin
cipal ways in vihich more permanent transfers of rights to land are effected.
Loans, of cash or kind, almost invariably carry a high rate of interest, and
are fre~uently advanced as payment for standing crops.

The distributive organisation typical of the local community is the
market, which is usually held at the cOIl';munity' centre twice a week. Here the
community members purchase the bulk of the services and commodities which they
need, and sell their farm and craft products or ply their trade. Goods for
export overseas, such as groundnuts and hides and skins, are bought principally
by natives of the community in the local market, usually acting as agents for
bigger traders in more important commercial centres, suCh as Zaria, Kaduna,
Jos. Cotton for export overseas is purchased by extra-territorial firms
acting as a.gents of the Cotton Marketing Board, a Government body, at gazetted
markets from December to February. Trade in cotton in the local markets
continues throughout the year and it supplies the raw. material for the local
cloth industry carried on by both sexes. Bush Fulani pasturing their herds
nearby provide the local market with a source of beef, milk and butter and
purchase grain and-other foods, local craft products such as cloth and leather
~urk, and services. Within the localcolliffiunity, market exchanges are
predominantly for cash. Credit is always short~term, and with one exception,
for small sums. The exception is provided by the butchers, who fre~uently

purchase a beast from the Fulani on credit, payment to be made the day after
it has been slaughtered - that is, when the meat has been sold. Such
advances of goods to the distributor on credit are generally found between
parties who are members of different communities, and are characteristic of
regular trade relationships between such persons. This generalisation
applies also to the credit extended to the butchers by the Bush Fulani, who
form a separate nomadic community.

Though commodities are generally sold for cash in the community market,
imported goods sold in the market are fre~uently obtained on credit by traders
native to the community from larger distributors at more important commercial
centres which enjoy superior transport facilities. In return some of the
traders native to the 'cOnimunity, who receive goods on credit regularly,
undertake to purchase certain community products in which their creditor is
interested, such as hides and skins, grain, groundnuts etc., the debt being
paid off in this way and new credit being opened. In the budget sample,
No. 36 D is an instance of this type of trading agent, and he purchases
groundnuts as crop futures at the instruction of his principal, who supplies
him with salt for sale in the local community. Frequently, also,
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independent local traders using relatively large oapital are found settled in
rural communities, having moved there under the attraction of commercial
opportunities. 40 D and 66 E in our budget sample are examples of this type
of trader. Both go to the large native J!larket in Zaria City, where they
choose their stock oarefully, and purchase it piece by pieoe for cash,
returning with a month's supplies selected to cater for local tastes, which
are retailed by their own agents selling on a oommission basis in the markets
of their own and neighbouring communities. These agents must be distin
guished from true brokers (dil1al~). Di~lal~~ undertake to sell goods on
commission for anybody, whereas a merohant1s agents only handle his stook,
and this is known as talla (haWking one man's wares). For the merchant,
considerable risk attaohes to the use of tyan talla.as agents for retailing
his stock, sinoe they sometimes abscond with the goods or cash.*

,
These important distributive centres are distinguished from the rural

communities as urban areas. Whereas the market in rural communities is held
twice weekly, in urban areas the market meets daily, there may also be
European stores, and, in Zaria City and environs, there are two or more
important daily markets. At this level the typical distributive organisation
is that of the wealthy native merohant directing a fairly stable group of
dependants at his base, which is often nowadays an independent "canteen"
(store), with a group ofdillalat who retail his goods on commission in the
markets of the urban area, and a network of agents in the,TUral areas of Zaria
and the pearby Provinces. The merchant himself may operate from two or more
bases, for example he may trade on an equally large scale at Gusau (Sokoto
Province) and Zaria. Where native merchants trade in two urban centres,
they generally purchase goods at. the one to sell at the other, frequently
after a lapse of some time. For instance, grain may be purchased at harvest
in Sokoto or Katsina, and held for four to six months until the price rises
sharply during the seasonal grain shortage, when it will be re-sold in Zaria
City, or in any market which offers a high price. The tendency to hoard
goods against a rise in price i~ common in the urban centres only, and is
limited to native produce which is subject to seasonal price fluctuations.
Goods imported by the European firms are not, as a rule, hoarded in this
manner, since the native merchants cannot estimate in advance future trends

-----~'.* See bUdget of 66 E, Appendix II.
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As previously pointed out, administrative districts and even the Emirate
are not significant economio units. For example District P oontains one area
"'hich is dependent on the manufacture of native cloth traded to the nearby
pagans and on the procuction of groundnuts for exchange, while the more
northern part of the district oonoentrates on farming for subsistence, with
cotton as a oash crop, and local trade. Trade in the south-eastern districts
of the Emirate with Enugu and Jos is greater in volume than with other parts
of Zaria, while Zaria City is the distributive centre of the Funtua region of
southern Katsina as well as for the southern part of Kano Province for
European goods, and of the north-western part of Niger Province for Hausa
goods. During the seasonal grain shortages, millet and guineacorn produced
in any region of Zaria are sold directly to the most favourable market, which
may 1:>e Jos, Kano or Zaria City. In general, also, whereas the Hausa of
northern Zaria practise an economy like that of Hausa in Kano and Katsina,
the pagans in southern and western Zaria practise different economies which
have much in common with those of neighbouring tribes outside the Province.
Historically, the Emirate may have been an economic unit in the sense that the
pagan tribes under the dominion of Zazzau acted as a slave reservoir from
which the dominant Hausa-Fulani drew their supply of farm labour for subsis
tence and exchange. With the abolition of slave-raiding this condition no
longer holds. The opening up of commuTIdcations by road and rail has tended
to produce new economic units based on the principal distributive centres
occ:J.pying favourab~e points in the network of transport, and these urban areas
depend largely on imports of grain and other foodstuffs from the surrounding
country. The principal distributive centre within Zaria Province is the oity
of Zaria, which occupies an extremely favourable position for road and rail
transport, and as a large market for native goods retains its old position in
the traditional network of trade routes which have not yet been superseded by
road or rail. Less important distributive centres, such as Kaduna,
Dutsen Wei, Zonkwa have stores of the European firms which receive supplies
principally from Zaria City.



in supply and price for them. The native markets in urban areas receive from
these merchants the bulk of the commodities both native and imported which are
sold in them. Transactions by independent native craftsmen, such as butchers,
blacksmiths, etc" and by commission agents (c!-_il=!:~l:_,::.:iJ selling on behalf of craft
producers, such as women weavers, account for the greater portion of ~he

remaining. turnover.

In urban centres considerable quantities of native-made goods are manu
factured by craftsmen working independently, at the orders of important
merchants, who usually supply the materials, and sell the finished products
either in the urban market or in distant centres of demand. Traditionally
this system of production was most developed for embroidered garments and
certain types of dyed cloth (~~ku~i)* which were then conveyed considerable
distances across-country by fatauci (long-distance trading) to meet specific
demands. Zaria-made robes were sold in Kontagora, cloth made in Kumasi
(Gold Coast) is sold in Zaria, and turk~di made in North Zaria is sold in
Bornu and Kanem. Nowadays machine-made clothing of European cloth is
ordered in large quantities by some of the merchants for sale in the rural
areas as well as the urban market; such clothing is cheaper than the
embroidered gowns, is at present more fashionable, and has a wider market.
The traditional pattern is retained in these ready-made garments.

The urban area exports to the surrounding countryside ready-made
clothing, certain craft products, goods manufactured overseas, Southern
Nigerian products such as kolas and palm-oil, and commodities from other parts
of Northern. Nigeria not produced locally in sufficient quantities, such as
peppers, cowpeas, sugar, ginger and natron. In return it imports from the
surrounding country foodstuffs, such as grain, root-crops, vegetables, locust
beans, baobab and spices. With the exception of cotton, the merchants in the
urban area also handle the produce for export overseas, such as groundnuts,
sheanuts, hides and skins. Transport of such goods to the urban centre is
carried on principally by rail and road, but also by teams of donkeys. Urban
merchants made credit advances to their rural agents, principally in goods but
also in cash. Sometimes bulk deliveries are made to a trusted agent in a
lesser urban centre by a merchant in Zaria City, the profits being shared
equally between the agent and the principal.

In urban areas production for subsistence is much less important than in
rural communities, largely because of a shortage of farm land but also because
the urban conditions favour production for exchange. Land in long
established urban areas is often farmed by hereditary tenants who pay galla
(rent in kind) to the owners. Pledges of land and the purchase of crop
futures are common, houses are sold outright and rights in land are frequently
transferred by disguised sale. Credit carries a high rate of interest, but
also a high risk, since interest on a loan cannot be claimed in a Moslem court,
and consequently loans tend to be made with house-sites or land as securities
that is, as pledges. Credit advanced by the European firms to their princi
pal wholesalers is in the form of goods and does not carry interest.

Mention has been made above of the trade carried on between urban commu
nities over long distances. Suoh trade oan be classified aocording to
direction from Zaria as Northern or Southern. The northern trade is to other
parts of the Northern Provinces of Nigeria and neighbouring French territory;
to some extent rail and road transport is used, but even to-day caravans of
donkeys and camels carry a large proportion of the potash, grain, clothing,
skins, spices ana sylvan produce, seed ootton eto. conveyed on fatSLl12.t.
Traditionally Zaria is linked to other states in the Sudan by historical and
religious ties, viliich are kept alive, to some extent, by the caravan trade
which supplies local deficiencies ~ith products from other areas in a region
of similar cultures and economies. No single state in this region of the
Sudan is economically self-sufficient, but each area exchanges its surplus
produce for commodities that it needs but cannot produce locally. For
instance, raw cotton is sent north from cotton-producing areas such as Zaria
to meet the demand of native clothworkers in areas which do not grow cotton.

--_._---_.
* A standard. length of gl8ZGd Indigo cloth, was used as a form of currency In Bornu In the

19th century.
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Within the northern belt there is little scope for long-distance trade in
cattle, as the Fulani in the course of. their wanderings bring their herds
within reach of the local markets.

Trade with southern Nigeria has expanded greatly since 1900, and is now
principally carried on by rail from Zaria both to Lagos in ~he south-west and
Enugu and Port Harcourt in the south-east. Zaria imports kola-nuts, palm
oil, ginger, Yoruba cloth, citrus and roots direct from these areas. Soap
and cigarettes made in the south by European firms are obtained direct from
the firms in Zaria. In return Zaria exports to the south) 'spices and sylvan
proQuce such as locust bean, onions, native cloth and leather, some groundnuts,
and cattle.

* During the deadlock on the proportions of representatives from the three Regions to the proposed
Legislative. Council under the new Constitution in 1950, the Emir of zaria pointed out that if
necessary the North could do without kola.'"'nutsand pa1m""oil from the qouth, whereas the South could
not dO without Northern beef. (.see Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwa.b2. no. 384 of 412150).

The overseas trade with Zaria is carried on principally by European firms,
whose imports of salt, hardware, machines (such as bicycles and motors), cloth)
etc. and exports of hides and skins, groundnuts, sheanuts, kapok, ginger, etc.
are larger in scale than those made in any other range of exchange relations.
Cotton, purChased by the firms on behalf of the Nigerian Cotton Marketing
Board, is ginned lucally at Zaria for export. The firms trade through stable
groups of native merchants on a wholesale basis, usually advancing some of
the goods on credit.

Kola-nuts are bought by Hausa merchants at their sources such as Agege
and railed north: or obtained from Yoruba firms such as Olude Brothers who
import large quantities which are disposed of wholesale to Zaria merchants.
Palm oil is imported in bulk: by Ibo living in Sabon Gari (New Town) outside
Zaria City, who tend to keep the wholesale trade in this commodity to
themselves. Cattle are taken south by Rausa traders and disposed of in the
large southern markets such as Lagos with the help of Rausa agents resident
there, the merchants purchasing local goods with some of the money received
for the cattle, for sale in Zaria on their return. Where there are no
European stores, in a lesser urban community European trade-goods are pur
chased in the south by cattle traders on the same scale as kola-nuts, for the
return trade. Frequently Hausa merchants engaged in regular large-scale
trade with the south conduct their business through a trusted agent perma
nently settled there, ~~o is responsible for informing the northern principal
on trends in prices and supplies, the usual arrangement being that the agent
in the south receives and sells the cattle railed to him for an agreed propor
tion of the profit, purchasing kola-nuts and other southern produce for
despatch to Zaria. Concerning Ibo and Yoruba trading organisation, little
information is available.

14-5

It has been necessary to give this description of the way in which
economic relations vary inth the size of the units, the range of the rela
tionships, and the degree to which the unit is concerned directly vath pro
duction for subsistence or exchange. An attempt to express the main aspects
of this diagrammatically would show an expanding series of circles in which
the variety and'number of services and commodities exchanged grows less, but
the unit-volumes exchanged and. the factors distributing these commodities grow
larger in progression from the smallest group, that is the domestic unit, at
the centre, to the largest, concerned with the overseas trade of the Province
as a whole) at the periphery. Such a diagram would also illustrate types and
degrees of interrelations between the economy of any group and its component
parts, on one hand, and between it and the larger group of which it is a part,
on the other, that between the Province and the rest of Nigeria being notable.
But whereas the commodities exported from Zaria and other Northern Provinces
are to a large extent essential to the areas which buy them, the Rausa
economy would not be seriously affected if imports from Southern Nigeria and
overseas were to cease.* During the war, when shipments from Europe were
curtailed, necessary products) such as cloth, were made locally in increased
quantities to meet the demand, but the traditional scale of needs was not
affected by the shortages of European products other than salt, for which
there are local substitutes of inferior quality. Within Northern Nigeria
and the ~djoining regions of the Sudan trade is necessary to ensure that
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subsistence needs, such as food and clothing, are met, but the North does not
import, from southern Nigeria or overseas, any goods, with the probable excep
tion of salt, which are essential to its subsistence and could not be replaced
easily by local substitutes, adequate to meet the tradicional scale of needs.

The inner and outer limits within which services or commodities find
regular consumers affords evidence of the type and extent of self-sufficiency
each unit of the economy displays. For instance, the community area is the
true market of most local craft production; barbers, builders, blacksmithb,
leather-workers, butchers are agents of small-scale production relying on
quick regular sales of their goods or services in the local market. Weavers,
dyers and tailors are enabled to work for more distant markets partly because
their products are durable and transportable~ partly because the remoter
markets are unable to satisfy the demands for such goods themselves. Apart
from such instances, however, craft goods find their market within the
producer's community. The majority of locally produced food is also con
sumed in the community, but surpluses of durable food staples, such as grain,
10custHbeans, onions, chillies, dried baobab-Ieave~ are collected at the urban
centre from the surrounding rural communities, partly for consumption there,
partly for export. Community self-sufficiency reaches a high level in the
rural communities, which produce the majority of their food, including meat,
and the necessary craft goods and services. As previously pointed out, the
rural communities obtain considerable portions of their cash income from the
production of crops pr~~arily for export, such as cotton and dry-season
groundnuts, and the agricul tural effort devoted to subsistence production is
thereby reduced, ~dththe result that there are seasonal grain-shortages in the
rural as well as the urban areas. Paradoxically the most unbalanced case of
cashHcropping in Zaria, sugar-cane, is for sale to other parts of the Province
and the North. This is partly due to the stimulating effects of bulk pur
chases for troops during the war years, partly to the availability of crushers

.for local manufacture of brown sugar, a new non-perishable commodity with a
wide demand and high profit. * The way in which these various types of cash
cropping affect community grain production for subsistence is illustrated in
the budgets and totals. The four communities of District P, (A to D),
purchase 14.6 per cent. of ?rain eaten (or 7 weeks I supply); F purchases
20.6 per cent. (or nearly ~ months' supply); E and G purchase 25.8 per cent.
and 26 per cent. respectively (or just over 3 months' supply). Curiously
enough the highest grain self-sufficiency and cash cropping are found together
in the totals for District P (£8.68 of cash crops produced per taxpayer as
against £1.4 for E, £5.44 for F and £4.25 for G). This implies that insuffi
cient community food production is not the result of large cash-cropping only.
If the main internal exchange sources of income of these communities - craft,
tJlade, labour and donkey transport (classified with income from stock) are
~dded up and compared, a relation between insufficiency of food production ~nd
extent of participation in production for local exchange is apparent.

Table 31. Comparative Analysis of Average Incomes in Dist:r:.ict .L(i]},Q,
Communities E. F and G. showing income derived from farmipJLf():t'
exchange and other types of production for exchange, together with
degrees of deficiency in subsistence grain production, an~

Subsistence Index.

Av: gross incolI!.~ ..
Av: cash income.

Av: kind income..
Income from cash cro.P-I!.

Income from sto:Jk, craft~

trade & labour

%grain bough1.

Subsistence Ina,ex ..

,

District J' i Comm: __E .Q_Qmm:.E. I -OOITLTU :_:~.
.

£58.3 £51.05 £58.6 £4.3.15
£25.81 £28.4 £29.7 £26.1
£32.49 £22.65 £28.9 £17.05
£8.68 £1.4 £5.24 £4..25

1

I £13.8 £25.3 £22.2 £20.64.. '1

I 14.6% 25.8% 20.6% 26%
1'

51.5% 4"1% 44% 33%I

-----~-~

-"-~~"-~-,.".-,-'"

* In 1948 it was estimated that "the brown' 'sugar industry now has 101 machines working, prOducing some
1800 tons annually, compared with "on~ ton produced by 3 crushers in 1939." (The Resident's Notes on
Zaria Province, Mao' 1948). Also cf. Goodban, J. W.D., "The Zaria Brown Sugar Industry", Farm &
Forest vol. V (1944) Pp. 185-6.
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Concentration of economic activity on production of services (trade, labour,
transport) or commodities (craft) for thelooal exchange market appears a more
likely reason for insufficient food produotion than excessive cash-cropping.
This table indicates a general tendency for under-production by the Zaria
Rausa of the staple food, grain, which requires a brief comment in face of
considerable grain exports from Community Y to Jos and Zaria. Communities E,
F, X and Y are all in pagan areas, from which the grain they need is obtained.
In Zaria the pagans are the true devotees of farming grain crops, and without
them the present Rausa economy, which rests on underproduction of grain, could
scarcely be maintained. Before 1900, enslavement of pagans and building of
rumad~ sustained it. In 1950 the Rausa economy imports grain from pagan
areas mainly in return for European products and native craft goods which it
sells there. P and G are situated far from pagans, and thus without any such
convenient grain supply. For P the greater effort towards grain SUfficiency
reflects this. For G a traditional cloth trade with Bornu, a vigorous
market, population pressure on land,* and intrOduction of lucrative sugar
farming has diverted such an effort. P and G supply their grain deficiencies
from the surplus produced by Katsina :Maguzawa.

* Approximate size of Village-areas G, A and'B obtained by triangulation from map, and 1949 populations:
G ,15 sq. ~iles. Popn. 4410. Density 294 per sq. mile.
A" ,,17 sq. miles. Popn. 1153. Density 65 per sq. mile.
B,,, , 40 sq. miles. Popn. 1371. Densi ty 35 per sq. mile.

Another important fact not revealed by the table is that in these rural
communities time devoted to farming of food and cash crops in 1949-50 gave
a higher economic return than similar -time devoted to the various alternative
types of economic activity. The high gross income at F represents an unequal
trade relationship with the looal pagans, yielding profits to F far above the
normal, a~d is thus not typical. If this is taken into account is appears
that gross income and the subsistence index diminishes in the same order as
kind income, while, on average, grain sufficienoy and lower participation in
local exchange activity go together. If this is so, it implies that Rausa
are either mistaken from an econoinic point of view in their evaluation of
farming and other occupations as alternate activities, or that social faotors
such as prestige, preference for market or craft activity with its high cash
element, or the quest forarziki, enter into their consideration. Probably
however the recent rise in value of agricultural products, both for overseas
and local exchange, has temporarily reversed the older order. It may be that
when grain and other crops were plentiful and cheap (e.g. in 1932), cloth
workers at D and G had a higher standard of living than the man who farmed
concentratedly. Now they certainly have not.

~~Q~m.parisonof the Economies of the Communities studi~~.

The following table expresses summarily the principal statistical
measures for the samples in the seven rural communities studied, separately
and in aggregate.
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74.3

76.5

79

~tatistical Analysis of gross incomes of _wo.!'k:-un:iJs_in,_iJ:l"'_l'.tJ.l:<3.J
community samp;t.~~_.

"T"

S.E. of M+

Median

M.D.I
S.D.p
C of V~

A.M. *

" A.M. - Arithmetic mean.
f M.D. - Mean deviation.
p S.D. - Standard deviation
~ C of V - Coefficient of variation.
+ S.E. of M. - Standard Error of Mean.
"T" - Ratio of the mean to its standard error.

I I ,
12.95 , 19.4 5.851 6.68 6.7 14.3 16.4 1 21

________-1- 1-
'

.i-__--' -i- -'--__-'__-L- ,

-Mode

pommuniti~~ A B II' , C iDE I F I G. ITotal

-1J-N"O-r~k---u-n-it-s---i-n--+----41---6-1'----4I---+-1-8-t--8---r-1-5-r--~-~-
s!3Jllple 18 Ii I 7 I 18 I " I

Gross income I I
totals £1338 I£343 £457 I£1071 £1122' £468 I £648 i£5452

I I I I

1

57.3 65.3 59.5 62.3 58.6143.1 160.5
I 'I

57.5 52 150.5 50.5 61 14o.5! 53.5

! I
56.9 2254•• 44-313272.95 26.9 65.8! 36.3 I39.5

19.3 II 7.5 18 9.25 i 7.9 i 21.17
I I

24.4 I 9.82 29.75 37.7 30.95 11.6 11o.63! 27.23

32.7 II 16.9 45.5 63.3 49.6 19.8 124.6 145

5.75 4.0 11.2 8.9 9.3 4.1! 2.74 i 2.873
! I

The important measures for our purposes are the co-efficient of variation,
the standard error of the mean and "T". The co-efficient of variation is a
measure expressing the scatter of variables about the mean, that is, the rela
tive variability of the data, and is obtained by expressing the standard devia
tion as a percentage ratio of the mean. The standard error of the mean of a
single sample is a measure of the degree to which the distribution of that
sample conforms to the curve of normal distribution. The statistic "T", which
is the ratio of the mean to its standard error, is calculated to estimate .the
significance of single means, that is to say the degree of correspondence
between the sampling distributions for which those means are calculated and
the curve of normal distribution. Values of "T" calculated for the community
samples above are compared with the table of values of samples of similar
sizes when the distribution is correct.# The odds against values of "T" as
big or bigger than those given in Fisher1s table occurring by chance are 19 to
1, that is, the probability of the ir occurring by chance is o. 05. As the
values of "T" calculated for the different samples above greatly exceed the
values of "T" calculated for samples of corresponding size where the curve of
distribution is normal, the distribution curve of the population represented by
these samples is unlikely to conform to the normal curve, the odds against this
being over 19 to 1. This is only what one would expect, since income distribu
tion generally does not conform to the normal curve.

"The term "significance" is used in statistics to indicate that the odds
are heavy against the deviation from its expected value of a particular esti
mate, difference or co-efficient occurring by chance as a result of random
sampl~g. In practice odds of 19 to 1 against an occurrence by chance are
taken as indieating the significance of that occurrence. ")I Since the samp
ling of work-units for study was conducted as far as possible by random
methods (i.e. every Nth name on the tax register was selected, and the
register itself checked afterwards by occupational censuses) it is likely that

./ --_.__..

H Fisher! RoA., Statistical Methods for Research Workers, Oliver & Boyd. (6th Edition 1936).
Table lV. ,

~ Chambers, E.G., Statistical Calculation for Beginners, Cambridg~ (1946), P. 27.
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the abnormal distributions of the gross incomes of the various samples,
separately and in aggregate, reflect the condition of income distribution
just mentioned and aJ-so indicate that more than one variable enters into
the composition of the figures for gross income of the work-units. For
instance, the gross incomes compared include income in kind from subsistence
production and income in cash from exchange activity, the ratios and amounts
of these two sources of income being highly variable, as has been shown.
Other factors which suggest themselves as variables entering into the composi
tion of the gross incomes of the different work-units and conimunities include
size and composition of work-unit by age and sex, differences of subsidiary
occupations, differences in access to control of resonrces, as well as in
scale of needs, linked with social class, and the economic context of the
different communities, which we shall not proceed to consider.

A few remarks drn.wing attention to the important economic differences of
these communities, their social and physical contexts will serve to suggest
how the economic character of the community determines the levels of indivi
dual income and subsistence-exchange ratios, and to introduce brief discussions
of craft, trade, labour and so forth. . The simplest way of comparing the
communities is to tabulate significant data for each, as uniformly as possible.
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On old trade-route.
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Table 33. Data on tile Conununitles studied•

(1) Rural Communities - A. Distric~ P.

Old Rlnji. District H. Q.
Centre -or village-areal--- Centre VA.'"

-------------------

--.......
'-D
0'\
g
'-'.....
\J1
(Xl

Sugar, groundnuts.Main exported
l?!:9duiif.---

Cotton. Cotton. Cotton. Groundnuts. Sugar, cotton
locally.-------

Sugar, rice.
Prlnei pal ~!:2PIH

(A) Marsh.

(Bj Other.

Rice, n!tobacco.

Gl corn, mlllet. Gf corn, millet;-

Rice, tObacco.

Olcorn, millet. Gleam, millet. oI corn, mille t,
maize, s!potatoes.

Sugar, onions, rice,
_" ~,__~!.;,~1_, ~"__._.

GI corn, yams, Gl corn, millet.
millet.
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fatauc.!..
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dyeing.

Poll tics, loln
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----------------.....
\J1
o
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~~~
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Kalas, salt, etc.
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moved.

Near road•
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etc.
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etc. loincloths,
salt•
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Sugar.

On road & -old
trade-route.

( 2) urban comElUn1t~~s.
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----,-----

._,__,,_.._.....:..-_."_.M. ._. .,. ..,,_._,_.,.,.._._."_, ,__, ,__,_._, ""_,_"......------..__"'_~, ,_, "" .,,' -: ,__,~..:_"__•

-----------,-...,,""------
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----_._------_._-_...._---.-.,-_.-._..._--------_.__...
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-----prfncipal creps:··---------·--------,····------'
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(B) Others.



F illustrates an enclave in a conservative pagan area where trade is
mainly in barter, the pagan requirements being, in the following order, salt,
metal tools (hoes, arrows etc.), loincloths and beads (sold by haberdashers
knol'm as l~t.2;Lj,J, but virtually no other clothing. Transport to com
mercial centres in the Province is by rail to a station ten miles from F and
then mainly by pagan porters through difficult rocky country. Of the 14 tax
payers in the random sample at F, five held local political offices and gave
budgets which did not balance and could not be used. The importance of
political activity at F is indicated by the relatively high proportion of
title-holders in the sample. Ootton is grown locally for the loin-cloth
industry, and a fair number of blacksmiths supply the metal traders with
arrows and hoes. Only three of the men budgetted here - 71F, 74F and 75F ~

confine their exchange relations to the Rausa population. The weaver1s
cloth is eventually sold to the pagans as loincloths. The dealer in yams

In the communities of District P, A, Band C are situated close together and
rely on cotton as a cash-crop on a large scale, while D prefers groundnuts.
Dlfferences of soil-type, rainfall and communications probably account for
this. A and 0 also grow considerable quantities o£ rice and native
tobacco in the nearby marsh, while Band D do not. The nearby river also
supports a small fishing industry for local exchange in A and 0, while B and D
lack this. The town markets of A and D contribute much income to these
communities, whereas in B trade':i.s not important as a source of income, and
in C both craft and trade are of small importance. In B the unusually high
craft figure for this area is provided by retainers of the District Read
(hak~::U, the woodwind J2layer and the leatherworker. Further indications of
economic difference between B and the other three comnunities studied in that
District are given by the three incomplete but remarkable budgets for the
District Read and two barori in that community. At D weaving and tailoring
of cloth and dyeing are undertaken for trade to the Gwari of West Zaria and
Niger Province for sale, while important Koranic schools and a distinct mat~

weaving j.ndus try are traditional. Even wi thin this a rea of largely ::lommon
geographical conditions the variations in economy of the local communities are
therefore as striking and significant as their similarities; within the basic
framework of production for subsistence and exchange, the different commodities
exchanged 8.re directed to different markets; cotton to Europe via Zaria
from A, Band 0, groundnuts and hides from D, cloth to the Gwari from D,
services, saddlery and luxury goods to the nobility from craftsmen at B, and
so forth. These represent local adjustments to a uniform set of economic
premises which the culturally standardised needs and complementary production
for exchange and subsis tence provide ab in:\,ti..2,.
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At E the loamy soil (jigawa) is more suitable for groundnuts than cotton,
there is little nearby mar~dfstance from the road gives donkey transport a
high market value, and the nearby pagans, who grow root~crops and grain exten
sively, as well as cotton for export, assure the Rausa community ofa safe
food supply and a market for trade or craft goods. These eoonomic differences
are reflected in the community bUdgets. Farming is predominantly for subsis...
tence, though even so seriously inadequate; of crops sold groundnuts account
for half, ~~ile cotton for export and sugar for local consumption are roughly
equal in value. Four of the men budgetted here engage in donkey transport
to the nearby markets and road centres. The community income from farm
labour (kod§:gg) exchanged within it is small, but its outward payments to the
nearby pagans on this account is considerable. Oraft production concentrates
on commodities for sale to the pagans, such as meat, cloth, dyeing, tanning
and leatherwork, pots) and the inevitable praise-singing. Three of the
budgets show men engaged in small-scale cotton trade for the lOcal spinning
industry, the others are mainly factors in trade with Ewope, salt and cloth
coming in to the community, skins and crops going out. One specialist in the
manufacture of the prized local candy (allewa) has his main market some 50
miles away where the,'raw materials are not available, just as the expert
leatherworker, 23B, provides saddles and horse-trappings to all the Village
Reads or others in District P who visit him when they require them. In
Oommunity E three budget failures are not tabulated, but are significant; all
three were clients and jakad~ of the Village Read, one of whom, as he plucked
some ripe grain for himself from a villager's farm, made the characteristio
remark, "Sarauta bai iya laifi J~~" ... "An office (-holder) oan do no wrong."
But income from political craft activity is Dot treated here.



and sugar, however, sells in the small local market, purchasing what he can
from nearby pagans. 74F imports kolanuts for Rausa consumption, and salt
which is retailed to the pagans at exorbitant prices by Rausa, both men and
women, who buy it in the bag from him. In return he exports hides and skins,
but on a small scale, since Bush Fulani avoid the area, which is fly-ridden.
The unexpected superiority of salt over kolas as a trade-good reflects the
different market. Unlike the pagans of E, those round F do not chew kola
nuts, the market for which is thereby restricted to the small Rausa population
of F itself, whereas salt is in great demand. Supplies of grain, locust
bean, red sorrel and similar essential foods under-produced by F are obtained
from the pagans.

The ec~nomic context of G has already been indicated in the scattered
references to that community. An old Maguzawa town on a trade route which
has not yet lost its importance, G is a terminus for the long-distance Bornu
fatake (caravan merchants) to whom it supplies men's robes of native cloth
(rigar malummal~, !igar ga£~ etc.), indigo grown in this area giving a dye of
exceptional quality in local opinion. In return the Bornu men bring mats,
hats and similar products. It is also on the main caravan route to Kano and
Katsina in the north and north-west, and is a flourishing market town.
Market and craft specialisation has attracted many immigrants; and produced a
population density unusual in northern Zaria. Sugar is farmed in the large
nearby marsh and processed locally. The high returns from sugar farming in
the dry season,.and the over-population in the area, have given cash value to
land tenure, so that rents are paid in cash, pledging of land is common, and
clandestine sales sometimes occur. The soil itself, a type of clay known as
laka, gives higher yields of grain than are found in P District, and is also
better suited to groundnuts than cotton. In G as in B, but for different
reasons, fuel is often purchased, and even guineacorn stalks have market
value. In G this is partly due to the scantiness of the bush close at hand,
but in B the nobility buy firewood, and barorJ like BB supply it.

These communities A to G, despite their differences, are distinguishable
as a class from communities X, Y and Z. We call A to G rural communities and
X to Z urban communities, because in the former trade in native or European
goods is limited in range, secondary in character, and dependent on principal
middlemen living outside the communities, whereas in X to Z commodities traded
are obtained at their source by native merchants wherever possible and what
ever the distance i~volved. As instances to make this difference clear,
kolanuts, a Nigerian product, and European cloth are chosen. Whereas all
kolanut dealers in communities A to G obtain their supplies from native middle
men in larger towns close at hand, in X, Y and Z kolanuts are imported
wholesale from Southern centres of production such as Agege direct by native
middlemen. The same holds true of cloth and European articles. Even 400
and 66E,- the two largest traders in their communities, purchase their
monthly stock of £50-worth of cloth in the market of the capital, whereas
cloth merchants in X, Y and Z deal direct with European importing firms, often
several hundred miles away in southern Nigerian centres such as Enugu, and
their purchases are in far greater bulk. The distinction between these two
classes of economy rests, therefore, primarily on the range of characteristic
and important exchange relationships in which the community participates,
through its merchants. With difference in range of exchange relations,
differences of kind in the processes and values of the exchanges are also
found. Where the range is small, so as a rule are the units involved, and
commodities are purchased for retail from principal middlemen, usually on
credit. As the range of exchange increases, so do the units of exchange, and
commodities are purchased wholesale for export or import by middlemen ,vIla act
as independent principals in the distributive process. In communities X, Y
and Z such wholesale long-distance activity is the domi~ant trade pattern,
hence the difference of treatment given these cOlTIffiunities as a class.

Of these ten communities X is by far the richest, and its economic
context is the most varied and most interesting. It lies on a dry-season
road roughly 10 miles away from the nearest railway station, at which
European firms and Southern Nigerians have built stores. To the east a
journey of. two days leads to tvvo wealthy centres of commerce and industry
where excellent road and rail facilities are found. Directly south, a day's
march from X, there is another rail junction, with stores, Mission and an
all-season road. Though X is not on the main road or railway, its situation
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could hardly be bettered for trade conducted by Rausa middlemen. Beyond X to
the north, despite the dry~season road, conditions do not encourage motor
transport for some 30 miles. X is therefore virtually the road-head for dis
tribution purposes, transport of goods by donkeys being used extensively.
In the area where X is situated Bush Fulani have settled permanently in great
strength with their herds, and the pagans of the surrounding country form a
market of roughly 40,000 persons for clothing, leather, kolas, metal goods and
salt, with a demand that increases in variety and volume as Mission influence
spreads. By its situation X is therefore the natural centre of two over
lapping but different markets, the cattle market and the pagan market, for
which it undertakes tasks of distribution in the characteristic Rausa manner
of two-way long-distance trade or tatau~~, thereby integrating the markets
provided by the Fulani and the pagans with that of the Rausa community itself.
This is made possible by the favourable transport siutation of X, which is
close enough to a number of main line railway stations to permit bulk movement
of goods, and yet far enough away from them to make competition by the
Southerners and stores (canteens) at these stations uneconomic, thereby giving
the community a monopoly of the Fulani and pagan trade. Craft production and
income reaches its highest level here mainly in response to the pagan demand
for metal goods, clothing, leatherwork, etc., and trade turnovers based on the
presence of Fulani are even higher in proportion. In 1951, X was enjoying a
boom.

The characteristic pattern of wholesale trade at X is as follows.
Oattle are purchased, moved to the nearest rail-point and entrained for
southern markets such as Lagos and Enugu, usually two wagon-loads of 44 to
48 cattle being handled by an agent monthly. With the money received for the
cattle in the South, the merchant makes bulk purchases at their sources of
kola-nuts, palm oil, European cloth or pig-iron for local blacksmiths, where
costs are lowest, and returns with these to X. There he usually ovms a
se~~ng-machine or two, hired out to operators who make up garments of certain
types of cloth for the pagan market at less than normal costs, while the
remaining cloth is sold in rolls. The kola-nuts and palm oil are sold whole-'
sale to small middlemen, often on short-term credit, while the pig-iron is
bought individually by the blacksmiths. Some large merohants also import
natron from Guru in Kano, which lesser middlemen sell to the Fulani for their
cattle. One important trader at X was acting on behalf of a merohant in
Zaria City, who sent him salt and cloth, sharing the profits. The others
acted independently. Long-distance trading is now mainly by rail, but among
the traders interviewed, two bought cattle at Yola, one selling in the French
Cameroons and returning ~vith kolas, while the other drove them south to
Ma'afiya and there entrained for Makurdi. The former also visited French
Niger Colony to pick up python-skins later sold in Yola, and described the
f?-takSL (long-distance traders) as the "pilgrims of fortune" (alhazain arzik:i.).
The important craft development and subsidiary trades made possible by this
general economic context at X is illustrated in Appendix IV by incomes
of machine-tailors, butchers, commission traders, blacksmiths, 'leatherworkers,
haberdashers, cigarette and soap seller~ and the exporters of hides and skins.
Almost all large merchants in X handle both native and European products in
bulk.

In Y this is not the case. The European stores under the chc.rge of Ibo and
Yoruba clerks in Y, and its position on both railway and all-season road, are
responsible for this difference. Like X, Y has many Fulani herds and a large
pagan population eager for local and European goods round about it. But the
important commodities handled by Rausa in the two communities are strikingly
different. In X the typical combination is cattle, European cloth, kolas
and pig-iron. At Y, sylvan and agricultural products are the main export,
kolas the main import. Cattle, European cloth and pig-iron are not handled
by Rausa at Y. Rides and skins, gutta percha, sheanuts, as well as cotton
and groundnuts are bought on the spot at the stores ,for the European market,
or traded into the capital, and there is no need for local middlemen in these
lines. The Tho at community Y import palm oil for local needs, and with the
Yoruba ~ettled at Y handle all traffic in canteen goods such as cloth, salt,
enamelware, soap and kerosene. Rausa middlemen wanting to buy such European
products as haberdashery wholesale always do so 40 miles away. Rere then,
due to the fact that the staff of the European firm's stores (canteens) are
Ibo or Yoruba, Ibo and Yoruba monopolise trade in canteen goods.
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For long-distance cattle trading a nearby Hausa town 9 miles south of Y
occupies a more favourable position, since it closer both to the herds and
to the nearest nattIe-loading rail points. These disadvantages are partly
balanced by Y's favourable position among pagan grain-growers, and the wealth
of local sylvan produce in constant demand at a large market only three hours
away by road or rail. Cane, grOYID extensively in the area, is exported in
both raw and processed form. Cowpeas , peppers and natron are imported.
Guineacorn, groundnuts for native consumption, building woods (such as deleb
palm branches) and wooden mortars are exported. Locust beans are railed as
far south as Agege for sale , the local supply being plentiful and of a high
quality. The railway and canteens have brought with them a limited demand
for wage labour1 and the town itself has grovm up in the past 40 years from a
humble beginning as a camp for railWay labourers. It now contains a large
Southern element, both Tho and Yoruba.

Z is the capital of the Emirate and its largest town. Around it are
four other distinct communities, the Sabon Gari or New Town, which is mainly
peopled by Southern Nigerians, Tudun Wada peopled mainly by Moslem Rausa
speaking Northerners from other Emirates, the European reservation and a
military barracks. Our sample was confined to persons living in Z itself,
has a ratio of 1/66 taxpayers 1 and included 100 persons for whom only 74 out
put studies were completed. Of those interviewed, 8 were parQJ'i, 4 were
fadaW<i.1 3 were ~t£~a.-_1 while 11 of the 25 inte:r.riewed failures belonged to
these groups and two were thieves recently convicted. Among the 74 men there
were 7 who also themselves kept The considerable element of clien-

represented here underlines the capital as a centre of political activity.
Only one large trader came into the sample, and he was said to be in Bornu at

, the time. As a result , only general remarks based on other information will
be made about large-scale trade in the capital and its environs. Large
scale trade is of three kinds: in West African products not exported over
seas, in West African products exported overseas, and in imported overseas
products. West African products for export and imported overseas products are
usually handled wholesale by the same merchants who deal with a particular
European firm for both purposes, so that there are two main spheres of trade,
that confined to West Africa and that concerned with overseas markets. The
largest Hausa traders tend to concentrate their interest on one or other of
these fields. At a stage lower , trade in both sets of products carried on
by the same person, but at the retail level interest again tends to follow
this division. Grain and kolanuts are the main exceptions to this rule.
Wholesale dealers in European goods often trade in grain and kolas also, but
the converse is less often found. On the whole, overseas trade and West
African trade is specialised and rests in different hands. In both types of
traffic the network of trade relations linking the capital with distant
markets is wider and more closely woven than for any other community in the
Emirate. In the native exchanges, cattle, as at X, is the most important com"
modity sent south, kolanuts the most important southern product brought north
by r~usa. The Tho of Sabon Gari as a group monopolise the palm-oil traffic,
and employ Hausa to sell it for them in the capital on a commission basis.
Other southern products like yams, cassava flour (gari) are imported by
Southerners also, in imposing quantities, while certain Yoruba firms special
ise in the import of kolanuts. The export of cattle, onions, peppers,
locust beans and other Northern products to the South is carried out by Rausa
merchants, '\\ho also handle the bulk of the local trade in grain, sugar-cane
and other foodstuffs. A considerable portion the Wholesale trade with
canteens '\\here the native staff is mainly Yaruba and Ibo conducted by
Yoruba women, but local products for shipment overseas are purchased by the
firms from Northerners whenever possible. Most Hausa merohants dealing in
canteen goods tend to confine the bulk of their dealings to one fim_, but do
not apparently speoialise in particular lines of goods. Among wage-
labourers in Z and suburbs 1 excluding employees of the Native Authority,
Tho and Yoruba far outnumber the Rausa.

In the native city of Z, commission trade is a popular profession,
mainly in clothing , of which two industries are distinguishable, the new
industry which turns out a new type of robe (rigar sacSlJ using European
shirting, sewing machines and thread throughout, and the traditional produc
tion of expensive hand-made gowns (particularly the Malum-rrgl,lu,m), and trousers
(wandon beai mai-zina),with elaborate embroidery in thread of native silk
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(tsamiY§:l, a luxury craft for which Zaria has long been famous, but which now
gives such low returns to the embroidery workers that many have abandoned it
altogether.

Of the 74 men successfully interviewed in Z, 18 sell their labour, if
cutting of grass or firewood for sale is so regarded; of these 18 the
majority are Native Authority employees with a high indebtedness at a rate of
interest of 25 per cent. per month, despite the Koranic prohibition on
interest-bearing loans. From the 74 men studied at Z it seems that income
levels are on average lower there than in X and Y, and that this may be due
either to the relative smallness of the sample atZ! or to the fact that, apart
from the new sources of income dependent on European commerce, no new develop
ments in industry or trade have helped to compensate for the decay of certain
traditional industries that has come about partly as a result of closer
European co~~ercial contact. Wealthy native merchants engaged in European
trade tend to live in the two suburbs, Tudun Wada and Sabon Gari, which were
not represented in the sample at Z, - Zaria City, the old walled town.

Agaly~is of Urb~n Sample~ Occupation~

C. Occupational socio-eco~omic E~tt~Fn~

Cash incomes of the urban samples are represented by histograms on page 156.

Farming (noma), craft (sana!.-a.), trade (kasuwanci), brokerage (dillanci),
and wage-labour, ar0 in that order the major categories of Rausa economic
activity, if political office (sarau~2 is excluded. Manufacture by use of
machines is limited to sugar and machine-sewn clothing and does not yet form a
separate category. Rausa distinguish transport by donkey (bin jak~) and by
porterag~ (alar~), and farm labour (kod~ as separate occupational types,
and regard salary earners, the majority of whom are employed by the Native
Authority, as forming a separate occupational group (malaikat~); but as used
here the term "labour" includes employment for salary or wages, and piece-work
such as )ccoda!S9_ (farm labour). In other respects the native classification
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Town I X Y Z Total
,

Trade only. I 20 8 13 41
Commission tradeu

uu uUl
3 2 6 11

Trade plus another occupation.. 2 2 1 5--.-. uuuuuul
Transport u - 1 , 4 5. .- ........ ............... .......... i
Transport plus other occupationu ......... uuul 2 1 4 7
Labour ...... ..! - 5 18 23
Labour plus other occupation. ! - 4 2 6
Craft

uUl
22 13 26 61..... ..... - .... -.- .. wu .1

--
I

Totals i 49 I 36 74 159

Craftsmen also engaged in trade, donkey transport or sale of their labour
(kodago) are grouped under trade, transport or labour respectively. The
relative importance of labour, craft and trade in these three urban communi
ties is partially indicated by the numbers engaged in each; another indica
tion is provided by a comparative study of income levels. The only two men
engaged in farming alone are both members of community Y, but three of the four
transport workers in Z were also farming cash-crops vigorously. Of the three
co~~unities, farming is least important in X and gives most returns at Y.
~n Z land is insufficient for the needs of the population. As the frequency
distribution of cash incomes of occupational categories in the histogram

. shows, the occupations of transport, craft and labour do not usually provide
cash incomes in excess of £100 a year, whereas returns from trade vary between
£1 0· and £1,700 a year, the small retailers being the majority, with incomes
under £100; larger-scale middlemen, some of ,vhom import co~~odities themselves
from the South, are found with incomes between £100 and £300; incomes in
excess of £300 are made by wholesale merchants engaged directly in trade with
the South or with the European firms.
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will be followed, in our discussion of economic aspects of different occupa
tions, which begins with a consideration of farming.

157
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(1949"'50)

Comparison of Farm Acreage & Income with Analysis of Total Income
for three men having different non-agricultural occupations.

Table· 35_.

« - 1949'"'50.

The combination of farming for sUbsistence, for the local market, and for
the overseas market has already been discussed; and the fact that almost all
Hausa farm to some extent with these alternative ends in view, and that rural
communities enjoy greater self-sufficiency than urban communities because of
their higher p~__~~~ production of grain, have been noted. The fact that
almost all men farm, while in only 9 of the 90 domestic units studied in the
rural areas is farming the sale male actiVity, is due largely to the seasonal
variations. The rains last for 4~ months from June to October; in this
period food for the coming year must be grown. vVhen harvest of food crops
ends in December, farming activity is confined to marsh-plots llambu 
gardens), to monthly cotton...picking until March, and to clearing bush for new
farms. Until the grass is burnt shortly before the rains are due, men wi th
out marsh plots or bush clearings to make can find little to do on their farms.
Hence the need and opportunity for some other subsidiary occupation, and com
paratively few farmers were found without this. Farming as the sole activity
must produce all the grain and most of the other foods needed by the house
hold, as well as sufficient cash to meet the expenses for the coming year.
This implies some type of cash-cropping and some frugality in purchases of
snacks (marmari), palm-oil for stew, clothing, luxuries suoh as perfume,
stimulants such as kolanuts, tobaoco and cigarettes, and in all household
expenditure. ,This is illustrated by the 9 rural households in which farming
was the sale male eoonomic pursuit; these suggest that where no subsidiary
occupations are practised, the frugality required varies inversely vdth the
amount of farming for exchange , but that beyond a certain point farming for
exchange is carried on at the expense of subsistence production, and grain
must be purchased, often when it is most expensive, with the money income
from crops sold. Hence there is a limit on cash income from farming consis
tent with full production of food requirements, which, if exceeded, introduces a
circular progression of cash-crop farming and grain-shortages which most Hausa
seek to stabilise by regular earnings, however small, from some subsidiary
occupation. Another ground for this is the restriction in consumption and
living standards which such a balance of production for SUbsistence and exchange
demands. But the great uncertainties attached to farming also lead most men
to practise some other subsidiary occupation, as a form of insurance. If the
rains are late or inadequate, as they always are for some part of Zaria, or if
illness befalls, if pests such as the Army-worm (ganzari) or monkeys or locusts
destroy the crops, or if the price of cash-crops fall, those men engaged in
farming only are more seriously distressed than their fellows with another
occupation. Again, during the tax-collection season, pure farmers lacking
tax-money often have to sell the future of their crops or pledge their farms
to others, women included, whose subsidiary occupations give regular cash
returns. The preferred rural combination of farming for subsistence and
exchange vdth subsidiary occupation is therefore a realistic adjustment to
agricultural conditions. It also gives-rise to difficulties of occupational
classification in this context. For instance from the rural sample, 23B,
61E and SOG farm and practise other economic activities in the proportions
shown below.

I Total Income
Man i Occupation

Gross Cash KInd Cash ,g Farm
j Income income income acreage from farming

I (cash & kind)

23B ! ExPert I 72:12:10 64:15;0 7: 17: 10 8$l 4.16;>:' £6:8:2)'..._- I; leatherworker
I (1948-9)

I I
61E I!?onkey transportj I 106:12: 6 38:3: 6 68:9:0 3$ 11.530* £53:0:10

trades in I

I
(1949-50)

I sugarcan!l

II I !,BOG ID~ 79:12:9 37;10;6 I 42: 2\3 4r.6 16.ljoIo:< I £50\ f5; 10



23B 1S farm income for 1948-9 quoted in the table above was. derived from
farming 1.7 acres; at the time his fields were measured, In 1949-50, he had
increased his acreage to 4.167 but had not yet harvested an3T.crops for t~at.
year. The high income derived from a small acreage by 80G lS characterlstlc
of farmers who grow sugar for sale in marsh plots: 80G sold £20 7s. 6d. worth
of farm produce, whereas 61E only sold 1/6 worth. 23B sold 10/- worth of
groundnuts only. Further comparisons can be made from the Budget Summaries
in Appendix II. These figures give a warning against assuming that among
persons engaged in craft, trade or other non-agricultural occupations, farming
is practised to a like extent, or contributes a constant proportion of gross
or cash income. MI:l: ..~.I:l:.:i:I~.I:l:.:j;1:l: and big entrepreneurs are the only classes for
whom agricultural income is often unimportant. Craft production is always
combined with some degree of farming, but as the leatherworker 1s figures above
suggested, a high degree of craft specialisation implies less participation
in farming by the craftsman. Where income from craft activity permits, the
craftsman farms increasingly bY~22:§:£2 labour, limiting his own efforts to
the house-plot. Prosperous butchers, drummers and eulogists,E.1§:l:J,~.§.,

r~~~~~, tobacco-grinders and blacksmiths, like the leatherworker above, all
tend to farm in this way. That is to say, beyond a certain point of speciali
sation in craft activity, trade and wage labour alike, farming becomes
secondary to and dependent on the specialism, and food and other necessities
are paid for out of income gained therein, the tendency for this to occur
increasing with the market value of the specialisation, as well as its degree.
Amor~ traditional craftsmen, producers of luxury goods, such as silversmiths,
toba~co-grinders, saddlers, drummers and eulogists, where the market exists,
show this tendency more frequently than any other class, except possibly
butchers. This implies greater average prosperity of specialists in the
production of luxury goods and services, among craftsmen, as a rule, but there
are some reservations. Firstly the need for a stable market limits this
prosperity to political centres such as district headquarters or the capital.
The low income of the silversmith at G, a large market but not a political
centre, illustrates this (see budget 83G). .Secondly, certain producers
of luxury goods, notably embroiderers, are not inclUded; thirdly, a high
degree of specialisation and skill is necessary; and fourthly, where the con
di tions are favourable, machine tailors, butchers and even builders often
enjoy greater prosperity than the producers of luxury goods. For builders
this market is limited to the capital and to specially skilled workmen;
machine-tailors and butchers make incomes above the average for craftsmen, only
in urban centres such as X, Y and Z, where clothes are produced in bulk for
sale outside the community, and a good supply of cattle is available to meet
a large demand for meat. Vihen these conditions are fulfilled, unexpected
patterns develop. Sewing-machines are purchased not only for use, but for
hire at high rates by tailors as well as by cloth merchants seeking to expand
their business by processing the goods. Among butchers, community X provides
an example of an extreme development, a "butcher" with an income from trade in
railway sleepers, and in cattle to Lagos and to other local butchers, of nearly
£1,200; he is himself a cattle owner with a separate camp of some 400 head
under the care of employed Bush Fulani, and employs his p~~£~~ in mixed
farming, never killing a beast himself.

The extent to which market conditions qualify the proposition that
craftsmen engaged in production of luxuries tend, as a class, to show a
higher level of prosperity than others, restates the distinction between rural
and urban economies. That is to say, urban economies differ from rural ones
not merely in the range and type of exchange relations in which the different
communities engage; but also in that increased production of necessities such
as meat and clothing for an expanded market leads to an increase in the
wealth and numbers of persons engaged in such production, which reduces the
differences in income between them and the producers of luxury goods and
services, such as expert leatherworkers, silversmiths, eulogists, etc. An
illustration of the increased prosperity under urban conditions of crafts
men engaged in production of necessities is provided by blacksmiths, who
traditionally farmed little, since in the rainy season they were busiest
making farm tools, while in the dry season they made weapons, occasionally
engaged in mining, and were paid in bundles of grain for their wet-season
smithing. This pattern is rare to-day among blacksmiths, cash payments
having replaced payment in grain, e.nd the demand fOr weapons having virtually
ceased. Blacksmiths in the rural areas, as instanced by 13A and a boy
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smith, 4-7D, now farm during the wet season and have a lower craft incOme than
those in urban areas, where the demand for smith's products is far greate~ 'and
the blaoksmiths often employ others to farm for them. Craft produotion of
certain essential goods, whioh is always a part-time occupation in rural oondi
tions, beoomes a full-time activity under urban demand, and increases of out
put and inoome follow. In these oases the tendenoy is for speoialists to use
~2c?:?-~Q labour in certain farming operations, to a greater or lesser degree.

159(19608)167

This characteristic Hausa tendency for men whose income permits it to
farm by )£Q.£@g.Q" allows some comparison of occupational inoome levels to be
attempted, but the qualifications are important, particularly those provided
by the market. Oultural standards ere also relevant. Since §~ia is
regarded as a craft, it must be pointed out that as a rule men of noble birth
do not themselves farm, but rely on barori or kodagQ... Mall~e. and men of
noble birth also receive considerable supplies of grain as religious tithes
(zaJeka), sometimes more than their own farms would provide. Income from
activities other than subsistence farming varies as muoh with individual
skill and output as it does with market conditions, and in any single
occupation there are several types of specialisation, while different occupa~

tions are 'often carried on by the same individual, The differences of
craft income of the older blacksmith, 13A, and the younger, 47D, both. working

Although expenditure onkodago (paid labour) in farming is not tabulated
as a separate item in the bUdget-'s;~aries of Appendix II, th~general ten
dency of Hausa whose cash incomes permit to farm by Js;Q.9::.,,:g.Q to a reater or
less extent is indicated by figures from the budget summaries. the
following table the cash incomes and cash expenditure on farming is given for
householders in the rural sample whose cash expenditure on farming was over
twice as great as the general average on this item for all 7 rural communities.
"Oash expenditure on farming" includes payments to Bush Fulani for manure,
outlay for purchase of seed, and for repair or purohase of tools. The bulk of
payments to Bush Fulani for manure are in kind - grain, kalas, eto. - while
cash expenditure on purohase of seed is negligible except at G, although 80G
in the following table purchased no seed. The general average of oash spent
on farming in a year per work-unit in the rural sample therefore consists
mainly of payments for farm-tools and for.~.2.c?:?-.g2_. Where the oash expenditure
on farming of a work-unit is over twioe as great as the general average, the
exoess of suoh individual expenditures is mainly payment for .~2~g2.. labour.
It will be noted that, with one exception (5A) the cash incomes of all the work
units in the following table exceed the average cash income of work-units in
their respective communities, as well as the general average. The exception
is itself significant; the bulk of cash spent on farming by 5A was in payments
for ..lfg9.,§,gg to his own son, who has no other subsidiary occupation a.nd has
recently left his father I s g§:~.Q;~; the father still needs help with his farming,
while the son is now resJlonsible for feeding his own family, and the arrange
ment is a temporary one •

.~§,Q~~.3.2.Q9_CE1.12atiQg._cL9_ash. I~.91!!e qi'. h9u.~~h<21g,~:r'~_j,~.llie_~Y1:.~....§am-I;>J&
}!hos~...§~enditure~:f.arniing grea'€Ii ·exceje.Q,§..:.tl1!Lav~rag~_•.

--c~;;;;;;;·-'rH:H:T--Ca~h-·-- -C;~-;-;;~-lMa~-;;-f;;~rOomm -;--~v: l----C;aft 01'------

I inoome oash inc: J expenses I farm exps: J trade
, i £ s. d,! ! (cash) I i
I I ! ! £ s. d, I 1·-·--A----··--··T------·1···r·-'5·S:"1'j"";6---1£3"Z:4'TS-"-r--2';T'7 :f-'-i--£i-:-57=r---\ Vill;ge Head
, ,.. i , I !

. 2 i 4-9 13 1 I " '3 1 7 I tI i Tailor & Mixed farmer
3 ! 48 10 0 !" 6 1 0 I " ' Mallam tI tI "

5 i 25 3 6 ;" 5 19 5! " None-
B 23 : 64- 15 01£29.98 2 16 7 1 £0.752 Leatherwork
D 32 i 80 17 0 i £28.5 216 6 i £0.75 Village Head

4-0 1111 10 0 'It 2 19 6' II Cloth merohant
E 61 i 38 3 6 i £28.4- 2 10 5 £1.065 Donkey, sugar

66 1133 11 6 'It 12 6 5 It Oloth merchant
G 80 i 371061£26.1 3 3 8 £0.78 Dyer
B . OB !498 0 0 I £29.98 ,51 8 0 , £0.752 ,District Head

...""~~,~~,~,.".,.,_" __.~.,,".+_.,,_,,_~,.,,.,.,~.,,._,.,.,+,~ __."~~~'M'_M'."._M_'M'M'M'~M."_.".".".,".".',_".M"".ww,••,w,w,ww".o,!"."._w,m_".'.""W"'''.''.'••'_'.'WM'._"_.".'Mt".'.'.'••••"M",~.".M_.".'MM'.'.WM'.".'....,.,-"_.'."lMW",.,.ww,w_'''''WMW'.''.'-_.''.w,w,,,,_w_,,,_,,,,.ww_w,.,w_,.,.""·"wwo,.,"__""",,,_,."

Av: per work-unit for .
all 7 communities: £29.7 £1.03 i

.••"."".,o.__,."l'.'.,.' ,m_""._."._,.L,w•.."__w,.,,."W' ""W__"••, t.'__W_"._.__"••,w_m'W_M".,W_W'.".'W.L..,._,__ ,.,m,".", __w"•••w_.__m,w,.__.i..__w__.,w'w_,o_w, ••• w_.L w.__.w__._w__.o•• • _



in rural areas, are primarily due to differences of skill, the differences of
their craft income from that of urban blacksmiths being primarily due to
different levels of output. Specialisations are found within every
occupation. Some men weavers use a broad loom and weave a special cloth sold
to Bush Fulani women, while the majority use a narrow loom and weave a white
cloth by use of a single shuttle, the cloth being known as farin tud~; others
use tyro shuttles on the narrow 100m to make a close weave with alternate
threads of dark and light blue (Qaki). Hand-sewing is more specialised;
there are specialists in sewing loincloths, in different types of embroidery,
in various kinds of trousers, and of gowns, and in women's clothes. Sewing
caps is also a separate craft. Among butchers some slaughter small stock
only, some only handle cattle, some slaughter both large and small, some never
slaughter at all, but merely roast and retail meat for their employers, others
specialise in cleaning the meat off bones (such a butcher being given the
title of Sarkin sara - chief of bone-cleaners), while others never kill at all
but purchase cattle from the Fulani on corrunission or for re-sale to other
butchers. Even barbers (wanzamai) differ sharply in skill and income. Some
siraply shave and cut hair, others alsb let blood, some are called in to clip
the uvula and vulva of newborn children and make their fsmily incisions,
others purvey aphrodisiacs.

The comparative cash incomes of different occupations, andofspecialities
within occupations, do not provide a satisfactory index of the relative pros
perity of those occupations, unless such income is in excess of £100 to £150 a
year, which is unusual in rural corrununities. This is so because the gross
income, which includes, besides cash income, the value of subsistence produc
tion, is the significant index. Oompare the cash and gross incomes of 84G
and 22B. 84Gfs cash income from corrunission selling was £32 10s. 5d., but his
gross income for the same year was only £35 6s. 2d., as he had no farms. 22B
had a cash income of £12 8s. Ode and a gross income of £57 15s. 4d. In terms
of cash, 84G's occupation (corrunission selling) gives a far higher reward than
22B's farming for exchange; but besides farming for exchange, 22B grew the
majority of his food, and his necessary cash expenditure was therefore much
less than that of 84G. Only when the cash income from a non-agricultural
occupation is large enough to cover expenditure on subsistence and leave a
surplus can such cash income serve as a reliable index for comparing the
prosperity of different occupations. To meet the traditional subsistence
needs, Hausa must farm food-crops and engage in some kind of production for
exchange, unless their non-agricultural income is more than sufficient for.
subsistence needs at market prices. Because production for subsistence and
exchange must be combined in this way, optimum allotment of time between
production for subsistence and exchange is an important consideration in all
combinations of these activities which do not give a gross income in excess of
the traditional level of consumption. As a result, non-agricultural occupa
tions not yielding such high cash incomes are practised concurrently with
subsistence farming, and the relative~uts from subsistence and exchange
production will vary with the needs of the household and the amount of time
the household head devotes to these different types of activity, which is
based on his estimate of their relative utility. Thus whereas 23B, the
leatherworker, finds it more profitable to devote all his time to his craft,
and pays for farm labour from the proceeds, 56E, who is not so expert a
leatherworker, makes one-third of 23B's cash income from leather work, and
farms himself part of what he needs for SUbsistence, having a gross income of
£48 as against £72 for 23B. The use ofkodago labour in farming indicates
that the employer finds it more profitable to devote his time to non
agricultural activity, and this allows us to compare different non
agricultural activities to some extent; but as the case of the two leather
workers above indicates, we cannot ignore the large differences of income
found among individuals practising the same occupation. Oertain occupations,
in rural corrununities, are either carried on only in the dry season by those
who have no marsh plots, or in spare time in the farming season, and are
regarded as yielding less reward than subsistence farming; these include
mat""Weaving, hunting, slaughtering for butchers, building and thatching, pot...
making, hand sewing and barbering, as well as kodagQ itself and metal work of
all types. Occupations which may yield cash incomes high enough to make it
worth while for their exponents to employ koqggg_ to some degree in rural
communities include tanning and leathervrork, weaving, dyeing, lllall~nc:j,

(Koranic stUdy), drurruning, praise...singing, butchering, candy-making and
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snuff manufacture. In urban areas, however, ma0 hine tailors, butchers,
builders, leatherworkers, dyers, and metalworkers tend to receive greater
returns from their crafts than is possible to craftsmen of any kind in rural
communities, and become full-time craft producers.

Craft production is either a subsidiary part-time occupation or a full
time specialist activity. It is ar5w, carried on with farming, sometimes to
supplement farming, sometimes the f ming is paid for by, and supplementary to,
it., Full-time specialism in craf production is largely confined to urban
communities and markets. In rural communities the time devoted to craft
activity varies -with the speciality, the area and the season. Craft produc
tion is almost always an individual pursuit, small scale in character, giving
small daily returns used mainly in daily purchases of household food and
services. The only case of regular co-operation in a craft process is pro
vided where small butchers sharing a common market take it in turns to
purchase and kill cattle, and help each other in the preparation and sale of
the beef. But this is mainly due to the nature of the commodity, vtrlch
involves heavy outlay per unit (£8 to £12), is perishable, more than one man
can handle, and must be disposed of quickly, though butchers also share a
certain solidarity as members of the lowest social class. Even here, however,
the capital accumulation, the purchase, its risks and its profit or loss is an
individual matter, while the assistance given is always rewarded in cash, kin~

or both.

Donkey transport (bin jaki - the pursuit of jackasses) is the traditional
form of transport in Zaria, and is an occupation sharply localised to suitable
areas such as E, G, X and Z. The outlay and risks involved are relatively
high, as are the returns, but it is common to find men keeping a pair or more
of asses in the hope that they will multiply. Ownership is individual and
some attempt at breeding donkeys is made. In one case at Z the owner hired
out his donkeys during the rainy season at roughly half-rates, but this prac
tice is not common.

Hiring is however the rule for bicycles, the hirer providing a service,
and the rate averages 3d. or 4d. an hour according to place and season. Like
sewing-machines, bicyoles are bought in order to be hired out and re-sold at
favourable prices after a period of roughly six months, the price being
re-invested in the purchase of a new bike. An instance at Z of a man who
hired out bicycles on behalf of a large native merchant for half the takings,
and did ,repairs on the side, is the Hausa equivalent of our commercial garage.
Bicycle and donkey transport serve different purposes commercially, and do
not compete with one another.

Donkey transport, farm labour for wages, porterage (~aruJ and barantaka
of the menial sort (household service for a superior), are similar in that
services and not goods are the activity's product. Barantak~andkodag~

(paid farm labour) are sometimes performed by the same person, as in the case
of AB. Generally this form of clientage is entered into for reasons of
poverty, where a man IS craft (dyeing for 11A, stringed music BE, mat-weaving
37D) gives a low return, and he lacks close kin in the community. This type
of client (bar~) is really a servant, receiving his pay in food, shelter,
occasional clothing, and perhaps later a wife, and is only one of the types
of clientage. KOdag~ is of two types, wet-season and dry-season.
Wet-season kodag£. can only be done by a man near his home, and at the expense
of his farming. It is therefore practised only as a last resort by indepen
dent farmers. Dry-season kodag2. is often combined with the practice of cin,
;?£g1J (eating off the dry season - i. e. practising one's occupation away from
home; paying one's way with a little profit over to bring home again at the
beginning of the farming season, and thus leaving most .of onels grain
untouched in the g:..'anary, which is opened up when farming starts). Such dry
season.lfQ.da,g2. is limited to marsh-farming or unskilled manual labour in the
larger towns. Kodago of both kinds is done mostly by piece-work, and is
preferred by those who can afford its use to the older farming-bee or~ayy~

because of the greater control the farmer is able to exercise overkodago
labour. In Zaria most kodag£1 labour is provided by' pagans who travel north
long distances in search of employment to collect tax-money.
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J:).:i,:t,:t,.1Ol:~C?:i, or retailing on commission, is a widespread occupation, and is
most specialised where clothing and foodstuffs are the commodities handled.
The commission varies with the commodity f'rom 1d. in the 1/- for talla.n goro
(retail of kolanuts undertaken by children), to 6d. in 8/6 f'or the "";;p;;r-;;ed-"
hand-ploughs (gl3.lmamai-saJ1a,a) sold at X; from 5/- per 25/- sack of grain
sent out of' Y by""puroha"sing"agents, to 1/18th f'or commission sale of'\European
cloth in Zaria on behalf' of' large merchants. Secondhand clothes give f'ar
higher returns, the commission retailer Cg,g.:t,§,J.:.:i:, pl•.QJJJ_I'!:;!'§J) usually under
stating the amount received to the owner, and keeping the dif'ference as well
as the commission. J:):i:J,.J.:~g:i of foodstuf'f's takes place in the local market
under the supervision of' an off'icially appointed Sarkin 4~2 (chief' of'
measuriJ1g) responsible for the fair maintenance of' the standard measure, the
J.l:lgg,g. Unthreshed grain sold in bundles is handled by a lesser of'ficial, the
Sarkinha~§:i (Chief of Grain), but Sar~in_~~ controls sale of threshed grain,
groundnuts, peppers, locust beans, ginger, and all other foodstuff's sold by
measure. Very of'ten, as at G, the Sarkin Awo is an old woman. vVhatever
their sex, of'f'icially recognised f'ood ..9:;i,11il:l?:.:i,. alone are allowed to sell f'ood
stuff's by measure in the market, and f'or this they receive commission in cash
as well as all the f'oodstuf'fs spilt in measuring. As a rule diJ,la:nc;i as a
full-time occupation is conf'ined to towns' where daily markets a:re·nh~id and
demand is consistent. In rural communities with bi-weekly markets, f'ood
sellers also farm (cf'. 6A), and may carry on other occupations, but commission
sellers of food and clothing in towns mostly farm by Js,'22:~:Kl?.;Q_:!:J...;J:.'3.:.J.:§;.:i, in
uncut cloth (h.a.:.,tja.:) and new clothing C:!i.gf.f'3.:) are largely confined to towns;
in the rural areas<:l:i,;J:1:~:l'3.::i,.deal mainly in secondhand clothing. A compara
tively high average income level of urban brokers dealing in various ~es of
relatively high-priced goods with large turnovers is indicated by our sample,
the less prof'itable traffic in smaller articles such as enamelware being
generally handled by children or older women.

Like part-time craft activity, small-scale retail trading is undertaken
as a subsisiary occupation to supplement income from farming and sometimes,
as in 49D and 61E, is limited to the dry season. Like craf't production also,
beyond a certain level of' output and income, trade replaces farming as the
main occupation, and provides income with which kodMQ. labour is hired, as 66E
shows. The same comparative indices used f'or ranking craf'ts in order of'
income is therefore applicable to trading - but certain other qualifications
must be added. Firstly, beyond a certain level of' output, traders can saf'ely
af'f'ord to abandon f'arming altogether, and rely on bulk purchases of' grain, as
futures or after harvest. But in X, even traders whose incomes were estimated
a t over £1,-QQQ-a year continue to farm by use of' kod~9 and baror:i, and also
ovvn cattle. At Z however, large traders born outside Zaria can only !fave
access to nearby farmlands through pledging (jingina.J, rent ~lla.J, or clan
destine purchase; their trade in grain supplies their domestic needs
incidentally. A second reservation depends on diff'erences of capital outlay,
involved at different levels in the distribution of any commodity. The kola
nut traff'ic will serve as an example. There are large merchants who make
bulk imports of' kolas bu·;; also handle other commodities on an equal scale.
Other smaller importers conf'ine themselves to kolas only, selling the majority
by the bundle (huhu, or.nakan:i" two different sizes of bundles), but usually
retailing also by basketfuls (kwando) and "calabashes" (kwarya, - calabash, in
this case always 100 kolas, and the standard kolanut measure). Large
importers usually dispose of their kolas in bundle units (huhu or pakani) ,
sometimes three or four bundles at a tj~e to a lesser middleman; kola
traders on a smaller scale get their kolas f'rom these lesser distributors as
a rule, and they in turn employ agents to sell f'or them on com~ission. The
kolanut a man buys may therefore have been handled by as many as four
middlemen. At the secondary stage, also, certain kola traders specialise in
different types of nut, such as gori;¥§. or ~'3.: (the large white ones),
tsarenwaga (the middle-sized nuts, mostly red) or minJd.., the small ones, dis-
tributing to dif'f'erent markets. There are also small traders who purchase
worm-eaten kolas at a low cost from importers f'or repair and resale directly
or through commission agents, the worm3 being removed and their traces
obliterated. It is obvious that even in the distribution of' one commodity
variations are so great that comparison of distributors classif'ied according
to the product they handle is misleading. A trader's position in the hierar
chic distributive structure has greater significance for his levels of income
or output, linked closely as it is with dif'ferences of trade patterns, than
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the commodi ty concerned. But here a third reservation must be made, that of the
markets. For instance, 75F is a second order trader in kolas and salt, but
his kola turnover is far less than that of 9A (who is a tertiary middleman),
while his turnover in salt exceeds that of 10A, who handles salt at the second
stage of its distribution. These levels will be distinguished as follows:
primary, secondary and tertiary independent trading; commission selling for
wholesalers, and small-scale oommission selling. Trade at any of these
levels may be classified as confined to one commodi~, or not. Single-line
trading is usually a one-way trade of import or export for the local communit~

but trade in a number of lines is usually a two-way trade combining import and
export. This classification is based on both rural bUdget and urban output
studies. Primary trade of all varieties is by definition confined to urban
areas, as is wholesale commission traffic; the remaining levels occur in
rural and urban trade equally. Trading in single lines of food is usually a
one-way traffic, and even at the secondary level in rural areas a part-time
occupation.

The distinction between multiple and single-line trade is a native one
worth using because it is linked vath a difference of character in trade,
multiple trade being usually a two-way traffic, single-line trade being
'Usually one-way. At the primary level, multiple trading is a full-time
occupation carried on by independent principals vdth baro~t to assist them,
and usually wi th their own capital, or through regular loans. At the
secondary and tertiary levels multiple trade is based on short-term non
interest-bearing advances in cash or kind, and often appears to follow the
lines of uterine kinship. This is probably so because the good faith neces
sary in such close and continuous relations, of mutual benefit to the parties,
is most often found between close uterine kin. In single-line trading at
the secondary level, cash payments and short-term credit advances of goods
against future payment are common, but credit is less usual at the primary
or tertiary levels. The various structural levels - primary, secondary,
etc. - of distribution are also as a rule characterised by different turn
over'level~, and ~n certain lines.by different r~tes of p:o~it. Trade in
expensive non-perlshable goods whlch are not easlly sub-dlvlded, such as
cattle pig-iron, the superior native gowns, motor vehicles, sewing-machines,
bicycl~s, ho'Uses.and grain in bulk is carried on mainly by principal

The distinction between single-line trading and multiple trading needs
discussion. Though Hausa distinguish several types of kolanut or European
cloth or native robes, they consider each of these a single line of commodity,
since the exchanges involve no differences of process or contacts. The Hausa
criterion for this distinction is best shown by considering three instances
of single-line trade vmere different goods are handled simultaneously. "A~

(sale of foodstuffs by measure in the local market) has been mentioned
already;!f:gJJ (haberdashery) and tebu;r ("table") are other instances.
'1an kol_t (haberdashers) handle simultaneously wool-thread, native caps, beads,
mirrors, ginger from Kacia or Yoruba country, antimony, antimony pouches,
potash, black pepper (masoro), cloves, earrings, needles and other low-priced
articles. M~su-teQ~ (owners of tables - so called because they commonly set
out their wares on a table before the entrance to their compound, Or in the
market - ) trade in European-type soap and cigarettes (both manufactured in
Nigeria), kerosene, matches, enamel-~~re, and sometimes also retail palm-oil
and kolas. Hausa regard trading of these types as a single-line activi~

because the process of buying and selling the goods of these different combi
nations is a single one 9 The Sarkin Awo (chief food-broker) in his market
handles guineacorn, peppers, locus~beans and similar foodstuffs as they are
brought in to him or asked for. The§lLkoJ,:i, purchases the bulk of his trade
goods together and likewise disposes of them, as do the masg-tequr. Each set
of activities involves a specialist knowledge of common market conditions and
a single method or process of trade, and is carried out as a unity. In
multiple trading, on the other hand, the commodities are different in
character, source, market, process of sale or purchase, and the distributive
activities are not carried on together at all stages. The instances from X
of trade in cattle, cloth, kolas and pig-iron illustrate this for the prim8.I'Y
level; 36D does so for the tertiary level, exporting groundnuts, hides and
skins, and importing salt for his community. Other Gxamples are found in the
Budget Tables.
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middlemen independently at present, as the lesser middlemen lack "the necessary
capital. Hence trade in such goods is not taken into account in comparing
profit ratios of different levels. For comparative purposes, kol~-nuts, salt,
tebur, };ol.i" potash, perfume and clothing give the best examples. Palm-oil
is less suitable since Ibo profits cannot be estimated on my data, while retail
ing is often done privately by women. As a rule, where retail by commission
is not used, profit ratios increase as turnover diminishes, where tr~de is a
full-time occupation and no processing of goods is carried out. This higher
rate of profit among petty traders with low turnovers is necessary if, as agents
who devote considerable time to the activities of trade, they are to be enabled
to purchase their household food and meet the other standard expenses, or farm
their grain by kodaE9' Higher turnovers reduce the necessity for this, but,
for the retailer who has to make sufficient to meet his needs or be forced to
abandon his occupation, the margin of profit necessarily tends to vary
inversely with the trader's turnover and directly with his needs, within the
limitations of a free market. Hence trade is combined with other non-farming
activities - craft, transport, cycle-hiring, kod~_ - where returns of either
are not adequate to meet the trader's culturally standardised needs for food,
clothing, etc. The same need produces various combinations of activity at
the low income-levels, as the budget and output studies both show.

If therefore single-line trading is usually a one-way traffic, despite
the far greater numbers who practise it, this is partly because, where it
gives inadequate returns, the small retailer supplements his income by some
other occupation, while, where it is adequate, at the primary and secondary
level, it is either wholesale trade with a good profit margin, or retail with
a turnover too low to outstrip sufficiently the rising standard of living and
allow accumulation of capital for investments in new lines of commerce along
intra-Nigerian trade patterns. Only successful cattle trade readily allows
capital accumulation sufficient to support adventures in new lines of commodi~

ties on a large scale. Otherwise multiple trading begins as a two-way
traffic, dependent on regularly available credit for imported goods advanced
against exported goods as p~ents, as 36D illustrates on a small scale. The
great importance Hausa attach to regular trade contacts, whether with European
firms or other Africans, is therefore understandable. Cattle excluded, in
trading as in politics, without a good initial contact (ubangid~ - a backer),
arziki is difficult to achieve, and the hierarchic structure of trade, like
that of politics, is built on the institution of clientage, the llbangi.d_B.,. pro
viding his client with opportunities for activity which will benefit them both
simultaneously. It is not surprising therefore that merchants, traditionally
as well as to-day, attached themselves to the powerful nobility as clients,
for the protection and commercial openings such a relationship involves.
Hence the political conservatism and quiescence of Zaria merchants, whether
dealing in native or overseas trade, since clientage relatiOnS with the poli
tically important nobles are an important necessary condition of large-scale
trading, though the nobles sometimes entrust merchants to conduct trade on
their behalf.

Trade in goods manufactured or produced for him at the merchant's direc
tion must be treated separately. Here an element of finance is involved,
and some examples may be giv..m. A trader at X purchases skins from local
pagans, pays for their tanning locally by Hausa craftsmen, and resells them
to the pagans. At Z, merchants provide the materials and pay for the
tailoring of expensive clothes, which they then hand over to commission agents
(gJ..llalai) to sell for them. 61E purchases standing cane by the field and
resells it t a profit, The manufacture of brown, sugar is similar; standing
crops are p chased, the cane processed, and the sugar usually sold in bulk.
At X, where agan demand for hoes is great, metal traders give orders to
local blacksmiths to produce 10 or 20 hoes, which they pay for and then sell.
Similarly at G, cloth is bought, its dyeing paid for, and the cloth sold to
the Bornu fatake. A certain eulogist at Z, who could give no estimate of
his earnings from singing the Emir's praises in the Fulani tongue (which
neither party can speak), has a sewing-machine out, on hire, and also indulges
in pure finance. He advances money interest-free to a dill~~_ who trades
therewith for him in cloths, buying and selling them, and he pays the dilla].j._
for his services from the profits. These and similar traders are all in
some way entrepreneurs, and operate independently outside the hierarchic
trade structure of pure distribution.
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If entrepreneurs are excluded,anda rough ranking of traders by income
level is attempted, a classification results with primary two-way traders
ranking highest, then primary one-way traders, then secondary two-way traders,
secondary one-way traders, wholesale dillalaJ.:. (oommission agents), tertiary
traders both one-way and two-way, and retail dillalai. The eoonomic level of
entrepreneurs of the types indicated above varies mainly according to their
capital outlay and ~Qth the processed commodity. If lines of goods are the
criterion, and entrepreneurs are excluded from the comparison, then, within any
single line of commodity, turnovers of primary traders exceed those of
secondary traders, and so forth. As between commodities, only limited compa
risons are possible. Oattle~trading gives the highest return, but also has
the highest risk, kolas come next, then clothing, ~~bur and koli (haber
dashery) wholesale. The least rewarding trades are perfume and koli retail.
Profits from trade in salt, palm-oil, grain and foodstuffs vary widely from
one area to another, and also seasonally. Hides and skins for export carries
fair profits and moderate risk attached to grading. Among different lines,
the kola, trade engages the most people, foodstuffs, clothing, koH, salt and
tebl!:I.' follow, perfume and cattle trading being least common.

Wage labour, where employerS and employee are both Hausa, is virtually
confined to the Native Authority; only one example from the oapital indicates
regular employment of Hausa by Rausa outside the N.A. Employment by
Government, the firms or the Army, and as European house-staff, is more
common, but only important in Kaduna and Zaria. As a rule, Rausa do not
undertake wage-labour for Yoruba or Ibo. Among the N.A. employees
(ma'aikat~_§ark~J, those of noble birth are distinguished from commoners, as
a rule, by greater indebtedness and average wage. One man of chis olass
interviewed explained his indebtedness as due mainly to kinship obligations,
which fall most heavily on him since he is the only one of his father's line
so employed in the capital. But a culturally standardised scale of needs
higher than the salary permits is another reason. As a result, transfers to
more lucrative duties are an object of competition within the N.A. Mention
has been made of some of the ",rays .in which Cotton Mallams, Dispensers,
Sleeping Sickness assistants, Veterinary Mallams and others may augment their
salaries in rural areas; in the capital similar opportunities for minor
employees are somewhat limited, and indebtedness results, the larger merchants
providing the loans. Wage employees generally purchase the bulk of their
grain, as well as other foods, when living in the capital, but in rural areas
they farm by b~9£:!: and kodag:?.

D. Patterns of E:e;penditure at different income levels

This means that on average, roughly half rural income is cash income,
and averages £29.7 per household. Of this cash income, almcst the whole is
spent on consumption goods in the following proportions.

A final note on the expenditure patterns associated with the average
income levels of different occupational groups in rural areas is necessary,
illustrations being provided by the budgets. The totals and averages for all
bUdgets are as follows.
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Table 37. Income totals and averages for the 7 rural communities.

!j:Quseh<2J-d~ Taxpayer~ Gross income Cash incom~ Kind income Cash
%

90 100 £54-52 £2677:4-:6 £2774-: 16:7

Average per taxpayer £54-.52 £26.77 £27.74- 4-9%

Average per household £60.6 £29.7 £30.6
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Table .39.• Ay~;r~.~~nts_.ang,--.I:2±Ql?o:r.:tiQllil_ of'_cash e;Jill§_ndU.11J;'_<;l....D.e_:t::....tg,.~\W(;J:r

on dif'f'eren~.J:te~. (FroJ.Il rural bUd~i').

Items of'
cash

expenditure

Average amount
per taxpayer

Percentage
"of' total
expenditure

£ %

5.85
7.25

12.2
4-.1
5
3.4
2.25
2.6
2.2
4-.25
2.3

4-8.6

1.56
1.93
3.25
1.09
1.33
0.91
0.6
0~7

0.59
1~13

0.61
12.84-

£26.59----,.-

I
I

"'1

TotaL

Personal
Stimulants
Olothes
Sa;t._l~. etc•..
Household.
Farm expenses.
Stock j
Tax"HH'
Oash gifts
Women (courtship H~t~.)H .
Miscellaneous .H
Food

It will be noted that the average cash expenditure per taxpayer ,in
Table 38 is £26.59, whereas the average cash income per taxpayer in Table 37
is £26.77; the discrepancy is an inevitable result of' the method of' retro
spective budgeting discussed in Ohapter 6.

Roughly half the expenditure is theref'ore on food, 1/8th on clothing,
1/14-th on stimulants, roughly 1/20th each on the classes personal, household
maintenance, ceremonial, and payments for wives or to women. The amounts
spent on food may be fUrther subdivided as follows:

Aver~e am<?unts and..J?roportions of cash expe~itur~..E.e.E_!~pa;z.E3.r.:

on different f'oodstuffs.
" --

T,}'IJes of I Average Percentage ofI
f'ood bought

I

amount total food
per taxpayer bought

£ %I,
I

3.63 28Grain ....................... ··1
Snacks. 2.57 20
Oils.

./
1.4-5 11.HU!

Meat 1.31 10
Salt

HI
0.78 6

Roots & other f'oodsH . 3.1 25
i ---- ----_.

Totals I £12.84- 100%H'HH HI ---_..... ---------- ,

Of the total value of' food eaten (£34-.4-1), food bought is, on average,
37.3 per cent. (£12.84-) per taxpayer, while grain eaten accounts f'or
51.7 per cent. of the value of all food eaten (average per taxpayer).
Annual consumption of' grain per taxpayer is valu(;Jd at £17.8 and this repre
sents 25 per cent. of the gross annual consumption per taxpayer. Another
25 per cent. of gross annual consumption is represented by all other food
stuff's, such as meat, snacks, oil, vegetables, etc., the remaining 50 per
cent. including all other forms of cash expenditure, as wel:J. as consumption
in kind such as farm seed, firewood, gifts in kind, building materials etc.
In terms of' cash expenditure, however, grain purchased on average represents
only 14- per cent. of total cash expenditure. The critical importance of'
food in both expenditure and consumption patterns, and within the class of
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food, of grain, is therefore evident. It is also clear that such an expendi- I
ture and consumption pattern is associated with equal production for subsis-
tence and exchange, giving an average cash income of £27 per annum and a gross
income of £54.

When either cash or gross income per taxpayer falls below this figure,
the expenditure level and pattern changes, and consumption levels and patterns
follow. 84G gives an extreme example of this. In 1949-50 he did no
farming. His cash ratio is 92 per cent., total income £35 6s. 2d., of which
£32 10s. 5a. is cash £26 Os. 5d. (80 per cent.) being spent on food, 14/9 on
clothes (2 per cent.j, £1 16s. 1d. (5.5 per cent.) on household, mainly fire
wood, £1 3s. 11d. (4.1 per cent.) on stimulants, £1 Os. 3d. (3.1 per cent.) on
ceremonial (due to a naming ceremony), and only 4/2 (0.6 per cent.) on
personal items.

Conversely, incomes exceeding this level, either in cash or kind, provide
for higher levels of expenditure and, if real income is higher, of consumption
also, and with this is associated a change of expenditure/consumption pattern.
66E is an example of this.

*The heavy expenditure on personal items includes purchases of bicycles
for private use, not for hire. 66E 1s gross income was £161 7s. 4d., of
which £133 11s. 6d. was in cash, that is 82.8 per cent. of the gross
income.

84G and 66E both have a high cash ratio, 92 per cent. and 82 per cent.
respectively, but the differences of income level are reflected in differences
of expenditure and consumption patterns. Where the cash ratio is lower, kind
income being greater, the differences of pattern are even more striking, What
ever the level of income.
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Amount Percentage of
£ s. d. total e enditure

0

55 0 1~ 41
28 16 10 21.5
4 7 0 3.26
7 1 0 5.3
3 6 0 2.7

13 8 4 10
12 6 ~... 9. :2
7 13 5.9---_.,.-

£131 19 H~ 98.96% (Sliderule
-% er)or

1.04

Amounts and proportions of cash e~enditure on different items in

bUdget 66E.~. (Cloth trader of secondary order).

Total expenditure....

Grain requirements per head remain roughly constant whatever the econo
mic leveS!. or subsistence ratio. Where not adequately self-produced, the
grain required must be purchased. This sets the minimum. Surpluses above
this are spent first on other necessary foods, mainly meat, oils, salt{ stew
ingredients and snacks or cooked foods, on stimulants (mainly kolanutsJ,
ceremonial expenses and tax. Purchases of clothes and personal expenses

Food
Personal* ..
Stimulants
Clothes
Salla etc•.
Household .
Farm .
Other expenses
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The incomplete budget of the District Head, CB, indicates radical differ
ences in the pattern and levels of expenditure and consumption above a certain
income level; £137 on motor maintenance, £82 for a bride, £20.4 to maroka
(eulogists etc.), £52.3 for clothes, £51.8 for farm expenses, £18.5 for meat
and £15.7 for ducks and fowls, etc. The butcher at X with 400 cattle provides
an illustration of productive investment of surplus income. The making of
loans and gifts and expenditure on pilgrimage to Mecca, the latter often
being financed by wealthy men for their kin as well as themselves, provide
alternative channels for the disposal of surplus cash income, as do expensive
marriages.

Items of
__cash expenditure



(i.e. soap, shaving, perfume, small gifts to wives, travel, etc.), farm and
household expenses, cash gifts and expensive courtsLip cannot be sustained on
a low gross income or on a fairly high gross income (c. £80) which'has a low
cash component, unless the family is unusually small. Under such conditions,
expenditure on these items is usually reduced to a greater degree than expendi
ture on uncooked foods. As the gross income level rises, and in proportion
to its cash component, so does expenditure and consumption of these less
essLntial goods and services. The subsistence farmer producing all his grain
must purchase the locust bean and salt he needs, even though he puts palm-oil
or meat in his stew only occasionally, and sometimes uses wood-ashes instead of
salt, or, if his food supply fails him, various leaves instead of roots,
cooked foods orgrain, purchased in the market. To seek another wife he must
wait for a good harvest; his compound he repairs himself. Cash expenditure
is kept low wherever possible by the practice of strict frugality. As we go
up the scale of gross and cash incomes, these restraints falloff in the
following order: first more salt and meat is bought, more locust bean and
other stew ingredients, snack~, roots, and grain sufficient to make tuwo.
(porridge) daily, milk, butter, sugar cane, morekolanuts, perhaps chewing
tobacco or more perfume, more gifts to the wives are made, Sal~~ is celebrated
wi th more meat and kolas, gifts may be made to E!E0k..a.:. (eulogists), purchases
of livestock are made as investments, tax rises, more clothing is bought, more
cash gifts are made, courtship is undertaken. After the saturation points in
these types of consumption are passed, household and farm expenses increase
sharply; kodago labour is employed on the farm, a finer compound is gradually
built over the old one, hurricane-lamps, torches, kerosene and other imported
goods are bought, then a bicycle or maybe a horse - most expensive to maintain
because of grain costs, cf. budgets eB, 320 and 60E. More wives may be
acquired. Motor-cars, Mecca, re-investment of surplus cash in trade, politi
cal office-seeking by expensive gifts, and more and newer wives offer alterna
tive expenditures to suit personal tastes. Outlay on courtesans and prosti
tutes (karuW?-~J of the expensive type is generally heavy among wealthy men;
Tudtin Wada, the suburb of Zaria in which the majority of wealthy Northern
traders live, has a very large population of ~aruwa,:!..l\:l~Q@ (eulogists)
specialise in extracting cash gifts from vmalthy men by public flattery and
praise-singing, which turns to public abuse if no gift is forthcoming. Gifts
are made to E.!..a.:ll~:'l. for magico-religious assistance necessary to maintain
¥ziki., and to the powerful aristocracy as part of the relation of clientage
through which protection is sought. The only productive investment formerly
known in Zaria was the purchase of animals or slaves, but nowadays animals are
purchased for husbandry, mixed farming or transport, and investment is made in
such machinery as bicycles, corn mills, sewing~achines, sugar crushers, and
second-hand lorries. Where the incDme and turnover outstrips these possible
forms of investment altDgether, it can either be hoarded, invested in political
relations, or ploughed back into expanding trade.
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Culture Contact and C~ang~

The two most imPortant aspects of European contact for the Rausa have
always been political and commercial. After the occupation in 1900, war and
slave-raiding were prohibited, slaves were permitted to assert their freedom and
no one born thereafter was legally a slave. In effect, however, this policy,
while eliminating the two conditions of oapture and birth necessary for the
maintenance of slavery, left control of the process of change from an economy
based on slavery to a "free" society in the hands of the Rausa themselves.
As shown by the Annual Reports giving figures for manumissions or self~ransom

of slaves up to 1920, the process of change was gradual and slight, the
resulting transition easy. Persons born of slave parents even before 1900 had
always been exempted from the major social disability of the slave status 
sale without consultation - and as a class differed from the aimajai born after
1900 mainly in lacking the freedom of movement of which certain dimajai_have
made great use since 1900, to put as much distance as possible between them
selves and their former masters.
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The preceding account shows that economic change has occurred in differing
degrees in different communities of the same category, as well as in different
categories of community. Immigration is negligible in A, C, D and F, but
considerable in E and G, X and Z. The new town, Y, owes its existence to the
railway there and was originally a labourers' camp. Surrounding the capital
and in close relations with its life are four new communities, all of them
built since 1900. OOliIDlunity differences in economy also indicate different
local conditions within the change siutation. Among political data, the
table of official appointments shows how foreign standards of suitability for
office-holding often run contrary to native political practice, and the impact
of these foreign standards on native political appointments. Economic dif~

ferences between urban and rural communities, and within each class, bear
close relation to the commercial contacts with European firms, and the trans
port facilities available to each community considered. To a certain extent
these community differences can be described quantitatively; for example, the
extent of and type of cash cropping is expressed in acreages and income studies
of the various communities; and the frequency of wage-labour as an occupation
canbe comparedatX,YandZo But while on the whole the quantitative account of
rural communities provides a systematic comprehensive description of contem
porary conditions, against which the scale and directions of future change can
be estimated, no similar quantitative account for conditions in or before 1900
is available for comparison. The assessment and analysis of cultural change
under contact is therefore handicapped from the outset by insufficient know
ledge of the pre-contact situation, and will only be attempted here in brief
and general terms.

An immediate and complete effective abolition of slavery in 1900 would
have dislocated the basis of the economy. Partial and gradual elimination of
slavery, as Lugard saw, avoided this, and allowed the Rausa time in which to
work out suitable social and economic readjustments within their traditional
system of combined exchange and subsistence production without the excessive
dislocation of compelling immediacy. In the event, reduction of income from
slave-raiding and slave-holding proceeded ~ari passu with increases of income
from new sources - European overseas trade, and large-scale intra-Nigerian
trade dependent on the new railway and motor transport facilities. Thus in
fact a gradual transformation of the native economy, which has involved
replacement of income derived from slavery by income from trade with Southern
Nigeria and Europe, has proceeded at the same pace as the elimination of
slavery from the social structure. It is necessary to refer here briefly to
the difficult position of the nobility as compared with the descendants of
their former slaves, the peasants, traders, and other classes, particularly
with regard to the non-participation of nobles in trade on a scale sufficient
to replace income formerly received by them from slave-raiding, slave-owning
and other'forms of political activity. Notwithstanding this, however, the
wisdom of Lugard1s solution of the problem of slavery is proven by the success
ful readjustment it encouraged.
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The policy of Indirect Rule, by which the administration of native popu
lations is carried on through native chiefs treated as equals, also maintained
political institutions of the society, while making it possible that gradual
transformation of certain aspects of these might take place. In the event
the native political system displays great vitality, and the social struct~e
of which it is so important a part even to-day shows little immediate' signs
of disruption or de 'aYe Replacing the numerous disused titles carrying fiefs
wi th them as objects of political competition and sources of income in Zaria,
to-day there are new classes of Native Authority assistants C':MaU_~§~) - the
ma'aikatan Sarki, - for cotton, veterinary work, forestry, public health,
sleeping sickness, schools, farming, scribes and so forth; most are drawn
from the ruling class. In what ways and to what extent the native political
system has successfully adapted itself to the contact situation ,as mediated
and limited by Indirect Rule, our previous discussion of political organisa
tion will have made clear. If this adaptation seems to conserve many ele
ments and practices of native political life which Lugard viewed with dis
favour, this itself indicates the extent to which Indirect Rule, as applied in
Northern Nigeria, has lent itself to such conservative adaptations. That is
to say, in so far as administrative policy and procedure mediates between the
native and European culture, maintenance of the native political system
depends on the ability of its representatives to assimilate the aims and pro
cedures of Indirect Rule, and so to guide and control the applications of
these that the native political system shall not be adversely affected in any
of its vital interests. If Indirect Rule has permitted the Hausa to assimi
late and incorporate foreign culture elements so selectively and gradually
that little indication of disruption appears, it is only because Indirect Rule
itself was first assimilated by the Hausa rulers, and used with great success
to limit change and protect interests vital to the maintenance of the native
system.

In the technological field where, after the elimination of war and
slavery, the European effect has been most marked, Administration and Commerce
have both played a part. Government introduced roads and railways, electri
city, telegraph and telephone, wireless, European medicine and veterinary
services, pig-rearing, cattle-fattening, mixed. farming and cane-crushers, etc.,
and among Zaria Hausa provides almost all educational facilities of Western
type. The firms have supplied motor vehicles, bicycles, sewing-machines,
European cotton goods, bar-soap, kerosene, cigarettes and high-grade salt,
among many other articles, and provided markets for cotton, groundnuts, hides
and skins, sheanuts, tobacco, gutta-percha, beeswax, Fulani butter and other
native products. In effect these introductions have considerably increased
the resources of the native economy and stimulated new developments which have
made possible the peaceful transition from an economy based on slavery to the
present "free" economy. To date, however, Hausa assimilation of these new
elements has been least marked in their technological aspects. It is true
that native farming practice has, under careful guidance, been adapted to the
production of higher grade cotton, groundnuts and tobacco in larger
quantities. But in fact no new principles of farming are involved, such as
Mixed Farming represents. In 1949-50 there were less than 400 registered
mixed farmers in Zaria Province. This low figure is partly due to the
presence ,of fly in much of Zaria, partly, however, to technological
conservatism. Cane-crushers, sewing-machines, bicycles have enjoyed more
widespread native acceptance, largely because lower skill, less risk and
greater and more immediate profits attach to their use as modes of invest
ment; but as the poor standards of maintenance shows, little interest in the
technical aspects of these and similar objects is evinced. They remain
expendable objects, involving high capital outlay and yielding high profit
rewards during their short use before re-sale by any owner. To a large
extent this technological conservatism probably reflects the unchanged
character of traditional needs and the competence of traditional Hausa tech
nology to satisfy those needs. It is probably also a similar factor that
has inhibited wider Hausa response to the Western education introduced.
Western education and technological skills are only valued as means to
earning a livelihood. In the sphere of education, Islam alone is held to
include activities having intrinsic value. Hence interest in European
education depends purely on extrinsic utilitarian factors in the contact
situation. It is in fact useful only as a partial qualification for employ
ment in the Native Authority or Government, hence the greater interest it
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evokes among those eligible by birth or connection to compete for such office,
and the limitation of that interest to little beyond the literacy and simple
arithmetical techniques necessary for qualification as an N.A. clerk, farming
J!l..al1.§l.ll, etc., among them.

Interest in Western education and technical skills is low because the
adequacy of the Islamic values and traditional skills is unchallenged; and
this superior prestige of Islam will continue as long as interest in, and
acceptance of Western values is low. It is possible that interest in Western
values and procedures may soon show great increases, particularly due to the
campaigns for mass education and constitutional reform with the establishment
of local councils; but hardly any evidence suggestive of this is found among
Rausa not living in the capital, many of whom are unaware of these new
developments. Since the activities of Christian missions among Moslems are
dependent on permission from the Moslem rulers, and since Indirect Rule has
largely been employed by them to uphold the native political system, it seems
more reasonable to expect that any important cultural and social change which
may take place will occur as a function of changes in the economic situation,
than as the result of adoption of Western education and democratic institu
tions by a people whose traditional value-system is intact and antithetic to
such institutions.
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~endix I - Population Dat~

(r.eo 532live births for 176 mothers at "G"=3.01 live births per woman at "G")
( "551" " "138 " ,,"Z" =4-. 00" " " " " "Z")

"G"

173

"Z"
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Data collected at "z" and "G" fora study of fertility and infant
mortality rates are tabulated below. All information is from women of these
two communities for Whom records, believed to be complete, were taken.

The difference between the two samples is striking. It appears that
both average fertility and infant mortality of "z" exceeds that of "G"
considerably. Whether this is due to falsification by either group of inter
viewees or to the very much higher number of childless womell at "G" is not
certain. If the ratios are calculated for mothers only (dead or living) the
agreement between the two samples is a l::j,ttle greater.

Even so, the differences are significant and imply inaccuracies in the data
collected sufficient to render a fertili~ estimate based on these figures of
doubtful value.

I ilcombined
Age of Women -20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50'" Total "'20 20"'30 30-40 4o-so SO'" Total! Totals

"Z" &
. I "G"

Number of Women 43 56 34 14 16 163 65 84 53 23 12 2371 400
No. of live Women 35 51 28 14 15 143 6:3 82 51 22 12 2301 373
No. of dead " 8 5 6

_
1 20 2 2 2 1 '" 71 27

LIva 'Mothers 24 48 23 13 14 122 27 75 44 15 9 1701 292
Dead " 6 4 5 '" 1 16 2 2 1 1 '" 61 22
Live childless Women 11 3 5 1 1 21 36 7 7 7 3 601 81
Dead " " 2 1 1 ... '" 4 .. _

1 .. _
1! 5

No. of Pregnancies 35 146 153 95 123 557 41 166 188 100 48 543 .1100
Total live Births 35 146 144 96 130 551 40 170 184 91 47 532 1083
Total Miscarriages

_ _
5

_ .. 5

_
2

_
2 - 4! 9

Total Still Births 1 2 6 .. 5 14 1 4 5 7 1 18! 32
Total live Children 25 91 60 47 55 278 28 101 95 53 31 308

1
586

Total dead " 10 55 84 49 75 273 12 65 89 38 15 219 492 ,

Live Birthe
2.221per Woman .81 2.6 4.2 6.75 8.1 3.38 .61 2.0 3.46 3.95 3.99 2.7

Live Children
3.42\ .41 1.46per Woman .58 1.6 1.75 3.36 1.71 1.2 1.8 2.3 2.58 1.3

Live Children as !
I 42 i50.5 '67 ! 54%of livG Births 70 i 61.5! 41.5 50 60 52 58 67 ,58.5 i, I ,

If', however, other data from the partial census at "G" are used, some
estimate of annual rate of increase of' the population can be made. In the
sample population of 804 souls at "G", 37 were children born in the 354--day
Mohammedan year 1369 A. H., indicating" an annual increase rate of 4-. 7 per cent.
per Mohammedan year, or 4-.85 per cent. per Gregorian year. According to the

The age at which the menopause occurs among Hausa women was not ascer
tained, but it is probably safe to assume that most Hausa women cease bearing
ohildren at some time between the ages of 4-0 and 50. On this assulljption,
data tabulated above for women under the age of 4-0 are unlikely to be a com
plete history of their reproduction, data, for women between the ages of 4-0 and
50 mayor may not be complete, as the women mayor may not have completed
their period of reproduction, while data for women over 50 years old apply to
persons who have completed their period of reproduction. Comparison of the
number of live births per woman over 50 years old in the two communities does
not indicate sufficient agreement of the two sets of data to suggest an average
figure for the number of children Rausa women bear during the course of their
reproductive life. Whereas the figures for women over 50 at "z" give an
average of' 8 live births per woman, figures on t.qe same age-group from "G"
give an average of approximately 4- live births per woman. It is possible
that the smallness of the sample of' this age group in both communities gives
atypical fertility rates in each ~ample undue significance.



~ppendix I -(Contd.)

(, cr. McCulloch, W.E., M.D., IAn Enquiry into the Dietaries or"ille-Hausas and Town Fu~anil,
Hast African Medical Journal, v. 3: 8-22, 62-73, 1929/30.

The oombined infant mortality rate of these samples is 460 per 1000 live
births. On this data 48.1 per cent. of infant deaths occur in the 1st year
of life, and 76.3 per cent. in the first 3 years. There appears to be no
significant difference in viability between boys and girls.

174

and pattern is shown below, using the data from
fertility is compared above.

"G" IIZII and IIGII combined'

and "Gil, 54 per cent. of live births survive to reprodune
The net annual rate of population increase at IIGII is therefore
cent. - that is, 2.6 per cent. or roughly one-fortieth.

The infant mortality rate
the women of liZ" and IIGII whose

liZ II

The'samples of "Zn and "G" shOW ,differences here also, but of a lesser
degree, than in the fertility tables. It may be that actual differences in
urban and rural conditions are thereby reflected. Comparative treatment of
the two samples is made here to emphasise the need for caution in drawing
conclusions from data of this kind, and also because in combination they
dis,prove ear~er conjectur,'es of low Hausa fertility.* From these figures it
appears that\both fertility and infant mortailty rates are high.
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totals of "ZII
themselves.
54 X 4.85 per

100

I % of I % of, % of
-,

Ages M F Total Deaths M F Total Deaths M F M&F Deaths
"

-7 days 17 18 35 12.8 23 10 33 15.1 40 28 68 13.8)
7 days - )
3 mths. 17 35 52 19 21 16 37 16.9 38 51 89 18.1) 48.1%

3 mths. -
16. 2~1 yr. 22 19 41 15 16 23 39 17.8 38 42 80

1-2 yr$. 21 11 32 11.7 21 16 37 16.9 42 28 69 14 )28.2%
2-3 yrs. 13 18 31 11.34 22 17 39 17.8 35 35 70 14.2 )
3-4 yrs. 9 12 21 7.8 6 9 15 6.85 15 21 36 7.4
4-6 yrSo 7 3 10 3.68 6 5 11 5.0 13 8 21 4.25
6-9 yrs. I ·4 6 10 3.68 1 - 1 0.45 5 6 11 2.22
9 - I 11 18 29 ! 10.6 4- :5 7 3.2 15 21 36 7.4
age n.k. 10 ~ 12 4.4 - - - - 10 2 12 2.43

! ,

Total i 1311142 273 1100% ,120 99
1

219 100% 251 241 492 100%
! i 1 !



Appendix II ~ Summ.ary Table of Individual Budgets of wO~~J!!l..!..ts.

A. Basic Data on york, Uni tE..

CommunityC

SUbsidiary
Occupati on' of

Work uni t Head

Village Head.
Hand Tal lcr *.".
Koran Semol *".
Farmer only.

II It

Dyer, Cornbroker.
DrUmmer, Builder.
Slaughterer, Tailor.
Sells Kolanuts.
Salt seller.
Dyer. Now Bara.
Kolas on com!iiI"SS·fon.
Blacksmi tho
Weaver, Fisher.
Four Occupations.
Sells Kolanuts.
Tobacco grinder.
!:1alI8!l!.

: Plays Woodwl nds •
i Cosmetics, Pigeons etc.
i Farmer only.
I n lt

I Leather Worker.
, l1allam, Labourer•f:---

20
8.7

18
11.7
15.6
15.4
7.6
3.6

10.4
10.4
5.2

10.4
20.8 .
7.8
7.8

15.6,
13
6.5

13
6.5**

14.6
13.2
4.8

10.4**

Daily grain
needs:

Ibs.

I
I

I;
I;
1

14

19

I

Taxpayers I
i

I

~.

I

1
5

13
27

117

Tota'L_'__
F M&F

5· 10
3 8
4 6
4 8
5 8
2 5
3 6
1 2
4 8
3 7
2 4
5 8
6 9
5 6
2 3
4 10
4 6
13

63

11

1
1
1
1
2

3

1
3
3
4
1

youths..
M F

2 4
3 4
3
3 2
4 1
1 1
1 2
1
3 3
3 3

~ I ~

II ~
1

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1..
1.
3
2
1

Adults
-i1;;;-p,. ,

2518

AB
BE
CB

'"

25 2 2 2 3 4 5 9 t! t5.7 Ware! Head.
26 1 2 1 2 2 41 I' 7.8 Farmer, in 1949/50.
27 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4.8 Barber, Broker + ill.
28 2 1 1 1 3 2 5 1 9.6 Farmer only.
29 2 2 2 2 4 .6 1 I 8.1 Mat Weaver.
30 4 2 4 2 i 8 4 12 1 !I 13. Drummer, l1"roki,.
~__L_4_,_'6_+-_3__1_.,-1.._7 7 1_4__-+ 3__-+. 20 I-Fa_r_m_er_OnIY.\l§Il..£B'

7 ! 16 16 12 9 ! 28 25 53 9·
r ~ !

19 2 4 3 5 5 10 1 I
20 1 1 I 1 1.2 1 I
~ ~; ~ , ~ II' ; . ~;~ ~ I
23112 314 1 i

:::_._,+ 1__2--+- 2 -e..+ 3 3 6 1 I
6 9 13 14._......,6_-if-2_3_1.:..9--:-_42_-+__8_-I,I-- ~_~i--

i

,I

i If!.'¥.:~, Labourer.
. I " & Musician.

52. ; Distri ct Head.
I .1 Bar9£~'

---'-------'--f---+-----+-----I-,-'----I----------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
i1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

I
L

l,

* M~ Male, F ~ Female.
**20 & 24 - feed parents half-week each.
f 24 practisescln ra!!! (eating the Dry Season) ~ I.e. he travels & practises his craft in the

Dry Sesson.
I; Taxes paid for them by their masters.
" The D.H,IS retainers (Berqr12 are enumerated separate:I:y, from his family.
*"Two brothers~ 'the on:I:y two mixed farmers in the 90 Work Units.
+ Broker ~ Commission Seller, in this case ofsugar~cane. 27 was' III with periostitis

, ( amosani ) • .
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~ppend1x II( Contc;l.)

Commni ty I!..

Subsidiary

176(19608)1 85

A. Basic Data on Work Uni ts (Contd.)

---T -1---"-raiJ'f" grain

* 32 pa,ys tax tor No. 37. his barq,
**.L1J1!!:!!1!..·.,Village Priest (limemin ~l.
f Ganc;lu at three brothers. whose SUbsidiary occupations are carried on separateJ'f". One is a

haberdasher, another sells European hardware. the third deals in cotton in the local market.
b Household includes one married-couple. both blind.

I
Adults

I
Youths Total I Taxpayers needs: occupation of

I M* F* M F M j-!i& F I Ibs. Work Unit Head
- I

I" !32 1 4 1 1 2 5 7 I 2* 15.5 Village Chief.
33 1 2 w 3 1 5 6 ,

1 g;t Weaver.I
34 2 2 1 2 3 4 7 ! 1 9.4 Mat Weaver, Broker.
35 1 2 3 2 4 4 8 1 7.0 IPertume Seller.
36 2 1 3 2 5 3 8 - 9.1 Sells Hides, Salt, Grnuts.
'57 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 * 5.2 Bara. Weaves Mats.
38 2 3 1 1 3 4 7 -

I
9.1 Drummer (blind) •

39 I 1 1

I
1 2 2 3 5 1 5.5 Mat Weaver & Broker.

40

I
2 5 5 2 7 7 14 2 I 18.3 Cloth Merchant.

41 1 2 w 2 1 4 5 1 6.5 11mam ** Slaughterer.
42 I 2 3 I " " 5 6 11 2 7.8 Dyer. Ward Ilead.
43 I 1 2 I 1 ... 2 2 4 1 . 7.1 Ward Head• Embroi derer •
44 1 1 I 1 3 2 4 6 I w 7.8 I Mat Weaver. ~.,

I45 I 1 2 I 2 1 " 3 6 1 13 i Cotton Seller.
46 ! 1 3 I

w 2 1 5 6 1 7.8 IHaberdasher (Dankolil •I I47 I 1 1 3 - 4 1 5 1 7.8 Blacksmi th.
48 1 3 I 4 3 5 6 11 I 1 20.8 IMallem. Koran Sehool.I49 3 7 , 4 6 7 13 20 I 3 20.8 I g!J.ndu,.f

!

_18_1 25 45 I 34 36 59 81 140 1 19 w I ...
I I Community Ii: .-,

I
\

50 I 2 1 - 1 2 2 4 1 6.5 ICanc;ly Maker (allewa).
51 2 2 - 1 2 3 5 1 8.4 Weaver.
52 1 1 w 1 1 2 3 1 5.2 !Butcher. Sells Hides

, , I & Salt.
53 1 1 3 1 4 2 6 I 1 6.5 I Potter.
54 I 3 5 2 1 5 6 11 2iJ 11.7 IMallem & Weaver.
55 1 2 1 - 2 2 4 I 1 3.9 IPotter. Sells Cotton.I I56 I 2 3 w - 2 3 5 1 9.1 Tanner. Leatherworker.
57 1 1 I 1 1 2 2 4 1, 3.9 IHaberdasher (halt-blind).
58 2 4 3 4 5 8 13 2 15.4 Dyer. Donkey Transport.
59 2 1 2 w 4 1 5 1 5.9 Donkey. Salt Seller.
60 3 1 2 - 5 1 6 1 7.8 IDrummer.
61 2 4 4 4 6 8 14 2 19.6 ICotton & Sugar~ane.
62 1 2 4 3 5 5 10 1 13. , Trades Cotton.
63 2 2

I
1 1 3 3 6 1 9.1 IDonkey Transpor1;.

64 2 2 1 2 3 4 7 1 7.8 IWeaver. .
65

I
.1 1 , 1 - 2 1 3 1 6.5 Butcher.

66 2 8 I 2 3 4 11 15 2 20.8 Cloth Merchant.
67 1 2 1 1 2 3 5 1 7.8 Donkey Transport.-
18 31 43 28 24 59 67 126 22 - -

- -
Community F

68 1 2 1 2 2 if 6 1 7.8 ISells Loin cloths. ~eads,,
etc.I

69 1 2 1 - 2 2 4 1 10.4 Makos Hoehandles. mats.
10incloths.

70 1 2 3 - 4 2 6 1 7.8 MallEl!!!' Mats. Sells Tools.
71 2 4 2 2 4 6 10 1 10.4 ISells Sugar & Yam.
72 1 2 1 4 2 6 8 1 9.1 i Tailor. Donkey. Sells,

73 2 2 2 3 4 5 9 1 10.4
I salt. hoes & arrows.IHaberdashery (barter).

74 1 3 2 - 3 3 6 1 9.1 Kalas. Salt. Hides &

75 1 2 4 1 5 3 8 1 9.1
i Skins. Cycle hire.
I weaver.
!

8 10 19 I 16 12 26 31 57 8
I

I ... i w~1_-.iL--__1--__-!-- +--_---L-_---:--__



Appendix ~! (Contd.)

~gar

s

f

d

h

Basic Data on Work Units (Contd )A• - . -,-._,---,", "-
I r------.----'-"----

I
I j"j~ ''"'" I Subsidiary

Adults '00'''+ Total Taxpayers needs: I OccuJ'ati on 0
I 11* F 11 F 11 F 11 & F lbs. .' Work Unit Hea
I

I ---- -
"

76 I 1 1 112 2 4 1 7.8 Ward Head & Weaver.
77

I
1 1 - - 1 1 2 1 3.9 Dyer.

78 1 2 2 1 3 3 6 1 10.4 IDOnkey. Trades in

I
i & cane.

79 1 1 3 2 4 3 7 1 5.2 ! Potter.
80 2 4 2 .. 4 4 8 1 9.1 Dyer•
81

I
2 2 .. 3 2 5 7 1 7.8 Donkey. Trades Sug

82 1 2 ... .. 1 2 3 1 5.2 Bugu* & Hand Tailor
83 1 2 ... ... 1 2 3 1 . 7.8 Whl te Sml tho Trade,

girdles of women.
84 1 1 ... .3 1 4 5 1 5.2 Awo*~.l1akes rope.
85 1 1 1 ... 2 1 3 1 5.2 Labourer. DOnkey•
86 1 1 - 1 1 2 3 1 7.8 Dyer.
87 1 3 .. 1 1 4 5 1 7.8 AWQ**'
£8 3 3 .. 1 3 4 7 1 9.1 Embroiderer.
89 1 2 I 1 .. 2 2 4 1 5.2 Haberdasher•
90 1 2 - .. 1 2 3 1 I 6.5 l1akes shoes for Bus

I . Fulani•
I

I !15 19 20 I 10 13 29 41 70 15 ... -
I I t

!QtaJ,s & Averages for the 7 Communi ti ~~--!l-_,:,_~,

Total pop' n. Average I Average
GOllllI1Unities No. of No. of of No. per I persons

W.U. Taxp<Wers Work Units Work Unit I p. TaXp<Wer

r
I

rr~ A 18 19 117 6.5I, B 6 8 42 7.0 5.25,
G 7 9 53 7.57 5.9
D 18 19 140 7.66 I 7.25I
E 18 22 126 7.0

,
5.8

F 8 8 57 7.1 7.1
G f I 15 15 70 4.66 4.66

+-I
Totals ! 90 lee 605 6.7 6.05

I

* _fu!&! - beating of dye into garments.
**Awo._ - selling of spices and foodstuffs by measure with the Illjgq, (the standard measurer ,in the

market on commission. (See text). . ' '.
f Note the significantly lower average size of the work units of Gorurnunity G. Th" lower average gross

Income of this COllllI1Un Ity, If dlVlded·by theil.verage population of·woJ'k~un!ts, gives a similar av~r,age
gross income per cal1lt to the figure obtained in this way froll! other COIIllJlUnlt1es. .
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9

16 " 0

800

10 13 8

1.m

63 15

3.543

,
I

ICommuni ty B

34 ° 10 I 1 13 4
22 14 0 I 2 0
19 15 10! 3 5 0
15 13 2 3 7 4
62 10 9 12 8
22 13 ~ 1 13 4

18 19 11 I

- I

i Community 0

:: '; 1 I ::: !
23 14 9 2 6 6
9 10 6 2 ,5 0

42 4 7 3 18 4
27 15 4 4 10 8

24 8 9
11 9 2
21 2 8
26 1 .3
11 6 7
46 2 11
32 ,60

19 15 11

. ' .

35 14 2

22 16 °
23 0 10
19 ° 6
63 3 5
24 6 8

188 '1 9 177 8 0

31.343 29.556

517 1 1 509 1 179.5

52.2

21.25
37.6
46.7
44.5
20.62
48.8
20.8

65.0
53.1
31.8
21.5
89.0
46.~

:_-+------+------1-----

178

8 8
6 11

'~t I
17 10
18 11

643 15 0 1 500 14 10

! 43.5 35.75 I 32.246
----\------1-----!------!------

7 16 1

126 18 6

753 9 4
41.825

°

I
I

I11" 25
o II" 19
o 39
o! 45

~ I~
5j

o

19 11

4 0I :~
I

61 498

83
35
43
52
38
82

122

25
126

27
28
29
30
31
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I 1

4 0 I 17 14 0 I 65 10 °
9 51 11 5 1 I 24 4 4
° 10 I 20 1 6 I" 22 19 4
79!23712.908
4 51, 7 17 0

91
30 7 5

59403 4220
15 11 I 25 10 2; 97 5 9

--7-1--45-7-; 1 1145 18 7!f-31-1--9 -6-+---.---+-1-71-1-1-1-1+--14-9-1-2-3-+-!.-2-1-3.-11-97-8-

Av: 65.34 i 20.84 I 45.5 31.8 24.54 21.31"
"

18 1338 0 0 I584 11 9,
AVlc! 74.3 I 32.475 I

-----i-------1

* The budgets AB, BB, and CB collected from man at community B a,re incomplete and a,re included
here partly because they illustrate budgetary differences linked wi th olass. AB and BB a,re
j;lar.9ri (retainers) of the menial sort. OB is a district head.

COlllllUnity A

Appendix II (Contd.)

.Sheet I - communities A, B."8:'_~

N i Gross in: I Cash in: ' Kind In: I Cash % Gross out: Cash out: Kind out:-:'1 1:4-S:-~_"~: :: d: I :5-,-:-:-_d_~-+--37--.-2--I-:.-_S:_d_:'-£+--~-1-:-:---d:-~-+-£_8_
S

_:_
d

_:
2 I 8018 5 I 49 13 ,1 ! 31 5 4 61.3 48 9 ~ 47 18 10 1 6 4
3 127 3 7 i 48 10 0 I 79 0 9 38.1 56 1 o~ 47 8 8~ 8 12 4
4' 74 17 0 I 28 7 11 46 9 1 37.2 33 0 o~ 28 11 4~ 4' 8 8
5 189 19 4 25 3 61' 64 15 8 28.0 32 12 5 Zl 5 9 5 6 8
6 ',I 82 17 8 I 20 4 6 62 13 2 24.4 25 17 11 19 2 5 6 15 6
7 87 7 3 I 43 5 0, 44 2 3 49.6 44 2 10 41 14 10! 2 8 0
8 48 4 3 17 16 2 31 8 1 36.9 20 2 8 18 16 4 1 6 4
9! 77 3 9 46 0 0 31 3 9 59.6 50 10 2 47 17 2 2 13 0
10 I 83 16 0 44 5 6 ?8 13 6 47.8 45 15 9 40 18 1 4 17 8
11 i 35 12 11 18 19 1 16 13 10 52.8 18 ,3 8 17 17 2 6 6
121' 70 18 3 22 15 0 4833 32.1 239 11 20 13 11 216 0
13 62 16 6 30 13 6! 32 3 0 48.2 32 10 8 31 3 8 1,7 0
14 39 1 4 I 15 10 96 I 23 10 10 39.7 17 11 5~ 15 8 H 1 13 4
15 57 16 7 I 31 7 26 ,8 10 54.25 33 14 ~ 28 18 ~ 4 16 0
16 111 11 1 I 37 7 4 74 3 9 32.5 38 19 3 34 12 4~ 4 6 11
17 63 1 2

1
" 47 8 0 15 13 2 75.1 53 5 11 51 13 3 1 11 10

18 40 7 7 19 1 0 21 6 7 47.1 19 4 1 18 5 5 18 8
I

19,' 64 9 7 I 39 0
20 i 41 4 11 I 21 18

;~! ;~ 1~ ~ I;~ ~
23 I 72 12 10 I 64 15
24 I 50 9 5 L2 10

6-r,:343 18 7 111177q9 17

Av: 57.303 29.98
-I "

:1
1

CB* 624 18
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* Averages 49 Av. gives average pel' work unit. 55 Av. gives average per tax-payer, adult male, in
sample. The 49 work units above' included 55 taxpayers. The average figures per taxpayer are
preferred in further calculations, using data from communities E, F & G.

9

c
a
~

8
a

Communi ty [

,
**The 18 Work unit.s st.udied in COlDIDUnity E contain 22 t.axpayers (TP), and the averages given for items

in the budget summaries of COlJilllUnity E are averages per taXPB¥er, no~ per WorK Uni t. Averages for
Community E can be compared w1th the "55-average" of District P, and the averages of Communities F
& G. The averagos1of CO!1ll1lllnltles F & G are at the same time averages per Work Unit and per taxpayer,
as there is 1 taxPB¥er per WorK Unit In the samples of these CO!1ll1lllnities.

ApIJe!!diX g (Contd.)

Sheet I (Contd.) - QQlJ!..~!lJ._t;l~§.J2.--"L~_

- '-' --_.

I
_.

I
--T------I---'---.-

Gross in: I Cash in: Kind in: I Cash % Gross out: ' Cash out: Kind out,
No. 0: d. Ii; d. 0: s. d. I 0: s,. d. 0: s. d. 0: s. d,s. , s. ,

32 I114 15 2 I 80 17 0 33 18 2 70.6 95 11 1 8T 4 9 8 6 1

33 I 63 1 o I 36 10 0 26 11 0 57.9 38 16 8 36 13 0 2 0 I
34 I 30 13 10 \ 7 {) 6 23 13 5 22.8 10 16 11 9 11 11 1 5 (

35 ! 31 0 7 11 18 0 19 2 7 38.4 11 11 3 11 8 2 3 (
I

36 I 54 9 1 25 15 0 2B 14 1

I
47.25 27 19 2 26 19 10 19 I

I
37 I 21 17 7 I 11 12 0 10 5 7 52.8 13 1 7 12 14 7 7 (

38 34 5 2 i 23 3 0 11 2 2 67.4 22 10 11 22 6 11 4 (

39 45 2 1

I
15 11 10 29 10 3 34.55 16 2 11 13 1 11 3 1 (

40 157 17 3 111 10 o I 46 7 3 70.4 82 15 2 78 6 2 4 9 C

41

I
33 17 3 I 10 0 o I 23 17 2 29.5 13 7 1 12 7 9 19 L

42 67 19 4 26 10 0 ' 41 9 4 39.0 29 15 5 26 7 1 .3 8 L
I

43 59 14 10 I 21 16 0 37 18 10 36.4 26 11 7 22 16 8 3 14 11
44 I 31 5 5 9 15 8 21 9 9 31.2 13 3 7 12 10 7 13 c
45 I 56 6 0 2J:J 1 a 36 5 0 36.4 22 8 1 19 8 1 3 0I
46 I 35 13 6 17 8 5 17 15 1 50.2 20 18 5 19 19 5 19
47 I 33 14 0 11 16 0 21 18 0 34.9 12 2 11 11 9 7 13I
48 I 69 2 5 I 17 18 a 51 4 5 25.9 22 5 .3 19 2 7 3 2
49 132 2 10 I 53 16 4 78 6 6 40.7 57 11 2 50 5 2 7 ,6,

18 11071 17 .3 I513 8 9 558 8 6

I
- 537 6 9 492 15 0 44 11,

Av: , 59.5 ! 2B.5 30.5 47.8 ! 29.85 27.375 2.475'-, , --,
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Sheet I (Contd.) ~ C::2.lllJJltm.£ti~I,~!Inal~~~_~_,.:!l:y~a,g~~

Budgets. Community F

Community G

Kind out:
£ s. d.

I 270 7 ~ I 246 12 5~ 23 14 10
51.8 i 33.8 I 30.85 2.95

!

, Cash % I Gross out: , Cash out:
~ , I
i i £ s. d. I £ s. d.
I !

'~;---T 38'~-;r;~-~--9-t--2--2--7

, 32.6 I 30 12 2J, I 24 7 6~ 5 14, 8
48.8 32 6 1 i 29 18 3 2 7 10
38 27 19 5-k I 32 6 lW 5 12 7
53 42 14 7 I 39 2 9 3 12 0
53.7 22 18 8 I 20 18 6 2 0 2
71.5 37 19 9-k i 37 0 9-k 19 0
59.2 27 5 0 I 25 19 0 6 0

Gross in: ! Cash in: I Kind in:
£ s. d.~ s. d. I' £ s. d.

~ :! 6 »~i J~ :~
41 3 4 0 II 18 19
58 13 16 5 16 16
39 12 8 0 I 16 4

468 15 9 I231 10
58.6 I 28.9

;

8
Av:

No. I

-;-t
69 i
70 i
71 i
72
73
74
75

76
T7
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

40 13 9
36 7 4
48 5 6
40 15 8
79 12 9
49 9 4
28 11 2
45 15 5
35 6 2
29 2 7
39 5 6
34 12. 1
57 12 11
47 2 1
35 8 0

29 14 0
22 13 10
26 7 8
27 6 11
37 10 6
24 15 6
16 1 2
22 10 11
32 10 5
19 19 0
30 10 0
21 4 6
28 13 0
29 9 8
22 1 6

10 19 9
13 13 6
21 17 10
13 ,8 9
42 2 3
24 13 10
12 10 11
23 4 6
2 15 9
9 3 7
8 15 6

13 7 7
28 19 11
17 12 5
13 6 6

73
62.5
54.6
67
47
49
57.2
49.2
92
68.5
77.5
61.3
49.5
62.6
62.5

34 2
24 15
29 7
31 6
41 4
26 16
20 7
2716
32 15
20 11
28 16
19 0
31 5
29 7
21 5

10
6
6
4
3
1~ I
2J,!

6~ I
~I

,[1
8

10

33 2 4
23 0 10
28 11 0
38 6 2
36 10 4
23 12 1~

19 8 7b.
24 17 3~
31 19 ~

19 16 3:!r
28 16 1
18 0 1
28 15 9
27 5 8
19 14 6

2

1
2
2
1

o
14
16
o

13
4

18
19
15
15

o
10
2

11

6
8
6
2
8
o
7
3
9
o

8
1
o
4

15 I 648
I

Av: i 43.15

2 391 8

26.1

7 I 256 12,
17.05

7

1

418 18

28.0,
9-1>: I 391 17

II 26.1
7b. 'I' 27

1.9

2 2

The 90 Work Units studied in the 7 COIlllllUnities contain 100 taxp<wers. The total below is given
for the 90 Work Uni ts (WO), but the averages are calculated Eel' taxpayer.

Totals and Averages for the 7 Communities: A~G

I i
612774

I
46 ~Tetal i 5451 0 1~i2677 4 16 7k 2890 17 3 2659 14 11~ 231 3

i

IAv I
,

54.52
I

26.77 27.74 46 28.9 26.59! I 2.31TP* I I,

~~timated aggregates for Administrative:Are~~=

**
. P

E
F
G

£401,500
£ 37,230
£ 9,250
£ 24,760

£177,875
£ 20,740
£ 4,690
£ 14,950

£223,500
£ 16,560
£ 4,560
£ 9,810

£182,500
£ 21,900
£ 5,350
£ 16,000

£175,090
£ 20,600
£ 4,880
£ 14,970

£7,410
£1,300
£ 470
£1,030

*
Sample Uni ts

Type of Admin.
Unit

NO. of Taxp<wers
in sample *

Ra.t i 0 0 f sample taxp<wers
to taxpayers of Admin.

Uni t (Hausa only)

o i str1ct Area
Village~Area

Vi11age~Area

Village-Area

55
22

8
15

1/125
1133.2
1/19.5
1/38.1

* Concerning ,the reliabii1ty of these figures, seectiscussion on PP. 136-7.
** p ~ District Area, including Communities A, B, C D.
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6 18 11

1 3 0

148 0 0

17 11

78 00

130i 1

! 0.341

I

Cash IncolTI_e c.ollJIrlm\JL~

Cotton I G'nuts OtherS'-' 'I'otal crops stock
I sold Income,
I I

1;: s. d. j£ s. a. I £ s. d.

I

£ s. d. £ s. d.! i
22 00

1
2136 24 13 6 ,

10 00 . - 18 120 123 o 0
32 o 0 2 o 0 42 o 0 6 10 0
1 10 6 22 18 11 70
8 o 0 4 o 0 76 25 3 6
2 00 7 20
6 100 22 50
2 00 160 134 5 9 4
7 o 0 100 16 o 0
9 13 0 18 11 0

5.675

1 30

70 00

80

120

15 0
60

170
o 0

4

0.416

I \ I 11~
I

II - I - - 10 0 - 47 4 14 7
I - i - - 150 - 5 0 3 00

I - I
1 o 0

! - 16 0 - - 12 16 0
I - - - 12 o 0 - - 12 00

I - - I - - , 10 0 - 10 0
- I 1 10 0 - 3 o 0 ! 1 11 0 - 6 1 0,

,

I
I- 2 10 0 - 34 1 0 2 1 0 97 39 1 7

19
20
21
22
23
24

Grain
sold

* European tobacco. Cf. the acreages of these two brothers, who are mixed farmers. In 1949150,
the year of this survey, European tobacco was introduced -as a cash crop and planted experimentally
by these two men. Other tobacco valued in this column is native Hausa loaf. In 1950151, potash
fertiliser distributed by the Agricultural Depm'tment was used in Communities A& B ,on fields of
Europeon tobacco, which was then being wide~ grown as a cash crop.

Appendi ~.!.I (Contd.)
~12~e.~.}i - Q~J!Il11unit~e.§_A,-__!3-&:..S:

6

1\B

BB

C

12 - 7 130

I
- 6 00 - - 13 130 I -

13
, - - 5 15 6 I - 5 15 6 -i -

I
,! - I14 I 18 0 18 0I - - - -
I'

- I -
15

,
34 1 76 I - I 2 8 0 - - 3 18 10 I -I

16
I - - I 2 10 0 00 - - 24 10 0 ! --22 ,

I ~
I

I17 - 3 15 0 - 00 150 - 10 10 0 -
18 I - - I - 80 130 - 7 1 0 -

i11 i19 - 0 0 1154 15 0 I9 I I
18 8 4 I 67 111 20 8 44 269 11 1 ! 29 17 0

! I j!y i 0.63 I 3.72 I 1.05, 8.6 I 0.50 0.45 15.07 2.16, - , I i

I I I II, \

25 I - I 2 :~ ~ 1
1 ~2 6 ~ 1lg: : 1~ ;~ ~ 11 ~6 6

~ I: 1 17 6 - 5 0 0 13 0 ,- 7 10 6 ! -
28 I' - - - 12 0 0 1 10 0 - 13 10 0 I -

i__O--!'__:__I--~__;_O_0_-/-_:_-I_1_;_1__~_~_'-l-_2_-_5_0_+- __:_'_--+_2_i__6_~_..!., i 3 -_-,00 00_31 I 3 6 8 5 3 0 - 9 0 0 4 16 0 - 22 5 8 --l-----:-
T I7 i 3 6 8 15 15 1 1 12 6 62 9 0 9, 4 0 - 92 7 3 4 16 6

AV.J 0.474 \ 2.25 I 0.232 I 8.92 1.31 - I 13.186 '0.67
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0.2

34 , - J -
I

- - : - I - - -
35 - I - - I - i 1 60 - 1 60 1 00, ,

I36 - I - -
I

- , 3 180 - 3 18 0 -
37 i - I - - - I 1 o 6 - 1 o 6 -, I I I
38 - I - - - - - - -
39 ! - - - - 4 40 1 5 0 5 90 ~

40 - , - - - 6 10 0 - 6" 10 0 -i
I

41 -

I
- - - - - - 14 0

42 13 15 0 - - 4 150 3 5 0 - 11 15 0 I 90
43 , - - - 3 10 0 2 80 I - 5 180 I -
44

, - - 2 38 1 40 2 00 5 78 18 0! -
45 I - - - I 2 10 0 4 16 0 - 7 6 0 170
46

,
160 16 0- - -

1
1

- 1 - 1 -
47 , - - - 00 1 40 - 2 40 -
48 , - - - 70 4 16 0 - 5 30 -I

1349 - I - - 10 0 1 40 - 4 140 -
18 13 15 0

, - - 122 58 46 11 6 I 3 50 75 17 2 ' 3 18 0!, IAv... 0.199 I 1.225 2.81 0.18

fcI'!'Et:lS!J2'_I.! (Contd.)

_Shoe~}} (Contd.) -Q.<J.JI:ll1.11.z:'.!~i~I~L~.§Sf Cash Income Community D
-'-~ce"-"-'-" Tobacco Grain ·"--co-t-"t""on"'"' i G1nuts 1 Others -I-Total" crops 'I' Stock -

I Sugar sold I 1. ! "I sold .. Income

-;~--:£__s'_...:t~_~~_s_._~_ £ ,. ,. I~ ~~:. W::I ': r-tid-'-r':'-'----

0.55

Community F

476 17 1 44 67

9.538 0.902

8.68 0.804

Community E

Stock
lncome**

!£ s. d.

40

I
1 6

1 166
3 160 10 0
1 11 6

11
126

1 6 10 3
1 8

I~
60
5 0

9 G
11~

15 8
30 10 0
1 6 5 176
1 0
1 6 13 40

6 16 6
24 16 0

40 I 70
1 6 !

3 1 6 '10 10 0 r
12 7G I 9 1 6

31 178 87 6 11
1.445 3.96

! 0.094 ! 1.412 0.275 0.99
---,_~ "-- +- -'- -l -,-- .__-'-- -'- _AV. e.46

I Rice I. Tobacco Grain -I Cotton G1nuts
! Sugar I sold*--rg:- s. d. 1£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s .. d.

50 i I 40 -,
51 I , 30 136 -1
52

I
1 6 46 3 100

53 1 6 100
54 1 6
55 1 8
56 I
57

I
1 0 8 0

58 30
59 I I - 1 6
60 , 1 0 -! J61 i 1 6

I62 I 1 6 2 11 0 4 40
63 -
64 I 1 6 76 150
65 i 1 6
66 I 1 6 3" 00
67 16 10 0 1 6 4 10 0 56

18 16 10 0 1 8 8 6 66 15 40 2 86
Av.TP 0.295 0.064 0.287 0.7 0.101

68 16 174 i 4 40 I 1 4
.

46- - - 1 00 12. 1
69 I - - - 2 20 1 16 0 - 3 18 0 -
70 1 3 00 - - 3 00 - - 6 00 -
71

1
9 .17 0 15 0 - 1 30 80 .4 20 16 50 1 06

72 - - - - - 1 6 0 1 6 0 20
73 i -

I
- . - _. - - 2 20

74 i - - - 18 0 - 1 10 5 2 8 5 -
75 - - - - - - - -I
8 119 144 I 150 - 11 70 2 40 7 18 5 41 18 9

.
4 9 0

, ,

'I'otals and Averages for District P based on Communities AL .J3.L9...§sJ)

49 B3 10 0 70 6 6 I 20 12 6 I 273 10 8 67 7 6 11 18 11

1~.~ I 0.685 1.472 I" 0.42 I 5.58 1.374 0.243

~~J! 0.6"08 1.282 j 0.374 I 4.97 1.253 0.216

* Grain sold main3¥ to the Native Authori ty.
**Stock Income inoludes earnings from donkey transport.
f Il2. sold his horse.
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Append!~_~ (Contd.)
Sheet II (Contd.) W COlllIllUni ty G& Final Totals and Averages

_--r-~;--_-r_=~::-:--,---:::::":":'::.--r_==C~"~..s:;:h:::::l=n~c=om~"Q~-=--r_=:;'=:-:--,._-;;:,=:;-;;=:-:-r~c;~om:§r."§.m?,i=t=Y=G.

I
Rice Tobacco Grain Cotton G1nuts Others Total crops Stock
Sugar Sold sold Income

J £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

76
77
78 5
79
80 14
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88 13
89
90

00

00

50,

...

100..

...

6
8

11
17 6

716
11
11

1 0
6

1 0
1 0
1 0

- 2 100

- 5 100

1 30 ...
.. W
W _

... 3.30
... -

1 15 a 10 a-, -
- 3 00
- .2.00

2

50

o 0

6
7 15 8

11
20 7 6
816
1 3 11

11

330
'1 0

2 5 6
15 6 0
3 1 a
2 1 0

120
7 100

4 100

7 16 0
15 0

100

1

t,

15 32 5 a 1 0 0 I 8 7 5 2 18 a 16 13 0 2 5 0' 63 8 5 22 3 0

Av. 2.16 0.05, C.55 , 0.193! 1.11 0.15 4.25 ! 1.475-=-'--__--'- ----' -\- -'-__---J '-- "-- _

Totals and AVerages for the 7 Communi ties: A-G
,I

90)1 ,
WUl/£91 19 4
AV)!
TP)~ 0.911

;72 1 6

0.72

30 87294 22

0.30 2.94

10, 96 24 10 10 614 t 11

0.245 6.14

i
1158 5 6

! 1.58

5'57
900
88

845

f Admi i tr ti AriEst mated Aggregates or n s a ve eas

P £4,187 £8,790 £2,575 ' i· £34,187 I £8,222 £1,494 £51,445 I £5,
E £ 216 Ii: ... Ii: 47.5 Ii: 210

I
£ 510 £ 80 8. 1,056 I £2,

F £ 378 £ 14.9 8. 8. 224 8. 43.4 £ 156 £ 829 £
G £1,275 £ 38.1 £ 318 Ii: 110.5 Ii: 640 £ 86 £ 2, I.;c6 I Ii:

.- Average per taxpayer. (Referred to in following tables as "TP").
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3 11 9
2 13 a

Communi ty B

3 0
10 011 a ,I· 13 6

2 16 a

Cash Income

33 18 4
7 7

19
203179
21 ! I

I
22 I

..
I .. - - - 5 a -

23 I - I - 60 14 6 I - 3 6 - 3 a a

241 ... - 15 1 a \ 1 8 6 ... ... 1 a a
I

,
613 17

I --1· I 6 49 7 "1 I
109 13 10 2 19 3 13 a 2 18 a 10 9

AV'i 0.65 0.23 18.282 0.42 0.608 I 0.48 1.705,
AB

, - I ... I .. 11 15 a - I ... 6 0! !
BB 17 10 a - I 4 11 a - - - -

~-"._-

. - --,-- - -
S.P. sold*

I
Trade Profit i Craft Profit I Labour tJage i Sale of Cash Gifts I Debt

j I I I crop fucures I
1£ s. d. 5:: s. d. I £ s. ~s. d.

,
£ s; d. £ s. d. 1£ s. d.

1 I 2 0 I I M0 I - - 12 0 O~'* - -
2! - - 4 0 0 - ' ... . 1 1 4 0 0
3 j - I - I - - - - ..
41 2 18 0 , , - - - ... 2 14 a ..,

I5 I ... I ... - .. .. - ..
6 - 2 12 a 7 16 o· .. 12 6 1 2 0 1 a a

I
I

7 1 11 6 - 17 15 6 - .. 3 a -
8 - - 12 6 10 - - - -
9 i - 27 0 a - - .. 7 0 a M

10 I - 21 0 0 M - ... 2 14 6 2 a 0
11 I 1 2 0 - 15 15 0 9 0 13 0 - 1 0 a
12 ...

I
5 4 a - , - 14 a 2 a .0 ..

13 - ... 23 14 a - 18 a 5 6 ..
14 5 0 0* I

... 13 8 a ... 12 6 - ..
15 18 10 0* 3 13 3 22 10 8 1 a a .. - 5 0
16 .. I 11 3 4 - - 1 14 0 M M

17 - I ... 36, 8 0+ .. . M 10 a -
18 I ..

I
.. 10 1 0 - 12 0 1 0 0 7 0

,
I i18 i 31 1 6 70 12 7 163 15 a 13 9 a 5 16 0 17 10 2 8 12 0

AV.l 1.73
!,

3.95 9.194 0.674 I 0.286 0.976 0.477i , I-, , I ,

~cEP~!19jx_.U (Contd.)
!3..h.:.e_e.£J.~!...:~mmul.ll..t!~.e._A.LE..§:_g.,

C 330 a O**! 20 a a

Community C

0.4293.37AV.! 0.214__..L.•. -'- '-__-,-__-'- .l- -'-__.__-' _

---r Trade Profit i Cra.ft Profi t Labour wage Sale of Cash gltts I DebtI S.P. sold

I£. S. I
crop futures I

d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1£ s. d.

·~25 11 10 a -
I

- .. .. 10 0 -
26 : .. - - .. - 2 15 a 1 19 0

27! .. 3 18 a 7 3 a .. - 10 a 1 0 a
28 I ..

I - I
.. 3 a a 2 7 0 10 0 4 a 0

29 i - - 12 a .. - - -
30 i - I - 15 11 a .. .. 5 9 7 0

31 I .. I .. - - 4 a 3 6 2 17 0

,
I I7 i 1 10 a 3 18 a 23 6 a 3 0 a 2 11 a 4 14 3 10 3 a

j I I II I

* s.P. e Sylvan Produce. BUdgets 14 and 15 contain double entries in the S.P. and craft columns,
denoting game and fish caught by these men wi th ,a t·otal value of £23 lOs. ad.

** Salary', from Native Authority Zaria•

.; "DaJItan leba" tobacco grindIng & sale. Treated as a craft, though I t also Involves trade, since
the production Is a skilled process.
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10 0
15 0
18 0
10 0

10 0

15 0 0 0 4 15 0
13 0 1 5 0

1 10 OM
15 0

8 0 8 6
4 0

3 0 10 0

4 0 0 7 19 6 120 11 0
0.166 0.415 1.14

-------

5 0

36 5 0
2.01

7 10 6
10 11 0

9 6 0
14 6 0
8 16 0

12 0

11lB 6 2
6.575

...

10 8 0
14 19 5

215 13 9 ~

11.613

8 0

1

18! 27 16 4
Avl 11.544
-"1

i S.'-P-.-S-O-I-d-..-!-T-r-ad~e-pr-o-f-it--ri -C-r-a-ft-pr-o-f"'i~t -1r"'<-L-ab-o-u-r-w-a-g-e4'-s-a-l-e-o--f---,.-'---------D-e-bt--·

I I I I ICrop futures
I £. Sit d. ) £, s. d. i £ s. d. ! ,£ s. d. I £. s. d.

~I'-24-.~--~-~--- ·--\---;---r-;--o-o-*-.1-
1
-----+.-----+--

1
-
8
-

0
-**

33

1

- : - 33 10 0 I I
34 I 6 4 0 16 6' i
~, 1; 1~ ~ 3 10 0 ",I

37' 4 6 9 7 0 .
,381 12 0 19 17 2
39 1 4 10 7 4 0 4 0
40 103 10 0 b

t~l 16 0
44,
451
46 1

471
48r
49

1

Appendix II (Contd.)

She.~_LI~. (Contd.) - C:o_~lln..i ti 8.!U?.:":..!'.

Totals and Averages_for District P based on Communities A, B, C_!Jl
i

I I !4949 ~64 5 7 291 11 11 415 0 55 13 6 16 0 0 i 33 1 11 10 9
49 I !

I

AV'I) 1.315

I
5.82 8.45 1.09 .1-- 0.325 0.674 I 1.013, -t------c.. ,-.,,

55 i ! ! 1
A'V!!! 1.17 .1 5.17 7.53 0.298 0.273 0.6 0.898

community.J;;;

* 32 Village Chief's N.A. salary. Total labour wage includes N.A. salary.
,,* 32 & 44 - debt - Jinginq or pledge of farmland. 18/- in 32 and 25/- in 44.
f Trade prof! ts of Qandu of 3 brothers.
~ ExclUding No. 40' s trade prof! t, av. trade prof! t for Community D is 5.95.
,;. Plus £7 in kind.

610 0
2 10 0
1 5 0
2 0 0

6 18 0
15 0

o 0 200

10 0
7 0

17 0
,2 0 0 0

2 0
9 16 2 2 0

....

..
12 0

185

11.8

17 12 3

14 5 0
26 0 0

30 10 0
27 0 0
250

22 10 0
20 5 0
23 17 0
20 j6 0

54 16 0

259 16 3

9.55

380

20 15 6

7 16 0

19 17 0

21 8 0
15 12 0

209 16 6

120 0 0 y,.
7 0

2 0

6 8
5 0

12 0

(19608) 194

18 I 5 12 8
!

AV.~
TP b 0.256

I
I I I
I I., I
'f'---1-2-0-+-------ir'~-1-2--;t,_;·-2-~_.~

, I
I !

, 0.0027 ! 0.563 ! 0.775_.L-. -'- '- -'-



_-" -'--'- '-- , '-- ..\- ; ....L .

** admitted unofficial receipts from duties as Ward Head.

o

o

o

£50

6 0

0.01

£6,232
£ 566
£ 168
£ 101.6

£4,128
.. 420
£ 127
£ 162

56 6 7 77 16 6.27 8 6

£1,875
£
£ 39.6
£. 400

186

0.74

74 10 6

£2,059
0: 19.9
£
£ 690

54 3 0

6.86

£51,881
£ 8,630
£ 1,075
£ 6,750

882 11 7

~-llY-.ll

Craft profit ' Labour Hage-I-~:ie of ICash Gifts I Dabt.. fal.e of"~id
ero!,'" Futures"1 clothes

£ s. d. £ s. d.! £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s•. d £ s. d.
i .---,

£35,081
£ 6,970
£ 234
£ 3,510

118 11 6

14.81

o 5

£8,030
£ 187
£ 19.9
£ 28.5

Totals and Averages for the 7 Communi tie.!!.L_Jt:Q.

Estimated A~egates for Administrative Area.§.

P
E
F
G

(19608)195

90) I
wu) V1 13 8 712 5 9

AV.)/
TP), 0.71 7.12

Append..!-:x:}.! (Contd.)

Sheet....!!!.. (Contd.) -9ommu~£~Ql<Fina!_!2-tals~....!~a&~~

~llQom~ CommunitLF.

1
, S.P. sold ,. 'i-----::==;:::::==.~---rl-·-- 1"------,j

1

£ s. d. I Trade Profit i Craft Profit Labour wage I Sale of I Cash Gifts I Debt

, I Crop Futures I' "'. !
I ~,--_£_~_"._d_'_ L£ s_._d'_+-_£_s_,_ d•. 1 ~_~~:_~~-=-_~~ ..
, - !1~ ~ ~ I 1; ~ ~ i-I - \ 5 0

15 15 0 3 0 0 ,II 2 0 6 I' 3 ;~ ~ I 12 0
6 10 0 1 15 0 /1 0 0

23 11 0 10 8 0 I 10 0 /1 0 0

~; 1~ ~ 22 10 0 I j !~ ;i ~
t I '
Ii

2 0 6 I 6 8 0 18 10 0
0.25 I 0.8 ! 1.0625, .

! ----_._-- ... -~•.

76 .,- - 19 10 0 10 4 o ;,'; * - - 2 0 -
77 - I .. 20 11 4 .. 1 10 0 - - ..
78 - 9 12 0 - 15 0 .. - 15 0 -
79 .. , - 27 6 0 - .. - - -
80 - I - 14 8 0 - -

I

2 1.5 0 .. ..
81 I 4 16 I 18

,- 0 - ..
I 5 0 1 10 0 - ..

82 - I - 14 0 0 I - .. .. 5 3 12;
83

1

.. I 3 0 0 19 10 0 - I - .. - ,;,.'''<

84 ..
I 32 10 5 - I - .. , .,- ..... -

85 I
.

14 6 6 14- I 0 ..... 7 0 - - OJ86 I I
.,- I .. 29 14 0 .. - - - ..

87 ..
I

15 4 0 I - .. 2 0 0 - 15 0 ..
88 15 0 - I 12 12 0 .,. I - - .. ..
89 .. 26 8 8 - .. - .. I - -
90 - I ..

1
19 10 0 - .. I .. 10 6 ..,

15 15 0

I
92 5 1 1177 1 4 18 5 0 9 8 0 i 4 5 0 2 13 9 1 6

Av. 0.05 6.15 I 11.8 I 1.22 0.627 I 0.30 ! 0.18 0.1, ! I j i•

-I· !
, S.P. sold lTrade Profit

£ s. d. i £ s. d.

I

* includi~g pledges of farms.

68
69
70
71
72
73

74 I
75 ,
-i

8 11 0 5
Av.! 0.12.5



o
o
7
7

Communi ty C

Community

187

Cash EXPendi ture

** Perscnal, includes £137 3s. 8d. upkeep ot car, plus £3 European goods, e.g. tea, biscuits, etc.
Upkeep of horses etc. not inclUded. Household - not knovm: has 4 houses, 1 in Zaria and 3 in
District,

(19608)196

Appendi 1C II (Contd.}

Shee~V ~ COllllllIlniti es A, B & C

* InclUdes £8 11s. Od. cratt costs tor purchase ot leather.

14 ~ I 4 I 6
,

19 23 13 3 13 5 18 0 0 19 11

I20 8 8 6 5 4 4 8 4 .2 6 1 .2 6 13 1 ~

21 12 6 8 7 0 15 2 2 18 0 6 0 .6 0 14
22 5 1 .2 1 1 6 1 13 8 4 18 0 19 6 13 4 15
23 24 2 1 ! 10 5 9* 7 10 5 5 18 6 1 9 9 4 18 9 2 16
2k 10 18 11 12 2 1 14 .5 4 16 4 1 1 9 19 2 4

6184 10

I

7 13 5 5 20 11 11 23 11 4 5 5 6 8 10 3 I 4 10

Av.J 14.09 2.211 2.766 2.927 0.877 1.42 I 0.7517-,
,

!
,

Iom! 1 1 o I .3 11 o! 6 19 0 - 7 0 1 4 8'!! -BEl I I I
I

5140 151CB 1118 10 .3 8* n k• 52 3 0 n.k. ** 8

--'-----'-----...;.....;..---...;..~------'------'--------'-----

Foodbt: Ceremonial
I

Household\ IPersonal Stimulants Clothes I Farm
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. I £ s. d. _.

1: 21 0 52 2 3 0 1 19 0 9 6 0 1 4 0 2 16 2 I 2 17 1
24 18 5 4-), 1 12 8 2 4 4 5 2 0 16 0 19 11 I 3 1 7
3 14 11 4 2 14 6 5 16 0 5 16 0 1 5 6 1 0 10 6 1 0
4 5 10 9 j 16 8 1 19 5 5 2 0 12 0 2 7 11 I 1 6 1
5 8 6 9 1 2 0 1 12 7 4 8 6 19 6 1 18 0 , 5 19 5
6 7 5 0 2 9 0 2 4 3 10 0 13 6

I 1 4 0 9 11
ii 16 14 10 2 8 4 2 5 0 7 8 0 1 7 9 2 0 9 1 1 10 9I

,
<3' 10 19 6 7 7 1 9 8 2 11 6 13 0 5 4 i 9 9,
9! 21 15 9 1 17 6 - :3 15 6 1 10 0

I
1 0 9 I 1 6 4

10! 19 19 4 1 6 3 2 7 9 :3 14 9 1 7 4 1 4 4 19 10
11! 5 16 8 18 6 4 9 11 2 16 9 13 6 19 5 I 6 9
1~ j 11 2 11 7 8 19 6 2 16 3 15 10 13 6

1
14 0

13120 17 8 10 0 2 7 8 4 12 9 16 6 5 1 ; 10 0
14 j 7 9 8 17 6 1 14 5 2 15 9 19 0 11 2;! i 5 7
15' 10 12 9 I 18 2 3 18 5 1 10 0 3 3 2 6 ! 7 4I
16

1

13 11 ?It 1 13 0 19 6 12 5

~ I
1 1 8 1 4 5 i 1 0 7

17 22 13 4 19 8 6 1 2 3 18 1 19 0 1 9 9 I 1 2 7I !
18 5 19 5 2 8 7 2 3 5 4 8 7 8 1 1 9 j 9 2

I- -----
~ 126 I 44 16

! I 6
,

18 0 1 19 7 11 0 83 10 I 17 5 0 20 2 I 28 7 9
I I!iY 15.66 j 1.5::; I 2.472 4.658 , 0.908 1.118 1.5772

--r ,
I FoOd bt~ Personal Stirnulants Clothes Ceremonial Household Farm Stock

expend
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s • d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £: s. d. £ s. d.

-
. . . .

25 6 11 1 19 0 1 15 0 1 13 0 1 6 6 2 C 11 1 4 0 -
26 6 3 2 4 0 1 13 8 12 0 11 0 ~ 4 1 -
27 10 18 4 3 6 3 0 10 1 9 9 6 7 3 2 0 1 0
28 13 18 3 19 4 2 12 6 3 4 2 18 3 7 4 7 7 -
29 5 1 10 6 3 17 10 1 11 0 6 0 3 10 5 4 -
30 15 2 10 2 8 10 2 13 9 7 15 11 1 0 0 16 5

I
19 6 -

31 7 10 8 13 6 5 11 0 5 5 3 1 10 0 4 10 15 9 I -
-

7 ,65 15 2 5 14 5 18 4 6 21 11 1 5 18 4 3 13 7 I 3 18 3 I 1 0I
I , IAV' 9.39 I 0.818 2.603 3.08 0.845 0.525 0.559 I 0.007-1 , i,

-~,_.

o...L -'- J..- --' --I-- --' -.l-. _



~ppend.i..!...!! (Contd.)
Sheet IV (Contd.) - Communities D, Eli.!"

Cash Expenditure COllllliunity D

6

6

8 0

Farm
.£ s. u.

Co~unity E

i
7 3132 3

1
1.031 i 0.64

0.914 I 0.49

50

13 10 10 6 3
! !
I 0.75 I 0,35

3

7

Household Farm i Stock
j . expend

£ s. d. I£, s. d.

7 3 7 I2 16 615-'-;~--~~,

2 1~ 16 IlL ~ I :
6 11 3 11
8 11 4 o.
4 5' 4 111

12 0 .2 10 I
4 8 1 9
7 8 2 19 6

15 4 7 3
18 5 14 0
5 3 9 8
9 4 2 3
9 11 10 7

16 0 6 91
7 4 4 6

18 11 9 3
12 6 . 8 10

£: s. d.

62

3 I 29 15

I

9

o
9

!9 I
3 I
7 I 3
3
3
3

~ I 6

3
o
3
3
o
6
9
9

5

0.984

0.876

.3 j19 17

1.2

o I 5 12,
Oil 3
9 i 4
o i 7
o 4
4 16
3 5
3 8
6 2 12
9 16
o 2
6 17
o 8
o 13
5 11
o . 13! 15
3 1 16

188

ii Clothes ICeremonial
I '
1 £ s. d. ! £ s. d.

!

'1

11Z
~~

, ~ 1~

,p 1~
4 2

I 2 ,9
i 11 19
I 1 18
j 4 15
I 2 .2
! 12

10
14
16
3
5

8 i205 6
I
I 4.18

I 3.732.221

£ s. d.
.

3 15 0
3 0 10
147
104

! Stimulants

21 38192

i 2.1625

i
7 .1122 6

, 2.54

I

6
6
7
o

77 ·14

1.59

1.417

31 5

1.94

6

13 5

12.875

(19608)197

Totals and Averages for District P based on communities A, E, C~ ~

,
49 1623 17
49 j)
AvJ,) 12.78

55P
Av.D 11,36

I Food bt: i Personal

i I
£ S. d. :£ £ s. d.

I 1

32 i 36 18 5 J 13 19
3
3
3
4

.,1 21 14 0 i 1 10
4 3 3! 7

2~ 'I', 7
8

59 11 I 3
.JU 6 I 19
37 i 7 2 10 i 1 0
38 ! 11 14 5 I 10
39 I 7 0 8 18
4°128.3 114 8
41! 6 5 8 I 18
42! 13 1 4 i 5
43 ! 13 16 6 I 14
44 I 8 19 5 I 14
45! 6 11 0 I 10
46 ! 11 17 5 I 11
47154913
48 ! 12 13 1 I 11
49 \ 20 12 3 1 2 8

18 !231,
!l.Y.. i

* Food for horse.
** .Includes pUrchase of two bicycles for private use.

--T-·----.,-------..,-------,------,-·
i Food bt: Personal Stimulants' Clothes Ceremonial Household
i £ S. d. £ s. d, £ s. d, £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d,

-.--f------if"-c-----t--c-----;--c----+-c---__--if"-c-----+c---,--
50 i 18 18 9~ I ·3 7 1 5 7~ 1 18 9 14 8 1 0 2 8 8
51 ! 16 12 9 I 5 10 1 13 9 3 13 0 10 11 1 7 3 1 0
52 i 14 17 7 I 19 3 1 13 0 16 7 14 4~ 1 4 2 1 2
53 i 16 6 3 I 0 6 218 6 1 4 6 218 1 2 2 6 3
54 I 13 3 8 4 3 1 1 8 2 0 6 19 6 8 9 8 0
55 I 13 14 O~ 1 1 1 12 6 3 9 1 16 5 1 10 0 9 2

; I ~~ ~~ j 1~ ~ ; 1j ~ 2 1~ ~ 1~ ~ ;~ 1L l ~
!

58 i 15 18 1 11 8 1 17 5 2 17 2 2 14 7 14 0 19 1~

59' 9 15 11 4 8 14 81 2 3 11 3 3 11 2 11
60 I 20 13 7!, 4 4 0 2 14 4k 4 7 3 1 19 4 2 19 7~ 17 0
61 I 17 8 11 I 1 6 11 2 12 0 6 0 6 4 3 9 1 2 5 2 10 2
62 I 14 3 44 I 2

1
64 0 2 13 ~ 2 7 6 1 7 6 1 18 9 11 4

63 ! 18 8 6 16 8 3 9 3 13 6 2 5 3 5 0
64 I 8 12 5 I 9 2 1 7 7 2 11 3 18 9 7 6 3 3
65 I 14 13 11 1 4 0 2 0 8 17 9 8 9 9 6 9 0
66 ! 55 0 1~ i 28 16 10** 4 7 0 7 1 0 3 6 0 13 8 4 12 6 5
67 I 10 9 ~ I 1 0 9 1 14 9 5 3 6 2 12 10 12 10 1 2 6
18 +j30-8--7-8-!,-i1-51--3--4--i-3-4-5--6-+-5-2--3--7--t--27--8--~-'-+--3-2-7--8--:-~-+-2-3--8--:-7~

Av,l i
.E'l.._1_4,_0_0_-'- 2•.:..3_2__+-_1..;;..5_6__'-_2_,_37.:.-_-'-__1._2.:-5__-L-_1_.4...;7 1_.0_6_5_

Community E
68 I 17 7 10 j 3 8 2 3 9 6 4 16 6 18 0 11 7 1 5 2
69 ! 13 15 53!, I 1

1
2 3 1 19 1 2 6 9 3 12 0 6 0 1 2 8

70 I 12 14 7 3 1 17 9 3 4 3 1 2 6 7 2 10 5
71 , 15 3 5~ 1 17 1 1 6 7

4
6
8

9 2 1 6 2 4 6 1 8 1
72 \ 17 6 9 I 1 16 1 2 12 6 6 2 9 9 3 1 1 1 9 10
73 I 11 8 7 18 0 1 13 5 2 9 6 19 6 2 2 3 14 9
74 I' 18 11 4 .3 7 10 1 4 3!, 5 19 0 3 6 2 7 6 6 4
E--i--26 4 8 1 4 Oot 1 2 11!, 3 12 6 9 6 L 1 6 7 3 9
8 1123 2 '4 15 0 80t 14 1 10 34 3 9 12 16 3 I 13 6 --'-8--1--8--';1'--":'0
_~_ __=15_.--=39__,__1._8_'_7_--'__1_.7--=5 4,_2_6_--'-__1_.6___I___1_•._66__L-__1._06__



Estimated Aggregates fOF Administrative Area~.

p £77,984 £9,716 £15,291 5:25,666 £6,034 Q,760 5:6,?$6
E £10,260 £1,700 £ 1,170 5: 1,732 £ 910 £1,073 >; 780
F £ 2,415 £ 296 £ 277 5: 679 £ 252 £ 263 £ 159
a £ 8,750 5; 482 £ 857 :;; 1,327 £ 810 <: 965 :;; 432

Totals and AverageS for the 7 Communities: A-a

90)
4:&1wU) 1284 14 0 156 11 4:& 193 3 3 325 11 109 16 133 2 10 93 9 8

AV.)
TP ) 12.84 1.56 1093 3.25 1.09 1.33 0.93

COllImuni ty G

189

--
! Food btl I Personal I Stimulants Clothes Ceremonial Household, i FarmI ,
j £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. i £ s. d.

._.

76 122 1 6,& 1 4 1 2 2 11 2 9 2 1 1 7 3 4 1 10 5'&

771 8 1 10:& '18 8 19 7:& 3 5 2 3 19 1 2 3 2 1 0 3
78 16 18 3 15 9 1 4 0 1 17 0 1 0 3 1 14 10 16 11
79' 20 12 4 7 6 1 10 10'& 1 17 6 14 3 2 0 3 2 8-k
80 I 9 19 3 1 3 6 1 10 5 5 17 0 1 14 9 2 19 9 3 3 8
8' 1 '5 2 0 16 10 1 10 5 1 10 9 10 6 1 14 9'& 1 5 4
82

1
'0 3 5 I 11 8 2 9 6-k 2 1 9 13 3 1 17 0 14 0

83 17 6 ~ I 1 0 6 1 7 9 1 17 4 1 6 3 14 6

I
3 8

84126 0 5 4 2 1 6 11 14 7 1 0 3 1 16 1 4 11\
85! 12 2 10'&

1

1 2 10 5 0 1 17 7 10 6 11 6 1 6
86 i 18 14 2/, 1 4 0 1 4 ~ 1 16 0 1 19 3 1 11 8 2 0
87 i 10 10 2 10 6 1 14 8 : 16 0 2 j4 3 14 10 5 3
88! 14 6 0 14 0 1 10 5 2 12 0 1 2 3 1 11 3 1 18 6
89! 15 7 0 1 5 2 2 7 9 2 14 6 2 19 6 1 10 5 11 4
90 i 11 16 4 ! 13 7 1 5 3 2 10 9 lQ 3 1 2 9 10 1

I I
151229 6 5'& I 12 12 9 22 10 1 33 17 1 21 16 2 25 6 10:& 111 7 9:&
Av.l 15.3 i 0.845 I 1.5 2.24 1.42 1.69 . 0.78

I

~..9.!..~_..rI (Contd.)

§)1~~_JJ_ (Contd.) - C_o.lllmuni.~~_~ar.~Fi;L'ill Totals and Averages

Cash Expendi ture

(19608)198



API'cr:di~!.! (Contd.)

She~_V - ~l1lllluni~ies A, B_~..£..

Cash Expendi ture (Contd.) COI:nuni ty A

Stoc]{ bought
I Crop futures

----r-
Tax Debts Cash gifts Maroka -1/ i Wahalar----, I--

I repaid bought I Me,ta-l/
£ s. d. £ s. d. I

£ s. d. £ s. d. .. s. d. £ S. d. I£' s. d.,,
1

I I13 2

I2 13 0 0 2 10 0* 7 0
3 7 0 0 10 0 1 19 6 5 0
4 16 0 1 1 16 0 3 6 8 15 0,
5 0 0 5 0

I
1 1 6 4 0

6 5 0 2 15 6 10 0
7 9 0 15 0 , 4 0 0 1 0 0 15 0
8 10 0 I 3 2
9 10 0 I 6 7 0 9 13 1

10 9 0 19 6 5 0 9 18 3
11 8 0 7 9 1 0
12 15 0 10 0 12 5 15 0

I
13 17 0 7 0
14 13 0 8 0 4 0
15 13 0 2 0 0 13 1 10 0

1

6 3 6
16 9 0 1 3 7 5 0
17 2 10 0 10 0 19 0 2 8 9 2 0

1
6 10 0

18 1 1 0 10 0 15 9 -
18 26 9 0

1
11 10 2 8 10 0 19 0 24 5 6 6 19 6 '40 19 10I

Av... 1.4422 0.639 0.4722 0.0117 1.36 0.287 I 2.33
i---- ~I
I

Cormnuni ty B i,
19 I - I ** I - I - 2 0 6 i - i -I
20 · 10 0 I 1 9 0 - 4 0 I 10 01 11 10I I
21 I · 2 13 0 - - 6 i .. i ..
22 I - 13 0 .. - 5 0

, - -
23 I - 10 0 - 19 0 14 0 I 10 0 2 10 0
24 I .. 14 0 1 19 0 - 11 0 , - -i.-

! r-
6 - 5 0 0 3 8 0 19 0 3 15 0 i 1 0 0 3 1 10

I ,
Av. i - 0.822 0.633 0.16 . 0.625 0.167 0.521

!

i

i
11-7

I
I
I

AB ! .. ** 8 0 - I 3 0 - 2 4k
BB I · ** n.k.. n.k. I n.k. n.k. I n.k.I, I

0182
i o hi !

4CB I ? 13 11 ? ? I 31 0 0 !2O 0 0, ! ,

Cormnuni1;y C

I I
crop futures

Tax Debts repaid bought Cash Gifts . Marok~ Wahalar Mata
I

£ s. d. £ s. d. 5: s. d. 5: s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

I 18 0 - - 17 6 9 0 -
18 0 I

.. .. 1 7 - -
I 14 0 10 0 - 1 3 - ..

18 0 i .. .. 13 6 - -
I 17 0 I - - 1 6 - -

18 0 , - - 1 18 6 19 0 3 18 4
2 3 0 -I - - 12 0 - 2 9 0

w·__

7 6 0 I 10 0 - 4 5 10 1 8 0 7 7 8
!

1.043 I 0.071 .. I 0.641 0.2 1.055! !

7

2s+
26
27
28
29
30
31

* ~inal p~ment on mixed farmers loan.
** These are Barori (retainers) whose taxes are paid by their masters.
f Money paid to prostitutes.
/) Tax includes £7 for self and £6 l1s. Od. for 14 barod, such as BB.
# ~o~ meaning of these terms see P. 132 of text.

(19608)199 190



* li.~2-. (retainer). tax paid by master.
** £3 Os. Ode for marriage of daughter received. £2 Os. Ode expended in gifts to her and her

husband on their visi t. The daughter had been adopted after weaning by a grandparent and taken to
Minna in Niger Province.

f Payments by Nos. 52& 67 to village-chief on the occasion of sleeping sickness inspection.
b Almost blind. ,p Bought a horse; horse di ed.
+ See Trade Turnover of No. 61.
x Payments to prostitutes.
***15/- for repair of sewing machine, and £6 8s. Ode value of cloth ~ost by theft in trade.

of..12

2 10 0

960

1.283

70 8 2

1.442

Communi !.lLj;:

.

,,1 Mi scel"
laneous

1£ s. d.

Wahg~_Mat!l:

£ Sa d.

Corrnnuni ty D

o

o

~ I

o

6

3

4

5
13

1 14

9

5

Wahalar
J1lli.

£. s. d.

4 15

o

30 0*"
020 0

2 10 0

5 3

...

-l-~_, "o,···""_w,,..

o 0

o

0.1945

0.217

o
o
o
o

1 7 3 18 18 10

0.075 I 1,05
-,----'----,---

liaro!';§..
£ s. d.

10 14 9

3
5
4

12

15

l1~OkE:
£. s. d.

o
6
o
9
o
3
o
3
o
9
3

0.807

0.905

2

44 9 7

12 3 3

0.66

191

2 0 4 0
2 4 6

..

0.165

0,185

540

0.288

9 0

o15

0.203

0.226

15 0

0.046

11 4 0

-.-J-

I

0.613

0.768

14 8
12 0
11 6
10 0
7 0
-*

Blind
10 0
10 0
8 0
9 0
9 0
8 0

19 6
17 0
9 0

1 1 0
2 13 6

£ s. d.

13 19 2

0.775

37 15 4

(19608)200

49
49 )
AV.)

55 )
Av.)

18 I
!

AV,.. !

Cash Expenditure {Cont-d.)

J'0tals and Averages for District P based on Communities ALlk_.C &...1)

.-.----r----

;~ !
34 I
35 i
36 i
37 !
38 i

39 "40
41 I

42 !
I

43 I
44 i
45 !
46 I
47 I
48 I

49 I
I

,l-ppend'lx II (Contd.)

Sh.~~!..Y (Contd.) - ~!,~£i_~'?~_~_E._

---I Stock I I Debts ,'crop Futures I ,.
I expenditure I Tax repaid bought ICash Gifts

_~ S. d. 1£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. ! £ s. d. !

50 I 2 0 ,15 0 2 0 0 ... I 301
51 'I ... ',12 0 1 10 0 - 10 6
52 9 o. 17 0 1 0 .,. 10 0
53 I 12 0 !14 0'" ... 10 0

54 I ... i 1 10 0'" 10- 0" 6_ 0
55 i 1 14 0 I 12 0 10 0
56 I 15 0'" .,.
57 I -b 12 0 ... '1 6
58 "'!1 9 0 I'" -4 6 3 0
59 ..' 8 0'" - 2 6 4 0
60 118 0 0 ,,11 0 0 - I .. 1 14 9 1 0 0
61' .. i 1 8 0" + 1 11 0 2 3
62 ... 11 8 0 - .,. 10 0 8 0
63 I 7 0 13 0'" - 5 0 5 0
64 II ... i 12 0'" .,. .. 3 0

!~ I : 0 I :; :I : I : <~! ;: 5 : ~?_g;.':~;;.: r0::15 0F,.:: 0I'o.~, ~1f---0-~:-1-2-0-1-1-8 0'-'-::-2-9---11--40-'-::-4-9+28-1"-2-:5-' t0.':5 ~



~EEendi~_II (Contd.)

SI~_~..Y_ (Contd.) .. COJll.I!lunities F & G andFin~.1 'Totals and :,verages.

_.__\~ .__....,, ..,. ---,-=c=a~s=h=E=x=l'e=n=d=ri t=!l=.r::.~~(~c:~on~t:d~. )~ ., , ComItuni~ l'
i Stock I Tax i Debts i Crop Futures Cash Gi fts I .!:!.ar01:§: ! Waha:j,ar 'Miscellaneou-s
I expenditure ,. repaid bought Hata
! £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £ s. d. £. s. d. I £. s. d. £ s~ d. £: s. d.

o
o
o
o
o

68 I 1 5 0 15 0 I - .. 1 2 0 I

~ I· '~ :II ii! I ~ ~ ,~ ~ I,
74 I" 18 00I" .. I' 15 0 I75! 8 0 11 5 .. .. 2 0 I

10
5
5
o
4

I
I

736

.. ! 2 16 3 j2 4 0 I 7 3 6 I . 1 8 0
.

8 I 6 9

0.806

o 16 0 0 I
0.75 0.35 0.275

Conm:unity G
. .

i I . .

Crop Futures ICash Gi fts
,

I Sto~ I Tax "" Debts Marok.!lc Wahalar IMiscellaneous
I expendlture I repaid bought Mata--

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

I - I .. - .. 7 0 1 6 - ..
,

16, 1 5
, 12 7 - - - 4 0 - -

I
1 10 0 1, 7 8 .. .. 5 11 - - 1 0 o b

12 8 I - - - 8 0 .. - -.- \2 1 0 - - 1 0 0 6 0 6 15 0 -

I

.. I 16 0 - - 4 0 1 6 - -- 13 0 - - 3 0 2 0 - ..
- I 15 8 - .. 3 0 2 0 - ..

!
i- 11 6 - .. 1 6 - - -

1
1 ·1 18 0 .0 6 - - 3 0 ! 3 0 - ,..

I
- ! 1 6 4 - .. 13 0 I ;; 0 - .... 12 2 •- .. 2 3 · .. - -I

11 3 ! 1 10 OJ 1 10 0 - 10 0 .,. 1 0 0 .,.

I
2 6 i f I - - 5 0 2 6 .. -- i 1 2 01 - I - 3 6 - .. ..

. I I .

I
I

I
r

5 12 7 113 1 1 1 10 o I .. 4 1 2 11 15 6 7 15 0 1 0 0, .
I !

I 0.393 I 0.85 0.1 i
.. 0.27 0.118 0.515 0.061,

15

--+76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

T...9Jilills ~erages for the L Conm:unities: A-G

90) ! 66 2 7 170 7 4 17 7 0 9 11 0 59 19 9 19 9 o 113 11
41

'2 10 0
wu) . II
AV.) i

ITP ) I 0.66 I 0.7 0.17 0.09 0.6 0.19 1.13 0.125
! ---

Estimated Aggregates for Administrative Areas..

P £3,300 £4,719 £1,400 £1,131 £5,556 £1,337 £8,800 £ -
E £ 717 £ 460 £ 155 £ 16.6 £ 286 £ 157 £ 945 £307
F £ 130 £ 117 £ £ £ 55.2 5: 43.4 5: 140 £ 23.2
G £ 225 £ 485 £ 56 £ £ 154 £ 68 I £ 285 £38

I

" LOSS on Kola-nuts.
"" Tax of Conm:unity G inclUdes contributions averaging 6d. per work unit to. the Sultan of Sokoto's

Fund {or Northern Self-Help CKydln. Tail!l9!S;9.!l..&.~!Yal collected at G In October 1950, and totalling
6/1 for the sample.

f Tax paid by his father, whO had gone to Bornu.
b Fine In the Alkali's Court.

(19608)201



o

1 19 0
4 12 8

13 0
14 8

5 1 10
456

8 0 0

Communi tv C

3 3
8 16 4-+--_.,",,-,
8 ! 50 12 3

I 2.7014

I 3 11 11
~------'--'

o 114 3 3
i
, 2.016

6

o 0

6 8
13 4

6 8

1 0

0.185

3 0 0

7 6
0.407

,
I 28 6 8?

i
5 I

Ic -'--_

I
- I

5 0

\ ....

18 0

10

0.214

3 13 0
1 19 5

1 17 0
2 1 4

11 3 9
0.622

o

7
6

9

o

o

9

6

7

?

6

o 4
9 0
o 0

0.043

15
4 15

2 16

3 15

0.648

5
2
7

21 13 5
1.203

193

o

o

n.k.
16 5
?

21 2 3

3.518

101 14 11
5.653

4 10 7
4 5 0
4 11 3 3 0
4 2 5 7 0

16 0 9 0 6 8
2 7 0 i-I 16 0

'r----t-----t--------i-------r-------"
I 1 0 0 I 3 13 8
I 0.167 I 0.612

o

o
o
o
o

?

10

12 0
2 0

3
12

2
8

19 0

34

0.46

290

1 4 0

660
0.366

8
10

79 10 5

250 13 11

35.785

53 18 3
14 15 7
70 6 9
37 10 10
64 2 6
40 3 8
20 3 8
14 7 5
22 19 5
28 0 10
13 2 5
28 14 4
15 2 6
17 9 5
8 11 9

67 2 7
10 8 7
11 3 8

538 12 2

29.9

7

(19608)202

31

AB
BB
CB

----_....... -.

I I I

I
I

_..__.
,

unsold farm- Stock s. P. I
Craft I Trade Rent. Debt. i Gifts in

produoe inorease D.C. Food borrowed i
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. I £ s. d. Z s. d. £ s. d. I £ S. d.

6
I I 13 425 55 16 8 12 0 9 0 - - - 2

26 11 6 4 I - 3 15 4
, - - 1 0 0 I 5 2 8

I i !

27 16 9 3 - I 4 13 8 6 0 1 10 5 - , -I I i
28 26 2 11 I - I 2 0 9 I - - - ,

12 0

29 I 26 14 0 I - I 2' 18'-' 3 I - - - I 15 2I
130 34 14 4

, 1 2 6 4 17 0 - - - 1 8 2

Kind Income---_...._.'-".

18
Av.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

" Directly consumed farm produoe.

"" Directly consumed Sylvan produce. High figures for Sylvan produoe denote value of firewood used
during the post-natal ablutions of the householderls wives.

""* Kind income from craft and trade has been included with other forms of kindinoome following the
Hausa olassification. The classification of inoome in kind from craft and trade is referred to
on page 132 footnote of the text. As the total values are not large the error introduced by
this treatment of kind income from craft and trade can be ignored.

15 11 4 i

13 18 11 I
~ ~~ ;1

1

1

24 4 7

-6-..l.-.1-37 18 5 r-;- 5

22.99 , 0.625

1
i
1,___~~__~-----'--_----.l-------.l-.....--

Appendi lC.~} (Contd.)

Sheet VI - COImUnities A. ~_S:

Unsold farm- Stock S. P. --'I,'--c-r-a-ft---;r--T-r-a-d-e-"'R-e-n-t-.--De-b-t-.'I-G~;~~-·in
produce " increase D. C. "" ".." """ Food borrowed I"i

__~_ij;__s_._d_'_-f-__Z__s_._d_.-+_Z__S_._d_'--i~_'_d_'-t_Z__S_._d_'--t__Z_S_._d., _~_s_._d_~_

874 1~5 005 111 6 8 11~ ~ ~
6 8 I 15 0

3 17 : 4 12 0
1 18 !

12 16
2 1
3 14
1 16
7 2 1
). 11 5

14 14 1
850
4 18 5
9 15 4
3 0 10
2 13 9
225

o I 10 -13
!

---f------l--------t-
6 I 35 7

I 5.05---!------....I " '--__,



Appendix II (Contd.)

Sheet VI (Contd.) - Communities D&' E_

49 (,,346 17 10 33 14 9 216 5 5 liD 2 2 19 7 10 6 8 96 16 5
49 ) I

4.42Av.) 27.5 0.688 0.835 0.395 0.2118 2.016

55 )
Av.) 24.5 0.612 3.94 0.728 0.3515 0.1883 1.795

C0111lllWl1ty E

50 I 6 0 2 17 0 1 10 5 5 0 .. .. 2 19 10
51 21 2 8 10 0 6 15 4 .... .. .. 3 :3 1
52 9 18 6 6 0 9 4 10 4 0 0 ... .. 1 19 5
53 9 18 4 1 7 0 7 11 0 4 0 .. .. 3 6
54 19 .6 1 12 0 5 1 5 .. .. .. 1 3 4
55 7 2 10 18 0 3 16 0 6 0 .. .. 14 2
56 6 10 4 15 0 3 2 8 .. .,. .. 4 7 9
57 7 11 9 18 0 1 10 0 .. .. - 1 6 8
58 37 8 5 7 6 9 4 2 .. .. .. 4 6 4
59 12 18 10 13 6 5 1 5 .,. 15 7i .. 3 13 4
60 20 8 8 1 4 0 3 13 0 8 6 11 .. ... 3 5 0
61 52 19 4 2 7 6 10 9 2 .,. 1 1 0 1 6 8 ..
62 34 5 0 6 0 2 19 0 ":'" ,.. 2 0 0 1 6 8
63 12 19 0 9 0 3 7 0 .. .. .. 5 4 6
64 19 13 11 4 6 5 7 5 .. - .. 4 19 7
65 8 19 2 .. 3 15 6 3 7 0 .. .. ..
66 14 9 4 1 7 0 4 10 5 .. 7 0 0 .. 7 9
67 24 3 6 1 15 0 5 2 :3 .. .. .. 18 9

. . . . .

18 325 15 8 14 17 0 92 1 11 16 8 11 8 16 7i 3 6 8 42 19 8

Av.)
TP ) I 14.8 0.675 4.18 . 0.765 0.4 0.16 1.95

COmlIuni ty D

194

Kind Income

Totals and Averages for District P based on Communities A. 5.~

«* Includes 38/9 alms (sadaka) recei ved When he was 111, plus ..3 13s. lid. zakka.

(19608)203

« Value of zakka (ti the of grain) received by mallam.

" .
,

Unsold farm- Stock
,

Rent. Gifts inI s. P. Craft Trade Debt.
produce increase D. C. Food borrowed.. s. d. .. s. d. .. S. d. .. s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d. 11: s. d•

32

I
18 9 0 - 5 15 10 .. .. 1 6 8 8 6 8

33 24 1 0 2 0 0 10 0 .. .. - ..
34 17 16 2 10 0 4 13 5 .. 15 2 - ..
35 14 5 9 3 0 0 2 12 6 .. 4 4 .. -
36 20 0 9 6 0 0 8 4 14 0 1 11 0 .. ..
37 6 12 8 .. 3 12 11 .. - - ..
38 3 17 3 1 0 0 1 18 9 4 5 6 .. .. 16 8
39 25 12 2 1 0 0 2 0 9 - 17 4 - ..
~ 37 2 6 2 0 0 3 15 5 .. .. .. 3 19 4
41 11 18 7 18 0 2 11 5 3 2 6 .. .. 4 6 8«
42 ;0 5 8 10 0 7 14 8 9 0 .. - ..
43 35 10 8 - 1 16 5 - - - ..
44 18 7 0 .. 3 2 9 .. .. .. ..
45 33 0 0 10 0 1 ,12 6 .. .. .. ..
46 12 16 7 9 0 2 12 7 .. .. .. 2 5 2
47 16 10 9 1 10 0 3 11 3 6 0 .. - ..
l.I8 33 8 7 - 1 10 5 6 0 0 .. 1:? 4 5 12 1*«
49 59 18 2 2 2 3 8 0 4 .. 3 5 1 ... 5 0 8

18 I 419 13 3 20 9 3 56 1 3 14 17 0 6 12 11 2 10 0 ;0 7 :3
Av. 23.1 ! 1.1612 3.225 0.825 0.366 0.099 1.74- I



5

o
7
9

6
8
o
o
o

C
6
o

13
3 0

8
15
6

4 16

10
5 16

15

6
1 13
2 5

16 8
624
2 16 4
2 15 .3

16 3
15 6
8 0

21 6 5

Community G

...

..

..

..

..

Rent. DelJ""t~ I Oi fts in
Food lJorrowe.d ,. \'

£ s. 4. £ s. d.

community F

o

o

o

o

o

9

....

o 10

...

..

.. '

..

10

10

.

l
I

14 0

0.047

Craft I Trade

d.l; £ s. d.£ s.

350* 774*

195

6

9
o

14
6

22 4

I 1.490.171

(19608) 204

Estimated Aggregates ,for Administrative Areas

p £169,713 I £4,213 £27,032 £2,419 £1,'391 £12,350
E £ 9,9:0 £ 493 £ 3,060 £ 293 £ 0: 1,4:0
F £ g,80? I £ 63 £ 773 £ 77 £ 0: 286!.
G £ 6,380 , £ 98 £ 845 £ 169 £ £ 813

'. f

Id~' ~ 14 ;\ - 1:: 0 l. 1~ 1i ~~
! 26 15 61 18:;0 h 4 4 5
I 30 7 .3.\ 9;i9 r 10 14 10 -

I 15 16 10 "1 .. ,) 3; 12 5 I
,. 16 1-4 1 ~l;..,} 1 10 0

I n1; ~:j 1~ i'~ !" ~ 1~ ~_
8 1116-0-~"~1-3-6--I.i-3--.3~'-9-l-\!-:JiJ--1-2-.-1-iir---3-,"-5-0-*-1

1
-1"'""0--8--2+----..------+-1-4-1-0--4-

AV.: m.07 j 0.4 i- 4.95 j 0.41 j 1.3 I..... 1.81

Totals and Averages for the 1 Communities: A':"G

90 ) /2022 54
,

11315 5 7 a 1370 .3 6 57 5 36 10 10:' 13 4 177" 12 10
w.u.}j I

I
,

I
I

20.22 0.543
I

3.7 0.57 0.365 0.136 1.77

* Estimate tor barter transactio,!)!? )J9IfIllellts.peceiVE\d in grain.

15 189

Av,:4'12.6_. I

68;,
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Appendix II (Contd.)
Sheet VI (Contd.»- Communities F & G and Final Totals and Avorages"

Kind IJl,C9n;e.

~" 1'1; 1~
78 i 15,S
79 I 10 "1
80 ''';0 8

~~ I, ~~ ~~
83 13 13

i~ I"" ~~",1~
87 ....., £i 17
88 "26 7
89 16 5
90 10 5



Appendix II (Contd.)

Sheet VII .,. Communi ties A, B & C

Community AKind OUtgoings

i ! Rent paid ZakkA Ceremonial I women's No. ofFarm Exps: IFutures I
Ireturned (grain tithe) prof! ts IJ women

0: s. d. 0: s. d. ! 0: s. d. 0: s. d. .. s. d. >- s. d.

1 3 5 11* . .,. 5 13 4 5 0 20 4 0 3
2 14 0 - .,.

I 13 4 13 0 18 7 0 3
·3 3 2 8* .,. .,. 5 6 8 19 0 11 16 0 2

4 19 4 - , - 3 16 8 I 12 0 16 13 0 2I
5 18 6

1

. ... 5 6 8 1 1 0 8 6 0 2
6 14 o I - - 2 0 0 14 14 4** 3 0 0 1
7 17 o '4 0 0 .,. 2 0 0 8 0 11 12 0 2
8 13 0' .,. I .,. 13 4 13 0 3 18 0 1
9 15 o I - - 2 0 0 2 16 10 16 2 0 3

10 1 10 4*1
.,. .,. 1 13 4

I
2 11 0 19 4 0 2

11 11 0' - .,. 6 8 6 0 3 18 0 1
12 19 o I .,. - 1 13 4 14 16 OM 15 12 0 2
13 ! 16 o I - ~ 1 0 0 7 0 9 15 0 3
14 I 13 41 12 0 6 8 13 4 1 1 4 3 16 0 1
15 f

o 1

1 2 0 ... 1 0 0 2 14 0 - .,.

16 1 0 - ... 3 6 8 1 0 3 25 8 0 4
17 12 8 I ... - 13 4 18 6 26 16 0 3
18 13 41

.,. ... 6 8 12 0 4 12 0 1,
18 116 9 1 15 14 0 6 8 40 3 4 43 18 3 2)2 13 0 36

I
0.934 I 0.317 I 2.439Av. I 0.02 2.23 11.257 2- ; !

Community B

19 13 4 I ... ... 1 13 4 ... 23 3 0 3
20 12 0 I ... .,. .,. 2 0 7 4 0 1
21 17 6 .,. .,. 3 0 0 5 0 14 18 0 3
22 18 4 ... ... 3 0 0 9 0 3 0 0 2
23 11 0 - 6 8 .,. 6 0 3 15 0 1
24 13 0 ... - 1 13 4 - 12 4 0 3

6 4 5 2 ... 6 8 9 6 8 1 2 0 64 4 0 13

Av. I 0.71 ... 0.05 1.55 0.182 10.7 2.166
.

AS .,. 16 a ... ... ... ... ...
BB .,. .,. ... ... - 7 2 0 1

CB 2 6 8* ... - 7 6 8 ? 46 0 a 5
..

Communi t1.Jl.

'" Heavy farm expenses include grain payments to Bush Fulani for cattle manure.

*'" Heavy ceremonial expendi ture includes firewood gi ets to wives or to daughters who came on
bangwalle and gave birth in the homes of these men, the wood being used up to heat water for
post-natal ablutions.

f Grain-lJroker, uses his market taldngs of grain for seed.

b Women inclUde wives and mothers. profi ts include income from araa & trade.

,,
Futures Rent paid Zakk~ No. ofFarm Exps: Ceremonial Homen's
returned (grain tithe) proUts women

R s. d. >- s. d. .. s. d. £ s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d.

25 i 14 0 ... ... 3 3 4 2 2 0 12 10 0 2
26 I 9 0 .,. .,. 16 8 ... 7 10 0 2
27 14 4 .,. 10 0 2 4 10 3 13 0

,
1,.

28 14 0 ... ... 2 0 .0 6 0 3 18 0 1
29 13 0 ... - 2 a 0 5 0 4 16 0 1
30 ! 1 6 a ... 6 8 2 6 8 15 0 3 18 a 1
31 I 1 6 8 ... ... 4 0 0 10 8 21 11 0 5

71' 5 17 a ... 6 8 14 16 8 6 3 6 45 16 0 13

Av·1 0.836 ... 0.5 2.094 0.882 6.54 1.85,
.

(19608) 205 196



~"p'eEcii.x_ II (Contd.)

s.ilf~~_m (Contd.) .. _~.~!l!l!!g!lJ.:0~Q._~_~

..
19 0

16 0
3 11 0

£. s•. d.

6 6 4
14 0
5 0
3 0
6 0
7 0
4 0
1 0
9 0
6 0

15 0
8 3

13 0

19 4 7

1.0625

Ceremonial

13 4

13 4
6 8
o 0

13 4
2 6 8
3 15 0

3 .0 0

200
300

q 4
2 13 4
2 6 8

24 8

1.325

~Ali!5&
(grain ti the)

£. s. d.

,'I Womenl s No. of

I /r~~l~~L-=:_.
!35 8 0 i 4
i 7 4 0 1
121 0 0 3
116 6 0 2I 9 3 0 2
I 7 12 0 2
110 6 0 2
: 4 8 0 1
132 8 0 4

/
13 7 0 2
16 6 0 2

! 10 4 0 2
, 4 18 0 1
111 2 0 2
I 6 4 0 1
! 4 6 0 1
i 12 16 0 2
118 7 0 6

-;------1---------4-----1--
1241 5 0 40
!

13.43 2.01

..

Rent paid

[, s. d.

Futures I
!

returned I
g: s. d. ,

I
!
I

I
I

Farm Exps:

R. s. d.
_~_.J_,_

32268"
33 1 0 0
34 ' 11 0
35 13 4
36 13 4
37 2 0
38 9 0
39 i 0 0
40 I 0 0
41 I 13 4
42 I 0 0
43 I 0 0
1!.4 I 13 4
451 0 1 0

~! ;; t
48 i 0 0
49 j 18 0

.~ i1;-·-;-~---·---··
I

AY.l 0.85.__"J --.-l-_,__~.__......L_.

49 !51 17 11 6 10 0 0 0 88 8 4 70 8 4

1

553 18 0 102
i

49 II
Av.ll 1.06 0.131 0.022 1.81 1.437 I 11.32 2.01I
55 l\ IAV.)! 0.944 0.119 0.018 1.612 1.283 I 10.09 1.85,

I
COImllunl ty E

50 5 3 5 6 5 3 3 18 0 1,
i 51 16 6 .. 9 4 4 3 11 4 0 2r' 52 4 8 13 4 8 4 4 6 0 1

53 3 2 7 8 8 6 15 4 0 2
54 6 10 0 0 3 6 22 0 0 4
55 7 1 12 2 12 3 7 16 0 1
56 3 7 1 0 13 0 15 10 0 3
57 2 3 6 8 5 3 6 6 0 1
58 6 H 2 12 8 12 3 18 0 0 4
59

I 7 9 13 4 6 8 3 6 5 4 0 1
60 \ 6 3 13 4 1 6 0 12 3 14 0 0 3
61 h 1 0 , , 4 15 0 17 6 22 0 0 4
62

I
12 5 2 0 0 I 3 1 4 16 9 7 16 0 2

63 6 o-k 1 2 3 9 0 13 16 0 2
64 \ 3 2 I 9 8 6 0 11 2 0 2
65 I 3 9'" 3 0 3 18 0 1
66

;)
6 8 44 0 0 8I

67 I 7 2 i I
8 0 11 3 7 16 0 2

, I
_._--:--"----~

Ii

~
18 16 3 0'" 2 0 0 ' 1 13 4 20 17 3 8 11 10 233 16 0 44, I

11 I
tJ ;\.v.) I
H TP) I 0.28 0.09 0.076 0.945 0.35 10.6 2

-~,--'---

'I
I
J

* Includes payments to Bush Fulanl for manure.

(19608)206 197



Appendix ~l (Contd.)

§!:l~~_~_Y_E_ (Contd.) -_c.Qll.II.Il!:lE.~_~!~_~_£__§:_£_!~!!~Xl_I}_~J_!9.l;~~£! '!J}9 __~_Y§r.~~_~;
K!nd eu tgo!ngsc._o_!!J!ll!!I}!_~E

68 I' 7 0 I I I 1 9 4 '6 3 I' 7 16 0 2
69 I 4 0 i I 2 6 8 3 4 0 16 4 0 2
70 I 10 4 I I 1 14 0 . 3 6 10 2 0 I 2
71 , 7 6 I 3 9 4 15 9 12 14 0 I 2
72 II 9 0 I 1 0 0 3 0 9 12 0 '. 2
73, 10 0 I I 1 6 8 3 6 12 5 0 2
74 I 5 8 I' 13 4 27 0 0 3
75 I 6 0 _ i 0 0 ... 6 4 0 1

~ 3 19 6 I I - 12 . 19 4 6 16 0 101 17 0 16
I ! IAv., 0.495 ' 1.61 0.85 12.73 2---, ,

Community G

76 .. ! - I -
81

8 6 I 12 0 7 18 0 1
77 * - I 6 14 0 14 0 6 8 0 1I
78 .. - -

I
14 6 2 0 20 6 0 3

79 * - - 13 4 1 10 0 12 0 0 1
80 * - ... 2 .6 8 2 7 0 15 11 0 4
81 4 6 ... - 2 0 0 19 6 6 12 0 1
82 .. ... ... 13 4 5 3 5 12 0 1
83 3 0 - - 1 0 0 1 16 3 18 4 0 3
84 * - - ... 15 9 4 4 0 1
85 * ... - - 15 0 5 12 0 1
86 * - - ... ... 3 18 0 1
87 ;{~ - ... 6 8 14 0

I
4 5 0 1

88 * ... - 1 16 8 16 9 15 18 0 3
'89 .. - - 1 8 0 14 0 7 16 0 2
90 4 0 ... ... 13 4 14 0 9 6 0 2

15 11 6

I - 6 8 12 15 0 11 7 4 143 10 0 I 26

i IAv., 0.037 , ... 0.022 0.85 0.76 9.55 I 1.73-, I .

.Totals and Averages for the 7 Communi ti es A-fl_

90) I
1 1,033WU) 62 12 10 8 10 0 3 0 0 134 19 11 97 3 6 10 0 188

0.085 0.03 1.34 0.97 10.33 1.88

Estimated Aggregates for Administrative Ar~as:

p £6,488 £812 £125 £11.050 £8,585 £69.238

E £ 204 £ 66 £ 55 £ 629 £ 284 .. 7.750

F .. 79.5 .. - .. - .. 256 .. 134.5 .. 2.008

G I£ 21.8 .. - .. 12.7 ," 477 .. 431 .. 5,470

* Seed bought.

(19608) 207



9 10

27.0

486
!

iIp.C. farm P.

d. I £: s. d.

18 5 I 47 13 4
7 7 1139 1
6 9 I 64 1 1
9 9 I 33 2 2
8 0 ! 57 14 10
5 8 38 3 8
8 8 17 15 0

16 9 13 1 1
19 5 17 19 5
11 10 25 4 2
2 5 12 9 9
7 4 I 25 18 4

18 0 I 13 16 6
19 5 I 16 8 4

1~ i 16~ 1~ ~
18 7 _ 9 2 7
4 8 10 7 0

£: s.

Total value
F. P.

Community A

820 3

40.6.38

77
33

112
60
89
47
46
19
.38
46
13
42
20
18
14
91
20
18

9 11

Total other
crops

25 0 2
19 11 8
52 18 4
22 8 11
33 148
19 5 8
24 6 0
17 14 8
17 15 0
25 3 0
280

20 11 7
7 1 4
420
6 10 3

I
: 36 19 8

I 1~ ;~ ~
I

390 -5 0 I 353
j

21.735

5o
2.882

2 10

Ap~EdiX-.!! (Contd.)

Sheet VIII_· Communities A, B & C

________________~~------__:~:~Q=u=se=h=ol~d~produ2tion - Grain & F~m pro~uce

t Total .grain r IGrain given -I Grain D. C. 'II

I grown i Grain sold I awS¥ I (inc. staJks) ,
I (incl. stalks) I I I ;
I £: s. d. I £: s. d. I £: s. d. i £: s. d.

I 6 5 0 1" 43 14 01 'I' 52 18 3 I
2 , 13 15 11 12 0 i 1 6 4 10 3 11

~ I ~~ ~ 1~ 3 15 0 i t ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~
5 I 55 13 4 6 6 O! 6 7 8 42 9 8
612800 170!200 2530
7 ! 22 2 8 4 0 0 1 2 8 0 16 2 8
8 I 12 2 1 : 1 6 4 10 18 9
9 I 21 4 5 5 0 0 16 4 5

10 '21 8 10 I 3 16 8 17 12 2

1121 "I 2101 1
15
4 95 - 12 8 10 1 9

- 2 16 0 18 19 9

--+--------- I
18 I 466 13 2 i19 0 0 I 52

\

Av. i 25.925 0.944._,

Communi ty B

127 13

21.2

o

:! :1 Il! li :1
5 7 1_22 11 3

I

20
16
51
51
6

30

7 2 8 5 19 8
249 6 10 92 19 8

177 0

29.5

734
5 17 7

17 16 3
17 9 2

1 3 2
7 16 0

57 5 5

9.54

1 3 ~

162 18 4

3
4
4
9
o
3

4

6 18 11*
5 19 8

78 1 4

109 6

_ I 18.244

I8

4 11 9
o 10 19
o 306

: i H

i

19 13 2 7 [13
20 11 1 4 II 2
21 33 11 4 3 5
2213449 1,:39
23 i 5 5 0 12
24 I 22 9 7 I 13

! -
6 I 119 15 0 I . 110 15

AV./.... -_1~~6_-t-~_.tl 1.78

AB I -."= I ...
! '

BB I 5 19 8 i • I
~L~8 6' '86

Community C

EI ~ ,i lll' 1 12 61
1

:3' ~!8; ~ I ~ ,H i i!:l ~;1 ~l
;~ I ~~ ;~ 4 4 22 15 0 55 14 4 31 6 °

----t-- 5_+1.. +-__10__8 l2-i._9-+ -+-1_0_1_16__1-1--_7_4_19_ 9

7 I 206 0 3 ! 1 12 6 I 19 9 4 /183 . 8 5 137 2 9 343 2 231 4 7
I i I

Av.1 2.9.43 0.232 2.84 i 26.2 19.59 49.07,

* All Farm Produce sold.

(19608) 208 199



APPendix II (Contd.)

Sheet VIII (Contd.) - Communities D& E

Household ProdUction - Grain & Farm Produce

I Total grain I

I
grown

(iool. stalks)
5; s. do

IGrain given
Grain sold away

5; s. d. 5; s. d.

Grain D.C.
(inc. stalks)

£ s. d.

Total other
crops

£; s. d.

Total value
F.P.

5; s. d.

Communi t.vD

D.C. Farm P.

5; s. d.

62

Corrm:.unit.v E

25.0

12 16 4
22 0 4
16 11 2
14 2 9
19 1 5
6 5 8
3 13 3

22 11 2
32 13 6
10 19 3
26 17 4
31 15 9
17 14 0
30 0 0
11 17 7
15 17 5
30 5 11
52 12 2

D.C. tarm P.

5 14 8
19 3 4
8 15 2
961

18 6 1
6 10 6
694
7 5 1

33 11 6
11 15 4
18 9 4
48 4 4
;,J 6 11
12 7 9
18 2 9
8 16 Q

U 2 6
ali! 10 3

298 17 9

m 15 05

28 19 0
Z7 1 0
17 16 2
15 \11 9
23 18 9
7 13 2
3 17 3

31 1 2
43 12 6
11 18 7
42 0 8
41 8 8
23 14 8
40 6 0
14 12 7
18 14 9
36 11 7
64 12 2

Total value
F'. P.

5; s. d.

6 4 2
22 19 4
13 14 6
11 9 10
19 7 7
744
610 4
809

37 11 5
13 0 4
20 9 8
53 0 10
41 1 6
12 19 0
20 17 11
go 8

17 10 6
36 10 6

357.34

495 10o 10

12.46 33.32

13.99 37.4 .

4 5 8
446
5 1 10
24 3
1 7 0

17 0
2 .0 5
7 4 9
5 10 .4
568
2 0 10
9 16 2
4 3 8
5 5 3
1 1~ .4
:5 0 0

at) 3 10

84 .5 6

15 16 2
608
1 10 10
4 6 0
876
1 1 9

15 0
11 10
o 10

10 4
17 10
10 5
18 0
3 6

10 6

10 51
8 7
o 8

683 18 11 1835 14 7 1223

I 8
I 9

I 1~
15
9
9
2
3
7

14

97

18.18

5 14 8
16 10 8
8 5 .2
5 15 1

16 1 10
5 3 6
5 12 4

12 8
6 9
5 0
2 8
3 6
5 9
4 1
1 6

.f'l 8
a 4

11 0

1

502
18 19 8
15 0 .4
11 2 9
14 11 11
645
2 18 3

19 8 4
302 8
8 8 11

22 14 6
22 3 4
13 3 8
23 2 6
11 3 1
14 11 0
28 0 4
43 5 6

11.15

5
26
6

13
46
27
8

14
7

13
14

245 .2

Grain D.C. ITotal other
(inc. stalks) crops

5; s. d. 5; s. d.

315 8 0

4.

3

5; s. d.

Grain given
away

5 6
200

13 4
11 5

100
12 2
1 0
6 8

3 16 11
1 :3 6
1 19 L;
4 15 0
3 18 1

11 3
19 8

~ Q
168
1 1~ .3

26 6 9

5 12 8*
2 0 8
150

3 0
19 4
7 0
4 0

310
4 9 0

194
3 8 4
3 14 11

13 0
30 0

19 0
13 4

3 2 8
160

41 18

.

r24 3
I 2051

1 0
3 0
1 6
1 0
1 6
1 6

4 0
.3 0
1 6
1 6
1 6
1 8

-
-

0.42

1 6
1 6
1 6
1 6

10.:4 81

20 12 6o

13 2 10
21 0 4
16 5 4
11 5 9
15 11 3
6 11 5
323

22 9 4
34 118
983

26 2 10
25 18 3
13 16 8
31 2 6
12 2 1
15 .4 4
31 3 0
50 11 6

6 4 2
18 13 8
900
680

17 3 4
5 17 4
5 13 4
6 0 1+

30 6 8
7 10 0

15 3 0
51 .0 0
31 5 4

1~ ~~ ~ jl,

771+
14 10 6
16 6 8

212 . 11 11

Total grain I
grown ** Grain sold

(incl. stalks)
5; s. d. 5; s. d.

" Includes £1. 6s.3d. -.worth ot &~~iVen to !"ulan! tor !IlMur!na.
,." Stalks haVll no I!m'kat v'\lU& tn C 1:1 lS

50
5"
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
6S
66
57
18
AV.
TF

Totals and Averages tor District P based on COJmilWlities A. B. C & D

55 )
AV.) 20.93

(19608)209

18

49 1151 18
49 )
Av.) 23.5

359 9 7

_A_Y.-',__'_9_.9_7_5_...,I'--_-__......., _20_3_3__1__1_7._52_5_--!-1__7._56__....1 _Z1_.5_35_-i-
i
__20_.9 _



COlPmunity G

53 1831 117

Total value I
F.P. I D.C. farm P.

201

!2.~als and Averages for the~rm:aunities A-G

i I I,t" , , "07"" I"" 13 'I_
I 1.913 15.08 9.017 I 26.48,

\ 38 15

I
I

0.387

***Grai n sold by 88 was enti re ly ri ceo

Av.

(19608) 210

" StalKs have no market value in COill.'Il1.mity F,

** Stalks have market value in Conununi ty G.

! Total grain : IGrain given I Grain D.C. ITotal other II Total value
i grown I Grain sold I away I, (inc. stalKs)! crops F. P. lib.c. tarm P.
I (incl. stalks),,1 I I I

! 5.: s. d. 15.: s. d. I £ s. d. I £ s. d. . 5.: s. d. i .£ s. d. I £ s. d.
-I-- ·.f.-----t·----'-- ---!I-·----iif.--........:--+-----
68 i 18 9 8 i37 4'1' 1 15 I 3 6 9 113 15 6 I 32 5 2 118 18 3
69 ! 23 16 8 I - I 3 11 'Ii ~ 1~ 0 I 6 2 8 I 29 19 4 I 22 9 8
70 18 14 8 I I 1 17 2 114 0 10 I 32 15 6 I, 22 17 6
71 23 9 8 '1 4 8 I 19 1 1 i 23 2 7 I 46 12 3 25 18 8
72 11 13 4 1 2 9 ·1 9 4 4 I 5 9 6 I 17 2 10 113 7 10
73 14 13 4 I ! 2 0 II 12 13 2 I 2 0 9' 16 14 1 14 13 11

~~ ;~ 1~ ~ I 'Ii 1~ 'I' ~ 1~ ~ l ~ ;~ Z 1,1' ;~ 1; ~ 112 0 8

I . ~ . 1"1::: 1

7

4" 8
28 131 17 4 :3 7 4 118 4 6 I 110 5 6 I 70 15 3 202 12 6 4G

I i I I i I
16.47 1_~~_2~J 2._2~ 13.77 I 8.84 I ._25_._3_3_-ii _2~84 _

90) I
WU) 11746 16

AV.),
TP )\ 17.46

Estimated Aggregates tor Administrative Are~.;

P £143,988 £2,577 £16,550 £124,300 £85,387 £229,375 £1 69,713

E £ 9,080 £ 48 £ 840 £ 8,150 £ 2,790 £ 11,860 £ 9,930

F £ 2,600 £ 63 £ 360 £ 2,180 &: 1,400 £ 4,000 £ 2,814

G £ 7,230 £ 507 £ 855 £ 5,970 £ 2,385 £ 9,640 £ 6,350
--. 1 ___

Appendix II (Contd.)

Sheet VIII (Contd.) - Co~..!!l~F & G an~J'!nal]:'~."ls~3~!!rag_ecS

Household Production - Grain & Farm produce

I Total grain I IGrain given ',I Drain D.C. iTotal other I
I grown ** I Grain sold i 3.we:y (inc. stalKs) I crops !

I (incl. stalKs) : I I I I
76 i :;; d~ II £ s.· d. ,~ s~ d

68
'-l,' ~ :~ ~ I £ s~ d~ 11-_:_S_~_d_O_'-+---':'--S_:_d

6
_·

77 I 11 8 6 6 '1 14 9 13 4 6 0 11 14 6 9 18 10
78 I 12 16 0' \ 16 6 , 11 19 6 10 7 10 23 3 10 14 2 4

~ I ~ 1~ ~ " 17 1~ /4 g ~ I ~ 1~ ~ i 20 ;~ ~ ~~ 1~ 1~ 2; 1~ ~
81 I 19 17 0 7 1 6 I 3 4 ° 9 11 6 I 1 17 0 21 14 0 10,8 6EI ~~ g 1~ I ;; !2 ~~ ~ 1_ ;~ ;~ 1~ 1; ~ ;; 1Z 1~ ~~;~ ~:;

85 i 7 3 4 I I 15 0'I 6 8 4 1 3 11 ° 10 14 4 6 16 4
86, 7 5 ° \ 0,7 4 ° I 75 0 7 4 0

87 I 5 17 7 i 6 I 6 8 ,.1' 5 10 5 '1 2 5 0 8 2 7 5 10 ·5
88 I 26 3 4 /5 0*"*2 10 1 1812.3, 15 10 6 41 13 10 23 17 9
89 I 15 11 3, 0 I 1 8 0 14 2 3 I .3 15 8 19 6 11 14 17 11
90 l 10 3 4! ° 11 11 4 I 8 11 ° I 2 2 8 12 6 ° 8 13 8

--J------+1-. i ---jl-------i,f------!------+------
15 I 190 2 11 P3 6 9 122 11 7 "I 154 4 7 162 13 11 125216 10 166 17 °

I ! I . i I
_A_v~'-,-i__1_2_.7__-->!__0._8...9_......cI__1_.5_1__-'-__10_._2_7__l,,__4_._1__L,~_6._8_--.....I__11_.1 _



~!'l'~nd~:J(.n_ (Contd.)

i3.Q§.~~_lX - .Qp~nit!.!!.Udi._LG

a
6

9

3
16

19

COIlll1llnity A

o
9

o6

9
18

Household maintenance:
Cash --! Kind

£ s. d. I £ s. d.

..
£ s. d.

Trade costs

o

a
3

o

852

1140
50

I,
I,
I
1208
I

£ s. d.

9 10 a

21 a a

Craft costs

14 a 0
1 9 a

6

460
12 12 0
154

I
o 113 0 0 I 2 0 ~ 1
: ~ :: 0 I ':: ,~;

, I 17 0
1133 1 2 ,~ 6 0
'42 a 0 3O"~ 01

72 16 0 I .. I 14 6 I 12 9

13~ ~: ~--11-6-25--12--7-+1-71--1-3~0**1-6-1: : I~~~
7.706 I 34.2575 9.53** I 0.366 I 0,477

i i__-'-, --'- '--1-- _L--__.__

36 15 0

28 a a
28 9 0
30 16 0

13 16 0

21 16 0
17 15 6
12 6 10

308 13 0

17,142

109 4 0
10 1 a

Craft output

4 a

12 a
2 0

10 0

2 0 0

10 10 0
(loss £6*)

18 16 6 0

Householti Production
----t------,---,--~~~~-

Trade
turnover
5: s. d.

Value of .'
stock inc.

r £ s. d. £ s. d.
I,~ ~,-+~--

--11
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12 I
13
14
15
16
17
18

QQInllllmity B

Communi ty C

* Loss of stock is not tabulated as a separate item, nor included in total value of stock increase.
Thus value of stock increase cloes not give the true position of stock owners.

** AsteriSked items in trade costs column are goods sold on commission of roughl1 1d. in the 1/- by
the interviewees.

7
o
o

14
13
3

Household maintenance

n.k.

Trade

202

I Craft output Craft costs i ,Trade costs --,---_. -inQ.
1

turnover Cash Kind
d. I £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.;

6 i -
I - I .. - 9 6 I 2 3 0

I - .. - - - ..
46 +

,
67 3 0

I
- I 18 0 0 3 I 8

! .. - - .. 2 6 13 9, , .. - 0 I 10I

?

(19608 )211

~ (A1l1~ost~* 33 18 4 .. 1.

11

4 4 9 2 17 2 :: 3 i
~~ 1~ ~ 69 5 6 8 11 0 I 11 7 I
24 13 16 a 7 10 6***j .. ..,

6 2 4 0 116 '19 10 16 1 '-6-+-1-4--4--9+-2--17--2-1.----1-4-1-0--+11--10--7-

Av. 0.343 19.5 2.677 II 0.706 0.475 0.125 I0.252
: t-----+--4·--11--0--+----:--~!-----+------+--~---·+!--...--

,
CB

**" Craft in qUestion iscin rsmt (eating the c!I'Y season), that is migration in the c!I'Y season to other
areas to earn money by mall/¥lci. (scholarship) in this case, the migration being undertaken to
conserve 'grain stocks of the migrant.

f Cowmodities sold on commission, involving no cost to seller.

I
I Value of

stock
: £ s.

.,---t-
25 I 1 2
26 i
27 I
28'

29 I ,3 0 0 3 1 I 4
30 j 4 2 6 15 11 0 - ~ 5 6 1 4 2

}-71'_'~1-6
1

--1

1

-0

5

-0

0

-r------+-----1f------+---:_'-f ----~-
23 7 0 0 46 18 0 7 I 4 12 5

.A.Y..! 0,964 3.33 0.007 6.685 f I 0.15 I 0.66



Appendi!...!.!.. ( Contd.)

Sheet .~(Contd.) ... Communities D &E

Household Production

T

--,-----j------..,.......-----,------r----'--,----------

Totals and Averages for District Pbased on Commun1 ties A, B1 C & D_

3

4
6
5
5'

6

6

6

o
o
o

o
6

6

6

o

3
7
4
o
4

2

2

4
2

o

4

6

4 0

12

5
8

10

11 1

6
2
3

18
8

11
18
5

14

0.33

I

I
I
I
I
11 17

I

Communi ty f;

9

3

o ,
I

o I
I

01
2

9

o
6

o
o

4
3
6
2
6
o
6

o !
i

o I

o !

I

2

3

3

8

...

5

5
8

9
7

12
2
1
6

10

15

14

2

3

9 13

17 17

.5
11 2

6

9

()

9

o

o

6

o

o
o

*

...

1859 17

I
3 P150 3

j

I
o 1205 13

O I
I

27 4

31 51 1;
I

o 126 0

o \110 4
o /129 ~

Io 1600 0
I.

;I., ;
o 1114 9

I

01
o 1510 15

I
01 64 8
o I 53 0

I

81 96 13
I

o

o

74 16
68 0

30 12

...

132 12
144 16

72 14

·33 16

225 10

140 2

86 8
614 5

75 3
29 14

130 6

727

3 !1367

o
o

6 ~,3)7 9

o

..

1 0
8 0

18 10

2 15

3 12 6

8 0

13 10

26 0
16 2
27 ,0

39 17 3
1 0

24 12
56 0

4 0 8
52 6 0

o 3

o 110 0 10

5.7 67.2:>* 47.78** 0.533 I 0.56--L --L --' --' L .

£. S. d.

11 3 0
10 11 0

3 10 0
9 15 0

21 16 0
4 0

24 16 0

38 17 0
81 7 0

56 10 0
43 2 6
33 5 0
22 14 0
33 15 0
23 17 0
28 16 0

34 80
540

63 2 11*

73 5 0
17 6

9 6 0
18 6 8
61 12 0

12 0

220

Craft outputValue of
stock inc.
£. s. d.

32
33 2 0 0
34 10 0
35 4 0 0
36 6 0 0
37
38 1 0 0
39 100
40 200
41 1 12 0
42 10 0
43
44 18 0
45 7 0
46 9 0
47 10 0
48
49 2 2 3

18 i 24 18 3
i

Av. I 1.38
-I

49 !84 4 669 12 0 1257 11 4 h,884 2 511,034 7 8 17 15 5 116

49 )! I I I I

AV.) I 1.7 13.7 I 5.23 I 38.35 I 21.1 0. 37 '

55 ) I I I' ",IAV.) 1 1.53 12.17 4.67 34.2 18.75 0.32_-+i -J..~ ......L. __'_ __'. L ...L-. ,.__._

Craft costs I Trade Trade costs Household maintenance:
I turnover Ca.sh II· Kind

£ s. d. , £ s. d. .£ s. d. 5:; s. d. I £. s. d.
-....f-'----f-----....f-'-----f-----f-----+----+--:.---

i 4 1 4 I 15 0
1 6 8

: I
I

o I
I
I

~ I

50 18 6
51 10 0
52 16 0
53 1 19 6
54 2 2 3
55 18 0
56 3 0 0
57 3 13 8
58 17 6
59 1 7 0
60 1 4 0
61 2 7 6
62 6 0
63 9 0
64 4 6
65
66 1 7 0 I
67 219 6 5 12 0

--J----+-------.1I-
18 24 19 11 495 6 5 174

I,

t.

Av. I
'IP), 1.17, 22.6 54.0 0.805 0.192

* Commodities sold on corrm1ssion, involving no cost to seller.

** If trade figures of No. 40 are subtracted from those of Communi ty D the average nf 0 is £32.95
trade turn-over, and >::19.35 trade costs.

(19608)212 203



~'ppendi x II (Cantd. )

Sheet IX (Contd.) - COlIll1luni ties F & G_.~~d Final Total§...~_;\;vcrage~

fLoss.

(; The Trade Turnover Totals include estimates of turnover on commission sales, for each Administrative
Area. Thus goods sold on commission in District P are calculated to have a value of £67,563 and
independent trade turnover is estimated at £167,952.

90) I
wu) 126 16 6 168:' 2 9 664 7 10 4379 12 6 2839 17 8 43 5 10 23 10 6

AV.)
TP ) 1.26 16.8L, 6.64 43.8 28.4 0.43 0.23

Estimated Aggregates for Administrative Area~:

,
I

I;
p £10,660

r
£83,700 £32,196 £235,515 . £199,834 £2,220 £2,025

E £ 830

I
£16,420 £ 5,780

I
£.45,800 £ 38,150 £ 593 £ 1!Jo

F £ 126 £ 3,760 £ 2,220 £ 11,520 0: 9,100 £ 90 £ 32
G , £ 432 £12,750 £ 4,620 £ 20,800 £ 7,400 £ 118 I £ 56, , ,

Community F

204

Heuseho'd Production

* InclUdes £10 48. Od.. from his~ (oraft activi ty) as ward Head.

Totals and Averages tor the 7 CQmmuni ti es:.__~-G.

** Commission Seller.

~

Value ot I
Craft costs I Trade Household maintenance:Craft outlUt I Trade costs

stock inc. i turnover Cash 1 Kind
£ s. d. £ s. d. ! £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

- I
68 1 16 6 28 13 0 ! 21 10 0 40 1 9 28 1 3 12 0 4 3
69 i .. 41 8 0 124 6 0 .. .. 6 0 13 7
70 I 1 16 0 3 2 0 I 2 0 94 10 0 78 15 0 .. 6 4
71 ! 1 3

I .. .. 39 10 0 33 0 0 1 6 9 6 6I 19 I
72

I
.. 51 0 0 I 28 0 3 136 0 0 105 0 0 1 12 4 ..

73 .. .. .. 45 0 0 I 31 10 0 - ..
74 16 0 I

..
137

.. 227 17 0
1
184 10 0 14 1 I ..

75 .. 60 0 0 10 0 .. .. .. 2 7

8 I 6 7 9 184 3 0 1111 8 3 582 18 9 lJ60 16 3 4 11 2 1 12 3!
I r

I

I IAv. 0.8 23.02 I 13.2 72.85 57.5 , 0.57 0.2
I I

(19608 )213

76 I 17 0 51 0 0* I 21 6 0 I .. i .. , .. I ..
I

77 12 0 26 11 4 6 0 0 .. .. 5 0 , ..

I
,

78 4 5 0 6 10 0 .. 69 9 0 59 8 0 ..
I

..
79 .. 32 15 0 5 9 0 .. .. .. ..
80 1 13 0 17 18 0 3 18 0 .. .. 1 3 0 I 10 0
81

I
15 0 4 10 0 ... 48 0 0 42 14 0 ..

I
..

82 .. 14 7 0 7 0 .. .. .. ..
83 12 0 37 0 0 17 10 0 3 12 0 12 0 .. ..
84 I

.. ... .. 220 0 0** .. .. I ..
I

85 .. I- 15 16 0 .. 4 10 0 3 16 0 .. 3 9
86 I 1 3 0 57 12 0 27 18 0 .. .. .. ..
87 1 0 0 .. .. 120 0 0** .. .. 16 0
88 .. '" 12 12 0 .. .. .. 1 4 3 ..
89 10 6 ... .. 80 0 0 53 10 0 .. ..
90 .. 58 10 0 .39 0 0 .. .. 9 9 ..

, ..

15 I 11 7 6 I 335 1 4 121 8 0 545 11 1 94 10 0 3 2
o I 1 9 9

I I !
Av. j 0.76 22.3 8.1 36.8 I 13.0 0.2 0.1-, I I I, !



.Q.Q.mmuni !;;lUl

19 4 10 5 2 17 9 7 8 2 5 19 4
20 4 5 0 3 17 9 .. 17 4 5 2 5 4 8 6
21 4 11 3 1 19 11 6 11 2 7 3 3
22 4 2 5 1 14 11 5 7 4 4 4 3
23 16 0 5 3 5 5 19 5 5 16 5
.24 2 7 0 17 0 3 14 0 2 11 0

6 2!J 12 3 17 9 13 10 4 34 2 6 30 2 9

Av. 3.316 0.667 2.251 5.57 5.275

AB n.k. n.k. n.k. n.k. n.k.
BB 16 5 7 10 0 9 0 n.k.
CB n.k. n.k... n.k. n.k. n.k. 48 2 11

205

** Total S. P. consumed'" S. P. directly consumed + S. P. given + S. P. bought.

*W~: soup ingredients" peppers, meat, salt, vegetables, etc.

(19608)214

!ppendix U. (Contd.)

Sheet X - .<:;ornmllil..! ties Adi..~-l;.

~_.EylV~_P':x:£~.~. t<2m.lJl\!.J:',U:~Y_A
'--~.'_.'-

S. p. directly S. P. sold S. P. given S. p. bought Total S. P. Food
ccnsumed consumed** "Cefane"*
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. i 5; s. d.,

__: ___,_~__w_,,_""_

1 8 5 0 2 0 0 15 2 9 0 2 ,
7 1 10

2 4 17 5 3 0 1 7 17 6 5 7 0
3 6 12 4 12 8 1 5 8 8 10 8 6 5 5
4 3 17 5 2 18 0 3 5 '1 7 2 6 4 9 9
5 1 18 0 1 12 € 3 10 6 6 0 9
6 12 16 0 12 16 0 1 19 0

7 2 1 5 11 6 3 5 10 5 7 3 7 11 7
8 3 14 2 2 1 8 5 15 10 4 3 9
9 1 16 4 4 9 4 6 5 8 9 3 2

10 7 2 1 1 1 0 8 3 1 4 13 6
11 3 11 5 2 0 1 5 7 i 4 17 0 3 18 4
12 14 14 1 1 5 6 I 15 19 7 3 18 11
13 8 5 0 5 0 5 13 5 5 7 6 0
14 4 5 5 5 0 0 13 0 1 18 1 . 6 16 6 5 1 10

15 7 10 5 18 10 0 2 4 11 1 17 6 11 12 10 4 0 9
16 3 0 10 3 9 6 6 10 4 8 12 7
17 2 13 9 1 14 3 4 8 0 5 2 3
18 2 2 5 1 2 0 3 4 5 3 10 10
--~'- -+-!
18 98 14 6 31 1 6 3 10 7 38 9 2 , 140 14 3 99 6 3

Av. 5.456 1.726 0.195 2.139 ! 7.79 5.517

- ..
s. P. directly S.P. 'given

I i Total S. P. i Food
s.P. sold

I
S.P. bought I Iconsumed . I consumed ".9~!anel1

<: s. d. <: s. d. <: s. d. <: s. d. I <: s. d. I £ s. d..
25

I
6 9 0 1 10 0 - I 2 2 3 I 8 11 3 I 5 7 7

26 3 15 4 - - i 1 0 0 4 15 4 2 17 6I

27 2 16 0 .. 1 17 6 2 3 5 I 6 16 11 I 5 12 4
I ,

28 2 0 9 .. - 2 9 6 . 4 10 3 I 7 1 5
29 2 18 3 .. - 1 0 2c.

I
3 18 5 I 2 13 10

30 4 17 0 - - 2 8 5 7 5 5 I 6 5 0

31 10 13 0 - I - 1 7 7 12 0 7 2 11 0
I 1------

7 I 33 9 it 1 10 0 I 1 17 6 I 12 11 4 I 47 18 2 I 32 8 8,
I

Av. J 4.782 0.214 I 0.268 I 1.79 6.90 4.633
I !I , i



Sheet X (Contd.) .. Communities D & E

Sylvan produc~

4.675

4.48

5.04

247 10 10

5.53

206

1.544

(19608)215

* Potters using 'extra firewood.

Totals and Averages tor District P basecl on Communities A, BL"~Q

Av. I

49 I 214 6 2 64 5. 7 5 8 102 16 8 I 322 11

~~.~ I 4.38 1.315 0.117 2,09,' 6.62

55 ) I
.::AV.;..:':.:..)-L._--=3;.;;.::..9 +-__1;.;;•.:..17'-- ....,--=.0;:.:.0~98.:..- __'__..._:1~.9::.:8=2:...__L__. 5.91

S.P. direct]y S.P. sold
,

S.P. given I s.. P. bought I Total S. P. Food
!

consumed

I
consumed "Cef;me"

I ----".,-_._"
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

32 5 15 10 24 11 0 -. 7 8 0 13 3 10 i 7 19 9
33 10 0 ~ .. 4 2 6 4 12 6 9 10 5
34 4 13 5 ~ .. 8 0 5 1 5 1 12 3
35 2 12 6 .. .. 15 2 I 3 7 8 1 19 5
36 8 4 .. .. 2 2 7 2 10 11 3 4 5
37 3 12 11 4 6 ~ 17 4 4 10 3 2 18 10
38 1 18 9 12 0 .. 1 3 8 3 2 5 2 1 4
39 2 0 9 1 4 10

I
- 1 14 9 3 15 6 3 4 5

40 3 15 5 .. .. .3 12 0 7 7 5 1.3 9. 1.
41 2 11 5 ..

I
.. 1 0 2 3 11 7 I 2 18 4

42 7 14 8 .. .. 1 1 8 8 16 4 3 6 6
43 1 16 5 16 0 I .. 1 11 8 3 8 3 3 19 10
44 3 2 9 - - 1 10 5 4 1.3 2 3 12 4
45 1 12 6 .. I - 1 10 5 I 3 3 1 3 16 4

I46 2 12 7 I 8 0 .. 1 7 2

I
3 19 9 .3 18 0

47 .3 11 3 -
I

.,. 13 8 4 4 11 2 10 8
48 5 10 5 I .. .. 1 9 7

I
7 0 0 5 7 0

49 8 0 4 - - 5 7 1 13 15 3 8 14 3
I

18 62 0 3 27 16 4 I .. 37 15 10 I 99 16 1 I 84 2 10

I

, I IS.P. bought
I IS.P. directly Total S.P. Food

consumed S.P. sold S.P. given

1£ So d.
I consumed

j
,,_c:.§!ant!"

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. I £ S. d. 5: s. d.
i

16
..
4 6 r'

6 5k50 1 10 5 .. .- 2 5 10 I 3
51 .6 15 4 2 0 .. 13 10 7 11 2 8 0 01\:
52 9 4 10 - - 1 14 3 10 19 1 I 3 16 9
53 13 11 0* .. 4 0 2 0 9 15 15 9 I 6 18 0
54 5 1 5

I - - 2 0 10 7 '2 3 I 7 10 8
55 9 0 0* .. .. 1 7 8 10 7 8

I 5 13 111\:
56 3 2 8 .. - 1 17 8 5 0 4 7 14 9
57 1 10 0 - .. I 2 17 3 4 7 3

)

5 0 6
58 9 4 2 12 0 - 1 1 17 3 11 1 5 8 12 7
59 5 1 5 .. .. 1 3 6 '6 4 11 5 0 8
60 3 13 0 ! - - 3 17 1 7 10 1 , 6 19 9i
61 10 9 2 I .. - 2 9 2 12 18 4 I 13 3 7I
62 2 19 0 .. - 2 2 6 5 1 6 I 9 3 4
63 3 7 11 3 6 8· - 3 0 8 I 6 8 7 8 6 6
64 I 5 7 5 5 0 6 0 1 17 11 7 5 4

I
4 16 7

65 I 3 15 6 .. - 2 8 7 -I 6 4 1 7 2 11
,66 4 10 5 .. - 4 13 4~ 9 3 9~ i 18 2 1:t

67 I 5 2 3 1 7 0 .. 1 18 5 7 0 8 I 6 12 ~I -L______
18 103 5 11 I 5 12 8 10 0 40 17 He i 144 12 o~ 1138 15 6

Av.) I I
!

,
TP 1 4.7 0.26 0.023 1.85 I 6.58 J 6.3. !



207

A-G.

90 i !
wU) I 379 7 5 71 18 3 8 9 11 210 13 0 598 9 6 535 6 5,
Av.) I

3.79 0.71 0.085 2.10 5.98 5.35TP ) ,
I

Estimated Aggregates for Administrative Areas:

P £26,787 i £8,031 £685 £12,7)6 £40,325 £?f),937I
E £ 3,460 I £ 187 £ 16.6 £ 1,360 £ 4;800 £ 4,610

F' £ 780 I £ 24.7 £ 1.5 £ 425 £ 1,210 £ 1,190I
I

G £ 855.5 I £ 28.5 £ 95.5 £ 1,740 . £ 2,675 £ 3,380I,

Communi tLQ.

76 14 9 4 0 9 4 15 6 8 13 5!l
77 6 0 5 9 4 5 15 4 5 9 61.
78 2 0 0 4 15 9 6 15 9 6 3 5il
79 3 6 4 3 10 7 6 16 11 8 2 2
80 2 4 6 4 4 2 7 6 4 16 4 8 2- 4
81 2 14 10 2 6 2 5 1 0 5 2 3
82 4 0 1 19 1 2 3 1 4 16 7
83 3 17 4 6 0 2 14 2 6 17 6 6 10 oil
84 3 0 10 3 0 10 2 16 7
85 18 3 ... 2 8 6 3 6 9 6 7 4!l
86 12 0 2 15 8 3 7 8 6 0 oil
87 2 19 4 10 3 3 8 7 2 19 0
88 1 12 3 15 0 2 1 3 3 13 6 5 12 8
89 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 19 7
90 2 14 6 2 7 10 5 2. 4 I 6 3 6

15 22 4 15 0 2. 10 4 45 8 11 70 3 4 188 18 7!,

Av. 1.lJ8 0.05 0.163 3.03 4.67 .l 5.92

Ap~12.~i~_~I_ (Contd.)

~heetJ[_ (Contd.) - COITJlluni ties F' & G a.ng..F:!.E~_J:pta~ll\LA. verages .

, Sylvan ProdY.Qg. Communi ty F'

, 8 4 P. directly Total S. P. F'ood
consumed S.P. sold S.P. given S.P. bought

consumed "Cefane"

I £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.
_----1-_

I

I68 I 2 13 0 2 12 8 5 5 8 7 15 61.
69 ! 14 0 11 1 5 6 15 6 5 I 8 12 O-!
70 4 4 5 2 1 3 6 5 8

,
7 1 7

71 10 14 10 5 0 6 4 19 71. 15 14 7il I 7 8 4il
72 3 12 5 2 11 3 6 3 8 I 8 16 8
73 1 10 0 2 8 5 3 18 5 I 6 13 5
74 1 2 8 3 13 1 4 15 9 I 6 15 0
75 1 13 0 1 18 6 3 11 6 I 6 18 10,
8 39 11 3 5. 0 6 21 10 3il 61 3 01. 160 5ilI,,

_p:;!~,! 4.94 0.146 0.006 2.69 7.62 I 7.5

(19608)216



Appendix II (Contd.)

o
8
4
2
o
4
o

4
o
o
o
4.
o

8

1.116

7 16 6

10
9

15
2

13
12

3 14

1 10
1 15

7
11

6 10
118

Communi ty C

12 11

gommunity B

Community A

8
8

6

o6

6

16
2

17

I
.3 16 10 I

0.548

o
o
o 2
o

61

2 15
3 0
.30
1 5
5 12

5.722

o !12 19 9
2
5.31.3 0
3
o 11 4 0
2 6 10 0

17 6
gIven
15 2
10 1
15 2
10 5
8 0

0.825

4 16 4 15 12 6

4 19

13
15

1 10
15
15
10

208

6

o

o

o

7

o 6

3

.3

..

..

Foods bought

o.~

0.025

..

..

..

..

..
o
8
o
o
2
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

1•.316

9 5 10

6
13

1 10
2 12

15
6
.3

2 12
1 19
2 12
1 6
1 6

14

I I' 10 9 0

I 1.74 I

(19608 )~17

7

25
26
27
28
~

:JJ
31

** 15 Is a hunter of guInea fowl and eats some of hIs catch.

* 10 Is a salt seller, and gets his salt from stock.

*** All grain bought at N.A. prices, 2!t - 3d. a mudu at harvest. Bought wi th the N.A. grain.

6

19
20
21
22
23
24

Sheet XI ... Communities A, B & C

_~._B_I"-'_1_8_; J_25__;_·_0__' ..., __n_.:_-.__l_1:_6_0-l1_5_0__1;__6_*~,_·*__: 1,__:_~ : _

i i

I
i

i

! Meat IDucks & fowls Game & fish I Salt Grain Roots Cooked foodsI !

Ii: s. d. £, s. d. Ii: s. d. I &: s. d. &: s. d. £ s. d. I &: s. d.

1/3
! !

0 0 - I - I 1 0 0 5 10 0 1 1 6 I 4 9 1,
2

I
1 1 8 - 1 6 12 0 5 0 0 2 3 6 I 3 19 11I n.3 1 16 0 1 5 0 12 0 I 2 5

~I
1 0 0 - I'. 3 4 2

4 15 4 - - 15 - - i 10 0
5 I 2 12 0

I
- .. 1 10 5 - - I 1 6 0

6 I 1 6 0 - - 1.3 0 .3 15 0 - , -
7 4 8 0 - - 13 4 - 1 8 4 I 4 2 4
8 I 1 6 4 8 12 0 1 10 0 1 8 6 I 2 14 20 - I
9

, 3 18 0 - - 14 0 6 18 0 18 0 6 15 2
10

I
2 12 0 .. 7 6 * 6 3 4 5 1 3 16 11

11 1 6 0 .. - 15 8 .. 6 3 1 8 6
12 I 13 0 - .. 9 0 2 0 0 11 8 3 16 8
13 I 2 10 0 .. .. 1 10 5 12 0 0 - j 4 0
14 12 0 - - 15 2 .. - 1 15 2
15

I
7 3** - 7 0 10 2 4 10 0 5 0 11 2

16 1 6 0 - 2 8 1 10 5 - 6 6 2 14 5
17 1 14 0 ... - 17 0 11 7 8 1 1 6 4 6 8
18 9 0 - 1 3 17 0 1 8 0 - 12 5

18 I 31 12 3 1 5 0 I 1 16 7 14 19 4 61 2 0 9 15 9 47 5 8

Av. I 1.756 I 0.068 I 0.101 0.832 I 3.4 0.543 I 2.62I
I I



Ap!?endi~g (Contd.)

_§h§.eJ;_JG (Contd.) .. ~~nities D~,

Foods boug.!::~_
C?-O!!!JIUni tLP-,

--~---

Meat Ducks & fowls IGame & fish salt Grain Roots Cooked foods,
i: S. d. £: s. d. I £. ,So d. i: S. d. Ii: s. d. i Ii: s. d. Ii: s. d.

---+ i I

32 I 2 12 0

I
2 5 7 11 17 6 i 7 0 7 4 8

33 3 6 8 1 10 5 1 10 o I 4 8 2 10 0
34 3 0 15 2 * 10 0 1 17 2I
35 3 0 15 3 3 10 0 i 11 8 1 2 10
36 4 8 I .. sells it 2 2 6 , 16 11 2 5 7
37 1 8 ! 15 2 1 10 0 I 12 0 1 3 0
)8 12 4 7 8 7 4 6

,
19 1 1 0 10

I
I39 8 0 15 3 I 10 0 1 19 3

40 3 18 0 2 5 7 3 10 O*t 5 5 0 5 12 0
41 13 0 15 2 I 18 8 1 13 4
42 14 15 2 4 18

i
60 I 9 i 1 17 1 12 7

43 8 0

I
15 2 7 0 o ! 1 7 4 10 1

44 15 2 12
,

2 6 15 013 0 .. 2 9 I
45 16

I
6 1212 0 15 2 1 o i 1 5

46 6 0 ... I 12 2 4 9 o I 14 10 2 9 1
47 14 0 I 15 3 1 13 6 I 5 9 6 10
48 6 I 4 6

,
4 40 11 3 2 7 01 8 2 1

49 18 0 I 10 5 7 3 41 11 0 1 18 0
I I
I

,
18 20 13 4 I 4 6 16 14 10 63 4 10 i19 0 36 3

I i
AV~ 1.147 ! 0.013 0.93 3.5

! 1.05. 2.001



Appendi~--.!-I (contd.)

Sheet XI_ (Contd.) - Conmnmities F' & G and".l':inil:..l.-!'2.~.als_.~f!.L~_~r:.~es

o I12

Ducks & fowls
.£ s. d.

...a I,

8 !
01,
0 1
o I
o I
01
81

I
81
!

1 14
2 12
1 19
2 12
2 12
1 1
1 14
1 1

115 78

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

0.76 4.125 0.763 2.99____"l~~ l "..__"

* Received in kind from subsidiary occupations, craft or trade.

4.77

818
1 11 10
5 6 3!<
547
1 12 1j

5 12 9
3 6 9:1:
729
3 9 10
3 17 10
L, 15 10
4 4 11
5 12 4
8 10 5
352

71 15 11

,
15 2 I
; ~ I
6 11 I
~ ~ I

1; ~ I
14 0 I
14 4 i
19 10 I
12 3 I
9 0 I

15 9 I
12 8 I

9 16 81
0.653

3

3
o
o
8

6
6
3
o
4
6
o
o
3
o

3.91

4 11
19

It 8
6 18

58 15

15 7!,
15 7!!
15 7! I
9 6 i

;6 ~ I 4 1
10:<112
15 7! I 3 6

i~ ~: I 1~ j
15 7! I 6 18
7 6 I 2 14

:~ ~ I 1 :!
10 6 3 I','0.686

210

2 6

2 6

2 3 4 i
1 6 0'
1 15 0 I
2 5 01
1 10 5 I
1 6 0 I
1 6 0 I
1 6 0 I

1 1~ ~,
1 15 0 I
1 3 0 I

: 1! ~ I
120 19 51

1.4 IAv.

Totals and Averages for the 7 Co~!:!! tiesL.A:Q

I j
I

90) I363WtJ) 131 14 10 13 6 4 14 5 78 4 5 10 6 63 15 5-1.: 257 11 10

AV.) ITP ) 1.31 0.17 0.47 0.78 3.63 0.63 2.57
I

Estimated Aggregates for. Administrative Areas]

P £9,000 £156 £401 £5,184 £21,787 £4,242 £12,950

E £ 778 £ 14.2 £ 18.3 £ 675 £ 3,225 £ /j62 £ 1,900

F £ 303 £ - £ 15.5 £ 122 £ 653 £ 120 £ 473

G £ 798 £ ... £ 4.75 £ 392 £ 2,220 £ 374 Ii: 2,735
--_.._. __._-

15

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

(19608)219



\
25 2 a 8 2 11 1 I 13 0 7 6 , 5 0 15 3
26 5 a 1 19 11 4 0 w 1 0 ..
27 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 6 0 12 0 2 2 w

28 1 6 9 2 14 9 - 1 0 a 6 6 3
29 .. 1 13 6 .. .. .. ..
30 1 10 0 3 6 3 8 0 13 0 9 0 ..
31 1 3 7 12 0 - 8 0 .. 15 7

<'

7 8 6 2 15 3 4 2 11 0 3 0 6 17 8 1 17 a

.Av. 1.18 2.452 i 0.364 I 0.43 0.055 ) 0.264

*

Community A

Community B

Conmuni ty c..

211

Foods bought ... Oils

Sheet XII ... communities A, B & C

* Received as gifts from women-folk of the work un! t.

** 18 is a Mallam who receives some gifts of oil, but bought 3Dl-kerosene oil for the lamp.

Appendi XI] (Contd.)

. - ..-

j Total edible I Other foods I I II (spi ces, Pa1m~Oil Groundnut~ Fulani Sheanut
i oils veg. etc.) I oil butter butterI 3: d. d. 3: s. d.

-~
s. ! 3: S. d. 3: s. d. 3: s. d. 3: s.

--
I

\
3 4 9 3 4 9 19 2 1 1 5 9 0 15 2

2 3 3 0 2 19 4 17 4 1 8 2 1 9 15 7
3 I 1 17 0 2 6 1 9 a 13 0 12 0 3 0
4

I 2 18 9 2 4 5 17 4 11 0 - 1 10 5I
I

2 14 a 14 0 17 4 7 0 13 0 17 65 i
6

I
1 9 6 - - 7 0 7 6 15 0

7 5 2 5 2 9 5 - 3 0 0 12 0 1 10 5
8

I
1 10 0 2 9 9 5 0 7 0 ! 3 0 15 0

9 4 6 9 5 3 9 1 10 5 2 3 4 13 0 ..
10 3 0 9 9 6 1 12 0 1 15 0 3 0 w

11 1 6 11 1 9 0 8 8 - 2 11 15 8
12 1 4 9 2 6 5 9 0 12 0 3 9 -
13 15 6 2 17 9 8 8 4 4 2 6 ..
14 1 3 4 2 1 3 2 2 6 0 7 6 7 7
15 12 6 3 9 8 4 6 7 0 1 0 15 0*
16 2 6 5 5 13 10 2 4 1 10 5 5 0 8 8
17 1 10 3 1 16 3 15 0 12 0 3 3 -
18 4 4** 2 7 5 4 4 - - -

I
..

18 39 0 11 44 2 9 I
10 2 3 15 4 8 4 19 11 8 0 4

AV'j 2.16 I 2.446 0.56 I 0.846 0.278 0.4833I I I -

(19608)220

,
19 1 1 2 3 8 4 2 2 I .. 6 8 12 4
20 1 19 0 2 0 4 17 4 I 13 0 8 8 ..
21 1 10 5 3 0 0 1 10 5 - ... -
22 11 10 1 17 2 5 10 - 3 0 3 0
23 2 17 5 2 18 0 1 7 0 .. .. 1 10 5
24 8 2 18 6 8 2 w .. 6 10

6 8 8 0 14 3 2 4 11 11 13 0 18 4 2 9 7

Av. 1.4 2.36 0.766 I 0.108 0.15 0.41

r
AB - ... - I .. - -
BB n.k. n.k. n.k.... n.k!t n.k. n.k.
CB 8 7 0 3 5 5 8 0 0 7 0 n.k. n.k..

-



:!'otals and.'-!yerag@.s for District P I:!.ased _on Cornmun1ties..._&...Il.~.s._"IIc__])

49 79 15 5 127 18 4 2<) 5 2 28 8 10 7 8 7 16 16 11

49 )
AV.) 1.633 2.51 0.592 0.593 0.152 0.344

55 )
AV.) 1.454 2.172 0.523 0.536 0.134 0.305

Community D

2-;2

FoodS bought - Oils

50 1 3 8 3 16 6 4 4 - 17 4 2 a
51 2 16 9 2 14 7k , a 4 1 10 5 4 0 2 a,
52 18 2 2 1 3 17 4 - 4 6
53 1 17 8 3 5 1 4 0 2 3 - 1 11 5
54 1 14 4 3 4 4 1 6 a - 4 0 4 4
55 1 13 7ir 2 14 1 - 14 a 4 0 15 7k
56 2 9 oir 3 12 9 1 a a 15 7! 10 5 3 a
57 3 0 3 8 1O! 1 6 - - 1 6
58 1 17 8 3 9 8 13 a 9 6 8 8 6 6
59 1 5 4 2 9 4 14 6 - 8 8 2 2
60 1 14 0 3 12 4! 1 a a - 12 0 2 0
61 3 14 4 3 14 10 n 6 4 2 0 13 0 13 0L

62 1 14 0 3 8 4 1 6 a - 6 0 2 a
63 1 2 8 4 7 5 13 0 - 3 6 6 2
64 15 9 2 13 10 13 a - 2 6 3
65 2 3 8 3 17 5 1 10 5 6 a 3 6 3 9
66 3 7 6 6 9 9!r 3 a a - 7 6 -
67 1 10 5 3 a 3 1 10 5 - - -
18 32 1 7 16 0 9 18 a 2 3 19 9!r 5 5 5 4 16 2~

Av.)
TP ) l 1.46 2.82 0.82 0.182 0.24 0.22

i

(19608)221

-~~. ~,.,""~

.._..

Other foods
Total edible ( syi ces, Palm-oil Groundnut~ Fulani Sheanut

oils veg. eta.) oil butter butter.. s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d. .. s. d•

32 1 14 8 5 4 2 13 0 17 4 - 4 4
33 3 6 7 6 9 4 1 10 5 18 0 3 0 15 2
34 3 6 14 5 - 1 6 - 2 a
35 3 0 1 a 3 1 0 2 0 - -
36 1 0 4 1 a 6 6 6 8 8 3 0 2 2
37 19 0 1 2 a 8 8 8 2 - 2 2
38 8 8 2 5 4 4 4 - - 4 4
39 1 13 5 1 14 7 8 8 18 0 2 8 4 4
lJO 1 17 5 6 15 1 1 10 5 7 a - -
41 1 1 4 1 4 4 - 1 1 4 - -
42 1 10 4 1 13 0 4 4 13 a - 13 0
43 1 13 2 2 2 9 15 2 15 0 3 0 -
44 19 0 2 1 11 2 a 14 a 3 0 -
45 13 0 2 1 1 8 0 4 0 - 1 0
46 13 6 1 12 10 7 a 1 6 2 a 3 0
47 10 0 19 6 2 0 :; 10 - 2 2
48 3 8 9 2 10 5 1 10 5 1 18 4 - -
49 2 4 8 6 6 10 sells 1t 17 0 6 0 1 1 8

18 24 0 4 46 18 4 8 11 11 10 10 8 1 2 8 3 15 4

jJ.y. 1.333 2.606 0.475 0.583 0.075 i
0.21



3

6

o
2

7

o
6

2

7

9
11
7

13
4

0.206

0.25

25 12 7!

o

6
o

o
6
o
8
o
6

3
3
1
8
9
9

13

3
11

---_._-----...
0.281

0.18

2

18 18 4

2 5 3

213

1.25

10 021 11 1'"o4

(19608)222

* Il\9;ludeS some sheanut butter used as lamp 011.

8 116

Av, I 2.025

P £9,970 £13,977 £3,658 £3,680 £927 £2,100*

E £1,070 £ 2,030 £ 600 &: 132 £175 £ 160

F &: 320 £ 425 £ 197.5 £ 44.5 .. 44.6 £: 32.6

G £: 680 £ 1,510 &: 310 £: 150.6 £152 £ 90.5
--~"'-"---

Estimated Aggregates for Adlllinistrative Areas:

90) I
Yru) 1145 19 9 251 1 11 65 8

AV'}I
TP )1 1.46 2.51 0.65

Foods bought - 0J..lii. Q.9.~g.!..~_ F--r---------o------,..-=====:;==----.....,-.----."Cr----.-.•----

I Total edible O~:~~c~~~dS Palm-oil Groundnut- i Fulani 1 Sheanut
I ,I

I oils veg. etc.) oil butter I butter
£: s. d. I £: s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £: s. d. I £ s. d.

~ I ;Yi---+--1-j -;~--1~-"'-+-----1~--~--+----18--0----t--·-1-2--0-1---1f-g'
70 I 1 18 11 2 8 0'" 0 0 6 0 10 5, 2 6
71 , 1 4 10 2 1 H 17 4 4 6 3i 00 II
72 I 1 16 5 4 4 3 1 10 5 6
73 'I' 1 19 2 2 17 7! 1 10 5 1 3 I
74 I 2 0 ° 3 0 4 1 2 6 7 6 10 0 i
75203 313! 120 93 30 1 60I---+--------;--._----_..__ ..

158: 1130

Communi~_Q

Appendix ..!~. (contd.)

~ ;:H HJ ;1 f 1~ i II

81 1 5 3 2 0 10 9 0
82 11 0 2 9 5'" 2 0 I

~E 18 6 f 1; 1~ 9 0 I'

85 15 11 3 7 4 10 2
86 8 4 2 1 1 17 4
87 10 5 18 1 10 5 I
88 I 7 4 2 2 0 17 4 7 0 3 0 , -

~86 1!-_1_t__~._+_-~-~-~-~-_+---1-;--g-_+_-.--1~--~-_t--~-~---1__._=_.__
15 17 18 9 39 11 8'" 8 2 8 3 9 11 I 3 18 8 I 2 7 6

, I !
AV~ I 1.19 2.64 0.534 0.23 I 0.262 i 0.158, I __, . .



* Purchases are mainly for their own use by the men concerned. Wives usually bUy most of the
Kolanuts which they consume.

ll,pJl.epd i_X__I! (Contd. )

§.!:ee~_"!1"!~ .. C.9.~!1iti e~~!.Jl..~..Q"

Foods bought .. Stimu"l~~"~ Community A

I Kolanuts * Chewing Tobacco Cigarettes Sugar cane

I ff, s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
--j

1 i 1 4 0 13 0

21
1 15 8 8 8

3, 1 10 5 10 2 2 5 0 10 5
4 1 1 10 5 9 0
5\ 1 10 5 2 2
61 1 11 3 .. 13 0 13 0
71 1 10 5 15 7 grows it
81 1 1 0 8 8,
9 1 sells it ..

10 1 1 10 5 17 4I
11j 1 10 5 3 0 10 8 8
121 19 6 ..
131 19 0 8 8
14 ! 2 10 n 8
15 i 1 1U 5 10 5 9 0

I
13 0

16 i sells it 19 6
171 3 0 10 sells it 2 3 0 17 4
18 ! 1 14 9 .. I 8 8

!
18 j 24 11 7 2 16 2 l 8 8 10 J 9 9 7!

_~Y·i 1.355 0.156 I 0.468 I 0.52:7
I

(19608)223 214



Appendix II (Contd.)

19 6
15 2
17 4

sells It
1 10 0

8 8
grows it

8 8
4 4
8 8
4 4
4 4
8 8

3 18 0

13 14 1110 2

0.028

18 I 24 16 5
i

~v.i 1.375

I Kolanuts Chewing Tobacco* i Cigarettes! Sugar cane

_l_£__s_,_d_'--1----£ s. d. -+£-=--~+-£--=-~_
32 I 3 0 0 I - i 17 4
33! 1 10 5 ! - I 1 10 5

• 34 I sells It 5 i I 19 6
35 ! 15 3 5 I !
36 I 15 0 I I
371 17 4 I
38 ! 5 6 I I

! I39 I 15 2 I I

~ I 6 ~ ~ I I
42 I 14 9 !

. Ii43 I 14 9

~ I ;~ ~ I
46 I 15 2 ,I

47 I 12 0
48 I 19 6 I
491257 I

\ !

Totals and Averages for District P based on Communities A, B, C&D

49 168 5 7 6 18 4 I 18 6 0 30 2

49 >l
AV.) I 1.395 0.141 0.373 0.627

I

55 )1
AV.) i 1.247 0.126 0.333 0.547

QQ!!!J'l.Jm.!YX_A

I Kolanuts

- .. Tob,~,f""""" Sugar cane
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

~ 71;; - - 10 0
51 , 1 10 5 3 4
52 1 8 0 5 0
53 I 1 10 5 0 11 7 0
54 I 17 4 4 4
55 15 2 8 8 8 8
56 ! 15 7!J: 8 8
57 ! 10 5 - 7 0
58 I 10 5 7 0
59 I 8 8 6 0
60 f 1 2 91;; 2 7 9 0I61 I 2 12 0 :}:*

62 i 2 5 71;; 8 0
63 I 8 8 8 0
64 I 17 4 10 3
65 I 1 10 5 10 3
66 3 10 0 17 0
67 ! 1 14 9

I
18 I 25 3 8 8 8 2 3 6 6 9 6

i
Av.l
TP i 1.184 0.02 0.098 0.292
--~ -------

<, The small consumption of tobacco in Community D is said by members of the community to be mainly
attributable to the strength of the 1.!l;L~J;Y~sect in Communi1:¥ D, which forbids the use of tobacco.

** Received in kind from trade.

(19608)224 215



0.437

43 13 10:\-

community F

Sugar cane
£ s. d.

8 8
8 8

15 6

2 6
3 0
8 8
7 4

3 14 4

0.462

£2,288 £3,762

£ 71.6 £ 215

£ 45.5 £ 73.2

£ 23 £ 127
---"-"--

5

71J15

10

0.288

23 7 11£

Cigarettes
£. s. d.

216

0.084

8 7 11k

Chewing Tobacco
£ s. d.

•5
5
3

1.08

Kolanuts
£. s. d.

108 19 2-k

68 10
69 10
70 2
71 1 S
72 i 10 5
73 I 10 5
74 I '"
75 I 15 7k

-.--+----.--.---.-.---------.--1-------
8: 8 1 o-k 26 o-k I

i!,_V.i 1.006
.._.__ ,. • ._...._ ..L .._._. f-. -' _

AV.)
TP )

90)
WIT)

*'" Firewood values are tabulated for Communi ty G lIhere it is a heavy i tern of expendi ture due to lack
of bush nearby.

Estimated Aggregates for Administrative Areas:

(19608)225

P £ - £8,533 £866

E £ - £ 842 £ 14.4

F £- £ 159 £ -

G £590 £ 656 £ 40

'" Received in kind from trade.

Sheet XIII (Contd.) - Communities F & G and Final Totals and Averages

.APpendi x I I (Contd.t



Appendix I~ (Contd.l

Sheet ~IV - ~ommunities A. B ~_~

o

8

11

£. s. d.

3 13 10
2 0

356
o
o
4

5 18 4
1 12 4

10 15 10
15 5 8
7 13 2
7 19 10
4 3 0

16 2
:; 11

1
5
5
o
4
7
6
7
5

18
15 2
1 1

16 19
1 14
1 18

12 0
5 15

11 12
1 14

Total gifts
given **

150 10 2

Community B

----'--------

8

o
o

1
o
o

2
3

1 10
o 0

1
o
2
o
8

1 13 0
4 11 10

2 4 0
1 10 0

3 0

9

£ s. d.

3 19
4 18

13
14

64 12

12
7

139
15

4 12

Total gifts
received

. !,

.£ s. d.

39 0 11
21 8 0
18 _5 0

Total cash
income

38 13 6
49 13 1
48 10 0
28 7 11
25 3 6
20 4 6
43 5 0
17 16 2
46 0 0
44 5 6
18 9 1
22 15 0
30 13 0
15 10 6
31 7 9
37 7 4
47 8 0
19 1 0

584 11 9

32.475

217

22 5 2
19 4 11
39 15 9

Total *
value D.C.

products
£, s. d.

55 18 4
32 6 8
76 19 1
36 19 7
59 . 1 9
43 18 6
20 5 1
17 11 7
22 18 9
32 16 8
16 1 2
42 14 5
21 8 8
20 12 10
20 14 3
67 18 4
13 3 1
12 11 5

614 0

o
9 11

1
8
6
4
8
9
5
4
8
4
8
4
3
3
8
4

22 16 1
10 19 4
32 14 10

47 15
29
51 0
31 2
40 14
30 1
14 19
11 15
23 2
24 11
9 9

20 17
33 12
12 5
12 7
45 17
19 6
13 8

£, s. d.

26.132

Total grain
consumed

471 7 2

8 1
7 9
6 10

· 11 151 18 8f 92 19 8 498 0 0 446 6 8 133 4 06CB 1205 9
i

COnRIluni ty.S;

Total value Total grain Total cash Total gifts Total gifts
food eaten consumed income received given
£ s. d. :;: s. d. £ s. d. :;: s. d. £ s. d.

25 54 12 3 37 8 2 55 10 17 4 0 3 3 4 6 11 10
26

1
23 12 4 12 12 8 14 0 11 5 1 7 17 8 18 3

27 28 0 0 13 4 0 20 6 20 1 6 10 0 2 16 1
281 39 14 11 21 13 4 28 8 23 7 1 12 0 2 6 0
291 29 3 7 20 7 0 27 3 7 17 0 15 2 2 6 6
30 i 45 2 4 26 16 6 36 8 40 3 9 18 9 8 18 6
31 I 97 19 8 58 9 4 87 9 25 10 2 3 15 5 12 1 4.--
7 318 5 1 190 11 0 270 4 8 145 18 7 17 12 4 35 18 4

Av. 45.464 27.22 f. 38.604 f. 20.844 2.51666 5.103,
* Directly consumed products. I.e. self~produced and self~consumed.
** As gifts given by these men inclUdes the tithe of grain. marriage pBlfments and firewood given to

women after childbirth. the value of gifts made would tend to exceed the value of gifts received.
+ Grain of CB includes £27. value of grain fed to his horses.
IJ Gifts of CB include £82 given by him in cor~ection with his marriage.
+- Food and D.C. averages of Communities B & D are consistently lower than those of Communities A& C.

partly due to lack of suitable farming land. '

19! 50
201 22
21 I 51
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II Total value

I
- food eaten

I :;: s. d.
-r--------
1 I 73 5 9
21 5278
3 I 84 2 3
4 i 43 3 11
5 I 57 6 3
61 47 0 0
7! 35 8 6
8 i 22 5 2
9 i 56 2 11

10150 4 6
11 19 10 4
121 34 1 4
13 i 55 11 2
14 'I 22 8 0
15 33 18 1
16 I 74 8 6
17 i 43 18 9
181 23 12 8

18 !828 10 0

I
Av.' 47.01-!

• 44 6 29 38 8 I 12 I 1422' 8 19 8 17 8 0 1 7 0
23 1 30 8 4 15 7 0 6 18 6 64 15 0 I 6 8 3 6
24

1
33 14 11 27 6 0 24 18 3 I 23 10 6 , 16 0 2 4.,

61232
, i

14 4 139 2 11 152 0 3 I 179 17 5
,

6 6 8 13 5I
,

, I

AV.! 38.78 23.19 25.33 I 29.98 I 1.05 2.2
--I i

I I
,

· iABI - .. ~ 18 19 11 ~ 3
BB I I- .. 21 0 1 I 13 4 0 , - ..
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Sheet XIV (Contd.) .. Gommuni ties D& E

Comparative Tot'!::J,~

I Total value ; Total grain Total Total cash Total gi fts Total gifts
, food eaten

i
consumed I value D. C. income received given

I

I products
, £ s. d. I £ s. d. I £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
i

32! 57 8 7
1 25 1 6 23 10 2 80 17 0 11 4 8 12 4 0

33 I 39 11 6 I 18 17 8 24 10 4 36 10 a .. 3 1 2
34 I 20 17 9 I 13 17 4 22 9 9 7 a 6 - 1 6 0

I
35' 20 13 11 13 13 8 I 19 0 6 11 18 0 .. 3 0
36 I 26 6 7 I 15 10 1 f 27 14 9 25 15 a - 3 17 4
37 I 13 6 3

I 7 7 8 I 9 18 7 11 12 0 5 a 9 3

I381 19 9 7 13 a 8 10 17 6 23 3 0 16 8 5 a
39 1 28 11 10 17 2 4 I 26 9 3 15 11 10 .. 3 5 3
40 ' 66 2 1 i 34 19 4 38 8 11 101 10 a 5 8 4 I 14 7 a
41 I 25 I I

3 6 14 16 6 I 14 8 8 10 0 0 8 9 2* I 1 3 1
421 41 10 6 i 25 17 1 35 11 0 26 a 3 13 7! i 10 ..
431 42 15 a I 27 5 1

I
33 12 2 21 16 0 1 0 0 I 4 0 2

44' 26 11 0 I 14 13 1 20 6 9 9 15 8 ..
I

15 a
451 35 2 6 , 27 16 0 , 32 2 6 20 1 0 .. 8 a 0,

I

46 i 26 13 1

1

16 9 5 14 19 2 I 17 18 5 3 0 2 3 5 0
471 22 14 4 15 0 2 21 4 8 11 16 0 1 8 6 2 16 2
48 I 53 2 1 40 5 0 31 16 4 I 17 8 0 13 3 9* 7 2 8
49 I 78 16 4 I 47 12 8 65 19 10 53 16 4 5 3 8 9 10 6

I ,
I 476 -j -

18 !644 16 7 i 389 5 3 5 11 513 8 9 49 19 11 79 1 2
1 i

!

I, IAv.! 36.335 i 21.6 , 26.1J6 , 28.525 2.777 4.4
I I , , !,

Totals and Averages for District P based on Communities.A. B.C & D

49! 2024 11 a 1190 6 4-1 1512 -10 11 1423 16 6 135 10 7 278 15 6
'f t
49 P

41.4 24.32 I 2.842AY'I) 30,8 2).05 5.69

I551)
AY.!> 36.9 21.7 I 27.5 25.9 2.1J6 5.07

community E

50 2B 5 ~ 16 13 6 8 7 1 31 14 0 3 0 4 8 3
51 136 9 lir 24 4 0 25 18 2 29 13 6 1 9 9 18 9
52 i 26 19 3 16 19 11 22 6 0 26 5 0 1 19 5 18 4
53 i 2;) 9 8 9 2 7 24 8 1fT 25 11 0 4 0 6 17 3
54 I 34 5 1 20 12 10 23 19 6 22 18 9 2 0 9 6
55 i 21 19 611 9 17 6 16 4 6; 28 14 8 14 2 12 3
56 I 27 5 4 12 3 0 10 7 0 32 19 2 14 3 11 9 16 8
57 I 22 17 4 10 15 4 9 13 1 24 0 2 1 6 8 6 9
58 i 51 9 7 32 a 0 43 3 2 35' 17 3 5 6 4 6 1 9
59 I 28 6 2k 12 12 4 18 5 lei! 14 7 0 6 0
60 I 53 10 1,l-b 28 9 10 23 6 4 61 7 0 3 5 0 2 7 0
61 I 70 0 1 48 10 2 62 2 4 38 3 6 2 8 6
62 I 48 15 11 30 12 5 33 11 11 23 13 6 1 6 9
63 I 35 12 10 17 16 5 16 4 8 30 12 8 5 14 6 5 9 0
64 I 33 0 0 19 0 1 23 14 8 . 16 8 0 13 3 6 0
65 I 27 11 7 10 13 8 15 18 6 26 1 6 13 0
66 I 69 10 4k 42 5 4 25 19 11 133 11 6 7 9 0 0

67 i 35 1 7ir 15 9 8 29 7 6 22 15 6 18 9 5 3

18 1680 9 31! 377 18 9 433 9 H 624 13 8 43 2 4 37 11 0
Av.)
TP ~ 31.04 17.25 19·7 28.4 1.96 1.7

* 42 & 48 are~~ & received gifts as _zakk~_.

*" Total D.C. & cash incomes, excluding No. 40; D.C. = £437 17s. Od. average £24.32. Cash £401 18s. 9d.

+ Firewood used by potters Nos. 53 & 55 in firing their pots is not inclUded in the kind income ..
total value commodi ties D. C.

b InclUdes grain fed to horse.
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Sheet XIV (Contd.) w Communities F & G ar.d Final Totals ar,d Averag~s

3

o
9
3
6
o
o

9

To'l;al gi ftsTotal giftsTotal cashTotal

21.16AvJ 37.55-,

,
food eaten I consumed value D.C. I income I received given

products !
I,

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. , £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

68 37 9 9 18 16 9 21 13 3 32 14 4 16 8 1 8
69 43 15 7& 27 8 4 36 10 7 21 10 0 6 12 4 5 8 0
70 40 15 7 2l 10 .6 27 19 11 31 0 6 6 9 4 7 10
71 45 15 7* 22 19 10 37 3 3 .27 15 6 4 10 3

I

2 5
72 40 19 7 23 9 10 17 17 7 36 17 0 1 6 3 1 10
73 28 5 6* 15 12 2* 16 3 11 22 4 0 15 6 3
74 34 5 7 16 0 2 17 0 2 41 16 5 8 0 15
75 29 2 4 16 1 2 14 18 8 23 8 0 w 2

8 300 9 7 I 160 18 9 I 189 7 4 I 2"57 5 9 20 18 4
,

19 2

! I

_-r- ;- ;--=c=om=r=er=a=t=iv=e=T=o~t-=al=~:..----___,:__----_...,---::Q.o=mmunlli:J;:
Total value I Total grain

Community G.

76 31 10 9* 12 0 1 9 5 3 29 14 0 I 6 0
I

19 0
77 19 2 2! 11 15 10 10 4 10 22 13 10 1 13 6 14 0
78 34 1 7 16 7 6 15 10 4 26 7 8 2 5 0

I
7 11

79 30 5 10 15 12 5 12 4 6 27 .6 11 - 1 10
80 41 4 10 28 4 3 27 19 2 37 10 6 7 11 5 10 2 0
81 28 0 4 13 13 0 14 8 4 24 15 6 1 10 0 1 3 6
82 21 15 10 12 0 11 11 2 5 16 1 2 10 0 8 3
83 32 1 9i 17 2 5 14 11 10 22 10 11 5 16 7 I 1 19 3,
84 28 0 5 19 4 0 2 0 0** 32 10 5 15 9 I 17 3
85 20 6 O! 9 11 8 8 8 7 19 19 0 - I 18 0
86 27 1 8i 14 2 6 8 4 0 30 10 0 13 6 I 13 0,
87 2l 10 7 9 1 1 9 19 9 21 4 0 3 0 8 16 3
88 39 13 9 20 14 3 25 10 0 28 13 0 8 0 2 6 9
89 30 16 5 14 3 6 15 8 5 29 9 8 15 0 19 0
90 21 8 0 10 6 0 11 8 2 22 1 6 6 0 17 6_..
15 426 0 1i 222 9 5 196 15 7 391 8 7 25 11 5 23 3 0

28.4 14.82 13.1 I 26.1 1.7
I

1.55Jrr.. I

Totals and Averages for the 7 Communi ti es: .Jk:lJ.

90)
WU) 3441 10 0 1780 13 3 2332 2 1H 2677 4 6 225 8 358 11 3

Av.
TP ~ 34.41 3.58

Estimated Aggregates for Admini swative Ar~as:_

P

E

F

G

I
,

£9,881£254,319 £148,890 £189,069 £177.875 £6.245
£ 22,600 £ 12,560 £ 14,360

.
£ 20,740 £1,4)) £1,245

£ 5,940 £ 3,180 £ 3,740 £ 4,690 £ 414 £ 378,
£ 16,250 £ 8,SOO £ 7,SOO £ 14,9SO £ 972 I £ 808I

* Includes grain received from barter transactions as far as t.his is known.

** D.C. commodlt.ies of No. 84 ere enUrely pl'odUced from his trading :acUvity.
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* In Budget CalCUlations of Farm Production only the actual yields harvested by the interviewees
were considered. Note that these values only apply to produce Which is not exchanged cOlll1llercially.

source of
figure

Ours
Agr. Dept.

n n
n \I

II 11

It II

n

\I

121- per sack 1948/9

70.1%
65%
30%
70%
55%

I

'
I Threshing

ratio

..

220

Ibs: per acre
threshed

592
355

(ginned) 67.2
367
55

10 tons cane yields
1 ton sugar

Yield not known

Ibs: per acre
unthreshed

Sack

823
562
224
524
100

1242
980

10 to 20 tonsmmmmJ

Im!

( 19608)229

IGroundnuts (shelled) m ..m •• i

** See Appendix V for our estimates of yields per acre, for sugar-cane, bulrush millet, maize and
guineacorn.

+ The capaci~ and weight of the contents of a basket varies with Its size.

Rico .

~~~~:~O~~llet ** m .......ml
I

~~~~~~~ts mmm ,

Cowpeas ..
Sweet potatoes.
Chillies or Caps i CUlll.
Sugar **...

crop

"VERAGE CASH VAlliES USED IN CALCULATING D,C... FARM PRODUCTION :.

Native Measures I Lbs. Average Price per mudu,
Crop

Large MUdu j per mudu 1948/9

Guineacorn BUndle 20 2.6 4d.
Millet .. Bun1le 15 2.4 4d.
Corn stalks... Bundle 3d. per bundle
Cowpeas. Basket'!'

I
6 2 5d.

Maize .. (Basket 6 - 4d.
(Bunch 100 cobs

, - 21 3 Per bunch (kUI'asa)
yams ..... Basket I - .,.. 1d. per lb. In Season
Peppers Basket 10 1 dry 1/-
Okras ... Basket I 9 ~ 6d.
Gassava... Basket I - I - 1/6 per basket
Sweet potatoes.. Basket .. I - 2/4 per cwt.
Kaffir potatoes (rizga) - , .,.

~
, Hod. per mudu

IGurllya (Yoandzeia Isubterranea). - , - - 1i-d. per mudu
Ri ce (paddy)

..ml Sack 100 1.5 4d. (33/4 per sack)
Ri ce (threshed).. Sack

;
100 2.5 6d. (50/.,.. per saCk)........... ,

!J)J.lI'U
mj

as for_~J_~.
Coco-yams .. Basket - - 7d. per 14 lbs.
Cotton .. ............. .............. ........., .. - .. 4d. per lb. (grade I)

.!ppendix II} - Yields and Values used in CUlculation of Farm Producti on
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Sheet II

Grass

Poles for fencing .
Poles for roofing....................... ..
Honey:

2d. per headload (for thatch); 1d. per J,oad for
sto~<:-feCd

5d. per headload of 10 poles
1d. per pole (of raffia palm or bamboo)
1/6 per boUle or calabash

Average values of annual yields of economic treet?

,I Baobab 5/- to 7/-
Acacia or horseradish... 2/ ,.
Tamarind. ....... ....... ... ...........13/
Mango............................... 7/- to 8/-
Locust-bean £1 5s. Od.
Date-palm. . £1 13s. Od.
Indian h,emp 3/6
Silk-cotton................. £1 upwards where it is used
Shoarmt butter & Deleb palms are not inheritable

(19608)230 221



Appendix IV - OUtput Estimates, ma1~ tor non-tarming activities in the urban communities: X, Y and Z.!

,,-

Income

219 12 0
472 0 0
109 10 0
56 2 0

127 4 0
207 16 0
36 4 0

69 2 0
62 8 0
76 15 0
37 0 0
23 19 6
24 18 0

201 7 6
166 0 0
1300 0
54 12 0
45 12 6

2080 0

68 5 4
39 0 0

825 0 0

931 0 0
36 8 0
38 2 0

336 0 0
130 0 0

Cash
Total Income

£ s. d.

1109 18 0
514 0 0
274 0 0
72 0 0

1194 0 0
1170 0 0
1129 0 0
1622 0 0
773 0 0
95 8 0

1068 0 0
73 8 0

115 4 0
41 17 0
92 5 3

115 16 0
53 0 0
22 14 8

o
o
3
o
o
o

4
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

425 13
169 0

2109 12 0
2188 0 0
474 10 0
256 6 0
725 12 0

1008 0 0
399 4 0

1768 10 6
946 0 0
452 0 0
182 0 0
82 2 6

854 0 0

3007 0 0

3752 0 0
117 13 0
122 2 0

1344 0 0
650 0 0

6109 14
I 2155 0
II 1233 0

288 0
I 8300 0
! 7728 0I7556 0
I 9884 0
I 5896 0

1

- 564 0
6702 0

! 199 8

I 767 19
! 107 11

I
I m'~

67 16

!

222

Activities & Incomes

- .

Cattle dealing £15, Butcher £36, Cycle- hire £9 2s. Od., crops sold £9
Natron retail£3S,donkey traffic £15 12s. Od., chewing tobacco £7 16s. Od.
Kola retail £18 5s. Od., 3 donkeys for transport £58 lOs._Od.
Sugar-cane £8, charma £9, cropS_ sold £20
Perfume £9 2s. 6d., ~~t £10 7s. Od., cropS sold £4 lOs. Od.
Native threads (zare & aba!!~ £18, hires out dyepi t & dyes £518s, Od.

(B) Trade & other activio/

Cloth, hides & skins, guineacorn, sheanuts
Ginger wholesale
Kolas
Grass & straw goods
Kolanuts (wormeaten, & repaired for sale)

! Kolanuts

I
i Cloth & perfume to the arnw at Kaduna (thi s man 1s a

Yoruba) -
i Kalas, importing & exporting
I "Table" i.e. kerosene, cigs., soap, matches
I Salt retail
I Kolas, women! s headcloths (fatalla)
'I' Manufacture of expensive gowns (malum-malum & sace)
1 Chillies

Y 4

x 16
X17
X 18
X 19
X20

x 4
X5
x6
X7
X8
X 9
X 10
X 11
X 12
X13
X 14
X 15

X 21
X22
X;!3
y 9
Y 10
Z 14

Y 1
Y 2
Y 3

Z 1
Z 2
Z 3
Z 4
Z 5
Z 6
z 7

Y 5
Y 6
Y 7
Y 8

Z 8
Z 9
Z 10
Z11
Z 12
Z 13

(19608 )231

Haills No.
by

Community

IManIs No. i Turnover
by ; Commodi ti es handled at market

Community I ~ ~~ +-__v_a_lu_e__+ _~_ £ s. d. £ s. d.

X 1 Soap, kerosene, "Bicycle", cigs., enamel ware, matches 1420 1 0 263 1 0 ,[
X 2 Cattle, cloth, sewing maChine hire 2190 0 0 529 0 0
X 3 Hides & skins, cloth, sewing machine hire, dOnkey hire,

sweet-meats (allewa)
Kolas, cloth, cattle, python skins, sewing machine hire
Palmoil, cloth, womenls girdles (jigida)
Kolas retail ---- -----
Local cattle tracte, cattle to Lagos, railway sleepers
Cattle
Cattle, kolas, salt & European cloth

I Cattle, cloth, railway sleepers, natron
1 Cattle, kolas

I
Railway sleepers
cattle, natron, cloth, kolas

, Salt retail, cycle hireIWholesale haberdashery (kol1) i.e. caps, threads, beacts,
-I mirrors, antlmony, glnger, etc.
, Kol1 (haberdashery) retail
i "Table" retail, 1.e. soap, kerosene, matches, cigs.
!Hides & skins
I Leather, (local tracte)IRetail pertume

!

I"Table" i.e. cigarettes, soap, kerosene

,- Kolas
Kolas, guineacorn, groundnuts, cowpeas, natron, locust

I bean, peppers, sugarcaneIKolas, sugar manutacture & sale, corn-mill hire, sale of

I
building materials, lumber, wooden mortars

Koli (haberdashery) retail
Koll retall

1- Guineacorn, sugarcaneIKolas



3 6
14 0
2 0

10 a
12 a
16 0

,
I Total cashI ,

~
Income
,so d.

21 12 0

86 14 0
104 0 0
120 0 0
93 10 0

182 0 0
72 16 0

180 15 0
72 16 0
78 0 0

253 0 0

Commission
Turnover
£ s. d.

387 12 0

925 19 0
1112 0 0
720 0 0

1001 0 0
1822 0 0
1346 16 0
2224 0 0
1346 16 0
936 0 0

3650 0 0

(A) Trade (Continued}
L~ommission trade ~illanci)

COIT@odities handled

(El Transpcrt & Other Activi ty

IDcnkey £2:> 3s. 6d.; sweet--meats (alleWE\) £54
IDonkey £7 16s. Od.; henna trade £26; chewing tobacco £3 18s. Od.
I Donkey £30; yam trade £2:>; groundnuts sold £2 .2s. ad.
\ Donkey £13; labour (kodAAg) £6 lOs. Od.; tarm crops, onions £6
IDonkey £26; labour (ltodagb) £6; thatching £10 12s. Od.
!Donkey £15 12$. Od.; sewing caps £10 4s. Od.

I' .
j Native blankets (gWado) hoes & hoe-blades
!Grain, grounctnuts, locust""bean, peppers, ginger, baobab

I leaves, etc. (Awo)
, l1en's clothes, ready made, cycle hire (£15)
i Grain, exported
i Clothes, exported
iWomen' s clothes to Sabon Gari, Zaria
"European cloth for a Hausa merchant
Hen t s gowns (malum-malum & sace)

1European cloth for Hausa merchant
I Gowns, all types
114600 gallons palmoll for Ibos of Saban Gari
I

X24
X 25

XZl
Y 14
Z 25
z26
zZl
Z28

x26
Y 11
Y 12
Z 15
Z16
Z17
Z 18
Z 19
Z 20

Q;l) Tr!¥l.1lyor_~~i~ on1¥.

Han's No. Farming Income from Total cash
by Cash Income Transport Income

Community

I
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

I
84 84Y13 i Hire of 2 bioycles 12 0 12 0

Z 21 !Donkey & porterage 54 12 0 54 12 0
Z22 IDonkey, and sale 0 f cash erops 17 8 0 39 0 0 56 8 0
Z 23 IDonkey, sale 0 f farm crops 15 0 0 45 0 0 60 0 0
z24 IDonkey, sale of farm crops 7 13 a 23 8 0 31 1 0

1

Han's NO. I

by 'I
Community

I

Appendix IV (Contel.)

flan's No. I
by i

Community i
I,

(F) Labour, including Sellers of Wood & Grass

(19608)232

!'lan's No.1
by !

community I
I

Total cash
Income

£ s. d.

48 0 0
23 8 0
27 8 0
57 12 0

11 2 0
26 0 0
33 10 0
21 10 0
22 16 0

124 15 0
148 0 0
149 10 0
49 0 0
28 6 0
47 0 0
49 0 0
27 6 0
45 10 0

9 12 0

(30 0 0)
800

22 16 0
98 15 0

128 0 0
103 10 0
42 0 0
27 0 0
45 0 0
44 0 0
27 6 0
40 10 0

42 0 0
23 8 0

223

Work & other Sources of Income Wage
£ s. d.

I
, Watchman, gifts received £1 lOs. Od.

Farm labour only (kodaga1
i Railway pension; grass sold £3 los. Od.
i Labour on ootton market, crops sold £13 lOs. ad,
! Porter in railway goods shed only
I N. A. Sani tary Inspector, £26 loan received
I N.A. Works Dept. accounts clerk, loan received £20
. N.A. Works Dept. mechanic, local repairs £45, loan £1

N.A. Works Dept. headman, loan received £7
N.A. police, loan received £1 6s. Od.
N.A. police, loan received £2
N.A. police, loan received £5

I N.A. prison labourerI N.A. ward scribe, loan received £5
I N. A. sani tary worker (cleans the market at Sabon Gari),
i loan received £6

Labourer tor European canteens
Cuts and sells grass
Cuts and sells firewood (uses his own donkey)

Z39
Z 40
Z 41

Y 15
Y 16
Y17
Y 18
Y 19
Z29
Z30
Z 31
Z32
z 33
z34
Z 35
z36
Z 37
z 38



Appendix IV (Contd.)

Ui La):lour, Including Sellers of Wood & Gr:.<l:,ss. (Contd.)

( G) Labour & other Occupati on$.

l--;otal Cash
Income

£ s. d.

26 10 0
20 j6 0
24 5 0

85 5 0

91 5 0o591

I

I

I Wage
£ s. d.

Od.,

Work and Other Sources of Income (Contd.)

ICuts and sells firewood (no donkey)
, Farm labour (kodag~) £j 3, sells grass £7 16s. ad.
I Farm labour (};od<l:!t<;l) £6, sells grass £18 5s. ad.
I Hires cycle for merchant, getting half~takings£48 15s.
I repairs cycles £36 10s. Od.

Z 46 !Employed at 5/" per day wage by a native merchant as a
i machine tailor

Z 42
Z 43
z44
z 45

Man's No. '
by

Community I
i

Man's No.1 craft Total Cash

by I Craft and Other Sources of Income Income Income
£ s. d. £ s. d.~nity

X28 I European type oar-pentry (the man is a Yoruba;) 46 16 a 46 16 0
X2g I Builder. crop sold £j 16s. Od. se 4 a 52 0 a
349 IBuilder 47 8 0 47 8 0
Y 24 I Thatcher 18 a 0 18 0 0
z 50 I Thatcher. expert 70 4 a 70 4 0
X30 ISlaughterer 24 5 4 24 5 4
X 31 Butcher, sheep & goats only- 90 5 a 90 5 a
Y 25 Butcher. shares with Y 26, lerge & small stock 84 10 0 84 10 0
Y26 I Butcher, farm crops sold £5 84 10 0 89 10 0
3 51 Butcher 76 11 a 76 11 0
z 52 Butcher 145 12 0 145 12 0
X32 Chewing Tobacco maker 49 8 0 49 8 0
x 33 Chewi ng tObacco maker 44 4 0 44 4 0
Y27 Chewing tobacco maker 39 .0 0 39 0 0
x34 IDyer 44 3 0 44 3 0

,X 35 1 Dyer 45 18 0 45 18 0
3 53 , Dyer 70 2 0 70 2 0
X36 I BUjill (beating dye into shiny cloth) 24 15 0 24 15 0
X 37 IBlaCksmi th 57 3 6 57 3 6
X 38 IBlacltsmith, cycle hire £8 2s. 6d. 67 13 0 75 j5 0
354 Blacltsmi th 54 15 0 54 15 0
355 I Blaaksmi th 62 12 0 62 12 0
X39 I Whi te metal smi th 22 9 0 22 9 0
356 ! White metal smith 54 12 0 54 12 0
z 57 ! Maker of matero Bses & pillows, a new craft 59 16 0 59 16 0
x40 i Weaver of cloth 35 2 0 35 2 0
X 41 I Pir.!j, (decorating and oleaning calabashes) 41 3 4 41 3 4
x42 I Mall.§l!l!, income mostly from sale of charms 43 0 0 43 0 0
Y28 iMallem, farm crops acId £3 lOs. Od. 98 4 0 101 14 0
3 58 I Copyist of Korani c verses for sale 32 17 0 32 17 0
X 43 IWamaml (barber-doctor) 30 15 3 30 15 3
Y2g I Wamam!. (barber-doctor) 40 5 0 40 5 0
z 59 I~! 42 18 0 42 18 0
360 i Wanz~ 27 6 0 27 6 0
Z 61 I Wanz....§l!l!! 24 6 8 24 6 8
x44 ! Leather worker 36 10 0 36 10 0._----,....._----_._---
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Man's No. i
by i Activi ties & Income

Communi ty I
I '. .

Y 20 I Ferm labour £11 14s. Od.; embroidery £9 15s. Od.; cotton
I crops sold £1. jOs. ad.

Y 21 I Wood portering£7 48. Od.; wood selling £74s. Od.;
! grain sold £11, cotton sold £2

Y 22 I Wood portering £15 125. ad,; makes mat fences £3; sugar
! cane sold as a crop £3 lOs. Od.

Y 23 ILabour at a sugar crusher £5 8s. Od.; perfume selling
, &:22 48. ad.; sugar cane crop acId £15

z 47 I Farm labour £6; hand tar.loring £36
z 48 i Teaching leather work at N. A. elementary school £24.

i leather work for local market (incl. Europeans) £117

(HI crafts (sana'.Q!J)

Total Gash
Income

£ s. d.

22 19 0

27 8 0

I 22 2 0

42 12 0I

I 42 0 0

1141 0 0
I



!.QPendiJCIV (contd.)

56 0
23 14
1,6 0

37 13 0
28 0 C

24 6 8

71 10 0
19 16 0
18 0 0

29 19 0

39 0 0
39 0 0
28 12 0
8012 0
41 1 3
99 13 0
76 14 0

103 0 0
40 12 0

171 5 0
104 6 0
109 4 0

I Total Cash
i Income

I ~;i t
, 51 4 0

1

24 6 8

24 0 0
28 0 0

Craft
Income

£: s. ds

15 12 0

56 0 0

71 10 0
19 16 0
18 ,0 0

58 10 0
77 12 0
35 0 0
50 4 0

390 0
390 0
28 12 0
80 12 0
41 1 3
99 13 0
73 14 0
90 0 a
40 12 0

124 0 0
104 6 0
109 4 0

Craft & other sources of Income

Z 69

Z 66

y 32
y 33
X 47

Z 63
Z 64
Z 65

Z 67
Z 68

----,---'---_. -,----,
Man's No. i

by !
Community i

Z 62 1~ea:her ':~ke~--'----'-
x 45 I Leather worker & tanner
x 46 ! DI'Ulliller
Y 30 i Drummer; sale of 2 sheep £1
y 31 I Danko (extraotion of gUtta percha from the gamjl_ tree 

i Fi cus ,lli,'!1!YJ!l1Y.:l~,-!)IFarming on:Iy; crops sold £23 14s. Ode
i Farming only; crops sold £16
I Hand sewing, loin oloths (bante) & men l s shirts
i L~-Lt!!'11"!t pl. 1;.~gg.lY.QY1)
'I' Hand sewing, embroidery of gowns (malU!lMllalum)
, Hand sewing, embroidery of gowns (!!!cal~m¥.!!.J!l)

i Hand sewing, embroidery of gowns (malull1'"'malum)
i also sale of grass and crops £14 '7S. od."--
!Hand sewing, embroidery & gowns; also sale of
i grass £13 13s. Ode
I Hand sewing of gowns (malull1'"'llla:J,g!!l &rigar~~)
I Hand sewing or gowns; alse menial serviee (barantaka,
i paid in kind)
I Hand sewing of expensive trousers (wandon maiJ?.§..Qi,
) wandon mai.;zina)

Z 70 IHarids;i;lng-';T ~xpensi ve trousers
Z 71 I Hand sewing of caps
X W I Machine ta!lor (pays machine rent of 1/3 of takings)
X 49 ) Machine tailor (machine rent = ~ takings)
X 50 i Machine tailor (owns 2 machines)
y 34 I Machine ta Hor; far!p craps sold £3
y 35 iMachine tailor, (own machine); sugar sold £13
y 36 I l1achine tailor, (hires machine)
Z 72 I Machine tailor, (owns 2 machines & hires out 1)
z 73 i l1achine tailor, (own machine)
Z 74 I Machine tailor, (own machine)________L _,_, . ,

COIDl!!!!.U..!!::r
\

Total Samp~~

X
Y
Z

50
36
74

Total 160
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Appendix V - Farm Studi EO.s

0.06

0.206
0.47

0.09

0.05
0.14

0.064
0.06
0.22
0.29
0.15

Total Marsh
Acreage

Communi ty B 1949

Communi ty A 1949

3.05

0.645

0.66

0.98
0.743

2.14
1.242
0.216
0.30
0.653
0.674
0.468

Acreage
under

Groundnuts

1.61

2.37
2.75
1.6
3.17
1.66

0.821
1.36
0.51

0.422
0.311
4.365
0.624
0.468
4.98
2.5

226

I._-_.-t-------+-_.
I 28.91 12.325

I 1.473.16

3.37
4.0
5.38
5.07
6.72
0.986
1.99
2.316
1.343
1.75
4.26
0.876
2.36
6.87
1.66
1.65
5.88
1.25
2.084
6.95
3.1
0.907

60.824

3.37
4.0
3.78
4.54
5.035
0.986
2.654
2.316
0.923
3.05
3.62
0.605
1.89
6.69
1.66
1.65
5.46
1.25
2.652
2.19
0.6
0.907

Acreage
under

51.91

·Total
Acreage

~. ,-, .

I Acreage Acreage..I under Bulrush I under
I '

Guineacorn Millet I cotton. I
--+------!---- --t- -1-__ -----l--

I

** 119 - Work Units lebelled,by !l9s. over 100, i.e. 119, 125 etc., or by letters i.e. AB, BE, etc.,
denote budget failures'for whom farm measurements were made.

~, Sa denotes JLayaun!J, (personal farm plot of the householder's sons).

f Acreages of AB; BE, & CE"re not included· with figures onCornmunity B in the final averages
& totals ,to avoid distortion. Compare the tWo averag~s above.

1
2
3
4 ,
5 !
~fr~1
7
8
9

10
11

~~ '1115
16 i
17 118 '
119*~
119a I

(19608)235

19 i 3.824 I 1.899 I 3.669 1.77 I 1.05
, -

20 i 3.976

I

2.539 I 3.399 1.848 - I -,

Io 21 j 13.493 6.67 4.52 5.76 - -
22 I 8.458 4.887 4.887 3.338 - I -
23 , 4.167 2.79 2.79 - I - I -I I I
24 4.34 3.37 3.37 1.277 , -

I
-

125 I 1.92 1.1 1.41 0.81

1--
0.52 -,

I - -I
7 40.178 I 24.055 24.825 14.845 I 1.57 -, I i I,

i I

I 3.436 3.54
I

AV..! 5.739 ! 2.12 0.224
, -, !

i I I ,

I
I ...

I I I

AB i 2.3 , 1.8 I 0.5 0.5 - -I I

I
I

I I .

BB 0.51 I 0.51
,

0.51 - - -,

I I
I

CB 47.214 28.662 26.908 14.827 . - I 0.358

! I ,--

I I
I

10f 90.202
I

52.743 30.172

I
,

0.358I 55.027 1.57 ,
I

AV~ I 9.02 5.50 5.27 3.01 0.15 ! 0.035!

6.004
10.63
8.224
8.27
9.95

(in 5)
7.779
6.002
1.433
4.32
5.254
1.417
5.605
7.865
2.62
2.56

10.62
2.74
2.882
7.283
3.28

119b I 0.981
---f- --+f-_.._--

19 I 118.519

AV~ I 6.24



COllunun1 ty D 19..49

N.B. The WOmen in this hamlet tarm by kodago (hired labour). ~1&J:L£LllilllilYlLPD!J.!Ll'!!lcj

lISJ'!JiJ2Y.._CQ1!lJll!JJJlt.y..C,

..

0.108

0.118

0.235

0.317

0.044

0.1
0.1
0.05

Total Marsh
Acreage

...

0.417

0.038

0.237
0.567
0.235

0.3644
0.2157

0.321

I

1.496
1.682
2.2294

0.364
1.859

1.76
0.234
0.37

1.~5

2.053
2.2012
0.43
0.402

1.252
0.798
0.548
0.369
1.031

6.547
1.464*
0.548
0.369
1.568

0.432
1.085
0.16
3.7163
2.281

0.5
5.069
0.5
0.57
0.101
2.979
3.076
3.3268
0.7

1.568
0.594
0.432
1.085
0.16
3.7163
2.281
1.0676
0.5
3.31
0.5
0.2
0.101
3.61
3.076
3.3268
0.7

25 7.319
250. 2.2643
25b"* 0.548
25c"* 0.369
26 3.361
260.** 0.594
26b"" 0.432
27 1.201
270."* 0.16
28 5.2126
29 4.58
29af 3.362
29M 0.5
30 5.291
300. 0.734
3Gb 0.57
300*" 0.101
31" 5.311
310. 5.7961
31b 5.673
31c 1.18
31d** 0.402
132 I 2.4436 1.2054 1.2054
1320. I 0.796 0.432 0.796
133 \ 4.29 2.43 2.31
133a! 0.843 0.843 0.843

1
13343b**11 0.8294 0.465 0.465

5.0989 II 2.4 2.616 2.385
135 i 6.456 4.097 4.04 2.356
---i-----I-------II--------+----+-----+------.

11 I 75.4058 1 44.9983 47.2675 25.1146 2.695 1.323

-=A__V:....--!:__6_._85_5_-..L1 4'_0_9__->' 4_._29_7 ,--_2._2a_3_-L.1__0_._24_5__-'- 0_.'.'_2 _

I ... Acreages. (Contd.) Communi ty C~9
----c------.-~~__,__-=:::::::::=-.:~~____r__----==::e::=~.-

Total" Acreage' Acreage Acreage Acreage
Acreage under under Bulrush under under

i Guineaoorn Millet Cotton Groundnuts
---;---.-.--+---.-.--I--------I-----+---.~-_l_-----

5.295
1.464

32 6.351 ! 4.994 4.994 .. 0.324 ..
33 3.707 1.821 2.157 ... 0.336 ..
34 3.0424 2.172 2.308 ... 0.136 ..
35 3.405 2.72 2.72 ... 0.685 ..
36 2.11 1.71 1.71 ... 0.723 ..

I
37 1.242 0.34 1.242 .. 0.952 ..
38 1.278 1.278 1.278 .. .. ...
39 3.084 2.494 3.009 ... 0.515 -
40 7.854 4.773 7.7 ... 2.924 ..
41 0.93 0.787 0.787 - - ..
42 3.819 2.415 3.315 0.964 .. 0.5
42alo 5.748 2.425 2.681 2.616 -- ...
43 3.387 2.766 2.766 0.23 1.023 ..
44 , 2.174 1.834 1.834 .. 0.34 ..
45 4.55 4.186 3.945 "' 0.242 ..
46 2.918 2.415 2.415 .. 0.503 ..
47 I 2.842 2.269 2.269 .. 1.05 ..
48 I 3.846 2.387 2.97 - 0.583 ..
49 8.746 6.146 7.737 .. 1.522 ...
150 I 2.139 1.955 1.559 .. 0.165 ..
151 I 1.127 I 0.847 0.847 .. .. 0.05
152 3.361 I 2.442 2.442 ... ·0.282 ..

-
I21 78.2

,
55.206 63.685 3.750 12.305 0.55i

M.
I

3.72 i 2.53 3.03 0.174 0.587 0.026I I I .
J

, .-

I
~:
I

* Late Millet. CQ.~. type). ** Wives ot the men having that number.
f Mother l s brother ot No. 29, who immigrated in 1949 and died in the Dry Season ot '950.
b No. 29b is the Mother ot No. 29, and a Wife ot No. 31. No. 29 ill the son ot No. 29 b by a tormer

husband ot hers, and is a native ot COlDlllllntiy D, who still weaves the traditional mats or Communi ty D.
if'. Total acreage ot@!!!tt:l headed by No. 31 is 20.05 acres.
+ No. 42a died in December 1949 and the work unit dispersed.
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App~l1dix.y_ (Contd.)

.112

0.528
0.4515

4.6515

0.332

1.15

0.282

1.1528

0.0305

0.03

Total
l1arsh

Acreage
,

2.504
1.048

2.7
5.14
0.726
0.48

2.597
2.043

6.1313

0.437

0.43

2.46

0.477

0.47

0.273

1.805
0.2163

1.391

0.327

, I
Acreage I Acreage I Total
under under l1arsh

co~to:~I~Gr:~:::uts ~e,age

1.326 - 0.22
0.3634 3.3296 -_ I _ _

2.3023
0.5955

0.365

0.285

1.075

1.25

1.326

0·911
1.3823
1.8605

0.49

0.945
1.314

228

Farm survey at "F" was made
early on in the Farming
Seaon of 1950, before the
crops left blank were planted.

2.27

0.95
3.733
2.7227
3.275
4.627
0.334
1.5895
2.964
4.944
1.11
2.755
1.703
0.774
0.388

I

1.223
3.733
5.1237
5.1698
5.572
0.334
2.0195
2.964
7.404
1.11
6.6235
1.703
3.107
0.388

(19608)237

14

II
73 I74
75 i
176<01
1771
178 j
179 '
180
181

communi t1r G 1950
---,---,--c----,,------r-,-----,------,-,---=::;:====-

I Total I' Acreage I Acreage I Acreage Acreage Acreage ,I
Acreage under under under under under

Guineacorn ,I, Bulrush late l1illet Cotton Groundnuts

~
l1illet (ma.iwa)

76 0065 0.65 0.65 -
77 2.597 2.597 2.597 -
78 1 3.7816 I 2.317 2.317
79" 3.11 2.84 2.84
80, 6.408 5.27 5.27,
81 I 5.3365" 4.91 4.91
82 I 1.926 1.641 1.641

8
8
4
3L 'I 2.149 2.149 1.669

r 0.555 0.428 0.555
85 j 1.075 1.075 I 1.075
86 I 0.765 0.765 0.765
87! 1.362 0.997 0.997

_c~88_ti-~3-.";""65_2-+--2-.6-1--<t_-2-.";""14-3-+_--2-.-6-1_-I:--_-__+ __2_._61__L 1~._042,__9 I 1.854 1.854 10854 - - I 1.854 -
90 I 2.186 2.186 2.186 - - 2.186

15 i 37.4371 32.289 31.479 5.359 iM75 II 20.336 I 2.7031
I I I ,

_!!-__V'~i,--_2_.5 -l.-__2_._1_5__,--__2._1_1_-!-1__0_0_35_7 J1<_,__0_._19-8_-,I+-_l_._35_6__L-1 0_.1_8_

* No. 176'is a District Head.

** Late l1illet of Community E is ~~!~~J a variety of Pennisetum, not £eyrQ, which is Eleusine millet,
the shorter, late millet grown mostly by pagan tribes further south.

f ..Ne. 84 did not farm in 1949, and only got very 11 ttle land on loan in 1950.

!~~~~~~~ (Contd.)

, Total I Acreag<e--~l-A-c-re-ag-e --II Acreage Acreage

__I Acrea:J Gu~:~ornl_~_r_i~<_:~_h~j-I1_~_~_rl_:_*..._"+_~n_at~~
50 I 2.306 1.115 'I' 1.115 0.614
51 i 4.726 3.75 2.424
52 I 6.2286 1.7856 I 1.7856 2.309
53 : 1.8172 1.8172 I 0.812
54 i,' < 5.083 1.652 I 1.21 2.7443
55 < 2.209 2.1475 0.895
56 2.3095 1.6034 0.6214 1.6034
57 1.44 1.44 1.44
58 9.4011 7.3831 5.704 7.3831 2.434
59 5.2647 3.7371 3.7371 2.458 1.3501
60 3.3239 2.5474 2.5474 2.5474
61 ,11.4439 6.623 6;623 6.623 4.056 4.931
62 8.491 5.832 5.832 1.333 0.592 0.407 0.741
63 I 5.823 4.5873 2.199 0.8027 3.038 2.3989 0.2803
64 I 3.02 2.28 1.633 0.525 1.785
65 ,I 1.5967 <1.5967 1.144 1.144
66 17.868 8.6 8.6 6.313 2.955

~~8 1 tt~~~ ~:~~~2 0.781 i:g~ 5.829 o.s794
169 Ii 2.0887 1.9727 1 27 0.4082 0.2945 li:~
170 9.5973 4.5663 4:6534 4.6534 I 2.483 3.8691 <.,__0_._2_31_2_ 0:23,.2_1
171! 13.5736 11.5423 2.7703 5.213 0.6555 0.854
----1'----+-----+----+----+----+-1------

22 1129.5?33 79.7608 56.9251 34.6643 '1 29_._40_9_2-,-'_ 28.336 18.1138! 1.871
Av:. 5.88 3.62 2.58 1.58 1.34 i 1.28 0.825 0.0853

_-.l --'-__,__.!- ~ ____i ----''------+----
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l'].nibL'f2J;jlls and Aygr.~~?~.Qlusl.!.!2&j::ornmUJ1~t;L-f,

.5!~~sure~!lts of AB •..!l..!3_iLS'B
Total I' Acreage T-A;;-;~~;-TA~'-e-a-ge--'--A-cr-e-a~;-'-T--A~~-e-a;-e --'-'--A~e~;'-

Acreage, under i under i under under I under Marsh

I Guineacorn 'Li'Bulrush late Millet Cotton ,I,' Groundnuts Acreage
i Millet (maiwa)
! i ! ,----r------r! !-------~l-------·

wuii, I ~
A 19 I 118.519 ! 51.91 I 60.824 28.91 I 12.325 I 5.274

~ ;1 I ~~:~6~8 I ~:~~~3 ,I ~:~~5 ~~:~~~ I ~:~;5 1.323
D 21 i 78.2 'I 55.206 63.685 I 3.75 I 12.305 0.55
E 221 129.5333! 79.7608 I 56.9251 34~6643JI 28.336 I 18.1138 I 1.871
G 15 I 37.4371 I 32.289 I 31.479 5.359 2.975 i 2O.336! 2.7031

,.__l- -+1---"""":-,+-,; -+- =-+
951 479.2732 I 288.219 284.906 40.023 I 103.951 I --;;;.345 I~

I I I I' Iby.j 5.04 , 3.03 ' 3.1 I 0.422 1.095 I 0.707 t 0.121

F 141 43.4745 I 31.869 I I I 6.313 3.686

-1-0-9t 522.748 I 32O-:-.Q- 8-a-'I-----li-----+!-11-0-.26-4 I --14.877

fly· I 4.8 I 2.92 I 1.08 0.137,



.Appendl x V( Contd.)

II ~ Pure Stand &Mixed Croppln¥
Communi t.v A----

• A field Is defined as an undivided area of Identical cropping.

Community B

19 5 1 ... 2 2 0.165 0.849 2.82
20 7 1 5 1 0.089 3.007 0.87
21 10 4 2 3 1 3.213 1.32 7.3 1.66
22 9 1 2 6 1.1 2.238 5.334
23 3 1 2 1.387 2.79
24 6 3 2 0.322 2.249 1.728
125 4 3 0.51 1.41
AB 2 1 0.5
BB 2 2 0.51
CB 18 7 30.63

Total 66 17 9 34 6 13.714 16.09 53.267 7.078

% 25.7 13.7 51.6 9 15.3 17.8 59.2 7.84

230

--,-
I

, ,
i, No. of No. In

I
No. In No. In No. In Pure 2-Crop 3-erop 4 or moreI ,

I
flelc!s* I 4 crops II

pure 2 crops 3 crops Stand Acres Acres crop
stand. I

or more Acres Acres

j 4 1 I 2 1 - 0.064 3.434 I 2.39 ~

I 7 3 I 2 2 ~ I 4.91 1.72 4.0 ~

i I9 6 I 1 2 ~ 2.84 1.6 3.78 -
J 7 I 2 1 !+ - 3.823 1.0 3.27 -

10

I

2 - 5 3 0.17 - 7.515 2.076
1 - 1 ~ ~ ~ 0.986 I - -

14 5 4 2 3 0.65 1.833 2.309 2.13
8 5 I 2 1 - 0.86 2.612 1.36 -
3 ~ 1 - 2 ... 0.09 ... 1.343
6 4 I j 1 ~ 2.57 0.77 0.98 -
7 1 I 4 2 - 0.14 4.181 . 0.974 ...

I
1 3 1 1 1 ... 0.54 0.605 I· 0.27 ...

5 2 2 ... 1 1.72 1.839 ... 2.14
8 1 7 - ~ 0.383 7.482 ... -
7 3 I 1 3 - 0.43 0.216 2.082 ...

I 7 - 3 2 2 - 0.59 0.665 1.29
I

17 3 I 4 10 - 0.501 1.515 I
8.888 ~,, 6 2 I - 3

,
1 0.784 ... 1.25 0.674Ii 4

!

1 I
... 2 1 0.33 2.084

I
0~468 -,

4 0.516 6.76719 ! 2 J ... 2 - - ...,
19a1 3 1

,
1 1 - 0.18 0.6 2.5 ...

19b! 2 1 1 - ... 0.074 0.907 - -
-~

.

tal 142 46 39 44 I 13 23.275 32.27 I 50.883 12.09,
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31

1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9

10
1
j2

13
14
15
16
17
18
1
1
1

To



32 . 9 I 2 I 4 I 3 I
,

1.033 I 4.164

I
1.154 I -':'"

33 7 1 2 4 - 0.12

I
1.766 1.821 I -

34 8 2 1 5 I .,. 0.733 0.13$ 2.172 -
35 5 1 1 2

I
1 0.685 I 0.591 I 1.097 0.932

36 6 3 :- 2 1 0.41 .,. 0.963 0.737
37 4 .,. - 2 2 .,. .,. ! 1.072 0.26
38 4 .,. 1 3 - - 1.204 0.428 .,.

39 7
I

1 2 4 - 0.075 0.46 2.519 .,.

I4:l '3 1 2 5 1 0.157 I 3.07 3.503 1.124
41 0.142

I2 I .,. 1 1 .,. - I

I
0.787 ,.

42 4 1 3 ,. - 0.5 I 3.318 - ,.
42a 5 2 1 2 .,. 3.067 I 0.256 2.425 .,.

43 9 2 2 4 1 0.341 0.38 1.973 0.793
44 8 ,. 1 6 1 - 0.213 1.722 0.249
45 8 2 1 5 .,. 0.262 0.102 4.186 .,.
46 5 - - 4 1 ,.. - 1.714

I
1.204

47 7 - 2 5 ,.. ,. I 0.573 2.269 -I

I I48 6 I ,. - 4 2 ,.. - 2.387 1.•099
49 15 I 3 3 9 .,. 0.675 3.65

I
4.35 I -

I I
150 7 - 2 5 .,.. - I 0.285 1.854 -151 6 3 - 3 - 0.28 I - 0.847 iiO;

152 13 7 5 1 - 1.355 I 1.755 I 0.421 ..
-

I '.
-

Total 154 31 31 I 82 10 9.693 18.647 i 43.453

I
6.498

% 20.1 20.1 I 53.2 I 6.5 I 12.45 I 23.45
1 .

8.4i 55.6
I

, I
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Appendix _,! (Contd.)

Analysis of Mixed Cropping at COllllllUnity F is not attempted since the farm survey there was
made early in the farming season of 1950, before the proper time for planting various crops had come
round.

Total fadama (marsh) aorea$!l ~ 6.147 acres or 1.757% total acreage.
~ 11.78% of total pure Stand Aoreage.

%total pure stand
----22.2-------.

11.89
4.54

12.87
13.22

232

, I

~.§g?

11.551
6.21
2.381
6.707
6.901

2-Crop ,I 3'"Crop : 4 or more
Acres ! Acres I Crcp

I I Acres1-t--'---·
I I ,_ _ I '

197 33 52.28 I 91.017 , 178.965! 29.723
i I

41_.4--,--,,--_7_.°_,-1--_1..:4._9_2_1 25.95_.l.!0.8 _-L_~_6-= _

----r
No. in I No. in I pure
3 crops :,' 4 crops I Stand

i or more Acres
i I

Totals, and Percentages for D!§tric~J:

II ~, Pure Stand &Mixed Cropp~~~ (Contd.)

114

24.0

No. in
2 crop:;;

131

27.6

No. in
pure

stand

I
I No. of
i fields,
I

(19608)241

Acres'
i

351.5\ 475

%

Guineacorn
Cotton
Groundnuts
Sweet Potatoes
European Tobacco
Others not included

~ps grown in Pure Stand:



a~,

Appenl1i x V (C"ntd.)

II ~ Pure Stand & Mixed Cropping (~_~!)

2.61
1.854
2.186

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

--""--N-O-.-O-f-'i-N-o.-i-n-'l-N-o-.-in--C''--N-o-.-in-'II--
N
-
o
-.-i-n-T!---Pu'-r-e-·-c1-2---cr-o-p·-....-3-~c-r-o-p--,I-,,-4-o-r--~~;;

fields II pure I 2 crops 3 crops 4 crops Stand Acres Acres -hicrop
stand I or more Acres Acres

~ : : :t ~ : :---+1
,1
--:'- i ~:~7

6 2 ~ 1 3 0.2146 ~ 1.25 i 2.317

3 I 1 ~ 1 1 0.27 ~ i 2.35 " 0.49
3 2 ~ ~ 1 1.138 - -, 5.27
3 1 I 1 ~ 1 0.2265 0.23 - I 4.91
4 - 1 ~ 3 ~ 0.285 ~ I 1.641
3 - - 2 1 - - ,,1 .669 I 0.48
2 - 1 ~ 1 - 0.127 - ! 0.428
1 - - ~ 1 - - - I 1:075

! I ~ I ~ ~ !, +~ I '~' ITI

Totals

% I
I 9 6 1

5 20 ,I' 2.8911 'II 2.004 Iii

\ 22.5 15 I 12.5 I 50 , 7.7 I 5.45

6.034

16.05* 70.8*

... Note the disproportionelJy high acreage for fields Of three or more crops at Community G. This
is assooiated with the small amount of land farmed by the sample at that Communi ty, and the naed
to obtain several crops from a small acreage, hence more concentrated mixed cropping. The pure
stand aot'eages of COI!llllUni ty (; were largely marsh.
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~C. Corby, H.D.L., IChanges being brought about by the introduction of Mixed Farming', (Survey
of BOl!l() Village, Zaria',) Farm and Forest, v.2: 106-109, "1941. In the 7 Communities sampled only
~os. 2& 3 are mixed farmers. No.3 was ill during the early Rains of 1949.
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32 I 5 2

I

1 I 1 I ... I - I 9,
33 4 2 1 I - - ... I 7
34 5 3 ... I .,- - .,- 8
35 1 4 ... .,- ... - 5
36 4 2 ... ... 6- , .,-

37 3 1 .,- .,- - .,. 4
38 3 - 1 .,. ... - 4
39 3 4 ... .,. - - 7
ljQ 3 2 4 .,. ... ... 9
41 1 1 ... - - - 2
42 2 1 1 ... ,- - 4
42a 1 1 2 1 ..,. - 5
43 7 1 .1 - - ... 9
44 7 1 ... ... ... ... 8
45 4 3 1 .,. ... - 8
46 2 2 1 - - - 5
47 . 5 1 1 - - - 7
4B 2 3 1 - .,- - 6
49 9 5 - 1 - ..,. 15
150 6 1 ... - ..,. - 7
151 5 1 ... ... - - 6
152 12 1 ... ... - .... I 13

I
-'-'-

Totaj 94 42 15 3 ..,. ... 154

61 27.4 9.7 I 1.9 ... - 10C%% i I
I , I i I

7
2

5
3
2

5
5
4

5
4
2

7

o
5
7

7
2

COllllllUllity D

7

1.47

. J Total No.
Over 3.7 I· of fields

I

.

6

0.973.87

19

235

III - Size of Fields (Contd.}

68

14.3

Totals and Percentages for District P

114

61.2

! 54.9
I

Totall 261

(19608)244
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Appendi x V (Contd.)

25 5 1 - 1
,- - I25a - 1 1 - - - I

25b .,. 1 - - - -
I

1
25c 1 - - - - - 1
26 6 - 2 - I

.... - I 8
26a

,- 1 ... - , ... - , 1
26b 1 - - - I - .... I 1
27 6 1 - - - -
27a 1 - - - - - I 1
28 3 .... 1 I 1 ... -

I29 2 1 2 ... - ...
29a 1 2 1 I - I - - ,
29b ... 1 ... ... .... - I 1
30 I 3 - 1

, - I 1 - II
30" I 4 - - I - - -
3Gb 2 - ..- I - - -
30c 1 - - I - ... - 1
31 5 4 1

, ... - ... 1,
31a 2 1 - I 2 - -
31b 3 2 1 1 - -
310 4 1 - - - ... 5
31d 1 - - - - - I 1
132 5 2 ... - - - I

132a 2 - ! - - - - I
133 1 2 2 - - ....

133a 2 1 - - - ...
133b 2 - - .... - -
Tota1 63 21 13 i 4 1 1 10

I I
I



j j

----~--"'---,-_.----

100%

134

Communi t.v_f

Comm.lmi ty Q

1
2
6
3
3
3
4
3
2
1
1
3
5
1
2

I
I

2
1

6

4.5

Community E

i Total No.

Over 3-:_i_-I"(__O_f_F_;_el_d_s

! 4
8
3
8
6
4
1
9
7
4
3
6

11
5
2
3

12
4
4

15
"12

I
I
i,

38

5.9

2

1
1

I"

2

1
2
1
1

3
2
1

- .

...

16

11.8

236

III ~ Size of Fields (Contd.)

2
3
6

10
7
1
4
3
4
2
6I 1

-------+-- ~------l-------f----;-
9 3 1 57

15.75 5.25, 1.755 1.755 100%
I

Fields classified by Acreages
" 1 ~ 2 2 - 3 3-3.7

__.j.I__l_2_~5 I 5_2 -L ' : L-__l_:0%_

2

3
1

3
1
2

3
4

2

2
2
2

2
2

1
1
2

1
2
1

12

30

9

15.75

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
176
177
178
179
180
181

"----To-~-rr---f~-

50 I 2
51 1 I 1
52 4 II 2
53 1 2

~t ~ II ~
56 2 2
57 I
58 3 I
59 4 I

~! : I
63 7 !

64 2
65 1
66
67 8
168 2
169 3
170 10
171 5

1
2
2
7
3
1
3
2

, 2
i 1

I 4
I -
i ;

-----l-----i:--
TotalsI 34

% i59.74

76 ,
77 i-
78 3
79 2
80 i-

l~ 11
85 1-
86 i-
87 i 2
88 4
89 i
90 i___-JL' 1-_

Total~ 63 I
% 48 i

TotalS! 19

% 147.5____I -'- _



Appendix V (Contd.)

10

A) On premi s os

1 Mori
2. K&lra
3 Kaura
4 Mori
5 Mori
6 liori
7 Farrara
8 Mori
9 Mori

10 liori

25lilloss

2:0 "

2:1 "
2:1 "

1:13 czs.
2:0 "
2.:0 "

64.6
72
73.8
68.7
73.2
67.2.1
69.2
74.4
66.66
68.2

454.5 175 I !
, '

10.8
14
22..3
10.4
n
9.3

12.5
7.6
6.5
5.4

I 'I'hreshed 'I'l',reshed lbs. per I! I hour yi eld
Stalks i weight yield mUdulo,I. Threshing Iper rnudu corn
per lb. I (lbs.) mudu 0 0 • % (threshed)

-!-i---+----+---+1+-1----+1---
I
I 31 12. 2:8 czs. I
!, ;~.5 ~t~ ;:~:: .,'.

44 16 2:12 "
I 41 16 2:10 "
141 16 2:10" I
Ii

i 44.5 16 2:12" i I
. 48 17.5 2:8" I I

72 2.6 2:12" I,
I 61 22 2:12" I I

Ii!
647

Bun::--I
weight
(lbS. )

48
50
48
64
56
61
64
64.5

108
88

G1corn
Type

Bundle
No.

Average weight pf rnuQ!! of guineacorn - 2.6 lbs. or 2 lbs. 9.6 ozs.

- • u e ug s op- - i
~':l_~!1re~_••,

I
liori 69 ! 13.0 i 44 18 I 2:12 czs. 63.9 -1
Farfara 58 I 13.0 I 44 18 I .3:0 " 75.9 -
liori 42 12.3 I 28 11 3:0 " 66.2 -

I
Mori 42.5 6.25 I 28

I
12 2:12 " 65.9 -

Nori 49 11.4

I

30 12 2:12 " I 61.2 -
Farfara 48 10.83 30 I 12 2:12 " 62.5 -I Nor! 48.5 16.145 28 I 12 2:12 " 57.5 -

I
Farfara 48.5 11.77 33 I 14 2:12 " 68 -
Kaura 31 ) 14.6 I I )

I Farfara 48 ) n.8 !

I
I 65

i
liori 50 ) 16.3 I 11,,

I -
I 1

I(9,9a,9b 405.5 - I 265 I 109 2:6.8 " 65.32%
i

,
excluded) " I I

8

B) E!llilrilllOnt conducted inQ§l2endent1y bY Assistant orr premises b ndles having be n bo ht a cr

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9a
9B

* In (B) bundles 9, 9a and 9b were the final check. 10 lb. samples (unthreshed) were drawn from
each, stalks counted, end threshed. These are not included in the totals tor (B). Note
consistently lower threshing percentage in (B); this because he was then wi thout a wife and could
not supervise the threshing process; hence figures (A) are preferred.

Note the consistently higher weight-values for the..!!llliJ!!. in 7th column of both A and B, than is
obtained by dividing total no. J1!lli!!!. into total weight threshed grain, as we have dO~. This is
due to the habit of our assistants of overfilling the sample weighed mu~ since they believed we
wanted the biggest possible~

It appears that there is no ascertainable difference between threshing ratios of guinea-corn
which has few or many stalks per lb.
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Appen.2~J<:.. \T (Contd.)

Mori and farfara are very similar varieties of sorghum (guineaoorn). Kaura is shorter, redder,
heavier i~-th;;"grain and in the stalk. The figures above show a simiiar stalk-per-Ib. ratio for mori
and~?E!.:fl,. and a higher ratio of stalk-per-Ib. for farfar.':!., which is the preferred variety among the
Hausa.

35

60
15
11
4
3

128

592

No. bundles
in sample

Farfara

238

.6519.4

..................... 70.1%

§212.!~.x 70.!.L ~ lt57Q.094._!~~.! threshed
10Dy y yield per acre

11.2 I

8.756 !
8.61 I

7 9.1
- I 10.0 '

2 I 14.6 I..._----/-------_.-1----
159 I I

-+-- . I

I
I

586.6

7.75

7.30597.5

District Av: stalks per acre

Threshing ratio.

Formula

~-=-+--+-i I I
I ' District P

I. I 8.97 I 6.26 i 7.79 I 8.14

I
7.87 I 7.65 12~5 7.72

rage i I I !
I I , r !. ,

.Threshed yields per
acre, lbs:

Stalks per lb
weighted ave

lilelghted
Averages

Where y ~ no. of stalks per lb.

To calculate threshed yields per acre for District P

(19608)247

Noj§~ Y can be the figure for an individual farmer, for a community, or for a district, the
resulting calculation becoming correspondingly less accurate. Where greater accuracy is
desired, if the individual l s farms are sampled and his stalks per acre calculated, then70.!..L~..

100 y
gives a figure for his threshed yield per acre in lbs., where z ~ the ratio of stalks per
acre, and y ~ the ratio of stalks per lb. This calculation is carried out for individual
farmers in Farm Studies VI.

Weighted Aver~ges fOE_th~p~~~~~~

...._....._....-..--_....--.!-.--·---r---·-I----r----·l--l--~T---r~en~~-
I A & B I C I D I H I J I K I L I Average

I .

Communi ty i Kaura i No. bundles I Mori i No. bundles in I
i I in sample I I in sample I

"-,"----.-- i ----·-"-t--"------·-t---t-----·-------·-i-·--
A & B I 7.7: 35 9.84 I 20
,I '

C I 4.91 i 40 6.8.3' 110
D '7.33 120 7.627 20
H 8.0 50
J 6.05 7
K 6.8 11
L 8.7 I 1 11.15

--"-,-----"-+-"--.,-,~,----,.~---.,---,-+"-,-.--._;f_-
I I

Totals, i 264 I______----L--._.__I-__. +__

; I .
I

7.13 '



* Check samples and calculations in the fields of No. 29a, 31 & 136 yield very similar results.

790
866

2256
466

1524
1371
878

11792
21
842.6
805

1,127.8
1,237.4
3,223.5

665.8

2,175.75
1,957.75
1,254.1

gs...1.!J..5_o.1L
21

1197.4

5.5
4.25
3.5
8.6

6560

6418

239

371

3850

10782

3476

3582

566228

(19608)248

~_v._. C& B 202.1

A:Y!_E~unI~.2..

J.Y!.. St~s P.~£9.Q!._:-' 1..,-~§]

Av. ~.!.£~<LEe.!:...!!E£L!!L!2.lill2~~U~Lgy.!.r!~~.£!'.!L'!1!..]l.!.?~~!"_E§£". bu}lr;!.Ie-.::J§!

AY!'!!:.i!@ll 207
.§..ta:y;._~LJeer .!'oo~.._=...L,§Q,2.
.!!Y!._I~~!U§.!'._I!~\l_..!l!•.!lli!).g1_§.?_..£!.l~~~._~LU...2_.!.1?h_.P.§.r_ ..t>.Y!!Ql!L::..g,:?

_1i~!ghted_ av~!:~&U!Ji.~~!! ..J!?r._a,.£!:g_E.LJ.l.1.Qri .,_a.!!g_~~t,!!:~"".::""".~.2.!2""!f!

** The area studied in the field of No. j26 was 1001 X 1001• For this reason 126 has been given
a value of 3. Thisis an error: it should have been 4.

r This method of estimating Grop yields was necessitated by the unreliability of farmers'
statements about their crops, by the unavailability of official figures on yields of crops f1lI'11led
under native conditions, by the need for a representative sample, and by lack of opportunity to
weigh the harvested grai n inside the compounds of the f1lI'11lers.

(B)~.'!.'E~
_."-"---"-r-.."'-"'-'-'~._."'-'-"'-"-""',:"_._'''"-'-'''"._-'-'' ""-''''''-_.:--"--'''-~'._ .._'-'-''.-''--';'''-"._"---''-''--'"..''---'-'."';-"."-'-"-'-'--_._'.'1'-"-'._--'---"-'-"-"'-----""_._"-,-_."'-,,-,,..,,,-'.,,",-

Farmer i Roots in i Roots per i Stalks in i Stalks per I Stalks L_...J.t~!g_J:@£_il_r¢:§ .....1J?!?'~L __
i 501 sq.: i acre: I 50' sq.: I acre: I per lb.: ! Untbreshed: I Threshed:

-,_•••_"--".~"""_.j,-"-"",_."",",-","-"","_."-,,-~,"-,,,,+,""·__·"",-",,"·_"'··_"'-"-,4","-'"·_"·_·"'"_··_"'~·"-'.•--'''i-''._"'''--'"~~-'' .."'-''-"'-''''''-"+'.--"'"_."-"-"'''-._"'~"~'""-'.~-""'-"-"-'-""-"-""'-""'-""'+"-"'-"-"'-"-"'", ••"-,~,."-,,,,,-

QQmm!!n!Y.l.Q i . I " , ;

26 C1) 226 4279 509 8iG3
26 (2) 199 3443 459 7831
30 172 2975 261 4515
30a 217 3753 362 6168
3Gb 180 3114 250 4325
31b 183 3166 351 5978
31 219 3788 364 6203
133 229 4331 304 5259
134 291 5035 651 11282
135 198 3425 .331 5726
136 2Q1 3474 349 i 5943
137 , 272 , 4706 , 362 ! 6168 ,- , - i -··---'--...··,-.'----·4.--'.. -···-.:-·-.·-·,,-··- ...-·.·--'--'-4-··-- ..·----···,-"-·-·--·-·,,--..,,----0.,-.--'-.-.•-.-'-- ..- ....--...--.----'---.-~-.-_ ....-.-
12 2 85 - 553 - - 1.1...§!g.3 _~j5-1

7 7
1,663.2 1164

(A) l1Ql::l.
VI elc m: at

Farmer Roots in Roots per Stalks in Stalks per Stalks ; UnthrGshed
501 sq.: acre: 50' sq.: acre: per lb.:

!!.Q!.l!1.llli.!!tW.._t::_

25 , 255 4411 521 9012 3.9 2,345.2 1642
25a

,
208 3600 523 9047 - - -,

26 I 269 4654 442 7650 5.6 1,367.2 957
27 236 4453 376 6400 9.4 680.8 477
28 , 325 5621 524 9064 4.135 2,192.6 1535
29 I 211 3649 385 6560 9.3 705.1 494
29a (1) i 190 3384 399 6903 5.8 1,190 833
29a (2)* ! 198 3425 390 6877 5.8 1,185.7 830
30a i 162 2802 245 4228 - - -
31 (1) i 168 2912 288 4985 5.5 906.3 634
31 (2)* I 172 2975 289 5001 5.5 909.3 636
31a i 193 3836 404 6990 9.0 776.66 544
31b , 210 3632 424 7335 7.7 952.6 667
310 ! 282 4882 352 5995 7.3 820.9 565
132 231 4366 469 0004 8.5 941.6 659
133 , 253 4376 382 6508 4.5 1,446.2 1012
133a ! 159 2751 200 3460 - - -
133b 172 2975 362 6168 - - -
134 ! 197 3408 383 6525 5.2 1,254.3 878,
135 ! 287 5001 624 10815 9.36 1,048.1 734
136 (1) , 213 3684 lJ85 8302 7.7 1,078.2 755
136 (2)* I 180 3114 345 5967 5.5 " 1,084.9 760
137 ! 191 3301 336 5811 8.5 683.5 479

_G9~Q.!&:Lfl

125 307 5322 658 11393 4.0 2,848 1994
126 1155** 5173 1746** 8023 - - -
CB 197 2408 307 ". 5322 7.3 728.6 510

.-.



Append~y' (Contd.) VI - Contd.)

To calculate the general average threshed yield of guineacorn in District P

Q.212..1lL7Q.•J." 592 lbs. per acre threshed
100 X 7.72 or 823 lbs. per acre unthreshed

or 11 bundles per acre at 73.5 Ibs. POl' bundle
Average threshed yield per bundle" 73.5 X 70.1." 50.14 Ibs.--100----
1 !Qggl!- of guineacorn weighs 2.6 Ibs. Therefore 1 bundle of 73.5 lbs. yields 20 mudu threshed grain.

The large difference of threshed yields calculated for District P above (592 lbs.) and for mori at
Communities B & C (842.6 lbs.) and for ~¥i! at Community C (1164 Ibs.) is mainly a function of the
different average ratios of stalks per lb. used in the different calculations. (7.72 for stalks-per-Ib.,
6.32 in tho .ffiQ:rl calculation, and 4.9 in the calculation for!@!l!:sV.

I t must be noted that the sample fields of thi s count include some pure stand, crop mi xtures of
various kinds, hill-land, marsh-land, new fields, old fields, and fields with more or less manure. It
has not been possible on this data to calculate stable differences of yield, correlated with either of
these sets of factors, though analysis by graph shows four main modalities of guineacorn yield. Hence
the general district average of 592 lbs. pe'r acre threshed yield is only an approximate figure. As
noted above, it is significantly less than the specific yields studies of mo~i and kaura in
Communities B and C provide, but because it appears to be an under-estimat-e-of guineacorn yield, the
district average has been used in the table; of yields arn values for calculation of farm production,
which appears as Appendix III.

Summaries of similar stUdies for crops other than guineacorn follow, together wi th a threshing
e:&:periment for bulrush mi llet (gero) at E in 1950.

communi~u

Calculation of crop yields for crops other than sorghum:

Bylrush Millet. Study of yield per acr~~communitY_!2LJ.950

Sample - 40 plots, 25 1 x 25', indicate total of 337,149 stalks in 40 acres with an average of 8428.7
stalks per acre. Average stalks per lb. - 11.23. Therefore 8428.7 stalks per acre imply a normal
yield of 747 lbs. unthreshed, or 438 lbs. threshed, with a threshing ratio of 58.5 per cent.

The threshing yield of millet at Community E in 1950 and the studies of yield per acre of millet and
maize in the same community in 1950 are not typical of average years. In 1950 millet and maize were
seriously affected by the ravages of the Army Worm (zanzar!) and a poor season. Consequently the
stalks-per-Ib. ratio had no real significance, nor does the threshing percentage, since stalks of the
same size carried a very variable quanti ty of grain, as they happened to be affected by the pest and
the season.

Sugar-cane yi €lId at Communi ty G, 1;150

Sample - 40 plots, 301 X 301, giving a total figUre of 33172 canes in the 40 plots, with an average
of 829.3 canes per 3C' X 301, or 40,100 canes per acre. In the rntlrketat G, 26 bundles of cane,
having a weight of 3,843 lbs., were counted and found to contain 3258 canes, a cane having an average
weight of 1.18 lbs. Hence 40,100 canes will weigh 47,800 lbs., i.e. 21.4 tons. This figure should
be compared with the estimated yield of sUgar-cane, quoted in Appendix III, taken from the
Agricultural Department.

58.5

Threshing
%

64.7
60.5
59
57.7
53
58
61.3
51
58.8
61.5

2.46
2.46
2.32
2.3
2.4
2.42
2.425
2.31
2.38
2.31

lbs. per
mudu

40.75
30;75
20.5
30
26.5
34
38
25.5
45.25
32

mudu 15s.
Threshed yield

16
13 I
8.75 i

13 ,

i1 I
16 I11
19 '
13.75 I

---l- I
11.23 135.5

10.47
16.7
10.01
10.9
11.4
8.33

11.8
14.9
8.41

11.01

240

Stalks per
lb.
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No. of ! Bundle Weight I' Weight of
Bundle I in lbs. I sarnplecounted

b I 51 I 15

f i I I 11
7 62 10
8 50 i 10 ,
9 77 ; 17 I

10 54 I 11-+
-1----

Totals I
& Av. 551 I 120 i

In 10 of the 40 plots a count of good stalks was made, totalling 34,146 for 10 acres, and showing
a ratio of 33.87 per cent. serviceable stalks in those fields, i.e. the damage to crops by the season
end the Ar~ Worm was 66.13 per cent. of the probable harvest. The good stalks would give a yield in
1950 of 308 lbs. unthreshed, or 178 lbs. threshed millet per acre.

Maize yield stUdied ai.b...1229_
Sample - 20 plots, 25' X 251 gave a figure of 119,710 cobs in 20 acres, or an average of 5953 cobs per
acre. In 9 plots good cobs were counted to give a figure of 3905 good cobs per acre, a ratio of
53.05 per cent. of the cobs in those 9 plots, or 65.5 per cent. of the total average cobs per acre.
100 cobs tied together form one small bundle ~) valued at apprOXimately 2/-.
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C
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P
P

C

PP&
C
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,-..,.....
\D ·-·-_·····-···-·-1 .- -..-..-- ..---.- ---.---.-- ..---- --..-.. --..----- -1------~-.- ----- --.---------. -- ------.-.-------.---- --------------~---- -- -
@ ~e~
(Xl Date Season Taurarl * Millet Cowpeas Gulneacorn Maize Groundnuts Cotton potatoes Rice Tobacco Sugar
f\J' ----.-- - .-..- -- - -- -- -_ _..-.---.-- .-..- -..--.----- .--.--- ..--.... -r-'--_.-_._-.-- --..-.------ - ---..-..--.-- --- "".-----.- ----.- ---..--- ",. ".-- _..-."' "' .- -.-_..-
'(g 18/ 2 Bazara Paru l1ukadam I I I

3/3 Paru l1uWahar I'
16/3 Ba.1 tanal Hutl II I
29/3 Natura I p

11/4 I Butalnin P I I ~
24/4 Tsural ya P I
7/5 I Dabaran & pi'~~5 r--D~~a -~:i::-------"'-; -----c-+-- ------1-"'··-·--·--,-----------·-----~---&
15/6 I Zira1a I
28/6 Nasara & I

1117 . Darara & I

-if.--I-~~~. ---~----~-----~-t---+-~-+--L+-~-J --p---~-~-
15/9 Simako I H
28/9 Guhuru .,
11/10 . Tsabana
24/10 I Ikllelu H

-,--;'~, I~,:.- - ;;~;~~i---" -------- -~-.- ---+------.-1--------./--.--.-.-+----.--
15/12 ,. I BUldatu I' H I
28/12 I Sa1adu Zabiha I H I
10/1 ! Sa1aduBulha , I 'I
23/1 I Saladu Sa'uda II' I .
5/2 I Sa1adu Uhubiya ' I

=:::2P1'"")=-:-~~",",-:' :_:L-=-=-~=J.__"_=r=:r__=_=+==t~=J:==
li~;;; - P - Planting; C ~ Cultivation; H - Harvest
Marsh crops In this Ust are Tobacco, Sugar & Rice. Rice, tobacco and groundnut crops harvested in the Wet Season are not included.
* Taurari are stars which rise on the dates listed at Intervals of 13 days. The Taurari periods used in place of the religious MUhammadan calendar or Islam are of Arab origin.

** Jabaha Is the only 14-day taurari period,. and brings the year up to 365 days.



27
32
18
3

14
10
8

16
11

9
11
3 (?)
3
2
6
1 (?)

4

2
1
8
4
1
1
2

10
3
3 (?)
1

9
17
2
1

34
Z7

1 (1)
1
1
2.
6
I~

3
14
5
1
4.
5
1
1
1
1
1
2

287
8

214

Total

1
1
2

2
1
1
2
3

1
1
1
6
:3
1
3
4
1
1

D

137
2

108
I

C

7

12
1

1 24
8 2 18
1 12
3
1 12
1 8
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 3
4 3
? 3

2
2

3 2
? 1

1

7 1
1
?

1

?

9
5

8
4
1
1
2

Communi
B

2

3
3
2
6

1
1
1
2

89
5

61

31
23

242

?
2

2
4
5

A

1
2
2

8
4
3
3
?

9
1

2

2
2

?

49

38

n •• J

... ;
I

i

I
._ n.!

i
... .!,

!
I

. ,

Dyeing"..... . .
Mallams, inc. Koran Schools .
Tai lors (hand).
Tailors (machineL
Mat-weavers...
Butchers ..
Barbers .
Heavers .
Builders...
Thatchers.. . . .
k!.§rok.~. (Eulogists, singers)
Slaughterers of animals .
Leather'{vorkers ...
Beater of cloth (qyeing process)
\I.§.~.?t!.~a\l - (Officials, e.g, V. H.) )
Ropemakers,.. {
Blacksmi ths... .. 1
Potters.. "I
Drummers m................ . !

~~~~~~~-t~~~~~~.~....... . ,
Carpenters (European type workL. .. J

Carpenters (HausaL..... .. i
Sellers of firewood. .. j
Trainers of horses... I

~_~;J1~\~: ~~~~~Z;s: .. ~~~~:.~~~~.~. ········1
Herbal medicine sellers... ... ... ::·:·1
Beekeepers...... .. 1
Others.... .. .

Labour, etc.

Kerosene ..
Buying greundnuts (for firms)

" hi des & ski ns (tor firms)'..···
" cotton for local market ..

Tobacco
Cigarettes ...
Sugar-cane
Kolanuts.... .................................................m[
Salt.. {
European cloth..... I

Perfume. . .. .
\IQ.1l:nkQ±!'~ (cottons, needles, etc.}
Palm "
Raffia-palm...!

~;~:: i~rg~~:dnuts locally I
Brothel-keeper.. '
Others...... ............. .......1

Adult Men

Occupation

TOTALS
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~ppendix VII - Sample Occupational Census of 4 Communities: A, B, C & D

Traders:

ICotton-market, forestry, etc... I
~odago (paid farm labour). .......... ,

~~:;~~~~:~~~;s loads on J~g!!fl ...•.•.•••.•.....•••..•

~ (attondants)... ...........:1
Fadanci (errands for V.H., etc., <;lgoncyL...



APpenqix VII (Contd.) Sheet II

IT

Adult Hen (Contd.)

.._---" .__._--"-----,-
~-.-------.-._.----..---.-....-..-..--.~ i_==~~==L=~~.Q9EJmUP_~- ....---.,_--..---___c--.~--- ..- .. --.....

Occupation I A I B I C I D 1 Total

-----------.-.--..-----.-----..-.-.-+-- -.--l- --.
Fatquci (Hen who go on Dry-season

trading expeditions every
year)

Palm oil ...
Mats ....
Locally-WOVen cloth, & dyed tJ1read ..

..,i

1
1

25

1
1

25

Tall~{Boys Who sell goods for
traders, on commission)

Cloth·
KOlanu~s.

,
.. " ........ m •.• ;

.. j

? ? 2
4

2
5

Cotton blankets (woven by womenL.. 2 4 7
Foreign cloth (Yoruba, European)

............... <-<_ ......0 1 1
Grain, & other Farm Produce. 3 4,

2 2 4Other Brokers ... ............ ,..............................,.J

143
118

27
6

50
71
14

1

7
5
1

64
27
4
3

22
15
8
2

................ ,j

....mml ? ? ? ? ?

I 4 10 16 30
........... ! 1 1
mj 2 3

"h.m,.n,! 1 2

i
I

......... ,.....1

..mm··1

I I

ml 9 16 6 6 il 37
mm.m..mm ... 1 23 52 5 91 171

mm! 12 22 1 33 I 68
.... mm ... m.! 3 7 2, 12

mmmm.mmmol 2! I" 1 I f
t------"""+-·-·--'r--'--·----·r~--· 'J ' --_._,,-

............. mL._~ __...L_...97 l_~__l.~4_._L__~_._

o (Farmers only) ...
1..
2
3.mmm ....
4m
5.

Hen wi th no Craft ..
Men wi th 1 Craft.....
Hen with 2 Crafts ..
Men wi th 3 Grafts.... " /
Men wi th 4 Crafts.... . .
Men wi th more than 4 Crafts.....

Men with no Trade.
Men Wi til 1 Tr'lde...
Hen wi th 2 Trades... . .
Men wi th 3 TradeS .m m
Hen wl-th more tl1<1-n 3 Trade.!l.....

TOTAL ADULT MALES '.. mm .
(Same engage in Craft and Trading,
some in several lines of Trade,
some in several crafts)
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-'"'""".__.'. ------_.._---- -----'-----~_._-_._--_.--;_._-'----
: Communi ty '-':-_-..,-_.__.,_ .._.... __.~_~~~.~~~~: .. ,_~_.,._._ ..__.__[.=~A-=:~j. ··.._··~~=::·+ C t-_,_D__--+-f= T_o_t_a_l--,__

!!:2',",~. Su!?,s..~~§.ry_QE~"'!'§!:!2_~".-iii i I
1, "---; ~ 1~f 1~ 1~ I ~~
3 '3 6 12 I ~

~ ,', ",,--- ---"_~_...~__ .._.j __._.~.._..... I_,._. ._.+.__~._-+ 1

:rf~~~b~\fi~~~~~{imated} -l··..:!..--+_·_~~.=--·i .--~..._+._-1~~·-_,t--·_42
..:t.. _

Spinning,' 44 ' 157 I 11 174 I 386
Weaving .. _ 'f 20 64 I 4 129' 217
Hairdressing (kit§.Q,L..,i? 6' 1 ? 7

I

3
2
1
2*~\:

3
4
2(?)

3

4
41
5
8{?)

22
5
3
2

10

8
4

70
12
6
3

2
126
204

2

2
n.k.

5
16
1

1
1 {?}
3
1

1
2
2

1
8
3
6
8
3
1
1
1

1
1

2f!
11
1
2

2
39

122
1

4

?

?

4

10
2

,
J
I

!
I

!

5
1

1
2
?

2
2

?
2

15*
1

3
16

2
2

13
2
1
1
7

49
68

1

2
2

35

I
1
I,

I

I

244

3

?

?

2

?

13

28
12

5
1

11
1

:; ,
i

i
.....;

... i

l
...... ~

....·r,
~:::j
.... J

i

·....·.... ·..·.. ·.....1

1,
.............!

!
........................-....... -- ........ ·..1

I

...............................................!

.....J
I

GrincUng corn for pay ..
Keeping goats"
Selling firewood..
J2QI'l.{ spiri t-possessi on cult)_
Teaching weaving {N.A, schooIL,

Women wi th no Craft.
Women wi th 1 Craft,_
Women wi th 2 Crafts,
Women wi th 3 Crafts_,

Women wi th 1 Trade_, _,_;
Homen with 2 Trades .., ,,_, i
Women wi th 1 Trade & 1 Craft_ !
l-lomen with 1 Trade & 2 Crafts" _'_'''m,'mm I
Women wi th 2 Trades & 1 Craft_.. _, m_ Ii
Women with 2 Trades & 2 Crafts

mm, mmmi

I

Corn & Farm Produce Broker.. ...._-_..----'1
Hoarding & selling grain.._,

It II II cot ton..... ......i
" " " grain, peppers i

& other produce {known as '!Q~1.!@:ci~.!.~L ,.1
Palm oil 'j

ffJ:1'-<iHQ!. (tr~di~ij~~~~~~j---I
Prosti tu tes Cfill:!l.lY;ll.L ..... j

I

,~~!~I I

.QQ9lfgg.f.QQQ§:

KQJs&. (gruel)",.""""""",."""""""
J''ur~. {spi ced dumpling},
Ji~ (bean ca.l{.e)
Locus tbean cakes,..
Groundnut oil & cakes

J?!l:!!!LaJ£.~_ (bean cake),
Cooked groundnuts_..
'l'uwo for strangers (porridgo) ..,
Other foods Ckosall - cake - etc"

Grinding tobacco {husband prepares
& sells it, and pays themL,

(19608) 253

**{Visiting prostitutes not included}

, ._ _..• _m. __ .. '_·._·····__•. •. __• .••_ _.m.. ---------'-4

* (2 of these are prostitutes)



39 men
7 women

14 men, 10 women
9 men
9 men

21 men
3 men

17 men
12 men
9 men
7 men

10 men
16 men
9 men, 3 women
9 men
4 men

12 men
17 women

2 men
2 men
3 men
3 men
1 man
2 men
3 men

Locally made thread
Groundnut oil
Groundnut cake
Salt
Kalas (independent)

II (on commission)
Onions
Chewing tobacco
Cigarettes
.Aei!.i?<:l£~_ (reedmats)
Hats
Zari a brown sugar
Barbers
Deleb palm fruit
Haberdashery, Cl.i:Q1!J
Cooked cassava
Perfume
!2.~~~ (bean cakes)
1100den mortars
.G.Ql.i.. (squash)
Bi tter tomatoes Cg~1,l~ill

Baskets
Limes
Oranges
Hachine tailoring

245

2 men
2 men
3 men

..B}men

2 men
12 men

64 Fulani women
57 females, old & young
8 men
5 men

23 old women
19 men
5 men & 4 women

15 men
3 men

38 men
5 men
4 men
4 men
6 men

16 men

* ,fll1e..'!!:"!.. is a sweetmeat made from honey, ri ce, and the fruit of the Q!ny.~, a kind of black damson,
sometimes used in making the local ink.

The market is an important insti tutipn among the Hausa, and has social as well as econom! c
functions. Markets are located at the centre of local communities, i.e. village areas, and are
usually held twice weekly on set days. The men from neighbouring communities attend the markets
held in these communities and form a wider area of market relationships than any single community.
The markets are very sensitive to changes in the relative positions of supply and demand, and this
sensi tivi ty is expressed in sharp seasonal fluctuations in price for the principal locally produced
goods, such as grain, meat, spices, etc., Which are handled in the market. As pointed out in the
text, an attempt to study seasonal price fluctuations of commOdities in the markets of Zaria Emirate,
using the regular monthly return on these subjects compiled by the Native Authority for the Emirate and
by the Department Of Marketing and Exports for the market at Zaria Ci ty and related markets of similar
outstanding importance at Kano, Funtua, Gusau and Jos, had to be abandoned because the pri oe returns
from both sources in Zaria are unsatisfactory in marw w8lfs, and very likely inaccurate. originally
it was intended to attempt to relate price fluctuations Of commodities and the population of the
communities in which the markets were held, and the actual quantity of commOdities exchanged in various
markets on di Herent occasions, and examine such data to find whet,her figures for t,he seasonal or
annual t,urnover Of ,markets proportionate to the popuJat,ion of the local communities in Which these
markets were held would emerge. One important use to Which such a figure could be put would be as a
check on the estimates of total community income and expenditure for vari ous i terns based on the calcu
lations of househOld budgets Of the type given in Appendix II. The practical difficulties of making
an inventory Of all the commOdities brought into a market and sold there on any d8lf were discussed with
Mr. ~G. Gibbon, then Agricultural Officer at Maigana, Zaria, Who agreed to instruct some of his best
native Agricultural Assistants to undertake such surveys in certain communities at a certain time,
particularly with a view to assessment of the quantities of the various commodities sold. The
Agricultural Assistants were instructed to make a survey of the amount of each commodity 'brought into
the market for sale at the start of the market and to make a similar count of the quantities of
commOdities remaining with the vendors at the end of the market. The differences between these
figures are assumed to represent quantities sold Qy the vendors, and are given values at the current
prices of the area at that season, thus allowing some calculation Of market turnover to be made. The
main difficulties in such a procedure centre on the times at whi ch the market can be said to begin or
end. In the village area E, where I attempted to carry out a similar study in 1950, and the Village
Chief put a cordon around the market, ordering all persons coming to the market to bring their goods
to the checking point for weighing, arrivers continued from shortly after 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and
departures began from shortly after 4 p.m. and continued until sunset. The attempt to establish the
market turnover of E by subtraction of the amount taken by vendors away from the market from the
amount brought by them into the market proved a failure because the cordon of assistants did not
remain on the roads leading into the market throughout the duration of the market. Consequently, in
the tables below only the quantities and vallles of commOdities brought into the market at E are given
and no calculation of market turnover is made for that community. The survey at E includes European
cloth and other non-Hausa products, not represented fullY in the studies carried out by the
Agricultural Assistants, who did not cordon off their markets, but conducted a booth-to-booth count
within them. To indicate the practical difficulties in making an exhaustive census of the commoditie$
handled in a market, the following table of the market composition at Community A on 30:12:1949, is
given.

tIilk
Fur§.
8 t potatoes (uncooked)
coco-yams (cooked)
Locust-bean cakes
Baobab leaf
Okra
Chillies
Large peppers
SUgarcane
Seed cotton
Rope
Leatherworkers
'Cloth (independent)
Native blankets

(on commission)
110men t s clothes

(on commi ssi on)
Spind les (for thread)
Pots
Ablution pots (for

pr8lfers)
g!ewl!:..._~
Butchers
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Two bulls were killed, 3 sheep and 2 goats were on sale alive. Maqyvendors sold more than one
commodity. There were 45 unmarried girls in their best clothes, and about 70 men, mostly youths,
neither buying nor selling, who were waiting for the girls! dance at night. Three bicycles were on
hire. The market was also usod for tax collection by the Village Area Chief and his Ward Heads, and
is a focus of local interest and social intercourse.

The attempts to study market turnover, made by the Agricultural Assistants at the direction of
.Mr. Gibbon, appear for Communities A, Y & L in the following table, together with two studies of the
market at E, carried out by me, to determine only the amounts and values of commOdities brought into
the market at E.

** Weights given are average weights of the containers & loads.

246

Quantities and Values of the Commodities sold at' L, A& Y
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- .- .,"- ,".,-
.__. - _...~ .,

19:10:49 31 :10:49 18:10:49
Commodi ties Market L: Market A: Market Y:

Guineacorn lJO m* (16/8)

_
630 m (£12.10.0)

Bulrush Millet 85 m (£1.8.4) 108 m (£1.19.0) 270 m (£5)
AQQ§"Lql.K!J,§tL1!..,~;Q1I§1 -

_
14 m (2/11)

Maize 390 lb.*" (£3.14.9) - 240m (£3)
Rice - - 80 m (£3.6.8)

Total Grain - £5.19·9
_

£1.19.0 - £23.19.7

Cowpeas - lJO lb. ( 6/8) 80 lb. (101-)
Groundnuts (unshelled) lb. (£3.7.6) 270 lb. (£3.7.6) 292Qlb •. (£24.6.8)
Cotton 100 lb. (£1.13.4) 95 lb. (£1.11.8) 360 lb. (£6)
Sugarcane 8100 lb. (£18) 1890 lb. (£4.6.6) 1800 lb. (£4)
Tobacco & tobacco flowers 6 lb. (4/6) 63 lb. (£2.7.9) 12.lb. (9j-)
Native cigarettes (£3.7.6) - -
Groundnut oil bottles 100 (£6.13.4) 26 (£1.14.8) 23 (£1.11.6)
Palm oil bottles 30 (£2) 9 ( 12/3) 57 (£2. 17.0}

.§!:~:B....!.ngn<.i!~.Jl1i.§
Chillies 262 m (£6.11.0) 48m (161-) 240 lb. (£4)
Onions 60 lb. (10/-) - 50 lb. ( 16/8)
Baobab leaves 70 lb. (17I6) - 70 lb. (£1.0.5)
Locust bean (.!o.s,J.,waL 164 lb. (£4.2.0) 80 lb. (£2) 130 lb. (£2.3.4)
Locust bean cakes c.l080 ? - c.360 cakes ?
Indian hemp (6/3) - ( 131-) -

. Okra - - -
!9_~~UL!:~Y!-l!.l!;r~d.:!.ent.~. £12.6.9 £3.19.0 . £8.0.5

Cassava 120 lb. (5/4) - 6lJO lb. (£2.5.0)
Slpotatoes 360 lb. (18/8) 72 lb. D/-} 1200 l~. (£2.·10.0)
Coco-yam - 80 lb. (5/-) 900 lb. (£3.4.0)
Yam 300 lb. (£1.5.0)

_
3000 lb. (£12.10.0)

Total Roots: £2.9.0 8/- £22.0.6._"'----,-'-----

1'.2!-a~....~~~...P.r_<?~.?_~. £47.8.4 £18.6.1 ,

( loads) (151-) 45
. ,

(£1.11.6)Wood 10 -
Livestock_._" ..",",----_.,"
Bulls ~laughtered 5 (£45) 1 (£9.15.0) 1 (£9.10.0)
Sheep (alive) 1 ( 12/-) 1 (121-) 7 (£4.11.0)
Goats " 6 (£3.6.0) 1 (11/,..) - ".

.St Q£!S••.I.9.1.<i.,J, £48.18.0 £10.18.0 £14.1.0

Total £94.6.4 £29.4.1 £103.7.2

European Cloths 3 (£3.7.0) - 15 (£16.10.0)
Salt 9 bags (£6.6.0) - -
Blankets - - 10 (£6)

Grand Total £103.19.4 £29.4.1 £125.17.2



Appendix VIII (Contd.)._-.'---

Commodities: llatket at E, 7.8.50: Harket at E, 10.8.50:

Guineacorn 252 lb." (£1.13.8) 149 lb. (£1')
Bulrush HUlet 237 m (£3.19.0) 178 lb. (£1.4.0)
Maize 2lJO lb. (£1.3.3) 314 lb. (£1.8.9)
Rice - 27 lb. ( 15/9)

Total Grain £6.15.11 £4.8.6

Cowpeas - 94 lb. ( 15/8)
G,oundnuts (unshelled) 189 lb. (£2.3.11) 331 lb. (£3.2.7)
Cotton 130-a: lb. (£2.3.6) 12~ lb. (£2.1.2)
Sugarcane 185 lb. (819) 411 lb. ( 17/6)
Tobacco 37 lb. (£1.7.9) 201. lb. ( 151M,)

Palm 011 29':!: galls. 30 galls. (£10.10.0)
Sa:!.t 13 bags -
Chillies l.I6 lb. nIb. ( 12/9)
Peppers (ta~~sai)"" 22 lb. 17 lb. ( 11/4)
Baobab :!.eaves 35 lb. (£1.3.4) 26 lb. ( 17/4)
Locust bean l~~§2 143 lb. (£2.1.3) 21 lb. (6/1;\:)
Red oorrel (gur~1,lZut 20 lb. (314) -
Okras 82 lb. (6/10) 131 lb. (10/11)

Total Stew Ingredients £6.3.11 £2.18.5:1

Cassava 842 lb. 217 lb. ( 15/6)
yams 813 lb. (£3.12.6)

Total Roots' £4.8.0

Total Farm Produce £23.6. 1 £19.7.3

Wood (lOads) 1=72 lb. ? 2 =' 170 lb. ?

Livestoc~

Bulls slaughtered 2 (£19) 3 (£27.15.0)
Sheep (lIve) - 1 (13/-)
Goats • 2 (£1.1.0) 1 (9/-)

Livestock Total: £20.1.0 £28.17.0

Total £61.14.11 £58.14.3

Eur. Cloth lengths 113 (£136.12.0) 146 (£192.15.0)
Hausa men! s weave 35 yds. (£1.8.0) 48 yds. (£1.18.0)
Hausa blankets 91 (£40.19.0) 115 (£51.15.0)
Ready-made clothing (£152.2.0) (£183.13.0)

Total Drapery ( .0) (£430.1.0)

Sevung machines - -
Grand Total £392.15.11 £488.15.3

* All weights and measures given are exact figures, collected at the 'checking point.
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Work Food Expendl ture

Lt....!:!.• 7~9 a.m. 1 headload grass
cut & carrl ed home. 9-12 &
2-4.30 Koranic study.
4.30--7 1 grass-load.

ID K\lllillJ.. & ml lk. 2 JIllli1gj.1!l)
11) .I!J!I:!!:. for self.

E) 1JJY!Q.. 2 m.

Locust beancakes (LEC) 1d.
Sal tid. I1llk 1d. EJ.!ra,..1 d.
Kolanuts 1d.

.?LJ:l•.1!. 8-2 weaving.
7.3O~11 p.m. Koranic study.

iD) Kllilill!. 1m with tamarind.
11) Fura & 11me.
E) IiiYiii: 1:1- m.

Salt 1d. LEC 1d. E1!ra 1d•
Kolanuts 1.d. Kerosene 1d.

.32.._!l.,.&. 8-9.30 1 grassload
for fence. 10-12 Dug s.
potato storage pit. 2T30
4.30 Preparing mud-plaster.

D) .l'.Y!lP.!J. -!r m& tamarind.
11) S'potatoes (from farm)
E) .'!IDXQ. 3 m& okra s"ew.

Kolanuts 1d. Tamarind 1d•
LEC 1d. salt 1d. Okras 1d.
Kerosene 1:1.

ftL._£., 8.30-12 Weaving, 1
length, 1.) spindles cotton
used. 2.30-5.30 Weaving.
6-7 p.m. Fetched wood.

D) .!.Ji!!.!~'i~ (self)
11) K!!.ll!l!!. & tamarind.
E) .I!!.~2.. 2 m, & baobab stew.

LEC 1d. Salt 1d. l?~wake 1d.
Kolanuts 1d.

:?l _lbJ. 8-12 1 grassload for
thatch. Washed his .!!)!!ll§.!!!.~..~ .
clothes. Rest of day -
rested•

J) KU!l!l.\! & milk. 1m.
H) [Sl.(;.§..& acacia.
E).I!!.YiQ.. He m. Okra stew.

I1llk 1d. LEC 1II. Salt 1d.
Okras id. Ko1anuts ld.

('196G8)257

Y-:~ill!.Q 1. m. :l-d. Ko1anuts I.d. LEC 1d.
Own SI potatoes, Gl nut cakes Cane 1d. G1nut Cake 1d.
cakes.
1'JJ.Y!.Q. 3 m. Baobab stew.

Er.!<:l.?¥-_J5i.L~.;f!9..._-kl'E~.LP.SY.

.1.1 ..JI., 8-10 1 grass lOad (thatch). iD)
12-2 Koranl c study. 2.30
Hosque. Then marl~et. 5.30-8.
Tl j janlya prayers, (mosque). i~j)

IE)

Salt 1d. Sugarcane 1d. LBC ld.
Pumpkin ~d. Peppers -!rd.
PalmoU 1d. Ko1anuts-!rd. & -!rd.
for wife. Kerosene l,d.

'nut cake 1d. G'nuts 1d.
Salt ~d. Baobab.1eaves l,d.
Sugarcane l,d. Ko1anuts 1d. self,
-!rd. wives. Kerosene 1d. Wood 1d.
LEC 1d.

Salt ld. LEC 1d.Kolanuts 1d.
ad. self, l,d. wife)

.

LEC ld. salt 1d. Peppers %d.
Kolanuts ld. Sugarcane ~d.

Heat 3d. Salt 10. LEC 1d.
Onions I.d. Okra 1d. Cane 1d.
K~las 1d. .Eure- -!rd. tor wifo.

21;.8

g.§!!:1!Y~L1d. G1nut oil -!rd.
Family: .fat§.& g'nut
cake 'kd.
furl!..2d. fIilk 1d. (all)
T~. 2 m. Baobab stew.

.Q£l.!lw'!!t~ 1d. (self). Rest
1 !3J!:1!1!!c 1 m.
He had rest 0flillnill!.o gave
family 1d. for food.
l'l!.lYQ•... anm. Baobab stew•

tr)

E)

D) .P'§l1wals!l. ld. (self).
H) .Furs:! 1d. (self).
E) T.uwQ.2 m. Baobab Btew.

D) Yesterday's tuwo 1 m.
11) 1d. fura, l,d. mlJJ~ (self).

Gave wrr8s ·1d., who bOGght
grnut cake to eat with
acacia-leaves.

E)1d. gl nuts & own Sl
PO'"'M

D) 1L.a.m~g 1d. (self).
Yesterdalf's 1!!.~Q. ~ m.
for rest of family.

11) fliP_I!.. 1d. & TamarI nd.
E) 1'1!!m 2 m. Pumpkin stew.

E)

7) H, 8-11.302 grassloads
-·-(fence). 2.30-4.30 washed

wHe's clothes. (FemUy
ate s'potatoes at middalf).

8) ll. 8.30-9.45. 1 grassload
·-·-·-(shed). Wife made gl nut 011

& gave husband 1d.-v;orth for
fOOd, so he did not buy any.

19..L1. 8-12 2 loadsgrainstaJJ~s,

( fence) • 12-4.30 Sewed l,
cloth - l-!rd. wages.

.§.L.J;l.... 8-10 1 grass load for
thatch. 2.30-4.30Koranlc
study.

.3l,.. ]3.11., 8~.3O Repaired ..§!!§§.
fence. (2 sides of It).



~ppend~.~·~ -(Contd.)

Y..!'lC!.1IY ...15; 1?.:'.12.!~.'!E~..fl.!:.P§'" (Contd.)

Cane 1d.
EY.J:'.§. :ld.

Salt Id. Meat 3d.
~.osa!. 1d. Kola 1d.
LBC 1d.

LBC Id. Salt Id. Okra Id.
Cane 1d. ..!'J)ra 2d. Ni lk 1d.
Onions Id., meat 6d. G'nut oil
2d. (Lamp).

Expendi ture,

D~~~e Id. Kola Id. Meat 3d.
LBC.ld. Salt Id. Kerosene Id.
Sugarcane 1d.

Salt Id. Meat 3d. LBC Id.
Kalas Id. G'nut cake 2d.
Danwake Id. 3 spindles weft
tiireadl /4.

Meat 3d. Cooked meat Id.
Danwake 1d. Kosai 1d. 14aina 1d.
c&i~ld. Koia1d. Fure -i~j-:'"
Salt Id. LCC Id. Kerosene Id•

Kalas :\-d. l1i lk :ld. LBC Id.
Peppers :ld. salt ld. Cane Id.
Fure 1d. Meat 3d.

.P..?!!.IY.~~. 1d. Kalas Id. Cane 1d.
Salt Id. LBC Id. Peppers -!<d.
Okra Id. Kerosene Id.

1 m. grain, 3d. Took 6d.-worth
of meat. Wood Id. LBC :\-d.
Salt :la. Kola :ld. Perfume Id.
l'.!!!:e. 1d. Nilk i,d •

YI day's J:.!!.IYQ.:l m.
Fura 2d. 1'1i lk 1d. KUDDU
;J, m. .. potash.
!l!Y.'2. H m. Okra stew.

~!l.!'1al<:.~. Id. They ate
yl dllY' s tuwo.
Cowpeas 1 m. G'nut cake.
.!J!!!<?.2 m. Baobab stew.

Food

D)Q.1;!.l1!'1~~. 1d •
Ii) Ft!ra & tamarind.
E)iiiiii 2k m.

0) J)anwak~.. 1kd. &tuwQ.. They
go't7'"m. __!.l.!!lJ!.

Kosai Id. for self.
luwo'4 m. Baobab stew.

E)

0)

Ii)
E)

0)
M)

D) ]?~l}!y'~§ 1d. They got
y' day' s.ti1!YQ. 1 m.

Ii) f.!!-j;~ 1 m.
E) 1.q!y£' 3 m. Okra Stew.

D) Y' day's tuwo -!< m.
Ml lC.!!.~t.! 1 iii:--Iii lk :ld.
E) Tu~2 .. 2 m. Baobab stew.

0) 12anWak~ 1d. (self) 1d. for
rest of family.

M) Cowpeas 1 m. Salt Id.
E) 1£!YQ. 2 m. Baobab stew.

0) - nothing.
M) ~§_ld. Milk :ld. Own

cooked meat 2d.-worth.
E) J'uWQ. 1 m. Baobab stew.

:Zl....lL. M.30 2 grasslo<l<!S
(fence). 12-2.30 fetched
bundle grain loaned out from 1'1)
hamlet 2 miles away. 2.30 E)

.~arket,. sold cloth for inter
vielvee 40 p (see Appendix II).
Received gift of perfume Id.
from 35 D.

Work

§)_~.. 8"'9.30 1 grass load
thatch. 9.)0 greeted kins
man, then market. 2.30
mosque. 5.30-6.30 2-loads
corn stalks.

.!:'.Ll1..lb 5.30""8 Koranic study.
8-11 To hamlet 2 miles away
to greet family. Ate at
their home, they returned
with him at 11, met visiting
kinsman from 25 miles away
in Katsina. Kinsman 2 miles
al'llIY had had a birth in his
home, that day. 2.30 mosque.
5.30-8 mosque (Tijjaniya).

L._R.!.!b 8.30-1.30 Fenced in
cassava plot. 2.30 mosque,
then market. 5.30-7
prayers.

.1I.LJl.... 8-12 Wove -!<-length of
cloth. Market - no sales.

3) O.A. 8-12 2 men shave &
·-haircut. 1-6 4 men shave &

haircut at market. Earned
10d.

.§l...J:!... Fetched 4 pots water
before 8. 9-12 Cut 12
poles & 1 grass load. 12
6.30:woye 1 fence-mat;
14ft•

.2l-.£.Jl, 8030 slaughtered 1
sheep, cost 8/-; Id. to
slaughterer. Skin sold 2/-.
Uncooked meat 6/-, less6d.
commission to boys selling
it. Cooked meat 2/6.
Helped by chief butcher from
another town who also killed
two goats.

Fur.I!. 2d.
Cane Id.

1QLl. 9-12 building granary
(4th. (lIlY). 10 prepares the
earth. Builder .employed.
Fetched, 16' pots water.
12 washed. 2.30 mosque then
market, using corn stalks
for fire - 1 bundle lasts
.3 days.

D) YI dllY' s~JlWO :\- m.
M) F!!£!!. 2d. Mi lJ~ 1d.
E) :ruvJQ 2 m. Baobab stew.

. Salt :ld. LBC 1d.
Milk Id. Heat 3d.
Kalas :ld. .f.lli::Q. :ld.
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LEC I d. Salt 1d. Cane 1d.
Cooked meat 1d. Kola Id.
Glnut oil 1d.

Salt 1d. mc 1d. Okra 1d.
Cane 1d.

Salt 1d. LEC 1d. Kolanuts 1d.
RllJ:!y'!§lt...§ 1d. .Ell!:.§, 1d. Mi lk 1d.

Kolanuts ~d. Cane ~d.

Salt l~d. Kola 1d. Cooked
meat 1d. LBC 1d. Kerosene 1d.
Cane 1d•.QOO.Y.lak~. 1d. G'nut
cake 1d. fu~l!. 1d. Milk 1d.
(not yet eaten).

Gift to brothflb·-fr-. Salt 1d.
LEC 1d. Kolas received as
gift.

Kolanut 1d. Glnut oil 1d.
ll.911.Wak§. 2d.

1 spindle cotton 5d. Salt 1d.
! mc 1d. Kolas 1d. Kerosene 1d.

Q.g,l.ldg, 1d. fur£! 1d.

250

Food

I I d{J¥' S1;1!!YQ. ~ m.
S'potatoes ~ basket & 1 m.
own g'nuts.
JltlY.o..3 m. Pumpkin stew.

Q.¥.!!Y?ke. 1d.
2 s' potato roots & g' nut
cake 1d.

.I.lJ-YiQ. 4 m. Okra stew.

DJ
BJ

D) Q.auge 1d.
M) !:1!@ 1d.
E) I!!.IYQ. H m. Baobab stew.

\<Tork
'.'••'_':""'''_'''.'''''._"••••,mm","" .",,,_..._,", '.'-'-~"'l'""---"""••_'"~-------_._._-~---,-------

Expendi ture,"_..""'"""""_,""""'.._,"",..,,,,,,,,...,,,,,, +__.,,.._.,"'.__.~m",m""'.''''","''_._~''''".'''"''_.' ••"".",m",_••".," ",'","-+_.·'"""._'_,_m_~,_._", __._,"",._",_," ,,~__
! !

N. 8-9.30 1 grass load thatch D) KJd!!!!!!. 1 m. & !d1y.tQ. 1 m. for ! Okra 1d. Salt 1d. Milk 1d.
fetched. 9.30-2.30 Koranic rest of family, & glnut LEC 1d. Kolanut 1d. Gtnut
discussion group. 3.30 1 oil 1d. ! oil 1d.
grass load fetched, then M) ~Jd~9..&milk 1d.
Koranic study alone. E) tY.~Q 2 m. & okra stew•
•""'~"".'~"."~'_""'_"_"'''_''''~'''".'''~''.~'''.''''.''~'_''~'.".""_",~"__,~_"_,,, .•,,,_"._,,_,,_,_"__.,,-f.,_,_,". "__~,__,,,_ ",~ "_",_"~,_~,_" __,,__,,_,_~_" .+_,,m "__, _

2.L ..R~.j\, 8-12 dug up 2 baskets
s'potatoes. 2.30-5.30 3 men
haircut & shave.

?1. N. U. 8-12 weaving H length.
Used 8 spIndles cotton.
2.30-5 Koranic study. Hife
returned from hamlet at
2.30, leaving son there.

EJ,
"-'"'-----'--.""'-"--,._-,",--_._-------------------+---_.._.-
..4L"",.s.~ 8.30-12. Fence: 2 loads i DJJ?§..r:!~~!J (self) 1d. Femily

cornstalks. Fetched grass & I,M) had II day' s,~!J.lYQ.•
made rope. (Grass had soaked. .fur.~ 1d. Milk 1d. (self)
2 days in str~~m) 1 section of i They - 1 m. s'potatoes &
fence is finished. Worked Withl' glnut cake ld.
his son. E) 2 m•.1i!!lYQ. Baobab stew.·

~R,A:- Tiil9Ko~anic studY. ·-tD) I1dayts tmyQ. ~ m.
_·-"-·9:::'12. 1 load wood le ft to dry, IM) FurI!.2d. Milk 1d. They:

brought in, (for cooking). , ,J£l.!IDY. ~ m. 1d. potash.
1 load left to dry for 14 days. I EJ 11!Yi.Q.... H m. Okra stew.
1-3 ~ load corn stalks fetChed.!
3-5.30 Korani c di scussi on group I
with visiting.m~l~§m. '

.§l=:'~_. 8.30-10 1-gr~SSlOad -fo-r--·'I~I-D-J-I-,-d-{J¥·-'S-J-U-V!-Q.-"~-m-.-'
thatch. ,M) Millet-flour & milk ~d.

i E) Boiled cowpeas & salt.

7) H. 8.30-10. 2 loads grass I! D)
·······Tfence). 10-12.30 fetched l'I)

another bundle loaned-out '
grain from hamlet 2 miles off. I E)
2.30-5 scraped out own dyepit. i
Put in ash, water & new I
indigo. 5.30-6.30 repaired
house fence destroyed by I
goats. Rest of family had been
to hamlet to greet relatives in[
the morning, & returned at ,
2.30. I

.........__._...._ .._..__..__._._-_.1----._---------\--_._-__...- _
8) N. His eldest brother l s wife I D) No breakfast.

gave blrth In Katslna provlnce, i Y) .:I'MQ. at brothers.. . ,
19 mlles aW{J¥. He went. to the I E) tillYQ.2 m. & fura. Hives
naming ceremony, left at I make glnut oil.
5.30, arr. at 12, gave 1/-, '

._~~turned ~t 9 p.m. ~__• _

,~L....f!.l1. Borning 2 loads corn I D) .!2.2!!Y!.C!!>.Q, 2d. GI nutoil 1d.
stalks fetched. Going to I M) Kunnu ~ m. & limes.
nearby max'ket to'"'lllorrow. I E):!'!!yi:g:-1 m. & remaining

kunnu.

J.9-L1. 8-9.30 2 gr-a-SS-l-o-a-ds-- I D) II d:', s Jill,v_'o--~-'-m-.-----+-S-a-l-t-~-d.--LE-C-1-d-.-d-'nu-t----

thatch. 9.30-12 4 loads grain IB) Cowpeas H m. & g'nut cake 1d.
stalks. 12-5.30 sewed & ,cake 1d.
earned 2d. 1 cloth, used 30 t E) Tuwo,2 m. Pumpkin stew.
lengths of thread Ce.i..liJ. i

I
\
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10) I. Left for nibil in Sakata to see maternal uncle. Went to Funtua, stayed with man from Community D,
left Funtua Monday at 11. a.m. by train, 1/8 fare. Returned Thursday 21st by lorry to Funtua, 1;6,
walked 14 m. to !'laska. Frlda,y a.m. returned home. look gifts 4 m.· LEC, bougl1t for 2/2 from
wife's mother. Rec1d 8/- cash gift from maternal uncle.

Work

1) N. 8.30-10.30 & 2.30-4.30
----1 grassload eaCl1 to roof the

entrance hut. Sons fetched
wood & water. After 5 Koranic
discussions.

2) NU. 8.30-12 Betrothal of
wife's younger brotherls
daughter at a hamlet 3 miles
aWQ;:f. 2.30-4.30 set up loom
for to~morrow. No gifts
made at betrothal.

3) O.A. 8.30-11 Walked 8 miles
to nearby market. 6 men
shaved & haircut. 5.30-8
returned.

4) S. 8.3~12 2.-loads corn-
stalks 1-10ad grass. Made
second lengtl1.of f~nce. 12-2
dug up 1 basket Sl potatoes.
2.-5.30 wove ~-lengtl1 of
clot,h.

5) R.A. 8.30-11. Fetcl1ed 1
bundle grain for village cl1ief
from l1amlet 2 miles distant,.
12.-2.30 continued building
granary. y.5.30 visiting
mallamS discussion group.

6) B. 2.30-4.30 p.m. Fetched
Sirewood. Elder brother still
away.

7) H. 8.30~1O CUt 1 load of
wood, brougl1t in. another.
1~12 eut & fetcl1ed 1 load
grass (fence). 12.30-2.30
fetched 1 bundle loaned-out
grain. 2.30-4.30 worked with
younger brotl1er; eacl1poured
6 pots water into dyepi t.
Elder brotl1er st,ill absent.

8) M. 8-2.30 visited kin 4 m.
away. 2.30-4.30 sewed up holes
in his clothes. 5.30-6 1 load
grass for shed.

9) B.li. 8-12 went to nearby
market 8 m. off. 1-4.30 sold
meat for chief butcher there,
10/-, rec'd 1/-. Returned by
7 p.m. (is about 60 yrs. old).
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Food

0) J)Jl!!.wi!!~& 2 m. (made at home)
& gr nut oil 2d.

M) Self - .ry,-~. 1d. Milk 1d.
lhey had rest of .g9!l~g...•

E) 1!J.!Y.o. 2 m. Okra stew.

0) 12!ID!y~g 1d. (self).
Family yl dQ;:f' s1;QY!Q.

M) (self) J:'yr.~_ 1d. Milk 1d.
Family had La,.1;.~_ 1 m. &
acacia leaves. Wives
bought, own grnut, oil to go
wi th it.

E) S'potatoes 3 m. & 2d.
g'nut cake.

0) Y' clay' s;Y:!I1!'_ -z m.
M) Family had acacia leaves

& glnut eake 1d. Self
!Yr.~ 1d. Milk ~d. at
market.

E) IYw~ 3m.; 1 m. left for
to'"lJlorrow. Baobab stew.

D) New .~_~9 for visitors
1 m. Baobab stew.

M) Ew.;:" 1d. Milk 1d. Family
had rest of tuwo.

E) IYll:Q.2 m. Okra stew.

D) ~!!illM 1 m. Wife gave
potash 1d.

M) 1 m. new Tuwo. Okra.
E) H m. ne~·TiJYi..o.. Baobab.

0) (Self) .Q~n!Y.~~ 1d.
Glnut oil 1d. Family
yl dE\Y'1 s J'.\U'!Q.•

M) KYDny.. 1 m. & tamarind.
E) !!l!l1Q 2 m. Baobab stew.

O)Q!ID.!Y.<;lKli.. 1d. (self).
Family C' peas 2 m. &
salt 1d. lhey bought
butter 2d.

M) (Self)f.!!r..~. 1d. Milk 1d.
Family -z basket s'potatoes.
They bought their own
g'nut cake.

E) .Q.,!!!!y~~ 4 m. (made at home)
& 4d. g' nut oil.

0) yrdayls !,YlY.Q.. S'potatoes.
GI nut cake 1d.

e
M) fY£~ (made at home).
E) 1!J.lY.o. 2 m. Baobab stew.

D) No breakfast.
M) Ey!'§ 1d. Mi lk "kd. at

market.
E) !!l!"!Q 1 m. Baobab.

251

Expendi ture

Salt 1d. lEC 1d. Okra 1d.
Palmoil 1d. G1nut oil (lamp) 1d.
Gl nut oil 2d. Kalas 1d•. Cane
1d. [Yr~ 1d. Milk 1d.

Salt 1d. Kolanut 1d• .flll'.!!.. 1d.
Milk 1d. Glnut cake given by
his wife.

Beef 6d. Cane 1d. Kola 1d.
Salt 1d. LEC 1d. Baobab
leaves 1d.

Salt 1d. lEC 1d. Kola 1d.
Okra 1d. .EY£§ 1d. Mi lk 1d.

Okra 1d. LEC 1d. Salt 1d.

lEC 1d. !200Yi§!f-'1.1d. GI"ut
oil 1d.

Salt 1d. Cooked Meat 1d.
Kola td. Kerosene rd. .fur.@, 1d.
Milk 1d. G'nut 011 4d.

Salt 1d. LEC 1d. (Uses asl1
instead of potash for ty~).

LEC "kd. Salt ~d. Kalas 1d.
Onions 1d. given cooked meat.



------...:;::;:- ---- --:---
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Monda;'{ 18:12:49. Market Da;'{

.2l._.fl,.J:l. Another sheep. No. 36 D killed & bought the skin. Cost 10!~. Total takings 13/-.
8d. given to assistents.

12L1.. Absent.

.!EP..e..~.~~...!..~ (Contd.)

--,----~--"-~,,---

Work Food Expendi ture

1) 11. Till 8 at naming ceremony
~l .~1 m. & tamari nd• Mutton 2d. Okra ld. Salt 1d.

··-of 42 D. 8-<).30 1 grassload Slpotatoes 2d. ~ 1/3 LBC ld. Kola. ld. Cane ld.
thatch. 9.30-12 visited basket.
mallamls discussion group. E) 1!!..V:1.Q. 2 m. Okra.
Looked at market. 8 p.m.
Went to naming feast of D 42;
no gifts made.

.?2.....JI•.!l, Till 8 at naming D) Jl.1i!!'!.1;;k~. 1d. (Self) • Bought for wife with her money
ceremony of 42 D. No gifts. Family y'day's tuwo. 1 spindle weft thread 1/~;

9-2 p.m. wove lli lengths iLdigo M) -LlJ!:.a.. 1d. Nilk ld. ( self) • 1 spindle warp 8d. for self.
striped, 9 large spindles. Family 3d. slpotatoes. Salt 1d. Kola ld. Wood ld.
2.30 market, 8 p.m. at 42 DIS E) _T.Y1!~ 1t m. Baobab. LBC 1d. Meat 4d. Q.!l!!wak'l. 1d.
feast. Sales at market n.k. Kerosene ld. Slpotato 3d.

Cane ld. Jur~ ld. Milk ld.

2).......!!.,.1" Till 8 at naming D) .D3illY.t9Jie 1d. (self) • Family Okra ld• Salt ld. LBCl d.
ceremony.. No gifts. 8.3~12 y1da;'{ls tuwo. Kola ld. Cane ld. .Q.!!.!!!!ake. 1d.
dug 2 baskets slpotatoes & M) EQ!",.,!.ld. Milk ld. (self) • ..f'Jd£e. ld. Nilk ld. Kerosene 1d.
put in pit. 1.30~6 5 men Family - slpotatoes 3 m. Neat 3d. Glcorn 2 m. 6d.
shaved & hm rcut. E) 1'.!!.!!9.. 3 m. Okra stew.

llL...&... Ti 11 8 at naming ceremony. D) JL1!L'lL~'" 1d. (self) • Family 2 spindles warp thread: 1/6
No gifts. 9-12 wove l-length yldey1s slpotatoes. (self) • Shave ld. Salt 1d.
cloth. 12~8 sold it in market N) J~.!!.t:mY 1 m. & tamar'ind. LBC ld. Kola 1d. Cane lid.
for 2/2. 8-9 2-10ads fence E) .1'1!\Y.Q. 2m. Baobab • 1)§.nwa1t'l. 1d.
grass. Used 1 spindle for

. cloth, 9d. Wives gave gifts
to the mother at 421shouse,
I' there f are I dontt'). ..

2L.J'·A. 8~1O fetched load of D) All"'Y1d. tuwo. LBC ld. Salt ld. Cane ld.
dry-wood. 10 -1.30 worked in M) Fur",.2d. Hille 2d. .E!lra 2d. Milk 2d. Butter 2d•
granary; 4 pots water, also E) 1.ill\'Q..H m. Baobab.
1 pot for food. 2.30-4.30
1 load cornstalks, then market,
then Koranic group. .

..§'L.._!3-, till 8: naming ceremony. D) Y'd .tll:@'_ i m. Shave 1d. Said he had no more
Gave 4 m. 1J.lr_Ii'. to 42 DIS son, M) .EY!:.'iI. 2 m. (made at home) money.
the father of the child. & limes.
8"'9030 l~load grass, then to E) .Wr§... & tamarind.
market•

.

lLJ!~ 8~10.30 took 1-10ad cotton D) Q§pwake ld. (self) Family Meat 4d. Cooked meat 2d.
to nearby export cotton y1d tuwo 1 m. Palmoil 2d. Salt ld. LBC 1d.
market, 8 m. away; given grade M) Fami ly -klllillY. 1 m. ( self) Wood ld. Cane ld. Fura ld.
1, pd. 12/-. 11-2 returned & Ll\!:~. 1d•• milk ld•• cooked l1ilk ld. Kolas ld. Kerosene 1d.
sold cloth fer 40 D in market. meat 2d., cane 1d. panwake. 1d. Gt nut-cake.
35 D gave him perfume. E) 1'Q!'!Q. 4 m. Baobab stew. Shave ld•

.81-...11.• Till 8 3-pots water for D) (Self)pan.l'!Sls&. Family 2 m. glcorn 6d. Okra ld.
waShing & drinking. 8~10.30 ld. & yl d tUtio. Salt ld. LBC 1J. Kola ld.
1-10ad grass for fence-mats. 11) Fate & acacia. Wife gave Cane -.l:d. G1nuts 4/- (bought
10.30-2.30 1 fcnce~at woven, glnut cake. for wives, who make grnut oil.)
18 ft •• for self. 3-4.30 E) TUHO 2 m. Baobab.
brought in 1 load dry wood;
cut none•



Appendix IX (Gontd.)

.5L,.]",'\" 7'-'8 Discussion group. D)
8-6 accompanied a village chief H)
to his town 18 m. off &
returned. E)

wrw

LEe 1d•

-

LEe 1d. Kola 1d.
F'ura 1d. Alms n.k.

-,
Expendi ture

---,
Kolanuts 1d. Salt 1d.
LEG 1d. Baobab 1d.
Kerosene 1d. Tamarind '\'d.

==~z=

Kolas given, 3d.
Salt 1d. '

Salt 1d.
Hilk 2d.

Kelas 1d. E!l!::A 1d. Mi ll-~ 1d.
Slpotatoes 1d. Glnut cake 1d.
Salt 1d. Okra 1d. LBG 1d.

Kolas ~d. LEG 1d. Salt ld.
Soap 4d. Blue 1d. 12e!!.!Y~~ 1d.
G'nut cake 2d.

Kolas 1d. Heat 3d. .Q.'¥.:!Y~§. 1d.
LEG 1d. Salt 1d. Kerosene 1d.

Kolas 1d. LEG 1d. Salt 1d.
lJ~~§, ld.

Glnut oil from wife 1d.
Salt 1d. LEG 1d. Milk 1d.
.P',1!t)Y11!1>-JL.2d.

Kolas 1d. LEG 1d. Salt 1d.
E!d!:9-.& milk 2d. ll.@wake 1d.
Kerosene 1d.

yld :\;gl1Q,'
Gi venL!E!!. Family had
1 m.kunnu, & '\'d. potash.
Tuwo'irm:

Food

J&'E.l:!:":! 2 m. Nilk 1d.
f.!!!:~ 1d. Hi lk 1d.
,n!):!Q 2 m. Okra.

D) Q_a.n~~~ 1d. (self) Family
y'd !!.'JY.19..

H) Fura 1d. t1i lk 1d. (self)
Fami ly bought own g I nut
cake & rec1d ~ m. peas.

E) IlI!1Q H m. Baobab.

D) .P..9-Ll19flL.,,1 d. (self) Family
y I d .!l!T!Q. ,\, m.

M) !Y!:!!lu, 1 m. & limes.
E) !g!C!Q 2 m. Baobab.

D) EYre 1d. Milk 1d.
M) S'potatoes 1d. G'nut

cake 1d. salt ~d.

E) :nIY'..Q1 m. Okra stew.

D) .Q'!:!'1L'!!~& 1d. (self) Fami ly
Yld tuwo.

H) S'potatoes 1 basket & 2d.
g'nut cake.

E) 11!.~Q. 4 m. Baobab.

D) ,!lall.!Yi!tg 2d.
M) LW'.Jl_ (made) 1 m. & milk 1d.
E) 11I!'J.Q.2 m. Baobab.

D)
M)
E)

D) ,E~f-~ given him by son of
42 D, with tamarind.

til Q£i.!JY!§lf\1 1d. (se If) • [ly-
~\lIlrn. 1 m. & tam~ind.

E) 1'!!lYo 2 m. Baobab.

Ib-) y I d J'yYi.Q. ,\, m.
til ~unnu 2 m. & ~d. tamari nd.
E) !g~Q 3 m. Baobab.

2)_~~~ 7.30-1.30 Wove He
lengths cloth.

Tuesdqy 19:12·49.

Work

2L_I2,~ 8-12 Dug 2 baskets
s I potatoes.

1) N. 7'"12 7th day alms ceremony
----fOr death of kin5man4m. away.

Visited. Brought lOad of wood
back wi th him.

~~ 8.30-10.30 1-grassload for
fence mat. 2.30-4.30 1-grass·
load.

9) B.N. 7-12 2-10ads cornstalks----tor' fence.

,§L_J2" 7~12 1-load grass
& 1-10ad cornstalks.
1-1oad fire wood.

Jl..JL.. 8'"'9 brought out glcorn for
stalk count & weighing,
carried out by ~Titer. 9-12
washed clothes of self and
wives.

)i1..._11. 7.30-11 1-load wood &
7 poles for fence. 2.30-4.30
repairing the fence.

~
r
I'

l.QL1. Absent.

Kola 1d. LEG 1d. Salt 1d.
Milk 2d.

Salt 1d. S'potatoes 4d.
G'nut cake 2d. Gfnut oil 4d•
Kerosene 1d. Kola ld.

11.....1:1.. 8-11 2.,.grassloads thatch.
:r4 l-grassload thatch.

2) H. U. 7-1 wove 1-1ength cloth,
'-'-"used 6 spindl es weft. After

noon: fetched fireWOod.

.2L.Jl.A. 7 a.m. left for market.
8 m. away. Returned 7 p.m.
7 men shaved & haircut, 2d.
per man.
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D) No food.
M) 10 a.m. 2 m••tgr~ made,

milk 2d.
E)I!J!Y9_ 2 m. Baobab.

D) All - y' d t1,lwo.
M)Q,?,l}!y'a.!<:<j mad~'-i',\, m. G' nut

oil 4d.
E) S'potat03s 4d. G'nut

cake 2d•

D) y, d .tiIlIQ...~ m.
M) ,EY!:~ 1d. Hi lk 1d. (self).

Family clpeas 1 m. G'nut
cake 1d. Salt '\'d.

E) .I!JlXQ 3 m. Okra stew.
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.

Kola 1d.
LEG 1d.
EYrA 1d.
cake 1d.

Gane 1d.
Salt 1d.
Hilk 1d.

Perfume
Kerosene
G'nut

1d.
1d.



J'
§EE~..~~!. ..~~. (Contd.) If:
.1f..~9r.!~EQ..a,~L?QU? ..t~.9.. (Contd• .)

Work Food Expendi ture Ii
ilL.£., 9-2 dug 3 baskets Sl D) ..Q.§'!!W1lli§l 1d. ( self) Family G'oot oil 3d. Salt Hd. Cane ld. ipotatoes. 2.30-S wove 1-1ength y' d tuwo i: m. Shave 2d. ..12.!'!n.~!;L 1d. Gfnut

cloth; used 10 spindles weft M) Slpotatoes & glnut cake 2d. cake 2d.
thread. E.) ,12.8Q.W.~2 2 m. made. Oil 3d.

5LJi...4... 7-'12 work on the. granary. D) ,lS,Q,!fQ. 1d. ( self) Family G'nut cake 1d. Salt 1d.
2.3O-S.3O visiting mallam1s y1d tuwo -1> m. .JS.Q]gl, ld.
discussion group. M) K1.!.@)!!'.. 1 m. & limes.

. E) C' peas 1 m. & gl nut cake 1d.

.tiL....)?... 7.30-10 went to naming D) y1dJ;l.llY.Q.. ± m• Kolas ':I-d. Cane ':I-d. Mi lk -1>d.
ceremony at a hamlet 3 m. off. tI) .EU!::;), made 1k m. 11ilk ;\<1. No gifts made.
Fetched wood on, way home. E) ,P_8Q.l'l~q 2 m. Oil, vorth .,

provided by wife.

:ZLJL. 7-12 went to hamlet 6 m. D) J?MYi1i,lf.G, 1d. (self) Family Sugarcane 1/3 (he ate 2d.-worth). ,.,
off; bought sugarcane 1/3. 3 m. c f peas & 2d•. g I nut cal(e Kola 1d. ,Pll!1!Y~Q 1d. Palmoil
2.30-S repaired fence. bought by themse Ives. 2d. mc 1d. Salt 1d.

M) ,K!ill!!!! 2 m. & tamarind.
E) Illi'iQ... 4 m. Okra stew.

.§L1t. 6 a.m. heard that son of D) ,Da!l\.Yflli:..Q. 1d. (self) Family Kola ld. Cane ld. Danwake 1d.
budget No. 37 D had died.

M)
y'd tuwo -1> m. G' nut cake 3d. (1 d. laiiiPo1l

7-8.30 went to burial. 8.30-S Acacia leaves & glnut given by wife). . I
returned and wove 2 fence-mats cake 2d.

14 ft. each. Sold them for E) Clpeas 1 m. & glnut cake 1d.
1/3 & 1/2 to Budget No. 40 D.
Shaved S.3O by chief barber,
free, and shaved the chief
barber free. M. is not a
professional barber, but hair
is used for

.2) B.N. 6.)0 a.m.-7 p.m. visited D) (Self) no breakfast. Kalas lId. LEe ':I-d. Salt lId.
--a"-market 14 m off; sold 4/- Family yl d tuwo -1> m. !.!9~~ ld. - ld. to family.

meat on commission. Recld 4d. M) 10.30 a.m. (self) KQ!>.i?!. 1d.
Left 1d. with family for :

IE)
mi dday meal.

!
nm2 1 m. Pumpkin stew.

lQJ...J..~ Absent.

~qay 21:12:L.!2.

JL.. J!. 8-12 2-grassloads thatch. D) yl d ..f..ll.r,:§, & limes. Perfume 3d. me ld. Kolas ld.
2.30-7 Koranic group & M) lC.Yll}}!J 2 m. & tamarind. Salt 1d.
prayers. E) TU!'.q, :2 m. Baobab stew•

.?2......,...':!. u, 7""'9 se t up loom. 9-2 D) ,Qgn~;)'K~, 1d. (self) Family: LEC ld. salt 1d. Kerosene 1d.
wove l-length cloth (10 yf d .~m'yQ.. -b: m. Kolas ld. ..E1lr.§, 1d. Milk 1d•
spindles weft thread). 11) £:l!.~i'l. 1d. Milk 1d. Family 'non",o"" 1d.

had slpotatoes & bought )
themselves glnut cake 1d•

!~E) .Tu!Y9_ 1;\: m. Baobab stew.

3) .. D.A. 8-10 dug 1 basket D) .Q§m~g, ( self) 1d. Family Kola ld. LEC 1d. Salt 1d. l.
''''''''''';;TpOtatoes. 10-2 fetched 2 y' d tU\'lO ;\ m. J2i!!1w~2. 1d. G'nut cake 2d.

,
bundles cornstalks for fuel. M) Sipotatoes & glnut cake 2d. Kerosene 1d.

.,.

2-5 3 men shaved & haircut. E) ,lli~Y2... 3 m. Okra stew.
. .

..l±L...§.!, 8-10 2-10ads grass (fence) D) ~,~Y'l~!Q~ g.m~ self) •
Family . Kola )d. ,LEC 1d. salt 1d. "

10-12 rested. Afternoon: a.
fetched 2 bundles cornstaIKs. 11) ,fg,l).~ 1 m. & tamarind.

.",
E) h!.lIQ., 2 m. Baobab stew.

r5L_R.....A.., 7-8 fetched 2 pots water. D) .K.Il11If..\L j, m. Tamarind. salt l':1-d• GI nut oil 3d.
8-12 fi rewood, cut a ne1J\! lot, 11) Danwake made 1 m. GInut cake 1d. Kola 1d.
& brought in old lot. 2.30- E) 'Sl'Potatoes 3d. & g'nut S'potatoes 3d.
5.30 visiting mallamls dis- cake ld.
cussion group.

•
"
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Expendi tureWork FOOd

gL_ll~ 8-9 brought out bundles D) 1?;IDY1.'J..tg. b-d. (self) • Family Soap 4d. Blue 1d. Kol'as :td.
ef grain for stalk count &, yl d!'dY!9. ,t m. LBC 1d. Sl potatoes 2d.
weighing. 9-2 washed clethes !~; Sfpotatoos 2d. 'f),qmv"k~ ,!,d.
of self & wife. 3-4 fetched ,:!1!.Y~.9_, l~ m. Baobab stm',r.
wood.

12..._..1I.. 8 a.m.'" 6 p.m. visited D) R§.l1!YSl!1g 1d. ( self) Family ( Bro ther gave him 6d.) Kolas 6
Communi ty B, 20 m. distant to -~g~YQ" 1 m. 6d. .... some for family. liQ.§.a.! 1d.
meet elder brother, who M) Family: s'potatoes & Salt 1d. Cane 1d. Cooked
returned from Zaria wi th 3 tins grnut cake 2d. meat 2d. Kerosene 2d. Em:a. & ,
kerosene, 1 box soap & 1 bag E) Danwake made 4 m. & gtnut milk 2d.
salt. ;i16d:

"..W_'_."_"_"_"_"_"'__.'"'_'_"'._'~"_"_""_...'__"_"_'_'_'""_"'.

§LJ1! This record has been lost.
--,;""","_.._",",",--",,,-".",-,,.._..--"-,,",,,,,~-_.

9.L.J2.d'!.• 8-11 bargaining with Bush D) Y t d :\-.1\Y!\? -!. m. Kola 1d. G1nut cake ld.
Fulani camped outsi de town. !"I) li!.Lnr\l! ,t m. Tamarind. S'potatoes 2d.
Bought a bull for £11 on E) Sf potatoes 2d. & g'nut
credit. Rostad. cake 1d.

1.o.1....L· Still absont.

Fri ~;'L??.:"1.?.~i!~'!'_..!:l~~"-~_Q~x

1L1L. Till 8 Koranic Study. D) .KlUl!1\l. 2 m. & tamarind• Salt ld. LBC 1d. Meat 4d.
9-10.30 brought grain for M) E.!l!:.i!. 1d. , !"!ilk 1d. ( self) Cane 1d. Okra 1d. Oil 1d.
stalk count & weighing. Family: remaining kunnu. Kola 1d• Milk 1d. £lJJ:s. 1d.
12-2.30 1-grassload thatch. E) lYl'!Q 2 m. Okra stew. •~ 1d.
Washed. 2.30 Prayers & dis....
cussion group. 5.30"'8 Ti jjaniya
pra,.-ers at mosqu o.

.gL...U•..\!. Till 8 studi ed alone• D) ]§[l'!y~g 1d. ( self) Family Beef 6d. Salt 1d. LBC 1d.
8-2.30 started for home of yl d.tuwo.. -!. m. Wood 2d. Kerosene 1d. Okra 1:td.
kinsman 3 m. away, met them M) E.\1!:.\!. 1d. Mi1k 1d. ( self) Xl!!:a. 1d. tli lk 1d. 3d. to
coming to greet him on the 3d. to wives. Visitors fam11y,.P-9!1!Y'l!'& 1d.
road, brought them hOme. 2.30- brought their olin.
all went to the mosque. 2.30- E) !m!Q. 1~ m. Okra stew.
4.30 in the market. 5-7
mosque.

Head of a hamlet 2 m. away brought 1 bundle of g I corn to H. U. as alms L~.~.i!)' The hamlet head
is M.U. IS younger brother. M.U. gave 5d. to the bearer. Received froD wife the blanket C!L\'@s!.Q)
for which he had given her the thread fer weaving, 5/- worth.

.-2L_Q,-~ 8-10 dug up 1 basket
slpotatoes. 1-68 men shaved
& haircut in market, 1/4.

D)Qilil!I~~ 1d. (self) Fami ly
y'd tuwo. ~ m.

M) 1/3rd. basket slpotatoes
& 2d. glnut cake.

E) T'uv!.Q. 3 m. Pumpkin stew.

LBe 1d. Salt 1d. Kola 1d•
Perfume 2d. cane 1d.
Heat 3d. G'corn 2 m•• 6d.

1iL3J.. Ti 11 8.30 prayers etc.
8.30-10 y-Ioads cornstalks.
Akinswoman of father1s family
died in the home of the chief
priest (limamln Juma'a). Went
to the shrouding & burial.
2.30 went to betrothal of an
affine at village 12 m. away.
Spent the night thore.

5) ._&A 6-7.:'1) pra,.-ers. 8-11
work on granary. 11-12
greeted the visiting mallam.
2.30 mosque, then market.
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D) Y'dt!!.Yig.~ m.
M) .~.!!.mlq .. 1 m. & limes.
E) lVl"~ 2 m. Baobab stew.

D) yr d 1!J.\y.Q :t m.
M) .KY.m:J!!. made 1-2/3rd. m.

& limes.
E) !illYQ H m. Okra stew.
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Alms 1d.

Heat 4d.
Kola 1d.

Salt 1d.

Salt 1d.
Cane 1d.

LBC 1d.

LBG 1d.



Work

D) I??ll!Y~.,_ 1d. (se If) Family
yl d 1!1!!YQ 1 m.

1'1) l!!!:S!. made 11l m. Mi lK 1d.
E).I1!!YQ.2 m. Pumpkin stew.

!E~.!!<!.i_X. IX (Contd.)

fl:!Q,!:¥-,~g';'lg.L42. C!:!.a.£f.§.LQ,1g (Contd.)

§L.J2.! 8-10 wE.eLed clothes for
4d., ovmer providing 3d. soap
& 1d. blue. Then to market.
He sells plimsolls for Budget
No. 40 D at 8/6 P. pair for
size 6, & 6d. more for each
increase in size. Earned 6d.

Food Expendi ture

Meat 4d. LBC ld. Kola 1d.
salt 1d. Milk 1d. Danwake ld.

E)

3d. given to a friend. Perfume
2d. Cooked meat·2d. Vaseline 2d.
Soap 5d. Blue ld. 2 m. c'peas
7d. Meat 4d. Kolas 1d.E!lrJJ. 1d.
Cane~. Salt ld. LBC ld.
.llil!:!\'i&tq. 2d. Okra 2d. Fura 2d.
Milk ld•.Kosa! ld.

'p'.§!1!YM§. 2d. (self) Fami ly
kUl'lllll 2 m. & tamarind (he
had"~ome also).

1'1) i'-tJr§. 2d. Mi lk 1d. (self)
Family slpotatoes 1 basket.
lY!Y~ 4 m. Okra stew.

7) H. 8~10 fetched another bundle D:
-'''''''Ioaned~out grain from hamlet

3 m. off. 10~12 dug up 2
baskets slpotatoes. 12-1.30
washed ovm clothes. 1.30-2
washed himself. 2.30 mosque.
3 greeted his wife1s pzrents,
1 m. off. 3.30 market, selling
cloth for bUdget No. 40 D at
the following rates:-

1 6~d. pieee 22/6, 3crrmlssion 6d.
3 yds. blue cloth 12/6. commission 4d.
10 yd. prInt, 62/-, ccrrmission 2/-.
There are 6 others selling on commission for No. 40 D.
H. earned 2/10 t~day.

ilL...!:!.. 8-11 fetched wood & cut !D)
1 grassload for fence mat.
11-2.30 v~ve 1 18 ft. fence 1'1)
mat. Sold it for 1/6. Fetched
1 pot water for drinkIng in E)
evening.

Okra 1d. EverythIng else
brought back from Funtua.

2 m. g' corn 6d. Meat 3d.
Salt ld. LBC 1d. Okra ld.
Kola 1d. cane 1d. Fure :l-d.
.QS!!l\'§j{..Q 1d. S' potatoes 2d.
Glnut ceke 1d.

Salt ld. lBC 1d. Baobab :l:d.
Wood ld. Kerosene ld. Kola ld.
Fure :l:d. Danw<lke.3d. (Took 1/
'beet in kind). ..

~9tg. ld. at Maska.
fy!,~. 2d. l1i 1k 1d.
:J:!1lVQ 2 m. Okra stew.

No breakfast.
p~., .3d•
1!:!Y!9_ 1 m. Baobab.

.Q,S!.!JWal!-_~ 1d. (self) Faroi ly
yl d .RIwo, 1 m.
S'potatoes 2d. & g'nut
cal,e 1d.
1li~£ 2 m. Okra stew.

I~~
E)

lQt.L. Left l1aska 6.30. Arrived
homo 10 a.m. (12 m.). Washed
& wont to mar!mt.

.9..L._~!.Ii. The ohlef butcher said
he wanted a bull. so he killed
it. So B.N. returned to the
F"ulanl & bought another one on
credit at £11, 5 yrs. old.
Another butcher killed 1 goat.
Bull's hi dc sold, 1016 by B. N.
He also sold 15/- meat at 2/
profi t for himself & took 1/
worth of meat. The butchers work
together. killing In rotation.
B.N. hopes to kill hIs bull on
Monday.

1) N. Till 8 Koranic study.
·-----8";.,10 1 grassload for thatch.

12-2 1 " " "
2.30-5.30 Visiting mallam's
dIscussion group.

~. (new) 1 m. Okra stew.
KUI1Jll! 2 m. &Tamarl nd.
.1;),1wo. 2 m. Baobab. stew.

Okra 1d.
Cane ld.
Kola ld.

Salt ld. LEe ld.
Grnut 011 2d.
(Boys fetched wood).

\
g)..._._.,.t'~,-\!. 8-5.30 weaving whi te

cloth, 1~ lengths (7 spindles
weft thread bought) made 20
spindles for the shuttle.
(All statements of weft
spindles making lengths of
cloth refer to spindles for
the shuttle) •

,D)

11)

E)

IYEQ (new) 1 m. Baobab
stew.
Fura 1d. l1i lk 1d. (self).
Family :I: m. cfpeas & ld.
g'nut cake.
,'I'l1lY9. 1:1: m. Okra stew.

Meat 4d. Okra ld. Salt ld.
Kalas 1d. Kerosene ld.

.::>L_.p.,.:!,! 8-10 l-grassload ( fenco)
3~5 3 men shaved & hairout.
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]anwaJ(e 1d. (solf) Fami
yld tuwo:l- m.
!llJ.!l!l.\!. 2 m. & tamarInd :l-d.
P.1l!:!!!@$.\l made 3 m. wi th 3d.
g' nut oil & 1d. salt.

Cano 1d. Kerosone 1d.
Danwake 1d. Tamarind -!d.
G'nut oil 3d. Salt ld.



Wor], Food Expendi ture
.

itt ..1,1.. 9-2 wove 1 \Vhi te c10 tho
Interrupted to escort friend
2 ill. to hamlet",

D)

H)

E)

D.§l!lly1!1:'g 1d. (self) Family
Y'dtuwo"
C'peas 1 m.2d. glnut
cake",
Acacia leaves 2 m. &
glnut cake 4d.

Salt ld. Kola ld.
G'nut cake 6d.

5J. .J",ll. Absent, escorting nearby village chief to his town 18 m. off.

6) - J?!.. 8-2 dug up 7 baskets D) yld .tlllYQ 1 m. G'nut cake ld. Kola 10•
s! potatoes for chief weaver 3 p.m. Drunk mother!s medicine. Slpotatoes 40.
for 4d. Is constipated, & was E) S'potatoes 4d'~

given limes & potash by his
mother. .

lL_.!j~ 8-2. Dug 4 bkts. D) 1?~.Y!<'l~9. 1d. ( selt) ,"ami ly Salt 1d. Onions 1d. LEC 1d.
s'potatoes. 2.3G-S.30 visited Y!d .tmXQ. 1 m. Pumpkin 1d. Tomato 1d•
marsh & bought 1 furrow H) Ji.\IllmJ. 3 m. Kola 1d. GI nut 2d. palmoil 3d.
sugar-cane,. 2/~. E) JL,,!!.g.?:. 4 m. Pumpkin stew. Heat 4d. Cooked meat 2d.

: P...a..n!'i1!1:'.§ ld.

1?t _!:!... Accompanied R.A. as escort D) j)-'l.l!Y!'bts:~_ 3d. Left behind Heat 3d. Okra 1d. Kola 1d.
of visiting village chief on 1 m. glcorn for family Salt 1d. LEC 1d. Sheanut
order of chief of Com. D. ti 11 re turn. (2 m. .Q,1Y!Q. oil 1d.
Traded on route. given his escorts by v.

I chieO.

21_._!3-,.li~ 8....2..30 argued wi th Fulani D) Y'd tillYiL *mll' Salt '\'d. LEe '\'d. Kola ld.
about bull, but failed to M) 3d. s' potatoes. Wood 1d. SIpotatoes 3d.
secure it. E) fE.I£., 1 m. Kerosene 1d. Palmoil 1d.

.1QLL. 8'"'9.30 fetched 6 pots D) yld t.llY[Q -k rn. Cane 1d. Kola 1d. Wood 1d.
water. Made mud to repair M) H IJ. c' pens, & 1d. g'nut Shave 1d. G'nut oil 3d.
v;'i!e r so_hut. 9.3G-S sewed cake. Salt ,td. G'nut cake ld.
!.;-lengths cloth together E) Yi'\r.:m1!1:'& made 2 m. & 3d.
(1;0 threads) • oil lll

M) midday. E) evening, 7-8. Y'd = yesterday•

.Q.:JJlJl.e"-.rz._Q.L.f.QQdE.: .I'!.\'!Q.. - sta~lc grain porridge. lUx.!>. - stew.of vegetablos, oils, spices, salt, meat.
f.~'-~.- spiced flour-paste balls, eaten mashed up with milk or tamarind.
[~Ig ~ flour & leaves, mainly acacia, boiled together, often with onions•
.Y§!}Yi.a.lf§. - beanflour cakes made wi th groundnut oil, usually beanflour & grain flour

ere c~~~lly mix~c.

K!.lJ:l!:m... - gruel made from grainflour, water, flavoured wi th groundnuts, potash,
lime juice, tamarind juice or locust bean pods.

K~Q. - slightly thicker gruel, grain flour.
Qe!dQ§. - equal parts bean-und grain flour, made into £l paste & steamed in 2i ttle

packets of leaves.
)SQe?:i, - bean flour cake.
B_~in§ ~ small cakes from grain flour.
LEC - locust-bean cake. 'Essential in stow.
Groundhut cake - is produced in making groundnut oil.
,E.1!:t:.§.. - tobacco flower, the calyx is used by women to clean their teeth, the gift of

kolanuts and fur~.on Friday being regarded by wives as a sign that the
husband appreci ates them.

m11\: - sour Fula'l i milk.

Note. Dry Season: This is the building & repairing season. Guineacorn has bee~ harvested. Sweet
potatoes are being harvested. Cowpeas & sugarcane plentiful. The Bush Fulani encamped outside the
town on Village Chief's fields had roughly 200 cattle & 40 sheep, hence the amount of milk used, and the
slaughter of bulls. Also the time for visi ting relatives, the farm worK having finished. See No. 10.
Note difference between craftsmen, Who are werking long hours, and farmers without much craft like No.6,
who are resting. Note division of household duties - some men fetch wood and water, others not. Note
regularity of main items of expenditure - salt, LBC, etc. Little oil used in cooking. Regular daily
grain consumption, and variety of other foods. Note division into "fOOd", and "snacks" bought, and
distinction bet~een prosperous and poor. Note regUlarity of certain food combinations. Q~~nqD~§

ilnportant in diet horo, this is a groundnut district. Co-operation between butdhers, multiplicity of
men's activities, constant circ\ilation of money and its importance. Cowpeas important now, but not
availablo all the year round. Lastly, visi ting· Koranic Hallo.'ll & his di sucssion group of Tijjaniyas.
These calendars show the regularities (seasonal) wllich·made Budgets possible.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FIEFS & VASSAL STATES OF ZAZZAU IN THE

~
!

KEY to fief-holding titles.

Vassal-statea.

A - Alkali
B Barde
C Cikum
D - Dallatu
D:; - Dangaladima
OM - Darunadami
F - Fagaoi
G - Galadima
E: - Hauni
I Iya
IK - Iyan Kurama.
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M' - Ma 'aji Karami.
M'B - Ma 'aji Babba
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R - Rubli
S - Sarki (the King)
Sa - Salenke
Se - Barkin Viawa
SF - Barkin Fada
Sh - Shen:tali
SR - Barkin Rawa
TB - Turaki Babba
T.K - Turaki Karami
'if - WOIll,bai
WL - Wall
WY - Wan'ya
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Durum
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Kagarko
Kaj=
Kau=
Ke:f'fi
Kwoto
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Compound of n6bleman, Zaria Ci ty. !J,~1!!:5! (entrance-hut) of wealtl\Y merchant,
Zaria City. Note bicycle among ornamental

- plaster-work..

Compound layout in rural Zaria.

Fulanl Village HeM.

Interior of poor villager's compound,
shovling granary, goat-hut and dry-season
cook.ing place.

F'ulani Village Head of Fatika, formerly
a vassal-state of Zazzau, wi th the ,!glgg (double
gong) at his fect. Thc "~£~~ was a Byrrbol
of Fatik.afs vassal status.
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Fulanl District Head with his
motoz-car.

A dyer at the dyeplts.

The men's narrow loom.

DSE 19608/1 (274- )/P24593 K5 8/54 DL 264-

Nobleman on horseback at the SalIsh
parade. (An attendant's spear can be seen
by the horsels head).

Embroidered slippers - traditional
designs.

Market Women selling cooked to ods.
(locust-bean cake etc.)_
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